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Art. I.

—

Description of ike Remains of a new Enaliosaurian
{Eosaurus Acadianus\ from the Coal Formation ofNova Scotia;

by O. C. Marsh, B.A., of the Sheffield Scientific School,
Yale College.—With Plates.

[CommuDicated to the Geological Society of London, May, 1862.]

The Keptilian remains from the Coal-measures, hitherto de-

scribed, are few in number, and have nearly all been regarded
as Batrachian, or Amphibian, Previous to the year 1844, the

existence of even this low form of reptilian 1"

boniferous period was unsuspected by most geologic

first appearance upon the earth confidently referred to the Per-

^ form of reptilian life during the Car-

spected by most geologists, and its

epoch. In that year Hermann von Meyer announced the

aiscovery in the Rhenish Bavarian Coal-measures of a reptile

allied to the Salamanders, which he described under the name
Apateon pedestris ;* and about the same time Dr. King published

an account of the footprints of a large Batraehian, which he had
observed in the coal strata at Greensburg^ Penn.f In 1852 Sir

Charles Lyell and Prof J. W. Dawson obtained in the Coal-

measures of Kova Scotia the bones of the Dendrerpeton Acadia-

num (Wyman and Owen), which were the first reptilian osseous

remains described from the Carboniferous rocks of America.^

* Leonhard und BronB, Neues Jahrbuchfur Mineralofjie, etc., 1844. page 336.

f Description of fossil footmarks (of Thenaropus heterodactyluvi) found in the

Am. Journal of Science, vol. xlviii, pape 343. Also in voL'i, new series, pa|e 268.'

X Ou the remains of a reptile [Dendrerpeton Acadianum, Wyman and Owen),
and of a land shell discovered in the interior of an erect fossil tree in the Coal-
measures of Nova Scotia; by Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S., Ac, and J. W. Dawson,
Esq. Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, London, May, 1853, vol. ix, p. 53!

Am. Jctcb. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXIY, No. 100.—Jllt, 1863.



2 0. C. Marsh on the Remains of a new Enaliosaurian,

Since these discoveries were made, the Coal-fields of England
and Nova Scotia, as well as those of Ohio and Pennsylvania,
liave afforded additional Batrachian, or Amphibian, bones and
footprints, so that at the present time the prevalence of this type
of reptilian life during the Carboniferous period is generally ad-

mitted. The more recent researches of Prof Dawson in the
Coal formation of Nova Scotia have been rewarded by the im-
portant discovery of a new genus (Hylonomus) of very small
reptiles, which, he considers, had affinities to the Lacertians,
and possibly belonged to that family, rather than to the Batra-
chians.*

_
The remains which form the subject of the following descrip-

tion are of great interest, since they indicate the existence during
the Palaeozoic period of a group of highly organized marine
reptiles of large size, which have previously been found only in
Secondary strata. These remains consist of two vertebrae, or
more strictly two centra or bodies of vertebrse ; and their ap-
pearance, when separated from the matrix which contained
them, is well represented in the first of the accompanying Plates,
figures 1 and 2. The vertebrae were discovered by the writer
in August, 1855, while examining the Coal-measures of Nova
Scotia m company with his friend, Mr. William E. Park, of
Andover, Mass. Their resemblance in form and appearance to
the vertebras of an Ichthyosaurus was so marked, that at the time
of the discovery the writer referred them to that genus, and
made a careful exploration in the vicinity for further remains,
but without success. As soon as an opportunity occurred, the
fossils were compared with the vertebras of Ichthyosauri from the
Lias, and, although some points of difference were noticed, the
Enaliosaurian characters seemed to be equally well marked in
each. Wishing to obtain, if possible, some additional remains,
the writer for some time deferred publishing a description of the
vertebrae; but a careful re-examination of the locality during
the past summer afforded nothing of a similar nature, and there
seemed to be no reason for longer delay in announcing so im-
portant a discovery. The remains were, accordingly, brTefly no-
ticed by the writer in the last number of the American Journal
of Science

; and, as they appeared to be generically distinct from
any hitherto described, he then proposed for the species the
name Eosaurus Acadianus^ in allusion to the early appearance
on the earth of this higher type of reptilian life.f
The locality which furnished these fossils is at the South Jog-

gins Coal formation, in Nova Scotia, on the southern shore of

1 Geology, page
Geological Soa <
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the Chiegnecto channel,

Coal-i

have a vertical thickness of 14,570 feet, or nearly three miles;

and contain seventy-six distinct seams of coal, with erect trees

and plants at twenty-two different levels. The strata dip to the
south at an angle of about 25^

; and the destructive tides of the
bay are constantly undermining the high cliffs, and exposing
for miles along the coast fresh sections, rich in fossil treasures of
vegetable and animal life.

The present remains were imbedded in a stratum of argilla-

ceous chocolate-colored shale, which forms part of group xxvi.
in the elaborate section of this formation made in 1852 by Sir

Charles Lyell and Prof. J. W. Dawson.f The position of this

group is a little more than 10,000 feet above the lower limits of

these Coal-measures, and beneath nearly 5,000 feet of coal strata,

containing at least twenty separate veins of coal. It is about
800 feet above the locality which afforded the remains of the

Dendrerpeton and Hylonom^s.
This group is sixty-six feet in thickness ; and consists of choco-

late and gray shales, containing ironstone nodules, and inter-

stratified with bands of gray sandstone, in which may occasion-

ally be observed ripple marks, and carbonized land plants.

Erect SigillaricB, often of large size, occur at one level, and erect

Calamites at another. Prof. Dawson considers these deposits

estuary or fluviatile sediments, covering flats, which were at

times dry, or nearly so, and at others inundated. On one of the

rippled sandstones he noticed a series of footprints, which he
supposes might have been made by a large Dendrerpeton.

Gfroup XXV., immediately beneath the locality of the vertebras,

is about twenty feet in thickness ; and consists of a series of un-

derclays, or fossil soils, with Stigmaria, and small seams of coal,

in which may be seen Sigillarioe and Lepidodendra. Two feet

below group xxvi. there is a stratum of bituminous limestone,

which contains the scales of ganoid jSshes (Pakeomscus), copro-

lites, bivalve shells of the genus Naiadiies, and Spirorbis carbona-

rius attached to plants and trunks of SigillaricB.

The vertebrae, as already stated, are two in number; and when
discovered were attached to each other, as shown in Plate I. fig-

ures 1 and 2. Their uniformity in size and appearance, as well

as their collocation when found, would indicate that they be-

longed to the same animal, and were contiguous in the vertebral

column. They are remarkably well preserved ; and this results

from their complete ossification in their natural state, as well as

from the peculiar matrix which has since contained them, and
furnished the material for their mineralization. The posterior
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vertebra, in fact, with the exception of a small fracture, seems to
be nearly as perfect as in its original condition ; and from it the
description and measurements which follow are mainlj taken.
A close examination of the fossils shows, that, subsequent to

the death of the animal, and before being imbedded in the shale,
they were subjected to considerable violence. One of them has
been pushed aside from its original position about one-third of
its diameter, and also turned on its axis about 90°, so as to leave
its superior surface in apposition with the lateral surface of its

fellow. Through the center of the anterior vertebra an irregu-
lar cavity has been made, and a wide fissure separates a segment
from the rest of the centrum (Plate I. figure 2). The edges of
each of the fossils are somewhat abraded, apparently from hav-
ing been rolled about by water: this, however, could not have
been long continued; as the delicate reticulated texture of the
non-articular surfaces, being protected by their slight concavity,
IS perfectly preserved (Plate I. figure 1, and Plate II. figure 4).
These injuries were evidently all received before the entomb-
ment of the vertebra ; and, as no similar remains could be found
in the vicinity when these were discovered, it is quite probable
that the same force, which caused the injuries, also widely sepa-
rated the different parts of the skeleton.

^
The general form of the vertebra? is cylindrical, but their

Bides are somewhat compressed obliquely, which gives to the
contour of the centra a subhex agonal appearance. They are
much flattened m the direction of the antero-posterior diameter,
which has to the transverse diameter about the proportion of 1
to 3. Both the articular terminal facets are deeply and equally
concave; but from the center to the margin the surfaces are
convex, and this convexity is greatest near the center, as repre-
sented in Plate II. figure 2. The cavities for the reception of
the intervertebral matter begin immediately from the margin;
and are considerably deeper than in the corresponding parts of
the IchiJiyosaurus, indicating a greater degree of flexibility in
the spinal column. The margins of the vertebra are somewhat
raised, as if they had yielded to a forcible compression applied
longitudinally

; and hence the lateral surfaces of the centers are
concave in an antero-posterior direction. This concavity is
greater m the upper half of the vertebra, and was undoubtedly
more marked originally than at present, since the appearance o"f
the margins indicates considerable abrasion. The non-articular
surtaees of the centra are smooth and regular; and the external
n Ores ot the osseous tissue f ' ' ' .....
Plate L figure 1, and in the

,J^\f
neurapophyses are not anchylosed .. .... ...,,,

the Mammalia, nor connected to it by sutures, as in tl
diles

;
but their union with the vertebra is indicated by
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which served for their articulating surfaces. These depressions
are situated on the superior surfaces of the centrum, interme-
diate between the anterior and posterior margins of the extremi-
ties. They are circular in form, and sink directly into the body
of the vertebra ; instead of being elongated longitudinally, and
raised on ridges, as in the Ichthyosauri. The pits are about a
line in depth, and in the more perfect of the Ibssils are not in

their original position ; as a fracture in the upper part of the

centrum has pushed them obliquely apart, so that a line passing
through their centers would form an angle of about 30* with
the transverse diameter of the vertebra. The depressions oc-

cupy about one-third of the distance between the margins of the

articular extremities, indicating that the base of the neural arch
was of less antero-posterior extent than the centrum. The floor

of the spinal canal is narrow, being but five lines in breadth;
and its surface in the posterior vertebra is broken by the frac-

ture, previously mentioned, which passes lengthwise through its"'"'"
"Is, butNo neurapophyses were found with these :

~-! of the superior arch is indicated by the f-

Ifor its
' —' 'faces which served for its attachment. Without doubt

fication was complete, since the neurapophyses are never
in this respect to the body of the vertebra. It is also probable
that in the present case these parts were anchylosed to each
other and to their spine, as in the neural arch of the Ichthyo-

•thec
distant from the extremities of the vertical diameter (Plate'II.

figures 1 and 2, h and b'). Their position is near the margin of the

anterior articular surface, and the edges of these parapophyses.

make the transverse diameter of this extremity somewhat greater

than that of the corresponding posterior facet. At the surface of

the vertebra, each of these tubercles is about six lines in diameter;

but they rapidly diminish in size as they extend outward, and
at a distance of one and a half lines from the centrum terminate

in obtuse points. They present no indications of articular sur-

faces ; but externally appear to be composed of radiating fibres

of osseous tissue, and without doubt served for the attachment

of muscles. These elevations resemble in form and position the

rudimentary transverse processes on the caudal vertebrae of the

Ichthyosaurus teyiuirostris, and this similarity affords some ground
for referring these fossils to the same part of the vertebral col-

umn. That their true position is in the anterior or central cau-

dal region, is further indicated by the absence from the centrum
of true costal surfaces, or articular depressions for the attach-

ment of ribs, which we should expect to find present in the cer-

vical or dorsal part of the spinal column; and also by the
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absence of a lateral compression of the centers, which, in the

Ichthyosauri, marks the posterior caudal vertebrse. Both of the

fossils are somewhat injured on their inferior surfaces, and hence

it is impossible to ascertain from the specimens themselves

whether haeraapophyses originally existed.

The following admeasurements were taken from the nearly

perfect vertebra of the Eosaurus. For the purpose of compari-

son, the corresponding dimensions of an anterior caudal vertebra

of an Ichthyosaurus are added. It will be seen that the most

marked differences are in the position and dimensions of the

pits for the articulation of the neural arch, and in the depth of

the terminal c
""" ~

Transverse diameter of centrum on anterior

Ditto on posterior surface,

o inchiding the parapophyses,

ero-posterior diameter on superior surface,

Ditto on inferior surface, , . . ,

Ditto between centers of articular facets, , .

.

Length of pits for articulation of neural arch,

Ireadth' of ditto,

Depth of ditto,

ince between centers of ditto, .

> and centers of parapophyses,

The dimensions of the other vertebra of the Eosaurus, so far

*as they can be accurately ascertained, coincide almost exactly
with those given above.

In the margin of one of the vertebrae there is an angular
notch, about a line in depth, which deserves to be noticed on
account of the importance attached to it by Prof Agassiz, who
first called the attention of the writer particularly to it. Its

position is in the upper part of the posterior terminal facet of
the centrum, behind and between the pits for the articulation of
the superior arch. From the margin, where it is deepest, it

extends for a short distance toward the center, and gradually
becomes obliterated (Plates I. and II. figure 1, c). On the anterior

surface of the same vertebra, at a point opposite and nearest to

this depression, there is an elevation, which in position and
dimensions apparently corresponds to it; and the two, when
taken together, naturally suggest that they may be the result of
some pressure applied to the anterior surface of the vertebra be-
fore it was in its present fossilized condition. Prof. Agassiz, after
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a casual examination of the vertebrae, expressed tbe opinion that
the notch and elevation were organic, rather than accidental ; and
as such were indicative of an inferiority of structure, which
would place the genus of reptiles to which the remains belong
somewhat lower than the Ichthyosauri In a recent letter to
Prof. Silliman, Jr., on the subject, he writes as follows:

" Mr. Marsh has shown me to-day two vertebrae from the Coal Forma-
tion of the Joggins, which have excited ray interest in the highest degree.
I have never seen in the body of a vertebra such characters combined,
as are here exhibited. At first sight they might be mistaken for ordi-
rary Ichthyosaurus vertebrae ; but a closer examination soon shows a
singular notch in the body of the vertebra itself such as I have never
seen in Reptiles, though this character is common in Fishes. We have
here undoubtedly a nearer approximation to a synthesis between Fish and
Reptile than has yet been seen. * * * * The discovery of the
Ichthyosauri was not more important than that of these vertebrae

;

* * * I do not believe that there is a vertebra known thus far, in
which are combined features of so many vertebrae, in which these fea-

tures appear separately as characteristic of their type."

At the time Prof. Agassiz saw these remains, thej were only
partially separated from the shale in which they had been im-
bedded, and consequently his examination could not be perfectly

satisfactory. Since then, the matrix has been carefully removed,
and an opportunity afforded for comparing the other similar

parts of both vertebras. This comparison, however, shows no
corresponding notch or elevation at the opposite points of the

same centrum; and none whatever on the other vertebra, where
such should exist if these peculiarities were organic.

Prof. Jeffries Wyman, to whom the writer had previously

submitted the vertebrae, and to whose kindness he is indebted

valuable suggestions in regard to them, considers

purely accidental ; and a result of the same fracture

lich has displaced the articular pits of the superior arch. It

is also the opinion of this eminent anatomist that the notch would
not be sufficiently important, if it were organic, to affect at all

the Enahosaurian character of the remains.

A microscopic examination of the osseous structure of these

vertebrae of the Eosaurus exhibits well-marked Eeptilian char-

acters. The Haversian canals are few in number, but large in

size, as is usual in this class. The lacunae, although somewhat
irregular in shape, are much elongated, and show very little re-

semblance to the quadrate or stellate form of tbe bone cells in

fishes. They are frequently arranged concentrically around the

Haversian canals, as represented in Plate II. figure 3, and their

walls are almost invariably well defined. The canaliculi, as in

the Ichthyosaurm and Plesiosaurus, are not numerous, but appear
to be finer than those in most saurians. They do not taper off

S par"
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and ramify, as in the bones of fishes, nor anastomose with the

corresponding tubes from the neighboring cells, although in one
of the longitudinal sections there are a few indications of such

a connection. Some of the other sections examined show a

larger number of canaliculi than those in Plate II. ; but generally

there are only a few of these tubes attached to each lacuna, and
in some cases they appear to be entirely wanting. As the cana-

liculi vary much in number in different saurians, and also a

the age of the animal, their paucity in this case is not remarka-
ble. It is possible, however, that the method employed in pre-

paring the sections was not well adapted to rendering these

) tubes visible. In a part of the t

in Plate 11. figure 5, a structure is seen which is quite different

from the surrounding osseous substance. This may be due to

the presence of a small cavity in the bone before the introduc-

tion of the mineral matter, or to an imperfect ossification at that

point : more probably the latter, as these vertebrae, like those of

the Plesiosaurus, show in their interior structure a degree of

ossification somewhat inferior to that at the articular terminal
surfaces.

The vertebrae of the Fosaurus, in their biconcave centers,'

exhibit a structure which prevails in the class of Fishes ; in the
Labyrinthodonts, as well as in a few genera of extinct Saurians

;

and which is seen in existing reptiles only in the Geckos, and
the perennibranchiate division of Batrachians. These vertebrse,

however, present such marked characters in their very short

antero-posterior diameter, in their deep and regular terminal con-

cavities, and in the separate condition of their neurapophyses,
that, in determining the position to which their anatomical fea-

tures entitle them to be assigned, we may safely limit our com-
parison to the Fishes, and to those genera of extinct Saurians
which possessed similar characters.

In comparing these remains with the former class, there is at

once apparent a much closer resemblance in the above respects

to the vertebrse of the Plagiosiomi, than to those of any other
order. The remains of these fishes have been found in all fosail-

iferous strata above the Lower Silurian, but no vertebrse except
in the more recent rocks. In the Cretaceous and Tertiary forma-
tions one family of this order, the S(iualidcje, have left numerous
and well preserved vertebrse ; and the writer has carefully com-
pared the remains of the Fosaurus with a large number of these

and other similar fossils, but could find little resemblance except
in form. The vertebrae of the Fosaurus show a much higher
degree of ossification than those of fishes ; and this extends as

well to the non-articular surfaces as to the terminal facets of the
centers. In the former, there are none of the cavities which are
found in the vertebral surfaces of this class ; but the osseous
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structure is firm and compact, as in the corresponding parts of

the Ichthyosaurus. Moreover, the articular faces at the extremi-

ties of these centra present no indications of the concentric rings,

formed by the partial projection of the osseous laminae, which so
generally exist on the vertebrae of fossil and existing Sharks.

In the comparison of these remains of the Eosaurus with those

of fishes, the contrast becomes still more marked as we proceed
toward the older formations. The ossification of the vertebral

column in the Mesozoic fishes was much less complete, and in

some orders almost entirely wanting ; while in all the Palaeozoic

species, yet discovered, the notochord was persistent, and con-

sequently no bodies of vertebrae have been preserved. Nega-
tive evidence, therefore, would strongly indicate that these per-

fectly ossified remains should be referred to a higher grade of

animals. A microscopic examination, also, of these vertebrae

shows that they possess a structure essentially different from
that seen in the corresponding bones of fishes; it is, then, evi-

dently necessary, considering all the points of divergence, to

reject that class, and place the Eosaurus among the Reptilia.

From the extinct Eeptiles possessing biconcave vertebra, with
which we have to compare these remains, we may at once set

aside the orders Qanocephala and Lahyrinthodoniia of Prof. Owen

;

since in these, according to the present state of knowledge, either

the notochord was persistent, as in the Arcliegosaurus ; or, when
a higher degree of vertebral ossification was attained, the neura-

pophyses were anchylosed to the centrum. Among the Croco
dihans, nearly all from the Secondary formations had vertebras

of the amphicoelian type ; but, inasmuch as the centrum was
terminated by very shallow cavities, and had the superior arch

united to it by suture, it will be unnecessary to give further con-

sideration to this group. In the Sauropterygia biconcave verte-

brae also prevail, but they are all more or less elongated, except

in the cervical region of the Pliosaurus, wdiere they have nearly

the proportions of the present remains. In this case, however,

the articular extremities of the centrum were flat, or very slightly-

concave, and consequently this genus may likewise be rejected.

The remaining orders of extinct Saurians exhibiting the bi-

concave structure of vertebrae, with the single exception of the

Ichthyopterygia, differ so essentially, in their known remains,

from these vertebra of the Eosaurus, either in the length of the

centrum, in the depth of its co-adapted cavities, or in its union

with the neural arch, that we may evidently terminate the com-
parison with the important genus on which that order has been
founded.

It will readily be seen from the previbus description, that a
very close resemblance exists between these vertebrae and those

Am. Jodb. Sci.—Secosd Sbkies, Vol. XXXIV, No. 100.—July, 18^
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of the Ichthyosaurus. This is especially noticeable in their flat-

tened and subhexagonal form, in their deep and regular terminal
concavities, and in the separate state of the neural arch. The
differences which exist, however, although of much less import-
ance, must not be disregarded. The most marked of these have
already been alluded to ; and may be seen in the absence from
the sides of the centrum of costal articular surfaces, in the deeper
concavities at the vertebral extremities, and in the form and di-

mensions of the superior arch. The first of these differences

would alone be deemed sufficient, by the highest authority, to

establish a distinction between these remains and the vertebrae

of ih.Q Ichthyosaurus ; for in that genus, according to the state-

ment of Prof Owen, which is pecaliarly applicable to the pres-

ent case,—" The lower tubercle for the attachment of the rib

never wholly quits the centrum: any detached vertebral cen-
trum, therefore, that might be discovered, which had no lateral

tubercle or articular surface for a rib, might be safely pro-
nounced, whatever the form of its anterior and posterior articu-
lar surfaces, not to have belonged to a true Ichthyosaurus, pro-
vided It was not compressed laterally, as in the small terminal
nbless caudal vertebrse which supported the caudal fin in the
Ichthyosaurus:'^ The absence of any lateral compression in the
present remains, together with their size and proportions, prove
conclusively that they cannot be brought under the exception,
which Prof Owen makes of the terminal caudal vertebrse of the
Ichthyosaurus; and hence the application of his rule would separ
rate them from that genus.
The points of similarity, then, between these vertebrae of the

Eosaurus, and those of the Ichthyosauri, which they most resem-
ble, clearly indicate that they belong to the same natural group
of marine reptiles, and to the same order; while the differences
which exist between them seem to be sufficiently numerous and
important to authorize the conclusion that they are generically
distinct; as might naturally be expected from the vast periods
of time that separated their existence.

Since the genera of Enaliosaurians from the Secondary forma-
tions, although contemporaneous, differed so widely in form and
structure, analogy would lead us to infer that a Pateozoic rep-
resentative of the family would present still more marked pecu-
liarities in these respects. It is, therefore, particularly interest-
ing to find indications of so strong a resemblance between this

primitive saurian and the more recent IchtJiyosaurus. These
fossils, however, present some features of a lower and more
ichthyic type of structure than that genus possessed, and it is

not unhkely that other parts of the skeleton would show a wider
divergence.

* Report on British Foadl Reptiles, Part I, page 102.
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These vertebrae of tlie Eosaurus, althougli the only remains
of the genus at present known, are so characteristic and well pre-

served that they afford considerable evidence in regard to the
structure and habits of the animal to which they belonged.
They indicate that this reptile, like the later Enahosaurians,
was of great size,* air-breathing, cold-blooded, and carnivorous;
that it was aquatic, and probably marine, inhabiting the sea or
estuaries ; or possibly, as might be inferred from the place of its

entombment, the mouths of rivers flowing into the sea.t The
flattened form of the vertebrae ; the great depth of their terminal
concavities ; the separate condition of the neural arch ; and its

short longitudinal extent at the base,—all are consistent with
the conclusion that the Eosaurus was capable of rapid progress

through the water in pursuit of its prey, which was probably
fishes ; and since it had then, according' to our present knowl-
edge, no superior in point of size, it must have reigned supreme
in the waters of the Carboniferous era.

As the vertebrae which have been described in this paper were
discovered in 1855, they are, consequently, so far as the writer
is aware, the first osseous remains of a true air-breathing Saurian
from the Coal formation ; and the only Enaliosaurian remains
yet obtained from below the Upper Triassic. Occurring as

they do in Palasozoic strata, they add another to the arguments
that have been brought against the so-called "Development
Theory ;" and they show with how great caution we should re-

ceive the assertions, so frequently and confidently made on nega-
tive evidence alone, of the exact date of the creation or destruc-

tion of any form of animal or vegetable life. They prove, more-
over, that during the deposition of the Coal-measures the atmos-

phere was sufficiently free from the destructive gases, which, as

many suppose, had contaminated it, to permit the existence of

a high type of air-breathing reptiles. This period was, in fact,

the foreshadowing of an age, then far in the future, when Rep-
tilian life should hold undisputed sway upon the earth, until in

turn supplanted by a higher and a nobler form of existence.

estuary deposits, this -would not preclude the possibility of their containing marine

remains ; as the -waters from -which they -were precipitated -were undoubtedly so

connected with the sea that an occasional transfer of the inhabitants from one to
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Chemical examination of the eemains of the Eosaurus

I cjiemical and a physiological point of view;
and has already attracted some attention. As it is desirable to

add to the limited amount of data on this subject hitherto col-

lected, the writer has analyzed a portion of a vertebra of the
Eosaurus, and the results obtained are given below.
A preliminary qualitative examination of the fossils having

shown the presence of iron, manganese, copper, alumina, lime,

magnesia, potash, soda, organic matter, and water ; as well as

fluorine, chlorine, sulphur; silicic, carbonic, phosphoric and sul-

puric acids, the complete separation of these numerous constitu-
ents was necessarily attended with some difficulty.

The following is a general outline of the methods employed in
the analysis : The finely powdered substance was first dried over
sulphuric acid, and then divided into several portions, between
one and two grammes each. One of these was fused with car-

bonate of soda ; and the resulting mass dissolved in dilute chlor-
hydric-acid; the solution was then evaporated to dryness in a
water bath, and the silicic acid present was separated and de-
termmed in the usual manner. From the filtrate which re-

mamed, the copper was precipitated by sulphuretted hydrogen

;

and, as the amount of this metal in the substance was small, the
precipitate was converted into oxyd of copper by moistening it

with ifitric acid, then ignited and weighed. The lime was next
separated from the remaining solution by sulphuric acid, in the
presence of an excess of alcohol, and determined as sulphate.
When the alcohol had been removed from the last filtrate by
evaporation, the organic matter destroyed and the manganese
oxydized by chlorate of potash, the solution was made alkaline
by ammonia, and the iron, manganese, alumina, magnesia, fluo-
rine,^ and part of the phosphoric acid present, were tluis precipi-

Ifter washing with ammonia water to prevent the s

tion of the magnesia salt, the precipitate was dried, ignited and
weighed. To ensure the complete separation of the phosphoric
acid, a weighed portion of iron was converted into the sesqui-
chlorid, and added to the preceding filtrate ; the resulting phos-
phate of iron was then precipitated by ammonia; ignited,

weighed, and the amount added to the weight of the previous
precipitate. The two were then redissolved in chlorhydric acid,
and the phosphoric acid in the substance separated by molybdate
of ammonia. This precipitate was next redissolved in caustic
ammonia; the phosphoric acid again precipitated by the addi-
tion of sulphate of magnesia and chlorid of ammonium, and
finally determined in the form of basic phosphate of magnesia.
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The quantity of sulphur contained in the substance was not
estimated directly ; but was calculated from the amount of cop-

per present, with which it was united in the form of copper
pyrites, as ascertained by the preliminary examination. The
alumina was estimated by deducting the amount of the other

ingredients from the weight of the two ammonia precipitates.

The manganese, magnesia, chlorine, fluorine, and sulphuric acid

were not present in sufficient quantities to admit of accurate

determination.

A second portion of the original substance was dried at 100°

C. until the weight became constant, and the loss estimated as

water. The remaining anhydrous substance was next ignited

at a red heat for some time in an open crucible; and when it

ceased to lose weight, the organic matter* which it had contained

was estimated from the loss, after deducting the amount of the

carbonic acid and the sulphur, which had also been expelled.

The residue was then treated with chlorhydric acid, the solu-

s the

traces ot manganese, magnesia, and fluorine in the filtrate, were
then removed by ammonia. The precipitate thus obtained was
redissolved in chlorhydric acid, and the quantity of iron con-

tained in it determined vol umetrically by permanganate of pot-

ash. The filtrate from the ammonia precipitate was next evapo-

rated to dryness and gently ignited to remove the ammonia
salts, and then treated with hydrate of lime. From the filtrate

which remained the potash and soda were obtained in the usual

manner, and first weighed together as chlorids : they were then

redissolved, and their respective amounts calculated from the

quantity of chlorine in the solution, which was determined volu-

metrically by nitrate of silver.

In a third portion of the original substance the carbonic acid

was estimated in the usual way, from the loss of weight after

treatment with dilute chlorhydric acid.

The material taken for analysis was part of a segment from
the lateral surface of the vertebra, which remained after pre-

paring the microscopic sections. The following were its physical

characters: Compact, with uneven fracture. Hardness, 3-5.

Specific gravity at 20° C, 2-78. Lustre dull. Color brown.

Opaque.

* It is not unlikely that a portion of the loss by

pelled below the faeat of ignition.
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tie results of the analysis wer

ofanev^Enaliosaurian.

.as follows:

Organic matter, and combined water? . 2-39

. in-91

1-10

r T^vr'tPQ 3 Tnn^^' ' ' 1-07

Fluorine

. 1-20

Chlorine, ,

*
!!!!!!'

Carbonic " . .

Silicic " 5-04

Sulphuric " . . trace.

The matrix of the fossils was an argillaceous shale, colored

with peroxyd of iron ; and without doubt many of the constitu-

ents of the remains were derived directly from this source by
infiltration, the silicic acid, alumina, peroxyd of iron, and alka-

lies, resulting from the decomposition of clay.

The small amount of manganese in the substance was found

to exist as protoxyd, and was probably combined with a part of

the silicic acid. Protoxyd of iron also was present, but its sepa-

ration from the higher oxyd, being in this case unimportant,

was not attempted : the estimated quantity of the peroxyd given

above is, consequently, somewhat greater than the true amount.

The protoxyd of iron, as well as part of the lime, probably ex-

isted in the fossils as carbonate. The phosphoric acid was un-

doubtedly combined with the iron and lime.

The fluorine in these vertebrae was in smaller quantity than

has generally been found in fossil bones, and differs widely from
the amount obtained by Baumert, who found 16-67 per cent of

fluorid of calcium in the remains of the Zeuglodon.^ The results

of the present analysis tend to confirm the opinion of Middleton

and others that the presence of fluorine in fossil bones is acci-

dental
; and that the large amount of this substance occasionally

found is due to infiltration ; and is not, as some writers have
affirmed, an original (

The organic matter in these remains may have been partially

derived by infiltration from the fossil plants contained in the

surrounding matrix of shale : a careful examination, however,

» Liebig and Kopp, Jabresbericht far 1861, p. 594.
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seemed to indicate that a portion of it was of animal origin

;

and this has probably been preserved from the original substance

of the vertebrae.

The estimation of the organic matter in many analyses of

fossil bones, which have been published, is based on the loss by
ignition. This method, if alone employed, as is usually the

case, is liable to give very erroneous results, especially where
the quantity of organic matter is small ; since the mineralizing

substances, introduced into the fossils by infiltration, not unfre-

quently may contain in close combination a considerable amount
of water, which remains at temperatures much above those ordi-

narily used in desiccation. Loss by ignition, therefore, in analyz-

ing such remains, is no proof of the presence of organic matter

;

and the results thus obtained are worthless in this respect, un-

less the existence of this substance has been otherwise ascer-

tained. The nature of the organic matter also should be deter-

mined ; as in animal remains from the older rocks it is occasion-

ally due to infiltration, and may be entirely of vegetable origin,

in the present analysis the "following method was employed
for the detection of the animal organic matter supposed to be

present in the fossils : A portion of the finely powdered mate-

rial, between one and two grammes in weight, was placed in a

beaker, and a small quantity of distilled water added ; the vessel

was then closely covered, and left on a sand bath where the tem-

perature was just suf&cient to cause a gentle ebullition. The
heat was continued, and the water renewed from time to time,

for several days, to effect the solution of any animal organic

matter the fossils might contain. The insoluble portion was
then filtered off, and the liquid evaporated to dryness in a plati-

num capsule, when the residue, on gentle ignition, carbonized,

and distinctly afforded the characteristic odor of burning nitro-

genous tissue. This, or some equivalent method of proving the

presence of animal organic substances, should always be em-

ployed in analyses of this kind, especially where a complete

separation of the organic ingredients is not attempted.

A nitrogen determination was made on a portion of the ma-

terial somewhat different from that used in the preceding analy-

sis, and gave "776 per cent, for the amount of that substance in

the remains. This corresponds essentially with the results ob-

tained by M. Delesse, who has made somewhat extensive re-

searches on this point ; and who considers that the quantity of

nitrogen in fossil bones is, within certain limits, a reliable indi-

cation of their age.* The substance used in the above deter-

mination was evidently different from that previously employed

;

as the amount of nitrogen obtained would indicate a much larger

quantity of gelatigenous tissue than the analysis showed to be

» Comptes Rendus de I'Acad. dea Sci. de Paris, 1861, tome lii., p. 728.
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present in the portion first examined. Part of the nitrogen may
have been derived from ammonia, which is sometimes intro-

duced into fossils bj the infiltrating waters. A want of suflSi-

cient material prevented fuller investigations of the organic ele-

ments in these remains.

The fossil bones hitherto- analyzed appear to have been all

from the more recent formations ; the present analysis, however,
of a Palaeozoic fossil does not differ materially in most respects

from the results previously obtained.

Yale College, April 16th, 1862.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PLATE L

VertehrcB of the Eosaurtts Acadianut (natural size).

Figure 1. Oblique lateral view of the vertebrae, with the posterior artic-

ular surfaces above,

a. Pits for the articulation of the neurapophyses.
6. Rudimentary transverse process on the right lateral surface

c. Notch, or depression, in the posterior margin of the centrum.
Figure 2. Oblique view of the vertebrae, with the anterior articular sur-

faces in front.

a, a'. Pits for the articulation of the neurapophyses.
b. Rudimentary transverse process on left lateral surface.

b'. Ditto on right lateral surface.

PLATE IL

Vertebra of Eosaurui (natural size), with magnified sectiont.

Figure 1. Posterior view of the more perfect vertebra.

a. Pits for articulation of neurapophyses.
b. Rudimentary transverse process on left lateral surface.

b'. Ditto on right lateral surface.

c. Notch, or depression, in the margin of the centrum.
Figure 2. Transverse section of the same vertebra, showing the deep

concavities of the articular terminal facets, and the rudi-

mentary processes at b and b'.

Figure 3. Longitudinal microscopic section, from near the 1

of the centrum, showin; " '
' '

Figure 4. View of the reticulated osseous texture on the lateral surface

of the centrum. (Magnified five diameters.)
Figure 5. Transverse microscopic section, from near the articular sur-

face of the centrum. (Magnified 350 diameters.)
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R M. Bach€ on ^ea-sickii

(Read before the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, January 15,*1863.)

All that is known about sea-sickness is, that certain involun-
tary motions of the body produce an effect upon the nervous sys-

tem. This effect results in nausea. This nausea is called sea-sick-

ness. The question is not solved, as to the manner in which the
nervous impression is produced.

It is generally supposed, that sea-sickness is produced by the
mere motion of the body, and consequently of the stomach.
That it is produced by motion, is not to be denied, but as wher-
ever sea-sickness occurs, motion is the pervading concomitant
of existence—the thing most patent of all that is evident to the
senses, and the body is so unpleasantly subjected to it, we lose
sight of the fact, that with the body are also subjected all the
senses or perceptive faculties, and that these are called upon
to comprehend an entirely novel state of existence.

I have said, that the mere action of motion upon the body is

supposed to produce the nausea called sea-sickness. I hope to
be able to overthrow this theory by the arguments and proofs of
another theory, which I am about to advance.
The points which I intend to prove are—that the agreeable-

ness of motion is a mere matter of habit—that motion however
violent is not nauseating "perse" but only inasmuch as it pro-
duces an impression conflicting with its ordinary contrasted
effects as pre-established in the mind, that the idea of motion is

the result of concurrent testimony of the senses—and, that in
novel motions, there is a violation of the conception of motion
derived from the habitual concurrence of the testimony of the
senses—that as the result of this violation, a conflict of impres-
sions ensues, and the brain is affected—thence the nervous sys-
tem, and nausea results. In fine, I maintain that sea-sickness is

a disease of the brain, and not of the stomach, except incident-
ally, or as affected by the brain, although, it is true, that the
stomach reacts upon the brain.

I now commence my argument in which I have attempted a
procedure, which, I trust, cannot fail to bring conviction of the
truth of the theory to any one who will carefully analyze it.

In all statements of facts which I have introduced I have taken
the experience of others, as well as my own.
The appearance of motion when the observer knows that his

own body is at rest, is not nauseating. To ascertain the effect of
the mere appearance of motion under these circumstances, we
can take no better example, than that of a train of cars drawn
by a locomotive at full speed. The more rapid motions of the
Am. Jouk. Sci.—Secoxd Sebim, Vol. XXXIV, No. 100.—Jijlt, 1862.
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heavenly bodies are not appreciable by our senses. We have

conception of them through the mind, but not through sight

or hearing, therefore I have chosen the motion of railway trains

for th§ purpose of illustrating the effect of the mere appearance

of motion. Standing as near, or as far off, as one pleases, from

a train of cars in rapid motion, no more nauseating effect is pro-

duced upon the spectator, than by the sight of any object at rest.

Yet the appearance of motion is nauseating in two cases—but

these are where the idea of motion of the body is involved, that

is, where motion of the body of the observer is either in debate

by the mind, or acknowledged by the mind and the motion is

not felt. If this can be made to appear, it is additional proof,

that the mere appearance of motion is not nauseating, or as I

shall henceforth express it for convenience, the appearance of

motion is not nauseating " per se." As an example of the first

case—that the appearance of motion is nauseating " when motion
of the body of the observer is in dehate by the mind"—take the

following : In a dimly lighted depot, two trains of cars stop side

by side—presently one starts—so gently that an occupant of one

of the trains cannot decide whether it is his own train which is in

motion, and consequently whether it is his own body which is in

motion or whether the motion perceived, is that of the other train.

This produces a sensation of uncomfortableness—of giddiness-
indicative that nausea would result if the effect were continued.

At all events, it produces an impression of motion of the body,
which impression is derived through the instrumentality of the

sight, and which impression affects the nervous system unpleas-

antly—yet the body of the observer may have been at rest all the

while. As an example of the second case—the assertion " that

the appearance of motion is nauseating when motion of the body
of the observer is acknowledged by the mind, and the motion
is not felt;' one illustration, as in the first case, will suffice.

In the slight trembhng of an earthquake, when the jar would
have escaped notice, but for the faint oscillation of a chandelier

which calls attention to the existence of an earthquake—this
oscillation through the impression which it gives the observer,

that his body is in motion, often causes the sensation of nausea.

It is impossible that the motion of the body of the observer could

cause the sensation, for the case spoken of is one where the ex-

istence of the earthquake would not have been known, but for

the oscillation of the chandelier. The sensation could not have
proceeded from the mere perception of the motion of the chan-

deher, because such an object can be viewed while swinging
violently, without any sensation being produced, other than the

perception of its swinging.
The cause of the disagreeable sensations just described, is ow-

ing to the fact that nature requires our senses to keep pace. The
sight must not proclaim what the feeling does not at once cor-
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roborate and "vice versa." In the first case, nervous impression
was produced bj doubt in the mind of the observer as to whether
his body was or was not in motion, and in the second case,

bj the consciousness of motion of the body, which motion was
not felt. In neither case, did the senses keep pace, consequently
the nervous impression ensued, and consequently nausea. It ia

evident, although the sight was the agent in these results, that it

was only the agent, and it was the imagination which produced
the effects. Sight was the intermediary. It may be safely in-

ferred from the efiect of the appearance of motion in the two
cases just cited—that if a man believing himself in his senses,

should see a landscape glide by, he would become nauseated, yet

it is evident that the nausea would proceed from the involved

idea of motion—the idea that he might be in motion without

feeling it—for if he knew it was only the landscape which he
saw that was in motion, he would regard it with terror, but with-

out other sensation, and it would affect him as a passing train of

cars when he knew that his own body was at rest—that is, it

would not affect him at all, as far as nauseation is concerned.

We see then, that the appearance of motion "per se " does not

nauseate, and we see too, how the nervous system is impressed

by the imagination so as to bring about nausea.

The senses from the earliest infancy have grown up and been
educated together, to act in harmony. It requires habit to render

them capable of keeping pace together in a novel condition of

existence. The motion communicated to the body by riding in

a carriage, is by no means violent, notwithstanding which, per-

sons in early life, frequently become nauseated while thus riding.

This is merely because the sense of sight and the feeling of a cer-

tain motion have not been educated together. This I shall proceed

to show. It is well known, that persons perfectly habituated to

riding in a certain position in a carriage, object to riding with

the back towards the direction in which they are proceeding, on
the plea that it makes them sick to do so. It doubtless has that

effect, but it is impossible for the effect to be produced by the

mere motion in that position, for it is impossible in a carriage in

motion in the dark, to decide in what position one is sitting in

relation to the line of progress, unless some obstacle should inter-

pose, or the road should be so bad as to afford an equivalent to

a number of obstacles in the way, or unless the driving is of

such a character, by sudden turnings and abrupt increasing or

slackening of speed, as to indicate to the occupant of the carriage
" 3n in which he must be sitting. In a word, in ordinary

3 of progress in a carriage, it is impossible in the dark to

deterrame in what position one is sitting. This is not generally

known. Experiment will prove my assertion to be true.

It has been already shown, that the appearance of motion
*' per se" does not nauseate. How then is a person accustomed
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to riding in a carriage, nauseated by riding with the hack to-

wards the direction in which he is proceeding, for the appear-

ance of motion "per se" does not nauseate, nor can motion

"perse" nauseate in that instance. The effect is derived from

consciousness of motion perceived by two senses at least, while

at the same time, the appearance of objects violates the habitual

impression produced by the sight of them. In the dark, the

effect must be derived from pure imagination. If we grant then,

that a particular mode of progress in a carriage can nauseate

one accustomed to a carriage (and it is often seen) and we
grant at the same time, that appearance of motion "per se" is

not nauseating (and this I have proved) and we know also, in

the case spoken of, that motion " per se " could not have pro-

duced the sensation of nausea (because the motion is the same

in any position, and the person is habituated to one) we must

then acknowledge that the nausea is produced neither by the

motion "per se," nor by the appearance of motion "per se," but

by a conflict of the two senses of feeling and sight. If this

can be inferred in the case of one accustomed to the motion of a

carriage, it must apply with more force to one unaccustomed to it

So thoroughly have the senses created a conception of mo-

tion, that the exclusion of sight does not alter the idea of its

appearance, nor alter the idea of the appearance of violation

of preconceived effects. The mental picture is always present

If the exclusion of the sight did alter these ideas, the closing

of the eyes would in one of the cases just mentioned, save

from nausea a person unaccustomed to riding in a certain po-

sition, and in the other case, would secure immunity from nau-

sea to the person unaccustomed to riding at all. But it does

not save them, which shows that the mental picture of progress

and of unwonted effects, takes the place of that produced by ac-

tual vision. It is immaterial whether the sight is acting or not

acting. Whatever senses exist in an individual, have conjointly

created a well defined idea of the contrasted effects of motion,

and. this conception is always evident to the mind without the

continued intervention of all the authors of the conception.

Having shown that a certain motion is nauseating, but is not

nauseating " per se," we may fairly infer that no motion is nau-

seating "per se." Perhaps in very violent motions, there may be

some mechanical effect produced by the movement of the stom-

ach—this is not a primary cause of sea-sickness, but an aggrava-

tion of it. Otherwise, it must be supposed that the stomach of

a sailor becomes entirely changed in its nature.

The law to be deduced from what I have attempted to demon-

strate is this—that the violation of the habitual conception of

contrasted effects of motion, is the cause of the nauseation which

occurs during novel motions—and the cause is not motion
" per se," nor the appearance of motion "per se."
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If such effects as those just described in the case of riding in
a carriage can nauseate, when they are produced by compara-
tively slight changes in *' the habitual conception of contrasted
effects of motion " it is not surprising, that the effect of motion
at sea should bring the great and continuous nausea called sea-

sickness. The motions of a ship vary infinitely. As soon as a
certain kind of motion has lasted for a long time, the voyager
becomes accustomed to it, and he has no more tendency to become
nauseated, than has the man accustomed to a carriage. He may,
however, become sick again, if the motion should vary, and yet
not be increased. A person habituated to the sea, may remain
ashore for a long time, but his senses readily accommodate
themselves again to conditions once understood. It is true,

that even old sea captains are sometimes afflicted by sea-sick-

ness, but this does not invalidate the theory which I have ad-
vanced. There are temperaments so predisposed to sea-sick-

ness, that the inuring process has to be perpetually renewed. I
do not assert, that the same amount of experience at sea, gives
the same immunity to each person. The causes which I have
mentioned as superinducing sea sickness affect every one, but
the capability of resisting it varies with every temperament.
There are individuals who never become sea-sick—that is to the
extent of succumbing to nausea—but they undergo the same
process of education of the senses. The difference between
these persons and those who do succumb, is that their organi-

zations in physique and temperament enable them to resist

the inclination to nausea and the education of the senses is com-
pleted before nausea has been able to overcome them, although
it always attacks. There is no one, who in a first experience at

sea, is not disposed to nausea, but there are some few persons,

who possess such organizations, that with the aid of a firm de-

termination to resist an attack of sea-sickness they are enabled
to escape it, and to pass the ordeal of the novel motion at sea

without manifest inconvenience.
At sea, motion immediately nauseates, even when it is much less

than may be experienced in a swing without the slightest impres-

sion. In a swing, motion is comparatively regular. It requires

little education of the senses to enable them to keep pace with
each other. The evidence of the sight is nearly the same as that

of the feeling. If a person in a swing is blind, or keeps the eyes
shut, there are still measures of the extent of motion. These
measures are firstly the points of highest elevation and greatest

depression—secondly, the corresponding intervals of time

—

thirdly, the perception of the rush in progressing through the
atmosphere, for not only does the cessation of the rush indicate

the points of greatest elevation, but its increase or diminution,
indicates continuously all other points. Hearing ,naaj also be
mentioned, as it contributes to the conviction of the mind as to
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the uniformity of the motion to which the body is subjected

when swinging. All these certainly give a most accurate idea

of the segment of a circle which the body is describing in the air.

Nausea can be produced in a swing, but it requires very little

education of the senses to enable a person to bear the motion,

I have been told by a person who attempted to prepare himself

for a sea voyage by using a swing, that the process was entirely

unavailing—yet I doubt very much, whether the motion to which

one is subjected at sea, is often greater than can be attained in a

well constructed swing. But the motion of a swing is quite uni-

form—that at sea far from it, and the failure of the swing to

inure a person to unequal motion, shows that it is not motion

which affects us, but inequality of motion, and that it is not the

mere mass of flesh and digestive organs which are alone con-

cerned, but other elements as appurtenances of the body de-

mand our consideration, and as I hope to prove, merit it, far

more than the mere body and stomach, which becoming diseased

only react. If it be said, that animals, such as horses and dogs,

become sea-sick, and yet have no such nice senses as we have,

excepting perhaps scent ;—I answer by saying, that a horse is

always terrified at movement in which he does not see the cause,

even terrified at perfectly noiseless movement. What is it which

prompts a young dog to jump at all hazards from a vehicle in

rapid motion, even when driven by his own master, and what

makes him eventually delight in riding? Preconceived ideas of

motion when violated bring terror to both horse and dog. The

conditions of novel motion, once accepted, the senses are recon-

ciled and habit is the result. If then we allow these animals to

possess habitual conception of motion, they must be affected at

degree. The tumbler pigeon precipitates itself with a revolving

motion towards the earth, but does not appear to be at all af-

fected by the motion which its body has undergone. If the same

bird is taken in the hand and its head placed under one of its

wings and it is then whirled around, it may be placed on a ta-

ble, and during a few moments it will appear lifeless. Aquatic

birds of the greatest vigor in flight, and habituated to floating on
^

stormy waves, often become nauseated on the decks of vessels.

L^t us now consider the motions at sea, A ship rolls, plunges,

seems to pause, then dart, and every movement brings the pvis-

senger increased uneasiness. There is no precedent in his expe-

rience for such movement. If he possesses sight, the view of

objects is at variance with all that he has been habituated to in

other motions. If he is blind, his mental conception—the pic-

ture in his mind—is equally at variance with his habitual con*

ception. In a few days, in either case, the person would be

indifferent to the motion. He will have learned, in the mean-
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time, to reconcile the evidence of his senses. If he possesses
sight, it will have been educated in conformity with unequal
motions, just as it was educated from childhood to comparatively
equal ones, or if he is blind, his conception of the appearance of
motion, will have been reconciled with motion experienced. In
either case, it is the conception of the appearance of motion, as
contrasted with the feeling, which conception will have reconci'led
itself with existing conditions. Both those who see, and the
blind possess this habitual conception, which is never shut out
from the mind as has been shown. Closing the eyes will not
discard it. If it did, every one subjected to unusual motion
could in that way, secure immunity from nausea. This has been
shown not to be the case.

Let us now consider the peculiar effect of unequal motions
upon the human body. It is my conviction that motion is nau-
seating whenever the estimate of its extent does not correctly
precede it. The mind mechanically calculates what is to take
place while it is taking place.

I shall now endeavor to show, that "motion is nauseating
whenever the estimate of its extent does not correctly precede
it.'' I have already shown that motion is not nauseating " per
se." I have also shown, that when it does nauseate, it is when
the brain is impressed. The question naturally suggests itself

here, as to what there is in the impression produced on the
brain which affects us unpleasantly and produces nausea. It is

the idea of undefined movement of the body of the observer.
Back of this I do not pretend to go. Nature has so constituted
us, that undefined motion is repugnant to our organizations.
Kauseation from motion proceeds from the idea present to the
imagination, that the body is the subject of undefined motion.
The nauseation of sea-sickness, of course, eminently proceeds
from undefined motion. But to the proof—an experiment which
any one can make. I have often lain awake at night in the
cabin of some great ship at sea, and guaged the motion and cal-

culated the capability of the passengers to resist an access of nau-
sea. Choose a time, when there is a regular sea and wind, when
the ship ploughs along pretty evenly. Now and then, seas will

•rise somewhat higher than the rest. Sea-sick passengers habit-
uated to uniform motion—at the intervals when the ship has been
accustomed to rise or to fall, feel that they rise still higher or
fall still lower. The difference in motion is not perceptible in
violence, and yet causes many to give involuntary evidence of
the occupancy of their state rooms. The strain of fancy is ever
exerted and solicitous to imagine and attain the turning point,
although after it is gained, the motion, as in a descent, may be
still more rapid. Let any one who has been at sea, recall hov»

3 movement m one direction, even a long
rise upon a wave, when the motion is certainly not as swifl as in
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a descent, and at the same time remember, how small the motion

of a long gliding rise or descent is, as compared to much that

one is subjected to at sea—how much less violent. The effect

upon the observer is produced simply by the difference of motion

ignorance of the extent to which it is going—by the idea

defined motion. When one's senses are educated in the

novel condition of existence at sea, the motion is no longer un-

defined. A ship could make no movement which would not be

accompanied by a corresponding idea of space passed through.

There is no motion at sea which by habit will not cease to appear

undefined, but if it were possible for a ship to mount heaven-

wards, and to sink rapidly near to the bottom of the sea in

alternate movements, it is my belief, that the hardiest sailor

would become sea-sick.

The summary of what I have attempted to demonstrate is this,

that sea-sickness is not the result of motion "per se," nor of the

appearance of motion " per se," but is the result of the senses

•' violating the habitual conception of contrasted effects of mo-

tion " and producing on the brain the idea of undefined motion.

When the senses are educated to form cooperating and agreeing

measures of the novel condition of existence at sea, nausea ends.

If they never formed these measures nausea would never end.

For another proof of this theory, take the case of an infant

Instances of children in arms being sea-sick are very rare.*

A child certainly feels the motion, that is to say its body is sub-

ject to the motion equally with that of the oldest passenger. But

a child undergoes motion without /ee?m^ it. It sees too, without

perceiving. In its case nothing conflicts. It is as ready to be

rocked on the billows as in its cradle. Its youth precludes the

possibility of its having any habitual conception of motion from

the education of the senses, and if it feels any sensation, that sen-

sation is at variance with nothing. As soon as children begin to

" take notice," as it is called, the education of the senses begins

and thus we find, that children shortly afterwards, at the age of

two and three years, are attacked by sea-sickness, but they recover

long before adults are secure from it. The case of a blind man,

because he cannot see, and consequently cannot perceive, is not
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in any respect similar to that of an infant, for I have shown, that
the mental picture may conflict with reality, and the blind man
has the mental picture—the idea of space—motion—speed

—

everything—excepting color. Not only are babies not usually
afflicted with sea-sickness, but just in proportion to the youth of
children, are they exempt from it. Since my own observation
indicated what has been asserted in regard to the immunity of
babies from sea-sickness, I have enquired of persons of experi-

ence, whether their observation tended in the same direction,

and I have been confirmed in my belief*
It has been asked by a friend, to whom I communicated this

theory of sea-sickness, whether the insane are sea-sick, and an
answer in the negative would certainly seem to corroborate the
theory. Thus far, however, I have been unable to ascertain, aa

the insane are so rarely allowed to go to sea, that it would require
long and patient investigation to determine the point. Immu-
nity from sea sickness in a very few cases might be a mere coin-

cidence. As far as the answer has been made to my enquiries, I
shall give the result. I know of two persons, who, there is every
reason to believe never had been at sea until a voyage, when they
labored under the "mania a potu." These persons did not be-

come sea-sick. Another case of which I have reliable informa-
tion, is that of a young girl, who was insane, and who was taken

* Amontr the latest testinionj which I have received, is a letter written by Cap-
tain R. P. Manson of Bath, Maine. This letter is subjoined. Much other testimony
has been received verbally, or is my own testimony derived from close observa-
tion and comparison during a series of years. The remark that it is impossible, in

a carriage in motion in the dark for the occupant to decide in what direction he is

sitting in relation to the direction of progress, is one which I heard made by my
father many years ago, at a period wlien I was but a child. Memory treasured this

f my theory c

others on various points, by merely listening to th

_
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to sea bj her father, who was the captain of the ship. She too

was not sea-sick. I should be very sorry to mar a strong case of

evidence in favor of the theory which 1 have advanced, by an

assertion of the truth of which I am not positive, even if I were
willing to state any thing of which I am not absolutely certain.

I give my investigation of this subject, for what it is worth in

the thoughts of those who may read this article. I shall not

support my theory in any measure whatever upon the result of

that slight investigation. Therefore I do not assert, that the in-

sane are not liable to sea-sickness.

I think it sufi&ciently clear from all that has been said, that im-

pression of the brain is the cause of nausea on the ocean, since

I have shown, that it is not motion " per se " nor the appearance

of motion " per se " which causes it, but an idea, which I have
termed one of undefined motion, derived when the body is sub-

jected to motion in an unusual manner, from the " violation of

the habitual conception of contrasted effects of motion." There
are minor causes of sea-sickness, or rather, not so much causes as

aggravations of it. These are close cabins, smell of bilge-water,

unusual food, and as I have said, the stomach reacts upon the

A precaution frequently taken by people about to commence
a sea-voyage, is to eat nothing or scarcely any thing. Another
precaution taken, is to get immediately into a berth. Neither
plan is good. Neptune is the most insatiable highwayman on the

globe, and attempts to levy toll on all. The traveller who comes
"

"^
ssfuUy resist.

: of food, and
is therefore more liable to be acted upon in the production of

nausea, and if nausea should ensue, retching is probably more
distressing without than with food. Lying down is an excellent

plan to adopt for the purpose of avoiding nausea, but when the

posture is assumed in a berth with the nauseous smell of bilge

water around and as is often the case, with a tin vessel of ques-

tionable nicety, hooked on the edge of the berth, the plan is no
better than the first.

Persons fre(iuent]y imagine that some particular article of food

cured their sea-sickness. It is a general rule, that whatever a

sea-sick person is able to eat at all while sick, or convalescent,

gets the credit of the cure. The most heterogeneous articles are

spoken of as specifics. The best preparation to avoid sea-sick-

ness, is to go aboard ship with the stomach supplied with its

accustomed amount of food. It is best, as far as possible, to

maintain the habits of shore.

Many reasons combine to render the deck of a vessel in any
thing like fair weather, the proper place to remain, either to

avoid sea-sickness, or to recover from it. It is there, that the
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be ia

served, and thus it can be seen, just how far <

how far to fall. Persons will frequently find, that the view of

the waves has a beneficial effect in stilling nausea, suffered

more severely in the cabin. This is not only on account of the

fresh air on deck, but because in the cabin, the idea of motion is

more undefined. The view of the horizon also, has a most ben-

eficial effect. The horizon is the only object which has the

appearance of remaining stationary, and the motions of a ship

are readily graduated by keeping the gaze directed to it. On
deck the miserable sea-sick passenger can breath the fresh air,

in lieu of the conglomerate smells in a cabin aboard ship. He
can also choose a position amid-ships, where there is the least

motion of any place on deck. Then there are more agreeable

objects to look at on deck, and beyond, than in the cabin, and
it is very important that the mind should be distracted from the

passing scene—or, what is disagreeable or most so in it. In a

foot-note, I have adverted by a quotation to a case, where a wo-
man who had been prostrated for some days by sea-sickness, was
immediately and completely cured, owing to the action of terror

on her mind, resulting from the belief that the ship was found-
ering, and this case is by no means isolated.

' iition to what has been recommended, the passenger

a mattress, and put himself in a recumbent posture,

m have been done, that can be done, to prevent, to

re, or to alleviate sea-sickness, until the education of the senses

completed.

will spr<

all will

Art. III.—On the Empirical Interpolation of Observations in

Physics and Chemistry; by W. P. G. Bartlett.

The object of the present paper is to bring to the notice of

physicists some methods of interpolation ; not that there is any
principle in them new to mathematicians, but because no proper

methods appear to be practically within the reach of many of

those engaged in making such observations in physics and chem-
istry as require interpolation.

Whatever difficulty there is in the problem anses from our

entire ignorance of the form of the function which the observa-

tions follow, and from the necessarily irregular intervals at which
ttey are made.
Every method of interpolation under these conditions amounts

to assuming some formula involving arbitrary constants, and de-

termining the values of these by elimination from the f
—''

—

furnished by the observations.
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If all the observations are required to be rigorously satisfied,

is probably as good a way as any of arranging tbe elimination,

since it is only necessary to multiply the various factors to ob-

tain the function y, developed in powers of the variable t\ y^,

y,, &;g., being the observed values corresponding to the values

t^, ^,, &c., of f.* Otherwise the determination of the constants

may be made either so as to satisfy exactly some of the observa-

tions, or so as to satisfy them all within moderate limits—say

the probable errors of the observations themselves. The former

proceeding is theoretically imperfect, because it makes some of

the observations of no account whatever in determining the

values of the constants, using them, if at all, only to help the

selection by successive trials of the form of the function. The
latter is generally impracticable in a direct form, unless the con-

stants enter linearly into the equations, in which case the method
of least squares will always give good results; but if besides

this, the successive terms in the development, either of y, or of

any given function of 3/, form a convergent series, it will gene-

rally be advantageous to use Cauchy's method, which, notwidi-

standing its violation of the law of probable error, is practically

sufiacient, and indeed far the best, for almost all the physical

formulae that it is worth while to develop at all in an empirical

This method not being, like least squares, generally accessible

in a working form, it is proposed to devote special attention to

its operation. Its principle is to neglect at each step all the

terms of lower orders, leaving in general a form

and then of all the values

which might be given to the constant a, by assigning different

sets of values to the ^'s, to select that in which the k's are all so

taken (=±1) that the denominator above written becomes the

are tn+1 observed values of y, there will be only i»n(
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absolute sum of the special values of u.^ To show more dis-

tinctly how the numerical application is to be made, we shall

here arrange some formulae for computation, changing for this

purpose some of Cauchy's notation and giving the development
an entirely different form.

Let it be assumed, as usual, that the observed quantity y, con-

verges when developed in the form

(1) y—A-fBi+Ci2-f &c.

If this assumption does not give, on trial, a convenient formula,

the logarithm or any other function of y may be tried in the

place of y, and its development made in precisely the same way.
It will be easy to see, moreover, that any variables we please

may be substituted for the different powers of t, provided only

the series is convergent. The function will first be developed in

the form

(2) y=^+3$zf<-|-aC^2i2^jO^=i3^ &c.

in which ^^, J^t^^ &c., are functions of the form a+ht+ct'+kc.
and are respectively of the first, second, &c., degrees in t. The
numerical values of ^, B, &c., and the expressions for ^t, &c.,

bemg found, the series (2) is immediately reducible to the form
(1). Let s be the number of observations given to determine
A, B, &c. ; then the formulae required in practice are

St 2t^ Si^ sr

^^~
2'^t' ^^~ 2'Jt' ^'^i

^^t2=zJt2-8^jt, J2t^=^t^-^^Jt, . . . J^tr=Jr-Mt

^3=^1,^212' ^""^"^2^3

Jtii3--J2i3_Y^J2t2 . .
.J3ir—J2(n_^^JSi2

2"^2t2

which is quite simple.

•"YS'uai mnographed memoir pubUsnea m loso, or lo ira repuoiicauon m i

LiouyUle's Jaurjial d« Mathematiques, tome ii, page 193. The same thing i

appended as a note to the first Tolume of Moigno's Caleul Diffh-entiel, pag«
«w a partial translation of it in the U. 8. Coatt Survey Report for 1860, p. 3
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2, 2'^ &;c., indicate the algebraic sum of the s values of the

respective functions before which they are placed ; but before

taking the sum 2', the signs of all the numbers corresponding

to the cases in which the values ofM are negative, and including

these values themselves, must be changed. Similarly before

taking 2'", 2'"^ &c,, signs must be changed throughout for the

cases in which ^»i-, ^^^', &c., respectively are negative. So

ihaX 2'^t, ^''^''t"^ .^^rc^U^r are the absolute sums of these

quantities. The following equations

(4)
J-Ltnl^n ip —0, .2'['"]y[»]=:0

are true for all values of n greater than m, and may therefore

be used as checks. Each of the conditions (4) breaks up (except

the case in which n=l) into two more convenient partial sums;

for, denoting the sum of all the values of a function correspond-

ing to positive values of .^"'i™ by -^^"'^(4-), and of those corres-

ponding to negative ones by 2't'"^(—
), the equation

2=0 is equivalent to 2'M(+)+2'W(-)=0, and
21ml— « « ^"»](-|.)_^«](_)=0; whence

(5) ^-\+)=0, 21-l(-)=0,

which may take the places of 2 and ^M in the form (4). There

might occur cases in which this principle of subdivision could

be carried on still farther. The advantage of using (5) instead

of (4) lies in the narrower limits within which it is necessary to

look for an error discovered by means of (5).

The special forms of the various functions are written out in

(3) as far as will suffice for determining four terms in the value

of y, and computing y«^ so as to test the accuracy of the approxi-

mation and apply the checks (5) to it. An ins|iection of (3) will

show

:

1st, that the first term, ^, is simply the average value of y.

2d, that to determine the second term it will be necessary to

compute y\ «,, ^t, and 31:

Sd, for the third term, y", a^^ Jt^, i?j, ^-t'', and (t:

4th, for the fourth term, y'", «,, Jt^, § ^, ^-/^ ^3, ^'f^ and 13:

and so on till the residual quantities, y^""^, are seen to be small

enough to be neglected.

If more special forms are desired besides those written out

in (3), the law of their formation is obvious from an inspection

of those actually developed there. It is such that, in general,

if ^ and J^ be the wth letters in their respective alphabets, then

It will be observed that no c
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To get out symmetrically the coefficients of (1) it is easy to

find that they are of the following forms:

10+ .fee.

in which

[3]=-«,_^3[l]-y3[2] [3']=-53-r3[2'] [3">

EXAMPLE,

[Lowel's Solubility of Anhydrous NaO SO3 in water,

t-50«.-^«na/« (fe CAimie ft Physique,

\

_,/ j
t r^ .3 y' At

j
A/^ 1

Ai3 j

1542

1296

7725

2500
2400

1700

^9 85

34-42 1184-7

87241

- 32768

13824

4096

- 122

+ 93482

+ 487-5

293-5

115-5

+ 40-5

-3935

15-684

11-684

+ 4-716

14106
24-926

38-736

+ 0004

+ 400-9

6261

527-3

+ 2203-9

1 2833-3

- ^ 1

20501

10773

6799

+ 2078

+ 143687

I A^t= A-t3 y'" A-t- y"^

' 2'(+)

1

^!^^

24-8

48-7

37-3

65-6

- S
+ "0

+-6-8r2

+ 2436

3580

6029

22610

+ 74884

^'' -IS+ 4-9 12326

'li
^ 1

-I5I 7542

+ ^1-5 - il7

+ 16-2 +46687

'+ 2

-=:^i?7^

73=+ 17-447

at= 4837-6

»= - 14057

€=+ 0-1352

©=+0-000111
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, i^.M ^3A< 1
^^t y^AH"^ _€A^_ m^-t^

1

+ 11885 -2-0 [1]= +4-316

2. 2J=- 666-8

nVs
24738

276-7 + 2655 + 20-6 "S-0
t3]=-206

158-8 18758 [2']=- 10125

6.
178-3 3589

1
0-8 L3'j=-1019

I:

1183
^6619

'^9-1 31 +ii
[3"]=-m

lo' + 47-7 + 5640 - 66-3 11700 90-7 -0-1 A= 4686-6

16871 198-3 906 B=: - 15-539

46329 544-5 + ^2-9

u. + 6820 + 68753 ' - 808-0 + 28297 + 5-2

In this example, to which Cauchy's method is applied, the

numbers in the column y express the solubility* of anhydrous

sulphate of soda in 10,000 parts of water at 14 different tem-

peratures.—column t contains the corresponding temperatures

less 50° (for convenience of development). The work is earned

as far as the determination of four terms in the development

according to powers of (temp. —50°); but a comparison of the

values of y'^ with those of y'" shows that nothing is gained by

the addition of the fourth term. Since the values of A, B, &c.,

are obtained by using (6) it is not necessary to obtain the coeffi-

cients a, b, &c., at all. In taking the sum :s' the signs are to be

changed in the first nine cases ; therefore 2"(+) means the alge-

braic sura of the last five cases, and ^'{--) that of the first nine,

^•"(-f-) is the algebraic sum of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 13th and 14th

cases, and ^"{-) of the rest. S"'{+) includes the 4th, 5th, 6tb,

7th, 8th, 9th, and 14th, and ^"'(-) the rest. The values of

^"{+) and -i"'(-) are written on the same horizontal line oppo-

site the argument 2"'; similarly with -S""(+) and ^"'{-) for y":

M. Bienayme has shownf that if each case of the equations,

2/z=A-i-Bi+C«2-f&c.

were multiplied by the proper least-square factor (different for

each case and for each of these equations) before taking the sums

X, 2', &c., the process would become merely another form for

the expression of the elimination in least-squares given by Gauss+

and others.

The advantages of Cauchy's method are its simplicity, the ease

» According to Lowel, Annales de Chimie and Physiqwe,
^''^^ P^^^^'Jj^

j^^^^^,

matiq^fx7uC^Sig^'299^^ Se^lso Cauchy's Note, Compter, Rendui, xxxvi, 27 Juin,

X in the Disquisitio de elements PedladU ; and translated into French on pag;e

137 of tha Miihode des Moindres Carris.
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with which the important check (5) ia applied to the work, and

_
the fact, which is of great importance in many of its applications

'

to physics, that it is not necessary to determine beforehand how
^many coefficients A, B, &c,, are to be eliminated. The objec-

tions, which seem fatal to it as a substitute for least squares

where the latter is properly applicable, are of very little import-

ance in cases where the form of the function is wholly assumed

and the formula therefore only to be trusted within the limits of

the series of observations; for in these cases the formula which

gives a minimum value to the sums of the squares of the differ-

ences between the computed and observed quantities, is not ne-

cessarily better than many others giving other sets of properly

distributed small differences, especially as "the errors of observa-

tion " are frequently mixed up with others of the same order of

magnitude, arising from errors in the values of the variables,

If however the series of observations is very extensive (like

those, for instance, on the tension of steam) the labor of finding

an empirical formula becomes altogether greater than its value,

and it is better to tabulate the function without reference to any
" interpolation-formula " satisfying the whole or even any great

number of the observations. For this purpose the observed

quantities must first be reduced to equidistant values of the

variable, and then these may easily be interpolated to as frequent

intervals as we please by the methods in common use.

To accomplish the first object there are several methods. The

mechanical one of plotting a curve (however valuable in suggest-

ing the true physical law of the phenomena) cannot often be used

for this purpose witb as much accuracy as computation- In the

method of interpolation by ''divided differences''* each determined

place depends only on a very few of the adjacent observations,

and a series of such places, unless the observations were accurate

to the last figure, would not be apt to harmonize. Another way
13 as follows : let one of the equidistant values of the variables

be ^„, then the observations may be represented, in the vicinity of

^, by the series,

(7) y^kJrn-'io)+<^i'-'oY+^<^-
in which A is obviously the required value of y corresponding

to «=i^, and may be determined in eacli case from as many ob-

servations as we please to use, Cauchy's method applied m this

way to some of Kegnauit's observations has been found to gwe
an accurate table of vapor-tensions with yQTj little labor. De-

terminations of A were made for every 6^ of temperature from
^° to 39°, and ten observations were used for each determination.
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Aet. lY.^On Electrical currents circulating near the Earth's sur-

^

face, and their connection with the -phenomena of the Aurora Po-'

-^am.—9th Article ; by Elias Loomis, Professor of Natural^

Philosophy and Astronomy in Yale College.

In vol. xxxii, pp. 324-335 of this Journal, I have shown the

existence of a stream of electricity drifting across Central Eu-

rope in a direction from about K 28" E. to S. 28° W. For
several months I have been collecting the materials for a similar

discussion in this country, and now present the results of these

enquiries. My materials are derived from the magnetic observa-

tions made at Toronto, Cambridge and Philadelphia, from May
1840 to Dec. 1842, and during a portion of this time at Wash-
ington also. The observations at the first three stations were
made with needles mounted in the manner recommended by
Gauss ; but those at Washington were made with a declination

compass having a needle of eleven inches in length, whose mo-
tions were much less free than those of Gauss' construction, and
which therefore did not give the time of the maxima and minima
with equal precision. For this reason the last column in the

following table contains a large number of blanks. The table

exhibits a list of all those cases in which there was a well

marked maximum or minimum value of the magnetic declina-

tion, and when this maximum or minimum value was of short

duration. All the dates are expressed in the mean time of

Toronto. jC^SHdie- ^HHadeJ^-wiiin^o^
h! m. .

1840. May 29. Maximum, 10 55 10 55 10 55

JIax. 11 35 11 25 11 30

mS. U 60 11 35-40 11 45
Min.
Max. 12 5-10
Min.

mS 14 16-20 14 15

m£ 15 45
Max. 15 55

16 20

mLx.
16 45

Min.* 17 16

1? 35

Max" 2? S5 20 30 20 30-35
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Tconto. _Ca^d^j^ :^^^v^
h. m.

1840. May 30. Max. 6 50-55
Min.

Ma^
Min.

16 35^0
jllne25: mS"
July 22. Max.

Min. 19

Max.

July 23. mS. 5 10
Aug. 28. Max. 10 40-45

Min. 11 35 11 30-35 11 30-35

Max. 11 50

Mp. 14 40
15 5

15 10

ii'
15 40 15 35 15 35

16 20-25

Ma"x. 16 36
Min. 16 45-50 16 40

Max. 17 0-5

Min. 1? 20 17 20

Mi? 18 6 11 65 18

utn. 18 30 18 20 18 25

Max. 18 35 18 30 18 35

18 60

mS.
19 50

Max! 23 25

8,p..,3. M^
]l tl

Is
* 45^

*^ 13 50 U 55

mS"
22 50 22 50

8epi24. Min!

mITx.
I i

2 15

So

Min 4 35

Oct. 21. mL". 10 50 10 45 10 45 10 45-50

Min. 11 10

Mi?" 15 15 15 10-15 15 15

Max.
16 85 16 30 16 35

Oct. 22. Min!
3 35

Nov. 28. Max.
11 45

2 20

Dec. 23. Max.
Max. 13 10 13 10

14 15

13 25

14 15
14 65-60

£- ?8 To
15 20

18 50 18 60

Max. 22 SO 22 20 22 20-25 22 20-26
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—TorontoT--^Can^brldpr--phihdiiFhie"W^hington^
^h. m. b. n..

1840. Dec. 24. Max.
Max.
Miu.

1841. Jan. 20, Max. 15 25 15 25

Jan. 2L Min. . 7 10

Feb. 2&. mLx.
Min.
3Iax. 15 10

Min.
Max.
Min. 21 30 21 30

March 24. Max.

12

20-^25Min. 12 20-25

Max, 12 40-45

Min.
Max. 15 45-50

April 21. Ma^.
Max. 14 46-50
Max.

mS.

Min." 18 20

May 28. Max. 12 25

13 50
mn: 14 15

^"^^^^^ mS n to 12 10
10 40

19 10

Min.

^1

40

23 10-15 23 15
June 24. Max. 1 40

July 21. Max. 14 30-35
Min. 14 60
Max. 15 20 15 25

16 15 16 10-15

Mb! 17 45-^50 17 50

Min. 19 10ll5 19 10-15

Max. 20 20
Min. 21 15 21 15

July 22. Min.

Aui.27. Min.
12 11

Ma^
12 65

13 15 13 15

Max. 14 65

Max 17 30 17 25-30 17 30

Min. 18 20

Max.

^1

35

Ang.28. Max. I 35 1 30-35 1 as

Sept. 22. Mai
Se^t23. Min. 30

Min.

Oct. 20. Max. 14 45-50
18 45 18 45

Mai 19 10 19 6 19 5 19 6
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Philadelphia. W»hington.

—iir-nr-

Max. 19 60-55 19 50-56

Min. 22 5

Oct. 21. Min.

Mar. 3 10
Nov. 26. Max. 14 35-45 14 40-46

Dec. 22. Mia. 20 6
Mia. 22 16-20

mS; 16 42 16 40
17 12-18

F*b.25. Mia!

12

0-^6

Max. 12 6-10

Max.
Min. 19 42-48 19 45

Feb. 26. Min.

March 23. Max.
Min. 14 12

Max. 17 16

March 24. Max.
8 35-40 8 36

April 20. mS.
Min.

15 48
mS. 16 24-30 16 20-25
Max. 19 30

Min. 19 48^-^54

April 21. Max. 6

M^y27. Max. 14 54

Max. 19 24-30 19 25-30

""'" £ 14 20 14 18
15 ^6

16 40-45

M^'. 17 18

Max. 17 54-60 17 65

Max. 19 36-48

Max. 20 36 20 35

June 23. mS
Max.

July 20. mS 13 18 13 18

a426. Max. 11 48-54 '' t
Max. 14 10

14 30 14 30

m1^
Aug.2Y. MinT

^4 3 65

Sept. 21. Min. 12 54-60 12 64

Max.
17 54

13 20-25

17 45-50 17 48
19 18£ 21 54-60

B€pt22. mS
8 12-18 8 10 8 \\

Oct. 19. mS 13 25

mS: 18 0-6

21 24 21 25

13

Oct 20 B 1 30
22 24

Nor. 26. mS 15 18 15 15 15 18

Dec. 21. Max.
Max. 17 48-54 17 45-50 17 48
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The following table shows in how many cases the maximum
deviation of the magnetic needle occurred earlier at Cambridge,
Philadelphia or Washington than it did at Toronto ; in how
manj cases it occurred at the same instant ; and in how many
cases it occurred later than at Toronto. From May, 1840, to

Dec. 1841, the observations at each station were made at inter-

vals of 5 minutes ; but in 1842 the observations at Toronto and

Philadelphia were made at intervals of 6 minutes. The differ-

ences therefore in the times of maximum deviation are generally

0, or 5 or 10 minutes ; but when at one of the stations the indi-

cations of the needle were sensibly the same at two successive

observations, we may obtain differences of 2^ or 71- minutes.

In the few cases in which other differences are obtained, they

have been classed with the numbers in the table to which they

approached nearest.

Maximum deviation of the magnetic needle.

:
Can.hridge. Washington,

I2imii,ute3 earlier,

1
11

Ave^eresd. Sm-ll earlier. 1-40 earlier. 0'»15 later.

These observations indicate that the maximum deviation of

the magnetic needle advances like a wave over the earth's sur-

face; and that the direction of its motion is from N. 68° E. to

S. 68° W. A comparison of the Cambridge and Toronto ob-

servations indicates a velocity of progress amounting to 113

miles per minute; while a comparison of the Philadelphia and

Toronto observations indicates a velocity of only 75 miles per

The following table shows in how many cases the minimum
deviation of the magnetic needle occurred earlier than at Toronto;

in how many cases it occurred at the same instant ; and in how
many cases it occurred later than at Toronto.

Minimum deviation of the magnetic needle.

PhiIadelphi,L Wa>bin^n.

15 nu«utes earlier,

n
I

3

A..r^r,«U. 2«-29 earlier. 1-10 earlier. O^O* later.
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These observations indicate that the minimum deviation of
the magnetic needle advances like a wave over the earth's sur-

face; and that the direction of its motion is from N. 69° E. to
S. 69° W. A comparison of the Cambridge and Toronto ob-
servations indicates a velocity of progress amounting to 156
miles per minute ; while a comparison of the Philadelphia and
Toronto observations indicates a velocity of only 103 miles per
minute.

yie thus see that the average progress of the maxima and
minima deviations of the magnetic needle was very nearly in
the same direction and with the same velocity. Assuming that
the average direction of both classes of waves is the same, we
find their progress to be from N. 68° E. to S. 68° W. ; and the
velocity of their progress deduced from a comparison of the
Cambridge and Toronto observations is 134 miles per minute;
while the velocity deduced from a comparison of the Philadel-
phia and Toronto observations is 89 miles per minute.

In my former article, p. 334, I found that in Central Europe,
the deflections of the magnetic needle were propagated in a di-

rection from N. 28° E. to S. 28° W. Mr. C. V. Walker deter-
mined that the direction of this motion in England was from
N. 42° E. to S. 42° W. ; and we now find this direction in the
neighborhood of New York to be from K 68° E. to S. 68° W.
At the time of a considerable number of the preceding ob-

servations, auroras were recorded at some one of the stations,
i-he following are the auroral notices at Toronto, corresponding
to some of the preceding dates. The dates are all given in the

!0f Go

1840. May

ottingen.

Auroral observations at Toronto.

5^. Faint light in north.

I5h 16™, faint streamers shot up from N.E. to altitude

16b sm, a perfect arch from N.W. to NJ:. Splendid

streamers rising from it, and almost a continued

gleam of light from the incessant flashes or pulsations.

UK Streamers disappeared ; faint patches of light and

a few pulsations.

18h. Very faint light arch, dark clouds rising in N.

horizon.
19h. Bright aurora.

20h. Bright aurora.

A'Ug. 28. 14b 30". Splendid aurora.

15^. Aurora visible at intervals.

I7h SOni. Aurora very splendid.

ISii, Auroral light obscured by the clouds,

19l». Overcast.
21h. Cleared up; aurora again visible.
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1840. Oct. 22, From 15^ to IS"* faint auroral light.

Dec. 23. lYt^ Bank of auroral light in N. ; faint streamers.
18h. Auroral light in N. Patches of light and streamers,

19h. Faint auroral light in N.
1841. April 21. 15^. Auroral light in N, horizon; a few faint stream-

2 Oh. Fainl auroral light to N.

July 21. I7h SO'". Bright bank of auroral light in N.
19h. Faint aurorallight in N.
20h. Faint auroral light in N".

21^ Faint auroral light in N.

Oct 20. 14'' 35™. Auroral light in N.
15f» 20"'. Very faint auroral light along N. horizon.

The following notices of the aurora were recorded at Wash-
ington. The dates are given in the mean time of the place.

Auroral observations at Washington,

1840. Aug. 28. From S* 30™ to ^^ 45'" p. m. the aurora distinctly visi-

ble, extending from N.E. by N. to N.W. by N. ; faint

appearances of it at irregular intervals, until l** 45°"

A. M. of 29th.

Sept. 23. At lO'' 40™ p. M. a segment of an auroral arch, extend-

ing from N.N.E, to N.N.W, ; centre or highest point,

N. by E. ; altitude 8°.

The following auroral notices are from the register kept at

New Haven bj Mr. E. C. Herrick.

Auroral observations at New Haven.

1840. May 29. A conspicuous aurora, A narrow belt overhead be-

tween gJ* and 10*; and after lO'' auroral waves as

high as zenith.

Aug. 28. A considerable aurora visible, hw arch 40° high in

K between 10'' and 11*. Few streamers,

Oct 22. A distinct aurora. An arch 2° or 3° high lying 30* or

40° along the northern horizon.

Dec. 24. During most of the evening there seemed to be a faintlf

luminous vapor, particularly in the N., but also more

or less elsewhere.

1841. March 24. An auroral arch low in N. horizon all evening; abotrt

2° high ; bright, I saw no streamers.

July 21. A faint auroral illumination at 10 p. m. and also at 2

A. M. of the 22d.

Oct 21. About 1 A.M. a brilliant auroral display, not extending

higher than 40° ; streamers rapidly shifting.

1842. April 20. Slight aurora about llS and faint traces through the

If now we make the comparison for those dates at which an

aurora was recorded at Toronto, we shall find that the maxiaia

and minima deviations of the magnetic needle occurred at Cam-
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bridge on an average S^'SS earlier than at Toronto, and at Phil-

adelphia 1^-87 earlier than at Toronto. These results are a little

greater than those obtained from a comparison of all the obser-

vations, and indicate a motion somewhat more nearly east and
west ; but the general character of the results is the same. "We
seem authorized then to infer that in the eastern part of the United

Slates the irregular deflections of the magnetic needle, ichether attended

or not hy any auroral exhibition, are generally propagated in a di-

rectionfrom K 68° E. to S. 68° W., and with an average velocity

of about 112 miles per minute.

During the exhibition of brilliant auroras, auroral beams do
not ordinarily continue stationary for many minutes. They
generally exhibit a movement of translation towards the south,

and frequently also a movement to the east or west of the me-
ridian. In order to determine whether there is any uniform-
ity in the direction of this motion, I have collected together
all the notices of this kind which I could find recorded in the

Am. Journal of Science, in the Eeports of the K Y. Regents,

and in various other works. The following is the result of this

examination.

Notices of lateral displacement of the auroral beams.

Vol, xiv, p, 92, 1827, Aug. 28. New York City, Waves of light

began to flow from the eastern toward the western part of the luminous
arch. The whole arch moved towards the south.

Vol. xiv, p. 94. Troy, N. Y. The flowing of the light from E, to W.

Vol. xiv, p. 104. Canandaigua, N, Y. About the time that the arch

hroke up into columns, it seemed to move back towards the north. Soon
after it moved again to the south, apparently with a more rapid motion

Vol. xiv, p. 105. 1827, Sept. 9. Canandaigua, N. Y. A light cloud,

moved gently to the west, and gradnally put on the appearance of beams
of light. Proceeding still west, and probably a little south, they seemed
to lengthen and descend toward the western horizon. The movement
westward was distinct, but not sufficiently so to enable me to estimate

the rate of motion.
Vol. xiv, p. 106. lb. The western motion of the fragments was per-

ceptible, and was estimated at four degrees in thirty-two seconds.

Vol.xxvii, p. 113. 1833, May 17. Philadelphia, Pa. This arch

Pa^^^ed gradually towards the south.

.

yol, xxvii, p, 119. 1833, July 10. Philadelphia. Four beams were
visible; the last beam vanishing after appearing to move westward.

Vol.xxix, p. 389. 1835, Nov. 17. New Haven, Conn. The zone

nioved slowly to the south, until about 9 o'clock. From this time it be-

gan to recede northward.
^M- JocR. Sci.-Sfxond Seeies, Vol. XXXIV, No. IOO.-Jult, 1883.
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Vol. XXX, p. 135. 1835, Dec. 11. Toronto, Canada. All these rays

moved in a very stately march from east to weat.

Vol. XXX, p. 231. 1835, Sept. 4. New Haven, Conn. The streacRera

all moved to the east about 6°. Beams shot up about 30°" high, aad

moved laterally to the east.

Vol. xxxii, p. 178. 1837, Jan. 25. New Haven. The twilight of

the northern sky moved slowly southward.

Vol. xxxii, p. 221. 1836, Aug. 12. lb. Over head the arch moved

southward. In the east it also advanced southward.

Vol. xxxii, p. 222. lb. Parallel fleeces, distinct from each other,

were in slow motion toward the west.

Vol. xxxii, p. 225. 1836, May 8. New Haven. The arch advanced

southward.—The bow moved slowly south.—The arch had advanced

southward.

Vol. xxxii, p. 394. 1836, May 8. Toronto, Canada. A shining broad

column of light passed very slowly and bodily to the Avestward.

Vol. xxxiii, p. 212. 1837, July 29. Burlington, Vt. A luminous

arch moved slowly to the south.

Vol. xxxiv, p. 275. 1837, Nov. 14. Geneva, N. Y. A bright white

streamer passed the north star, on its way to the west.

Vol. xxxviii, p. 262. 1839, Sept. 3. Nashville, Tenn. A westward

motion was observed in three principal columns.

Vol. xxxviii, p. 376. 1839, Sept. 3. Middlebury, Vt. The belt moved

south—rapidly at first, then more slowly.

Vol. xxxix, p. 194. 1840, May 29. New Haven. The belt drifted

southward at the rate of about a degree per minute.

Vol. iii, n. s., p. 440. 1847, April 7. New Haven. The auroral heU

moved southward from 77° above the N. horizon to 65° above the southern.

Vol. xiii, n. s., p. 427. 1852, Feb. 19. New Haven. Streamers be-

gan to shoot upward, having a horizontal movement from K to W.
Vol. xiv, n. s., p. 131. 1852, April 22. New Haven. The whole

beam slowly moved southward.

Vol.xxviii, n.s., p. 391. 1859, Aug. 28. New Haven. Auroral arch

advanced 18° toward the south in fifteen minutes.

Vol. xxviii, p. 394. 1859, Aug. 28, West Point, N. Y. A yellowish

cloud advanced southward with an even boundary.

Vol. xxviii, p. 394. lb. The streamers in the north were numerous

and were perceived universally to move towards the west

Vol. xxviii, p. 395. lb. The entire expanse of cloud in the south was

making a similar progress we^t, at the rate of forty degrees in about two

minutes. At 3 a. m, the streamers in the north moved across the con-

stellation Cassiopea from west to east, contrariwise to the motion in every

instance I have before observed in any aurora.

Vol. xxviii, p. 396. lb. The southern streamers were also moving to

the east.

Vol. xxviii, p. 404. 1859, Sept. 2. Havana, Cuba. The summit of

the arch had a movement of tranelation toward the east. A brightness

streamed from the north, moving towards the N.N.E.

Vol. xxviii, p. 406, lb. Reiterated movement of translation of the

whole aurora from E. to W., followed by a retrocession in the opposite

direction.
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Vol. xxix, p. 252. 1859, Aug. 28. Halifax, N. S. The streamers ap-

peared to work from W. by N. to south. I think they worked along from

E. to W., but another observer said from W. to E.

Vol. xxix, p. 257. 1859, Aug. 28. Steubenville, Ohio. At 7^ p. m.

the aurora moved to the south. At 9 p, m. the light advanced again and

passed clear to the south as before.

Vol. xxix, p. 258. 1859, Aug. 28. Burlington, N. J. An arch of

light rose in the north, passed tlie zenith, and descended to within about

Vol. xxix, p. 263. 1859, Aug. 28. Galveston, Texas. Stately col-

umns of light reaching up about 45° from the horizon, moved westward

about one degree for every ninety seconds of time.—The columns drifted

westward and faded.

Vol. XXX, p. 86. 1859, Aug. 28. Cleveland, Ohio. Bright rays sud-

denly shot up in quick successive flashes, reaching nearly to the zenith,

and moving slowly to west.

Vol. XXX, p. 87. 1859, Sept. 1. Fort Brldger, Utah Ter. The light

appeared to flow gradually from 5r.N.E. to the southern sky.

Vol. XXX, p. 345. 1859, Aug. 28. Gettysburgh, Penn. The stream-

ers were visibly wafted round on the east and west to the S.E., S.W., and
even south.

Ftrm. New York Meteorology 1826-1850, by Franklin B. Hough.

,
Page 487. 1827, Aug. 28. Lowville, N. Y. The arc began to move

in a southern direction it broke up into parallel pieces which moved
majestically westward At 11 its motion was mainly south.

Page 487. 1827, Aug. 28. Pompey, N. Y. The arc gradually in-

clined towards the south.

.Page 488. 1830, July 15. Fredonia, IS". Y. A belt at right angles

^vith the galaxv, moved towards the south.

Page 489. 'l831, April 1. Albany, N. Y. Shot up into brilliant

columns moving eastward.
Page 489. 1831, April 19. Utica, N. Y. A beautiful arc, elevated

about 50°, gradually rose, passed the zenith, and descended into the south

within 25° of the horizon.
Page 489. 1831, June 21. Albany, N. Y. Shot up into brilliant

prismatic columns which moved from W. to K, preserving in their mo-
tion a parallel position. In one or two instances, a sudden and rapid

motion in the opposite direction towards the west.

Page 489. 1831, July 3. Albany, N. Y. Shot up mto columns

which appeared to move slowly in some cases to the east

Page 490. 1831, July 31. Johnstown, N. Y. An arch moved south

about 20^
Page 490. 1833, Mav 17. Johnstown, N. Y. Parallel columns of

light moved rapidly from' N. to S.

Page 491. 1835, Sept. 9. Albany, N. Y. A faint white arch m the

Qorthern hemisphere which moved towards and passed the zenith.

Page 491. 1836, April 12. Cazenovia, N, Y. A single beam from
tne horizon moved sensibly to the south.
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Page 493. 1837, N"ov. 14. Buffalo, N. Y. Bed streams further east

appeared moving slowly eastward.

P3ge 493. 1837, Nov. 14. St. Lawrence, N". Y. Tall columns of

silvery light were seen in the northern horizon, sometimes shooting up to

the zenith, and again moving slowly from E. to W. as if impelled by a

gentle breeze.

Page 496. 1842, June 4. Eochester, N. Y. A fine arc rose N. of

Hand moved southward Grew fainter, moved slowly southwards,

extended down to the horizon, began to move in slow portions to the

eastward.

Page 497. 1847, March 19. Woodstock, Vt. Pillars moving some-

times eastward and then westward, and sometimes rapidly passing each

Page 498. 1847, Nov. 25. North Salem, N. Y. A few streamers

rose to the height of 45°, having a slow motion westward.

Page 49S. "l848, x\pril 1. Rochester, N. Y. Luminous white pil-

lars; white pencils in the N.E. gradually passing westward and vanish-

,
April 6. New York City. Streamers shooting up

From Arago't Meteorological Essays.

Page 449. 1827, Aug. 28. New York. There were in the north

two concentric arches. The upper arch rose gradually higher above the

horizon ; reached the zenith
;
passed beyond it and then broke up. Ver-

tical columns of light, having rather a rapid movement of translation,

carrying them from E. to W., showed themselves below the great arch.

1835, Nov. 18. Hanover, N. H. Very brilliant streamers appeared

to chase each other, running rapidly from W. to E. and back again from

E. to W.
1839, Sept. 3. Middlebury, Vt. Tho auroral belt moved south, rap-

idly at first, then more slowly. Five parallel streamers, about 3° long,

moved to the west, but not so rapidly as to be directly seen in motion.

1839, Sept. 14. Middlebury, Vt. There were seen in the arch pris-
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From the Record of Auroral Phenomena by Peter Force.

Page 37. 1821, April 27. Fort Enterprise, lat. 64|°, long. 113°

ch moved slowly to the southward.

A. 1820, Dec. 11. lb. The arches moved slowly to

Page 102. 1820, Feb. 10. Winter Harbor, lat. 74|°, long. IIC" W.
A low arch to the westward, from which pencils appeared to proceed.

These pencils had a slow, though very sensible, lateral motion from north
to south and vice versa.

The]
of auro
only three cases of a motion from S. to N. In the aurora of
Aug. 28, 1827, at Canandaigua, N. Y., the arch seemed to move
back towards the north ; and soon after it moved again to the
south more rapidly than ever. In the auroraof Nov. 17, 1835,
at New Haven, the auroral zone, after moving for some time
toward the south, began to recede northward ; and also in the
aurora of Feb. 10, 1820, at Winter Harbor, the auroral pencils
had a slow lateral motion from N. to S. and vice versa.

We may hence conclude that in the United States, great auro-
ras almost invariably exhibit a motion from N. to S. with occa-

sionally and temporarily a slight retrograde movement from S.

.
The preceding catalogue includes 31 cases in which the mo-

tion of auroral beams was described as from E. to W. ; and 15
cases of a motion from W. to E. If auroral streamers had a
motion exactly from N. to S. then those streamers which were in-

cluded between the N. and E. points of the horizon would have
an apparent motion towards the E. ; while those streamers which
were included between the N. and W. points of the horizon

would have an apparent motion towards the west. It seems
probable that the apparent motion from E. to W. and from W.
to E. is frequently due to an actual motion from N. to S. ; but
since the apparent motion towards the W. is twice as frequent
as that towards the E. we must conclude that the actual motion

of the streamers isfrom about KKK to S.S. W.
We thus find a general correspondence between the direction

of the electric currents which traverse the earth's surface during
displays of the aurora, and the motion of the auroral beams.
la the United States, the former move from about K 68° E. to
S. m^^ ^iiQe tjjg lattgj. move from aboutK 30° E. to S. 30° W.
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Art. Y.— Observations on the Saltwaters of the Alleghany and

Keskeminetas Valleys; by Dr. Edwabd STiEBEiN-.

Within a distance of about 35 miles above the city of Pitts-

burgh there have been bored, on both sides of the Alleghany
and Keskeminetas rivers, more than thirty saltwells, the greater

part of which are used for the manufacture of common salt.

These valleys belong to the coal period and the strata have a

gentle dip to the southwest. There is no rock-salt, and no de-

posits of gypsum have ever been found in this district.

In boring these wells we pass through sandy shale, fire-clay,

limestones, and different kinds of marl and clay-slates, through

porous, white and red sandstone in strata of various thickness,

and several veins of bituminous coal, from two to seven feet iu

thickness. One of these sandstones is from 70 to 100 feet in

thickness, and is usually found at a depth of from 200 to 250 feet;

this rock contains small quantities of carbonate of lime, baryta

These mineral waters are, we believe, formed by the percola-

tion of meteoric waters through the superincumbent beds of

marls and clays, from which, assisted by the carbonic acid

received from the atmosphere, and by pressure, they dissolve

saline matters till an impenetrable stratum is reached, where they

remain, saturating the porous sandstone and filling the fissures

of the surrounding beds.

The wells are from 400 to 1200 feet deep, and from 3 to 3^

Keskeminetas valleys during a series of years past has convinced

me that, as respects their chemical constituents, they are among
the most interesting cold saline mineral waters, which have as

yet been analyzed. Several of these wells yield, besides salt

water, a very superior quality of petroleum, which has been in-

troduced into commerce, and for many years used for medical,

illuminating, and lubricating purposes. They also give off an

inflammable gas.

These brines are qualitatively all alike, but not in the quanti-

ties of their constituents. Their specific gravities are from

1-0175 to 1-098, that is from 2^ to 13 degrees of Beaume's hy-

drometer.

The brines of all the saltworks of both valleys, are without

exception pumped by steam power. A yellowish colored sedi-

ment, which by degrees becomes red, is deposited in the spouts,

in which the brine is carried from the pump to the boiling pan,
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but in the boiler itself a much larger quantity of the yellow-

reddish sediment is precipitated, which becomes when exposed
to the air for a few days, of a deep red color. The natural brine

when boiled down to a specific gravity equal to from 1-124 to

^•160, (=16 to 20° B.) is then drawn off into a wooden <

"

'

"
" lwith£

"

vhere it is mixed with a thin lime-milk, and well stirred. Afler
slearing, this brine is drawn off or pumped into the grainers

where after the well known process the salt is obtained either

nne or coarse. ±5otn pans are neated by t

placed that the grainer is behind the boiler

exclusively used as fuel.

Daring a period of four years I have analyzed quantitatively

brine from several wells of the Alleghany and Keskeminetas
Valleys, but I shall here give only the analysis of water which
was obtained from the salina of Mr. Peterson, in the vicinity of

Tarentum.
II. Physical properties.

When freshly pumped this saltwater appears turbid, owing to

petroleum which is suspended in it, though after standing a little

while it becomes clear and the petroleum floats on the surface,

forming a scum, thicker or thinner, according to the proportion
of petroleum which is contained in the brine, which is of a red-

dish-yellow color. Its taste is saline, afterwards bitter, and it

smells slightly of petroleum. The average specific gravity,
from my experiments, is found to be equal to 1-0352, at +18-5''

C. The temperature of the water is equal to 17-5° C, at 20''

* ':)erature of the atmosphere. If exposed to the air, the water

egrees becomes turbid from loss of gas (C0=') and deposits a
ty yellow-colored precipitate, on the sides and bottom of the

:ttker-glass, changing after a few days to a reddish-yellow color,

change hastened by boiling.

III. Chemical properties.

A. Qualitative Analysis.

The solid constituents of this water are divided into two classes, lite

bydegr

those of almost a

1. Such as are of themselves insoluble in water, and w
m solution by the free carbonic acid.

2. Such as are soluble in water.

a. Propmiies of thefresh water.

,
1- Blue and red paper, and fresh prepared tincture of

m the least changed.
2. Strips of paper moistened with a solution of acetat(

not at the least changed to a blackish or gray color, but I

With a pure white powder.
3. Basic nitrate of bismuth suspended in the water re
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and no precipitate is produced in the lead solu;

5. The gas obtained by boiling the water reddened litmus paper in-

stantly, but not permanently. The same gas conducted into limewater

caused a strong turbidness, and afterwards produced a precipitate which,

•while effervescing, was perfectly soluble in muriatic acid.

6. The addition of acids produced a slight escape of air bubbles.

7. Sulphuric acid produced a strong turbidness and quickly caused a

precipitate which when repeatedly boiled with water was resoluble, leav-

ing a very small quantity of- a white sediment. This sediment proved to

be baryta when treated before the flame of the blowpipe, and particularly

-when some chlorate of potash was added ; the changing color of the

flame satisfied me that the sediment also contained strontia.

8. Lime-water made the brine turbid, but by adding an excess of the

latter the mixture became clear again.

9. Sesquichlorid of iron produced a red-brown tint.

10. Caustic ammonia produced a dirty white precipitate, which was

partly soluble in a solution of salammoniac.

11. The carbonates of potassa and ammonia produced permanent

whitish precipitates.

12. Chlorid of barium produced a strong turbidness, which by adding

diluted nitric acid disappeared, air bubbles being expelled.

13. Oxalate of ammonia produced a copious white precipi

} addit

15. Nitrate of silver produced a copious, white, caseous precipitate,

soluble in caustic ammonia, and giving an opalescent liquid. Nitric

acid had but a very slight effect upon the precipitate.

16. Gallic acid produced, after some standing, a violet tint.

17. Tannic acid produced, after some standing, a reddish-violet tint.

18. Ferrocyanate of potassa produced, after standing, a slight bluish tint.

19. Sesquiferrocyanate of potassa produced, after standing, a greenish

tint.

20. Hydrosulphuret of ammonia produced, after standing, a greenish

21. When some of the brine was slightly acidulated by muriatic acid.

and some of the reagents mentioned under 16 to 20 added to it, then

the different tints were produced instantly. In No. 20 was formed, alter

a few hours, a blackish precipitate, in voluminous flocks.

22. A solution of gypsum produced in the brine, when slightly acidu-

lated with nitric acid, a marked turbidness, which after a few hours settled

into a precipitate. This precipitate, when washed with water and dried,

and treated before the flame of the blowpipe, showed to be a mixture of

strontia and baryta.

23. The chlorids of platinum and gold, had not the slightest effect oa

the fresh brine.

24. Chlorid of palladium produced in the brine, after the latter iiad

been slightly acidulated with nitric acid and after standing for a short
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t settled to the bottom in form i

I had no effect upon the brine, either in tb

When t

carbonato of soda, a white turbidness was produced, which by heating in-

creased, turning to a yellow color.

b- Properties of the brine after heating.

_
About 40 pounds of the fresh brine were put into a large porcelain

dish and brought cautiously and by degrees nearly to the boiling point

and evaporated, until salt crystals made their appearance, besides tha

reddish-yellow powder obtained soon after the commencement of the

evaporation. The sediment together with the liquid was put upon a fil-

ter, and the first was edulcorated with pure water, and then dried. The
filtered solution was marked a a, and the dried ptecipit ,t j b b.

a, a. The solution, or the filtrate a. a. was subjected to thefolloicing experiments.

1. Reaction perfectly neutral.

2. Caustic ammonia produced a voluminous and perfectly white pre-

cipitate, entirely soluble in a solution of salammoniac.
3. Carbonate of potassa produced a perfectly white precipitate, which

increased when the mixture was boiled.

4. Chlorid of barium produced no change.
5. Oxalate of ammonia produced a copious white precipitate.

.
6. By adding to the liquid, filtered from the precipitate of No. 5, caus-

tic ammonia and phosphate of soda, and then stirring it well, a crystal-

line white precipitate was obtained.
"7. Nitrate of silver produced a white precipitate with a slight yellow-

ish tint. This precipitate when mixed with nitric acid and well stirred

and filtered, and submitted to a slow and very careful neutralization with

caustic ammonia, no yellow precipitate could be produced.
8. Gallic and tannic acid, ferrocyanate and sesquiferrocyanate of po-

tassa, and hydrosulphuret of ammonia, did not change the solution in

the least.

9. Some of the liquid by evaporation was more concentrated and after

cooling mixed with an alcoholic solution of platinum-chlorid, by which a

yellow precipitate was obtained- To prevent errors, a second portion of
tbe liquid, of which the alkaline earths were pecipitated by carbonate of
soda, the mixture evaporated almost to dryness, then again treated with
water, filtered, and the solution so obtained concentrated again by a slow

evaporation. By adding to this solution a small quantity of a spirituous

solution of chlorid of platinum, a lemon-calored precipitate was also

produced, which consisted of a combination of chlorid of potassium and
^'f platinum, together with a combination of chlorid
of platinum.

10. Another part of the filtrate was evaporated almost to (

t>7 heating it in a test tube, with a concentrated solution of

^»- Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol.. XXXIV, No. IOO.-July, 1
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tassa, a gas was expelled wliich turned curcuma paper brown, and which

formed white vapors when a glass-rod moistened with muriatic acid was

brought in contact with the gas. The same was also the case when the

brine was acidulated with muriatic acid and evaporated to dryness, and

then treated exactly as before mentioned.

11. A solution of gypsum produced a strong turbidness which soon

settled as a precipitate, this was entirely insoluble in nitric acid. The

precipitate well edulcorated was treated with carbonate of potassa and

melted in a silver crucible, then the melted mass soaked in water. The

insoluble matter was collected upon a filter and well washed, then dis-

solved in muriatic acid ; the solution obtained evaporated to dryness, and

the dry salt treated with alcohol, in which a portion of it was dissolved.

The spirituous solution contained chlorid of strontium, and the parts in-

soluble in alcohol consisted of chlorid of barium.

12. A portion of the filtrate was slightly evaporated, and the crystal-

lized chlorid of sodium was separated from the concentrated liquid.

This solution when shaken in a bottle with chlorine-water, became of an

intense brownish-red color. By the treatment with ether this mixture

became colorless, while the ether itself was colored.

When by a cautious evaporation of a somewhat larger quantity of the

filtrate (a. a.) the chlorid of sodium was separated as much as possible

and the concentrated liquid evaporated until completely dry, again dis-

solved in water, and the solution exsiccated in a temperature of from 120

to 130° C, and after this operation had been repeated eight times, then

not the slightest trace of bromine could be detected.

13. One part of the solution (a. a.) was shaken with some fresh boiled

starch, and some drops of nitric acid added, which turned the mixture

instantly to a deep dark blue color.

14. Another part of the solution was boiled with phosphate of silver

:

the liquid filtered from the chlorid of silver formed was evaporated to dry-

ness. This dry salt was put in a test-tube, and some sulphuric acid

added, and strongly heated in the alcohol flame, but no yellow-colored

vapor escaped here, which would have colored yellow the stripes of paper

saturated with solution of indigo, when brought in contact with them.

In another experiment some of the liquid was acidulated with concen-

trated sulphuric acid, and mixed with a saturated solution of sulphate of

protoxyd of iron
; but no darker tint of the mixture was produced.—

Absence of nitric acid.

15. Some of the solution was acidulated with muriatic acid, and then

evaporated slightly. Curcuma-paper dipped into the liquid was not

browned by it, but kept its natural color.—Absence of boracic acid.

16. To a part of the solution was added caustic potash-liquor in a

slight excess, then heated and filtered. When a solution of salammo-

niac was added lo the filtered liquid neither turbidness nor a precipitate

was produced.—Absence of alumina.

17. In order to determine if the (boiled) brine contains lithium, a suf-

ficient quantity of carbonate of soda was added to the remaining and

larger quantity of the solution a. a. and then boiled. After the precip-

itated alkaline earths had been edulcorated with water, the filtered hquii

was evaporated to dryness and the residue gently heated. In treatiag
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this heated substance with -water a turbid solution was obtained, which,

after filtering, appeared clear and colorless ; the contents of the filter con-

sisted of magnesia. As caustic soda in the cold, and carbonate of soda

ated to dryness. This exsiccated salt mass was soaked ii

"''

is dissolved, leaving only a very small quantity of ^

After the powder had settled in a high glass cylinder, and the

ed solution was removed, the powder was collected upon a f
well washed with water. The dried light powder was heated '

fectly pure carbonate of lime, the heated mass then several times Doiiea

with water, filtered, and the contents of the filter washed. The lime of

this alkaline-reacting solution was precipitated by oxalic acid. The oxal-

ate of lime was well edulcorated, and the solution obtained evaporated to

dryness and then heated, in order to decompose the oxalates. After

heating, the remaining mass was soaked in water, and treated with mu-
riatic acid, when some coal remained, which was removed by filtration.

The colorless liquid evaporated to dryness left a small quantity of a whi-
tish substance, which was put in a bottle with a glass stopper, and abso-

lute alcohol poured upon it ; the alcohol acted upon the substance for

several hours, during which time the bottle was often shaken. One part

of the filtered alcoholic solution was evaporated, by adding some water
to it, and then redissolved. The solution obtained produced no action

upon caustic soda and oxalate of ammonia, but by adding phosphate of
soda and heating it in a test-tube a white turbidness was instantly pro-

duced. The other part of the alcoholic solution inflamed, burnt with a

b. b. Examination of the dried precipitate (b.b.) insoluble in water.

1. This precipitate or sediment formed a reddish-yellow powder which
had neither smell nor taste. By heating in a platina crucible its reddish-

yellow color changed into a dark cinnamon brown, without carbonizing
or giving any smell resembling that of burning organic substances, or

changing moistened curcuma-paper into brown or reddening litraus-papei

when brought near the mouth of
^ "' " ' ''-

' '

refuse, soaked in water, gave a solu
reaction.

2. One part of the heated powdei
a sufficient quantity of concentrated sulphu
the same, the mixture was boiled for a while, and the vapors conducted

h an adopter into water. It was observed that neither corrosion of the

glass was perceptible, nor was any flake of silica to be seen in the water,

^oi even after the solution was mixed with some ammonia and left

standing for several days. The same was the case with the sediment
which was separated from a sufficient quantity of bnne by boiling, and
which had not been washed with water. It was also used in the dry
5tate, but was not heated. In neither of the experiments could fluorine

^e detected.
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3. The rest of the dfied precipitate (6. h.) was treated with muriatic

acid in excess, in which it was dissolved, all but a small quantity of in-

soluble substance ; the unfiltered solution was then evaporated to dry-

ness and soaked in water adding to the liquid obtained some drops of

nitric acid. The solution was tittered from the separated silica, wbicli

contained eome alumina ; the solution obtained was tried with reagents.

Caustic ammonia produced a dirty white precipitate.

Alkaline carbonate produced a permanent dirty white precipitate.

To the liquid filtered from the precipitate last obtained caustic ara-

monia and phosphate of soda were added; by stirring this mixture with

a glass rod, a crystalline precipitate was soon produced. Caustic potassa

produced a dirty white precipitate, which partly disappeared by heating;

by adding a solution of salammoniac to the filtered liquid, light white

nixed with

settling

to a precipitate became by degrees clear. This precipitate collected upon

a filter was well washed with water and dried, then melted in a silver

crucible with carbonate of potassa, then soaked in water and washed iip

on a filter until a solution of chlorid of barium did not produce any

change of the liquid which came from the filter. By treating the contents

of the filter with diluted muriatic acid, and by adding some fluosilicic acid

to the solution, the characteristic crystals of baryta were produced. The

solution from which the crystals were obtained was evaporated to dryness.

In testing the dry muss by the blowpipe the presence of strontia was

easily and surely detected by the purple-red tint of the flame.

Sulphocyanid of potassium colored the liquid red.

Ferrocyanate of potassa produced a deep dark blue tint, and soon after

A clear filtered, concentrated solution of chlorid of lime, of the strength

of 36 p. c. produced a small quantity of voluminous brown flakes.

Molybdate of ammmonia did not produce the slightest change ia

color.'-^Absence of phosphoric acid.

The greater part of the solutiou {hb, 3.) was subjected to an examina-

tion in order to ascertain if the brine contained a combination of liihion

which would be insoluble in water, but all experiments proved that such

The presence of litliium was indicated in experiment a a, 12; if ^'^^

deceptive, seemed to render it probable that it might be found in larger

quantities as chlorid of hthium in the mother-lye of our Salinas.

Several experiments were therefore made on a larger scale with the

mother-lye, in order if possible to arrive at an approximate result for the

Three pounds of mother-lye, (from Peterson's works,) of a specific

gravity = 1-335, were mixed with a suflBcient quantity of dried carbon'

ate of'soda, and evaporated ; the desiccated mass heated, redissolved in

water and filtered, aud then treated according to a a, \1. This experi-

ment was repeated six times with the greatest care and exactness.

By evaporating the last filtrate of each experiment a very small quan-

tity of a residuum was obtained each time.
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Caustic potash and oxalate of ammoi
in the solution ; but phosphate of sodi

white turbidness.

The very small quantity of the dry white substance, from the evapor-
ating dish of five of those larger trials treated by the blowpipe flame,

did not contain the smallest quantity of lithium.

The change produced by phosphate of soda proceeded from traces of
magnesia ; and the red tint which was observed in the alcohol-flame
{aa, 17) must therefore have been deceptive.

[An examination of the mother-liquor from the Salinas by means of
the Spectroscope in the Sheflield Laboratory failed to detect the least

traces of the new metals caesium and rubidium.

—

Eds.l

The preceding preliminary trials show the saltwater to con-
tain :—

Potassa, Lime, . Chlorine,

Magnesia, Bromint

Alumina, Iodine,

Protoxyd of iron, CarboniBaryta, Protoxyd of iron. Carbonic acid,

Strontia, Protoxyd of manganese. Silicic acid.

Sulphuric, nitric, phosphoric and boracic acid, organic sub-
stances, fluorine, and sulphur, are absent from the brine.

In reference to the bromine contained in the brine, it maj be
observed that it is combined with magnesium, as the experiment
ifl a, 12) proved satisfactorj. And in the examination of iodine,
i combine it with calcium.
A perfectly neutral iodid of calcium gives a clear and colorless

aqueous solution ; the same is the case with the iodid of mag-
nesium.

The iodid of calcium is partly decomposed at a temperature
of from 120 to 160° C. The refuse, of course, shows an alka-
hne reaction ; if the turbid liquid is filtered, the solution evap-
orated, and the inspissated mass heated in a crucible, then the
decomposition continued at a temperature increased by degrees
from 150 to 160° C. expelling iodine, leaving the lime in the
crucible, which still contains some iodine. By repeating this

operation six or seven times, the combination of iodine and cal-

cium can be entirely discharged.
The iodid of magnesium treated in the same manner is also

decomposed, like the iodid of calcium, but the complete decom-
position of the combination of magnesium takes place at a much
iower temperature, and even in the Sd and 4th operation.

B. Results of the quantitive analysis.

1. Total quantity of the tolid constituents.

From 113-40 grammes of brine 5-5 grammes solid matter was
obtained, dried at 100° C. temperature =4-85 percent, that is,

"
4.%-lT'

"
°"¥72-48~grai£r"*"
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inl^pan. 3S^
27-077266

0-069176
3-929016
0-125000
13-059202
0-021290
0-002184

0-104094
5-832120
1-570055
0-018270
0-023928

traces.

207-953404
0-760258

0-531271

30-174843

0-960000

100-294672

0-163507

0-016773

0-057192

44-790683

12-058022

0-183767

traces.

Silicic acid,

Potassium,

ct i''

Ailmtr :::::::::::::::::::::;::::
Protoxyd of iron,

51-938040 398-884147

rnlOC^pa^.
are grain,: _

Chlonne, 27-077266
0-098992
0-069176
3-929016
0-125000

13-059202
0-021290
0-002184
0-002948
0-004036
0-041493
0-053005
1-549614

0-655495
0-564284
0-018270
0-023928
traces.

207-953404
0-760258

0-531271

30-174843

0-960000

100-294672
0-163507

0-016773

0-022640

0-030996

0-318666

0-407078

Iodine,

(Baryta as) barium

Strontia (as such)
'

Lime (as such) '

5-034201

4-333701

0-140313
0-183767

387-170795

Alumina,

50-412864
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tatement of the combinations which these constituents, mentioned in Ifo. 2 a

InlOOOparU. "mr
32-977783
0-040702

0-006709

0-006121

0-095876

8-578099

2-166399
0-115014

0-080397

0-003784

2-763699
1-376540

0038419
traces.

0-102440

253-269374
0-312592

0051525
0-047009

0-736327

65-879800
16-637945
0-873307

0-617448

0-455239

21-225208
10-571828

0-295057

0-313575

0-786739

,« ammonium

« strontium

lodid of calcium,

„
maj,nesia,

" mano-anesV
Silicate of alumina, ....'

Free silicic acid

48-452088 372-112036

Carbonic acid loosely bound
0-007887

14-998187

0-060572" 'really free, ..'

60-412864 387-170795

In 1000 part.. ^".^^^"nr

Chlorid of sodium 32-977783
0-040702

0-006709

0006121
0-095876
8-578099

2-166399

0-115014
0-080397

0004632

3-971630

2-088071

0-053259

0-040830

0-102440

50-404977

253-269374
0-312592

0-051525

0-736227

65-879800
16-637945
0-873307
0-617448

0035574
0-591475

30-502119
16-036385
0-409029

0-318'575

0-786739

" ammonium

" calcium '

Bromid of mafnesium V.......
lodidofcaSr ;.::::::::::

u
strontia,

3'''''
:::::::

Silicate of ^Inr^n^^^""^''
:'•'•-

-!!!!iilicicadd, ;
^

387-110223

2!b^^i^id, really free, . . . f. 0-007887

T0"Tl28"6r

0-060572

387-170795
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are counted by the analysis only 48 46!

s were weighed, they had not been perfectly

pon the single combinations, then we will

I„.0«,pans. '"rHSo'g^ai'i^

33-010394

0-006715

0-095970

2-168541

0-080476

0-003787
0-059334

2-766431

0-038457

0-040870
0-102541

253-519827

0-312945

0-051571

0-047055

0-736949

65-944942

16-654496

0-618055

0-455685

21-246190

10-582281

0-295349

traces.

0-313881

potassium,

barium,

„
strontium,

" raaJ^nS'um

lodid of calcium,
'

stromi'a,

" magnesia,
" iron,

Free silicic acid,

Solid matters 48-500000 372-480000

Carbonic acid, loosely bound, as bicarbonate,
" really free, 0-007887

14-998187

0-060572

50-460776 387-538759

The large quantity of compounds of "bromine and iodine con-

tained in the brines of the Alleghany and Keskeminetas val-

leys, which are greater than in any other saltwater hitherto

subjected to analysis, of which the results are known, together

with their other constituents, recommend them strongly for use

as baths in various diseases of the skin, in rheumatic-arthritic

diseases, in certain pains of the abdominal and nervous system.

in amenorrhoea and menstruatio suppressa, as a preparatory

course to the use of iron baths. They have been found particu-

larly useful in glandular diseases, and various forms of scrofula.

For therapeutic purposes baths of the crude brine may be

used with advantage, as well as the mother-lye ; the latter of

course contains the combination of bromine and iodine in a

much more concentrated form, and when used should be diluted

as may be required by the addition of brine or fresh water.

I would pointedly call the attention of the medical profession

to the powerful medical effect of these saltwaters, the

I experience persons afflicted with the i
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terate scrofulous affections have been radically cured by using

ths of the brine and motber-Iye under my direction.

In conclusion I may remark that the inflammable gas alluded

consists essentially of ' marsh gas' (C^H^), with some carbonic

Art. VI.—.4 Sketch of the Mandan Indians, luith some Observa-

tions ilhistratinrj the Grammatical Structure of their Language ;

by Dr. F. V. Hayden.*

The Indians of the Missouri valley are divided into the no-

madic and stationary tribes. The first class includes by far the

greater number, who live mostly by the results of the chase,

occupying skin tents and moving about from place to place, as

their caprice or physical wants may dictate. Of the latter class,

the Minnetarees, Arickaras, and Mandans are the best examples.

The Minnetarees or Gros Ventrees, as they are called by the

Canadian Voyageurs, reside in a village of dirt lodges, near Fort

Berthold, in lat. 47° 30', Ion. 102°. The village is surrounded
by a rude stockade formed of cotton-wood logs, about fifteen feet

in height, placed in the earth in an upright position. These
Indians raise corn, beans, pumpkins, &c., to a considerable extent,

even more than they need for their own support. They now
number from 600 to 800 souls, but are decreasing slowly from
disease and other causes.
The Arickaras or Eees occupy a village near Fort Clarke, lat.

47° 10', Ion. 10L°, very similar to that of the Minnetarees. They
also cultivate the bottom lands along the Missouri quite snccess-

fiiily, and in this way add largely to their means of comfort and
support. The number of people comprising this tribe at the

present time is about 650, men, women and children.

.
The Mandans or Mi-akh-ta-nis, " people on the bank" (of the

^iver), as they call themselves, must have resided on the banks
cf the Missouri at a very remote period, perhaps not near their

present residence, but in several places along the river. It is

aiao probable that if they migrated at all, they came from a

southern direction, as the sites of different villages of very an-

cient date are seen along the Missouri, as low down as the pres-

ent boundary between the United States and the Dakota country,

^me of these antique ruins are said to have been Arickara vil-

te to the Ethnograp1"y'aiid'']Philo™gVof the Indian Tribes of the Missouri Tal-

Jy-
j^jow m course of publication by tlie American Philosophical Society, Phila-

^«- JocR. Sci.-Sbcos© Series, Vol. XXXIT, Ko. 10O.-JtJtT, 1862.
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lages, which is doubtless the case. The observations thus far

made, point to the conclusion that all these stationary tribes rai-

grated in the same direction, from southeast to northwest along

this river, which may be inferred from the circumstance that no

remains of their villages are to be seen along any other stream

than the Missouri.

Prior to the visit of Lewis and Clarke in the autumn of 1804,

we possessed very little information of a reliable character in re-

gard to the origin and early history of the Mandans. Col. D. D.

Mitchell, in a letter addressed to Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft, pnd pub-

lished in the Sd part of the " History of the Indian Tribes," re-

fers to an early writer by the name of Macintosh, who it seems

was connected with a French Trading Company as early as 1772.

From his own account he left Montreal in the summer of 1773,

crossing over the intervening country, reached the Mandan Vil-

lages on Christmas day. He says that at that time the Mandans

occupied nine large towns, situated very near each other, and

that at short notice they could muster 15,000 warriors. This is

doubtless a great exaggeration, but that they were a formidable

nation the ruins of numerous villages, along both sides of the

Missouri, bear ample testimony.

The following extracts from the well-known work, "Travels

of Lewis and Clarke to the Source of the Missouri," show very

clearly the condition of the Mandans and other stationary tribes

in 1804.

"The villages near which we are established are five in number, and

are the residence of three distinct nations ; the Mandans, the Ahnaba-

ways, and the Minnetarees. The history of the Mandans, as we received

it from our interpreters and from the chiefs themselves, and as it is attested «

iinsteady movements and the tottering fortunes of the American nation;'.

Within the recollection of living witnesses, the Mandans were settlo«ni"ty

miles below, and situated seven on the west and two on the east «i ;"
'

'

the Missouri. The two finding themselves wasting away before tb" -'

pox and the Sioux, united into one village, and moved up the r\\--

site to the Ricaras. The same causes reduced the remaining sev-
•

villages, till at length they emigrated in a body to the Kicar-

where they formed themselves into two villages, and joined tlid--

countrymen who had gone before thera. In their new residein-.- - .

•were still insecure, and at length the three villages ascended the Mi-~' '-'

to their present position. The two who had emigrated together still ^e^'

tied in the two villages on the northwest side of the Missouri, while the

single village took a position on the southeast side. In this situalfon the^

were found by those who visited them in 1796 ; since which the two vil-

lages have united into one. They are now in two villages, one on the

southeast of the Missouri, the other on the opposite side, and at the dis-

forty or fifty lodges, built in the same way as those of the Ricaras ;
the
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second, the same number, and both may raise about three hundred and

fifty men.

•'On the same side of the river, and at the distance of four miles from

the lower Mandan village, is another called Mahaha. It is situated on a

high plain at the mouth of Knife-river, and is the residence of the Ahna-

haways. This nation, whose name indicates that they were " people whose

village is on a hill," formerly resided on the Missouri, about thirty miles

below where they now live. The Assiniboins and Sioux forced them to a

spot five miles higher, where the greatest part of them were put to death,

and the rest emigrated to their present situation, in order to obtain an

asylum near the Minnetarees. They are called by the French Soulier

Noir, or Shoe Indians; by the Mandans, Wattasoons, and their whole

force is about fifty men.
"On the south side of tbe same Knife-river, half a mile above the

Mahaha, and in the same open plain with it, is a village of Minnetarees,

surnamed Metahartay, who are about one hundred and fifty men in

number. On the opposite side of Knife-river, and one and a half miles

above this village, is a second of Minnetarees, Avho may be considered as

the proper Minnetaree nation. It is situated in a beautiful low plain, and

contains four hundred and fifty w^arriors.
******

"The inhabitants of these five villages, all of which are within the dis-

tance of six miles, live in harmony with each other. The Ahnahaways
understand in part the language of the Minnetarees ; the dialect of the

Mandans differs widely from both ; but their long residence together has

insensibly blended their manners, and occasioned some approximation m
language, particularly as to objects of daily occurrence and obvious to

At the present time the Mandans occupy a small village about

three miles above Fort Clarke, on the right bank of the Mis-

souri, and do not number over 250 or 800 souls. The Ahnaha-
ways mentioned by Lewis and Clarke were undoubtedly a por-

tion of the Mandan nation, but I cannot discover any trace of

their existence at this time. In 1833, when the Prince Neu
Wied made his visit to the Upper Missouri, he remarks that the

two Mandan villages were located the one about 300 paces above

i'ort Clarke, and the other about three miles higher up, on the

^ side of the river. It is evident that the former is now oc-

i by the Arickaras, while the latter is in possession of the

remnant of the Mandan nation now living. At the period

: mentioned (1838) the first village was composed of 6o

---, with about 150 warriors, and the latter 38 huts with 83

warriors, both villages perhaps possessing 900 to lOOO souls.

Our knowledge of this nation obtained from the American

I'lir Company, commences in the year 1829, when, through that

company, the Fur-trade on the Upper Missouri was established

on a more solid basis than it had been by the I rench traders

Anterior to the above date, the latter had been trading with

taese Indians in their usual way, by building wintering houses,
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putting therein a trader and a few men, with a small supply of

goods, and abandoning the post in the spring, taking with them

down the river their returns of furs and skins. The Arickaras

„ „ _ ..„.j residing in their village near Grand i

ruins of which are still visible. In 1829 Fort Clarke was erected

for the express purpose of trading with the Mandans and Minne-

tarees. The former tribe then possessed a population of about

1800 persons, and the latter about half that number.
_ f

It is somewhat remarkable that notwithstanding all the mis-

fortunes that have overtaken the Mandans for so many j^ears,

they even to this time preserve their independence and individ-

uality as a nation. Nearly all the Mandans speak the Minnitaree

language, and many of them are familiar with the Dakota and

Arickara tongues, but very few, if any, of the surrounding

tribes have acquired that of the Mandans. But one white man

has ever learned to speak the language fluently and he resided

among them upwards of twenty years. I cannot ascertain that

there are any peculiar difficulties in the pronunciation or struc-

ture of the language which should prevent individuals of other
^

nations from acquiring it readily; indeed I think that the evi-
|

dence is quite clear, as suggested by Mr. Gallatin, that it i3 |

remotely allied to the Dakota stock and presents few, if any |

more obstacles to its acquisition than the other dialects of that

group.

In the year 1833 the Mandans were in their most prosperous

state, well armed, good hunters, good warriors, with herds of

buffalo within sight of their village—large cornfields and a

trading post from which they could at all times obtain needed

supplies. In their personal appearance prior to the ravages of

small'pox, they were not surpassed by any nation in the North-

west. The men were tall and well made, with regular features

and a mild expression of countenance not usuallv seen among

Indians. Their complexion also was a shade lighter than that of

other tribes, often approaching very near to that of some Euro-

pean nations. Another peculiarity, which has often been ob-

served by travellers, was that some of them had fair hair, and

gray or blue eyes, which are very rarely met with among other

tribes. A majority of the women, particularly the young, were

quite handsome, with fair complexions and modest in their de-

portment. They were also noted for their virtue. This was

regarded as an honorable and most valuable quality amongst the

young women, and each year a ceremony was performed in the

presence of the whole village, at which time all females who had

preserved their virginity, came forward, struck a post, and chal-

lenged the world to°say ought derogatory of their character. As

this was a religious ceremony, any persons present, who could

with truth contradict the statement, felt bound to do bo, and ii
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detected in a false statement, the female lost her standing forever

afterward among the young of both sexes. In ordeals of this

kind it was remarked that more than two thirds of the Mandan
females came off victorious which is regarded as a great propor-

tion, when the early training and the influences that surround
them are taken into consideration. The fact that a ceremony
of this kind exists among savages, tending to promote virtue

and discourage vice, is, of itself, sufficient evidence of their mental
as well as moral superiority.

Much more might be said in regard to the habits and charac-

teristics of this tribe, which is one of the most interesting in the

West, but we prefer to occupy the space allotted in some illustra-

tions of the grammatical structure of their language. At this

time the Mandans cultivate the soil and hunt buffalo when these

animals are near their homes. The destructive influences of the

small-pox which has, at different times, raged fearfully among
them, have never crushed their indomitable spirit of pride and
independence. They will not join with other nations near whom
they reside, neither will they connect themselves with them by
marriage, nor allow or practice any customs but those of their an-

cestors. Their religious rites are preserved entire, and the system
of self-inflicting tortures is practiced at the present day. Being too
few in number to form war-parties against neighboring tribes, they
remain at home and defend themselves. The Dakotas frequently
attack them, at or near their village, and in almost every engage-
ment some Mandans are killed. In these skirmishes they exhibit
an entire recklessness and contempt of death, which leads to acta

of individual daring, generally fatal, though feared and respected
oy the surrounding tribes. Owing to this fact and the periodical

visitation of some contagious disease, they are on the decrease,

and will doubtless before many years become extinct, or fall a
prey to some superior force of Dakotas at an unguarded moment.
Their principal chiefs are now dead, but in former times they

^eld a most beneficent sway over this tribe. Their rule was
seldom interrupted by claims or pretensions of other aspirants

to public notice. They were respected for their judgment, and
^oved for the patriarchal care they felt in the general welfare,

^lot feared on account of their personal bravery or extensive

relationship as is the case with migratory bands. Old age also

in both sexes was held in veneration, made comfortable and not

^eglected, as is the case with many of the savage tribes. They
deposit their dead on scaffolds near their village and in warm
weather their decomposition has a tendency to render the atmo-
sphere unhealthy and engender disease, but no persuasion can
induce them to 'bury in the ground according to the custom of
^He whites.

^

From the above brief sketch of the Mandans, the inference is
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plain, that, although they possess all the characteristics of the

North American Indians, they present a somewhat peculiar and

superior type of the race. The notion that at one time pre-

vailed, that they were of Welch origin, has long smce been

exploded and it is hardly necessary to allude to it in this con-

nection. Although remotely connected, we think there is suffi-

cient ground for the inference that the Mandan language is a

dialect of the Dakota stock. This was the opinion of Mr. (ral-

latm although he was unable to make the proper Comparisons.

These I shall endeavor to make in detail at some future time.

In the summer of 1855 I made a few observations m regard to

the grammatical structure of this language, an abstract of which

may be of some interest to those w^ho are curious in sucn

I. Nouns.

1. With few exceptions, Mandan nouns have both a singular and plural

form, as is shown by their termination: as, a-pe, a leaf, a-plsh, leaves;

ma-he, a weed, nia-hosh, weeds ; si, a feather, ^\-\ih, feathers.

2. The gender of nouns is indicated by the use of different words to

express the sex : as, nu-man-ke, a man ; mi-he, a woman ; he-ro-ke, a

hull, ptinde, a cow, ni-ka, a calf

3. The case of a noun is known by its position in a sentence.

II. Adjectives.

4. Adjectives always follow the nouns which they describe : as, mi-he-

shi-na-shush, a handsome woman ; nat-kan-ka-sish, a hard heart.

5. The numeral adjectives of the cardinal kind are as follows

:

1, m4h-a-na. 13, a-ga-na-me-ni.

1, ku- ia. 19, a-ga-mdh-pe.

8, te-tuk e. 20, nu'm-pa-pi-rah.

9, malr 21,nu'm-pa-pl-ra-ka-ro.m&h-a-na.

10, pi-r 30, n4-me-ni-am-pi-ra-k5sh.

-mal -a-na. 40, to-pa-pi-ra-kosh.

Ik a| i-pa. 50, keh-un-am-pi-ra-kosh.

* In the 'Contributions a plan of orthographv has been adopted, correspcndi

as closely a. ble with the one prepared by the late Prof. W. W. Tamer tor i

"Allthe'v"

Insti

ontinental sound, as a in father, e in face, i in marine

Sd^'^i.el' weHs sLrtl^^Excl'p'uons *tS \hl r^enfaJk 'Irr'indir-d

long, as in note when followed by a consonant. G \

go.l when preceded by a vowel has the guttural sou

r Arabic ehain, n is sounded as in theFrench word boEiEbard sTf t

'

The above remaikT are all that afe needed for the pronunciation of the Maud

language.
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, ki-ma-ara-pi-ra-koshi. 1000, i-su-ki-ka-ku-hi.

, ku pa-am -pi ra-kosh. 100,000, i-sii-ki ka-ku-hi-i-su'h-m41i-a-na.

, te-tuk-e-am-pi-ra-kosh. na-ka-raaha-na, _/?>*'? one, oy first time.

, m41i-pe-am-pi-ra-kosh. i-k4-ha-shamah-a-na, last one, or last

after to-morrow; ten-hasL, afar off.

IV. Pre]

"/. Prepositions follow the nouns they govern : as, peh-ti, h\j, mi-p6h-

ti-nak-ta, sit hy me ; mun-i-ku'sh-ta, throufjh the icater ; ti-ro'k-ta, in the

8. ken-i and ek-te'k, «nJ; ken-i-e-plsh, anrf /s«io?; ken-i-wa-ki-w4-

wa-rush, and I told him.

VII. Pronouns.

9. Pronouns are simple or fragmentary. The fragmentary pronouns

are used in the declension of nouns and adjectives and in the conjugation

of verbs. The following may be regarded as an example of the intensive

form of the simple pronoun.

ml-o-na,/,r«y.e//, or /am. mi-o-na, we, ourselves, &c.

ni-o-na, thou, thyself, &c. ni-4-o-na, you, yourselves, &c.

i-o-na, he, himself, &c. i-4-o-na, they, themselves, &c.

The form of the fragmentary
lensions of nouns and adjective5.

ini-hu'n-de, my mother.
ni-hu'nde, thy mother.

^-l^^'n-dejkifmother.

mons, my xvife. monker-ish, my wives.

nons, ihy wife. nonker-ish, thy wives.

tons, his Wife. konker-ish, his wives.

niin-i-ke, my son min-i-kosh, my sons.

mn-i-ke,%.o«.' nin-i-kosh, thy sons.

i-ko-ni-ke, his son. i-ko-ni-kosh, his sons.

ma-shlsh,/ am ^oorf. r^n-Bhlsh, we are ffood.

'i-slush, thou art cjood. ni-a-shlsh, you are pood.

ny.\.l^,heisgood. i-a-shish, they are good.

Verbs.

The following examples show the changes in the form of the verbs.

i-wa-seh-osh, / do or perform, any i-a-i-seh-osh, they, <fec.

nu-nomp-sha-seh-osh, we both do,

i-da-seh-osh, thou, &c. &c.

i-i-seh-osh, he, &c. i-wa-seh-t5^h, 7. <tc.

i^u-i-seh-osh, we, &c. ni-de-seh-tosh, thou, &c.

ni-i-seh-6sh,yo«,&c. i-seh-tosh, he, &c.
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ni-a-seh-tosh, you, &c. of you.

i-o-na-seh-tosh, thei/, &c. i-sek-U (imp.), do.

wa-wa-ka-pu-s6sh, ) Ipaint or write, nu-ka-pu-sosh, we, &c.

wa-kapu-5sh, \ or am painting. ni-a-pu-sosh, you, &c.

tha-ka-pu-s6sh, thou, &c. .
i-a-pu-sosh, they, &c.

in-ka-pu-sosh, he, &c. nu-nomp-sha-pu-sosh, we both, .

wa-ka-pus-tosh, / will paint or write. i-a-ka-pus-tosh, they, &c.

ma-ka-Dus-tosh, thou, &c. wa-ka-pu-se, a painting or writi

in-ka-pas-tosh,/..,&c. ka-pus-ta, (imp.) w'W^^.
.

nu-ka-pu»-tosh, we, &c. a-he-ka-pus.ta, (imp.) write, ah

ni-a-tha-ka-pus-tosh, you, &c. you.

Impersonal Vkrbs.

kap-kesh, it snows. ktan-bosh, it freezes.

kap-ke-kdsh, it will snow. ktan-losb, it will freeze.

kap-ke-a-raan-ka-h5sh, it is snowing ra-pa-na-iusb, it hails.

all the while. ra-pa-nak-tusb, it will hail.

ra-she-de-husb, it thaws or melts. he-i-ni-bush, it thunders.

ra-sbe-deh-tush, it will thaw or melt.

The most reliable account of the manners and customs of the

Mandans which has ever been published may be foimd in

a magnificently illustrated work entitled "Eeise des Priusea

Maximilian zu Wied. 2 vols. 4to." The Prince of Neu Wied

resided one winter with this tribe, and obtained his information

under the most favorable circumstances, and therefore I regard it

as entitled to great confidence. In the same work may be found

an extended vocabulary—the only one ever published of this

language, of any great value for philological purposes—vyith

some interesting grammatical observations. The great flexibil-

ity of the Indian languages, and the extent to which combina-

tions may be made, have induced some authors to complicate

greatly the declension of the nouns and adjectives and the con-

jugation of the verbs. Sometimes the moods and tenses of verbs

are multiplied to an almost indefinite extent, and the six cases

of the Latin given to the substantives. I do not dispute the ac-

curacy of any author on this subject ; but simply say that I have

not yet been able to find a grammatical system so complete m
any of the Indian languages of the Northwest. So far as I can

ascertain there are three moods to the verbs, indicative, impera-

tive, and infinitive; three tenses, past, present, and future; and

I cannot find that the simple form of the verb expresses more.

Other tenses are formed by the union of different words. More

thorough investigations hereafter will decide this matter.

The following examples are taken from the Prince Neu Wied s

great work, in which he has treated of a number of the Indian

languages of the Northwest. The orthography is slightly changed

to adapt it to the system which I have adopted in my Me-
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moir. To one unacquainted with the native languages of this

country, it would seem hardly possible to find a grammatical
structure so complicated and still so complete and systematic, yet
perhaps there is no cultivated tongue among the civilized nations
of the world more regular than that of the Chippewa and its cog-
nate dialects. In the Dakota there are three numbers, singular,

dual, and plural. In the Eskimo, according to Biier, nouns have
six cases, the same as Latin nouns, and three numbers, through
all of which they are inflected. In the Yakama. one of the nu-
merous dialects on the Pacific coast, as given by Father Pandosy,
nouns and adjectives possess the six cases mentioned above, but
'nly two numbers, the singular and plural, and the verb i

a careful study of our owi
teness of detail. We can thus see that

1 aboriginal languages becomes a sub-
ject of the highest intere
philologist. °

:st and importance to every professed

Decl;ENSIGNS OF Nouns.

mi-raan-ka,'X 7mn. wo-ra-e-ru-pa,'X hoiv.

nu mank-a-da, of ike man. >vo-ra-e rii-pa-da, of the bow.

0-nu-mank, to the man. wora-e-ru-pa-a-ta, to the bow.
nii-raan-ka, the man. wo-ra-o-rupa,M.5o«..
nu-mank, man. wo-ra-e-rii-pa, the boiv.

Du-man ka, with the man. wo-ra-e-rd-pa-ta, tuilh the bow.

Plur.

xvo-ra-e rii-pa-ke-resli, the bows.

"o'^^^nZVofthrmen. wo-ra-e-rupa-ka-ra-ta, of the bows.

we-pa-e-ru-pa-ka-ra-a-ta, to the bows.

nu-raan-ka-ra, the men. O-wo-ra-e-ni-pa-ke-re'sh, the bows.

«u-mau-ka-ke, the men. wo-ra-e-rii-pa-ke-re'sh, the bows.

Remarks in regard to Adjectives.

T'^p adjective follows the noun which it.quah'fies or describes: as, mf-
' ^-' ^li6-ta, the white hor^e, or horse-white, nu-raatnk-, ba-ra-ka, the bold
'" pa-san-, psisb, swift-river.

' ""inparative degree of adjectives is formed by the addition of the

i'Hh-a-desh, "more," and the superlative by the addition of the

'ivash, " most," as, shish, ffood, shi-, o pah-a-desh, better, slii-, mi-
'

; ka'sh-ka, great, n4sh-ka-, o-pah-a-desh, greater, kash-ka-, mi-

.
''"itest. ath-, ha'=h-kash, this is great, ath-, sblsb, this is good.

-"•: verbs also are conjugated with remarkable regularity. A few

lio^^
^'"'y are given: wa-wa-ru-tosh, I eat or am eating ; vm-rH-rutbsh,

'^A we eat or are eating'; i-wa-ru-toh-'e-desh, you eat or are eating; ro-

'.i-ru-ta-man-ka-hush, iheg eat or are eating ; wa-wa-rut-ma-kih-hash, /
'^''e enien ; wa-vva-ruk-t6sb, I shall or icill eat; i-u-a-ha-ra-posh, / would
^^'e eaten

; wa-rtis-td, ea^ (imperative) ; wd-ru-te-nis-ta, ea^ew; wa-ni-ta-
''^n-ka-hu,h, eating.

' ^
^

The preceding examples, of which many more might be given,
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will serve to convey to the reader an idea of the strength and

fullness of our aboriginal languages. Many of them seem to

possess even greater liexibility than those of the cultivated na-

tions of Europe. My own experience is confirmed by that of

one of the most intelligent missionaries of the West, Kev. Wm,

Hamilton, who has spent the greater portion of his life among the

lowas, and speaks their language with great fluency. In the pre-

face to his excellent and elaborate grammar of the Iowa tongue

he remarks that "the barrenness which is supposed to belong to

most Indian languages, does not result from the structure or na-

ture of the language, but from the want of ideas in those who use

it. So far as theij have ideas, they do not lack ivords to exprea

them, though the mode of expression, among them, is often as dif-

ferent from that in use among us, as their language is from ours.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, May 'JOth, 1862.

Art. VII.—On Triethylamine; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

The triethylamine which served for the following examinations

was obtained, by the action of nitrate of ethyl upon ammonia,

making the alkaloids thus obtained react upon fresh portions

of the compound ether. The following was the course of ine

operation. -
;

Three volumes of nitrate of ethyl with three _ volumes ot
|

liquid ammonia, thoroughly saturated with ammoniacal gas and

two volumes of absolute or nearly absolute alcohol, were sealed

up in glass tubes and were kept in boiling water for four hours.

The tubes were then opened, the contents neutralized with nitric

acid, and evaporated over a chlorid of calcium bath. ^V hen

freed as far as possible from water, the pasty mass was placed m

a flask, with four volumes of absolute or nearly absolute alcohol

and a sufficient quantity of caustic soda in powder. Heat was

applied and the vapors disengaged were conducted into three

volumes of nitrate of ethyl mixed with two of absolute alcoboi,

kept cool by a freezing mixture. At the close of the operatiou

it was necessary to add a little water to the contents of the hasK

in order to complete the decomposition. The absorption oi

the distillate was complete, and the liquid thus saturated ^as

a^ain enclosed in sealed tubes and heated. The entire number

of charges was forty-two, of which five were lost by explosion.

For the convenience of those who may use this method ot od-

taining the ethyl bases, I give the results which I observed as to

the strength of tube necessary

:

Tubes of one inch external diameter, weighing

5 ounces to the foot generally burst.

6 to 7 " '' generally resisted, but not always,

8 to 10 " " were found safe.
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This refers to tubes ctarged from three-sevenths to one-half.

Beyond this charge, greatly increased strength becomes neces-

The disposition to burst appeared to be greater in the second
healing than in the first. It is therefore better to heat for 11
or 12 hours to 180°-190° F. rather than risk the loss of products
which have already cost considerable time and trouble.

In describing the properties of ethylamine and diethylaminc,
I have shown that when nitrate of ethyl is made to react upon
ammonia, the resulting alkaloids are easily separated from each
other by means of picric acid. It is a fiimiliar fact that when
several salts are present in one solution, the facility of separating

them by crystallization will often depend upon the relative pro-

portion in which they are present, and this holds good in the

present case. When ammonia acts upon nitrate of ethyl, and the

bases, after separating the ammonia, are converted into picrates,

we have a mixture of the salts of ethylamine and diethylamine
in nearly equal quantities, with a variable quantity of triethyla-

mine, always very small and sometimes a mere trace, always sep-

arating out in the first crystallization. But when nitrate of ethyl
IS made to react again upon the products of the first reaction, the

proportions of the alkaloids are very different. Diethylamine
then constitutes about three-fourths of the whole, and the residue

13 chiefly triethylamine mixed with some ethylamine. When
these bases are converted into picrates the diethylamine salt still

separates with great facility, sinking to the bottom at a certain
stage of concentration as a heavy oily fluid.f Previously to this,
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the picrates of ethylamine and triethylamine crystallize out in

yellow needles. The separation of these last from each other by

crystallization when the triethylamine is present in considerable

proportion, cannot be as satisfactorily effected, as when it is pres-

ent in small quantity only. It therefore became necessary to

seek for a good mode of effecting this separation.

Triethylamine is but moderately soluble in water, and when

the water present is insufficient to dissolve it, it forms a layer on

the surface. It seemed possible that its affinity for ether might

be greater than for water, and experiment proved this to be the

case. When ether is agitated with aqueous solution of ammonia,

ethylamine, or diethyla'mine, it takes up but little of the base,

but when agitated with aqueous solution of triethylamine, it be-
j

comes strongly charged. A portion of ether agitated with a mix-

ture of the aqueous solutions of ethylamine and triethylamine

and then treated with hydrochloric acid and bichlorid of platinum
\

and spontaneously evaporated, gave only crystals of triethylam-
i

ine salt, which is easily distinguished from the platinum salt ot

ethylamine : no traces of the presence of the latter were observa-

ble. It therefore seemed worth while to test the process by a care-

ful series of analvses, which was done with the following results.

The moderately strong aqueous solution of the mixed bases,

triethylamine and ethylamine, was agitated several times with

about -rV its bulk of ether and left some time to separate thor-

ough! v, after which the ether was removed by a separating fun-

nel. This was repeated three or four times. It was evident that

if these ethereal solutions of triethylamine thus obtained were

contaminated with ethylamine, the latter substance would be

f
resent in largest proportion in the latter portions of the ether.

a order therefore to render the test more rigorous, these latter

were examined in preference, and with the following results.

Portions of the etherial solution were treated with excess of

hydrochloric acid and converted into platinum salt with excess

of bichlorid of platinum.

(1.) '7031 gras. substance gave metallic platinum, "'"'f

These correspond to

u
Mean of two analvses, - - - 32-13

Theory requires (Pt=98-7)*- - 32-13

An eminently satisfactory result.

In order to ascertain if the whole of the triethylamine were

removed by this proceeding, the aqueous solution, after four

washings with ether, was submitted to analysis. Its chloroplati-

nate gave by ignition

* T have taken this number for Ft as that adopted by the last numbers of th^
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Corresponding to, per cent platinuna, - 39-02

Theory requires, 39-29

The number found falls a little below the theoretical propor-
tion, and may indicate that a trace of triethylamine remained in
the aqueous solution. I may however remark that this slight

discrepancy is within the error of a careful analysis, particularly
with substances whose analysis requires so much circumspection
as these. Two analyses of chloroplatinate of ethylamine of
which the alkaloid had been separated by picric acid gave re-

spectively 39-02 and 39-23, the first of which numbers is identi-

cal with that above found.
Ether appears therefore to afford a convenient mode of sepa-

rating ethylamine and triethylamine, after diethylamine has been
eliminated by means of picric acid. This is a necessary condi-
tion

: when observed, the process gives, so far as my experiments
go, good results.

Properties of Triethylamine.

Triethylamine is an oily fluid lighter than water, and float-

ing on its surface when the water present is insufficient in quan-
tity to hold it in solution. When therefore the crystallized

faydrochlorate is added to a concentrated solution of caustic
soda, the triethylamine separates and rises to the surface. It

lias an agreeable ammoniacal odor, which appeared to me to be
pleasanter and more aromatic than those of ethylamine and die-

thylamine. This however is a matter on which it is difficult to

^peak positively, as the odor of ammonias appears to be influenced
by adventitious circumstances. Stas found the oder of perfectly

pure ammonia prepared by him, to be quite different from that

ordinarily recognized as characteristic of the substance.

.
It is not very soluble in water, but emulsifies very easily with

1^- When a stratum of triethylamine is resting upon the surface
of a saturated aqueous solution, a very slight agitation is sufficient
to produce a complete emulsion, and a considerable time elapses

before the stratum separates again. It is capable of acting under
Some circumstances as a reducing agent, separating gold in the

JJietallic state with production of aldehyd, as will be described
i»irther on, but unites with chromic acid without decomposition.

Reactions of Triethylamine with solutions of metallic bases.

The following reactions were obtained with a saturated aque-
0^ solution of pure triethylamine

:

Zirconium, sulphate of Zirconia, White precipitate, insoluble in excess of

precipitant.

White precipitate, dissolving readily aI, tersulphate alumina,
completely in excess of the precipitant.
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Glucinum, sulplif

Cadmium, sulpha

Cobalt, protochlorid,

Aliite precipitate, insoluble in <

precipitant.

»Vhite precipitate, insoluble in (

precipitant.

Jreen precipitate, insoluble in e

?he wliite precipitate dissolves in exce;

of lead solution, but is insoluble i

any excess of triethylaraine.

^liite precipitate, insoluble in excess (

precipitant.

kVhite precipitate, dissolving (
jompletely

!, somewhat soluble m

)itant.

cipitaie, insoluble

«nu .^..dily becorain^sr blackish.

The action of triethylaraine on gold

olution is remarkable and may W

added talkaloids. Trietbylai

precipitate, which in a few mome

darkens and soon appears black, 1

examined in thin layers is found to

dark bluish green. This precipit:

treated with hydrochloric acid par

dissolves with formation of torrli
•'

and leaves a residue of metallic -

i first formed by tlio

lasses tlierefore into

of gold'. 'This reduction is acc^

and after a few hours the sides nt

test glass are found to be covere^l ^^

a brilliant speculum of metallic goA

No precipitate.

A saturated aqueous solution ot

ethylaraine gives no preiipitate v
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Antimony, terchlorid,

Molybdenum, protochlorid,

"
bichlorid,

Chromium, potash chrome a

Manganese, protosulphate,

nediate precipitate. The liquid

;v'er soon begins to darken, and

;ck precipitate falls, which grad-

Reddish broi

Abundant yellow crys'

Srown, insoluble ii

Uue precipitate o

redissolves in e;

The precipitate

a large excess (

i of the alkaloid.

iturated aqueous

mine, was filtered

and the filtrate

ence of copper.

Brownish white, ii

precipitant.

Whi
Whi

iia, which gave n

ication of the pre

pitate, insoluble in e

pitate, insoluble in e

the precipitant.

Reactions ivith Hydrofiuosilicic Acids,

Aqueous triethylamine treated with ordinary hydrofiuosilicic
^cid, HFl, SiFI^, gives, when the alkaloid is in excess, a precipi-
tate which readily dissolves in an excess of the acid.

vVith Knop's hydrofiuosilicic acid 2HF1, Si^Fl, no immediate
precipitate is form'ed even when the alkaloid is in excess, but
^fter standing some hours, it becomes a slightly opalescent but
almost transparent jellv so stiff that the test glass may be in-

serted without spilling It.

Ohservations on these Reactions—1 have already pointed out
J^oat the property of redissolving precipitates of alumina, hereto-

Jore considered as characteristic of ethylaraine, is shared by
"oth diethylamine and methylamine, and expressed the opinion

,,
* ilethylamine also precipitates solutions of this salt. My correction of the con-

: number of this Journal (p. 369) reached the editom when

r advanced to alter it.
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that it miglit probably be found to extend to tlie other ethyl and

methyl bases. The result above stated affords a confirmation of

this view as regards the base now under examination.

The most important points deducible from the above described

reactions may be summed up as follows : Towards solution of

aluminium, cadmium, nickel, protochlorid of cobalt and bichlorid

of tin, the behavior of triethylamine is the same as that of ethyl-

amine and diethylamine, and differs from that of ammonia.

With respect to zinc, the behavior of triethylamine resembles

that of diethylamine and differs from that of both ammonia and

ethylamine. In speaking of the reactions of diethylamine, I

pointed out that the oxyds of silver and copper were the only

ones redissolved by all three bases, ammonia, ethylamine and

diethylamine. We now see that only one, silver, is dissolved by

all four, including that here investigated.

Extending the comparison to methylamine and denoting by

(W.), reactions observed and recorded by its discoverer, M.

Wurtz, with respect to that substance, we find that gold precipi-

tates redissolve in excess of methylamine, but not in excess of

triethylamine. Protochlorid of palladium is precipitated by

methylamine, and not by triethylamine. Alumina is precipitated

and redissolved by both. Zinc, silver, and copper precipitates t

are redissolved by excess of methylamine (W.) but are insoluble

in triethylamine. With respect to cadmium, nickel, and cobalt,

the precipitates from solutions of these metals are insoluble in

methylamine (W.) and in triethylamine.

Finally we observe that those reactions which may be consid-

ered as being eminently characteristic of triethylamine, are those

which it exhibits with gold and with copper. These and these

only, differ essentially from the reactions of ammonia, ethylamine,

diethylamine and methylamine respectively. That with gold

solution is especially interesting.

Salts of Trteihylamme.

Bydrochlorate.—Crystallizes with great facility in beantiful

snow-white feathery laminae. It is not in the least deliquescent

in tolerably dry air ;—a portion left exposed for several days m a

-watch glass did not exhibit the least tendency to liquify. Care-

fully heated on platinum foil, it disappears without leaving any

carbonaceous residue.

The most curious property of this salt is its easy combustibility-

A portion of the dry salt readily ignites by contact with a lighted

match and burns with a livid green flame.

Suhyhate.—Very soluble in water and alcohol. Exposed over

lumps of caustic soda, in vacuo, for some weeks, it solidifies to

an indistinctly crystalline mass. Heated on platinum foil, it

takes fire and burns with a scarcely luminous flame and yellow-

ish scintillations.
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Nitrate.—The nitrate of triethylamine appears to be liquid at
ordinary temperatures, and is obtained by neutralizing aqueous
triethylamine with nitric acid, gently evaporating at a low tem-
perature until the solution is somewhat concentrated, and then
placing in vacuo over caustic soda for some weeks. A thick
syrupy liquid is thus obtained which does not crystallize. When
filtering paper is imbued with this liquid and brought near to a
flame, it deflagrates with a sudden flash.

A double sulphate of zinc and triethylamine isomorphous
R-ith the double sulphates of Mitscherlich's group does not appear

Art. Ylll.—Notes <

In the progress of geological investigation in North America
the remains of a large number of fishes have been brought
light, and are now preserved i "

" " '

pnvate, m different parts of the ^

.

described by Redfield, Gibbes, Jackson,
the descriptions given of them are
01 works, some out of print, and

collections, publi<

Most of these have been

,
Leidy and myself, but as

tered through a multitude

, — „, j^x.^„, „«v^ x^wot not readily accessible to
the student, I have been frequently requested to publish a resume
01 what is known of our fossil fishes, with references to the

P^Pfrs in which they are described.
-This I now propose, as briefly as possible to do, and for con-

venience, will divide the subject into several parts, according to
the formations in which fossil fishes have been found.

I. Fishes of the Devonian Formation.

t'p to the present time no well marked remains of fishes have
peea discovered in the Silurian rocks of this continent, but, as

]^
the old world, in the Devonian strata they are not unfrequent.

"Y
far the largest number of specimens and species have been

obtained from the Corniferous limestone of western New York,
yhio, and Indiana. The Portage group in Ohio, and the Catskill

J^^^w York and Pennsylvania have also furnished a number of

^Jj^jemains but of different genera from those of the Corniferous.
Ihe papers which contain descriptions of our Devonian fishes

I^r.
p. D. Owen and Dr. J. G. Norwood r

" Description of a new fossil

^'sh from the Paleozoic Rocks of Indiana."—Amer. Jour, Science, [2],

^^Mp. 367. 1846.
^ rot. Joseph Leidy : "Description of some remains of fishes from the

^arboniferous and Devonian Formation of the United States."—Journal
^'^ad. Nat. Sciences Phil., [2], vol. iii, p. 159, 1856.
^^- Jour. Sci.—Second Sebtks, Vol. XXXIV, No. 100.—July, 1862.
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Prof. Wm. Hopkins, " On a remarkable fossil," <fee.—Proc. American As-

sociation, 1854, p. 28Y.

Dr. J. S. Newberry : Fossil Fishes of the CliflF Limestone of Ohio.-

Annals of Science, vol. i, 1853.—Proc, Amer. Assoc, 1853, p. 166;

Bulletin of the National Institute, 1857, p. 119.

" peracutus, N
" sulcatusy N.

Onychodus Hopkinsi, N.
" sigmoides, N,

" multiseriatus

The three genera proposed in this paper, namely, Agassichihy.

a large ccelacanth ganoid; Onychodus, represented by a grony c^"

placoid teeth, and Machaeracanthus, based on some remarkable

unsymmetrical double-edged spines, as they are characteristic oi

the formations in which they are found, and of considerable

zoological interest, seem to require a few words of descriptive

comment.
Of these, the first, I am now satisfied includes the ichthyic om-

nium described by Doctors Owen and Norwood under the gt:"'

eric name of Macropetalichihys. The specimen described b}'

these gentlemen was found in the Cliff limestone at ^ladisori,

Indiana. When it came into their hands, it was nmch brokou.

As a consequence the description based upon it was very uU'

perfect, and in some respects erroneous, and, as will be seen,

sure to mislead any one who might discover other representa-

tives of the genus to which it belonged. Dr. Owen described

his fish as "being entirely destitute of a tubercled dermal surtaoo

;

as without distinct eye-orbits; provided with two spin-

pendages, or horns, and having the scutcheons covoi'

angular, irregular, rhomboidal, enamelled, but minute -

all of wlaich is entirely at variance with the characteristic-

large number of crania which I have examined, dcri\'eu '•

the same formation, and which, judging from a plaster ca^;
,

the original which I have seen, are generically identical wi'^-

that described by Dr. Owen.



This fish, which must now be known by the name of Macrope-
talichthys, is not only of interest to the paleeontologist and zoolo-
gist as the most characteristic vertebrate of the epoch of the Cor-
niferous Hmestone on this continent—the ganoid monarch of our
Devonian seas,—but also as furnishing additional evidence of the
parallelism of our lower Devonian strata with the limestones of
the Eifel; for a species of

i of ours, has been discovered in that formation and locality

probably identical with

and is described and figured by the distinguished palaeontologist
Hermann von Myer, (Palseontographica, vol. i, p. 102, T. xii).

By von Myer this fish was referred to the genus Placoihorax
of Agassiz, but as I have shown in the paper read before the
-National Institute, von Myer, misled by the distortion of his
specimen, has mistaken the occipital for the nasal extremity of
the cranium

; and further that it could not be included in Placo-
woroa;, but must be referred to another genus and another family.
A he present state of our knowledge of this genus may be com-
prehended at a glance from the following description and figure.

Genus Macropetalichthys, Owen.

Agasskhthys, Newb.
Placothoraoc, v, Myer, not of Agassiz.

-Desc.—Ccelacanth ganoids of Isltsq size, cranial surface cov-
eredwith thickly set stel-
late tubercles in lines
radiating from various
centres, or without regu-w arrangement. Cra-
nium composed of large
plygonal plates united
by double sutures which
are nearly concealed by
tlietubercled enamel sur-
lace. Eye orbits conspic-
uous and included in the
orbital plates. Teeth in
two rows, conical, curv-
e*^, acute, smooth, not pli-
cated at base nor dendri-
tic m structure. Scales
Obscurely rounded, the
^^Posed portion orna-
mented with small tuber-
^es and fine divergent
S^sed lines, the cover-

all
portion marked with

"les of growth, and fine-
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Of MacropetalichthysitiQiQ are now enumerated four species, viz:

M. Manni, Newb. M. Agassizii, v. Myer, sp.

M. Sullivanti^ Newb. M. rapheidolabis, Owen.

It is however possible that the last two are identical with the

two former^ but just what Owen's species is we shall probably

never know, as his description does not tell us and the originad

specimen has been lost sight of—neither does von Myer's figure

and description furnish the means of making an accurate com-

parison with the American fossils.

Genus Mach^racanthus, Newb.

Spines often of large size, flattened, curved, ancipital, un«ym-

metrical, dextral and sinistral; edges and point generally acute;

base somewhat narrowed, with a rough and irregular extremity;

central cavity large,—reaching nearly to the apex ; external sur-

face covered with a thin coating of enamel, in some species

smooth, in others punctate or longitudinally striated; micro-

scopic structure that of dense ivory-like bone.

One of the smaller species of this genus is that described by

Prof Hopkins in the Proc. of the American Association, vol.

viii, p. 287^ represented by the accompanying wood cut, taken

from that volume.
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These spines are very characteristic of the horizon of the Cor-

niferous Hmestone ; having been found in Indiana, various lo-

calities in Ohio, in New York and at Gaspe, C. E. Though pre-

senting some anomalous characters, (among which the most
remarkable ia their want of symmetry, being rights and lefts), it

is hardly possible they can be anything else than the defensive

spines of placoid fishes. Their dense bony structure, enamelled
surface, and their rough and irregular bases, would seem to prove
that like the fin-spines of many sharks and rays they had been
implanted in the integuments without articulation. Possibly
they were the first rays of the pectoral fins, which would account
luf their being m pai
find the bases exhibiting some marks of their articulation

that case we should expect to
"

-
1 the

thoracic arch. Some of these spines are more than :

length, double-edged and very sharp, constituting most formida-
ble weapons of attack or defense. My friend Dr. Wm. Stimpson,
whose knowledge of Crustacea is so minute and so general, is

decidedly of the opinion that they could not have belonged to

Teeth

which they radiate
section toward the
summit, are some-
what compressed
below, and expand

ral prominent roots
or tuberosities, of
which the most con-
spicuous are on the
side toward which

3 curved,
ey have a cen-

t cavity extend-
iarly

hepoi.

ihey

pomt, surrounded
Py dentine, simple
in structure, the ex- , ,
^rnal surface covered by a layer of smooth and polished enamel.

, These are apparently the teeth of sharks, generally detached
from the cartilaginous iaws, and scattered through the limestone
m which thev nrA fnnnH • a TOW of them, however, occasionally

as is the case with Helodus, Orodus,
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In addition to the fishes of the Coraiferous limestone enumer-

ated in the preceding pages, fragments of the armor of large Pla-

coderm Ganoids have been found which have been referred to

Coccosteus and Cephalaspu, but more and better specimens will

be necessary to prove that these genera were represented in our

Devonian seas. A number of placoid spines and teeth have also

been taken from the Cliff limestone of Ohio, which have not yet

been described.

In the upper members of the Devonian formation, the num-

ber of fossil fishes yet discovered in this country is small. A
species of Palceoniscm obtained by Prof. Brainard from the Port-

age group in northern Ohio, (P. Brainardi) • two species of Ho-

hptychius from the Catskill of New York, another with a placoid

spine from the same formation in Pennsylvania, complete the

catalogue.

Of these the Pakeonisciis, described by Mr. Thomas, is appa-

rently a good species, and is interesting from its antiquity. The

two New York species of so-called Holoptychius have, I believe,

never been critically examined, and it is by no means certain

that they are such. That described by Dr.' Leidy from Penn-

sylvania is a well marked species of this genus, evidently closely

allied to H. nobilissimvs of Europe.
It will be noticed in the foregoing sketch that no mention is

made of many of the most characteristic genera of fishes of the

Devonian rocks of the old world, and up to the present time we

have no proof that any of the Placoderms, Asterokpis {Pterichthys

of Miller), Coccosteus, Cephalaspis, Pteraspis, &c., of the Coela-

canths, Homostius {Asterokpis of Miller), Bothriolepis, Dendrodns,

Psammosteus, &c., of the Dipterians, Dipterus, Osieolepis, Diplop-

terus, &c., or the Acanthians, Acanthodes, Diplacanihus, Cheirole-

pis^&Q. ever had any existence in America,
ridence c

' all be 1

id many species are common to the two continents, the fishes |
far as known are all specifically distinct, and the larger part g

of them generically different.

The evidence on this point is of course as yet only negative,

and may all be soon reversed, but it is nevertheless rather re-

markable that while most of the Devonian molluscous genera,
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Art. IX.~Experiments on the formation of Infusoria in hoikd
solutions of organic matter, enclosed in hermetically sealed vessels,

and supplied with pure air; by Jeffries Wyman, M.D., Her-
sey Prof, of Anatomy in Harvard College.

Pasteur in his admirable researches on fermentation has
brought forward experimental evidence to show that this process
depends upon the presence of minute organisms in the ferment-
ing fluid and that the source of all such organisms is the atmo-
sphere. In support of this opinion he asserts, that when a fluid
containing organic matter in solution is put into a flask and
'boiled two or three minutes," and supplied only with air which
has been filtered by passing through a tube heated to redness,
and the flask is then hermetically sealed, no fermentation takes
place, no organisms are formed, and that the contents remain
indefinitely without change. But if the same solution is exposed
to the air in its ordinary condition, it becomes filled with various
living forms. Out of a large number of experiments prepared
in the manner above described he has not known one to give a
aifterent result from that mentioned. ' He further states that if
tbe neck of the flask is drawn out into a very slender curved
tube of several inches in length, the contents 'boiled, and then
allowed to cool without the end of the tube being closed, so that
ne air enters at the ordinary temperature, and has free access
w the interior of the flask, even then no fermentation takes
place and no organisms appear. His explanation of this is, that
the air which enters first, meets with the hot steam, and the spores

^^
organisms contained in it are killed; while those which enter

^"C tube later move more slowly and are deposited on the moist
'"' of it without entering the body of the flask. ^

' i"st of the experiments given below the results have been
iHterent, and living organisms have made their appearance,
;-i instances where even greater precautions were taken
'iiose mentioned by Pasteur. In order that the reader may

^nderstand what precautions were taken we shall first describe

^ °;^^^er in which the experiments were performed.
U.) In some instances (as in Expts. i to v, vii to xi, xin to xv,

~'^
M, que jamais il pe m'es'
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xxix and xxx inclusive) they were prepared as in fig. 1. The ma-

terials of the infusion were put into a flask, and a cork a, through

which was passed a glass tube, drawn to a neck at &, was pushed

deeply into the mouth of it. The space above the cork was filled

with an adhesive cement d, composed of resin, wax and varnish.

The glass tube was bent at a right angle, and inserted into an

iron tube e, and cemented there with plaster of paris c. The

iron tube was filled with wires/, leaving only very narrow pas-

sage ways between them. =

(2.) Others (as in Exps. vi, xii, xvi to xxiv, and xxxi to xxxiii

inclusive,) were prepared as in fig. 2, in which the joining at a,

fig. 1, is avoided, and the iron tube is cemented directly into

the mouth of the flask, the neck of which is drawn out at b, to

render the sealing of it easy ; otherwise the conditions are the

same as in fig. 1.

(3.) In other experiments (as in Exps. xxiv to xxviii, and

xxxiv to xxxviii inclusive,) the flask, fig. S, was sealed at the

ordinary temperature of the room, and submerged during the

period of the experiment in boiling water. This was the method

followed by Needham and Spallanzani and has the merit of elim-

inating all suspicions of error which might be supposed to arise

from some imperfections in the joinings.

In the first and second methods, the solution in the flask is

boiled, and at the same time the iron tube filled with wires M

heated to redness. While the contents are boiling the steam

formed expells the air from the flask ; when the boiling has con-

tinued long enough, the heat is withdrawn from beneath the flask,

and as the steam condenses, the air again enters through the iron

tube, the red heat of which is kept up, so that all organ is

contained in the air are burned.

may be uaed many times.

. methods the :
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allowed to cool very slowly in order that the entering air may
be as long as possible in passing through the iron tubes, and thus
the destruction of its organic matters insured. When cold the
flasks are sealed at I, figs. 1 and 2, with the blowpipe.

In experiments xxix and xxx, a glass tube filled with asbestos
and platinum sponge was used instead of the iron tube filled

with wires.

The time during which the infusions were boiled varied as will

be seen by the records, from fifteen minutes to two hours, and the

amount of infusion used was from one-twentieth to one-thirtieth

of the whole capacity of the flask, the object being to have the

materials exposed to as large a quantity of air as possible.

In the account which follows, especial mention is made, in

most instances, of the time of the formation of the ''film." This
is always the first indication which can be had, without opning
the flasks, that minute organisms are developed; it is in fact

made up entirely of them, as has been proved by repeated ex-

aminations with the microscope. It may first be detected in
^mall patches, but soon covers the entire surface, and if the
flask is gently moved so as to cause the infusion to change its

ion, the film adheres to the glass and is left by the liquid.

few of the experiments no such film was formed.
After the flasks were prepared thev were suspended from the

^alls of a sitting room near the ceiling, where they were ex-
posed to a temperature of between 70° and 80° F. throughout
the day and nearly the same during the night.

fxp. L* (l.)5 j^eb 3d, 1862. A few grains each of sugar,

gelatine and fine cut hay were introduced into a flask of 500 cub.
cent, capacity, 20 cub. cent, of water were added and the whole
horoughly boiled. A film formed on the surface of the fluid on
oe 8th day, the flask was opened on the 9th and found to con-
^^'n large numbers of Bacteriums.
^^P- n. (1.) Feb. 3d. This was prepared in the same way— -1^

excepting that pepper was added to the solu-

opened on the 29th day and Bacteriums
--'una in great numbers.

I"- (1.) Feb. 4th. A few grains of cheese, sugar and
- were dissolved in 17 c. c. of water, filtered and boiled in

-'of 500 c. c. capacity. A film formed on the 19th day,

r ;ni^
was opened on the 36th and found to contain Bacte-

jj
"^^P- IV- (1.) Feb. 4th. Twelve cubic centimetres of a solu-

^ike the preceding, with the addition of a small quantity of

itated"bJu?w '*'^^" experiments the time which the contents were boiled is not

«f tl
j\j,^.^''^^'*^n ^"a'ckSrfXw?^^^^^ number"of"the experiment indicates which

5 preceding,

,The flask
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pepper was boiled in a flask of 250 c. c. capacity. It was opened

on the 20th day, but no living organisms were found.

Exp. V. (1.) Feb. 5th. A solution of sugar, gelatine, and

cheese was boiled and filtered, and again boiled in the flask,

which was opened on the 29th day, and no organisms detected.

Exp. VI. (2.) Feb. 10th. A solution of gelatine and sugar to

which was added a few drops of urine and milk, were put into a

bolt-bead, the tube of which had been drawn to a neck, and after

boiling, was hermetically sealed. The flask was opened on the

13th day and found to contain yeast plants and some very slen-

der filaments which appeared to be of a vegetable nature.

Exp. VII. (1.) Feb. 10th. Twenty cubic centimetres of a

solution like the preceding was boiled in a flask of 875 c.c.

capacity. A film formed on the 11th day, and on the 30th the

flask was opened and found to contain Vibrios and Bacteriums.

Exp. vin. (1.) Feb. 25th. A solution of sugar and gelatine

to which fragments of green leaves and flesh were added, was

boiled Ih and 40™. The flask was opened on the 15th day ; no

organisms were found.

Exp. IX. (1.) Feb. 25th. The same as the preceding, without

the addition of the flesh ; this solution was boiled 40' and opened

I the third day ; no organisms were found.

Exp. X (1.) March. 6th. Three flasks, a b c, were prepared

in the same way, each containing a solution of sugar and gelatine

to which was added a few drops of urine and some fragments of

muscle ; a and c were boiled 30' and h 1^. Air was supplied to

a and h through a heated tube and to c at the temperature of the

room. A film formed in a on the 11th and in c on the twelfth

day, and at a later period in h. They were all opened a few days

afterwards and found to contain Bacteriums, Vibrios and ferment

cells.

Exp. XL (1.) March 12th. An ounce of meat was suspend
-

.
; "

!.c. of wat

This was boiled 20', duringVhich tin

flask of 850 cub. cent, capacity with about 40 c. c. of water

in it. This was boiled 20', during which time the meat was ex-

posed to the steam in the flask. The juice which dropped from

the meat was coagulated in the water beneath, and the meat itself

was thoroughly cooked ; on the second day the meat was covered

with a gelatinous exudation, and on the third a film was formed

on the surface of the water. The flask was opened on the fifth

day and found to contain Vibrios, Bacteriums, and a few fer-

ment cells. The gelatinous exudation on the surface of the meat

also contained the same organisms, and appeared to be wholly

made up of them.
Exp. xii. (2.) March 13th. The juice of an ounce of beef, to

which was added 10 cub. cent of urine and 40 c. c. of water w^
boiled 20' in a bolt-head and hermetically sealed. A film formed

on the 4th, and the flask was opened on the llth day, when there

was a distinct rush of air outwards. Large numbers of Bacte-
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riums were found, also small spherical bodies with ciliary motions

and oval bodies like Kolpoda, containing what appeared to be

Bacteriums ; one of these Kolpoda-like bodies moved with cilia.

Exp. XIII. (1.) March loth. An ounce of beef was suspended

over water in a flask of 500 c. c. capacity and boiled 25'. The
same changes took place as in the preceding experiment. The

exudation appeared on the surface of the meat, and the film on

the water on the 2d day ;
on the 4th day the meat fell to pieces

;

the flask was opened on the 9th day; Bacteriums were found in

?e numbers and there was a slight odor of putrefaction.

5xp. XIV. (1.) March 17th. Juice of beef and a few shreds of

oeef were boiled in a flask of 300 cub. cent, capacity for 20'. A
film was formed on the 2d day and the flask was opened on the

11th day. Bacteriums existed in abundance.

Exp. XV. (1.) March 19th. Fifty cubic centimetres of beef

were boiled 40' in a flask of 800 c. c. capacity. The film began

to form on the 2d day, and the flask was opened on the 24th.

The film had disappeared, the fluid had a nauseous odor and the

Bacteriums were diffused through the whole mass instead of

being mostly confined to the surface as in the preceding experi-

ments.
.

Expts. XVI, XVII XVIII, XIX, (2.) March 20th, were made with

jnice of beef and water in flasks of 550 cub. cent, capacity ;xvi
was boiled 15', the film formed on the second day and the flask

was opened on the 9th. Vibrios were found in abundance, of

different lengths, some of them moving with great rapidity,

xvii was boiled 30', the film was formed on the 3d and the flask

was opened on the 9th day. Vibrios were found in great num-

bers, some of them bending and extending themselves rapidly

Some minute spherical bodies were also seen, having the kind of

inotion which results from vibrating cilia, though none of these

were detected, xviii was boiled 15', the fluid having been pre-

viously filtered: the film formed on the 8d, and the flask was

opened on the 8th day ; the organisms found were the same as

^[^ -^vii. xix was boiled 1". The film formed on the 2d and

tile flask was opened on the 24th day. The infusion had a

sl'v^iuly putrid odor and contained Vibrios and Bacteriums.

^xp. XX. (2.) March 22. The flask and the contents of it

^ere the same as in the experiments just described. The solu-
'

3 boiled 15'. The film formed on the 5th, and the flask

^as opened on the 31st day. The fluid had become of a dark

reddish brown color, the film had disappeared, and some ot the

s^hreds of the coacrulated albumen had become nearly black,

bacteriums were found in large numbers, and the darker shreds

seemed to be made up of them.
. ^ •, ^ .a, .-u

Exp. XXI. (2.) March 27th. Beef juice was boiled 40'
;
the

flask was opened on the 25th day, and found to contain Bac-
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Exp. XXII. (2.) April 2d. Beef juice and fragments of beef

were boiled 15', and tbe air was introduced through a much

smaller tube. Bacteriums were found on the 20th day.

Exp. XXIII, (2,) April 5th, was prepared in the same way a3

the preceding experiment. The lilm formed on the 6th day,

and the flask was opened on the 17th. The sealed end waa

melted in the flame of a spirit lamp, when the gas escaped with

force. Bacteriums were found.

Expts. XXIV, XXV, XXVI, (3,) were all prepared in the same

way, April 16th. The capacity of the flasks was 550 c. c. ;
the

contents were beef juice and water 17 c. c, urine 7 c. c. The

flasks were folded in a napkin, immersed in water, which was

gradually heated to the boiling point, and each then exposed to

it for 30'. The film formed in xxvi on the 4th day, and in

sxiv and xxv on the 5th, and were all subsequently found to

contain Bacteriums.

Expts. XXVII, XXVIII. (3). April 24th. Two flasks, each of

550 c. c. capacity, and each containing about 20 c. c. of beef

juice and urine, were hermetically sealed at the temperature of

the room, wrapped in cloth, and exposed for two hours to boil-

ing water. The film formed on the 4th day ; one of them was

opened on the 5th and the other on the llth, and both found

to contain Bacteriums.

Expts. XXIX, XXX. (1.) February 17th. In both of these the

contents of the flasks were solutions of sugar and gelatine ui

water, to which fragments of cabbage leaves were added. Tlie

air was introduced through a Bohemian glass tube, filled with

asbestos and platinum sponge, and heated to redness. The

materials were boiled 30'. In xxix the film was formed on the

29th, and the flask was opened on the 39th day. The solution

was found to contain Bacteriums and cells filled with them. la

XXX the film was formed on the 7th day, and Bacteriums were

found on the 23d, when there was a slight odor of putreflictio;i.

Expts. XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII. (2.) March 24th. 30 grains ut

sugar, 20 c. c. of beefjuice, 158 c. c. of water, were divided ir/-

three parts, and each part put into a flask of 550 c. c. cap;

and boiled 15'. No film was formed in either of them. >

was opened on the 30th day; ferment cells and some fila:

of a doubtful vegetable appearance were found, xxxi;

opened on the 42d day, and contained ferment cells and moiuiu=

An escape of gas took place when the flask was opened, x-xx:

was opened on the 43d day, and found to contain ferment cells

in large numbers, in different stages of cell multiplication ; as m
xxxii, there was an escape of gas.

Exp. XXXIV. (3.) March 27th. Juice of mutton, in a herrae-

ticallv sealed flask, was boiled 5' in a Papin's digester, under a

pressure of 2 atmospheres. A film formed on the 4th day. B
was opened several days later, in the presence of Prof. Gray, and
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found to contain Vibrios and Bacteriums, some of tliem moving
with great rapidity.

Exp. XXXV. (3.) The same as the preceding, and boiled in

Papin's digester 10' and under the pressure of 5 atmospheres.
No film was formed. The flask was opened on the 41st day.
Monads and Vibrios were found, some of the latter moving across
the field. No putrefaction ; the solution had an alkaline taste.

Exp. XXXVI. (3.) March 28th. Beef juice was filtered and
boiled, as in the preceding experiment, 15', under 2 atmos-
pheres. Opened on the 41st day, and no evidence of life was
found. When the end of the flawk was heated, previously to

opening, it collapsed.
Exp. XXXVII. (3.) March 28th. The same as the preceding;

boiled 15', under 5 atmospheres. Opened on the 41st day, and
no evidence of life was detected.
We have here a series of thirty-three experiments, prepared in

different ways, in which solutions of organic matter, some of
them previously filtered, have been boiled at the ordinary
pressure of the atmosphere for a length of time, varying from 15
minutes to 2 hours, and exposed to air purified by heat. In
four instances, viz., in Expts. iv, v, viii, x, the contents of the
flasks were unchanged at the time they were opened; but in all

of the rest, Bacteriums, Vibrios, or other organisms appeared,
in nearly every instance their presence was indicated, in the
early stage of the experiments, bv the formation of a film, which
took place in some on the 2d, and in others not until the 19th
^ay, and was afterwards proved by a careful examination with
the microscope. Prof Asa Gray witnessed the opening of some
01 these flasks, and satisfied himself of the presence of Infusoria
m the contents. Vibrios, Bacteriums and Spirillums were the
most frequently found, and in addition to these, as in Expts.
^' XI, xii, xxix, xxxi, xxxii, xxxiii, either ferment cells, monads,
or Kolpoda-like bodies were seen, some of them having ciliary

movements. Those forms which were observed the most fre-

quently are among the lowest, if not the lowest of all known or-

ganisms.

In many instances, a solution like that in the sealed flasks, and
ooiled for the same length of time, was exposed to the ordinary
^^^ of the room, in an^open flask. Although the same forms
^^ere found in the two, they apoeared much more rapidly in the
open than in closed vessels, ani the contents of the former soon
oecame putrid, while those of the others, at the time of opening,

^^{|. "mostly not, and in a few instances only slightly so.

VVe have, in addition, four experiments, viz., xxxiv, xxxv,
*xxvi^ xxxvii, made under increased pressure, and sealed by the
J^ird method

; xxxiv and xxxvi were boiled 5' and 10' respect-

^^^y' ^nder 2 atmospheres, and xxxv and xxxvii, under 5 at-

mospheres for 10' and 15' respectively. Evidence of life, coo-
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sisting of Monads and Vibrios, was found in xxxiv and xxxv,
but none in tlie others.

The result of the experiments here described is, that the boiled

solutions of organic matter tnade use of exposed only to air which

has passed through tubes heated to redness, or enclosed with air in her-

metically sealed vessels and exposed to boiling water, became the secU

of infusorial life.

The experiments wbicb have been described throw but little

light on the immediate source from which the organisms in

question have been derived. Those who reject the doctrine of

spontaneous generation in any of the forms in which it has been

brought forward, will ascribe them to spores contained either in

the air enclosed in the flask, or in the materials of the solution.

In support of this view it may be asserted, that it has been

proved by the microscopical investigations of Quatrefages,

Robin, Pouchet, Pasteur and others, that the air contains

various kinds of organic matter, consisting of minute fragments

of dead animals and plants, also the spores of cryptogamous

plants, and certain other forms, the appearance of which, us

Quatrefages says, suggests that they are eggs. ^ We have made

some examinations of our own on this subject, but it would be

unnecessary to give the results in detail. We will simply state,

that we have carefully examined the dust deposited in attics,

also that floating in the air collected on plates of glass covered

with glycerine, and have found in such dust, in addition to the

debris of animal and vegetable tissues, which last were by far

in the greatest abundance, the spores of Cryptogams, some

closely resembling those oi Confervoid plants, and with them,

but much less frequently, what appeared to be the eggs of some

of the invertebrate animals, though we were unable to identify

them with those of any particular species. We have also found

grains of starch in both kinds of dust examined, to the presence

of which Pouchet was the first to call attention. When com-

pared with the whole quantity of dust examined, or even w't.i

the whole quantity of organic matter, both eggs and spore« i^
-^'

be said to be of: tutq occurrence. W^e have not in any in-

detected dried animalcules which were resuscitated by niu

and when the dust has been macerated in water none hu

peared until several days afterwards, until after a lapse of
'

when they would ordinarily appear in any organic solution.

Those who advocate the'theory of spontaneous generation, on

the other hand, will doubtless find, in the experiments here re-

corded, evidence in support of their views. While they admit

that spores and minute eggs are disseminated through the air,

they assert that no spores or eggs of any kind have been acta-

« See an abstract of Pasteur's research
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ally proved by experiment to resist the prolonged action of
boiling water. As regards Vibrios, Bacteriums, Spirillums, etc.,

It has not yet been shown that they have spores ; the existence
of them is simply inferred from analogy. It is certain that
Vibrios are killed by being immersed in water, the temperature
of which does not exceed 200° F. We have found all motion,
except the Brownian, to cease even at 180° F. We have also
proved by several experiments that the spores of common mold
are killed, both by being exposed to steam and by passing
through the heated tube used in the experiments described in this
article. If, on the one hand, it is urged that all organisms, in
so far as the early history of them is known, are derived from
ova, and therefore from analogy, we must ascribe a similar ori-
gin to these minute beings whose early history we do not know,
it may be urged with equal force on the other hand, that all ova
""

'
— -

• " '
. anything about them, are de-

tave been derived from ova, since these would all have been de-
^royed by the conditions to which they have been subjected.

" argument from analogy is as strong in the one case as in
the other.

Cambridge, May 9th. 1862.

Art. XL— Geographical Notices. No. XYII.

KILnr.AJj^jARO, THE SXOW COVEEED EQUATORIAL PEAK OF

AFRICA.

^HE proceedings of the London Geographical Society, vol. ri.

-• 1362, contain a very important letter from Mr. R Thorn-

,
R.G.S., (lately attached to Dr. Livingstone's Zambesi

•^fion as Geologist) respecting his visit, in company with

•-arl von der Decken to the much talked of snow-covered
ain, near the equator on the eastern coast of Africa.

existence of such a mountain, named Kilimanjaro, was
-'^ several years ago by the missionaries of the London
- Missionary Society at 'Rabbai Mpia. One of them, Mr.
nn, saw the snowy peak for the first time m May, 1848,

= ibsequently saw it again. The next year in November,
-'^' league, Dr. Krapf, saw the same white-topped summit.
"'^r of them ascended the mountain,—but the natives gave
' -^ount of their experience in going up it. They said that

,,

-ue Sliver like stuff when brought down proved to be nothing
^•^,^^ter," and that many who climbed the mountain returned

^a frozen extremities which some ascribed to evil spirits.
^^ese reports awakened much ridicule in England. The exist-
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ence of a snow peak was declared bj excellent authority to be

highly improbable ; the story of the natives was laughed at, and

the missionaries were said to have mistaken white stones and rock

for snow. Dr. Petermann however and some others defended

the probability that the missionaries were right, but on both

sides there has been a desire to have the question settled.

At last we have a satisfactory confirmation that there is such

a snow-covered mountain, twenty thousand feet high, more or

less, lying almost exactly on the equator. Baron von der Decken,

who had expected to follow up Dr. Boscher's explorations of the

Southern central lakes, being frustrated in this plan, went north

with the English geologist who had left Dr. Livingstone's party,

and together they have visited Kilimanjaro, or Mount Ndjaro.

Von der Decken has written Dr. Earth an account of their ob-

servations, (see Berlin Zeitscrift, Dec. 1861,) and Thornton has

written to London. We append the letter of the latter, as we

find it,—his geological observations having not yet been made

public. The reading of the letter at the meeting of the Koyal

Geographical Society called forth some strong expressions of

satisfaction from several distinguished geographers. Mr. W. D-

Cooley still disputes (in the London Athenaeum) the truth of

the reports.

" Our route lay from Mombas to the southwest over the Shimba, thence

northwest to the Kadiaro, then southwest to the Pare, then nortli to the

Lake Yipe, thence through Dafeta to Kilema, where we made one attempt

to ascend the Kilimanjaro, but had to turn back at about 8000 feet. We
then went round by the foot of the mountain to Madjami ; tlience we

returned by Dafeta,'Lake Yipe, Pare, and the north foot of Usambara, to

Wanga on the coast, which we reached on the 101st day from Morabas.

AVe have made a tolerable map of our journey, the country through

which we passed being very favorable for triangulation ; though, froin

not being allowed to ascend the mountains of Pare and Usambara, ana

the want of two or three stations which circumstances prevented our

taking, the map is not nearly so complete as T could wish it to be. The

triangulation is checked by several latitudes and a lunar distance at Kilpnia.

I have not yet plotted out the whole of the map, but I hope to C' '.

and send it shortly.

Our journey, on the whole, has been tolerably successful.

not succeed in reaching to top of Kilimanjaro ; but I have its

from six different stations, connected by tolerable triangles, at .1
-

varving from 15 to 50 miles. From these I believe the height ot tl •-

Kilimanjaro to be about 20,000 feet. Its shape varies much, as seen

from different points of view ; but, from all places we have seen it, it«

base rises very gradually from a great plane. The oudine of the top, as

seen from Madjami, is a great dome (but this face is nearly flat) : as seen

from the east, it is conical, with the apex cut off, forming a little plane,

eloping a little to the north. The southern slope of this cone is much

steeper than the northern. Several miles to the northeast of the top >

great conical peak rises to about 17,000 feet; and about 50 miles to the
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jst of Kilimanjaro a great conical mountain, named Meru, rises from
e great plain of the Massai to perhaps 18,000 feet.

As seen from the east, the snow forms only a thick cap to the Kili-

anjaio, with a broad tongue creeping down the south slope ; and when
e sun is high, several long streaks of snow are seen lying in small ra-

aes descending from the cap. As seen from Madjarai, the snow partially

a quarter the height of the
" rock show out above the

The snow here i
"

"

3 slip down to the foot of the

„, jami, we saw three such slips

of snow in about an hour's time. On the eastern peak a few patches of

snow are seen when the sun is high.
All parts of the mountain we saw are composed of lava of subariel

origin. From not reaching the top, and having seen only the south-

east, south, and southwest parts of the mountain, I cannot speak with
certainty of its structure; but I think that the Kilimanjaro is the north-

eastern part of an old subariel volcano, the southwestern and larger part

Having sunk down several thousand feet, and been partially broken up by
faults. The great fault separating these two parts lies about northwest
and soiUheast, and forms a very steep, long flat southwest face to the

fountain
; and a high, very rugged mountain mass, lying a few miles to

the north of Madjami, may be the relics of the top of the original

fountain.

We have not reached the axis of structure of Eastern Africa ; but very
lar to the southwest from Kilema are seen, on a clear day, three very high
mugged mountains (as high as the Meru mountain), with conical tops,

^i»ch, if not volcanic—and I think their sides are too steep and shapes
too irregular for ordinary volcanoes—may be composed of the axial

granite.
^

The Lake Yipe is shallow, and rapidly filling up. You will see its size

wd position best when I send you our map. On its north side it receives

tfie River Loorai (of Rebmann), and at its west end sends out a river which,

"'ng the Jagga river, flows south through the plain lying between

- 'a and Anuisha ranges to the river of Pangani. Between the

"0 and Anuisha ranges is a small watershed, which sends tho

Western Madjami toihe west.
• binann's map and description, as given in the first volume ofthe

|iy Intelligencer,' give a very fair idea of the country, and, con-

- lie had no instruments, his map is very accurate."

'ivingstone's expedition-.—the eovuma eiter.

-
''^ followincr letter has been published from Dr. Living-

'ted April 9, 1861. It appears in the Proceedings of the

^ Geographical Society, vol. vi, No. 1.

'•' the 9th of April last Dr. Livingstone's expedition arrived at

r^^^J Bay in the island of Johanna, from the river Rovuma. They

r^ ascended the river only 30 miles, when, halting to wood their ship,

*°»a^kinade on a tree showed that the water was falling at the rate of
^* ^^^ Sci.-Secokd Serieb, Vol. XXXIV, No. 100.-Jult, 1863.
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6 or 7 inches a day. They had found some parts carrying no more than

5 or 6 feet of water, and as they drew nearly 6 feet, they had to return,

lest they should be left fixtures till the flood of next year. The cause of

this unsuccessful termination is to be attributed to vaiious delays suffered

by the Pioneer in the voyage out, making her at last quite two months

behind the time for a successful trip up the river. After coaling, tbey

left for the Zambesi, intending to go up the Shire, and then make a road

past Murchison Cataract on that river to Lake Nyassa. The distance is

only 35 miles, and it is hoped that they will carry a boat up above the

cataracts, and by that means explore f -
'-'"

It is also in contemplation to setth

comes out of the Nyassa, as

going in the Pioneer again to mat river, ine vjxiora ana »^arauiiu-o

Mission accompany the expedition up the Shire, and it is proposed to

I the plateau of 4000 feet above the sea, on which

stands Mount Zomba. There they are likely to enjoy go(
"

_
' enterprise. They have had a good deal c

mortality. The healthy season begins in May.
pursuing their enterprise. They have had a good deal of fever, but n

The Rovuraa will probably turn out to be the best entrance into East-

ern Africa. It must, however, be navigated with a vessel of light draught,

and with the same skill as is required in the London above-bridge

passenger-boats. On the question whether it actually derives its waters

from Nyassa, the Doctor thinks that it cannot come out of the Nyassa

he discovered, but from some other lake. The reasons he adduces are:

the Nyassa is already known to give off one large river the Shire. L''

river never rises nor falls more than 3 feet, nor is its water ever discoloiei.

The Rovuma rises and falls 6 or more feet, becomes very muddy, and no

instance is known of one lake giving off two large rivers. The probabil-

ity, therefore, is, that if the Rovuraa does come out of a Nyassa or Nyanza

(lake, or piece of water), it is some other than that discovered by the

expedition. It is well known that lakes having no outlets become brackish

in the course of ages. This is the case with Shirwa, but Nyassa and

Tanganyika are sweet. The former owes its sweetness to the

flowing out of it. Does Tanganyika owe its sweetness to the Ro\

2. The same number of the Proceedings contains an inter

report, extending through several pages, from Mr. John h
Botanist of the Livingstone expedition, chiefly in respect to sucii

vegetable products of the Shire and lower Zambesi Rivers, as

are in demand in Europe. He reports much of this region as

favorable to the growth of cotton, sugar, ground nuts, indigo

and cereals. India rubber, coffee, ebony, lignum vitre are also

produced. We copy a few paragraphs on the productions oi

the Zambesi delta, chiefly for what it says of the cotton culture.

"The countries examined have been those bordering the Zambesi from

Afii.^a r'-ievallev of a tributary river, the Shire, from

Lak-. - with 'the Zambesi near Moramballa Hill-

The .. . ;i and Manganja countries have also been vis-
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ited. The area thus included extends over 11° of longitude and 5° of

latitude ; the greatest height above the sea level being 8000_ feet.

The Zambesi forms a large Delta, commencing 60 miles from its mouth
;

the coast for about 8 miles inland is muddy, wooded with mangrove, avi-

cennia, and other trees peculiar to such places within the tropics ; the

remainder of the Delta consists of rich flat alluvial lands, intersected by

many branches of the river. This great tract is covered almost exclusive-

ly with gigantic grasses, which keep down all other forms of vegetation,

only borassus palms, with a few figs, acacias, or lignum vita3 trees, being

wn. The people at present inhabiting the Delta are for the most part

country, which once produced corn, vegetables, and fruits in abundance.

Near the coast cotton of an inch staple is found growing wild, having

sprung up from seed accidentally scattered ; this equals in value much of

the Egyptian. Climate and soil are admirably suited, seeing that the

plant succeeds so well without cultivation, surrounded by weeds. In the

more inland districts it could not raise its head above the dense luxuri-

ance of the other vegetation. The labor required to cultivate cotton

here is very small, and the Delta might be made a vast cotton field by

encouraging the natives to industry. Many parts of these lands are also

united for the growth of the sugar cane ; a little is now raised near the
^"'"^ and succeeds well ; and it might be raised in most parts even with-

'iiization. Besides sorghum, pennisetura, maize, setaria, eleusine,

'inis other sorts of native corn, the Delta also yields wheat during

! season. Rice of good qualitv is also cultivated. Tropical fruits

d well, and near the coast ma'ngos, pine-apples, guavas, cashews,

•cuiuus, oranges, and cocoa-nuts are still found where Portuguese settle-

ments bad existed in former times.
. ^

The climate of the Delta is mild, presenting neither the excessive heat

nor cold of the interior ; the atmosphere is much moister, and heavy

^ews are frequent ; the prevalence of a sea breeze renders the parts near
''

i>t more healthy than those within the mangroves. The malaria,

:U an obstacle to the settlement of Europeans, is by no means so

as that of the west coast; and we have not found a case which

i treatment, while a cure is commonly eflfected on the third day.

>e passing through or remaining for a short time, there seems to

^« no danger. But in order that this might become an extensive source

ot cotton, the permanent residence of Europeans is not necessary, if it

»ere raised by the natives and purchased from them by agents, a steady

supply might be depended on ; but time would be needed, even ^under a

»ise government, to bring the Delta back to a flourishing state."
*

"Co«on.—There are tlo species of the cotton plant cultivated m the

countries explored : one of these, known as Tovje Kaja, has been m
^istence for a long time, and may be indigenoi - -' '- '"*-

ndV it is found 'everywhere, but is being replaced by t

Tonje Manga, which signifies foreign cot named Tonje Manga,
ntroduction, having co

k. variety of the Tonje Manga is met nth in the interior of I

^O'itinent, but not found much further east on the Zambesi i
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confluence of the Kafue. This may have been introduced from the west

The Tonje Kaja is, according to situation, either perennial or annual;

March and gatliered in August. In the valleys it forms a shrub, remain-

ing several years in the soil. It is readily known from the other sort by

leaf and seed. The cotton is of very short staple, seldom exceeding half

an inch ; it very much resembles wool, and adheres strongly to the seed,

from which it cannot be entirely removed: this renders it much more

troublesome to pick, and an iron roller is employed to facilitate the

The plant is much less prolific than the other, and the only good

quality possessed by it is superior strength, on which account some still

prefer it. It is the most universally distributed, being seen everywhere

of the Shire. In the region shut off from the coast by Lake Shirwa, it

becomes the only sort grown ; but the foreign kind is advancing from

both north and south, and fast displacing it.

Tonje Manga, the sort of recent introduction, is, like the other, annual

or perennial ; it is superior in every respect, and attains a much greater

size. The staple varies from half an inch to an inch and a quarter, has

great luster, and separates from the seed, which has a clean black coat.

\¥hat is now produced on the Zambesi and Shire equals much of ^

'

Egyptian, and might be improved by the judicious selection of seed. '
'

there is no necessity for the introduction of new seed, what is now iri-

on the Shire being of good quality and very prolific. The vai iev

Tonje Manga found in the central African valley above the Victoria t '>

and as ftir down as the confluence of the Kafue, differs in the cohesion ot

the seeds of each cell which form a mass, from the exterior of which the

cotton separates easily. The plant attains a great size, and continues

seemingly for an indefinite time. Among the ruins of the old town oi

Sesheke a single plant was measured with a woody stem 8 inches diameter

and covering a space of 12 feet. This year it had yielded an abundant

crop of cotton f of an inch in fiber.

Having found cotton throughout the whole extent of country explored,

we know what quality may certainly be obtained, while much more may

be expected from careful cultivation. The only cotton seed brought by

us, superior to that already in the country, was the Sea Island variety:

this yielded excellent cotton
1
J inch long when grown under the roost

disadvantageous circumstances, and the plant still continues at Tette,

although uncared for. Nowhere have we seen cotton which would not

be worlh exportation, but the best is that of the Manganja country, where

the people have given it much attention ; thence it might also be ex-

ported with least "expense, while Europeans, settled in the neighboring

highlands, could direct and superintend the natives of the valleys.

The Delta is excellent cotton ground, but unfit for Europeans, and the

present population is verv thin and unsettled. Beyond Kebrabassa the

Zambesi valley both below and above the Victoria Falls, with the Batok*

highlands, might produce a vast supply, and the Batoka hills present >

healthy station for residents; but the difficulties at present connected with
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the rapids of Kebrabassa render this an inferior position in which to

commence such an undertaking, which is to be regretted, as the people

of the interior seem more disposed to industry than those of the coast.

Tlie specimens of cotton contained in the collection sent to the Royal

Gardens at Kew exhibit fully the difterent qualities found on the Lower
Zambesi and on the Shire. Since then, others have been added from the

interior, showing that the cotton grown there is but httle inferior."

YORUBA AND THE NIGER VALLEY.

The British government for a number of years past has be-

stowed much attention upon the commercial aspects of Western
Central Africa, and especially upon the region bordering upon
the Gulf of Guinea, including the Valley of the Niger and its

great confluent the Benue, and also the countries west of these

rivers, comprising Yoruba, Dahomey and Ashantee.
1. The expedition of Dr. Baikie up the Niger has been re-

peatedly mentioned in these notices. Although it gave promise
of important results, we have but little information in respect to

)\"liat it has accomplished and there is reason to apprehend that
It has failed to perform what was expected. Dr. Baikie has
been recalled by the Foreign Office, and his apology for not

complying with their order has recently been made public.

2. Two intelligent men of color from this country, Dr. M. E.

Pelany and Mr. Eobert Campbell, having visited the Yoruba
district with a view to ascertain its fitness for African colonists

from the United States, have done much to awaken an interest

in that part of Africa and to direct the attention of observing

persons to its commercial capacity. A volume published by the

latter and a pamphlet by the former of these travelers have
contributed to this result. Their impressions of its attractiveness
to colonists are decided, and they urge upon their countrymen
to go out and engage in' trade and manufacture under formal as-

Jrances of welcome and protection from the chiefs of Abeokuta,
the chief town of Yoruba. Since the return of Messrs. Delany
-^ - - ....

J, country
I of those

fnd Campbell at the end of 1860, the conditi
*^s been such as to absorb completely the
^ho would otherwise have been interested in
^it public men in England, with their usual commercial sagacity,

Jave been quick to recognize the opening of a new and rich
^iitre of trade, and to appreciate the importance of establishing

?[«» It the influence if not the dominion of British power,
^tiortly

after, perhaps in consequence of the publication of Dr.
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Delany's observations, the British government seized the little

island of Lagos, which is the key to the rich Yoruba lands.

Since the seizure, various explorations have been made of the

adjacent country. It is not the place to discuss here the po-

litical objects of these investigations, but they are well worthy

of notice.

3. Captain Eichard Burton, the well known traveler, having

returned to England from his visit to Salt Lake City, Utah, has

been appointed British Consul at Fernando Po. His energy and

his practical acquaintance with the difficulties of African travel

will enable him to help forward efficiently, from that post, in-

vestigations of the interior. He has signalized the beginning of

his consulship by visiting Abeokuta, and making in connection

with Captain Bedingfield, a minute survey of the River Ogun,

on which the town is situated. His visit was made in October

and November last. The mouth of the Ogun or Abeokuta be

found very much choked up by the delta deposits and the growth

of grass,—but beyond he found the main river, a goodly stream

one hundred yards broad, skirted by fine forests and little

affected by the tide. A brief account of his journey was com-

municated in a letter to Dr. Norton Shaw and printed in the

Proceedings of the London Geog. Soc, vol. vi. no. 2. His

impressions of Abeokuta were not very agreeable, but he con-

firms the estimate of its immense size, saying that travelers have

underrated its population at 100,000,—it is probably 150,000.

Dr. Delany estimates the number of inhabitants at 110,000 ;
Mr.

Bowen, in his "Central Africa," at from 60,000 to 100,000. The

extreme circumference of the walls is about 27 miles. We make

one extract from Burton's short and rambling letter.

I chiefs. I would here correct a mistake, universally made by

those who have written upon the subject. The land is not, as stated by

Mr. Campbell and others, common property, nor will the people allo^^'

strangers to take it. Litigation upon the subject is quite as genera! a?

in England ; and if, as Sir Culling Eardley proposes, free negroes ;ui

'

mulattos were sent here from America, there would follow the agrarinn

wars and troubles of New Zealand. Even in the towns a stranger caiiuot

obtain building ground, except it be granted with the understanding that

it is not alienated in perpetuity, but shall revert, when no longer in use,

to the original proprietor.

If you want a colony in West Africa, send it to me, near the Came-

roons. At some future time I will (D. V.) enter fully into the subject.

Suffice it to say for the present that Lagos requires a sanatorium—the

nearest now being Teneriffe and Ascension : and the Oil rivers want a
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key, after losing Fernando Po. At Abeokuta the cotton is grown in the

farms, I was shown the green seed or upland (short staple), and the

black seed or long staple. There is, moreover, a very valuable kind,

called "akashe," soft as silk. Eight seeds are sold for a penny. Before

the war, the export was doubling every year; since then it has declined.

The Cotton Association of Manchester exported 20,000 bales in 1859-60,

and received only 3447. With the return of peace it will revive. The
wars are conducted in the usual African style. Seventeen thousand men
meet, blaze away with " long Danes" from the hip all the day, retire and

advance, as if by mutual consent, and separate with the loss of half a

dozen killed and wounded : and this stuff they call fighting ! It is serious

only to the allies, who, being weaker than those who assist them, are sold

off by way of commissariat. The Egbas of Abeokuta are nominally fight-

ing to defend their friends the Ijayes against a common foe, the Ibadans.

It is generally asserted that the unhappy Ijayes have at this time lost

20.000 of their number by famine and the slave market. The real casus

;
the Abeokutans are determined to monopolize transit dues

1 people from the coast. Every African tribe knows
^ai It cannot prosper without seaboard, and then the war began."

4. Commander Dolben, R. N., in H. M. S. Bloodhound, has re-

cently visited the river Volta, which empties into the Gulf of

Guinea, near Lagos, a little west of the Ogun river. He found
the bed not impassable, as had been reported, but covered with
eeven feet of water. Four of his boats manned bj thirty nine
'i^en went up the river in October last. The party ascended the

stream 120 miles when their voyage was brought to an abrupt

^lose by rapids.

.
"Though impracticable to ship's boats, the rapids are not absolutely

^passable, for the small strong native canoes can be forced through

Jem to Pong, a town which is situated at their head, 5 miles above the

furthest point reached bv the expedition. Above Pong the Volta is agam
pavigable. Its stream was considerable. Immediately below the rapids

't had a depth of 10 feet right across from bank to bank and a width of

three-quarters of a mile. The natives were a fine race of men. The cli-

'^ate appeared healthy ; for none of the party sufltered during the five days
*'^"- ^ere in the river, notwithstanding: exposure and severe work. The

' -i products were cotton, palm oil, Indian corn, and cassava. The
- the river was palatable, and fish abundant."

DR. HAYES'S ARCTIC VOYAGE.

Hayes's engagements have been such that no full record of

age to the North has yet been prepared. In a private

eceived from him he says that the report of his remarks

-led in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical

., . -"~J is the most trustworthv account of his journey. " One
ae continues, " does not appear to nave oeen noticea

J of some national importance, though of none commer-
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cially. The land wbich I discovered and surveyed during this

cruise is the most northern land known on the globe. I have

traced it to 82° 40' and have planted the flag of the Union (' witk

not a single star erased') upon it."

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD AT KANAGAWA, JAPAN, 1860.

In the absence of nauch trustworthy information in respect to

the meteorology of Japan, the following table, recently commu-
nicated to us in the Japan Herald, vol. i, No. 2, i

The Register was kept by Rev. Mr. Hepburn,
the American Presbyterian Board. We understand that he

continues to keep a like record. It is to be regretted that a

barometric register does not accompany the other observations.

1*( ^ave7nber, 186L
' from Ut Novem .r.l860...

fii II II 1
£. T L t 1

ss
. is • 1 -§ 5-

"S If ^

Msk ill 111 J_ 1 11 li i 1—
November 7 ..

December 22-75 3-40

1861.
Janunry 55-00 4

February 69-00 27-00

Marcli 31-00

April 5300|62-30 73-00 9-26 2

Mav
69 001 79-00 88-00 60-00 15

'3
12 ^SfZ\\\\:\\:v

Julj 76 00 85-00 91-30 71-00 1-33 2

August 79-0087-00 4-79

7100 87-00 4-54

October...:::: 58-3067-30 75-00 47-00 11 7 13 _6;50 2 ....

Yearlyaverage. 5503!65-70l 1 ll5. IT uf 69-28 26 ~T 11-20

SCHLAGINTWEIT'S INDIA AND HIGH ASIA, VOL. XL

The second volume of the text and the second number of the

atlas of the truly imperial work on India by the Brothers

Schlagintweit has recently been given to the public. The text

is devoted to the Hypsometry of the regions visited. It con-

tains in all the heights of 3,495 points, of which 1,615 belong to

India, and 1,880 to High Asia, the area over which they are

distributed extending from the southern part of Ceylon to the

environs of Kashgar in Turkistan (from 6° to 39° N. lat.) and

from the Eastern boundaries of Assam to Sindh (from 97" ^
70^° long. E. Gr.). The authors state that of the 3,495 points

above mentioned there are 1113 for which they had no other
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etermination than their own ; of these new data 378 belong to

iiilia and 735 to High Asia. Besides these they had occasion

) add 144 points, some of which were determined anew and
others were points for which differential valnes only had been

lerlj given and which were now connected with the level of

;ea. It is said to have been a matter of serious consideration

to arrange so large a number of heights,—and the plan

finally adopted does not seem to us free from weighty objections.

India and High Asia are divided into Areas, upon principles

which the authors do not mention. Through each of these eleven

areas, a line is drawn connecting some of the principal places, and
the succession of the heights determined to the right and left of

this line, follows its mean direction as indicated by an arrow.

These areas are designated as meridional, longitudinal, diagonal
or transversal according to the relative position of the leading
lines, and are enumerated as follows

:

A. India.

Longitudinal, from east to west : Brahmakiind via Rajmahdl to

the Sanderbans.
II. Hindostdn along the Ganges. Longitudinal, from west to east:

Saharanpur vi& Khdnpur to Rajmahal.
HI. Panjab to Gujrat. Meridional, from north to south: Atak via

MitbdnkOt to Diu.
Iv. Central India. Meridional, from north to south : from the

Ganges via Mgpur and Chdnda to Koringa.
" V. Dekhan and Maissur. Diagonal, from northwest to southeast:

Bombay via Puna and Bellari to Madras.
VI. Karnatik and Nikiris, with an appendix on Ceylon. Longitu-

dinal, from west to east : Madras via Bangalur and Utakamand

to Kalikat.

B. High Asia.

^'eaVn. Himalava of Bhutdn, Sikkim, and Nep41, Longitudinal,

from e'ast to west : Bhutdn via Darjiling to west of Kath-

« XTTx.
™^ndu. ^.vm. Western Himalaya, from K^mdon to Haz4ra. Diagonal, from

southeast to northwest : Almora via Simla and Snnagger

IX. Central chain of Western Tibet. From southeast to northwest

:

„ ^ eastoftheMansar4urIaketoSk&rdo.
X. Principal snow peaks of the western parts of the Karakorum

chain. From east to west : east of the Namur lake to west

of the lake Sirikiil.^ Joi:b.Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. lOO.-JiLr, 1862.
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Area XL Transversal sections across Tibet, partially continued arro^

the Kuenluen. a. Niti—Gdrtok. b. Vangtu—Pangkoni;,
c. Kardong—Karakonini chain, d. Padum—Leh. e. Mul-

be—KiukKiol—Elchi. /. Dras.—Shigar—Yarkand. a-^,

are diagonal lines from southwest to northeast, /, is a merid-

ional line from south to north.

These lines are considered to be situated in the centre of

an area, limited by half their mutual distance.

At the conclusion of the tables of measurements which occupy

the greater portion of the volume, some general remarks are

made in respect to (A.) the different varieties of Elevated Habi-

tation, (B.) the Geographical Configurations, and (C.) Physical

Phenomena.
The volume of plates which accompanies this text contains

several Panoramic Profiles of the snowy "ranges of High Asia,

and six landscapes beautifully printed in oil colors.

Following these Geographical Notices, will be found an extract

from the text presenting in a condensed form the general con-

clusions of the authors on the Indian Himalayan hypsometry,

with comparisons of the Alps and Andes.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT SURVEYS.

For the following information the readers of the Journal are

indebted to Dr. F. V. Hayden.

The following is a brief synopsis of the contents of the several scien-

tific reports, either already prepared or in an advanced state of prepara-

tion, for the U. S. Government

:

(1.) North-Pacijic JSxphring Expedition, uncUr the command of Com-

modore John Rodgers, U. S. N", The war has interfered with tlw

completion of this report, as the Commander of the Expedition, with

several of his officers, are in active service on the Southern coast, and the

appropriations for the department of Natural Science have ceased. The

narrative by Capt. Rodgers has not yet been written. Many charts of

portions of the Chinese and Japanese seas, and also of parts of the N. E-

The following reports on the Natural History are in progress : On the

Zoology, by Dr. Wm. Stirapson, assisted by Dr. A. A. Gould, Mr. John

Cassiu, Dr. Hallowell, Dr. Uhler, Mr. Barnard and Prof Theo. Gill. The

zoological portion will probably comprise about 3 vols. 4to, with an atltf

of plates for each,

A Report on the Botany, by Prof Asa Gray and Charles Wrigl
'

progress.

(2.) San Juan Explcrring Expedition—Col. J. Macomb, U. -

graphical Engineer, commanding. A very beautiful map of tlit^

explored has been constructed, comprising Northern New Muxic.

Southern Utah. The report of Col. Macomb is not yet completed, as he

is at this time in active service with the Army of the Potomac.
Th» Geological Report by Dr. J. S. Newberry is finished. The Carbon-
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(3.) Beport on Wagon-road Routes in Utah Territory, under the com-

nanJ of Capt. James H. Simpson, Topographical Engineer, U. S. A.

rhis report is quite voluminous, 2 vols. 4to, finely illustrated with plates

>f scenery, Indians, <fec., including a narrative, itineraries, tables of tem-

1 weather, vocabularies of the Indian languages, maps and

~apt. Simpson ; a detailed Geological memoir by Mr. H.

Palsentology, by F. B. Meek, with 5 quarto plates of fos-

WheC

charts, by Capt. Simpson; a detailed Geologic

^alsentology, by F. B. Meek, with
,

I Fishes, by Theo. Gill ; Birds and Mammals, by Pro-

fessor S. F. Baird; Botany, by Dr. George Engklmann, of St. Louis.

This report has been completed for over a year, and is now in the hands

of one of the Congressional Committees, awaiting the order of Congress

for its publication.

(4.) Explorations in Nebraska and Dakota, in the years 1 855-56-5 Y,

by Lieut. G. K. Warren, Topographical Engineer, U. S. Army. Two

orts have already been published by the U. S.

er the entire report will be printed will depend

ttie action of Congress. The work will doubtless be resumed again

' the war. The Report in progress consists of the narrative of the

•nr expeditions—three in number,—Astronomical, Barometrical and

-^'logical observations, and maps, profiles, &c., by Lieut Warren

;

1
it on the Geology of the district traversed, by Dr. F. V. Hatden,

I'eted); Paleontology ; report on the Molluscous fossils, 45 quarto

-, ('ver 1,000 figures, between 400 and 500 species new to science,

;
F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden, (completed) ; report on the Fossil

r-'ii^ by Dr. J. S. Newberry, about 25 plates, 4to, and from 60 to 70

species new to science; Report on the Fossil Vertebrata, by Prof. Joseph
Leidy, 10 plates, 4to, (prepared) ; Reports on the Zoology and Botany,

% various authors.

(5.) Report of the North- West Boundary Survey—AncniBKLD Camp-
'^'.

^*q., Commissioner. The field work of the survey of the JNoith-

-' !5oundary has been completed, furnishing data for a topographical

embracing the country from the Pacific Coast to
f^^^^f^'^^^f

ky Mountains, extending to the north and south ot the 4ytli

-1. north latitude. Astronomical observations locate the Boundary
•^^ 'ill the important points, and the surveys and actual measurements

f>nnecting these points, extending over 9° of longitude, embrace the

wpograpby on and near the line, while the reconnaisances extend to the

»<^rth and south, thus affording data for the maps that are now m
Tfogress to illustrate the report. The report will consist of magnetic

^•-ions for declination, also observations for dip and horizontal

'y, made at nearly all the astronomical stations ;
and, fi»i|Jiy a

^;<^ survey, extending from the line near the summit of the Rocky

•iins alouo- the usual route of travel, in a southwest direction, to

,. --Walla, cTossin<r several lines of equal degrees of magnetic declina-

^''" and dip, over a d'istance of four or five hundred miles.

^eterological observations have also been made at all the camps
;
x

<=ontjnuous record kept at the principal depots, as at Simiahnoo, for three
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years and at Colville depot during eighteen months, furnishing corres-

ponding observations for the barometrical readings taken by the diflferent

parlies' along the line and other routes of travel, thus affording the

material not only for a report on the Meteorology of the country, but also

for barometrical profiles of the different routes/ The work will also be

illustrated by a number of views, showing the physical character of the

country.

During the progress of the work the eclipse of the sun of July 13th.

1860, occurred, and every exertion was made to secure observations as

complete as possible, with a view not only to the difference of loiigitiule

along the line, but also to their value as a contribution to science. As tue

eclipse occurred early in the working season, and the parties were at that

time in the most rugged portion of the country, it was with great diffi-

culty that they could reach suitable points on the boundary in time.

However, the two astronomical parties were able to get in position, but

on account of an unavoidable accident to some of the delicate instruments,

only one of the parties succeeded in obtaining observations, and these

were made at Camp Mooyie in approximate Ion. 116° 10'^ west <»

In the department of natural history reports have been finished, or are

in progress, of the following gentlemen :

Botany, by Dr. John ToRuy ; Fossil Plants, with plates of new species,

by Dr. J. S. Newberry ; Marine Invertebrata, excepting Mollusca, by 1>.

Wm. Stimpson, with plates; Recent Shells, with plates, by Philip V.

Carpenter ; Fossil Invertebrata, with plates, by F. B. Meek ;
Fossil In-

fusoria, Mr. Arthur M. Edwards ; Fishes, with the exception of tie

Salmonidoe, Theodore Gill, with plates; Monograph of the Salnionula;,

Dr. George Sucklet, with plates of new and unfigured species ;
Birds,

by Dr. George Suckley and Elliot Cowes, with special monographs of

the Grouse family, by Dr. S., and of the Gulls, Divei-s and Grelles,by Mr.

C, illustrated with plates showing the specific differences of these compj'*

cated families ; Report oa Mammals, by Dr. Sucklet, with monograplis

of some of the smaller animals, by Prof. S. F. Baird ;
Coleo-^

insects, by Dr. J. L. Lecoste, and non-Coleopterous, by Mr.

Uhler; several reports on the Geology of the country expl::

George Gibus.

(6.) Explorations of the Upper Missouri and Yellow Stone, du:

years 1859-60, under the command of Capt. Wm. F. Raynoli ~

graphical Engineer, U. S. A. The progress of this report has 1

pended for a time, the commanding officer being on duty. :.-

graphical Engineer of Gen. Rosencrantz's staff. A map of tli

fcxpiorodhas been prepared, and the Astronomical, Barometrical

teorological observations, with profiles, &c., are completed. Tlie i

reports are nearly ready : Reports on the Geolo2fy of the district t
-

by F. V. IIayden; Palaeontology, by Prof. Leidy, Dr. Newbe.
Messrs. Meek and Hayden ; Zoology, Mammals, by F. V. li .

Birds, bv Elliot Cowes; Fishes, bv Theo. Gill; Botanv, by i--

EsGELMEN-. Dewtey. Scllivant and fcckerman ; also a Report on th«

Ethnographv and PLilolor^v of the Indian tribes of the Missouri Valley,

by F. V. HIydex, (finished).
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[It is now probable tbat the Government will be soon able to resut

these and other important scientific labors, as soon as the discharge

the officers before engaged on them from active military service sh

render it possible to go''forward again with peaceful labors. It is a c

curastance of happy augury for science that during the progress of t

present war, the Government has found on numerous occasions t

value of its labors in science, equally in the data before recorded and

the personal services of those whose experience in the various depa

ments of scientific training in the Government service has enabled th(

to serve their country with an intelligible efficiency not otherwise atta

able. Hereafter we have a right to expect less unwillingness on the pi

of Congress to the measures involving expenditures for scientific purpos

If it were needful it would not be difficult to unite the plea of science

public consideration as demonstrated by the campaign experiences of t

last fifteen months.]

Art. XIL—IL andJR. de ScJdavginiweit on iJie Geographical Con-

figuralions of India and High Asia.*

Plateaux, in consequence of their being more or less inter-

sected by deep and broad valleys, or from being covered with
"dges, are so variable in their form, that the use of the name, in

niany instances, appears to be somewhat arbitrary. We prefer

not to extend the meaning of the name too far, and in so domg
Qiverge from the practice of earlier travelers, who commonly
applied the term to every mountainous region of great general

e'-^vrtions-as the natives of the Himalaya have a tendency to

'•"-'"'''^pectiveof its form.
' '^"i there are many plateaux, which, for the most part,

^ Dukhan, Maiss^r, and Malva ; they are well defined,

'

'^v elevation, and very limited in extent as compared

-ose of the Andes or Turkistan. Among the most im-

". ^n are Mahabak'shvar (4,500 ft.), Amarkantak (3,590), and

^^^aikonda (3,070 ft). ,. .

,ln the Himalaya which is composed in almost every direction
"

'
^r:y and irregular ridges, and intersected by numerous valleys

'-nMderabfe width, no plateau of any extenthas been discov-

^ ^et, nor is it at all probable, that one exists

' n Tibet was for a long time supposed to be little else than

^y of plateaux—an erroneous impression emanating from

^t observers, though Humboldt, with his usual sagacity,
'^^'-^ early pointed out the error of this belief. Plateaux certainly

* Extracted from the Results of a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia by
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do occur in Tibet ; thej are, however, much less i

considerably smaller than we had been led to expect.

Tibet may be best described, in short, as a longitudinal vallej

included between the Himalaya and Karakoriim, and covered

with many lateral ridges.

In its eastern part it is drained by the Dihong, an affluent of the

Brahmaputra. The heighth of its capital, Lhassa, may be esti-

mated at 10,000 ft.

Its central x>art is formed by the gradual rising of the ground

in the environs of the lakes Mansaraur and Rakus Tal, the aver-

age height being 15,400 ft.

The western part is drained by the Indus and Satlej rivers, with

their affluents ; it comprises Gnari Khorsum, Ladak and Balti.

The principal towns of these provinces are : Gartok (15,090 ft),

Leh (11,527 ft.), and Skardo (7,255 ft.).

The unusual height of some of the valleys of Western Tibet,

as compared with those in other parts of the globe, may not

improbably have a considerable share in the erroneous belief

deduced from early reports as to this country being almost ex-

clusively a plateau.

Instances of two river-systems belonging to one general lon-

gitudinal depression are not unfrequent on a minor scale, though

Tibet must be considered perhaps as the largest form of tins

kind. In the Alps, the Upper Engadin with the Val Bergel'.,

and the valley of the Yorder-Rhine with that of the Eh6ne,"caa

be mentioned as somewhat analagous.

Between the Karakorum and the Kuenlum, especially near the

western crest of the former, several well defined plateaux of

extraordinary height occur. Some of the highest are called

:

Dapsang (17,500 ft.), Biillu (16,883 fl.), Aksae Chin (16,620 ft.).

Vohab (16,419 ft.). In Balti, the plateau Deosai is 14,2

e highest, at L .

• globe, which generally lie a

Their average heights diii<?r

. mentioned above.

There is also a large plateau surrounding the elevated lake

Titicaca (12,843 fl.).

In the Alps, plateaux occur onlv at their base; the Swiss

plateau having a mean height of 1,460 ft., the Suevo-Bavaruin

plateaux of 1,420 fl.* It is here that the principal Alpine lakes

are situated. In the Himalaya there are no such picture.-q'^*

plains adorning the foot of the mountains. The watershed 'oi-

tween the In-.L;^ " "

~
'- altogether upon a lower level

and no conn- .ilaya exists, similar to that

between the S Alps.

* Hermann a . gr. d. Alpen," Vol. ii. p. 617.
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•5 are comparatively rare in India, but large " Jhlls" are

- I'.ially to be seen, especially in the river systems of the

-<s and Brahmaputra. For the most part they are not very
deep; their surface is very variable, and many of them are en-

tirely dry during the hot season, lanks are frequently met
with ; their numbers throughout the country testify the import-

ance attached to them by the natives. Some of the tanks in

Maissur and the Karnatik are of surprising dimensions.

In the Himalaya also, there are but very few lakes, That of

Nainitil, in Kamaon (6,520 ft.), the Yiillar lake, in Kashmir
(5,126 ft.), and the Chindr lake, near Srinagger, at about the

same height, suffice to exhaust the category of those deserving

mention.

Okcier fe^es—accumulations of water formed by one glacier

obstructing the outlet of a higher one—are of much more fre-
'""

' At times, the wall of ice breaks away before

inundated, and the torrent rushes <

rupted violence for miles, exercising a marked influence even
Qown to the lower parts of the rivers.* Two of the most elevated

placier lakes are the Deo Tal, in Garhval (17,7J:5 ft.), and the

^'arntso. or Yunam, in Lahol (15,570 ft.).

Tibet and Turkistdn possess many lakes, all of whicli

ituated in great heights ; they are however, gradually dry-

^P, as becomes apparent by the unmistakable marks of larger

i remaining from former times. They contain a greater
b by the unmistakable marks of larger

'>^'s remaining trom lormer times. They contain a greatp"

l^.intity of salt than lakes in general, and most of them to a

^'^•^'Oiint which renders them more or less brackish. The w-*'

f'fome, however, is still drinkable ; among these we part

•:• mention the Hanle and the Upper Tsomognalari lakes.

' !iin 16,620 ft.

^-'ar 15,693 "

'^'^'TKh^uriTalua 15,684 «

-^r:^ fo 15,517"
w*^"^ Kiol 15,460"
«?nsar4ur,orTsoMapan 15,250"
lf«usTal,orTsoUnag 15,250"
^^"-^"H ^5 130"

Nima Kar 15,100 ft.

Hanle 14,600-

Tso Gam 14,580 "

Tso Rul IMOO "

TsoMitMl 14,167 "

Upper Tsomognalari.. 14,050 "

Lower Tsomognalari,. 14,010"

.J^ rndia, the highest pass is the Sigur, in the Nilgiris (7,204 ft.).

,^ 'i^Hangbodde pass, in Cevlon (6,589 ft.), is little inferior m
"^'gbt. Of the numerous passes (Ghats) occurring in the West-

fet?*"""^ inViul^^See"" Vigne-'s Kashmir," vol. ii, p. 362, "Cunningham's^^ pp. 99, et seq., and " Capt Montgomerie'a Memorandum."
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ern Ghats, the Bapdeo and the Katriij both exceeded 3,000 ft.,

the former being 3,499 ft., the latter 3,019 ft.

For High Asia, the mean of a sufficient number of such passes

which lead over the three principal crests is particularly to be

taken into consideration, it being approximatively proportional

to the mean height of these crests. The passes situate in the

lateral ramifications of the principal crests—though they are

numerous—cannot be included in these general means, being

geographically of subordinate importance *

The mean heightf of passes is as follows, the value being based

on the heights contained in the table at p. 106.

a. For the Himalaya 17,800 ft.

From Sikkim to Kishtv4; Bhutdn and Kashmir being excluded; tbe

former for want of materials, and Kashmir on account of the Himalaya

there losing the character of one well defined and predominant chain.

h. For the Karakorum 18,700 ft.

We have data only from Long. E. Gr. 7G° to 79^°, the heights in the

eastern continuation being quite unknown.

c. For the Kuenluen 17,000 ft.

Ilere we know the height of two passes only. As they are ^itinft^''.

however, in parts not diftering, in any important particular, from tli<^ Z "'

eral character of this chain, they may be looked upon as repre^-eiun*'-'

of the others.

From these numbers it appears, that the Karakonim In-

far the greatest mean height of passes ; but the one pa<-^ ^

we must still consider the highest is situated in the Hi

This is the Ibi Gamin pass (20,459 ft.), leading from (i.V ^

Gnari Khorsum, which we crossed August 22, 185-").

known to the natives of Mana and Badrinath, some of a\ i

about 36 years ago, once ventured to cross it with their !..>

sheep. The Mana pass at that time was infested by robbery r.J

the difficulties encountered, as also the loss of sheep and n-^-"

chandize experienced on this occasion, were so considerable r.;

to induce the natives to give up all idea of using the route as a

Some comparisons with other and more familiar instanav o:

elevation will tend to furnish a more adequate idea of the ey

traordinary height of this pass. The one coming nearest toio^

Gamin in height, the Mustagh pass in Bdlti, is 1,440 ft. lowe^-

We may remark incidentally, that the Ibi Gamin pass is only

1,800 ft. below the highest point attained by us on the peak oi

the same name. This pass exceeds tbe highest in the Andes bj

* We have had occasion to cross one pass of above 20,000 ft., one abi.ve 19,000 fU

BIX between 19,000 and 18,000 ft., nine between 18.000 and 17,000 ft , Ac.

f The precise figures are: Himdlaya 17,789 ft., Karakorum 18,721 ft. and R««"

lueii 16,999 ft.
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\i., Mont Blanc by 4,676 ft., and the highest pass in the
:.v 8,580 ft.

..J Mustdgh pass (19,019 ft.) and the Ibi Gamin pass (20,459 ft.)

are, however, the only two as yet known above 19,000 ft.

The third in height is the Changch^nmo, (18,800 ft.), in the
Karakonim chain, but none of these, it should be borne in mind,
are generally used, or crossed as commercial roads ; they are
evidently too high and too difficult of access. The highest pass
as yet known to be regularly crossed with horses and sheep, for
the purposes of commerce, is the Harang pass, in Spfti (18,500 ft.)

;

and between this height and 18,000 ft. are situated several of the
most important and frequented passes, as the Mana (18,406 ft.),

Karakorum (18,845 ft.), and the Kiobrang (18,318 ft.).

one of these, or other high passes, however does anything
all approaching to the European idea of a road, Though

V the glacier region a kind of foot-path is certainly discern-
^^^ic—very often a row of small stripes running parallel to each
oiher—yet as soon as a glacier is ascended, or one of its ancient
or present moraines, all such traces at once disappear. The
general direction to be taken is indicated by stones, not unlike
glacier tables, which the natives place along the line of route as
^ay-marks

; though in many parts, as on the Turkistani road,
^^rtli of Ladak, the uncertainty about the path to be followed is

oiten removed by the appearance of the numerous skeletons of
leasts of burden which distinguish the tracks of former caravans.
The Himalayan passes above 16,000 ft. are invariably closed

»v snow during the winter months between November* and
May

; even in the beginning of June, it is extremely difficult to
"OSS a pass above 17,000 ft.

/'' tne Karakorum, the snow line is so elevated, and the ab-

'luantity of snow falling so small, even in winter, that

^^es are never entirely closed. The Karakorum can thus
^ be crossed even with horses, and the caravan road from

^ to Turkistan accordingly remains passable throughout the

' -*' though during the cold season, in order to avoid the Sassar
pass, one of the most difficult parts of this route even in summer
^the merchants prefer going up to the Karakorum along the
'='%6k river.

& ^ ^

_,
^n the Kuenliien, all passes above 15,000 ft. are, as we heard,

- Ill winter by the heavy snow-fall.
e Andes, the general mean elevation of the passes is, ac-

g toBerghaus:t

^^^Deceraber, 1845, when the ChiDCse fought a battle near Tirthapuri, in Gnari

St JIu" ^" ^^'^ unopposed Sight, or>e half of the men were killed by frost, and

185^ "ggg* remainder lost their fingers and toes. See " Cauuingham's Ladak,''

t^«»gliaus: "Zeitschrift fur Erdbunde," vol. ix, pp. 322^6.
^OCR. Sci.—Second Series, Vot. XXXIV* No. 100.—Jni', 1863.
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The highest passes are : Alto de Toledo (15,590 ft.),- ^t
uniilas (15,590 ft.), and Assuay (15,526 ft.).t

In the Alps, we adopted as the mean for the passes 7,550 ft.

As the highest pass, at least informer times, not unfrequently

used for commercial purposes, we may refer to the St. Theodule

pass (11,001 ft.).1: There are, however, besides indaUaiioM

{Scharten) practicable for travellers, which are considerably high-

er,—exceeding 12,000 ft. Among others is the Old Weissthor,

which we found to be 11,871 ft. ;:}: another pass, the passage to

Saas, recently called the New Weissthor, is marked on our map

of Monte Eosa with the height of 12,136 ft. The height of the

Col da Geant in the Mont Blanc group is 11,197 ft.:{:

TABLE OF THE PEIIfCIPAL PASSES.

A. In India.

. 7,2041 Rangbodde..
. 2,4011 Kistnagh^rri.,

B. In the crest of the Himalaya.

From Sikkim to Kishtyaar.

20,459 tJmasi 18,123 Kiungar

18',529 Mayang
Pulin

7,627 :

Z. In the crest of the Karakorum.

From long. E. Gr. 76'' to 79° 30'.

In the crest of the Kuenluen.

From long. E. Gr. 78° to 80°
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E. In the Andes.

de Toledo. . . 15,590| Langunillas 15,590| Assuay 15,526

F. In the Alps.

Theodule 11,001 1 New Weissthor. . . 12,136] Old Weissthor. . . . 11,871

In India, the highest peak, Dodabdtta (8,640 ft.),t is situated

in the Nilgiris, in Southern India.

Of the peaks in the central parts of Ceylon, the P^duru talla

galle reaches about the. same height, rising up to 8,305 ft. ; the

well_ known Samanala, or Sripada (Adam's Peak), attaining

In the mountain chains of Central India, in the Tmdhya and
i/rau/.Y ranges, the peaks are considerably lower (Abu, 3,850 ft.,

Rajniirgarh, 3,753 ft.).

The Kalsubai, the highest peak of the Dekhan, attains only-

Mi ft.

High Asia. In the beginning of this century the Andes were
supposed to contain the highest peaks on our globe, and Chim-
borazo to rise supreme above the rest. Though, as early as 1816,
this was proved by Captain Webb's measurements, to be incor-

rect, yet some time elapsed before the superiority of the Hima-
laya above the Andes was generally admitted. At present (Nov.
1861) the number of peaks on the ranges of High Asia that are

known to exceed the highest summit of the Andes, is remark-
ably great, amounting to forty-five.

.
In the Himalaya,^ Gaurisankar, or Mount Everest (29,002 ft.),

ja.the highest peak in the world yet discovered; it is 6,000 ft.

tigher than the dominating peak of the Andes, and 13,220 ft.

above the most elevated parts of the Alps.
In the Karakoriim, peaks have lately been discovered which

»e scarcely inferior in height to the loftiest in the Himalaya,
though only its western part has as yet been explored. With
regard to the heights of its eastern continuation, there is not
enough known to allow even of an estimate being made.
The highest peaks of the Karakorum are theDapsang (28 278

^UheDiamer (26,629 ft.) and the Masheribriim (25,626 ft.).

With reference to the Kuenlilen, we can only mention the peaks
^'lat we saw between the Yurungkash pass and the western ter-

•^^n of this chain ; our idea about the general height is the

'lited, as we have not even itinerary reports of former

"s to assist us. None of the peaks seen there by ourselves

^ ^2,000 ft.

enl5^ ''^'"^ exclude, as not properly belonging to the regions to be compared, the
^mmt, northeast of Assam with the Gri peak (15,300 ft.), and the Soliman range

f!.*f
t of the Indus, of Which the highest peak, the Sufed Koh mes to 1 4.8.S9 ft.

viiti™^^l>standing their great elevation, none of the peaks of the Himalaya are

* »om the sea, in conseouence of their continental position.
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^^. volume contains the geographical co-ordinates (latitude,

longitude, and height) of 132 peaks belonging to these three

mountain ranges, which exceed 20,000 ft. in height, while one of

them actualWaches 29,000 ft. (Gaurisankar, or Mount Everest),

and two range between 29,000 and 28,000 ft. (Dapsang and Kan-

chinjinga).

The relative numbers of the others are

:

^*'°'"'%^'""^^"'
28X>'oo'ft. 27,000 ft.

I

'''"74"
24,000 ft. 23,000 ft.

6 27,000" 26,000" 26 23,000
|_'

22,000^

In the Andes, important alterations have recently been made

with reference to the succession of peaks when arranged according

to height, and even now the same amount of accuracy canno

be ascribed to the hypsometrical determination of its principal

peaks* as to the trigonometrical operations in the Himalaya.

The highest peak in the Andes is the Aconcagua (23,004 11),

and there are as many as five peaks higher than the Chimborazo

(21,422 ft.).

In the Alps, Mont Blanc (15,784 ft.) and Monte Eosa

ft.) are well known to be the highest peaks. In the t

comparison, we have added a list of peaks above 14,000 tt.,

have given the highest summit only in every group, m order

to extend the space unnecessarily.

TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL PEAKS.

A. In India.

a (15,223

tables of

Kundamoya.
Tamberbetta.
Kokalbetta...

Kirigalpott

Totapella

Samandla, or

Adam's Peak.

Namuna Kuli

lagdlle.. l^f^

:S

4 4691 Kalsubai 5,4101 Putta .

.

S.'sSOlDhorup 4,745 Ikbara .

3 753 Vardda 4,655 Aimda..

. 3",354! Torna 4,6191 Mandyi

B. In ike Himalaya.

5

Jibjibia.

.

heighta
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The seeds of the Menispermum Cocculus, known in commerce
by the name of Cocculus Indicus, or popularly as " Fish berries,"

pontaiQ several active organic bodies. One of these, picrotoxine,
18 eminently poisonous and, it has been asserted, possesses in
small doses a distinctly intoxicating quality. From this cause,
and because the addition of the berries to the fermenting mash
enables the brewer to dispense with a large amount of the malt
which he would otherwise use, they have been largely employed
wr the adulteration of ale and beer, so much so in fact that it was
Jeemed nece^ary in England to pass a law prohibiting its use
ior this purpose. While the composition and properties of picro-

toxine have been long known, no process has been hitherto dis-

^vered by which it may be detected with certainty and confi-

dence, the only method now employed being the recognition of

^^^ystals under the microscope.
.

VV hen picrotoxine obtained by any of the methods usually
?jven for its preparation is examined, it will be found to possess
t^e appearance and many of the properties of the alkaloids with
^*iich it has been classed, but it differs from them in the essential

particular of not combining with acids, but on the contrary, it

raanifests a decided affinity for bases and behaves in many
respects like a weak acid. Again it differs from them in the fact
that if a salt of an alkaloid is decomposed with potassa we can

J L?'\'^«%lits are taken from p. 511 of " Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers," edited by

l"^' ^^°^' 1859 ; tbe othere, for which no modification is known to ua emce
"^ are from our " Phya. Geographic der Alpen."
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remove the organic base by ether from an aqueous solution, while

the same course pursued with picrotoxine would fail to remove

any of it from the water, it being positively necessary that the

solution should be neutral or acid to enable the ether to dis-

Picrotoxine is soluble in one hundred and fifty parts of cold

water, but if a small quantity of caustic alkali is present it will

readily dissolve in six or eight times its volume. When this

solution is gently heated it becomes yellow and on platinum foil

at a temperature far below ignition assumes a brick-red color

which is distinctive and quite unlike the shade produced by sugar

under similar circumstances. Picrotoxine like sugar and many

indifferent organic bodies, possesses the property of reducing

certain metallic oxyds. "It changes bichromate of potass to a

fine green color." (Gmelin.) "An alkaline solution of picrotox-

ine reduces sulphate of copper to the suboxyd. (Otto.) This

property however is common to too many other substances to be

at all distinctive. A far more reliable test is found in oxydation.

If dry picrotoxine and nitrate of potassa are rubbed together

in a watch-glass and a drop of sulphuric acid is added, no pe^

ceptible change occurs, but if a strong solution of caustic soda

or potassa is poured upon this a bright reddish-yellow color is

communicated to the mixture which partially dissolves and causes

the whole liquid to assume the same tint. In this way very

minute traces of picrotoxine may be discovered, so small a quan-

tity as j^Vo of a gramme, if pure, being detected with the great-

est ease. When as small a quantity as this is used we see the

color most distinctly by gently breaking the solid cake of sul-

phate of potassa which lies on the bottom of the dish
;

portions

of the precipitate will then appear of a crimson or purple hue.

In applying this test it is best to add about thr^ or four :

the quantity of nitrate of potash that we have of substaiK

.

examined and to use no more sulphuric acid than is ne

to moisten the mass. The solution of potassa or soda sbu ^

made very strong and enough added to ensure considerable ^-^

linity in the mixture after the neutralization of the sulphuric

acid.

Other powerful oxydizing agents will produce the same resrn*

but not with equal facility ; chlorine passed over the moistened

crystals, slowly dissolves them, and if we pour the aiK

solution upon them we obtain the same color, or we ma}-

tute chlorate of potassa for the nitrate, the objection to
"

of this however will be found in its tendency to explou-

coming in contact with the acid.

This color, however produced, is not permanent but will slowly

disappear with a rapidity proportioned to the amount of substance

taken, but it will always appear with great distinctness whe^^

first adding the alkaline solution if any picrotoxine is present.
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1

It is extremely probable that this color is produced from a
trace of some nitrogenous body which pertinaciously adheres to
the picrotoxine, as, on analysis, traces of nitrogen can be de-
tected; but this body powerfally resists all attempts at separa-
tion, for when repeatedly crystallized the picrotoxine still retains

a minute portion of it. It can be obtained perfectly free from
nitrogen only by dissolving it in potassa and precipitating it by
acids. When thus prepared its properties are the same as before
with the exception of the purple color produced by oxydation
and subsequent treatment with alkalies.

There is no substance at present known to the writer which,
gives this shade of color under these circumstances. There are two
however which communicate a brownish-yellow to the fluid, and
would, if present as an impurity, interfere with the distinctness
of the reaction, these are sugar and strychnia ; from the first we
need suffer no inconvenience as it is perfectly separated in the or-
dinary method used for isolating the alkaloids ; from the latter,

remainmg as a salt dissolved in the water and the ether (

j,Qg all, or nearly all, of the picrotoxine. To prove this the
loUowmg experiment was tried. A quart of ordinary ale was
divided into equal portions ; into one '045 gram, of picrotoxine
aid a little strychnia were introduced, the other was unadultera-
ted

; both were acidulated with hydrochloric acid, and agitated
^vith ether ; tlie ethereal solutions on evaporation yielded, in the
Qrat case, small microscopic crystals of picrotoxine mixed with a
httle extractive matter perfectly free from strychnine; the other
yielded extractive matter alone. The test of sulphuric acid and
titrate of potash was then applied ; the brownish-red color was
produced in the first case, in the second there was no change.
-^0 ascertain the readiness with which minute quantities of picro-
^;xiDe can be detected /^ of a gramme of it was dissolved in a
Nit of ale; this was acidulated and treated as above; the ethe-
real extract furnished ample proof of the poison when tested.

nn
^'I'^^^er experiment the stomach of a cat which had been

poisoned was emptied of its contents so that only the picrotoxine
aosorbed by the coats of the stomach might be extracted. It
as treated with alcohol and the solution evaporated to dryness,

^cidu ated water being poured on the residue, the .picrotoxine

^^ahttle organic matter were dissolved; being now treated
^th ether and the solution evaporated, small crystals of picro-

J^^ine were obtained, which, when tested, produced the charac-

tr" t S
^^^ *^^^°^" ^ portion of animal matter free from poison

J
*^ in the same way gave no discoloration,

acid If^°^^^ing a liquid for picrotoxine it should first be rendered
^'^en shaken with ether; the residue left on evaporation of
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the ether examined with tbe microscope for small prismatic crys-

tals; if a few drops of sulphuiic acid diluted with its volume of

water are added in the cold and there are alkaloids present, they

will dissolve, only so much picrotoxine passing into solution as

is due to the water present, about one part for one hundred and

fifty of water. A few drops of an alkaline
_
fluid will dissolve

the crvstals and on applying heat the fluid will become first yel-

low and when more strongly heated will become brick-red, A

small portion ground in a watch-glass with nitrate of potassa and

sulphuric acid gives a solution which when rendered alkaline by

potash or soda becomes a bright-red.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, March 26th, 1862.

Aet. XIV.

—

Smne contrihutioyis to a knowledge of the constitution of

the Copper Range of Lake Superior; by C. P. WILLIAMS, A.M.

and J. F. Blandy, M. and C.E.

The enterprise and vigor with which the exploitations of tlie

Portage Lake District of the Copper region of Lake Superior

have been carried on within the last few years, have developed

many facts of great interest and importance in the constitution

and structure of the Trap range of that place, beyond what have

been made public through the medium of the excellent worK,

''The Metallic Wealth of the U. S./' by J. D. Whitney, Esq.,
|

and the reports of the geologists having in charge the examina- .

tions of the Lake Superior mineral districts. I

The Trap range at Portage Lake has a width, as far as known,
[

of about three miles, and is made up of a series of compact, gran-
|

ular, amygdaloidal traps, with occasional intercalations of sand-

stones and conglomerates, the whole having a strike of N. 32 ^

and S. 32° W., with a dip of from 16° to 75° N.W.—the highest

angle of dip being near the southeastern boundary of the rauge.

while towards the northwestern limit, the rocks become more

and more horizontal, until, finally, the sandstone which succeea^

it becomes absolutely so.

Coincident, both in course and dip, with the rocks of the range

are the so-called lodes of the district, which present no tcai;:^'-

of fissure veins, but are simply beds of highly amygdaloid;^-

carrying throughout their whole width—from 6 to 40 feet

masses and grains of native copper, with a small amount

tive silver, the cavities of the rock being large and fillea

calcareous spar, quartz, chlorite, and several minerals of li^c —
lite family. t

Several of the intercalated beds of sandstone and conglomerate i

also contain minute particles of copper, but none of these as ye
|
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opened have shown an amount of this metal sufficient to war-
rant exploitation. However, on account of the very great ex-
tent linearly to -which these beds are developed over the coun-

istence in thickness, and their well marked and
cters, they become a valuable guide in explora-

tions, and a convenient reference in the location of the various

metalliferous deposits.

On a closer examination of the trappean range at Portage
Lake it would appear to be divisible into certain zones, the rocks
of which are bounded by the conglomerate and sandstone belts,

and present features which characterize and separate them from
the members of the other series. More especially is this observ-
able in the copper-bearing amygdaloidal beds. The cupreous
deposits of the several series differ so greatly in mineralogical

composition that no diflQculty exists in referring the materials
from any one of them to its source, they being almost as well

characterized as the vein-matter of the different districts of this

mining region.

A complete section of the range at this point has not yet been
obtained, as the explorations have not been extended to the ex-
treme east and west boundaries of the trappean rocks. For a
^'dth of about two miles all the belts have been exposed, and
^he examinations have developed four distinct zones of rocks,

jwch we shall name from the main metalliferous deposit m each.

passing from the east to the west these are : the Isle Eoyale,
i'ewabic, Hancock and the South Side series, or, as they are
locally styled, formations.

isfe Hoyale Zone.—The rocks we shall include in this zone cover
a width of about one and one half miles, and are limited on each
Side by belts of conglomerate. Within this distance, fourteen

'topper-bearing deposits have been opened at various times, all

?..OA-,ng analogous features, though but two have as yet been
'J'^tematically laid open to any great extent. They all have a
]erv large amount of epidote, massive as well as crystalline, en-
^'j;ng mto their composition, and a comparative paucity of crys-

!^"^sa carbonate of lime. The other minerals in the eonstitu-
jon of the so-called lodes of this series, and usually denommated
'^e vein-stones, are more crystalline in structure than the same
^Peciea found in the other zones, but the abundance of the epi-

IC
^^- ^*^^t3'"s, and the almost total absence of this mineral m

^neighboring zones, must be regarded as the mam distinction.

^^nother point of importance in its economical bearings, is the
^'^aracter of the copper produced from the mines in this zone, the

th,??,^^^°°
^^ ^^e heavier description of copper being greater in

''i^ than in the other series.

^ Jock. Sci._Secosd Series, Vol. XXXIY. No. IOO.-Jllt, IS6?,
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Thus the Isle Eojale lode yields in the following proportion:

of mass and barrel (heavy) copper 60 per cent, stamp (tine) cop-

per 40 per cent, whilst the great metalliferous deposit of tbe

second series produces of mass and barrel copper 43 per cent, and

of stamp copper 56 per cent. This comparison has been found

to hold good through a series of years. All the intercalations of

conglomerate opened in this zone, from its western to its eastern

boundary, are cupriferous, and most of them have overlying

them contact deposits of good width in which this metal has been

concentrated, while not one bed of the sedimentary rocks found

west of the conglomerate forming the western boundary of the

Near the eastern limit of this zone several of the lodes have

been found to contain a small amount of the sulphuretted ores,

and a large amount of quartzose vein matter with arsenids of

copper (whitneyite and domeykite) has been found in angular

fragments on the surface in the same vicinity, pointing to the

proximity of veins of an age and composition different to any-

thing yet opened in the Portage Lake District, and most proba-

ble synchronous in formation and repletion with the veins mined

in the Southern or Bohemian range of Point Keweenaw,
Fewabic Zone.—Besting on the rocks of the first named series.

but separated from them by a copper-bearing conglomerate ^vl^l

its accompanying contact vein, and occupying a width of r.e;!";}

1300 feet, occurs the Pewabic zone. In this formation ten ucji

of metal-bearing amygdaloid have been opened, of which three

only have been worked to any extent, and one of these, that

from which the series has been named, has given wonderful re-

sults, having yielded about 600 lbs. of ingot copper to the cubic

fathom. The rocks are characterized by the almost total absence

of epidote, whilst those beds carrying copper have a large amoi!^^-

of calcareous spar and laumontite entering into their conii'C.-Ki'_^-'

No conglomerate intercalations occur in the space occupiov.! t-;-

these rocks, though it is limited on the west by a belt of ;;i:c-'

rock of 40 feet thickness, which, though opened at several j^"-''''-

J of copper. The character of the copper pr-"

dts mined in this series has be^;^

of the rocks of the Isle Uo;-^"

zone. No traces of any sulphuretted or other ores of d^;
.

*

have been found in this series.

Hancock Zo7ie.—The rocks comprised within this zoi:-

width of nearly 600 feet, being included betw-een tin-
"

conglomerate of tlie Pewabic zone, upon which they v -

anc'i— ^- T -^ *^- — - rock of a wadth of about 45 fee:.

TO..',:, f nearly 45°, and are of a much -"^oit-r

or. J noticed to the east of them, chlorite

en: composition, and the entire formation
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is much broken up and fissured by cross-courses at the places

opened.

The metalliferous occurrences yet opened comprise three belts

of amygdaloid trap, containing much chlorite, and about two
per cent, or upwards of 600 lbs. of ingot copper to the cubic
fathom. The conglomerate limiting the series on the west con-

tains no copper.

Soulk Side Zone,—We have given this name to the rocks rest-

ing on the Hancock formation from the fact that their characters

have been almost entirely developed by the explorations on the

lands of the South Side Mining Company. These rocks com-
prise a width of over 2100 feet, and are made up of frequent

alternations of porous and highly amygdaloidal traps, with belts

of sandstone and conglomerates, for a distance of nearly 1000
feet, the balance being almost entirely sandstone and conglomer-
ate, with an occasional intercalation of a porous trap bed. This
zone appears to be almost entirely destitute of metalliferous oc-

currences. Beyond its limits the" few explorations made show
the rocks to be entirely sandstone, with a constantly decreasing
angle of dip, as the igneous rocks are receeded from, till at a
distance of two miles it is found in horizontal layers.

The base of the range, as developed at the southeast limit at

[ortapre Lake, is a fissile chlorite rock, the same as forms the

J^JiS of the Bohemian or Sulphuret Range at Point Keweenaw.
ihis has elevated the bed of trap which rests on it to the north-
^^st, and the sandstone which lays on it to the southeast, to a
considerable angle, amounting, in the case of the trappean rocks,
to '0^ but which we have shown becomes gradually less in the

northwestern development of these rocks. The decrease in the
^^?ie of dip of the sandstone at the southeast is much more
^5"d than that of the trappean rocks and sandstones, and at a
^^i^^ance of three quarters of a mile from this line of elevation
'' ;';;'nd again in a horizontal position.

I
:ic occurrence of this chlorite rock in proximity to those

'"'" of rock which form the base of the Isle Royale series, and
J^-^^-tam sulphids and arsenids of copper, would appear to point

J^

^lie identity of the rocks of this zone with those forming the
^O'Uhorn limit of the greenstone or north range, and the north-
^'''

^^-'undary of the southern or Bohemian range of Keweenaw
'

'
' This view is further strengthened by some examinations

made by Samuel W. Hill, Esq., in that region where that

in found an extensive series of trappean beds, highly

in composition, and carrying native copper, intercalated

'H^r beds containing the ores of that metal. There are
^'y'ibtless many rocks occurrino- in the Bohemian Range, in the
Jicmuy of Lac la Belle, porphyritic in character, which are not
^^^eloped in the Portage Lake District, but this does not affect
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the question of the identity of the rocks of the eastern portion

of the Isle Eoyale series with some of those known to occur in

the Salphuret range, since instances of the thining out of belts

of trap have been observed and well proven by explorations at

Portage Lake, as well as elsewhere. The Isle Eoyale series of

rocks widens out northeasterly from Portage Lake towards Point

Keweenaw. The Pewabic series widens out towards the north-

east, and thins out southwesterly at the rate of over sixty feet

to the mile; and the Hancock zone also becomes wider towards

Point Keweenaw, but the rate of increase is much less than in

the case of the Pewabic rocks—amounting to but about filteea

feet in the mile.

In the Keweenaw Point District it has been shown by recent

researches that the series of rocks in which the Cliff vein has

been found most highly productive, recedes from the greenstone

in its easterly prolongation, other belts of compact and amygda-

loid traps being introduced between the crystalline belt and that

series, the rate of increase being in all probability much greater

than anything noticed above.

Towards the Ontonagon District the trap range again widens

out, and at its southern boundary we find a series of ridges made

up of rocks analogous in structure and identical in mineralogical

composition with the belts found making up the Isle Rovale

zone. The mineral accumulations here are also in the form ot

segregated deposits, called "epidote lodes"—that mineral enter-

ing largely into their composition. The so-called veinstone isot

such appearance as to be readily confounded, even by the expe-

rienced eye, with matter from the Isle Eoyale lode at Portage

Lake.
Traces of the sulphids of copper have been found in this re-

gion also, on the southern limit of the United States location,!^

well as elsewhere. The course of these rocks is through the

Evergreen Bluff, Peninsula, Forest, United States and Ohio Trap

Eock locations.

Thus, from the end of Point Keweenaw to a very considera-

ble distance beyond Portage Lake the rocks which we have cla*-

Bified as belonging to the Isle Eoyale series, appear to exist »

or near the base of the Trap Eange of Lake Superior, but in tb«

western prolongation of the Range, towards the Wisconsin bound-

ary line, another series becomes developed, as is shown by tn-

works at the Korwich mine, but little is known of the relation

or composition of these rocks. However, a bed of fissile coi*-''

rite rock which we have reason to suppose is identical with tfl<^

rock we have described at the base of the range at Portag^^

Lake, has been opened at the southern limit of this series oi

rocks, and is shown at the mouth of the adit of the Windsor
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From the above it is obvious that though many of the belts

of rock of the Range are persistent throughout its whole length,

yet the absolute contact of all the zones we have pointed out

should not be too rigidly expected over the whole distance, since

other belts or series of belts may be introduced between them,

Yehis of the Lake Superior Begion.—Three classes of metallif-

erous occurrences have been shown to exist in the Trap Eange:
Fis.^'jre veins, Segregated and Compact deposits.

Fissure Veins.—Th\s class of veins are almost entirely devel-

oped on Point Keweenaw. In their course they may be traced

across the whole width of the mineral formation, from the Bohe-
mian or South Eange to the north shore of the Point, cutting

the sedimentary beds without a deviation of course, and even
breaking through the pebbles of the conglomerate. They gen-

erally show small displacements of the beds, both horizontally

and vertically, although there are some marked exceptional ex-

amples. The largest 'heave' yet noticed is that at the Humboldt
mine, near Eagle River, where the "Ash bed"* is found on the

east side of the fissure vein, about 350 feet north of its position

on the west side.

The course of these veins varies from N. 16° E. to N. 58° W.,

) of the seventeen principal ones now worked being

They are nearly perpendicular, with a slight under-

Evidences of the existence of a later and distinct line of frac-

ture are to be found, the course of which was E. of N. about 15°,

and which has given rise to some powerful, though not highly

productive veins, which displace considerably the formation as

^'ell as the veins of the first class. At the North American
Biine the Cliff vein is heaved 250 to 300 feet by the Armstrong
vein, which is necessarily posterior in formation. The existence

on Keweenaw Point of still another line of fracture, with a gen-

eral course of N. 65° E. has been contended for by some, but

Jae evidences are more from the topographical features than
from any direct explorations or exploitations. Certain it is, how-
!^ver, that one member of this system has been opened m the

fortage Lake District, but presented no features to warrant any
f^^ther examination, so that nothing is known of its composi-

tion and structure. Still another has been traced for a length of
i200 feet on the Columbian location. In the same district a

^em belonging to the second system was mined for some tinie

on the Quincy property, but did not prove of remarkable rich-

J^ ',^r«^ted deposit situated north of the greenstone axis of Point Keweenaw,

e average (
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In the Ontonagon region but few fissure veins have been

opened, and most of these have a course of from 60° to 70° east

of north, varying about 80° from the bearing of the formation,

with a dip of from 50° to 60° to the north. An exceptional in-

stance is found in the one vein opened on the Douglass Hough-

ton property, which was transverse to the line of bedding of the

trap, and is necessarily of different origin.

On account of the variation of the meridional course, as well

as the direction in comparison with the bearing of the beds of

rock, it is difficult properly to classify the fissure veins of the

different districts. An examination of them in connection with

the topographical features of the country would seem to point to

various causes of occurrence, arising from the method of eleva-

tion of the trappean range. The curvature of the range on Ke-

weenaw Point around the centre of elevation of the South or

Bi^hemian Range, would appear to account for the radial frac-

tures, embracing nearly all the veins of the first class, the co ir^-e

of the veins changing from E. of N. at the east end of the T'

to N. 58° W., at the North American Mine, at the we^t c ^^

the curvature. Variations from the general rule of radia t\^

ture occur, but it is a question whether these cannot be atc\

for by local causes, or whether they are not fractures i

the main veins.

From the North American Mine to a few miles souti

Portage Lake the Range holds a very direct course, sliu

conspicuous elevations, and the topography of the coui.

notes no disturbances in the formation with the exceptioi

deep gorge of Portage Lake. In this section no fissure \

the first class have yet been found.

The fissure veins of the first class in the Ontonagon 1

'

seem to be due to the warped position in which the >

forces have left the strata. The range is broken by m.
gorges, marked by the passage of the rivers. The best >

we have of the warped position is in the division of v
between the Flint Steel, and the Ontonagon Rivers, the ^"i^r,

the rocks at the east end or in the Flint Steel mine being 3o

and gradually rising to about 57° at the National mine near the

west end. The small number of fissure veins which have beea

opened in this district, and the limited extent of the working
upon them will hardly justify any positive assumption with

regard to their origin
; we would however instance the North

vein of the Minnesota mine as being probably an excellent

example, and one which may be found repeated in other section?

of the same district. The course of this vein is 60° E. of N.

cutting the strike of the strata at its intersection with the con-

glomerate bed at a small angle, the angle of intersection being

open towards the east. Direct experiments with plastic sub-
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similar to the (

tares would be formed m exactly the same manner as those ex-

isting at this locality. In the process of elevation it would be

natural to suppose that the greatest amount of lateral motion

would take place along the surfaces of the sedimentary beds, for

the reason of their lesser adhesion, and besides that they present

a comparatively smooth surface, whereas the surfaces of the trap

ough and irregular as shown in the amygaloidul beds,

other sedimentary

beds.

The veins of the second and third class are mostly known in

the Portage Lake District. These may be due to a second ele-

vation of the mineral range, evidences of which, we see in the

|."Mtion of the terrraces on the shores of Portage Lake. These
' north side of the lake are higher above the present sur-

tlie water than on the south side^ besides which, instead

a horizontal, present a very decided ascent towards the

Un the south shore this ascent is very perceptible and also

-Mange in grade, which takes place an the Sheldon location;

• t tiiut point it being steeper towards the east than the descent
^ ;>M-ds the west.

_ The large veins of the tbird class, having a course of 60° to

' ' E. of it—known m the mines as cross courses,—are mos6
''"biibly the effects of the force causing the depression of the

-''-c forming the deep gorge of Portage Lake. This view is

'.'1 supported by the results obtained in exploring at the Daco-

'vaiion on the south side of the Lake for the Pewabic lode,

nings on which have been entirely confined to the north

<)n runnino- its course and making calculations for the

'•'s in level,—on account of the dip of the lode^—bet'veen

' chores the'lode was found to be at a point 1300 feet east

'iitinuation of its direct course as pointed out by the sur-

•^ho distance between the two points bemg about one half

tHi nearly the whole being occupied by the gorge of Port-

-"• ^"o prominent veins of this class have been found in

^^rlct, except on the hill sides bounding the Lake. Vein*
-'^ ^ame class mav yet be discovered at a greater distance

^'"^:ii the lake altbou'^k not necessarily parallel wrth the ones
^ow found.

°

.^'jrejated Fe/ns.—The class of segregated veins has, within
'°e past live or six vears, attracted the most attention from the
^'"i"g companies c>n account of the facilities they offer for eco-

"^"^'cal mining. They are as before stated simply beds of

^^Priferous amygdaloid coincident in strike and dip with the
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literature and science. He was very kindly disposed towards young men,

especially to those physicists and chemists who labored in his own favorite

studies. For such as these he ventured all, and zealously protected them.

It is well known how much abuse this kindness called forth, so that some

physicists and chemists who had a sense of their own dignity, for a Jong

time refrained from publishing, their researches upon rotary polarizatioa

applied to the detection of chemical substances, for fear of being regarded

as devoted to the science only for the purpose of securing the favor and

patronage of a powerful man. Such cases were not, however, very numer-

ous ; far greater was the number of these professions whom Biot patron-

ized and who justly deserved this favor, of whom the illustrious acoii?ti-

cian, Savart, may serve as an example. We have previously noticed (this

-^94) his benevolence to the chemist Laurent.*

^ J St. miaire : The founder of the " SocieU Zoohgi^ue

d'Acclimatation,'' &c.—The eminent Zoologist who has rendered such

great service to science died on the morning of the 10th of November

last. He was the son of Etienne Geoffroy St. Hilaire. Among his ances-

tors were two chemists known in history as the two Geoffreys who made

their mark upon the science of their age. The example and instruc-

tion of his father early inspired Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire with a taste

for the natural sciences, to the study of which he devoted himself with

an ardor which was crowned with precocious success. He was bom m

1805 and in 1826 he presented to the Academy of Sciences a memoir upon

mammifers. He was only twenty-seven when he was elected tothepla(»

vacated by Latrielle as member of the Academy of Sciences of which hi»

father Etienne Geoffroy was president. Some time later he was ap-

pointed Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Science at Bordeaux, after-

wards he became Professor of Zoology at the Museum, Director of tbe

Menagerie which had been established by his father, and at length

Professor of Zoology in the Faculty of Sciences at Paris. Doubtle.-^ W'

was much indebted to the patronage and reputation of his father, vet he

made great and successful efforts to sustain the honor of his name and

to justify his rapid advancement as an instructor in the University. As

a zoologist he devoted himself first of all to extending and deyelopjng

the great ideas put forth by his father. He was also engaged in makmg

practical applications of zoology by multiplying the species of animaB

useful to man for food, clothing, and labor. It was this purpose which

led him to found the '' Societe Zoologique cPAccUmaiation'' which has

already proved so useful and which extends its influence not only "^

France but throughout Europe and even to all parts of the world as n^=

been often mentioned in my former correspondence.

In 1836 he delivered at the Museum, a course of " Lepons de ^er^'_

tologie," which were reported and published in '

1 young man of great promise whom Etiei

The same ^ ' '

"
,
Geoffroy^

had taken into close friendship. The same year he delivered a course of

" Legms de Mammologie'' which were reported by Paul Gervais. il"^

''Lefonsde Zoologie GeneraW'' were published in 1848. He also "9^^

from the learned Secretary of the American Academy of Sciences°at Boston, I'-"'
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lisJied from 1832 to 1836 ''Traite de Teratologie,^^ 3 vols, in 8vo, with

plates—" Essai de Zoologie Generale ou Memoires sur le Zoologie Gen-

erale PAnthropologie et VHistoire de la Science, in 8vo. 1840."—"^/s-
tom Naturelle des Insects et des Mollusques,'' 1841. 2 vols. 12mo, with

figures.—" Vie, Travaux, et Doctrine Scientifique, d'Etienne Geoffroy St.

Hilaire,'' 1847, in 8vo.—" Catalogue Methodique du Museum d'Histoire

Naturelle," 1851, in 8vo.-^'' Domestication et Naturalization des Ani-

maux Utiles," \Sb^.—'' Histoire Naturelle Generale des Regnes Organ-

ique,PrincipalementchezVHomme." 1854-1857. 5vols.in8vo. Besides

these works there are many memoirs scattered through the Comptes

Eendus, the Annales des Sciences Naturelles, the Bulletin de la Societe

Zoologique d'Acclimatation, &c.
From this it is easy to see that Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire deserves

an honorable place in the annals of science, althougli his services are less

appreciated because they have not equalled those of his father. But
from what we have enumerated it is evident that he had sufficient knowl-

edge, enterprise and zeal to make his way for himself. It was obvious

to all who met him that fortune had loaded Isidore Geoffroy with favors

without drying up his sympathies or rendering him egotistical. He sym-

pathized with all sufferers and interested himself especially for those men
of science whom fortune little favored nor did he wait for the rich or

powerful to patronize them before he became interested for them.

,

In 1854 he was president of the Academy of Sciences, before which
time he had no acquaintance with the chemist Laurent whom he knew
only by reputation. It was sufficient for him to learn the precarious

situation of the widow and children of the chemist to induce him to go
at once to Madame Laurent and place at her disposal all the influence of

1"^ name and position as president of the Academy of Sciences. AVe can

«ay of him as we said of Biot, that he was a member of the prmcipal

it^iimed societies of the world.
. ^_, ^ .

^Acclimation.—We cannot better conclude the obituary of Isidore Geof-

% St. Hilaire than by noticing the one great work of his life, the

" Societe Zoologique (TAcclimatation," the success of which is becoming

more and more remarkable, thanks on the one hand to its organization

and on the other to the zeal and the talents of the men who composed it

Md who, like Messrs. Richard (of Cantal)* and Guerin MeneviUe, devoted

themselves to natural history from the love of it, having made great

progress in such studies long before the establishment of the Society ot

Acchraatatioc.

.
^i'^ease of Silkworms.—Coincident with the formation of this Society

appearance of a scourge iich has several

[iifeatened to destroy Xe^oFtLgVeat^^ndustries of France the silk cuU
-""^•, which alone yields 300,000,000 francs per annum. Ihe si k man-

^^a,^tured in France is not a 1 produced in the country. The silkworm

ordinarily produces about 150 000 000 francs of raw silk besides which

^' import about 60,000,000 francs value more. This silk after being

^i-H'Ufactured at Lyons Nismes, St. Etienne, &c., acquires a value of more
'""^-

"10,000,000 of francs. The disease of the silkworm becomes there-

""tse manufacturing centres a perfect scourge; hence from its very

* This Journal, [2], xxviii, p. 431.
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origin the Society of Acclimation has undertaken to examine the cause.of

this disease among the silkworms. In this investigation the Society has

been ably seconded by M. Guerin Meneville who had made these insects*

special study. Not only have they made a thorough study of the Mtiscar-

dine and other diseases of the silkworm, but they sought also to acclimate

other silkworms, particularly the species which feeds upon other leaYW

than those of the mulberry. The following resume of those experimento

we find reported in the Bulletin of the Society, " From these researcha

it appears that the disease of the silkworm is caused principally by a

disease of the mulberry trees, on the leaves of which the silkworm is fed.

This disease can be cured by placing the infected eggs for some time iaa

box containing a little spirits of turpentine. But this treatment does not

prevent the reappearance of the disease upon the worms when they are

fed upon the leaves of diseased mulberry trees,"

In reference to the introduction of new species of silkworms, we haw

mentioned in previous correspondence the Bombyx cynthia, a silkworm

which feeds upon the Ailanthus glandulosa. More than two thousand

amateurs are this year engaged in efforts to rear this worm which feeds

freely upon the Ailanthus trees ; these experiments have not all resulted

satisfactorily, the insect-eating birds have made a war of extermination

upon the Bomhyx cynthia. Nevertheless the degree of success is so great

that, according to M. Guerin, it is now practicable to carry on with some

success experiments on a large scale.

But the principal difficulty connected with this manufacture arises from

the difficulty of separating [reeling] the silk from cocoons of the Bomhp
cynthia. This difficulty has at length been overcome by two different

methods, one of which was discovered by Madame Vernede of Corneillan,

the other by Dr. Forgeraol. «

The culture of the silkworm which feeds upon the Ricinus (Castor Oil

Bean) ought to be abandoned in France on account of the climate. Tin*

industry tiourishes only in warm countries where the Kicinus does not

freeze in winter; after experiments tried upon an extended scale the cul-

ture of this silkworm has proved successful in the Canary Islands,

While experiments are continued upon a mixed breed between the

silkworm of the Ricinus and that which teeds upon the Ailanthus, on tte

other hand, experiments are in progress with the silkworm which feed*

upon the oak, also upon the Bombyx hesperus in an experiment at Cayenne

where Michlez sought to introduce the culture of silk.

This Bombyx does not succeed in France because it hatches at a season

of the year when all vegetation is arrested. The plant upon which tiii^

silkworm feeds in the natural state, bears the name of cafe diable. i»i-

chlez discovered that the Ailanthus suited it still better, and that it devel-

oped itself perfectly upon this tree. In a package of silkworm eggs ^^d

to the Society of Acclimation by the French Consul in Japan, (M. ^

chesne de Bellecourt) Gu6rin Meneville found a new kind of silkvforffl-

• -
' - -

-

,
feeds u-""

The silk which ii

ivhich feed
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Astronomy.—Reconstruction of the Bureau of Longitude.—For a long

time there has existed among astronomers in Paris a strife quite unworthy

of the science, in which personal rivalries are much more prominent than

the progress of astronomy which has gained nothing by the unhappy

scenes of which the Academy of Sciences has been for a long time the

theatre, and which have been of no benefit even to those who have sys-

tematically undertaken to disparage all the scientific labors of the most

able astronomer among them, the Director of the Observatory. The work

of the Bureau of Longitude having suffered very much by these internal

dissensions, this body has been reconstructed, retaining all who have here-

tofore been members, and adding some new names from among the

contestants. The class of assistant members is suppressed and all the

members are made equals. The Bureau as now constituted comprises

3 Members of the Academy of Sciences, viz :—Liouville, Le Verrier

and Delaunay,

5 Astronomers, viz '.—Messrs. Mathieu, Laugier, Yvon de Yillarceau,

Faye and Foucault.

3 Members from the Navy, viz :—Admirals Mathieu, Deloffre, and

1 Member belonging to the War Department, Mareshal Vaillant.

1 Geographer, Colonel Peytie, with the rank of Major.

3 Artists, Messrs. Breguet, Lerebours and Brunner.

It has been organized by the appointment of, for President, Mareshal

Vaillant; Vice-President, Admiral Deloffre; Secretary, ViUarceau.

^^ew Observatories.—The Observatory at Paris is about to establish a

branch in the south of France, in order to have the advantage of a purer

sky than that on the borders of the Seine. The necessity of this was

jnore than ever realized in the recent efforts made to recognize the Satel-

I'te of Sirius lately discovered by Mr. Clark. It was only after repeated

efforts and with a sky for a few moments unusally pure that M. Chacornac

of Sirius again at Paris.

^as able to verify the discovery of Mr. Clark,

rendered it impossible to see the companion of

Astronomers appear to be more than ever engaged in searcmng lor a

fre sky. M. Bulard, the Director of the Observatory of Algiers has

I'^and a sky of remarkable transparency in the oasis of Laghouat which
^s situated exactly in the meridian of Paris. They will not fail to found

an observatory
i - ^- u » r„«.^ opn«.

Already Russi
on Mount Ararat.

,
. ^

.
^international College.—For sometime there has been a project con-

J'jiered which will be laid open for concours through the medmna of the

I^Diversai Exposition of London. It relates to the estabhsment of an

^oternational College to be organized simultaneously at Pans, Oxford,

^"J?'ch, and Rome or Florence
,. . • . .fhe principal of this unique College is to establish m the four countnes

^"identical course of study to be conducted simultaneously m four

aitferent languages so that the students may at any time change their

''^idence and language without any modification of the method or course
Of study. The initiative of this measure has been taken by M. Barbier, a

Manufacturer of Clermont-ferrand. In order that this question may
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receive the consideration wliicli it merits, M. Barbier Las laid it open for

concours accompanied with the sum of 6,000 francs. A commissioo

chosen by the Jury of the Exposition of 1862 will give its advice upon

the classification in the order of their merits of the memoirs which may

be presented upon the subject by different competitors.

These memoirs written or translated into French are to be delivered

before the 31st of May 1862 at Paris at the Palace of Industry, or at

London at the hotfel of the Imperial Commission. The authors of the

four memoirs classed in the first rank will receive prizes of 2000, 1500,

1000, and 500 francs respectively.

This concours has created some sensation and it is hoped that it will be

followed by useful results. It should be remembered that in 1855 the

project of an international college engaged tlie attention of Fortoul the

Minister of Public Instruction whose sudden death in 1856 delayed the

progress of the enterprise. His attention had been directed to this sub-

ject by Eugene Rendu, the Inspector General of the University. A com-

plete programme of studies was proposed for this project which has for a

considerable time been executed though imperfectly in several countries.

Thus there is at Paris an Egyptian school supported by the Viceroy of

Egypt which receives only Egyptians, at Athens a French School support-

ed by the French government where only young French literati are re-

ceived, (fee. Thus we see that the idea of Rendu and Barbier existed

previously although only in the germ.

Manufacture of Aluminium.—We have repeatedly mentioned to our

readers the progress of the manufacture of Aluminium since St. <'.;i:'''

Deville discovered the method of obtaining it on a commercial ^^-•'•

They have learned to forge aluminium, to file, roll, punch and to engi:'\"^

it with any design the workman may select. The method of dra^^-i

into fine wire has remained hitherto an unsolved problem, though ii't i"^

the want of diligent efibrts to accomplish it. The superintendents "^
'"^

manufactories of aluminium ingots, comprehending the inipuri;iinx'

" ' " ' • -> • - made great sacrUKwbeing able to draw this metal into fine wire have made great

; Paris

) resolve the problem. They have applied to the manufacturers ot'i,";''^

• ^ • ^ • ' ^ ' .. , . ^ . i^ave failed, ih^

3 density that its texture is at once broken up and

it becomes as friable as glass, so that it leaves upon the draw-plate the

superficial molecules which are in contact with the instrument.

The problem of drawing aluminium into wire has however just been

resolved by M. Garapon, an artisan of Paris who now conducts the

operation in a truly workmanlike manner. He furnishes the alumiui""*

wire at from 60 to 100 per cent cheaper than silver wire of the same

length. The price of aluminium is always about 200 francs per kllograiD'

For the purpose of drawing it into wire they commence with vihU "

aluminium of one metre in length and 12 millemetres diameter, the^*' the

inventor easily reduces to wires of the size of a hair and many lunHii'>i'^

kilometres in length. These products appear in the London Expo.^iti >n,

where are seen articles of lace work, such as epaulettes, embrui i

textile fabrics, entire head-dresses, with mounting and ornaii.'

structed entirely of aluminium. These articles are reraarkabl.

lightness, and tliey show that a novel manufacture has been cixw.
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new process of drawing aluminium into very fine wire. For the details

we must await the results of the London Exposition.

Culture of Cotton.—The planting of cotton in the differnt French and
English colonies has made considerable progress ; it would succeed still

better in France if the French were accustomed to act for themselves,
without the aid of the government. The culture of cotton in Algeria in
the vicinity of Mortaganem has received a great impetus from the estab-
lishment of an English company in that country so favorable to the
growth of cotton. Other experiments have been made in Senegal by
both the French and the English. In India already a million kilograms
of this textile material have been collected, and the present year the pro-
duct will be doubled. At the present time an effort is in progress to
take advantage of the favorable climate and soil of French Guyana to
introduce the culture of cotton on a grand scale. This plant was culti-

vated there a long time since, but the culture having been badly man-
aged it was for a time abandoned.
The question has arisen of reopening the culture in that region. Two

reasons principally determine the resumption ; first cotton succeeds there
remarkably well and it is of excellent quality, secondly there are found
there, what is wanting in other climates, plenty of laborers. Besides the
small proprietors who live there, and who ask for nothing more than
some lucrative culture, there is the penitentiary occupied by 10,000 or
12,000 convicts who are already accustomed to toil, and who have re-
cently performed well the work of clearing the land.

"Jn all sides then there is an effort to provide against the crisis which
'^'^re and more menaces the manufacture of textile fabrics. With the
C'lttou which Egypt already produces, and which she will be more and
^ore interested to produce, especially in the vicinity of the Isthmus of
-j'ez, with that which is obtained in' India and Algeria, with the plant-
ations which are made or increased in Senegal, Soudan and Cambodia,
jj'w lastly in Guyana, European industry hopes to free itself completely
J^rora the tribute which it has hitherto paid to the United States for

Scientific Mws.—We here place on record certain scientific facts of
some importance which have recently transpired. Among these are (1)
^Jie discovery by M. Lame of the existence of a thrid and non-luminous

^y m double refracting media. (2) The production by Berthelot of the

Jjdrocarbon C^H, (acetvline) by synthesis, by making a current of hy-

;'?»!? pass over charcoal rendered incandescent by the electric current.

IV Ihe transformation of aldehyd into alcohol effected by Wurtz by
gleans of amalgam of sodium. (4) The magnificent researches of Hof-
,,^^on upon the derivatives of aniline, those beautiful colors which have

\^tt^^
y«ars produced such a sensation in industry which no one has

'
,
^'^^^ able to obtain in a state of purity, and which Hoffmann has

^Jduced to two types, rosaline and leucaniline, which bear to each other the

cay
je'atiou as white indigo and blue indigo. (5) The treatment and

^e of obstinate ulcers by (solid) carbonic acid which is the most powerful
^^"zing agent known. (6) The construction of a telescope with a silver

mirror nf «A _.. ..
. ,

V L ^ , ^^^^^^^ diameter and with a focal length
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called '^Chemm de Fer Glissant " (sliding railways) by M. Girard. In this

system there are neither wheels nor axles; the carriages are true sledges

eliding upon hollow runners moving upon rails sufficiently large. The

runners contain water under pressure, which is designed to raise them, and

by seeking to escape from all parts to prevent all friction of metal upon

metal. Girard makes his experiments at the expense of the Empero
the French. This railway system moves upon a r ' " '

'

and for one on this scale the results are already

Bibliographi/.

The fundamental conclusion of this wort

The author shows this by new facts drawn from
llography. Thus the composition and the crystaline form of PAs.PSb,

aiKanne cmorias, Dromias or loaias ; he describes a great ni
tions, distributed in isomorphous groups ; the more interest!

at once both bismuth and antimony replacing each other isomorphicallv.

_
L. Figuier.—" L'Annee Scientifique Industrielle," 6th year, 1862. Every sc

work which is devoted principally to the practical application of scientific fs

The work is in its sixth year and its success is already assured.

Pietra Santa.—" Chemins de Fer et Sante Publiquer 1861, 12mo. T!,i^

devoted chiefly to the hygiene of travellers by railways and also that of empi ; -

upon health. He examines carefully all that relates to this question; for example

the Daltonism or Fseudochromotopsy (color-blindness), an affection which is atten-

ded with danger when it is a railway employee who is affected. The work clo^e?

with extensive bibliography of all which has been published upon the subject.

Jules Simon.—L' Ouvriere, in 12mo, 4th edition. 1862. This work of high moral

and social position, is principally devoted to the different questions relating to op-

eratives in modem workshops, especially those situated in France. Its author, Io«
of the most independent and celebrated of living philosophers, has recorded in this

facturing centres in France. There is not a manu"facturing^t?wn which he ha* !>;t

Tiaited with care, as well as the different organizations established to impr
condition of the laboring people.

_
M. Jules Simon gives the preference to the city manufacturers of Mulhoi;=

Ked under the direction of the Industrial Society of this important mauu:

Coumef.—Traite de VEnckainement des Indies dans les Sciences et dans IK
2 vols. 8vo. 1861. See this Jour., xxxi, 111.

Charles Roger Bacon: Sa Vie; ses Ouvrages des Doctrines, d'Apres des Tex'--:'

Inedits. 1 vol. 8vo. 1861. See this Jour, xxxiii, 110.
Quatrefages. Unite de VEspeee Humaine. 1 vol. 12mo. 1861.—This work is »

reaumd of the lectures delivered by the author as Professor of Anthropology atm
contested in view of the latest geological discoveries. (See correspondent
Journal, [2], xxix, p. 269.)
Ltcoq.~La Vie des Fleurs. 1 vol. 1 2mo. 1861.—We have frequently n.

the valuable labors of Lecoq the Naturalist, Professor of iS^atural His'trr
1 acuity of Sciences of Clermont, and a Correspondent of the Institute i -
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work ia especially designed for the use of the massea. The vegetatioa of the entire

globe is passed in review and considered in its relations both to men and animals,

lisbed his adventures amf^^obsen-atioM iaa^stvie at once picturesque and enter-

taiaiog.

Chez H. BOSSANGE, Librarie Quai Voltaire a Paris.

A. Belem.-^Ehides snr le Metamorplnsme des Roches. Large Quarto. 1861.—
This work contains the important researches which we have formerly rcporte(l and
whioh have been l»m.rably noticed by the Academy of Science. Sir Delesse

M« treated principally upon general or normal metamorphism. Considermg the

«^mmon in DTturT' The^res''oTiron,'^coppIr%nd^Srare successively esamined.
Trachyte, basalt, and the recent volcanic rocks ought equally to undergo meta-

^phisms analogous to the preceding, and Mr. Delesse thinks that these rocks ara

V. Meimier.'~D77orfLerie°m7c!ltche,m^ Hi^toire et Description. 1 vol
I2mn. 18si._it is very generally admitted that electro-chemical g.ldmg ^as m-

J:>- cle Ruolz. and in France especially this name has
^'^'="'''^J'™[^7^'^^^^

-.nJiirweJe Tsf^BrugL'TanfXmidVSking^oa' 'm. deTuoU
-y come after them and has not even perfected the processes

;
such is the

--n of the book. It is necessary to refer to the book for the
«»^^y™^^"*.J

*5ul,| be anticipated from his attemipt to overthrow the houor of a Dame which

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AXD CHEMISTEY.

'^ the Spectrum aforded hf solution of Nitrate of Didymium,

' letter of Professor O. N. Rood to Dr. Wolcott Gibbs.>-You

mber calling my attention to tbe curious fact, that Gladstone had

.

^^i two dark lines in the spectrum furnished by light transmitted

.' dilute solutions of the nitrate of didymiura.

'^^e lately repeated the experiment with the sample of this snb-

;

you kindly placed at my disposal, using quite strong solutions of

Lraki- ^i.- r * , . r S _._u ^e iU^ ^^cn te nhtMinpd. which

^f', length, CO!

sketch <

!?amp or sunlight is transmitted through a tube

aining a strong solution of the salt i" ^l".'^"^^'""'
^

by the spectroscope of Bunsen «°'l/"-<-'bhof 1

ised by twelve distinct lines or bands, some bei

>irD Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. IOO.-Jclt, 1863.
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very broad, while others are quite fine and require a prism of high dis-

persive power to effect their resolution.

Annexed is a drawing obtained by micrometrical r

ing their position as compared with some of the fixe

nrrfi

D, or the sodium line is just cut off by one of these broad band?, and

from this results the singular circumstance that the sodium flame be-

comes invisible when merely viewed through a foot of the solution,

though white objects examined in the same maimer appear but slightly

altered in tint. This, I think, is the only case we know of where the

orange ray is cut off by a nearly colorless medium.
Very sincerely, O. N. Rood.

Troy, May 21st, 1862.

' powdered Ice in water boiling in Glass Vessels ; by Pro^^

Chadbourne, of Bowdoin College.—The common experiment c

ig iron filings into water slowly boiling in smooti

dered ice or granular snow for the iron filings. Snow that has thawed

partially and then frozen so as to become hard and granular is the best,

' t powdered ice will answer if kept so cold by freezing r
' '" '^^

filled with water slowly boiling,

takes place, a portion of the water being thrc

perfectly dry. If a spoonful of this ice or snow be thrown into a smooth

^ cles of ice" thus act like particles ot'^iron or sand, before they 1

3. Galvanic Experiment.—li is well known that the directions for repeat-

ing this experiment are, that one metal shall touch the nerve of tin- 'i' ;

the other meta! the muscle. If instead of this arrangement the i-

dissected out from the thigh of the frog and the current passe^l
*'

the nerve alone the movement of the leg will be equally great.

pa.ssing a current directly through one section of the nerve will
;

contraction, one end of the nerve may be separated and wouli-

thread around one wire, then by touching any portion of the norve t:iy>

separated so as to pass a current through i' ' '
"" "^ '"""

By touching c
• -
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in a sealed tube and allowing the mass to stand over night in a cooling

mixture. Ruby-red prisms are formed which melt at 66° C. and boil at

75° C. They are insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether and

have a penetrating smell. Wurtz assigns to this body the formula

Treated with metallic mercury these crystals yield bromid of mercury

and a colorlesss liquid which has a faint but agreeable smell, solidifies

after fusion at -j-9° C and boils at 102° C. The formula of this liquid is

C4H4O2 [
and the author considers it as the ether of diethylene alcohol; its deri-

Tation from this last may be represented by the equation

C4H4
j

C:H:J0,-2H0=g^^^^^j

Dyoxyethylene is soluble in all proportions in water, alcohol and ether,

wd combines with difficulty with anhydrous acetic acid.

When an aqueous solution of oxyd of ethylene is treated with an amal-

gam of sodium ordinary alcohol is formed, the equation being

.

Eqiial volumes of vapor of oxyd of ethylene and chlorhydric acid unite

instantaneously and form chlorhvdrate of oxyd of ethylene or glycol-

monochlorhydVin.— Com;j«e» Bendus, liv, 277. w. g.

5. On, new modes 0/forming certain hydrocarbons.—Wvutz has studied
tiie action of zinc-ethyl upon iodid of allyl, and has obtained in this

Planner hydruret of arayl, amvlene, allylene and ethylene. The forma-
tion of amylene may be represented by the equation

The other substances are produced by the reaction indicated by the

equation
^

(C,H3),Zn,+2Cenj=ZnJ,4-C,oHx2+C6H4+C,H,
Other hydrocarbons with a higher boiling point are also formed : one

Of these appears to be dvamylene, G,,E,,.-Compfes Bendus, hv, 387.

6- On Hyperchloric ictrf.—Roscoe has carefully studied the hydrates
""^

; "ticipal salts of hyperchloric acid. The acid may be advantageously

-i by decomposing chlorate of potash with fluos.licic acid, distilling

"c acid and puriO^ing the distillate by means of the hyperchlorates

'• and of barium. Pure concentrated solution of hyperchloric acid

'orless heavy oily liquid which strongly resembles concentrated sul-

furic acid. When this acid is distilled with four times its volume of

^^ncentrated sulphuric acid, a decomposition takes place at 110 ^•. dense

*t"te vapors pass off while a yellow insoluble liquid condenses
:
at 200

£o.ly drops fass over and condense to a crystalline mass. The hqu.d is

['-•perchloric acid CIO, K; the crystals are the hydrate discovered by

^is CIO3H4-2HO. Pure hvperchloric acid, CIO3H, is a colorless

'

^f density 1-782 at 15° C. : 'L vapor is transparent and color ess but

'S thick white fumes in the air by attracting water. ^^ hen dropped
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into water the acid produces a hissing noise and the mixture is strongly

heated. A drop of the acid allowed to fall on paper, wood, «fcc., produces

explosion : on charcoal the drop explodes almost as violently as chloridof

nitrogen. The acid mixes quietly with alcohol, with evolution of heat,

and formation of ether; once however a violent explosion was produced.

With ether the acid uniformly explodes violently and the author suggests

that possibly the hyperchloric ether of Hare and Boye is formed, fly-

perchloric acid produces upon the skin a painful wound which only heals

after some months. The acid is decomposed by distillation, hyperchloric

acid gas and an explosive liquid having the color of bromine being

formed. Hyperchloric acid is spontaneously decomposed on keeping, even

in the dark, gradually becoming darker cofored and finally exploding sud-

denly. The hydrate of Serullas ciystallizes in long needles which give off

dense white vapors in the air and deliquesce rapidly. Their fusing iwint

is 50' C. Their action on organic substances is less violent than that of

the pure acid but they ignite paper and wood. The concentrated

ClOg U_ and boils at 203° C. TheTuthor deTribeT U)e hyperchlorates of

ammonium, copper-ammonium, protoxyd of iron, suboxyd of mercury and

lead.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Pkarmacie, cxxi, 346. w. 6.

7. On hyponitric acid.—Muller has studied the action of chlorhydric

acid upon hyponitric acid obtained by the distillation of nitrate of lend,

Crystallized hyponitric acid, NO^, was found to melt at 11° 5-1 -"
"

it absorbs chlorhydric acid readily at —22° C, and gives a yellov.:

liquid which toward the end of the operation gives off cblorir. =

repeated and careful distillations two liquids were obtained, the i

points of which were respectively - 5° C. and +5° C, and nearly ooi ~

Of these the more volatile proved to be Gay Lussac's compound N*-*2'

the other had the formula NO^Cl. The density of this liquid was fJur-i

to be 1-32 at 14° C, ; its vapor density was 2'63 by observation, 2S by

calculation. The compound NO^Cl is instantlv decomposed by wa.ef

yielding chlorhydric and nitric acids according to' the equation

S"*4+2HO=^04|o,+HCl

The author suggests that the molecule n\ *
\ niay serve to in:; -

("NO^) into organic compounds, Pentaehlorid of phosphorus acts no-

lently upon hyponitric acid, the reaction being expressed by the equation

N0^-j-PCl^=N02Cl+P02Cl3-{-CI
The vapor-density of hyponitric acid was found to be 2-'70 at 28" C. and

1-84 at 79° C. ;the formula NO^ requires 1-59; the formula Nj^s
reqiiii-es 3-17. Maller considers it desirable to write the formula of tb<

Berzelieus's view th

Pure fluid hyponiti

with N0^ to form nitrous acid : the reaction is ^^* I Og-fR=
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Oj-l-NOg. The action of hyponitric acid upon metallic oxyds yields a

nitrate and nitrous acid. Tlie action of hyponitric acid upon sulphuric

acid has been studied by Weltzien. In repeating the experiments of this

chemist Miiller obtained the same crystalline compound and the same

formula, SOaHO-t-SOgNO;.—^nn. der Chemie und Pharm., xlvi. 1.

8. On the sulphids of the alcohol radicals.—CAmvs and Ferrein have

obtained two oxysulphids of glycerin to which they give the names of

glycerin-moDOsulphydrate and glycerin-disulphydrate. The compounds

in question are obtained by the action of raonochlorbydrin ^^s
j. ^4

and ^eJJs I
O2

upon an alcoholic solution of sulphid of potassium.

Both are oily liquids, having a faint odor of mercaptan ;
they are soluble

in water and decomposed by distillation. The first compound has

the formula ^^^^ I O^Sg ; the second is represented by «
j^^ |

OgS^.

Oxjd of mercury acts upon the disulphur compound as upon mercaptan

and forms a white salt having the formula ^^^^5 |
Q^S^.—Ann. der

Chemie und Pharm., xlvi, 71. ^- °-

9- On certain Ammonia-ruthenium Bases.—Clkvb has discovered and

- ;bed two conjugate bases containing ammonia and ruthenium and

eh he gives respectively the names of ruthenamiak and rulfien-

"^•. The author considers these bodies as containing the conjugate

'^^ NB3H,,, and 2NH7Ru, which unite with an equivalent of oxygen

ine, etc^The salts of ruthenamiak alone are described m detail
;
the

c'.i ,rid 2NH3RUCI is easily formed by boiling a solution of chlor-ru-

t^enate of ammonium RuCirNH^Cl with ammonia, evaporating the

orange yellow solution to dryness, and washing the dry mass to remove

ssl-ammoniac. The chlorid is a beautiful yellow crystalline salt, havmg

tj^e formula 2Nh7:RuC1+3HO. The sulphate of this base contains

• fo^r, the nitrate two, and the carbonate five equivalents of water. The

Jreehase exists only in solution; it has a strong alkaline reaction ana its

^o'"tion can be tasted only with the utmost caution, as it produces a very

P'-^'^f-d affection of the tongue. It precipitates many metalhc oxyds

';Ppears to be still more caustic than the oxyd of ruthenbiamiak, and pro-

- M./o™ Zkt^Z& imp. du «im« de S>. i'.<«6oar,^T. ...

On a method of preparin,. Chlorinated Organic •B"*"--^""^?"

« Sad, that thereplSemWt of hydrogen m orgamc bod.« by
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chlorine may be facilitated in an extraordinary degree by dissolving

iodine in the body to be acted on, and then passing chlorine directly into

the solution. In this manner benzol yields the fluid compounds CjaHj
CI, Ciall^Clj and CjaHgCla, chlorhydric acid being evolved. Benzoic

acid dissolved in chloroform is easily attacked by chlorine; bisulphid

of carbon, containing iodine in solution, is decomposed by chlorine at a

gentle heat, yielding chlorid of sulphur and chlorid of carbon. Large

quantities of chloracetic acid may be prepared in a similar manner, even

simply as a condenser of chlorine, and compares the reaction with that

of the super-chlorids of phosphorus and antimony.

—

Zeitschrift fur

Chemie und Pharmacie, 1862, p. 99. w. Q.

1 1. The Tannin Process ; by Prof. Edwin Emerson', Troy.—Photogra-

phy on dry plates possesses so many advantages over the wet processes for

outdoor work, that great^ attention has been given by scientific photogra-

department V

processes a

entirely new method which should not be subject to the defects

the old methods, or so to improve some one of the 1

render it more easy and certain in the practical

amount of laborious research which has been made to this end, can only

be appreciated by those who are femiiiar with the practice of Photography
in its different branches.

Among the dry processes, the Collodio-Albumen and the FotherglU

have, until very recentlv, received the most attention, and in the hands of

adepts have given excellent results. But as success in these methods

depends greatly upon, the mechanical state of the collodion, and the

favorable condition of the sensitizing bath, it is evident that neither of

them can be worked with certainty by the generality of operators.

Major C. Russell, of England, after a series of experiments extending

through five or six years, has peifected a dry process, now known as tht

Tannin Process. Its advantages may be briefly summed up as follows :—

1. It is simple. 2. It is not dependent upon the mechanical state of tha

collodion. 3. A sensitizing bath in ordinary working condition is suffi-

cient. 4. The development of the latent image is under compl^j^te control.

5. It gives, if desired, great intensity. 6. It affords an excellent tone.

T. The prepared plates will keep well both before and after exposure.

8. The silver, in the development is thrown down in a very finely divided

state, and it is thus more favorable for obtaining extreme sharpness.

As might have been expected this process has excited great interest m
the photographic world. Many experiments have been made upon it, and

thus far the testimony has been uniformly in its favor. Our own obser-

vations have extended through a year and experience corroborates fully

the favorable estimate which has been formed of it by others.

We give now the details of this process as worked by us :—The pla*^

should be very carefully cleaned, and must be perfectly dry before coating

with collodion; it is coated and sensitized in the same manner as for the

wet process; it is then washed thoroughly in pure water, with five or siX

changes of water; a good plan is to have a succession of baths of pure
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the plate from the dipper, as recommended by my friend F. F. Thompson,
Esqr. (see Seely's Journal for May, 1862). After being thus washed
with water it is flowed with or dipped into a bath composed of fifteen

grains of Tannin dissolved in each ounce of pure water, the solution being
carefully filtered. The plate should remain in this bath four or five miu-
utes. It is then drained, and set up on one corner, on .bibulous paper, to
dry in a dark room or box. The ordinary exposure necessary is about

alcohol. No. 2. Nitrate of silver 20"grains, citric acid 40 grains, pure
water one ounce. To develop—wet the plate rapidly with pure water,
when the film is thoroughly moistened, flow the plate with water, to
each drachm of which has been added two drops of No. 1, and one drop
of ^0. 2 ; keep this developer in motion over the plate until the details
are well out, then add to it drop by drop of No. 2, until the required
intensity is obtained. Fix in hyposulphite of soda as usual.

Experience in the use of this process teaches— 1. That drying by arti-

ficial heat is not necessary. 2. That the amount of acid in No. 2 may be
judiciously varied with the length of exposure. It is better to have an
excess of acid than too little. 3. Warming the plate in a bath of water
aeated 90° F., but using the developing solutions at the ii

as/ecomraended by Dr. Draper, of Ne' " '

ot exposure necessary, so that this process may be worked almost as

ifpidly as the wet. 4. By the use of honey in combination with the
|anuin, fifteen grains of each to the ounce of water as recommended by

y- England, of London, great rapidity is gained. 5. A brorao-iodized
joiiodion is to be preferred, and an old collodion works better in my
J^aDjIs than a new .sample. 6. The silver bath should not be neutral, but
ought to be decidedly acid ; this may be done by adding one drop of nitric

a«id for every twelve ounces of bath. 7. This process is peculiarly

»J?Pted to the production of glass transparencies for the Stereoscope,
anording great beauty and richness of tone.

II, GEOLOGY.

Jk^^'^^^^y 0/ Vermont.~^Q would call attention again to the Report

r^
the Geology of Vermont, noticed in our last volume. The work is in

1 .V"^
^™^^ quarto, in all 990 pages, with numerous illustrations, besides

" '"' '"^^ geological map of the State, and is offered for the moderate sum
lollars. The geology of Vermont has a special interest on account

ntimate connection within the borders of the State, of raetamor-

- ' fossiliferous rocks, and in some cases the occurrence of the latter

•"^ath the former, or the one passing into the other. Ihe volumes

:r ^""^at very fuHj of the phenomena of the drift, of the river and lake

^
'races elevated sea-beaches, and the fossils of the post-tertiary; also

;;
J"gth of the economical products of the state. With regard to copies

V
^^ ^ofk, letters should be addressed to Albert D. Eager, Proctorsville,

^«j|mont.

- '^istodon tooth in Amador Co., Ca^t/omw.—Remains of the raasto-

'; been very rarely found in California. Dr. Logan
-' us two photographic views of what appears to b€
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olar of Mastodon giganteus. This tooth was found by a

enty feet below

le of the tribiit

face, while digging for gold f

the Cosurnnes River near Di

L900f
is interesting as showing the geographical range of the Mastodon to have

been coextensive with the continent and not limited as some Lave sup-

posed to the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains.

3. New species of Silurian fossils ; by E. Billings, F.G.S., Palaontol-

ogist G. S. Canada. Montreal, 6th June, 1862. pp. 67-168, 8vo.—T
.

^

is a continuation of the papers formerly noticed (this Journal, [2], >a

136, 279) and contains descriptions of' one hundred and six new sj -

of fossils from the Silurian rocks of Canada with reraaiks upon ^ ;

previously published. The new genera proposed are (l) Licropih -

for a group of fucoids
; (2) Shl'Mardia, a genus of minute trilobites allied

to Agnostus; (3) Endymion for a genus of trilobites allied to both

Ampyae and Trinucleus and apparently standing between these two

genera; (4) Trimerella, consisting of large brachiopods with three lon-

gitudinal septa in each valve supporting a flat or concave plate to which

a portion of the muscular apparatus was attached, the beak solid and tha

area transversely striated as in the genus Obolus. About ninety of the

species are figured.

4. True position of the so-called Waukesha Li^nestone of Wisconsin. (In

a letter from Dr. C.'Rominga, of Ann Arbor.)—In the local description of

the Silurian strata exposed in the neighborhood of Milwaukee, a certain

calcareous stratum or a complex of such is called Waukesha limestonf,

and was considered as being the base of the thick bedded fossiliferow

lime rocks, considered as synchronic with the Niagara limestones.

A careful examination proves beyond all doubt, that the Wankesb*

limestone is in reality the superincumbent rock, and that the Nifigsra

like knobs through the otherwise nearly horizontal or merely undulating

strata of the Waukesha limestone.

5. Note on the Description of Lingula poUta.—We have receiv.

following statement called out by a charge made in the pap^r

Billings, in the last volume of this Journal, page 420.

—

Eds.

Albany, May i:

I certify that on the ninth day of February, 1861, I sent to •

James Anderson, at that time of the Cunard Steam Ship "Cm

from Trempaleon, Wisconsin, containing small Linguloid shell-, _

me by Prof. James Hall, under the name Lingula polita; whu

.

was written upon the labels sent with the specimens.

Without being able to designate the precise time, I know of my o^ ''

knowledge, that at a time previous to the date specified above (9th ot

February 1861), Prof. Hall had made comparisons of this small fossi^

with the figures and descriptions of Dr. D. D. Owen ; who had designated

it as Obolus apolinus? and that its relation to Obolus and its differences

therefrom, as exhibited in figures given by Davidson, were fully discusse*i

by Prof. Hall and myself.

[Signed] R. P. Whitfi2I.i>.
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III 1301 V^Y AND ZOOLOGY

1 On th" Variom Conlrnancesbi/ nhch British and Foreijn Ore

ate Fertilized by Insects, and on the Good Effuts 0/ /ntercrot>'>in f

Charles Daiumv, M A , F R S , <Lc \\ ith ilhi.ti ition>, [J4 ii. 1

wood
J

London Murraj, 1862 24mo, pp SGj

Of all books relating to the realm of nature, perhaps the most it*

old and youn^ are those (such as the wntinrrs of Reaumur md Hu'

bruigmg to \ie\v =!omL of the numerou'- and mobt cunou" contrmrn t

part of them now first made known) through which in.sccts arc found to b

the plants that nourish them. We all know how essr-ntial pi uits, an<l <

tilized are as varied and almost as perfect a;

tiona in the animal kingdom ; and, second!;

in the long run, insects are also essential to the continued existence t

r, if not of m
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have for their main object the fertilization of each flower by the pollen of

another flower." ' Adaptations '—many of them truly exquisite—and ' con-

trivances,' tliey may well be termed, being obviously as evincive of design as

^„ ..^.... Whoever shall first study

peculiar to this country, may hope to

hat IS now known upon this curious subject Moreover.

Ophnjdm, or the proper Orchis tribe, with whi

, which are easy of observation, and yield to none in

We have, indeed, only one true Orchis t(

species
; and this, the pretty Orchis'spedab

out the northern part of the country, will b

^•^^.in print Next spring, Mr. Darwin's graphic
^^f""71'?^' theXml of»hich the pollen of one flower of O. mascula is made to fertilize Uie stigmaof

^^nother flower, may be verified m all essential Particulars upon our own

Pecies. The structure of the blossom being
""^^^f

«°V[. L'^Sn Seach

T posterior border of the entrance into the long, nectar-bearing tuoe " ĵ-pur,

^''^'^h- Troths, butterflies, bees, or other '"««<^^X''lScrorTshI peLed
- tie nectar; how a bristle, -pre«-Ung th^^

P^^^^^^^^ ,e-
-'•^senting the head of an insect, mserteo unu

'^ J"
' -intjnous

= -he pouch, come into contact with the glands; when their glutinous
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matter, promptly hardening, like a cement, will adhere firmly to what ther

gland by their stalk or caudicle, will be drawn out of their cells and carried

away ; how, through a curious, probably hygrometic change of form or unequal

Gontracility of the viscid gland, now attached to the object, the pollen-masses

turn forward or become depressed, within a minute or so; and how, on return-

ing the bristle or pencil-point to its former position, or inserting it into the

nectar of another flower, the pollen will now be almost surely brought into

GonUct with the broad viscid stigma situated just beneath the pouch and

;3 will be left on it, but usually only a small part of it. For the

stalk, being weaker than the attachment of the gland to the probos-

r object on the one hand, and than the cohesion of the pollen to the

tigraa on the other, some of these packets of pollen will be torn

the mass and left on the stigma ; others upon the stigma of the next

nished with a proboscis adapted to reach the attractive liquid. The sticky

glands are placed just where the probociss or the head of the insect must needs

come in contact with them; and the protecting pouch preserves their viscidity

(which here is quickly lost by drying) for the moment when it is turned to

useful account. Tlie pollen masses extracted from one flower must needs be

conveyed to other flowers and other plants, and applied to their stigmas ;
and

the cohesion of the packets of pollen, by their elastic threads, to the mass is so

coordinated to the glutinosity of the stigma, as generally to ensure that the

contents of the anther of one flower shall be distributed among the stigmas ot

several other and perhaps distant flowers, while it rarely, if ever, will reach its

own. Here the closest hermaphroditism in structure subserves almost perfect

We lose much in not having Orchis pyramidalis in this country ; for its con-

trivances, as described by Mr. Darwin, are indeed exquisite. The figures that

accompany Mr. Darwin's account render it very clear; without them a bnei

abstract may be hardly intelligible. The flower differs from that of other true

Orchises in having two quite distinct oval stigmatic surfaces, separated by the

pouch, which is here carried further downwards than usual, projecting into th^

nectary or spur a little below its orifice, which it partially closes. It is hoi-

lowed out on the under side in the middle, and the space is filled with im-

The gland, or viscid disc, is single, in fact it answers to the two glands of an

ordinarv Orchis united into one, of the shape of a saddle, carrying on its

flattish'top or seat the stalks of the two pollen masses. " The disc is partiaH,^

hidden and kept damp (which is of great importance) by the largely over-tolde

bajsal membranes of the two anther-cells. The upper membrane of the ai^^

lined beneath with a layer of highly adhesive matter." When all is^ ready.
'^

the lip of the pouch be depressed, for which the slightest touch suffices, "tn

under and viscid surface of the disc, still remaining in its proper place, is "^^

covered, and is almost certain to adhere to the touching object. Even

human hair, when pushed into the nectary, is stiff" enough to depress the npt

or pouch, and the viscid surface of the saddle adheres to it. If, however, tje

lip be touched too slightly, it springs back, and re-covers the under side ot tne

saddle." ,

" The perfect adaptation of the parts is well shown by cutting ofi'tlie end oi

tion to that in which Nature intended moths' to insert the'ir proboscis, and it

will be found that the rostellum (or pouch) may easily be torn or penetrated,

but that the saddle is rarely or never caught. * * * Lastlv, the labellam i*
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guiding a thread into the fine eye of a needle.

parts act. Let a moth insert it3 proboscis (an

frequently the flowers are visited by Lepidoptera

surface of the suspended saddle-

press the lip of the rostellum. This being
contact with the now naked and sticky under-

poiiinia, is removed. Almost instantly, as soon as the saddle is expc

the bristle. When the pollinia are pulled out by their caudicles, by a pair of
pincers, so that the saddle has nothing to clasp, I observed that the tips curled
inwards, so as to touch each other in nine seconds, and in nine more seconds
the saddle was converted, by curling still more inwards into an apparently
solid ball. # * * Of course this rapid clasping movement helps to fix the
saddle with its pollinia upright on the proboscis, which is very important ; but
the viscid matter, rapidly setting hard, would probably suffice for this end, and
the real object gained is the divergence of the pollinia. These being attached
to the flat top or seat of the saddle, project at first straight up, and are nearly
parallel to each other ; but as the flat top curls round the cylindrical and thin

proboscis, or round a bristle, the pollinia necessarily diverge. As soon as the
saddle has clasped the bristle and the pollinia have diverged, a second move-
•nent commences, which, like the last, is exclusively due to the contraction of
the saddle-shaped disc of membrane This second movement is the same
as that in 0. mascula and its allies, and causes the divergent pollinia, which at

Jj]^t projected at right ano-les to the needle or bristle, to sweep through nearly

f degrees towards the lip of the needle, so as to become depressed, and
finally to lie in the same plane with the needle. In three specimens this

second movement was effected in from 30 to 34 seconds after the renioval of
ine polhnia from the anther-cells, and, therefore, in about 15 seconds after the
saddle had clasped the bristl

"

jjjj.lhe use of this double i

'between the g
"
'V"

'^
'

J pollinia wil
3 guiding ridges of

1 [as the accompanying figures show] e:

} side, and the end of the oth<

tne same moment strikes ao-alnst the stigma on tlie opposite side. Thei

'?mas are so viscid, that tSey rupture the elastic threads by which tl

ckets of pollen are bound together; and some dark green grains will 1

white stigmatic

Orchid
ii

est admiration at the perfec
I fertilized.

, , . .-

1 no other plant, or indeed in hardly any animal, can adap ations

to another, and of the whole to other organized beings widely rem*

ile of Nature, be named more perfect than those P>-;«ented by

sum them up. As the flowers j

''^'ted both by day and nicrht-flving Lepidoptera, I do not think it is fanciful to

- tliat the bright purple tfnt (whether or not speciaUy developed for this

-> attracts thi day-fliers, and the strong foxy odor the night-fliers. The
- pal and the two upper' petals form a hood, protecting the anUier and

^uuuc surfaces from the weather. The labellum is developed rnto a
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long nectary,

Idry. Hev

i; and we shall presently g'ne

posely so lodged that it can be

bristle into the expanded mouth of the sloping ridges on the labellum, will not

doubt that they serve as guides, and that they effectually prevent the bristle or

the proboscis from being inserted obliquely into the nectary. This circum-

stance is of manifest importance; for, if the proboscis were inserted obliquelf,

the saddle-shaped disc would become attached obliquely, and after tlie com-

pounded movement of the pollinia they could not strike the two latenil -

matic surfaces.
" Then we have the rostellum partially closing the mouth of the ii

iike a trap placed in a run for game ; and the trap so complex and
i

with tlie symmetrical lines of rupture forming the saddle-shaped disc a;

and the lip of the pouch below ; and lastly, this lip so easily depressed .—.

the proboscis of a moth could hardly fail to uncover the viscid disk and adhere

to it. But if this did fail to occur, the elastic lip would rise again and re-cover

and keep damp the viscid surface. We see the viscid matter within the ros-

tellum attached to the saddle-shaped disc alone, and surrounded by fluid, so

that the viscid matter does not set hard till the disc is withdrawn. Then we

have the upper surface of the saddle, with its attached caudicles, also kept

damp within the basis of the anther-cells, until withdrawn, when the curious

clasping movement instantly commences, causing the pollinia to diverge, fol-

lowed by the movement of depression, which compounded movements together

are exactly fitted to cause the ends of the two pollinia to strike the two stig-

matic surfaces. These stigmatic surfaces are just sticky enougli not to tear

off the whole pollinium from the proboscis of the moth, but by rupturing the

elastic threads to secure a few packets of pollen, leaving plenty for otlier

flowers. But let it be observed that, although the moth probably takes a con-

siderable time to suck the nectar of any one flower, yet the movement o

depression in the pollinia does not commence (as I ^"»'^ ^^
^^^^'^^gco^!

pLXan'^d the' poHinia befitted "to strike the stigmatic surfaces, until about

half a minute has elapsed, which will give ample time for the ^otMo fly to

^^Mn Darwin subjoins a list of twenty-three species of Lepidoptera, to the

proboscis of which the pollinia of O. piiramidalis have been found attached,

fourofther
•

' '
' ' - -:--.--- „„..„...thre

.even pairs, an

^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^.^^

^conh'rt, bearing seven pairs of pollinia, attacnea one oeiore
"r'"^

"''.""' ,„„„

perfect symmetrv, as follows from the insertion of the proboscis having i>^

guided by the ridges on the labellum ; and he remarks that an un^ortun

Caradrina, with its proboscis encumbered by eleven pairs, could hardly have

reached the extremity of the nectary, and would soon have been starvea

tleath. "These two moths must have sucked many more than the seven ana

eleven flowers, of which they bore the trophies ; for the earlier attached poll"

had lost much of their pollen, showing that tliey had
^^J^'^^^^^^ ^J"^ e\ery

siSexpanded flow"er hi!d ks'^poHinia removTd!'" The 40 lower flowers ot^a

spife from Folkstone (sent me by Sir Charles Lyell) actually P^duced 43

fine seed capsules ; and of the 69 lower flowers m three other spikes, se

alone had failed to produce capsules." And pollen is often found on stig'"

of flowers of Orchids which had not their own pollinia removed, ^"i'^
•

others the pollinia had been carried away, but no pollen as yet left on in^

stigmas. " These facts show conclusively how well moths had performed tne

ofiice of marriage priests." i

Now, is it credible that aU this admirable apparatus and these well-ensureu
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! are undesigned ? On the supposition that Orchis pyra-
middis wag independently originated as it is, it would not be credible, nor
would any one, probably, ever think of raising the question. Although suppo-
sable, would the absence of design be much less incredible, on the assumption
that the Orchis we have been considering was the progeny (remote or near) of
some ancestor which, like several existing Orchises, had the two viscid discs
inclose apposition, and that the progeny ofanother, which, like most species, had
them distinctly separate ? it being premised that both the ancestral forms were
a? perfect in their structure, and as well adapted to their surroundings, as the
soecies with which we have compared them actually are. But we have no

- ro nor particular occasion to reopen this question now.
return to our Orchids. The plan or general structure of the flower is

^•;ae in all the Ophrydea; but the particular contrivance varies from
^ to species, ancTfrom one genus to another. One British plant of the

•
the Bee Ophn/s,—so various are the resources of nature—ditfering in

™.< respect even from its congeners, is adapted for self-fertillization, without
insect aid. And the way in which the same Orchid-structure ordinarily

sisted only by a breath of wind, is abundantly curious.
in the genus Hahenaria, or Platantkera, the anther-cells are more separated

and divergent, so that the glanils or viscid discs are carried one to each side of
"le broad stigma, and there is nolpouch ; but the sticky disc, in some of our
species, looking like a little pearl button, is perfectly naked ; and when the
flower-bud opens, stands directly in the way of the head of a moth or bee,
thrusting its proboscis into the nectar-bearino- spur. And here the viscidity of
the disc, or gland, is beautifully adapted to that state of things. For, although
™lly exposed to the air, instead of setting hard at once, as in Orchis, the disc
retains Its viscidity during the whole period of anthesis, awaiting the coming
w the insect, and quite sure to stick fast to the side of the face of the first one
«at dips its proboscis into the attractive nectary. The closest analogues we
Jave of the British Hahenaria chlorantha, so interestingly described by Mr.
^armn, are our Platanthera orbiculata, which is not yet in blossom, and J*.
™0Wri, upon whi~h (as our delighted pupils may testify,) Mr. Darwin s details
w the contrivance for the fertilization and pretty sure intercrossing of the in-
dividuals of the British species may be verified. It is a pretty experiment
«> onng the head of a butterfly or bee into the proper position, and to see how
"^ttly the disc on each side attaches itself to the eye of the insect, making the
ammal carry off the pollinia upon withdrawal and migration to another blossom,
--to see the pollinia turn inwards and downwards by a double movement, each
ot about 40 degrees, so tiiat when now applied to the same or another flower,
«e pollinia no longer will strike against the anther-cells from which they were

mov-r^^'^'
''"^ ^^^^"'^ ^^'^ ^'"^^ stigmatic surface below and between. These

^lonstrated, by afp!yiig"the tip'^^of the^finge?
0" T small slip of glass to the

l^fge of the LZ!so^eKir.cL^ the pollinia, and noticing, that the latter

JJ3raed;ately returned, would be applied to the cells from which they were taken,

J."t that, after the lapse of a minute or less, they have so changed their direc-

brin' S^*
"""'^ ^ return of the finger to the same place will pretty surely

T = ,"^ pollen into contact with the stigma.
, . , ^ „ ,

dlZ » P-irticulars our P. Hookeri differs most obviously from^ai«ian«
''^oranthi: itg anther cells are still more widely divergent, and thelabellum is

de^'^'i/'^^^^d of being dependent And these two particulars seem as if

^^signedly correlated. The nectary of the British species, with hanging label-

ClJl'^"'^
accessible by a direct front approach ;

and an insect whose face

eiA;
*^".'^ ^""i extract both of its pollinia, might, in that position, fail to hit

auffi!
""^^^^ "^o^e widely separated discs of P. Hooken. But while a moth of

Plac.
"^"^^ ^0"W Pi-ess down the labellum of the latter, using it as a lading;

L . ' ^^^ probably extract both noUinia at once, smaller insects would have
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bradecUa, which is early floweimg, ocivc^ v^uiupict^i^ tv v,»

.I's account of the mechanism of Peristylus viridis (except

arly pouch for the viscid discs, which the specimens brought us are

ed to show, but which are likely to confirm the genus Peristylus);
,„i„ I „ j„..u^ „f *i,3 specific identity of the Americanand the whole leaves scarce a doubt of the specific identity o

and European plants, which botanists have strongly suspected.

Our Fringe Orchises and other Platantheras, blossoming la

mer, will doubtless furnish interesting and varied illustrations

by insect aid ; and we commend them, with Darwin's charn

to consider the general plan and characte

amount of labor and knowledge has been la'

le immediate subjects of the treatise are the

circle; the

dicated : 1.

geographical d

Within the Arctic region, under the several divisiot

Asia, W. America (Behring's Straits to the Mackenzie River),
'-

(Mackenzie River to Baffin's Bay), and Arctic Greenland. 2. W lui^^u. --

circle, and under the general divisions of N. and Central European and JN-

Asiatic Distribution, with three longitudinal subdivisions ; American Distribu-

tion, with appropriate subdivisions; S. European and African Distribution)

Central and S. Asiatic Distribution. The theory upon which the facts are col-

located and discussed, and which they are thought strongly to confirm, is tna

of Edward Forbes, which was completed, if not indeed originated by Darwin:—
" first, that the existing Scandinavian flora is ofgreat antiquity, and that previous

to the glacial epoch it was more uniformly distributed over the Polar ^one

than it is now ; secondly, that during the advent of the glacial period tlus

Scandinavian vegetation was driven southward in every longitude, and ev^

across the tropics into the south temperate zone ; and that, on the succeedin»

warmth of the present epoch, those species that survived both ascended t

mountains of the warmer zones, and also returned northward, accompanied oj

aborigines of the countries they had invaded during their southern migration-

Mr. Darwin shows how aptly such an explanation meets the difficulty ot ac-

counting for the restriction of so many American and Asiatic arctic tvpe= i

their own peculiar longitudinal zones, and for what is a far greater difficulty;

the representation of the same arctic genera by closely allied species in a\-

ferent longitudes. * * » Mr. Darwin's hypothesis accounts for many varietie

of one plant being found in various alpine and arctic regions of the globe, d?

ginea of the countries it invaded. Different races survived the struggle w'

life in different longitudes ; and these races again, afterwards converging <*"
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allied but more or less distinct varieties, or even species, who:
limits overlap, and whose members, very probably, occasiona
then" A further advantage claimed for this hypothesis is,

a fact brought out by Dr. Hooker in a former publication,

Scandinavian flora is present in every latitude of the globe, !

Moreover, Dr. Hooker discovers in the flora of Greenland a

explicable upon this hypothesis, but hardly by any other, viz.

:

plete identity with that of Lapland ; its general paucity, as we
in peculiar species

; the rarity of American species there

;

't Greenland and Scandinavian species in enormously remote alpine lo^

of West America and the United States. Our author reasons thus:

5 granted that the polar area was once occupied by the Scandinai

, and that the cold of the glacial epoch did drive this vegetation soi

Is, it is evident that the Greenland individuals, from being confined t

asula, would have been exposed to very different conditions from those
"°"* .:-—.- In Greenland many sp '" -"^ *^" ''''

portion of the peninsula, and, not being there brought into competition

struggle for
'" ^

^ " -= "

linated ; and the survivors would
there broug
• life amongst their progeny,

and, consequently, no selection of better^adapted varieties. On the return of
heat survivors would simply travel northivards, unaccompanied by the plants

The rustic denizens of Greenland, huddled npon the point of the peninsula
dunng the long glacial cold, have never enjoyed the advantages of foreign
travel; those of the adjacent continents on either side have 'seen the world,'
and gained much improvement and diversity thereby. Considering the present
Jngid cHmate of Greenland, the isotherm of 32^^ just impinging upon its

«!l u
P*'^"*' it^ moderate summer and low autumnal temperature, we should

rather have supposed the complete extermination of the Greenland ante-glacial
"ora; and have referred the Scandinavian character of tiie existing flora (all

out eleven of the 207 arctic species, and almost all those of temperate Green-
land, being European plants,) directly to subsequent immigration from the
eastern continent. Several geographical considerations, and the course of the
cotrents, which Dr. Hooker brings to view on p. 270, would go far towards ex-
Plaimng why Greenland should have been re-peopled from the Old rather than
^ni the New World. While the list (on p. 272, 273) of upwards of 230 Arctic-

European species which are all likewise American plants, but are remarkable
for their absence from Greenland, would indicate no small difficulty m the

-stvard migration, and render it most probable that the ditfiision of species
^™m the Old world to the New was eastward through Asia, for the ardtc no

^^^n (as has elsewhere been shown) for the temptrate plants. Was it that

«id and the adjacent part of the American continent remained glacial

"•'lan the rest of the zone ? And if our northern regions were thus colo-

- y an ancient Scandinavian flora, this seems to have been in return tor

^iHier donation of American plants to Europe, to which a very lew ex-

^S t)ut numerous fossil remains bear testimony. SpecuUt

fruitfut^
^^ enticing, and the time is approaching m v -

Indeed, the characteristic features and the immediate interest and import-
ance of the present memoir as of others of the same general scope and mter-
"^^^ are fo„nd in thi^^: 1. That the actual geographic'al distribution of species

'V? to be accounted for; 2. That our" existing species, or their origi-

^^r more ancient than was formerly thought, mainly if not ^holly

'-' the Glacial period: and, 3. That they have therefore been subject

^^limatrc vicissitudes and changes. There may be many natnralista

- 'U',. Sci.—SEcovn Rai.™*. Vol. XXXIV, Xo. lOO.-JrLT, 1S02.

1 which tliey may 1
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the author of the present

I with Darwin's theory of the diversification of species

;tic flora, is naturally led to compare the new theory with the

'3 regard ; to see how far the vicissitudes to which it is

at the plants of the northern hemisphere have long been

ensued under such grave changes and perils, during such lapse of time, may

serve to explain the actual distribution of arctic species and the remarkable dis-

persion of many of them. That the enquiry is a legitimate and a hopeful one

we must all agree, whether we favor Darwinian hypotheses or not. How well

it works in the present trial we could not venture to pronounce without a far

more critical examination than could now be undertaken. But there are good

reasons for the opinion that this is just the ground upon which the elements of

the new hypothesis figure to the best advantage.
The mass of facts, so patiently and skillfully collected and digested in this

essay, have a high and positive value, irrespective of all theoretical views.

We cannot undertake to offer an abstract, but may note here and there a point

of interest The flowering plants which have been collected within the arctic

circle number 762, viz. : 214 Monocotyledons, and 548 Dicotyledons. They

occupy a circumpolar belt of 10° to 14° of latitude. The only abrupt change

in the vficrptatinn anvwhere along this belt is at Baffin's Bay, the opposite

:, as has been already intimated, an almost purely bu-

large admixture of purely American

Hooker shows
nial lines (whether annual or monthly) and the amount of vegetation, beyj

^

greafsouthern bend in Asfa'S its Schnesstl Lapkndj with an equally

great northern bend there, of the annual isotherm of SS'^. Yet " tao - •

'

isotherm bends northwards in passini^ from Eastern America to Grooi^'.

of Iceland, which is mhch poorer in species than those parts of Laj>li:

southward of which it passes." A glance at the supposed former stat'

would suggest the explanation of all that is anomalous here.

"The June is.

- -

a far greater diversity
»'

lan in the Eastern United
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States under the same annual isotherms, indicates the advantage of a mean

summer heat. For lack of that, doubtless, very many of the introduced deni-
zens of Britain would soon disappear, if deprived of human care.

"The northern limit to which vegetation extends varies in every longitude;
the extreme is still unknown ; it may, indeed, reach to the pole itself. Phoe-
nogamic plants, however, are probably nowhere found far north of lat 81°.

Seventy flowering plants are found in Spitzbergen ; and Sabine and Ross col-
lected 9 on Walden Island, towards its northern extreme, but none on Ross's
Islet, 15 miles further to the north."

Saxifraga oppositifolia is probably the most ubiquitous, and may be consi-
dered the commonest and most arctic flowering plant" There are only eight
or nine phmnogamous species peculiar to the arctic zone, and only one pecu-
liar genus, viz. : the grass, Pleuropogon* Of the 762 found south of the circle,

iced beyond lat. 40" N., in some part of the world

;

about 50 of them are identified as n
tropics and 105 as inhabiting the south temperate zone.

, ^, , ,the proportion of species which have migrated southward m the Old and
Jew World also bear a fair relation to the facilities for migration presented by
me different continents." The tables given to illustrate this " present m a
very striking point of view the fact of the Scandinavian flora being the most
^idely distributed over the world. The Mediterranean, South African, Ma-
layan, Australian, and all the floras of the New World, have narrow ranges
compared with the Scandinavian, and none of them form a prominent feature in
any other continent than their own. But the Scandinavian not only girdles the
globe m the arctic circle, and dominates over all others in the north temperate
^one of the Old World, but intrudes conspicuously into every other temperate
flora, whether in the northern or southern hemisphere, or on the Alps of tropi-
cal countries." * # * « Tn nno rfisnert. this micrration is most direct in the

judes ThislTave'ac^counted forlriorrAntarctTca, p. 230)ty Ae continu-
ous Cham of the Andes having favored their southern dispersion.
In presenting the actual number of arctic species, and in delineating their

geographical ranges, the question, what are to be regarded as species, be-
comes all important As to this, it does not so 'much matter what scale is

Jdopted, as to know clearly what the adopted scale is. Here we are not left

m doubt Taking European botanists by number, we are confident that nine
«»t of ten would have enlarged the list of 762 phsnogamous arctic species to

2 or more, and would not have recognized a goodly number of the synonyms

Jf-iuced, thereby considerably affecting the assigned ranges especially into

^^mperate and austral latitudes In this regard we should side with Ur.

'^^'''^'T on the whole, but with differences and with questionings-witii halt-

'-^>tf>P« following his bold and free movement, but P^^^^'^
^^j^J^^^Hoo^r

...u in re££ to Z ll^^^^^^ch ^^ --oir is based.

^ " if, with many botanists, we consider tliese closely allied varieties

; • 'pvcios as derived bv variation and natural selection from one parent form
"^ =^ comparatively modern epoch, we may with advantage, for certam purposes,

,.
* ^onffln^a U mentioned in another place (p. 269) as an absolutely peculiar arc-

J
or

arotic-nlpine jjenu'^ of E. America. But we have considered this genus as

J,?[-de-s JouVnil^oJaurrvsfs'r^his 'original article But tins article

l^^ found in the velum; of th^t Journal for 1827; so that the name I><y,cglas^a

'^ adopted, if the genus is sufficiently distinct from Androsaee.
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a of difficultie

tion and synonymy of species. My thus grouping names must not be regard-

not to be held as distinct species. * * * My main object is to show the affioi-

ties of the polar plants, and I can best do this by keeping- the specific idea

comprehensive." And further : "I wish it then to be clearly understood, that

the catalogue here appended is intended to include every species hitiierto

found within the arctic circle, together with those most closely allied forms

which I believe to have branched off from one common parent within a com-

paratively recent geological epoch, and that immediately previous to tiie

glacial period or since then" (p. 279). All we could ask more would be so; le

distinction (typographical or other), to mark 1, undoubted and complete syno-

ties; 3, such as, theory apart, would claim to be regarded as distinct but

closely related species. For example : to take one order, while Rhinanthvi

minor may well be considered as " not a Bufficiently constant form to rank as

a race even," while Limosdla tenuifolia could rank for no more than a race,

and while CastUhia septentnonalis and C. pallida, we arc now convinced,

however distinct in this single character, differ only (and inconstantly) in the

relative development of the galea, we think it likely that Pcdicularis latud^h

Willd., does not rightfully merge in P. hirsuta this side of the glacial period,

although it perhaps may into P. Langsdorffii, and that into P. Sudetica. But

this is no place for criticisms upon the limitation of species, upon wliich the

and upon which the best considered opinions must be subject to frequent re-

visal. Nor does the value of the present memoir at all depend upon the settle-

ment of such points. To the philosophical naturalist, as to the archeologist»
^

t epoch of the world's natural his-

nresent. that near nast from whicn

idering is a very valuable

This paper, reprinted from the Natural History Review for January, 1^'

(with 3 plates,) is one of the results of a visit to Mount Lebanon, in the auturaj

of 1860, upon the invitation of Capt. Washington, Hydrographer to tJie BritisD

Navy, for the purpose, among other things, of examining the famous Cedar

Grove,—of which we have all heard so much and know so little. An interesting

account is given of the grove and of the position it occupies, upon the floor

«

a basin, " crossed abruptly and transversely by a confused range of anc'^/^

moraines .... perhaps 80 to 100 feet high .... which have been deposited by

glaciers that, under very different conditions of climate, once filled the has

above them, and communicated with the perpetual snow with which the whoi

summit of Lebanon was, at that time, deeply covered,"

"The number of trees is about 400, and they are disposed in nine grouFj.

corresponding with as many hummocks of the range of moraines ; they are o

)ut 18 inches to upwards of 40 feet in girth ;
but

^^
significant fact connected with their size, and 9°".gg

girth, and that we found no young trees, bushes, nor even seedlings o^ * ^cond years growth. We had no means of esthnating accurately the ages

the youngest or oldest tree : nor shall we have, till the specimens of the forin«J

arrive. It may be remarked, however, that the wood of the branch of the oi^
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tree, cut at the time, is eight inches in diameter (exclusive of bark), presents
an extremely firm, compact, and close-grained texture, and has no less than
140 rings, which are so close in some parts that they cannot be counted with-
out a lens. This specimen further, is both harder and browner than any
English-grown Cedar or native Deodar, and is as odoriferous as the latter.

and are no guide to the general character of the wood on the Lebanon, and
still less to that of English-grown specimens, which are always very inferior

in color, odor, grain, and texture. Calculating only from the rings in this

branch, the youngest trees in Lebanon would average 100 years old, the oldest
•2.500, both estimates no doubt widely far from the mark. Calculating from
trunks of English rapidly-grown specimens, their ages might be calculated as
I'^w respectively as 5 and 200 years ; while from the rate of growth of the

Ciielsea Cedars, the youngest trees may be 22, and the oldest G to 800 years

"The positions of the oldest trees (of the 400) afforded some interesting data
relative to the ages of the different parts of the grove, and the direction in

which It had lately spread. There were only 15 trees above 15 feet in girth,

and these all occurred in two of the nine clumps, which two contained 180
trees. Only two others exceeded 12 feet in girth, and these were found in im-

mediately adjoining clumps, one on one side and one on the other of the above
mentioned. There were five clumps containing 156 trees, none of which
was above 12 feet in girth, and these were all to the westward, (or down-
valley) side of the others. On this side, therefore, the latest addition to the
grove has taken place.

" VVhether the grove has much diminished within the historic period, is a

records of old travellers. It would not surprise me, if proofs existed of its not
naving materially decreased since the days of Solomon ; for it is very doubtful
Whether the wood was ever largely used in Jerusalem for building purposes."

" On tK« „^t.__ i,_ 1 ..
^^ j.j^g grove has, within the historic period, increased

iberefthatno seedling has come to maturity (though
- irth of trees til

^ -.u:„u

grove presents

:eed as many f

[ have collecteu suiue cunuus cu.-

ooorativeevidenci, from the works "of old travellers." ^ j, ^The Cedar also grows on the chain of the Taurus, 2oO miles off. Fourteen
jundred miles off in another direction, separated by the whole breadth ot the

Mediterranean sea, are the forests of Cedrus Mantica of Algeria. "The
Afhcan Cedar differs from that of Lebanon in having a perfectly erect, rigid

•«adpr. and stiff ends to the branches, all which, in the Lebanon plant, drop

^ or less," and there are other but more variable differences, /""rteen
' miles in the other direction reach to the borders of the Cedar forests

.aanistan, which extend eastward almost to Nepal. The Himalayan

;

-r Deodar, CVolm, " has a much more pendulous leader and end

^ tranches, and longer leaves, of a more glaucous hue than C. ^'^am,

T^S^ not such silvery leaves as the C. Atlantica. The cones are bm large as

;^'^^^f
of C. Uhani, but the scales and seeds are of the same forin as those of

"-• Mantica, and hence markedly different from those of C. libam
_

From what has been said respecting each of these Cedars it ^^ eviden^

^t the distinctions between them are so trifling, and so far withm the proved

m»ts of variation of Coniferous plants, that it may reasonably be assumed that

^li originally sprang from one. It should be added, that there are no ottier dis-

^ctiona whatever between them-of bark, wood, leaves, male-cones, anthere,

"J
the structure of these—nor in their mode of germmaUon or aurauon, me

^^ they attain, n. ,h.i. v,,«lin««. Also, that all are very vanable m habit

;

Jsands annually germinate), since the birth of trees tlie youngest ol wn
« inches in girth ; and that the whole grove presents such a disparity

aws r>P;to *.„„„ .u_^ _^i_. _i.-.-^ ic „„„„^,l o= mflnvfppf in rrirth. and?
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nge, tnere are already live distinct varieties so

others as dark-colored, and others as short-leaved as the Lebanon Cedar.

Also, that though the difference in the shape of the scales and seeds of Dti

dara and Lihani are very marked, they vary much ; many forms of each ovei

lap ; and furtJier transitions between the most disimilar, may be established b

[itiierto, C Atlanlica has been almost universally considered a variety i

ir and C. Deodara a different specias ; habit having been relied upon e^

ely, and botanical characters neglected; for a glance at the dra"ii!i

5 that there is an obvious and marked difference, in the latter respect, b-

id Deodara. This is perplexing, for, as I have said above, C. Libam
1 intermediate position, both geographically and in characters of folia;

of habit, by the climate of

-leaved Cedar is from thethe three localities ; the most sparse, weeping, long-

most humid region, the Himalaya ; whilst the plant of most rigid and o

wise opposite habit, corresponds with the climate of the country under the m-

fluence of the great Sahara desert No course remains, then, but to regard

all as species, or all as varieties, or tlie Deodara and Atlantica as varieties of

one species, and Libani as another. The hitherto adopted and only alterna-

tive, of regarding Libani and Atlanlica as varieties, and Deodara as a species,

Dr. Hooker accordingly regards the three Cedars as three well-marka

forms, usually very distinct, and so far permanent that, although of common

type. Upon his view, therefore, here are three forms, which, under variation,

geographical segregation, and the suppression of intermediate states, have be-

come fixed into what are generally called nearly related, representative

Finally he asks, how does it happen that they are now so sundered geo-

graphically? The answer to this question h ' ' "
-i— ...,-nr

feet lower than they are now, a

descended to the same lower le

nected with their Himalayan

discoveries of extensive comparatively n

of the Mediterranean are confidently appealed to ; tne remains oi uiw ^""-'j

Hippopotamus and Rhinoceros in Sicily so obviously indicating a continental

extension from the Tunis coast to that Island, and the soundings lending cor-

roboration to this view. If a forest thus extended at the glacial period ^^"'^^
count for the diffusion of the Cedars, the succeeding warm period driving the

account for the present separation and for tlie present differences of the three

surviving races. *• °'

4. WeddeWs Chlorh Andina has advanced to the close of the second

volume with the 16th livrnison, issued Nov. 1861, thus finishing the Monopet"

alous and most of the Polypetalous orders. As to Plantago, while adopUn|

and confirming Decaisne's hint that the species are vastly overdone in tn

Prodromus, Weddell has not sufficiently, if at all, recognized the dioecio-d'-

morphism which pervades the genus, and which in this countr}' has long hep
understood. This, however, is most conspicuous in some groups of specie^

which, not rising into the high Andes, are beyond the limits of his work.
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Gavltheria, as Kalm, the founder of the genus, wrote the name, being dedica-

ted to Dr. Gaulthier, it is a good idea of Weddell's to insert the missing vowel,

thus by a slight change making the name of the genus, Gatdtkieria, conform

with that of the person commemorated. That it should have been so written

3 doubtful

while to change the original orthography, which is not far amiss, Gayhtsacia

is by no means peculiar to South America; Dr. Weddell must have casually

ovprlooked the North American species.
.

The remark that the seeds afford characters by which the species of Epilo-

inguished,

rked group the PhyllaniJwphora. Thus restricted it would none the

; ?t upon a single character, and that one pertaining to the organs of ve-

^.-lauon; while a general view of the tribe will, we think, lead to the conclu-

sion that the distinction between the stvles with capitate stigma and those

which are introrsely stigmatose is here well marked and well correlated with

real affinities-that, in fact, Malvasti-um, as a whole, and especially those

species which are referred back by Weddell to Malva, are really more closely

related to Sida and to SpJueralcea than to the genuine, old-world Malva.

The fact is overlooked that Myosurus apetalus, Gay, is often petaliferous, and

occurs in North America.

question that the Flora Andina is a

5. fflstoire JSTaturelle des Zoophytes EcUnodermes par

^- F. DujARDiN et par M. H. Husse, Paris. Encyclopedie Roret. 1862.—
It would naturally be supposed that a work on Echinoderms appearing in

1862 would advance in some decrree our knowledge of that class
;
the

aore so as the authors had access to the Collections of the Jardin des

Plantes and to the best libraries of Paris. The authors had at their

disposal the original specimens of Lamarck and could have cleared up
»nany doubtful points, and it was at least to be expected that this volume

should be a faithful record of what bad been done in the diflerent orders

M Echinoderms up to the time of publication. Instead of this it is a

crude compilation of some of the most important works, made without

aiiy discrimination. The authors adopt or reject this or that classification

f
their pleasure without attempting to combine what there may be of

t>-uth in the different writers. The literature of later years seems to

have escaped their notice entirely. Their ignorance of what has been

one by American writers can hardly be excused on the ground of t^
difficulty of obtaining American publications in Europe, ^^^g^^^
^^chiv which they quote so frequently contains in the

e-<=f,^^^f^X^
^f Prof. Luckart all that they needed to become acquainted with tbe papers

;four American Naturalists on Criuoids, Starfishes Echini and Holo-

thunans. Their neMect is not confined to this side of the Atlantic, even

;^e papers of Gray,"of Peters, of Pbilippi are left unnoticed. It would

^ au endless task to enumerate the errors which have made this book a

UseW one, a needless addition to our overburdened scientific hterature

,,What confidence can we have in a compilation m which we are told

f^l
Cidaris imperialis Lam. is found in New Holland ;

that Astropyga

'^^ata Gray, comes from South America and lYucleohtesrecens from the

^•Itilles, although a few lines above we had been informed that the s ngle

''^^grepresentatiye of the genus Nucleolites was found m New Holland,
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and finally on page 541 Echinometra Quoyi^ U. is said to be the y

Podophora atrata and on page 539 the same Echinometra Quo
" What reliance

placed in the characteristics of geneva such as Leiocidaris in which we

have given as generic, "Radioles en forme de longues baguettes sont

toujours cylindriques et lisses," and on the next page we find as the specific

character of Leiocidaris (Cidaris) Thouarsii " radiolea-subcylindriques tres

granuleux," Cidaris hystrix and Cidaris papillata are also referred to Leio-

cidaris though their spines are anything but "lisses" and *' cylindriques."

avis imperialis Lam. immediatey below Leiocidaris hystrix Desor, for what

reason we are not told. On one page the species is credited to the author

who first described it, no matter to what genus it has been afterwards

removed, while on the next page the opposite course will be followed and

the species credited to the author who first placed it in its proper genus.

The authors are equally unfortunate in their synonymic lists, these lists

have been simply copied ; they have not taken the trouble to compare

their quotations : as for example in Cidaris baculosa the figures which are

referred to in Savigny and the Eevue et Magasin de Zoologie have

nothing in common except that they have usualtv been quoted together

by former writers. This is but a specimen of the manner in which th«

book has been manufactured, and the errors and contradictions whicli

have been pointed out here are as numerous throughout the rest of tli«

book as in the few genera we have so briefly examined. ^- ^

IV. ilETEOROLOGT.

Meteorology.—Director William Haidinger continues to gj^'^ ';'

particular attention to the investigation of Meteoric subjects, and has in

• » the Imperial Academy of Vienna gi^eo

-- -... and meteoric phenomena, as_ well f
additional particulars respecting some of those already mentioned J"

previous papers, of which we give the following abstracts :

(1.) (Meeting of June 20th, 1861.) The fall of the stone of ^

near Nellore, in Hindostan, (the latter place at 14° 23', N. L., a-

E. of Greenwich,) took place at 4^, p.m., on January 23d, It

•was witnessed by three persons, who watched their herds in tlie

borhood of the Choutoo Canal, east of the village Yatoor, in the j..'"- -

of Toumalatalpoor, and west of Yeruguntapollen.

They heard a single clap, similar to the report of a musket, then «

somewhat rumbling noise. Looking in the direction of it, they saw, a

distance of about 20 fathoms, dust rising to the height of a man^

Going thither they found in the ground, consisting of clay and sand, ^,

of two spans wide and two spans deep, (15 to 16 inches,) and therein

white stone which was burst, and a fragment of which was carried a^'
^^

at once; the greater portion, however, was dug up on the follo^'^'a

morning, by the "moonsiff" of the village. The total weight ot ,.;';

three pieces has been estimated at one mound =^4^ lbs., av.ij
-

white color of the stone is very remarkable, since meteoriici _

show a black crust.* The sky was perfectly clear and the :.

* H. wrote on the margin of the copy of his paper, which he sent us

:
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the report was so unexpected and surprising, that the herds were fright-

ened and ran away. No phenomena of light were observed. Haidinger

suggests that the fall took place perfectly vertically. This would give for

the season and geographical latitude of Nellore of 14° 23', N., about

three days after the entrance of the sun into the sign of Aquarius, and

for 4| p. M., about in the direction south from Ophiuchus towards the

earth ; and the Yatoor stone can be considered as having come pretty

nearly from this direction.

According to Dr. Andrew Scott, it contains silicic acid, alumina,

magnesia, lime, sulphur, iron and nickel.
.

(2.) At the meeting of July 4th, 1861, he gave some additional infor-

mation about the Parnallee meteorite, (this Journal, [2], xxxn, 442.)

from observations made on a piece of 1 lb. H 'oth, (= 691 grammes,)

which had been sent to the Imperial Cabinet by Prof. Ch. A. Young, of

Hudson, Ohio. It forms on one side an uneven fracture plane, of about

4iX3i inches; about half of the other is covered with a crust, scarcely

of jV of one line in thickness, of a brownish black color, and with but very

little lustre. It shows the common roundish depressions, but remarkably

enough, some only one half or even one quarter of an inch in diameter,

and pretty steep ; the direction of the motion of the whole meteorite can-

not be determined therefrom. The whole piece is pretty flat.

Numerous pale gray, partly whitish portions, mostly quite roundish

imbedded through the mass, can be observed on a fracture ;
on polished

p'anes the structure becomes more perceptible, a homogeneous matrix

'•^'> not reallv exist, and a lens shows even the minutest portion to be a

''^i^ture of hetorogoneous particles. Quite a numerous collection ot van-

> meteoric rocks would result if we could separate the larger fragmente

:^'ii rounded stones of this meteor, which it would be seen could have ob-

'
''^---l their rounded form only in a previous condition. V^hitish gray

=^^-':cl.-rounded frairnients, up to i of an inch in
fi^f'.^^^^VMHWnn^S

'^-'t<of crvstallin^e stones, similar to those of chladnite and pidd.ngtonite

''
' i^.^.^'igny and Shalka. The compact black ones without l^^t-'Y -^^^^^

-
• -xe. but remarkablv angular, remind us of the peculiar Cold-Bok-

ineteorites; then there are, in the n^'-^^ure metallic, compaco

->-ly grained masses of an iron-pyrites of ^-^/'^^^'^.^^^^^^^J
•- and quite inditlerent to the magnetic needle, hardly to be con^d-

rrhotine. although their specific gravity, ^^ k ,7'JvpT; small
^•ticles of metallic iron are also present, but'n very small

•. ^0 that the snociHc crravity of the piece at 18 K. was d i ,a

^tone was porou-. and continually giving out a stream ot air

m'lt^lTJ^ r'?\ ^'7!'itff„pnts however, are certain much rounded

^-' -^h or 1^':;!;% X ofte^yello; within a.d daj brown

. ^^i^l'out, simiiar to 'those from I'Aigle, Chantonnay, ^entz Segowlee

*tich on polished nh.u.os appear hke being inclosed v^Mth bnll.ant

jnetallic rings. B t is inclolure is not produced by metalhc iron bu
*

bv a s„l,...^,„. .:,.. : :..o Tf shows but very isolated traces of
It shows but very i

c iron, as in the met

- characteristically i
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the same msnner as that by metallie iron ; the particles of matter—what-

ever may have been the agency required to dissolve the metallic iron, or

a sulphid of it, and precipitate the same—were moveable and collected

by moisture on the surface of the rounded fragments of rocks in the me-

teoric tufa, originating in the beginning from dust. In the larger masses

of sulphid of iron are also minute particles of metallic iron.

On the whole, the Parnallee stone resembles the beautifully marbled

stone of Assam and that of Chantonnay, but it is distinguished by its

greater porosity and a less compact structure.

Dr. Andrew S. Scott mentions the following constituents as the result

of a quahtative analysis: Silicic acid, alumina, ferric oxyd, magnesia,

Jime, iron, nickel, sulphur, and traces of cobalt and chrome.

(3.) At the meeting of October Hth, 1861, he made a communication

regarding the meteorites of Montpreis, which fell July 31st., 1859. A

letter of Mr. Mischitz, of Montpreis, to Prof. Suess, 'of Vieiuia, dated

June 27.th, contains the following data :

"Joseph Kozel, Francis Roraich and myself observed the ball on July

31st, 1859, about 9| p.m., when suddenly the sky towards north, in the

direction of Paher, became illuminated, and the meteor moved from the

aorth over the castle of Montpreis with a hissing noise down through the

air, with the velocity of a shooting star, but larger in size and of more bril-

liancy, and fell right in front of the church of Montpreis and the wall

of the churchyard, partly upon white sandstone, partly upon the solid

gravelly soil. This fall produced a small excavation of scarcely the depth

of half a nut-shell, burned the sandstone and soil as large as a silver

.dollar. All r "
-

- ^

seconds, and when
siderably, so that we were afraid to pick them up. A quarter o

tour later I picked up the pieces yet warm and three in number ;
'"-

rest was like sand or street dust in the black-grey burned hole, and

scattered over the similarly burned stone. AH the pieces have, unfortu-

nately, beea lost. The fire'of the mass was rather more yellowish than red.

The fall, when touching the ground, was accompanied by a little clap.

similar to that produced when rockets filled with star-fire, and yet burn-

ing, touch the surface of water. The pieces picked up looked like slag?,

with a thin black crust. Although nothing has been preserved of tm*

fall, it is fully authenticated, and shows, besides, some important pecu-

liarities.
,

It is particularly remarkable that the three pieces showed bright red

heat a few seconds after their fall. Tiiey were certainly stone and cot

iron, or they would not have been broken into so many fragments, hk^.

sand aud street dust. We have no records of high temperaturt-
•--

«tones ; they are generally not warmer than if they had been i;

the sun, while on the other hand we have an example of the ex

cold ani very large stone of Dhurrasala. The stone of Montpreis

scarcely more than 140 grammes. We might imagine that a sin .

especiaiy if pretty well intermixed with metallic iron, could be th<

heated from the surface and become red hot, whilst the hiaii '
''

perature produced by the resistance of the air would not be sufficient t^'

overcome the cosraical cold of the interior of a large stone, during th*^

short time of its cosmical path through our atmosphere.
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.
3 only, and at that very insignificant, r

duced by its striking the stone and soil, the surface of which it penetrated

but very little, showing that it could not have come down with cosmical

The fall took place obliquely, in the direction from north to south, but

much deviating from a vertical line.

The geographical situation of Montpreis is about 46° 7' N. latitude, 16°

27' E, of Greenwich. Adding the northern zenith distance of nearly 7°

to the latitude, we obtain the altitude of 53% from which the meteor de-

scended. An astronomical map, set for July
sition of the meteor at 270°, very nearly

'

'*
' ' " ' "^ on and Vega. The

directly opposite to me Liaii»iai.uiic uji/i,i^^ii ^

system m space, which, according to Madler, is 7 miles (Geiiuan;

ecoud. We might presume, therefore, that, as far as its position is

erned, the descending meteor remained stationary, or its approach

merely effected by the translatoric motion of our solar system. As
e motion of the earth in its position in space, between Aries and

us, we may assume the nearly conformable motion of 4-1 (German)

5 per second. Thus the meteor would have descended on the ecliptic,

ably from the neighborhood of the Balance, perhaps a real stranger

ir solar system.

• Prof. Suess mentions several meteors,

same date:

At KremsmiiDster, on the 29th, in S.S-E., a large fireball, with a bright

luminous tail, which fell almost vertically towards the horizon. It lasted

At Laibach,'on the 29tb, at 8h 48", a meteor in S.W. direction.

^
At Edelbach, near Montpreis, (in Lower Styria,) towards S.W a fire-

ball, followed by three shooting stars; much hissing, rumbling fah, but

nothing was found.
At Neustadtl, (Krain,) a meteor, like that at Laibach. ^

(4.) At the meetings of October l7th and November /th, 1861, he

gave some additional information about the metallic iron masses from

^mnbourne (near Melbourne, Victoria,) (this Journal [2j xxxii 441-

^43). The smaller mass, of ^bout 3,000 lbs,, is exhibited in Melbourne

and intended to be sent to the World's Fair, which is to take place m
J-ondon during this year.

Ti,-^ ^1... * 'oj'cai.
_ Tirpspnt position at

^
'proximate measurements were sent by

^lockinitson>W

.f the origin:

t by Dr, Neu

Viewed from N.E. to S.W. =:3 ft. 1 in., S.E. to ^;^^-^^_^-jj
.^^

« KOc. « =1 « 1 " St. " =^1-9^

.
Tie inner structure of the smaller piece could not well be deternaiiied

""" *' - "
r chips cut off with a chisel. Here and there was a wire-like

— ^ ' •---—5 *^roncrh the whole mass, silver-

; little lustre. No real crust
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chips, sent to Vienna, showed plainly, when siifEci

db = 3 " 1 "

ffc = 3 - 11 "

A part of the mass has been separated and partly worked up.

In a figure given in H.'s communication the mass is viewed from the

north ; the surrounding ground has partly been dug up ; its probable

height is estimated by Dr. Neumayer as not over 4 feet, the neutral place

towards magnetism being 1 ft. 10 in. below its upper limits, and 2 ft. 1 !"

''
' ' ' ' .1 • Although the upper part is a

luth pole, numerous subordinate

given more accurately and com-
'

is from ^<.

,
(60 to

1'

of the equator,) the smaller northerly of the larger. The geograpbii^a'

position of the smaller mass is 38'* 8' S. lat., and 146° 22' E. of ('reen-

wich ; that of the larger, 38° 11' S. lat., and 145° 20' E. of Greenwich.

(5.) At the same meeting (Nov. lih, 1861,) he mentions a magnificent

meteor, observed by many persons in Southern Australia, on March 4::'.

1861, at bright daylight, (9^ 38™ 5^, Melbourne mean time,) ot" v

Dr. Neumayer made a report to a Melbourne paper, computed iV ;

observations. When first seen it was 50 miles above the ocean, at, l

point of the ocean 30 miles from Cape Otway ; it passed throu,^!-

zenith ; its diameter has been calculated at about 1,900 feet. From >

mayer's continued investigations (during the last 3 years) of shooU' -

stars and meteors, it follows that this meteor came from a point ot n''

diation in Perseus ; whilst a meteor of extraordinary size, observoJ -j

Melbourne in August, 1858, came from the latter point and m*'^'^;.

towards the former, so that both meteors had one and the same pl^ir.e

motion ; a fact which, if investigations were pursued, might throw joff'-

light upon this subject.
,

^

There are, according to Neumayer, other points of radiation f^y \'-';

southern hemisphere, and the periodical appearance of these c-
1=^'

bodies does not coincide with that for the northern ; there is no -\

period, but one in July and one in December. No observations
made during the last three years in November, on account of t;.

vorable state of the weather. F. A. '
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MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The California Geological and Natural History Survey.—Good

pro£rress has been made in this important work, daring the year and a

half in which it has been in progress. We have received copies of a " Let-

ter of the State Geologist relative to the progress of the State Geological

Survey," addressed by Prof. Whitney, to the Governor of California, and

dated December, 1861. This gives the organization of the Survey and

and outline of the ground gone over in the first year's explorations, show-

ing great industry, the area already explored being equal to at least one

half the area of the State of New York. Forty-seven maps have been

commenced on a scale of half an inch to a mile. The map of the region

about San Francisco Bay comprising but a little corner of California

(almost exactly the area however of the State of Connecticut) is nearly

completed. The Topography of the State being so imperfectly known, a

large amount of labor and expense falls on the Geological Survey in pro-

viding the Geographical elements essential to even a tolerably exact loca-

tion of geological facts Barometrical observations have been constantly

tept up, and the data obtained for the determination of the elevation of

about one hundred and fifty important points. Among others the Teak

of Shasta about which such contradictory reports exist will be this sum-

mer the object of special barometrical examinations. Large co lections

of facts and specimens have been made in General Geology, Paleontol-

ogy, Economical Geology, Botany, Agricultural Geology and Zoology.

The preliminary Report! of the first and second year's ^ork will be pub-

lished in one volume, which may be expected by March 1863. The aw^

requires the Reports of the State Geologist to be sold for the benefit of

the School Fund, which requirement prevents our using important geolog-

ical information derived from the labors of the Survey, in advance of ite

publication. The appropriation made for the continuance of the Survey

f the current year has been cut down to $15,000, one half tte«um asked

^or by the Geologist-in-Chief (viz: $30,000), owing to the distur^d

'^ ;"'lition of the public finances and the sad disaster by the fl«;f
<>y^t

--
••• which made wreck of a large part of tll^t^''^^^^P;l^'iyJ^,t

It is satisfactory to know that the floods have "^^ been however

nixed evil, but that by their agency there is every
r^^f^^^J^

y increased gold product this year. California is a ^^st region to

r,. its area being twenty times that of Massachusetts, and equal to

;- united area of Great Britain, Ireland.Belgmm, Hanover and Bav an
J

Ti^^^ work is laborious not more from the extent of surface, tha« fr^m^*^

J;eat,dust, chaparral and want of roads. It
^^'f^^'^l'^l.tj^l

Geological conclusions already reached, fixing the true age of the aurif

^rousand other metallic deposits, and of t^e Coal, are of the g^e^^^^^^^^

"nportance. The work for 1862 has been reduced
J"^.

FoP^^t on t^^^^^^

f
finished appropriation-the finances of the State ^«^°g

^^.f^^^^/j
^prevent even the prompt payment of the money ^PP;«P"f

^^j ^^^^
^iUiey has wisely ^once^ntryed his

----|fr^^^^^^^<ietermined to make the reconnaissance as coropieie ds pu=a

publication of the first volume of the report.

^5- I.W. Triy^or^^.^r. J-iah^Lyman o^L^^^^^^^^

'^^^iing-'lTonS fn a happy combination of the protractor, straight
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edge and scale of equal parts. It I connection witl

J long side of the setnicirc

be turned to make any requirt

ingles are read by f

I facili " all movements.

upon the ruler slides a scai.^ p. ate lor rae.i-iirinrr .n^.tances ur "^'. -,

ing them down. There are ^i.v =c.ile=, repre=eniaig divisions of the mcb

into 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 and 24 parts. Each has a vernier to tenths, aiia

I most of them smaller parts may be estimated. The edges of the Ivvt

• -
^

^
^

' ^„« r.f flf«r„lfir to the
parts of the sliding rule <

3 of the paper, ;

accurately on t

over the edge of the

t thus affords the means of plotting a

with great accuracy and dispatch. The aim has been
to lay down angles" to minutes, and distances to thou
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One great advantage of the instrument is, that it facilitates the com-
putation of areas in land surveying. Anything which abridges the labor,
of a process so frequently repeated, is of value. When the corners of a
field have been plotted, the differences of latitude and the meridian dis-
tances can be measured, in a very short time, with an accuracy far greater
than that ordinarily used in the field work of a survey.

^10 pains have been spared in the mechanical construction to make the
instrument accurate. The methods of using it are fully detailed in an
accompanying manual. This manual forms of itself, in fact, almost a
complete treatise on land surveying.

3. Donation of types of American Reptiles by the Smithsonian Insti-
tution to the CivicoMuseo of Milan.—In the May number of this Journal
we published a note from Prof. Henry, in reply to a statement, by our

'rrespondent, that the Smithsonian Institution, (excepting the
British M

5 almost the only great establish

n

.vards the work on serpents of Prof. Jan, '""^'^'^ niaienais towards tbeworkon serpents ot r
in a recent article by Prof. Jan on the Typhlopidce, in ine Arcnivio per

"'f^Jogia, etc., ofGenoa, vol. i. p. 196, we find the following remarks :

>e have received from the Smithsonian Institution original speci-
mens of nearly all the species (of serpents) described by Baird and Girard,
and other American authors, and from the Museum of Philadelphia
unous types of Hallowell and Cope. Nearly all the specimens sent by the

^

useum of Washington are intended permanently to enrich our collec-
^on, thanks to the generosity of Dr. Henry, general Secretary of the
mithsonian Institution, and worthy interpreter of an establishment
ounded with the single object of promulgating and diffusing scientific
i^nowledge, and of according to all those occupied in such pursuits, an
I'ftcient assistance and the most ample protection ; an establishment, of

iq^
"'''^ ^- ^^rricJc, died in New Haven his native place, June 11,

]^% aged 51 years. Mr. Herrick's name has been identified with the
"'tory of American science for a generation, and it was a household word

j'^
the readers of this Journal. Scarce a volume of which, since 1836,

ses^l
^" without some contributions from his pen. Mr. Herrick pos-

'"', an encyclopedic knowledfre: his mind grasped with equal tenacity

of ti

''^ P^^^'^g' tbat the first contributions to science published by three

^

ttiose who have since been known as among our most constant and

^ 'led
contributors, viz : Profs. Gray and Dana, and Mr. Herrick, ap-

.^'^rt',! ,n the same number of our first series, viz: vol. xxxi, No. 2. Mr.

insects. His researches
e history, habits and parasites of the Hessian Fly, {Ceddomyia des-

Say) are well known to entomologists. His principal published
on this insect, appeared in 184I,^^> but his researches were contin-

' intervals, throuo^h life. His last contribution to this Journal was
^seventeen-year focust, and a critical notice of the new edition of
s Insects injurious to vegetation.^^) But Mr. Herrick has been much

(i) This Journal, xH, 153. (2) [2], xxxiii, 433-434.
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better known to our readers by his very numerous contributions to

meterolog}' and astronomy. He was one of the first to point out the ex-

istence of the August period of shooting stars,^^) [jig observatious having

been published before reports of European discoveries had reached this

country. Our knowledge of a shower in December and of one in April

is mostly due to him. His catalogue of showers in past times/'*' which

stances have been added by those who have since labored in the same field.

For many years he was a constant observer of the Aurora Borealis, and

by his zeal influenced many others to make similar observations. Ha

first called attention to the frequent occurrence of this meteor in summer,

at a time when the opinion was general that it was chiefly if not entirely

confined to the winter months/^) a subject vividly brought to his notice

by a remarkable Aurora on the 1st of July, 1837^^).

Science, with Mr. Herrick, was only the recreation of a laborious life of

business. Trained as a bookseller, and for a time conducting that business

on his own account, he was in 1843 chosen Librarian of Yale Coli.-^.

and, in 1852, Treasurer of the same Institution, holding the latter (>;"

until his death. Mr. Herrick was eminent for his knowledge of 1

^

and precise memory of all that related to them. We copy the fui!

from an appreciative notice of Mr. Herrick which appeared' in the '• i'

Journal," for June 12th, 1862 :

" In that varied and miscellaneous knowledge which wascongenial to s

person of his comprehensive curiosity, his active habits, and his iron dili-

gence, he had scarcely his equal in the University, and the extensive

correspondence which he maintained for years with persons of varied

pursuits, residing in every part of the country, and in Europe, is both an

evidence that his knowledge was extensive and highly prized, and a mon-

ument to his industry and his disinterestedness. As a man of busii; -
juickness, sagacity, and the rarest intt.-^'i.y'

The whole community knew him as one of the few in whom all nii-'"

confide, and whom none could possibly suspect His reputatiini iu -

respects was such as but few mortals attain or deserve.

As a friend he was affectionate and true—spending his ser^ici.-

care for all that needed them, and often doing this with a ]a\>

Few men have cherished so sacredly, and have exemplified so i

the saying of the Lord Jesus : " It is more blessed to give than to ;

His habits of life, interesting and peculiar as they were,—his gt-n

nd his good-natured asceticisms,—his charming simpin

delight in nature,—his generous readiness to serve his friends,

—

ness to the poor,—his genuine, yet never malignant, hatred of
<^i';

injustice and trickery,—his pining love for his mother, with mai.;

less traits, peculiar and unique, were wrought together into a cliiira
'

rare interest to the friends who delighted in his society, and never i.o.i--'

to wonder at the singular, yet not inharraonius, blending of traits a}l'i"

priate to Socrates and the x\postle John." • ,

It was in harmony with his deep modesty of character tliat he orJer^^^

that his funeral should be private, and that no eulogy u[>on his life shou

be pronounced.
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Art. XYl.—On the Ancient Lake Habitations of Switzerland; by
John Lubbock, Esq., F.R.S.*

[The interest attached to the subject of Mr. Lubbock's me-
jaoir warrants its republication, as but few American readers

i^j
access to the original. M. Morlot, whose researches are

alluded to in this article, will be well remembered by the read-
^s of this Journal from his paper entitled '(reneral views on
^rchc^ology,' published in vol. xxix.]

Archeology forms the link between Geology and History—
"^ past and the present. If in its more recent portions it is

scarcely distinguishable from History, yet when we pass back to
^s commencement, we find ourselves to have imperceptibly gli-

ded into the domain of Geology, without noticing any boundary
separate the one from the otber. The begining of Archseol-

"-mg, in fact, but the end of Geology, it is not surprising

*-T should, in the course of their development, have pre-

sorae remarkable analogies. M. Morlot has well pointed

'ut in his " Legon d'ouverture d'un cours sar la haute anti-

- ,;- iuii a I'Academie de Lausanne."

^
-'^en, indeed, as the remains of extinct animals were at first

-jPPosed to be few and far between, whereas, in fact, the surface

^ ^ne earth is made up of the dust and skeletons of our pred-
cessorg, so the relics of man, long looked upon as rare and ex-
^Ptional in their occurrence, are gradually presenting themselves

"" unexpected profusion. Loth, however, to distrust the existing
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chronology, our antiquaries long referred all the most beautiful

and well made weapons to the Romans, just as all fossils were

attributed to the action of the deluge. Passing on, then, with a

graceful compliment to the two of our most eminent contempo-

raries, M. Morlot points out that as Lyell, the reformer of Zool-

ogy, by studying the changes now taking place on the earth's

surface, has explained the results which Geology brings before

us, and thus arguing from the known to the unknown, has used

the Present as a key to unlock the Past ; so M. Thomson, by col-

lecting the implements and recording the habits of the existing

savages, has thrown much light upon the manners and customs

of ancient times. Fully recognizing the imperfection of the rec-

ord in the one case as well as in the other, we must guard our-

selves against any hasty conclusions and generalizations but it

seems now to be w^ell established that a considerable eloiigation

of the received chronology is required in Archaeology as decid-

"
', though not of course to such an extent, as in Geology,

erhaps, also, we may regard it as, to say the least, highlj

probable, that in Northern Europe there have been three great

epochs in the history of man—primary, secondary, and tertiary

—the first of Stone,'the second of Bronze,* and the third of Iron.

This conclusion, which we owe in the first instance to the North-

ern and especially to the Danish Archaeologists, has been much

strengthened by the recent researches in the lakes of Switzerland.

It is however probable, as was mentioned in our last number,

that the Stone period will require much sub-division. In a^-

classifications we are apt, at first, to take the apparent, for the

real dimensions of the more distant portions, and it is only as

we obtain a closer acquaintance with them, that we discover

their real proportions. Thus, it would appear, that the Stone

age must be divided into at least two periods ; that of the clrilt

on the one hand, and on the other hand, that to which tbe Dan-

ish Kjokkenmoddings and the Swiss Lake Habitations appear to

belong.

These Lake-dwellings or " Pfahlbauten,"—a term whose near-

est English equivalent is "Pile-works"'—were made known to

us in the following manner.
^ ,

In consequence of the extraordinary dryness and coldness oi

the weather during the winter months of 1853 and 185^?^
rivers of Switzerland did not receive their usual supplies, and trie
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water in the lakes fell mucli below its ordinary level, so that in
some places a broad strand was left uncovered along the margin,
while in others shallow banks were converted into islands. The
water level of this season was, indeed, the lowest upon record.
The lowest level marked on the so-called stone of Stiifa was that of
1674, but in 1854 the water sank a foot lower. These unusual
conditions, though very unfavorable to navigation, enabled the
Swiss Arch^ologists to make the important discoveries which we
are about to bring before our readers.

the bed of the lake, "certain indica-

ich he justly supposed might
I the history and condition of the earliest ]

tants of the Swiss valleys. In a small bay between Ober Meilen
and DoUikon, the inhabitants took advantage of the lowness of
the water to increase their gardens, by building a wall along
the new water-line, and slightly raising the level of the piece
thus reclaimed, by mud dredged from the lake. In the course of
this dredging they found great numbers of piles, of deer horns,
and also some implements. The researches at this place con-
ducted and described by Dr. F. Keller, have been followed by
similar investigations in other lakes, and have proved that the
early inhabitants of Switzerland constructed some, at least, of
their dwellings above the surface of the water, as is done in the
present day by savages in various countries, as for instance the
i^apous of New Guinea, whose huts, circular or square in form,
j^re grouped on wooden platforms, elevated a few feet above the
«^'el of the water, supported by numerous piles driven into the
^ua and connected with the land by a narrow ridge.

.

^"is method of construction, indications of which are found
led by Her-

1, in Thrace,

_._ _^„, „ ^ platform, supported above the
jvater by great piles. Each cabin had a trap-door opening on to
i^e ake, and the whole settlement communicated with the mam
land by a bridge.

J^he Swiss '' Pfahlhauten:' or lake habitations, have been de-
scribed by M. Keller, in three memoirs presented to the Antiqua-
Jjati Society of Zurich, in 1854, 1858, and 1860, and by M.
|.^oyon, in a special work, " Sur les Habitation Lacustres,

;^*>0, in which the author gives a general account of what^has

p^^^ done in Switzerland, and compares the result obtained in
'S native land, with the lake dwellings of other countries and

^inies. The discoveries in Lake Moosseedorf have been described

''^ a special paper by MM. Jahn and Uhlmann(Die Pfahlbaual-

^rtliutner von Moosseedorf Bern, 1857); and we owe to M,
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Riitimeyer to works on the animal remains from the Pfahlbauten

the first " Untersuchung der Thierreste aus den Pfahlbauten der

Schweiz," published bj the Antiquarian Society of Zurich, in

1860 ; and still more recently a larger work*—Collections of

objects from these localities have also been made by many Swiss

Archaeologists.

The Flora has been studied by M. Heer, whose results are

contained in the last memoir published by M. Keller. Nor must

we omit to mention M. Morlot's short paper in the "Bulletin de

la Societe Yaudoise," and his more recent "Le§on d'Ouverture

d'un cours sur la haute Antiquite fait a 1'Academic de Lausanne.''

From the conclusion of this lecture, indeed, I must express my
dissent: not that I would undervalue what M. Morlot calls the

Practical Utility of Geology, nor that I am less sanguine as to

the future advantages of Archaeology. Science, however, is like

virtue, its own reward, and the improvement of the mind must

be regarded as the highest object of study. However this may

be, M. Morlot is, to use his own metaphor, laboring earnestly in

the vineyard, and is improving the soil, though, as in the old

fable, it may be in the false hopes of finding a concealed treasure.

The Swiss Archfeologists have, indeed, made the most of a golden

opportunity, Not only in Lake Zurich, but also in Lakes Cou-

stance, Geneva, Neufchatel, Bienne, Morat, Sempach, in fact in

most of the large Swiss lakes, as well as in several of the smaller

ones (Inkwyl, Pfaffikon, Moosseedorf, Luissel), similar lake hab-

itations have been discovered. In the larger lakes, indeed, not

one, but many of these settlements existed ; thus, M. Keller men-

tions, in Lake Bienne, eleven; in Lake Neufchatel, twenty -six;

in the Lake of Geneva, twenty-four; in that of Constance, six-

teen ; and many more, doubtless, remain to be discovered.

The dwellings of the Gauls are described as having been cir-

cular huts, buiit of wood and lined with mud. The huts of the

Pileworks were probably of a similar nature. This suppositioa

is not a mere hypothesis, but is confirmed by the preservation «

pieces of the clay used for the lining. Their preservation is evi-

dently due to the building having been destroyed by fire, wbicn

has hardened the clay and enabled it to resist the dissolving actioQ

of the water. These fragments bear, on one side, the marks oi

interlaced branches, while on the other, which apparently formea

the inner wall of the cabin, they are quite smooth. Some o

those which have been found at Wangen are so large and so reg-

ular that the Swiss Arch^ologists feel justified in concludinp

that the cabins were circular, and from ten to fifteen feet in <^

ameter. Though, therefore, the architecture of this period was

Die Fauna der Pfahlbauten in der Schweiz. Untersnchungen uber f%9^
chichte der wUden und der Haus Saiigathieve von Mittel Europe von Dr. L. «0'^

raejer. This work contains a full resume of the subject up to the present tune.
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very simple, still the weight to be sustained on the wooden plat-

forms must have been considerable, and their construction, which
must have required no small labor,* indicates a considerable

population. It would, indeed, be most interesting if we could
construct a retrospective census for these early periods, and M.
Troyon has made an attempt to do so, though the results must
naturally, be somewhat vague. The settlement at Morges, which
is one of the largest in the Lake of Geneva, is 1200 feet long and
150 broad, which would give a surface of 180,000 square feet.

Taking the cabins as being 15 feet in diameter, and supposing
that they occupied half the surface, leaving the rest for gang-
ways, we may estimate the number of cabins at 311, and if we
suppose that, on an average, each was inhabited by four persons,

J^e shall have, for the whole, a population of 1244. Starting
from the same data, w^e should obtain for the Lake of Neufcha-
tel, a population of about 5000. Altogether, 68 villages, belong-
ing to the Bronze Age, have been discovered in Western Switz-

erland, and by the same process of reasoning they may be sup-

posed to have contained 42,500 persons ;
while for the precedmg

epoch, the population may, in the same manner, be estimated at

,
For a moment it may surprise us that a people so uncivilized

should have constructed their dwelHngs with immense labor on
t^ie water, when it would have been so much more easy to have
Duilt them on dry land The first settlers in Switzerland, how-

jrer, had to contend with the Boar, the Wolf, the Bear, and the

y^ ; and subsequently, when the population increased and
disputes arose, the lake habitations, no doubt, acted as a fortih-

jation, and protected man from man, as they had before preserved

^I'jfrom wild beasts. . , . ,

Switzerland is not, bv any means, the only country m which
laife dwellings have been used as fortresses. In Ireland, a num-

ber of more or less artificial islands, called "Crannoges t are

^«own historically, to have been used as strongholds by the

petty chiefs. They are composed of earth and stones, strength-

^^f
by numerous piles, and have supplied the Irish Arcbaeolo-

f^ with numerous weapons and bSnes. From the Crannoge

« Dunshuglin, indeed, more than 150 cart loads of bones were

f^ined, and were used as manure ! These lake dwelling of

^eUnd, however, come down to a much later period than those

^\ Switzerland, and are frequently mentioned in early history.
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18, 1567) :
' For castles, I think it be not unknown unto your hon-

ors, he trusteth no point thereunto for his safety, as appeareih

by the raising of the strongest castles of all his countreys, and

that fortification that heonly dependeth upon is m^ar/m/m*^-
water logfies in his country, which from the sea there come nei-

ther ship nor boat to approach them : it is thought that there

in the said fortified islands lyeth all his plate, which is much,

and money, prisoners and gages : which islands hath in Avars to

fore been attempted, and now of late again by the Lord Dep-

uty there, Sir Harry Sydney, which for want of means for safe

conducts upon the water it hath not prevailed.'
"

Again, the map of the escheated territories, made for the Gov-

ernment, A. D. 1591, by Francis Jobson, or the " Piatt of the

County of Monaghan," preserved in the State Paper Ofl&ce, con-

tains rough sketches of the dwellings of the petty chiefs of Mon-

aghan, which "are in all cases surrounded by water."* In the

"Annals of the Four Masters," and other records of early Irish

history, we meet with numerous instances in which the Crannoges

are mentioned, and some in which their position has not preser-

ved them from robbery and destruction ; so that we need not be

surprised to find that most of the Swiss Lake habitations appear

to have been destroyed by fire. Though, however, these latter

resemble the Irish Crannoges in their position and use, they differ

considerably from them in their construction. In one or two

places, indeed, as for instance at the Steinberg, in the Lake of

Bienne, it is possible that an island may have been formed, the

bottom of the lake having been artificially raised. It is curious

that a canoe laden with stones, was actually found near this spot

it having, apparently, sunk with its load, at the time when the

Steinberg was in process of construction. After all, however, it

seems probable that even in this case, the object was only to ob-

tain a firmer foundation for the piles. At the present tirae the

highest part is eight feet below the surface of the water, and

nothing justifies us in looking back to any such alteration of level-

Moreover, even now the piles project two or three feet above the

surface, upon which, therefore, the cabins cannot have been in-

tended to stand. A small island in Lake Inkwyl, however, re-

produces almost exactly the Irish Crannoge.
After having chosen a favorable situation, the first step io *^^

construction of the Lake habitations was to obtain the necessary

timber. To cut down a tree with a stone hatchet must ha've

been no slight undertaking. It is, indeed, most probable taat

they made use of fire, in the same manner as is done by existi"|

savages in felling trees and making canoes. Burning the ^vooa

and then scraping away the charred portion, renders, indeed tJe

task far more easy, and the men of the Stone period appear to
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have avoided the use of large trees, except in making their ca-

noes. Their piles v^^ere imbedded in the mud for from one to five

feet, and must also have projected from four to six feet above the

water level, which cannot have been very different from at pres-

ent. They must, therefore, have had a length of from 15 to SO
feet, and they were from 3 to 9 inches in diameter. The pointed

extremity which entered into the mud still bears the marks of
the fire, and the rude cuts made by the stone hatchets. The piles

belonging to the Bronze period being prepared with metal axes,

were much more regularly pointed, and the differences between
the two have been ingeniously compared to those shown by lead

pencils well and badly cut. Draging the piles to the lake, and
fixing them firmly, must have required much labor, especially

when their number is considered. At Wangen alone M. Lohle
has calculated that 40,000 piles have been used ; but we must re-

member that these were probably not all planted at one time,

nor by one generation. Wangen, indeed, was certainly not built

in a day, but was, no doubt, gradually added to as the popula-

tion increased. Herodotus informs us that the Poeonians made
the first platform at the public expense, but that subsequently

at every marriage (and polygamy was permitted), the bride-

groom was expected to add a certain number of piles to the com-
nion support. In some localities, as at Kobenhausen, on liake

Pfeflfikon, the piles were strengthened by cross beams. The
Pileworks of subsequent period's differ little from those of the

Stone age, except, perhaps, that they are more solidly constructed.

J; he piles, also, are less decayed and project above the mud far-

ther than those of the preceeding epoch. M. Morlot considers

that the horizontal platform rested upon the top of these piles,

f such a height as to allow for all ordinary variations m the

^evel of the water. M. Suter, however, supposes that m some

fases, at least, the platform was not attached to the perpendicu-

l^^
piles, but rested upon the water, rising and sinking with it.

^te structure of the Pileworks at Wauwyl, m the Canton ot

J-iicerne, certainlv seems to favor this view'. It was composed

offou
cerne, certainly seems to favor this view', it was cujup.

four rpntar,„„io^ ^;„;o;^r,o oor^amtpd bv narrow channejs, (.- rectangular divisions, separated by
, , , , •

, „
^hich, no doSbt, bridges were thrown, and through which ca-

^oes might pass. The piles were less numerous than i^s«al and

5^-"e grouped principally around the outer edge of tbe platforms.

I^tbiscase they have been preserved by peat; tbey ^re fom
^iii-ee to four and a half inches in diameter, all rounded, and not

l^med of split timber. In order to ascertain their length, M
S'iter dug ^up two of them; the longest Pe^etrated four feet

trough the peat, and ten feei six inches into tbe ancient bed of

^„t«lake; the other, also four feet through the peat, but only fo^

[^etsix inches lower. M. Suter examined the piles carefully^

"^it fruitlessly, to ascertain any manner m which the platform

^a have been 'attached to them.
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The platform itself consisted of five layers of trees, curiously

and carefully fastened together by clay and interlaced branches

of trees, but like the perpendicular piles they were examined in

vain for any traces of notches, mortises, holes, ligatures, bolts,

or any contrivance, by which the upright piles and the platforms

could have been fastened together.

Not only were the debris of their repast, and other rubbist

thrown into the water, but more or less valuable weapons and

instruments must have been sometimes lost in this manner, es-^

pecially £

lation. .J ^. „„^ .^^ ^.^^^^..j .^ . ,

, . all probability, engulphed at the destruction

of the Pfahlbauten, some of which were perhaps burnt and re-

built more than once.

The number of stone implements which have been already
"^

"

I Lake Constance, many

been discovered, and a

great number also at Moosseedorf, Wauwyl and Robenhausen,

in none of which places has a single piece of metal been as yet

met with, a fact which, taken in connection with the great num-

ber of bronze implements which have been collected from other

Pileworks, clearly indicates that the settlements above mentioned

belonged to the age of Stone. Not only, however, is metal ab-

sent, and not only, as we have already seen, does the Fauna in-

dicate a greater antiquity, but the stone weapons themselves are

less varied and less skillfully made. Most of them are made from

rocks which occur in Switzerland, though it is probable that the

flint was brought from France. The absence of any great blocks

of this valuable material in Switzerland accounts for our not

finding any of the large, flat axes which are so characteristic ot

northern Europe, and especially of Denmark. At Wangen, the

stone implements resemble those of Moosseedorf, and are pn°'

cipally formed of indigenous rocks, which to judge from the

fragments scattered about, were evidently worked up at these

two places. One or two bits, however, consisted of Oriental

nephrite, whicli is green, transparent, and of remarkable hard-

ness, and if these really belonged to the Stone age, the fact is

very remarkable, as this substance, according to Swiss mineral-

ogists, does not naturally occur in Switzerland, and must have

been brought from Egypt or Asia. On this point, however, it

would be desirable to "have more information; since, if we .^^^

to suppose that any such extended commerce existed, it is diin-

cult to understand why bronze and iron were not also introduced.

Weapons of nephrite have also been found at one or two other

places, belonging to the Bronze age, and where therefore its

presence is less inexplicable. The stone impliments found m
the settlements belonging to this earliest period consists of ham-
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mers, axes, knives, saws, lance heads, arrow heads, corn crush*
ers, and polishing blocks. Some of the hammers were made of
serpentine with a hole pierced through one end, and are, like all
pierced stones, of very great rarity, belonging perhaps only to
the end of the Stone period. Some of them are cylindrical,
others more cubical in shape.
The axe was preeminently tJie implement of antiquity. .It

was used in war and in the chase, as well as for domestic pur-
poses, and great numbers have been found, especially at Wangen,
(Lake of Constance) and Concise (Lake of Neufchatel). With
a few exceptions they were surprisingly small, especially when
compared with the magnificent specimens from Denmark

; in
length they varied from six inches down even as low as one,
while the cutting edge had generally a width of from 15 to 20
hnes. Flint was sometimes used, and nephrite, or jade, in a few
cases, but serpentine was the principal material. Most of the
larger settlements were evidently manufacturing places, and many
spoilt pieces and half finished specimens have been found. The
process of manufacture is thus described by M. Troyon. After
having chosen a stone, the first step was to reduce it by blows
with a hammer to a suitable size. Then grooves were made
artificially, which must have been a very tedious and difficult

operation, when flint knives, sand, a little water, and an unlim-
^ed amount of patience, were the only available instruments.
Having carried the gooves to the required depths, the projecting
portions were removed by a skillful blow with a hammer, and
^De implement was then sharpened and polished on blocks of
sandstone.

Sometimes the hatchet thus obtained was simply fixed in a
oandle of horn or wood. Generally, however, the whole instru-

pient consisted of three parts. A piece of horn, two or three
inches in length, received the stone at one end and was squared

ft the other, so as to fit into a longer handle either of wood or
horn. These intermediate pieces present several variations, some
are simply squared, others have a projecting wing which rested

against the handle, some few are forked as if to receive a wedge,
a»a one had a small transverse hole apparently for the msertion

The knives may be considered as of two sorts. Some differ

j;om the axes, principally in having their width greater than
heir length. In other cases they were made of flint flakes. In
jnis manner also were obtained the saws, which in addition had
J^tieir edges somewhat rudely dentated ; they were fixed into

Pandles of wood by some sort of cement; but we do not find

'^^^^"zerland any of the semilunar saws, which are frequent in

^ JouH. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Voi.. XXXIV, No. 101.-Skft., lS6a
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The arrow heads were made of flint, or in some cases of rock

crystal, and were, as in Ireland, of three principal sorts, between

which however, there were a great many varieties. The first

sort had a diamond shape, the posterior half of which was, m

some specimens, shorter and rounded off". The second sort had

the posterior margin more or less excavated, so that the angles

being produced, as it were, into wings, clasped the shaft and en-

abled the arrow head to be more firmly fixed. In the third sort,

the middle part of the posterior side had a projection which sunk

into the shaft. There are also found rounded stones, pierced

with one, or sometimes with two holes. The use of these is un-

certain, but they may perhaps have been used to sink fishing

*' Waste not, want not," is a proverb which the Lake dwellers

thoroughly appreciated. Having caught any wild animal, except

the hare, they ate the flesh, used the skin for clothing, picked

every fragment of marrow out of the bones, and then in many

cases, fashioned the bones themselves into weapons. The larger

and more compact ones served as hammers, and, as well as horns

of the deer, were used for the handles of hatchets. In some

ca-ses pieces of bone were worked to a sharp edge, but they can

only have been used to cut soft substances.* Bone harpoons,

poignards, arrow heads, and javaline heads also occur, and p^s

and needles of this material are very common. Teeth also, m
particularly those of the wild boar, were used for cutting, ana

were also, in some cases, worn as ornaments or arnolets. There

can be little doubt that wood was also extensively used for difler-

ent purposes, but unfortunately most of the implements of tnis

material have perished. A wooden mallet, however, was foun

at Concise. .

For our knowledge of the animal remains from the PileworKS

we are almost entirely indebted to Prof Eiitimeyer, who ja^

published two memoirs on the subject. (Mittheilungeu des AC"

tiq. Gesellschaft in Zurich, Bd. xiii, Abth. 2, 1860 ; and, mor.

recently, a separate work, Die Fauna des Pfahlbauten in
"J;

Schweiz, 1861). The bones are in the same fragmentary cona.

tion as those from the Kjokkenmoddings, and have been opene^

in the same manner for the sake of the marrow. There is a^

the same absence of certain bones and parts of bones, so tbat^

is impossible to reconstruct a perfect skeleton even of the co.

monest animals.
i li 10

The total number of species amounts to about 66, of whicii -

are fishes, 3 reptiles, 17 birds, and the remainder quadrup>-'^;^

3 considered as having bet

Vie Dog, Pig, Horse, Ass, Goat, Sheep-
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and fit least two species of Oxen. The bones very seldom occur
in a natural condition, but those of domestic and wild animals
are mixed together, and the state in which they are found, the

marks of knives upon them, and their having been almost al-

ways broken open ibr the sake of the marrow, are all evidences
of human mterference.
Two species, the one wild, the other domestic, are especially

numerous —the Stag and the Ox. The remains of these two
indeed equal those of all others together. It is, hovvever, inter-

esting, that in the older settlements, as Moosseedorf, Wauwyl, and
Robetihausen, (Lake Pfeffikon,) the Stag exceeds theOxinnum-
ber of specimens indicated, while the reverse is the case m the

more modern settlements of the western lakes, as, for instance,

those at Wangen and Meilen.

.
Next to those in order of abundance is the Hog. More spar-

ing again, and generally represented by single specimens where
the preceding occur by dozens, are the Roe, the Goat, and the

Sheep, which is most numerous in the latter settlements. With
these rank the Fox and the Martens. The Fox indeed, appears,

whether from choice or necessity, to have been eaten during the

Stone period. This conclusion is derived from the fact that the

bones often present the marks of knives, and have been opened
for the sake of the marrow. While, however, it is very frequent

III the Pileworks of the Stone epoch, it has not yetJ^een found
in any settlement belonging to the bronze period. Oddly enough
the Bog is, at least in th? lake dwellings of the Stone period,

rarer than the Fox, though more common than the Horse or the

Ass
; and of other species but few specimens have been met with,

though, in some localities, the Beaver, the Badger, and Hedge-

hog appear in some numbers.
, ^. , ,

_,Tbe Bear and Wolf, as well as the Urus, the Bison, and the

Elk seem only to have occasionally been captured ;
it is probable

that the latter species were taken in concealed pits.

^ From the small lake at Moosseedorf, M. Riitimeyer has identi-

fied the following list :-0f the Dog, 3 specimens; Fox, 4 speci-

^;ns; Beaver, 5 specimens; Roe, 6 specimens; Goat and Sheep

W specimens;' Cow, 16specimens; Hog, 20 specimens; Stag, 20

^P«?cimens

It is certainly very striking to find two wild species repre-

f^tedby the Jreates^t number of specimens, and particularly

;Mince this is no exceptional case; but the
-' i«|^;;^^^^^°^^^^^^^^i^, exceeds that of the domesticated >nf7^^^'^;=' .V';' fe" ^7i

t^er which is confirmed bv the other settlements of this epoch,

^otoni, aoesthlindfcatL great antiquity but^^^^^^^^^^

^J^^tthe population must have been sometimes sub ectedo great

fiv^ations, not only from the necessary
""«*^^^^!"7f .rSf.ufd

« obtained, but also because we cannot suppose that foxes ^vouid

^^ve been eaten except under the pressure of hunger.
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In his first memoir, Prof. Riitimeyer gives an interesting table

which I here subjoin, premising that 1 denotes a single individ-

ual; 2, several individuals; 3, the species which are common;

4, those which are very common ; and 5, those which are present

in great numbers. An x indicates a trace, and I have inserted

a 4- in those cases in which the species have occurred since the

table was constructed. I may also repeat that Moosseedor^

Wauwyl, Robenhausen, and Wangen belong to the Stone period

while Meilen, and Concise were also inhabited durmg that ot

the Bronze, and Auvernier and Steinberg have even produced a

few weapons of iron.
^^^ ^^^^.

L The Brown Bear
2 The Badger
B The Martin
i The Pine M

iS^Satfi^

)omestic Hog

22 The Fallow Dee
23 The Ibex .

24: The Goat .

25 The Sheep .

26 The Uras .

27 The European 1

28 The Ox . .

29 The Kite .

30 The Goshawk

S The mn?d*oTe^'

i The freshwater Tortoise Cistuc

[eles vulgaris

" Putorius

'l^^ulpes^ '.
'.

Felis Catus .

".

Castor fiber . .

Sus Scrofa palustrJ

iJospriraigeni

iliil

j|ri<i>-3

ib.j
5 \i' 5 5 2

5 5 5 5 5

... 1
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The additional species added since this table was published

42. The Mouse, M. sylvaticus. A single specimen, from Robenhausen.

Our common house-mice and rats seem to have been unknown, and even

tils species is at present represented by but a single specimen.

43. The Hare, Lepus timidus. Of this species only a smgle bone has

yet occurred. It was found at Moosseedorf. It is very remarkable that

any nation should have eaten the Fox and spared the Hare, and notlnng

but a feeling of superstition can account for such an anomaly, which,

however, accords well with the entire absence of the Hare from theiijok-

kenmoddings of Denmark.
. ^,,

44. The Chamois, Antilope rupicapra. This species is represented by

a piece of skull from Robenhausen.
45. A second race of domestic Oxen.

46. The Ass.

The additional birds which have been discovered are:—

Aquila fulva, Meyer. The Golden Eagle. At Robenhausen

Aquila hali^etus. A single bone found at Moosseedorf is rather doubt-

fully referred to this species by M. Riitimeyer.

Strix alves. From Concise.

Sturnus vulgaris. " Robenhausen.
Cinclus aquatinus "

Ciconia^TbT'' Not unfrequ'ent at Moosseedorf and Robenhausen.

Fulica atra, Robenhausen.
Larus.Sp. in "

The additional species of fish are :

—

Perca fluviatilis. Robenhausen.

Scardinius erythropthalmus. "

Chondrostomanasus. "

Lota vulgaris.
"

n r
And one onwo species Wonglng to the genus Squahu..

Tbe common Mouse and oar two Hoaserats=.s we las the do-

mestic Cat and the Barndoor fowl are absent from «i= Jf^^^»^^

tations of Switzerland as from Kjfkenmodd
ng^of Den^^

oIlXS^wSXfr^^rMo^e'Tse?^^^^^^^

„Jhe Dog. ™ried less *an at present m fct hey M^^^^^^

one variety, which was of middle sizt, auu '^FF
. • „

«mbled our present Beagles. (M, E"J"r7";^^T?,''^ "
"'

ambling the Jagdhund" and the " Wachtelhund.
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The Sheep of the Stoneperiod differed from the ordinary form,

in its small size, fine legs, and short, goat-like horns : particulars,

in which it is nearly resembled by some northern, and mountam

varieties at the present day, as for instance by the small sheep of

Shetlands, Orkneys, Welsh hills, and parts of the Alps. At

Wauvvyl, however, M. Eutimeyer found traces of an individual

with large horns.

The number of Wild species of Sheep is so great, and our

knowledge of them is so deficient, that M. Eiitimeyer does not

venture to express any opinion concerning the origin of our do-

mestic varieties except that he is inclined to trace them up to

several wild races.

It is singular, that though remains of the Horse have yet been

found in all the Pileworks, they are so rare that their presence

may almost be considered accidental : thus Wangen has only pro-

duced a single tooth, Moosseedorf, a metatarsal bone, which has

been polished on one side, Robenhausen, a single os naviculnre

tarsi and Wauwyl, only a few bones, wliich may fill have be-

longed to a single specimen. On the other hand, when we come

to the Bronze period, we find at Steinberg, numerous remains ot

this species, so that, as far as these slight indications go, the Horse

though undoubtedly present in the Stone age, seems to have

been rarer than it became at subsequent periods. All there-

mains of the Horse belonged undoubtedly to the domestic species.

Though he refers some bones to the Wild Boar, and others to

the Domestic Hog, yet he considers that the greatest numbers ot

the remains of this genus belong to a different race, which he calls

Sus scrofa palustris. This variety was, in his opinion, lesspo\^^-

erful and dangerous than the Wild Boar, the tusks being niucli

smaller in proportion ; in fact he describes it as having with the

molar teeth of an ordinary full grown Wild Boar, the premolars,

canines, and incisives of a young Domestic Hog. He considers

that all the bones of this variety from Moosseedorf, belonged to

wild individuals, while of those from Nidau-Steinberg, Roben-

hausen, Wauwyl, and Concise, some bore in his opinion eviden-

ces of domestication. It has been supposed by some naturalists

that this variety was founded only on female specimens, but in nis

last work, M. ELiitimeyer /iombats this opinion at some length, and

gives copious descriptions and measurements of different parts-

He also points out numerous sexual differences in the S. V^^f
tris, of the same nature, but not so well marked, as those of the

Wild Boar, Relying also on its well defined geographical i

historical range, he denies that it can be considered as across —
tween the Wild Boar and Domestic Hog, or that the differences

which separate it from the former, can be looked upon as mere

individual peculiarities. He considers, indeed, that as a ^vua

animal it became extinct at a very early period, though the tame
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Swine of India which agree closely with this race may perhaps
have been descended from it.

Oar Domestic Hog first makes its appearance in the later Pile-
works, as for instance at Concise. M. Eiitimeyer does not, how-
ever, consider that it can have been derived from the Wild Boar
(Sas scrofa), nor does he think that it was tamed by the inhabi-
tants of Switzerland, but is rather disposed to look upon it as
having been introduced, and the more so, as he finds at Concise
traces of an Ox {B. irochoceros) which does not occur in the
earlier Pileworks. In considering whether a given animal was
wild or domesticated, we must be guided by the following con-
siderations; the number of individuals represented; the relative

proportions of young and old ; the absence or presence of very
old individuals, at least of species that served for food ; the traces
of long, though indirect, selection, in diminishing the size of any
natural weapons which might be injurious to man ; the direct
action of man daring the life of the animal ; and finally the text-
ire and condition of the bones.
Applying these considerations to the Sus palustris from Moos-

seedorf, it is evident, firstly, that the argument derivable from the
nQmber ofyoung specimens loses much of its force on account of
the great fertility of the Sow, and the ease with which the young
can be found and destroyed; secondly, in the number of indi-

viduals represented, it is equalled by the Stag, which certamly
^SLS never domesticated ; thirdly, some bones of very old mdi-
viduals have been found and some of \erj young, even of un-
born pigs ; the smallness of the tusks is, according to M. Eiiti-

meyer, a characteristic of the race and not an evidence of domes-
tication

; the bones are of a firm and close texture, and the only
cases of decay have arisen from an extreme degradation of the
teeth, which would certainly be unlikely to occur in a domestic
animal. Finally, none of the teeth show traces of any filing or

^ther preparation, except such as may have taken place after the

^eath of the animal, from all of which reasons M. Eiitimeyer

?nters that the inhabitants of Moosseedorf had not yet succeeded
in taming either the Sus scrofa palustris or the Sus scrofa ferus.

^

^i- Riitimeyer has paid great attention to the texture and con-

^lonofthe bones themselves, and in many cases can from these

Jione distinguish the species, and even determine whether the

"one belonged to a wild or a domesticated animal.

.,
^n wild animals the bones are of a firmer and closer texture,

^e.'-e.is an indiscribable, but to the accustomed eye very charac-

^'"•stic, sculpturing of the external surface, produced by the

farner and rnore numerous impressions of vessels and the greater

r°«ghness of the surfaces for the attachment of muscles There

Jf
^Jso an exaggeration of all projections and ridges, and a dinii-

^^tion of all indifferent surfaces. In the consideration of the
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remains of Oxen, these distinctions have proved of the greatest

importance.
_
By their assistance, and this is in some respects the

most interesting part of the work, M. Eiitimejer has convinced

hjmself that besides the two wild species of Bos, namely the

Urus {B. primigenius) and the Aurochs {B. bison or bison Euro-

pens), three domestic races of Oxen occur in Pileworks.
The first of these is allied to, and in his opinion descended

from, the Urus, and he therefore calls it the Primigenius race.

This variety occurs in all the Pileworks of the Stone period.

The second or Trochoceros race, he correlates with a fossil spe-

cies described under this name by F. von Meyer, from the Diluvi-

um of Arezzo and Siena. This variety has hitherto only been

found at Concise.

The third, or Lon^ifrons race, is by far the most common of

the three. It occurs in all the Pileworks, and at Moosseedorf and

Wangen—that is to say, in the settlements which are supposed

to be the oldest, almost to the exclusion of the Primigenius race.

M. Riitimeyer considers that it is the domesticated form of B.

hngifrons of Owen, but as the word " longifrons " seems to lum

to be inappropriate and incorrect, he uses the name " brachyce-

ros," which was originally proposed in manuscript by Owen for

this species, but which has also been used by Gray for an African

species, and ought not therefore to be adopted.
_
A subsequent portion of the work is devoted to the examina-

tion of the existing races of European Oxen. The old Trocho-

ceros race he considers to be extinct, but he sees in the great

Oxen of Friesland, Jutland, and Holstein, the descendants of the

Bos primigenius. This race does not now occur in Switzerland,
but he considers that there are at present in that country two

distinct varieties of Domestic Oxen. The one of various shades

beUyeen light grey and dark brown, but without spots, and pre-

vailing in Schwyz, Uri, Wallis, &c., in fact, in the whole country

south of a line drawn from the Lake of Constance to Walli?,

agrees in its general osteological characters with the Bos longifrons

of Owen. The other or spotted variety, which is generally ot

smaller size, and prevails in Northern Switzerland, is considered
by M. Riitimeyer to be descended from the B. frontosus, a spe-

cies found fossil in Sweden and described by Nillson.
i will not express any opinion of my own as to these conclu-

sions. The subject is one no less difficult than important, and

i not permit us to lay before our readers the details

given by M Rutimeyer, to whose work therefore we must re[er

ail those who wish for more information on the subject. AH
naturalists must feel much indebted to M. Riitimeyer for the la-

t>or he spent, and the light he has thrown upon the subject,

wnetner we eventually adopt his conclusions or not.
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Human bones occur in the Pileworks but very seldom, and
may no doubt be referred to accidents, especially as we find that

those of children are most numerous. One mature skull was,
however discovered at Meilen, and has been described by Pro-
fessor His, who considers that it does not differ much from the
ordinary Swiss type. And while his work was in the press, M.
Rutimeyer '

"" " -•- ^ ^ ^- ^ '—n- ^-— -^

from Biel.

M. Troyon has a very interesting chapter on the different

modes of burial ; he points out that the disposition of the corpse
after death, had a deep meaning and is perhaps of greater im-

portance than the nature of the tomb, which must in many cases

nave depended upon that of the materials which came to hand.
The Greeks generally burnt their dead ; considering fire as the

means of purification, while the Persians shrank from such an
act, regarding fire, according to Herodotus, as a deity. Other
nations, looking upon the earth as the universal mother, returned
mto her bosom the remains of their dead, fortunately ignorant of
the deduction that as we brought nothing into the world so we
can take nothing out of it, and regarding it therefore as a sacred
duty to bury with the departed his most useful weapons and most
beautiful ornaments. This belief seems to have been almost as

general as the hope of a resurrection, and even among the Jews
we find a trace of it in the words of Ezekiel (ch. xxxii, 27). "And
they shall not lie with the mighty that are fallen of the uncircum-

cised, which are gone down to hell with their weapons of war."

In tombs of the Stone age the corpse appears to have been
almost always, if not always, buried in a sitting position with
the knees brought up under the chin, and the hands crossed over
the breast.* This attitude occurs also in many Asiatic, African,

and American tombs. M. Troyon, quotes the following passage

f'-om a work published by Andrd Thevet, in lo7o; "Quand
^onc (speaking of the Brazilian aborigines), leurs parents sont

Jforts, ils les courbent dans un bloc et monceau dans la Jit on
il3 sont dece'des, tout ainsi que les enfants sont au ventre de la

^^re, puis ainsi enveloppes, lies et garrottes de cordes, lis les

tnettent dans une grande vase de terre." M. Troyon adds, Chez

pertains Indiens, les meres, apre's avoir donne a I'homme, avant

dellnhumerl'attitudequ'il avaitdansle sein maternel, epanchent

^ee tor Denmark, Worsaae's Antiquities, ifing. Ji-aic. p. o^. ^" J""5- -—
^^ Bateman's excellent volume just published, " Ten years d.gg-ng^ .n Celtic and

««on GravehiUs" the same position was, to say the least of it, very common m
^% British Tombs, in wS^affo the cor'pse

-^,g«!^f^"3^,f,^.fd"^lte f
iunta of"^""*"^

be very interesting if some archsologij
^^"J^JfJ^^J^^*^ ^^n foiS

^ JocH. Sci.-Seconi> Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. 101.-Sept., 1862.
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leur lait sur la tombe. Get usage des m^res, qui assimile I'horarae

apr^s sa mort au petit enfant qu'elles nourrisent de leur lait, s'est

conserve, sauf Fattitude, il est vrai, jusqu'au commencement de ce

siecle, dans le centre de I'Europe, dans la vallee alpesire des Or-

monts;" making this last statement on the authority of M. Ter-

rise, who washiinselfaneye witness of this extraordinary custom.

Making allowance for the marine animals, such as the seals and

oysters, the cockles, whelks, &c., the fauna thus indicated by the

remains found in the Swiss lakes, agrees remarkably with that

which characterizes the Danish Kjokkenraoddings, and belongs

evidently to a far later age than that of the celebrated stone hatch-

ets, which were first made known to us by the genius and perse-

verance of M. Boucher de Perthes*
Instead of the Elephant and Ehinoceros we find in the latter

or second Stone period, in that namely of the Kjokkenmodding
and "Pfahlbauten," the Urus and Bison, the Elk and the Eed

deer already installed as monarch of the forests. The latter in-

deed, with the Boar, appears to have been very frequent, and to

have formed a most important article of food to the Lake dwell-

ers. The Urus, or great fossil Ox is now altogether extinct. It

was mentioned by Cassar, iyho describes it as being little smaller

than an elephant. (Hi sunt magnitudine paulo infra elephantos,

specie et colore et figura tauri.) According to Herberstein, it

still existed in Switzerland during the sixteenth century, soon

after which, however, it must have become extinct.
The Aurochs, or European Bison seems to have disappeared

from Western Europe even earlier than the Urus. There is no

historical record of its existence in England or Scandinavia. Ifi

Switzerland we cannot trace it later than the tenth century, but

it is mentioned in the "Niebelungen Lied," of the twelfth ce^i"

tury, as occurring in the Forest of Worms, and in Prussia tiie

last was killed in the year 1775. At one period indeed, it ar

pears to have inhabited almost the whole of Europe, much ol

Asia, and part even of America, but at present it is confined w
Europe, to the imperial forests in Lithuania, where it is preserved

by the Emperor of Eussia, while, according to Nordmann ana

von Baer, it still exists in some parts of Western Asia.

We have no notice of the existence of the Elk in Switzerland

during the historical period, but it is mentioned bv Caesar as ex

isting in the great Hercynian forest ; and even in the twelfth cen-

tury it was to be met with in Sclavonia and Hungary, according

to Albertus Magnus and Gesner. In Saxony, the death of tJ«

la.st is recorded as having occurred in 1746. At present it iti;

habits Prussia and Lithuania, Finland and Russia, Scandiuau^^

and Siberia, to the shores of the Amoor.
* ""^-^"-r the Drift race of raen were really the aboriginal inh

*

„„;_„.„u ._._.. „ ^.... '
..that our

g

I greater antiquity for t

M. Rutimeyer bints, that our geograpu-
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The Ibex disappeared from most of the Swiss Alps, perhaps
not much later than the Elk. It lingered longest in the West.
In Glarus the last one perished in 1550, though near Chiavenna it

existed until the commencement of the 17th century, and in the
Tyrol until the second half of the 18th, while it still maintains
itself in the mountains surrounding Mont Iseran.

The extermination of the Bear, like that of the Ibex, seems
to have begun in the East, and not vet to be complete, since this

animal still occurs in the Jura, in Wallis, and in the South East-
ern parts of Switzerland.
The Fox, the Otter, and the different species of Weasels, are

still the common carnivora of Switzerland, and the Wild Cat,

the Badger, and the Wolf still occur in the Jura and the Alps,
the latter in cold winters venturing even into the plains.

The Beaver on the contrary has at last disappeared. It has

Jong been very rare in Switzerland, but a few survived until the

oeginning of the present century, in Lucerne and Wallis. Bed
deer were abundant in the Jura and Black Forest in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, though they do not appear to have been
so large as those which lived in earlier times. The last was shot
in Basle, at the close of the eighteenth century, while in Western
Switzerland and Wallis they lingered somewhat longer. The
mleev still occurs in some places.

.

The fauna thus indicated is certainly very much what might
i^ave been expected. We find most of the species which char-

tenze the post-tertiary epoch in Europe. Some of the larger

ones have since fallen away in the struggle for existence, and
J>thers are becoming rarer and rarer every year, while some main-

fain themselves even now, thanks only to the inclemency and

J^accessibilitv of the mountainous regions which they inhabit.

Tbe graduafprocess of extermination which has continued ever
since, had however even then begun. ^ ^ „ . -r>.,

Taken as a whole, therefore, the animals of the Swiss Pile-

Jorks belong evidently to the Fauna, which commenced in post

J-ertiary times with the Mammoth, the Rhinoceros tichorhmus,
t^e Cave Bear and the fossil hyena. These extinct species ap-

pear to have coexisted in Europe with all of its present indigen-

ous inhabitants; it was, indeed, long supposed that man belonged

!J

a subsequent period, but ricen? investigations have shown,

^'^at he is no exception to the rule.
^ ^ ^^

^^ hile, however we must regard the Fauna of the Stone age
as belonging to the same Zoological epoclf with that of the later

l^^^feon the one hand, and the present time on the other; we
annot forget that the immense time which had elapsed since he

-^^^ofthe Tertiary period, has produced great clianges m the

^''^^naof Europe. In this Post-tertiary era the Pileworks c-
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ent Fauna of Switzerland in the possession of the Urus, the

Bison, the Elk, the Stag, and the Wild Boar, as well as by tbe

more general distribution of the Beaver, the Wolf, the Ibex, the

Eoe, &c., they difier equally from the drift gravels in the absence

of the Mammoth, the Ehinoceros, the Cave Bear, and the Cave

M. Riitimeyer, however, thinks that we may carry this divis-

ion farther, and he considers that some of the Pileworks present-

ing a more archaic character than others, they may be arranged

as follows:—
Istly, Moosseedorf,

2ndly, As being somewhat more recent, Wauwyl, Eobenhau-

sen, Wangen, and Meilen,

3dly, The Lake habitations of Western Switzerland.
It is of course unnecessary to point out the interest and import-

) of such a distinction, which accords so well with that indi-

cated by the study of the weapons and the state of preservation

of the piles. Thus, the Urus has only occurred at Moosseedorf

and Eobenhausen
; the Aurochs only at Wauwyl ; the Bear only

at^Moosseedorf and Meilen. A glance at the table given at page

172, will show that several other species have as yet only occur-

red at Moosseedorf and Eobenhausen, a fact however which in-

dicates rather the richness than the antiquity of these localities.

Possibly indeed we may consider the presence of these larger

species as an indication of their greater abundance in the olde^st

period ; but we must not forget that not only the Bear and the

Elk, but also the Aurochs and Urus come down to a much later

period. On the other hand, the abundance of wild animals, ana

the fact that at Moosseedorf and Wauwyl the Fox was more

abundant than the Dog, while elsewhere the reverse is the case,

certainly speaks in favor of the greater antiquity of these two

settlements.

The evidence derived from the distribution of the domestic

animals is perhaps more satisfactory. The Sheep is present ev-en

at Moosseedorf, though not so numerous as at the Steinberg. ^^

the other hand, the Horse is frequent at the Steinberg, while at

Moosseedorf only a single tooth was discovered, and even this

had been worn as an amulet or an ornament, and may have been

brought from a distance. Finally, the domestic Hog of the pres-

ent race is absent from all the Pileworks of the Stone period,

excepting perhaps the one at Wauwyl, and becomes frequent

only at the Steinberg. . ,._

If succeeding investigations confirm the conclusions thus indi-

cated, we may perhaps conclude that the domestic animals,

which were comparatively rare in the Stone period, became more

frequent after the introduction of bronze, a change indicating

and perhaps producing an alteration of habits on the part of tn

inhabitants.
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Eare, indeed, as they may have been, Oxen, Horses, Sheep

and Goats could not be successfally kept through the winter in

the dimate of Switzerland, without stores of provision and some
sort of shelter. A pastoral people, therefore, must have reached

a higher grade than a mere nation of hunters. We know, more-

over, in another manner, that at this period agriculture was not

entirely unknown. This is proved in the most unexpected rnau-

ner, bv the discoverv of carbonized Cereals at various points.

Wheat is most common, having been found at Meilen, Moossee-

dorf, andWangen. At the latter place, indeed, many bushels

were found, the grains being united in large thick lumps. At
other times the grains are free, and without chaff, resembling our

present wheat in size and form, while more rarely they are still

in the ear. Ears of the Hordeum hexastichon L. (Je six rowed

Barley) are somewhat numerous. This species differs from the

H. vulgareL. in the number of rows and in the smaller size of

the grains. According to De Candolle, it was the species gene-

rally cultivated by the ancient Eomans, Greeks, and Egyptians.

In the ears from Wangen, each row has generally ten or eleven

grains which however are smaller and shorter than those now
grown.

Still more unexpected was the discovery of bread or rather

cakes, for leaven does not appear to have been used. They were

flat and round, from an inch to 15 lines in thickness, and to

judge from one specimen, had a diameter of four or hve inches.

In other cases the grains seem to have been roasted, coarsely

ground between stones, and then either storea up m large ear h-

enware pots, or eaten after being slightly moistened. A similar

n^ode of preparing grain was used in the Canary Islands a the

tnne the/we're co'^nq'uered by Spain, and even -- co-t^tutes

the principal food of the poorer classes. In ^'^^^
^^^""^J J;^^

ground was prepared for the cultivation of corn
^^^^^JJ^^^^

as no agricultural implements have as yet been
^^""fJ'^^^^P^

^>ckles Tit is^probable Lwever that bent stakes supplied the place

'
Car'bonlzfd Apples and Peai^ ^^^^^^'^^'^'''''''''itZtofonr

^^metimes whole^ sometimes cut in two, or more rarely into four

son have vet been met with, but stones of the Wild Flum and

t^e Prunus nadus h'^e b^^n ^*^^"^- ^''^" ""^^^^ Baspberry and

Blaekber^'and s^dlsof thfH^^^^ and beechnuts occur

plentifully in the mud.
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From all this, therefore, it is evident that the nourishment of

the dwellers in the Pilevvorks consisted of corn and wild fruits,

of fish, and the flesh of wild and domestic animals. Doubtless

also milk was an important article of their diet.

The list of plants found in the Pileworks stand as follows:—

Pinus abies. Corylus avellana.
" picea.

_ Primus spin osa.

Quercus Robur. Rubus idseus.

Fagus sylvaticus. " fruticosus.

Populus treraula. Wheat.
Betula alba. Hordeum distichum.

Alnus glutinosa. " hexastichon.

Trapa natans.—This species was supposed to be extinct in Switzerland;

but, as M.Troyon informs rae by letter, it has recently been discovered in

a living condition. It has, however, become very rare.
Flax, Hemp, Juncus, Arundo.

Neither Oats nor Eje have yet been found. Small pieces of

twme and bits of matting made of hemp and flax may have

been parts of some article of clothing. For the latter purpose
also there can be little doubt that the skins of animals were used,

and some of the stone implements seem well adapted to assist in

their preparation, while the bone pins, and the needles made from

the teeth of boars, may have served to fasten them together.
The Pottery of the Stone age presents nearly the same char-

acters in all the settlements. Very rude and coarse, it is gene-

rally found m broken pieces, and a few entire vessels have been

obtained. The potter's wheel seems to have been unknown, and

the baking was very imperfect. The form was frequently cyl-

mdrical, but several of the jars were rounded at the base, and

without feet. The rings of pottery, which at a later epoch

were used as stands, for these earthern tumblers are not found m
the Lake habitations of the Stone period, but some of the ves-

sels had small projections which were pierced in such a manner
that strings might be passed through them, and the vessels raighj

in this manner be suspended. Some of them were also pierced

by small holes at different levels. Professor Heer suggests thaj

these may have been used in the preparation of curds, the small

holes being intended to permit the escape of the milk.
Several of the vessels are ornamented with simple markings,

generally mere impressions of the finger or of the nail. Neither

m the Stone, nor in the Bronze period, do we ever find either in

pottery, or on the bronze weapons, any representation,
ever rude, of an animal ; the ornamentation being generally con-

fined to straight or curved lines, forming in many cases a very

elegant ornament. One vase, however, which was found at ^\ an-

gen IS distinguished by more elaborate ornaments, the lines being

evidently intended to represent leaves.
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The lakes on which Pileworks of the Stone era have as yet
been found, are Constance, Zurich, Bienne, Neufchatel, Geneva,
Inkwyl, Nussbaumen, Pfeffikon, Moosseedorf, and Wauwyl.
Settlements of the Bronze period existed on the Lakes of Geneva,
Luissel, Neufchatel, Morat, Bienne, and Sempach, but none have
as yet been found on Lake Constance. It has been supposed
from this that the age of Stone lasted longer in Eastern than in

Western Switzerland, and that flint and serpentine were in use
on Lake Constance long after Bronze had replaced them on the
Western Lakes. We can hardly suppose that the inhabitants of
Inkwyl and Moosseedorf in Berne, who imported flint from
France, can have been ignorant of the neighboring civilization

on the Lake of Bienne. Perhaps, however, settlements of the
Bronze age may yet be found on the Lake of Constance ; but aa
the question now stands, Pileworks of the Metallic period are

peculiar to the Western and Central Switzerland. The con-
structions of the latter period are more solidly built, but do not
otherwise appear to have differed materially from those of the
Stone age. They are often, however, situated farther from the
land and in deeper water, partly no doubt on account of the
greater facility of working timber, but partly also, perhaps, be-

cause more protection was needed as the means of attack were
improved. The principal implements of Bronze are, swords, dag-
gers, axes, spearheads, knives, arrow beads, pins, and ornaments.
-Llie number of these weapons which have been discovered is al-

ready very great.
From the settlement at Estavayer, in Lake Neufchatel, the fol-

lowing collection of bronze implements has been obtained :—
Pins with large spherical and ornamented heads, 36; Pins withordin-

^^y heads, 92; Knives, 26; Bracelets, 15; Sickles, 5 ;
Axe, 1 ;

Hook,

J;
Chisel, 1; Small rings, 2Y; Buttons, 2; Dagger blade, 1 ;

Arrow

J*^'H 1 ; Pieces of spiral wire, 6 ; making altogether, 214 objects of

bronze,
^

Again at Merges (Lake of Geneva) forty-two bronze hatchets

jnd thirteen pins have been found. From the Sternberg M.
?chwab has obtained five hundred bronze hair-pins, besides other

instruments of the same metal. These are of the same type as

those found in other parts of Europe, and the swords are char-

!,c;-erized, as usual, by the small space allowed for the hand.

Ihey were, however, made in Switzerland, as is shown by the

Jiscovery at Merges of a mould for celts, and at Estavayer ol a

''aroftin.

^ The pottery of this period was more varied and more skillfully

J^ade than that of the Stone age, and the potter's wheel was al-

^eady in ^se. Rings of earthenware are common, and appear
w have been used as supports for the round bottomed vases.

A^' neither copper nor tin occur in Switzerland, the possession of
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bronze implies the existence of commerce. It is difficult to say

from whence the copper was obtained, but Saxony and Cora-

wall are the only parts of Europe which produce tin. It is how-

ever, possible that Asia may have supplied both the one and the

other. The presence of amber shows that there must have been

a certain amount of communication with Northern Europe.
The Pileworks of Switzerland appear to have become grad-

ually less numerous. During the Stone age they were spread

over the whole country. Confined during the Bronze era to the

Lakes of Western Switzerland, during that of Iron, we find

them only on the Lakes of Bienne and Neufchatel. In these

settlements not only has a new substance made its appearance

but the forms of the implements are different. We have indeed

copies of the bronze axes made in iron, just as we found before

that the early bronze celts were copies of the still earlier stone

axe, but these are exceptional cases. The swords have larger

handles and are more richly ornamented ; the knives have straight

edges ; the sickles are larger ; the pottery is more skillfully made

and is ornamented with various colors; the personal ornaments
are also more varied, and glass for the first time makes its ap-

pearance.

Col. Schwab has found at the Steinberg more than twenty cres-

cents, made of earthenware, and with the convex side flattened,

to serve as a foot. They are compressed at the sides, sometimes

plain, sometimes ornamented, from eight to twelve inches from

one horn to the other, and from six to eight inches in height

They are considered by Dr. Keller to be religious emblems, and

are taken as evidence of moon-worship. He refers to Phny, xvi.

95
;
" Est autum id (viscum) rarum admodum inventu et reper-

tum magna religione petitur etante omnia sexta luna, qu« pnn-

cipia mensum annorumque his facit, et sseculi post tricesiraum

annum quia jam virium abunde habeat nee sit sui dimidia ;
omnia

sanantem appelantes suo vocabub." This passage he translates as

follows :
" The misletoe is however very rare, but when it is

found it is gathered with great religious ceremony, especially on

the sixth day of the moon, at which epoch begin their months,

years, and divisions of thirty years, because it has then sufficient

force, and yet is not in the middle of its course ;
calling itHeal^

all in their language." This name has generally been referred

to the misletoe. (See The Celt, Roman and Saxon, p. 48.)
^i^

the Swiss archaeologists consider that this is a mistake, and that

it properly refers to the moon.
A field of battle at Tiefenau, near Berne, is remarkable for

the great number of iron weapons and implements which baj®

been found on it Pieces of chariots, about a hundred swords.

pieces of coat of mail, lance heads, rings, fibulse, ornaments,

utensils, pieces of pottery and of glass, accompanied by ^°^^
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than thirty pieces of Gaulish and Massaliot money anterior to our
era, enable us to refer this battle field to the Koman era.

After this period we find no more evidences of Lake habita-

tions on a larger scale. Here and there indeed a few fishermen

may have lingered on the half destroyed platforms, but the wants
and habits of the people had changed, and the age of Pileworks

was at an end.

"We have, however, traced them through the Stone and Bronze
down to the beginning of the Iron period. We have seen evi-

dences of a gradual progress in civilization, and improvement
in the arts, an increase in the domestic animals, and proofs at

last of the existence of an extended commerce. We found the

try inhabited only by rude savages and '

seat of a powerful nation. Changes so important as these are

not etfected in a day
; the progress of the human mind is but

slow
; and the gradual additions to human knowledge and power

like the rings in trees, enable us to form some idea how distant

must be the date of their commencement. So varied however
are the conditions of the human mind, so much are all nations

affected by the influence of others, that when we attempt to ex-

^ of the pre

t the result is only to show

I but (

enabling us to define any well marked points of time. Thus m
iJeamark we found three periods of arborescent vegetation, cor-

responding to the three epochs of human development, and we
know that the extermination of one species of forest tree and its

replacement by another is not the work of a day. ilie bwiss

archjeologists, however, have attempted to make an estimate

somewhat more definite than this.
^ . n •

. .i.
The torrent of the Tini^re* at the point where it falls into the

^ake of Geneva, near ViUeneuve, has gradually built up a cone

«f gravel and alluvium. In the formation of the railway this

cone has been bisected for a length of one thousand feet, and to

\<iepth in the central part, of about thirty-two feet six inches

above the level of the rails. The section of the cone thus OD-

tamed shows a very regular structure, which proves that its tor-

nation was gradual. I? is composed of the same
J^^^^^^Jf

l\(f"^^
?^avel, and Larger blocks) as are even now brought down by the

stream. The detritus does indeed differ slightly from year to

yf^,
but in the long run the differences compensate tor one an-

"^^her, so that when considering long periods and the structure

'^^;ne whole mass, the influences of these temporary sanations

^^ arise from meteorological causes, altogether disappear, and
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need not therefore be taken into account, Documenta preser-

ved ill the archives of Villeneuve show that in the year 1710 the

stream was dammed up and its course a little altered, which

makes the present cone slightly irregular. That the change was

not of any great antiquity is also shown by the fact that on the

side where the cone was protected by the dykes, the vegetable

soil, where it has been atfected by cultivation, does not exceed

two to three inches in thickness. On this side, thus protected by

the dykes, the railway cutting has exposed three layers of veg-

etable soil, each of which must, at one time, have formed the

surface of the cone. They are regularly intercalated among the

gravel, and exactly parallel to one another, as well as to the pres-

ent surface of the cone, which itself follows a very regular curve.

The first of these ancient surfaces was followed on the south side

of the '!one, over a surface of 15,000 square feet ; it had a thick-

ness of four to six inches, and occurred at a depth of ahoutfour

feet (1-14 metre measured to the base of the layer) below the

present surface of tJie cone. This layer belonged to the Bomafl

period, and contained Homan tiles, and also a coin.

The second layer was followed over a surface of 25,000 square

feet; it wtis six inches in thickness and lay at a depth of 10 feet

(2 97 metres, also measured to the bottom of the layer). In it

have been found several fragments of unvarnished pottery, and

a pair of tweezers in bronze, which to judge from the style be-

longed to the Bronze epoch. The third layer has been followed

for 8500 square feet ; it was six or seven inches in thickness, and

lay at a depth of 19 feet (5-69 meters) below the present surface:

in it were found some fragments of very rude pottery, some

pieces of charcoal, some broken bones, and a human skeleton

with a small, round, and very thick skull. Fragments of char-

coal were even found a foot (leeper, and it is also worthy of no;

tice that no trace of tiles was found below the upper layer oi

earth.

Towards the centre of the cone, the three layers disappf^^;

since, at this part, the torrent has most force, ancl has depositea

the coarsest materials, even some blocks as much as three feet'i

diameter. The farther we go from this central region the smaller

are the materials deposited, and the more easily might a layers

earth, formed since 'the last great inundations, be covered over

by fresh deposits. Thus, at a depth of ten feet, in the gravel oa

the south of the cone, at a part where the layer of earth belong^

ing to the bronze age had already disappeared, two unrolle

bronze implements were discovered. They had probably bee

retained by their weight, when the earth, which once coverea

them, was washed away by the torrent. After disappearing
O"

wards the centre of the cone, the three layers reappear on t^^

north side, at slightly greater depth, but with the same regtdiir^v
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and tlie same relative position. The layer of the Stone age was
but slightly interrupted, while that of the Bronze era was easily

distinguisliable by its peculiar character and color.

Here, therefore, we have phenomena so regular, and so well

marked that we may apply to them a calculation, with some lit-

tle confidence of at least approximate accaracy. Making then
some allowances, for instance, admitting three hundred years in-

stead of one hundred and fifty, for the period since the embank-
ment, and taking the Koraan period as representing an antiquity

of from sixteen to eighteen centuries, we should have for the age
of Bronze an antiquity of from 2900 to 4200 years, for that of
the Stone period from 4700 to 7000 years, and for the whole
cone an age of from 7400 to 11,000 years. M. Morlot thinks
tliat we should be most nearly correct in deducting two hundred
years only for the action of the dykes, and in attributing to the

Kornan layer an antiquity of sixteen centuries, that is to say, in

referring it to the middle of the third century. This would give
an age of 3800 years for the Bronze age and 6400 years for that

of Stone, but on the whole he is inclined to suppose for tlie

former an antiquity of from 3000 to 4000 years, and for the

latter of from 5000^ to 7000 years.
In the settlement at the foot of Mt. Chamblon we have, accor-

Q'ng to M. Troyon, a second instance in which we obtam at least

sofne approximation to a date. Tlie interest which attaches to

tii^ case arises from the fact that Pileworks have been found in

we peat at a considerable distance from the lake, whereas it i3

evident that at the time of their construction the spot in which
t% occur must have been under water, as this mode of building

would have been quite out of place on dry land. This however
indicates a very considerable antiquity, since the site of the an-

ient city Eburodunum must have been, at that time, entirely

covered by the lake, and yet the name, which is of Ce.tic origin,

denotes that there was a town here even before the Koman pe-

Jjod. In order, however,- to form an idea of the time at which

f'e dwellings at Chamblon were left dry by the retirement of the

l^ke, we must have in the valley a point of determined age to

^erve as a term of comparison, and such a point we fmd in the

^"cietit city of Eburodunum (Yverdon), which was built on a

'^'^)e extending from Jorat to the Thiele. Between th^sdur^e

fd the lake, on the site at present occupied by the city of 1 ver-

J"'^
no traces of Roman antiquities have ever been discovered,

^yrn which it is concluded that it was at that period under water.

5 then we admit that at the close of the fourth century the lake

f
^hed the walls of the Castrum Eburodense, we shall have fif-

^;en centuries as the period required to effect this change The

f«"e thus uncovered in fifteen hundred years is 2dOO feet in

^I'^^ih, and as the piles at Chamblon are at least 5o00 feet from

^^e water, it may be inferred that three thousand three hundred
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years must have elapsed since they were left dry. This Lab
dwelling belonged to the Bronze period, and the date thus ob-

tained, agrees pretty well with that obtained from the examina-
tion of the Cone de la Tiniere. M. Troyon adds that "rien iie

fait soup9onner, pendant I'epoque humaine et anterieureraent

a

notre ere, des conditions d'accroisement differentes de celles qui

ont eu lieu posterieurement aux Romains
; le resultat obtenu est

meme un minimum, vu que la vallee va se retrecissant du cote du

lac et que nous avons admis la presence de celui-ci au pied meme
d'Eburodunum dans le IVe si^cle de I'^re chretienne, tandisqu'il

est probable que la retraite des eaux n'a pas ete insensible depuis

le moment ou les Romains se sont fixes sur ce point."
However this may be, and while freely admitting in how many

respects this calculation is open to objection, we may still observe

that the result agrees in some measure with that given hv the

Cone de la Tiniere. The ancient histofy.of Greece and Eorae,

as far as it goes, tends to confirm these dates, since we know that

! of Homer and Hesiod, arras were in part at least,

I very early period, t

"elv(
^

made of i

was a certain amount of commerce between Helvetia and the

shores of the Mediterranean, we can hardly suppose that a metal

so immensely important as iron, can have remained unknown in

the former country, long after it was generally used throushout
the latter.

-^

Stil], though we must not conceal from ourselves the imper-

tection ot archaeological record, we need not despair of event-

ually obtaining some more definite chronology. Our knowledge
of primitive antiquity has made an enormous stride in the last

ten years, and the future is full of hope. I am glad to hear from

M Troyon that the Swiss archaeologists are continuing their

labors. They may feel assured that we in England await with

interest the results of their investigations.

Aet. XYll.-~Upon the structure of the Brain in Man and Mon-

keys, and its bearing upon classification, luiih special reference to

the views of Owen, Huxley and Gratiolet ; by R. Wagneb.*

OWEX has proposed a subdivision of the mammals [see tbis^

Journal for 1848, pp. 7 and 177] founded upon the structure ot

the bram and more particularly upon that of the cerebrum and

the presence or absence of gyrations upon it. The two lower ot

the four sub-classes he makes, the Ljencephala and Lissence-
phala, including the Monotremata, Marsupialia, Rodentia, Insect-

^yora, Cheiroptera and Edentata, have the hemispheres of the
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brain smooth or nearly so and the corpus callosum wanting or
rudimentary, in which characters they approach the Ovipara and
especially tbe birds. Some orders are thus removed from their
former higher position. The Quadrumana, Carnivora, Solidun-
giila, Rurainantia, Pachydermata, and Cetacea, form the second
ot his upper.sub-classes or the Gyrencephala. In them the brain,
fxcepting in the small clawed monkeys [Lemurs and Ouistits?],
is strongly grooved and has a well developed corpus callosum,
and by their higher faculties they are connected with man as his

servants and companions. In ra'an the cerebrum at a still higher
stage of development spreads itself to a greater degree over the
ethmoid lobe, [Riechlappen] and the cerebellum and even devel-
ops into the so-called third lobe of the cerebrum. This third
or posterior lobe together with the posterior horn of the lateral

ventricle and the pes hippocampi minor he regards as peculiar

Jo man, who therefore constitutes not as hitherto merely an order,
but a sub-class, the Archencephala. Owen remarks further that
he cannot regard man and monkeys so distinct as does the au-
thor of Records of Creation, but as Linne and Cuvier have done,
inust consider them fit subjects for zoologic comparison and
classification, especially as he is unable to distinguish in the men-
tal phenomena of a chimpanzee and a bushman or half formed
aztec other than differences of degree.
Owen's views appear to me somewhat altered in his communi-

cation at the last meeting of the British Association at Oxford, as

reported in the Athenaeum. He there said that the brain of the
gorilla differed more from that of man than did that of the low-
est and most problematic quadrumane, since there were parts

^ the human brain wholly wanting in the gordla.

At the same meeting Huxley, in opposition to the views of

J^'^en, denied that there is any such vast difference of s

between the brain of man and monkeys and referred
'

sections and figures of Tiederaann in support of his s

iie thought the difference between man and the highest apes in

regard to the brain structure not to be so great as tiiat between

S' highest and lowest apes. More recently in the "Natural
history Review" for January, 1861, he has developed the same

^^^g^ment quite at length. Huxley maintains against Owen : 1

_;hat the posterior lobe is not peculiar to man and is found in all

'I'iadrumanes
; 2. That the posterior horn of the lateral ventricles

ff'Sts also in the higher quadrumanes; and 3. that such is also

;_^f

^ase with the pes hippocampi minor. Further that the two

fter on the general testimony of human anatomists are variable

^^^ mconstaSt in man so as really to be of little value as dis-

^^ctive characteristics; and hence Huxley concludes that it

^^av fairly be questioned whether the separation of man as a sub-

"-'^s from the other mammals is founded in fact. He admits,
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howeyer, that there still remain the following distinctiona be-

tween the brains of men and monkeys: 1. In anthropoid apes

the brain is smaller in proportion to the nerves having origin in

it; 2. The cerebrum is smaller in proportion to the cerebellum.

and 3. the gyrations of the hemispheres are shallower and more

symmetric; while 4, in man the proportions of the various lobes

to each other differ from those of corresponding lobes in the

The first of these has been known since Soemmering, the three

others were established by the works of S. v. d. Kolk, Vrolik and

Gratiolet. Soemmering and Tiedemann are at variance as to the

relative size of the nerves and the brain in the higher and lower

races of men, but the latter considers the cerebellum to bear a

larger proportion to the whole brain in the lower races. From

the published dissection of the Hottentot Venus and the works

of Gratiolet and Tiedemann, Huxley thinks the anterior devel-

opment of the brain to be less in the lower races of men than ia

common with Europeans, and therefore that the differences be-

tween the European and bushman brains are of the same kind

and degree as those between the bushman and orang brains.

He wished that the surgeons at the Cape of Good Hope, India

and Australia, would throw more light upon this interesting

question by comparative dissections of the lowest races there,

and concludes that as the brains of Ze7nMr mungos, Stenops tardt-

gradiis and Perodidicus, differ so greatly from tliose of other

monkeys, it is clear that the Quadrumana differ more among

themselves in brain structure than some of them do from man,

and that the separation of Homo and Pithecus in distinct sub-

classes while Pithecus and Cvnocephalus are in one order is in-

compatible at least with the affinities of their brain structure.

^

M. Gratiolet's classic work, "Memoire sur les plis cerebrau.t de

I'homme et des primates" has so completely described the brains

of the Quadrumana that their brain structure, at least as regards

the external gyrations and lobes, is known better than that oj

any other group of animals. This work fairly surpasses all that

has ever been done in this direction hitherto. M. Gratiolet \^^

more recently (Comptes Rendus, I860) investigated the bram

structure of the gorilla, and has also given (Mdmoires de la ^^''

ci^te d'Anthropologie de Paris, 1860, tome 1, p. 64,) a compara-

tive view of the brain development in man and monkeys, -ti^

says: "While this colossal ape, the gorilla, approaches man more

nearly than any other ape in the strongly developed thumb ana

m the bones of the wrist, it rather approaches the Cvnocepha'

in its brain and skull." More recently he has announced that

by a study of the brain of the human microcephalus [idiot D}

arrest of development] and the development of the quadrum^ne
brain, he is convinced that palpable anatomical differences

aie
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evident. " I have found by a careful comparison of adult brains
ID men and monkeys, that they are arranged on the same plan as
to the g^'rations, and when the view is tlius limited to the adult
structure there is no marked ground for separating them. But
in studying the development 1 find that in apes the gyrations of
the posterior lobes appear before those of the anterior lobes
which is just the reverse of their succession in man. In one the
^evelopement is from « to w, in the other from w to «, and hence

of a human brain can
^v...i^i^ L.iciu v^i au upo. J.U10 v^viiclusion IS bomc out

by a study of the brains of human microcephals. At first view
one of them might be taken for the brain of a new species of ape,
bat the least observation corrects the error. In apes the fissura
longitudinaUs* is always long and deep; in the human microce-
phal, this fissure is always incomplete and often wanting, the
sphenoid lobe being wholly smooth. Further, in the microce-
Phal, the second connecting gyration (le denxieme pli de passage)
between the occipital and parietal lobes which is a special char-
flf.fnv;„.:„ _^

^j^^ surface. In the orang brain
on me contrary it is constantly concealed under the operculum
of the posterior or occipital lobe. In its atrophied condition the
^icrocephal brain, though it may be smaller and have fewer
gyrations than the brain of an orang or chimpanzee, still shows
|fs human character. The microcepbal or idiot however low is

^0 animal, he is only a reduced human being.
'
1 have endeavored to ascertain whether microcephalia pre-

cedes birth or not. In some microcephals the form of the brain
^nd of the fissure of Sylvius showed the disease to be quite as
^arly as the fifth month. Its cause is to be sought perhaps in
some general influence, some primitive genetic weakness (Astbe-
^logenie) by which the abnormal form is produced. In the nor-
"^^ child at birth the gyrations of the brain are complete. This
^s also the case with the young of all animals that are born with
open eyes, those that do not open their eyes till some time after

t"^-th do not complete the gyrations till then. If idiocy by ar-

fest of growth took place after birth the completed bram would
pontmue to show that completed structure, being infantine only
^'^ size. Such is not the case however. The abnormal condition
occurs long before the curve of the brain is shortened and its

growth ends also earlv, before the normal period of close. The
enormous proportional development of the cerebellum in these

;ttle beings is interesting, fof it is a proportion that puberty

J^ver attains. This fact is opposed to the theories of Gall m
J^gard to the functions of the cerebellum, but on the other hand
^vors the views of Flourens. The microcephal usually moves

cj^^^We on the inner surface of the hembpherea just above the corpus
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with certainty, speed, and by an harmonious control of his muS'

cular system. The strong relative development of the myelor
or spinal cord is in conformity with these facts.

im gyri

It all lai

The organs of sense are

large and well developed and the nerves which supply them have
usually a proportional development far surpassing a normal one.

"I may remark here
^'' '

^ -

and zoologic marks of i

faculties. Most have a language, not rich it is true, but still ar-

ticulate and distinct. Their brains in appearance below those of

an orang or a gorilla, are still the habitation of a speaking soul.

This innate, and as it were, inextinguishable quality, is man's
highest and niost distinctive feature ; and however lowered by

disease or imbecdity, man is still human, not an ape.
" The microcephals wanting a part of their brain gyrations, are

all small. I may mention in this connection the proportion that

has been observed for some time between the complexity of the

and the general size of the animal. It is trae

„ ^.
,

imals have gyrations, whilst the greater propor-
tion _ot small animals are destitute of them. Still I think the

relation has not been justly conceived of. The presence of gy-

rations indicates not so much the great size of the individual
[or Its species], but rather that the whole zoologic group to

which the individual belongs* consists essentially of large forms.

Henceit is that the smallest species of those natural groups
which include or consist mainly of gigantic forms have gyrations
ot some sort, as the weasel among the carnivores and Antilop
hemprichiana (Ehr.) and A. spinigera (Temm.) among the rumi"

" Among human races the bushman brain has very simple

gyrations and the anterior lobes have a simplicity never seen

uormallyin white races. But bushmen are neither microcephals
nor idiots. The very fact that this incomplete brain suflaces for

the functions of life shows that it is a normal and in one sensff

a specific condition, and that as related to man the bushmen are

not degraded beings (etres degrades). The race is fruitful. !»

persistence amidst constantly adverse influences shows tins.

Every observation confirms the view that degraded form^ of a

species tend toward extinction.
Gratiolet concludes that " man is separated from the aninaal^

as completely by his physical organism as he is by his mental

ome very general remarks of Dr. "Wagner are here omitted.]

[*Itn
largest Uving rodeat, bavl gyrations, contrary to th^TeneraTrule among rodent;.

the hemispheres of the Capjbar
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As regards the application of the brain structure to zoologic
classification, which I believe Leuret first,* and more recently
Agassiz m regard to the turtles, suggested, the attempt of Owen
among naammals shows its failure to be that of any other single
anatomical character so used. As with the classification of
fishes proposed by Miiller and that by Agassiz, every application
of a single organic character fails when carried out, leaving gaps
that destroy the uniformity of the whole. It is the sum of
the mutual relation of the individual parts of the structure that
measures affinities, rather than individual marks of structure
through the highest. The very objections, which Miiller urges
against Agassiz's classification by scales, may be applied with
equal force to Miiller's classification, baaed on the valves of the

,

There is much that suggests thought in Owen's application of
the brain structure to classification. The importance of the organ
ieads one to expect beforehand that it should, better than any
other individual character, mark the scale of the being. But the
distinctions between morphologic and physiologic equivalents
(analogies, homolgies, &c.), are still so indefinite and disputable
as to demand the greatest caution; and though I accept, I must
still regard them as obscure conceptions rather than as scientific

In regard to the gyrations of the brain it seems surprising that

^0 large, highly organized, and physically elevated an animal as

Jje ostrich has smooth hemispheres like the lower mammals.
^or in man do the gyrations seem to hold a constant relation to
tbe mind. The brain of the mineralogist, Hausmann, who had
a body of more than ordinary size, appears to me similar to that
01 the Hottentot Venus or of a seventh month embryo. We do
^ot know what relation the terminal gray substance of the sur-
face may hold to the white fibres or to the nerve origins of the
^^Wi and spinal cord, nor their special p.^ychical significance.

yn the other hand the typical arrangement of the gyrations
and the formation of the lobes of the cerebrum are certainly in

intimate relation to the systematic division of the groups, orders
and families. The ruminants, carnivores and quadrumanes give
evidence of this, and the genera even may be known by their

^''''angetnent. But it is only the individuals o^ one order or

£^uy, and especially those of a marked natural group, that may
°^ justly compared as to the relative development and arrange-

°^eiit, and in the number and details, of their gyrations.
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So fhen we say that in a broad point of view man forms one

group with the monkeys, in a narrower sense he forms a group

by himself. And this from the structural arrangement of his

brain and the configuration of its gyrations.

I do not understand bow so much emphasis has been given

to unessential parts that vary even among men ; as the posterior

horn of the lateral ventricle, the pes hippocampi minor and even

the emminentise candicantes [corpora mammilaria] as distinctive

of man. [Reference is here made to Serres' view, that the so-

called corpora mammillaria of animals really represent the tuber

The plan and arrangement of the lobes* is one for man and

the monkeys, and the fissures and the position of the various

parts make a striking resemblance between even the lowest apes

brain and that of man.
Even if the difference of development pointed out by Gratio-

let be given its utmost force, there is still a striking resemblance

between the early stages of the human brain and the various

grades of quadrumane brain structure. It is true the frontal

lobes are peculiar by the early appearance of their gyrations, and

yet between the smooth lobes of a fifth month human embryo

and the smoothest hemispheres of the clawed quadrumanes. there

is a marked resemblance. And so there is a similarity, in the ievv

and symmetric gyrations of both hemispheres, and in the smaller

and indistinct gyrations of the frontal lobes of the sixth or sev-

enth month human foetus, to many higher qudrumane brains;

while the highest anthropoid apes are brought still nearer by the

symmetry and number and depth of their gyrations, and by the

presence even of the small gyrations in the insula Reilii. But

they are always remarkably behind man in the overwhelming

proportional development of his cerebrum to the whole bram

and especially to the cerebellum, whilst essential differencesoccur

as to the order, size and limits of the occipital lobes, for in t"®

mre of Gratiolet. Thi-! lattei

^i:b^. ^™T °f.^ Beventro?eighth 'inlh'iSin^'"i^Mhl^^ -^^
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orang tbese lie lid-like [operculum] upon the gyrations that Gra-
tiolet has called connection folds [plis de passage]. I may note
here what Gratiolet has not mentioned, that the gyri breves of
the insula Reilii are present in the orangs, and that, as 1 have
elsewhere shown— " Vorstudien zu einer wissenschaftlichen Mor-
phologic des Mensch lichen Gehirns,"—the gyrations of the pos-
terior lobes cannot be absolutely compared with those of man.

I however agree with Gratiolet, that there is no absolute identi-

fication of the human brain, not even of the microcephal, with the
quadrumane brain. In a cast of a microcephalous brain, I find

the occipital and parietal lobes quite small, the first indeed is

almost wanting, so as to leave the cerebellum exposed. The cere-

bellum is however strongly developed. In the orang the occipital

lobes are large and as is the case I believe in all brachycephalous
E^nd dolichocephalous races of men it completely overlaps the cer-

ebellum. There is no closer approximation between the brains
of men and monkeys than there is between their skulls. In the

haraan microcephalus and the anthropoid apes, the brain pan
(Schadelkapsel) is of a like size or even larger in the latter, the

jaws project similarly, the arched line of the origin of the tem-
poral muscle is higher and forms, even in the microcephal, a
-^oit of crest or ridge, the proportions of the supra and inter max-
-'ines, the form of the nasals the canines (Eckziihne) and the chin
='•'-' alike; but the whole shape, arrangement and connection of
^j-e facial bones of the microcephalus are yet so clearly human,
that typical comparison separates them from the most anthropoid
apes and that on fundamental grounds. From all we know
oi the normal and abnormal human and ape structure, the two
are separated as widely as birds and mammals, as monotremea

iSchnabelthier) and ostriches or ducks since these show a super-

ficial relation in bill, cloaca, and clavis. All I know of zoology
and physiology is opposed to any such transmutation as Darwin
juggests. Men and apes without any consideration of their men-

^1 phenomena are primitively and absolutely different in mate-

^al structure

[In a later number of the same Journal, Dr. Wagner makes
some further observations upon the microcephalous bram, and

^•^ms up in the following interesting conclusions.]
I- In adult and strong microcephals the brain is less m weight

and size than in a new-born child. This reduction of the bram

•^^ is not however uniform in all its parts.

.2- For while the cerebrum is less than that of a new-born child,

^•^e cerebellum is larger. The proportion of the cerebellum cor-

pora quadrigemin a, medulla and pons varolii, to the cerebrum
^'i well formed adults is as 1 to 7 or 8 in man, as 1 to o in orangs,

^1 to 3 or 4 in adult microcephals.
^ ^

,

.3. Further, while the four lobes of the cerebrum are stunted

^^^etemporo-sphenoid lobe is least affected, the frontal next, and
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the parietal and occipital lobes are most so. The central lobe-
insula Reilii—with its gyrations appears to be wanting or very

rudimentary in the lower niicrocephals as is also the operculum
(Klappdeckel), while all of these are present in the orang.

4. Though the gyri are smaller, stunted or wanting, and the

gray layer is thinner in the brains of microcephals, yet so far as

the gyn are present they show the same relation and order as in

the normal human brain. This normal arrangement, so far as I

may judge from casts of the hollows of skulls and from a few

dissections, is the same in type for all races of men.
5. The lateral ventricle appears relatively larger in the micro-

cephal, and this shows that there is an early arrest of develop-

ment, usually occurring in the third or fourth month, at which
time the parietal and occipital lobes begin to grow, the central

lobe IS still rudimentary and the frontal and temporal lobes,

especially the latter, have quite a development. The embryonal
condition of some bones of the skull confirms this view.' But
this arrest is not so much arrest of growth as of development,
the gyn and lobes increasing slowly in size and the atrophy or

limitation being mostly shown in those parts that are undevel-
oped at the time of the arrest.

6. The resemblance to the brain of apes and particularly to

that of the chimpanzee is only apparent, and consists mainly in

the lesser size of the gyri and their consequent symmetrv, while

tundamental points, as the greater development of the ^cipital

Jobe, the posterior occipital fissure, &c., show distinctive ground
plans for the two orders, Bimana and Quadrumana.

7 I he condition of the bone tissue, the occasional asymmetry
of the skull, the welding of the sutures, make it probable that

in such cases a primitive disease of the bone tissue or rather of

the whole nutritive system plays a part, as H. Miiller has shown
m foetel r^ch\t\s.~.{WUrbvrg Medic. Zeits., 1860.)

8. The anatomical condition of the microcephalous brain--
see above—confirms the view that the cerebellum is not rela-

ted to the intelligence but to the motor faculties. For whilst

the intellect is extraordinarily wanting, the latter are hardly
f

at all deficient. It is true microcephals usually learn to walk

late and have an uncertain or stumbling gait, but they are often

quick and nimble in climbing. The complete integrity of the

senses, especially of sight and hearing, favors the view that

the transformation of sensations into perceptions, (YorstelluPgen
takes place in the interior elements of the brain, in the basal

part of the cerebrum, rather than in any part of the superfi-

cial layer which may exist in the frontal and temporal lobes.

ihe relation between the cerebrum and the intelligence is ^
express that we may say it is a certain amount of develop-
ment of the former that is followed by the distinctive humaa
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feculties * The microceplials appear in this point of view to be
below all mammals and birds. The more idiotic can only repeat
like parrots some words they have often heard, and are not edu-
cable. When there is a certain amount of brain substance with
a formation of the normal gyrations then it will depend upon
edHcation whether the higher intelligence manifests itself or not.
It IS however in a limited sense that we say the greater size of
the cerebrum and richness of its gyrations run parallel with
intelligence, though on the whole the brains of known great men
stand generally at the top of the scale.

[It will be seen that Wagner, though always remarking that
man is distinct from the Quadrumana, has not met the objections
of Huxley

; nor are we aware that Gratiolet has given any data
for clearing up the apparent inconsistency in separating man as
asub-cla«ss, upon the structure of his brain, from the quadrumanes,
W'Qile as great or greater differences exist among the genera of
that order. But while it would be interesting to know how far
toe brains of the prosimise are essentially identical with those
of the true simiae, the formation of the sub-class, Archencephala,
as coordinate to that of the Gyrencephala, does not seem to de-
pend on such an identity. For man may be so separated on
other grounds. On the distinction of mind, as is well known,
he has already been removed by some zoologists to a sep-
arate sub-kingdom or even declared not to be the subject of
zoologic classification. There being such strongly marked dis-

tinctions then, and these— the faculties of mind—being so closely
related to the cerebrum as their organ, a uniform variation
existing in this remarkably human organ would be sufficient,

!^ere there no other external distinctions, to characterize man
^"ora the most anthropoid apes or really from the whole of the

l^yrencephala; thouo-h the same amount of variation could not
be used for separating the genera of an order in which this organ
and Its function are not a characteristic feature.f Not that this

organ is peculiar to man, but that it is emphasized in him, and
Jnat the high exercise of its function is one of his most marked
traits. As such, a variation and especially a variation m the

j^* The following table

The raea?uT^
Outang^ " 101 108 8^

*idu«5**
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method of development,
force: granting bovvevei
did not follow this variatioa as a normal result, the ]

tion in itself could not have such weight. Hence we think Hux-
ley's objections are rather against the separation of man as

Archencephala, than against tlie separation itself; and as such
more specious than real, for it would be of equal force in logic

to object against it that the ruminant or cetacean brain differs

more from the quadrumane than that of man does from the

But the brain, however important in function, is really an ob-

scure mternal organ, and since there is so complete a relation

between the external form and the mind even, some external
feature would better have been chosen as charaeteristic of the

sub-class. It has long been observed that man is more justlr

characterized by his great toe than bv his thumb, by his foo't

than by his hand, since the former imply the erect attitude.

When we see how the gradual elevation of the brain end of the

body runs parallel with an elevation of zoologic grade as shown
by 0. G. Carus and others, we see one mark of high rank in this

striking external trait. When we further consider that the loco-

motive tunction IS performed by the spine and mesial fins m
lower vertebrate forms is gradually shared by members uot

on the mesial line, and becomes more and more exclusively the

work of these members, while the spine is successively short-

enecl, until in man we have only the posterior pair of members
applied to locomotion, we find another character of elevation m
this posture. Carus has remarked that in using only one pair

of members for locomotion, and leaving the othe?pairfree to sen-

sation and esthetic uses, man stands alone among animals. More
recently Prof Dana has mentioned the same idea to the writer,

and has further emphasized it by observing that this application
of members to the uses of the head in man is analogous to that

cephahzation which he has long ago shown to be a principal of

elevation in the Crustacea.
f r

,

To sum up then in regard to the order Bimana : the thumb
and hands of the gorilla are far more powerful than those of

man. But they are really organs of locomotion in these arbo-

real animals. Man alone has a foot with toe and heel that

plants Itself firmly, he alone stands erect among beasts, he alone

having four well developed members uses only two for progres-

sion With him the hand is an organ of sensation and belongs
to the head, the central organ of the senses. This and all other

™ed features point to the human head as dominant over the

Whole body and to the subjection of all other functions to its func-

tions of sensation, perception and thought.
ihese striking features are peculiar to man among the verte-

brates, and thus on merely zoologic grounds he is clearly sepa-
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rated from other mammals, and justly forms a sub-class bj
himself, even without regard to his mental phenomena—if it

were posssible to conceive of their absence in such a structure.

The significance of the other sub-classes also is more evident,

when we consider their size and organic development rather

than their mere brain structure. Hence Prof Dana has sug-

gested to the writer the terms Macrencephala and Micrence-

phala for Gyrencephala and Lissencephala, the one being prin-

cipally of large forms and the other—with the exception of the

Edentata which however show a sluggish overgrowth—of cor-

responding small forms.
The Lyencephala would seem also to be better characterized

by the short gestation and the premature birth of their young,
than by the greater or less development of their corpus callosum

;

though such indications of an unfinished structure are interest-

ing confirmations of their premature condition. It might also

be objected that the term is too much like Lissencephala to be a
really good (

It is inter

microcephals, thaFthe typic development may 1

a vegetative growth or mere increase in size rimy otm w^l.i.ui^

in the part so arrested
;
indicating two kinds of forces, typic or

formative, and nutritive. The former of these is essentially

hereditary, governs the embryonic life and form, and gives rise

niore especially to the varieties of a species; the latter produc-

tive of growth and health is rather influenced by the conditions

oHife, food, &c.—w. c. M.]
Jfew Haven, Aug., 1863.

-^T. XVlll.— On some Stereoscopic Experiments; by Professor

O. N. EooD, of Troy, N. Y.

1. On (he Binocular Combination of Drawings in fine and thick lines.

Several years ago, Dove studied the curious effects produced

by the stereoscopic union of linear drawings, in which the right

and left hand projections were executed in different colors. Re-

lated to this in a certain dec^ree is the case of the binocular

^nion of drawings in the same color, but with the corresponding

Partsconsistingof fine and thick lines. . . »

I made in this manner, on a white ground, two projections of

f
convex pyramid; the lines of the right hand picture having

three times the diameter of the corresponding lines ot the lett.

f
oth sets of lines were black. In the stereoscope the relief was

;?iind to be but little impaired, although no proper fusion of

je fine and thick lines had taken place: it was found, that

^e fiae Unes of the one projection combined with the edges
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of the thick lines in the other, where the former remained plainly

distinguishable. With another drawing, in which the thick

lines were six times as broad as the fine, the latter still combined

with the edges of the former, but the relief was obtained only

with effort, or by excluding most of the light from the slide.

With the secondslide a certain amount of lustre is perceived.

OO
3 effect is produced by combining in the stereo-

such as I and IL the diameter of I correspond-scope two circles, such t

ing to the inner diameter of II; the smaller circle is seen to lie

in the plane of the paper, while the larger circle is considerably

inclined to it.*

The analysis of this singular fact seems to be as follows:

when we place in the stereoscope a slide such as that in fig- 2,

the difference in the diameter in the circles being yV o^^^ ^°
\

combination alternately and rapidly takes place between a and

(fig. 2) b, and between a and b', the resultant impression being,

according to the principles so ably developed by Prof Wm. i^-

Eogers, that of two circles intersecting at a certain angle, the

smaller one being situated in the plane of the paper.

Now, when the drawings are made in fine and thick lines, as

in fig. 1, the fine line combines alternately with the exterior and

with the inner edge of the thick line, and produces the same

efiect.

2. On the Production of Lustre in the Binocular Combination of sma

and large Surfaces.

By far the most valuable observations on the binocular com-

bination of large and small drawings with which I *"^J
quainted, are those made by Prof. William B. Kogeij. iD«

important distinction between the union of drawings diftering

in size in a horizontal or vertical direction, was first pointed o

by him, as well as the fact, that

while the former case is normal
and of daily occurrence, the latter

takes place to a much smaller de-

gree, if at all. Thus he showed
that two such parallelograms a

\ ^ I
— '
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1 combined two such black surfaces as A and B (fig. S) ; the
ground was white. Now it is evident that when the edges c c

and hh coincide, dd cannot coalesce with iV, consequently the
narrow band, included by the dotted line, appears white to one
eye and black to the other ; in spite of this, however, the play
of the ocular axes was so rapid, and the two combinations so

quickly effected, that no lustre on tiiis band was perceptible.

Similar experiments with yellow squares on a blue ground gave
a like result. When, however, the inequality was in a vertical

direction, the unmatched band or edge showed lustre with dis-

tinctness.

As Dove* has pointed out that the stereoscopic experiments

published by me in this Journal f still further confirm his posi-

tion in opposition to some distinguished physicists, that lustre

does not necessarily depend upon an idea of solidity or depth, I

will here mention two additional experiments, which would
seem to remove the last shadow of doubt on this point. I com^
bined in the stereoscope black surfaces i inch square with various

tinted papers 1^ inches square, when lustre resulted, although

tbe two figures totally refused to unite into one. Finally, a

piece of red or white paper, 1 inch square, was pasted on one
side of a blackened stereoscopic slide, which was then placed in

the stereoscope. Here but one figure was present; to the other

eye merely a dark field was presented ; consequently, the diffi-

culty of uniting two stereoscopic pictures was not present. After

a little trial brilliant lustre was produced, as in the former case.

This experiment is somewhat more difficult to make than those

previously described by Dove and myself, simply because it is

tiere not quite so easy to divide the attention equally between

the two eyes. The lustre then is independent of the idea ot

oepth, and two figures are useful merely in enabling the observer

the more readily to pay equal attention to the two impressions.

A he following experiment points to the same conclusion.

3. Production of Lustre by the convergence of the Ocular Axes.

In the following beautiful experiment the idea of solidity is

^ot only excluded, but the lustre is seen detatched even from a

J]aterial surface. An aperture, i inch in diameter, is cut in a

Wackened piece of cardboard, and across the opening a sewing-

J^fdle is fastened by a little wax. The card thus prepared is

S at a distance of six or eight inches from the eyes, while

>«hind it, at a distance of a footer more, a sheet of
^^^^f

.

^r
"^ placed beside one which is blackened. The cardboard is held

^^ such a manner that the aperture appears black to one eye and

^^ite to the other; the ocular axes are then converged on the

t Vol. »xi. May, 1861.

. XXXIV, No. IOL-Sept., 1862.
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needle, which is attentively regarded. The open aperture now
assumes a lustrous appearance, and one is tempted to believe

that it encloses a plate of very clear polished glass; but as an

instinctive search for minute particles of dust on this imaginary
surface fails to detect them, the idea is gradually forced on the

mind that it is the air itself which now has become lustrous. By
shading the black paper the effect is much heightened. Corres-

ponding effects are- produced by the use of blue with yellow

Dove suggests,* that the peculiar lustre of the deep blue sky

is caused by light from different distances falling on the eye;

and I found, in fact, in this experiment, that when a surface of

dark blue pnper is combined with white or light blue paper, the

combination strongly reminded me of the soft lustre of a cloud-

Troy, N. Y., August, 1362.

Art. XIX.—Ten ^A Supplement to Dana's Mineralogy; by Geo.

J. Bkush, Professor of Metallurgy in Yale College.
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Adamnte.See Margarodite.

J"'""",
steel ^;ray to silver white; fracture, sub conchoiclal

;

f*""'^
' '"'1^[^' u" vtes

'''"ure, metallic but becoming dull on exposure ;
associatea ^''" I > - -

^^l-chite, etc. Analysis of the mineral fr^ the two localities gave

.
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re of Whitney ite. Nos.3,

), Cu 83 50—(this JourDsl,

Allanite [p. 208, I^VI, VIII].^D. M. Balch has fi

quartz and feldspar, at Swampscot, Mass, It is massi

and soda gives reactions fcr iron and manganese. Coa

The minera

oj-thitefrom Hitteroe-(this Journal; [2"
, __^.

Analysis of allanite from Franklin, N"ew Jersev. by 1
Nat. Hist., viii, 57). The mineral is associated with feld
Jackson, in the old Magnetic '

-
decomposed by hot chlorbydri

Alunite [p. S88, V].—Analyses of native alunite, from 1
Sungary, by A. Mitscherlich.^(/cmr. _pr. Chem., bctxiii, 464

>rmula t. i-^Svi^+h\ h, as thVwaterTsTo?«pelted belowX temperature

f boiling sulphur, and moreover, when expelled, the residue consists of auhydroa

lasses, in the clr.trT ofVhiclf a" small "vem^of galena was r^'unni'ng. It h^A a bls^i

arthy appearance, and was without metallic lustre. The argentiferous ga'e"»•^^
ig the nucleus of the mass, contained appreciably more silver than the »"»
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[p. 297, 1].—Erlenmeyer gives analyses of a mineral resembling

; very closely with the apkroaiderite analyzed by v. Hauer, from

byttStolting;

8 given.—(B. and H. Zeitung, xx, 267.)

-Antimo.vv [p. 22].—An interesting variety of this mineral, from tl

cakiuiinniiy, in specimens, from the Ophir ^Sliue, Nevada Territory—(this
[2].xxx,ii, 190).

"^ ' F

^««wioZiie._See Spinel.

BIHARITE [A: F. Peters Ber. Wien. Akad. xliv, 133].-Peters gives tl

I green color analyzed by M. Soltesz gave,

Peters re
acid was due to

premi"^'
''-'""^^ "^^^^'^wrT^^uoi "'wjSrLeSel" the author

\
'somewhat

i"" I '''''^^lSel?AS>ilJ^''ZhhT^l'i2LT£t^^^^ the^plea' of inducing

r?"" J°^«^tigation. It is gaining the credit of naming a species. wLUe throwing
'^^l^urdtn of investigation on others.

B/SMCTH
[p. 20, VII[]._A remarkable vein, containing metallic bismuth has

«en opened at the Atlas Mine in Devonshire. The vein is three feet m width, and

the f
!?""' constitutes one-sixteenth of the whole mass, having a value of £300 to

fatliom.-(i)t„^/^', PolytechnischeB Journal, clix, 76.)

BoiUciTE
[p. IJ, Hl-vm].~AiiaIy8is of stasfurthite, by Kromayer (Ludwig, io
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Kopp's Jahrexbericht, 1859, 816). The mineral waa -washed with cold

it from adhering chlorid of magnesium. The insoluble portion gave

:

giving the formula 2(>Ig3B4_[.B)+MgCl,:a o

obtained by Ileintz and Potyka.

BoKONATROcALCiTE [see Hayesine. p. .394, V, VIIT].—H. How has given the name

eryptomorphite to a hydrous borate of lime and soda, which is found in gypsum, near

Windsor, Nova Scotia (this Journal. [2],xxxii. 9). It occurs in ''^'^^^- " """^""^

With a magnifying power of 350 diameters, Prof.'Robb found the mineraUo^b«

^% ifa S % It B
^

Assuming 't'rmagnesialnd sulphlic acid" to he accllTtal, an/ deducting the

magnesia as Mg S+JA,-^ he

-"^l^^ -Jpj-^c ^j;^' -,^^»'^?S

settled, we are not yet willing to admit that these names, as at present app!i« '

each represent three or four distinct mineral species —o. i. b.]

BouRNONiTE [p. 80, V].—F. Field has found this species at a m'"^®Jl^g^ It

>anner with Rose's analysis olu»

BauciTE [p. 133, I. II-IX] — R. Hermann has given the name T'xalite ioj^^

Chem., Ixxxii, 368).' The writer' has already^^provefl, from the
«X'""'"''^j|'"ii_*i*

Dana, and,^previous to Ihe'^pubhiuSn of Hermann's pape?, it had also been detj"

mined by Kenngott and G. Rose {ZeiUthrfft der Geol. Getellscha/t, xiii, ^'^^l'.,
jd

paper by Rose had not then been received here, or it would have been V^^J^^^^
ftaswer to Hermann. The crystals examined by Rose and myself were bexag"
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published, in ^

prisms, with rhombohedral planes R and -172. Since the publi(
Heasenber-j hiis published, in No. 4 of his " N-Qtizen," an exami

Aa analysis of the Texas n

sho.v indistinct crvstaK Color, light blue to green. H.=5, Sp. gr.=2-707. Soluble
iQ acids. Compositioa:

^Si Ca 2n S Oafe

Oxygen, 13-87 -44 13 21 418
" ""

mike? th"
^^^''' ^"^ ^'' ^"'"' ^ • ^ ^^- '^^^ •?"'^°''' ^y "" ^''"'' '" •=''^<="'a!'«°

that for the present we' may safely consider wagite a variety of this species. The,
only anomalous property is the specific gravity, which is considerably less than that
gi^en for Calamine.

K [233, Il-Viri].—G. Tschermak has examined cancrinite, from Ditro
T. = , j^j j^ j^^gg jj^^gggg^ ^jjj, podalite, ela'olite and ortho-

; cleaves perfectly, yielding hexagonal prisms. H.=5-

Ca Na fi C
51 174 40 6-2 = 992

not differing materially from the composition of cancrinite from the Ural and from
ilaine.-(fi,^. Wi,^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^ ig^^

CKavANTiTE
[p. 1411.—T. L. Phipson has examined a native oxyd of antimony

rom Borneo, which is identical with this species (Camptes Eendus, lii, 752). It is

^'-^ociated with stibnite, and occurs as a compact crystalline substance, of a yellow-

"ght-rhomboidal prism, terminated by two planes with modifications ; they had a

»?n-volat'ile^and uSered^^trus^'^diJin^uTshing it" from^ SbOs- B.B. infusible, thus
«'ffenng from SbO,. Pure specimens were entirely volatile in the reducing flame,

'^ analyS, swM7mSaf!S%e SbOy^WitT'soda gives metallic antimony.

puriiE'™^"
analysed contained stibnite, sulphur, oxyd of iron and alumma as im-

G.=4-64-4-68 6500 8-75 1000 21-25 = 10000

*»*ume^tharXw"it*irl?/pSn'^dwUh'^?L"i^ impurities

'"entioned-Q.
j. b.]

Chabazixe
[p. 319, II].— Analysts oi chabazite from Obersteia gave G. Schrceder:

t. .?>. C« 6« S' *a i *g .«,=,„„.,„
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Chlorite [p. 294, IV. V-VIIT,].—Genth has described a chlorite-likt

1 from Web-iter, N". C, which he considers a result of the alteration of chry

es slightly and becomes silver-white. Infusible.
° The material for analys

Si 3tl ^er Fe Ni % Ca K Jgn.

[lepard's rastolyte, from Monroe, N"ew'York, is shown \

M98 2188 2844 6-24 9-22 = 100-76

All the iron was in the state of protoxyd. A former analysis by Shepard made

the composition near that of stilpnomelane (see Suppl. IV); but tliis analysis '* un-

doubtedly incorrect, as Pisani has proved that the mineral is only partially decom-

posed by acid, so that results obtained from an attempted decomposition by acid^

cludinsj the iron and alumina, as foreign'to the mineraC we'have Si 30-59, C"
^'^^^f'H 26 58 or Cu Si+sS. Other analyses are given of substances -which do not

appear to be definite compounds.

Chetsolite [p. 184, I-IV. VI].-F. A. Genth has analyzed two ^arietiMof

chrysolite, occurring in talc-slate, at Webster, Jackson Co., N. Carolina: 1. P?^

grayish-green, granular and very friable, G=3-28 (12° 0)-, 2, less friable, of darW^

yellowish olive-green color, G.=32-52.

Si te m Sfg 6a Chrome-iron Ign.

1. 41-89 7-39 0-35 4913 006 058 082=100-21

2:[t]%-U ?-26 39 4^8 002 iS 0-?6=100-18

with traces of alumina, oxyds, of cobalt and manganese, associated with chrome- ^
opinion, that the specimens give evidence tlfaT dirysoiite is probably the m\oe^

from which talc-slate, and many of the serpentines have been formed-(thi3 Joi^niu,

[2].xxxiii.l99).
"^

. ,•„ see
For analysis of altered olivine from Ihringen, in Breisgau, by Lewinstein,

Kopp, Jahresbericht, 1860, 757.

CuNocHLORE [p. 293, 1. II, V-IX].-Analysis of cUnochUre from Achmatowst,

. Min. RuBslands, iii, 2S6, in Kopp's Jahretbericht, ]
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E [p. 887, I, III, IV].—A new analysis of fihroferrite, fr

exposure to tlieair. The mineral is found in botryoidal masses, each rounded nodulaf

bting built up of innumerable silky fibres diverging from a centre, and having a
golden green color. An analysis gave the formula Ve S^+IOH. On exposure to

the air for two weeks it lost two equivalents of water ; a longer exposure of many
months proiiuced no further change ia composition. Heated at 212° F. it was con-

verted into 5'e S2+3fi.

Coffer [p. 17. IV, VI-IX].—The pseudomorphotis crystals of copper aft

uragonit.^, described by Kenngott (Soppl. V), have been examined by D. Forbe

(QiMT. Jmir. Geol. Soc, London, xvii, 45). Crystals are found in the copper min.

others have a nucleus of SrbonatrofUme, from^hifh Forbes infers that the pse

i- Alger has described what he considers to be a rhombohedron of copper. Iron

Copper Falls Mine, (Lake Superior). It is associated with rbombohedml carbon-

ate of lime, and the copper is thought by Alger to be pseudomorphous of calcite.

Dr. Jackson suggests that the crystal may be a cube, which slightly distorted, gives

"a rhombohedral aspect {Proc. BosL Soe. Nat. Hut, viii, 171).

Copper Glaxck [p. 46, 505].—Dr. Genth has made a rery elaborate series

§|£^JJudomor^^^^^

2f"-'^d galei^^lll roon"after Mr^Trippel, of the' Tennessee ^"PP/;''j*^j'"^^''',gj.g

and lia™epidote!^'^The''I>nSUTs°pSL between 'dark lead gray

adduced from the analyses of seven specimens gave the following

:

Copper-glance, 70-26 78-82 81-05 8989 93-80 8C

Analysis 2 by Trippel, the others by Genth. The author q""'^^jj^/jf
.^.J'^Cu^S+Pbs, and cuproplumbite Cu^S^-iPhS may not also

P^"^f f ^^ £
S'lS^

"^"PP^^-glance after galena in an unfinished condaiou-(tbi. Journal

CoPFEa-XtcK^i.
[p. 52, VI-VIII].-Analysis of copper-nickel

"7 a. Hahn (fi. and 11. Zeitung, xx, 281)

:

Sn, i?81 50-94 5^69 O^ls 's'o = 10082

(^'n/ptomorphite.—Bee Boeonatrocalcite.

-1-2.
G.=3.~{KennqoH, Uebenicht, I860, 57.)

^- JocE. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. IOI.-Seft., 1SC2,
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.itney(thi.Joun,al.[2],

'roc. B<M. Soc. Nat. H%*t.,

the Isle Rojale, Quincy, Miirquelte,

tins of \Veiiewoo(i-ware. H.=:5-5. Other physical properties the same aa alreadj

given by Whitney. Analyses of two specimens gave

:

Si B Ca IPeSl Cu S qimrtz. _

It contains less water than is given for crystallized datholite, and Dr. Hayes suggests

the po^^sibility that in fortner analyses the water may have been given too high,

these minerals as found at other localities. The compact datholite is of frequent

Portage Lake, Keweenaw and Ontan.igon districts. Very fine specimens occur at

, 167).

A trace of zinc -was also found. Tschermak considers it as identical with dfchenu

Breithaiipt trives this name to what he considc-rs to be a new form of sulphid of fil-

glaiice. Thean-ieof\heVrism was detTrmlfed to beTl6T^GS7 02. Naux-d

after Deleniinzin, the ancient name for Freiberg. Locality of the mineral not stated,

but it is probably from Freiberg.

DiAMTE [Suppl. IX].—Damour and Deville have shown that v. Kobell's dia"i^

acid is identical with hy|)ocoliimbic acid, consequently this mineral can no longer be

considered as distinct from iM\U\\\.Q.—{Compte8Renduit, liii, 1,044.)

DoMETKTTE [p. 36, V].—F. A. Genth confirms the observations of Hunt
^"^^^^J"^^

a little below that of fli.or. G. at 16° C. T75.
'

Color, on fresh fracture,
tin-

white to steel?ray, quickly tarnishing, first into yellow and pinchbeck. «ft*^'''!"

,,

and arseuiate of copper. Analyses

:

Analysis T contained 55, and 11. 6-71 pr. ct. quartz. Excludin;^ the qua
give the formula Cu^is=A3 29 25, Cu 71-68—(this .Journal, xxxiii. 193).

Analysis oi d-)me,ikUe from the Corocora Copper Mines, by D. Forbes (Q<
Geol. Soc., xvii, 44)

:

^Cu Ag As

It was fotrad in the form of gray metallic grains, disseminated in sandstone

DaFREvrrE [p. 427. IV] —F. Pisani has ana
Terre. (Morbihan, France,) where it occurs in'dark gr«
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giving the oxygen ratio for ^, Pe fi, 10: 12: 7, or 2(Pe 'My-'P+I^-Cowptes

Engelhardite.—See ZrRCO>f.

Epidotk [p. 206, II-VIl. IX].—Dr. Genth has described an interesting variety of

B^n oTll^ery "rysta'lT'somrcrystl^^ H aVd J." CleuvaffC

Tlie lar^^er crystals are frequently intermixed witii clialcopyrite, pyrites and quartz.

Analyses No. 1, by Genth, No. 2, by Trippel, of a coarse grained, confusedly crys-

^

^Si Si Pe lEln Ca % Cu K T§5''_gg.,^
^^^^^

Other partial analyses are given~(thi3 Journal, [2]. xxxiii, 197).

FF.I.DSPAR [p. 228, I-III, IX].—S. D. Hayes baa investigated tbe properties of

fused feld-par (Poqq. ^rm.,cxiii, 468). His results show tliat feldspar sutlers no

material change in its composition by fusion. [It is well known that leldspar is

Clauslhal'L!ib!ratorv% see b!'uvTiI. Z^ilung',xx, 265. Analysis of gla>ii>y feldspar,

from Lowenburg by G vom Hath. Zeitiwhr. Geol. Gese/hch., xii, 44. For other

analyses, see KenngJtt, Uebersicht, 1860, 63-65.

FiCBTELiTE fp. 472, VI—T. E. Clark shows the crystals of this resin to be mono-
clinic. The crystals obtained were from a solution in alcohol and ether {An7i. d.

Chm. u. Pha,L, cxix, 226).

TTl -Th^ M\i\ i}nor from "Wolsendorf, in the Palatinate, in

e (Min. 94), has

?n, xli). who an-

"Iver. Analysis byVon Fayr :

27'l 18^1 stSs 3^o'7
0^63 = 10000

^K 1859, p. 51-56, in Jahrb. Min, 1860, 579.

finJ3 that they possess no trace of cubic cleavage, but that they have a perfect basal
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cleavage and an imperfect prismatic cleavage. The crystals often occur -with

morphite. Some specimens of stalactitic sulphid of lead, exami^d by Bieitl

were also found to have this peculiar cleavage. Breithaupt considers that th

specific gravity of the crystals, 682 to 6 87, is remarkable, but he gives no che

variety of galena {B. and H. Zeitwng, xxi, 99).
For Dr. Genth's paper on copper-glance, pseudomorohous of aalena. see co

Glauberite [p, 374].—Pisani has found a brick-red friable and resinous-like

variety of glanbente, associated with polyhalife and anhvdrife, in common eslt,

at Varengeville, near Nancy. Composition: S'a § 50 50,CaS 48-78, clay 040=
99 68.~( Co>n;)<M Rendus, 15, 731, in Kopp's JahreBbericht, 1860, 788.)

,
IX].-^0. C. Mar

Cu Fe

rw..n rV ^7'"^^^:»:'-enfetown had a density of 18-60, indicating a composition De-

iween that of the Tangier and the Lunenburg specimens. The Tangier gold «

r„^!vli • f "^ purity, being only surpassed in this respect by that from Scbab-
rowsk. (this Journal, xxxii. 3^9). ^ ^

this
^' •^^"*'' ^^^ '^"""^ ^"^^ pseudomorphous of aikinite. The exact locality of

originalluineral (this Journal AVxsxHi '%m ^^ owing t e riom

Lon.lon. in September" I8V9, and'yielded i8!37^6'";S?]Sd!'srerling of Gold!^!^''.^^-
^nn., cxii, €44, But. Ashoc. Report, 29th Meeting, p. 85.)

Sc?tL^''^ir„Sufs^^imJe7d^d^ir
*""'

'^^f'"^"'*^^
gyrolite r^t^zr Margaretville.^NoTS

ImSl, '"conroS''-^'''^''""'^"'''^^
frora''prn^JLrd%o"nearly hif an"inch io

^

Si Ca Si il. i fl
51-90 29 95 1-27 0-08 1-60 1605 = 99-85

giving the formula, Ca Si+l|fl, and corresponding nearly with Anderson's analpij

of the mineral from the Isle of Skye. How calls attention to the close relation
pf

this mineral t/i apophyllite, and suggests that the existence of carbonate of hm^
the cavities with the gyrolite, would seem to show that the latter is formed fro»

apophylhte by the waters which deposited the carbonate of lime, reacting on '"»

Jouraal°r r*'*'''-

''"'' *^^^o^^'°i? «^t at the same time the fluorid of calcium ("»»

nr^^'nTf^u '^Pj- 251, VII]._F. Pisani has analyzed Shepard's glosmom^^^^
proved It to be identical with halloymte {Camptes Rendus 1 i 3 10)! The specmi-^o

*:^ined was received from Des cloizeaux. ^loJtZthe foUowiig characters
for
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It is compact, with conchoidal fracture ; dull, but becomes lustrous on

ilor, white ; Hoft and very friable ; adheres strongly to the ton^nie. In

not soften, but becomes translucent and opaline on the edjjes, disengagmg

( bluish-gray. B.B. infusible, with cobalt solution gives a blue

Si SI % fl _

cribed it as pure hydrated silicic acid (Si O3, HO).

-See COPPEE-GLANCK.

p. 230, IX].—Analysis of hauyne, from the lava of Melfi, by Ram-

{Zdhchr. geolog. Oesellsch., xii, 273, in Kopp's Jahresbnicht, 1860, 776).

Hornblende [p. 170. T-IV, VI-VIII].-Breithaupt has
§^'^«^^ ^^^^^"^^™^^ ^J^J*'

,

velv.-Jblarlc cdor. "a"greenth'grayTS and is^'opaque. Cleavage, prismatic'.

a=6. G.=312. Analysis by R.Miiller(B.anrfZf.2«i<Mn^, XX, 53):

Si *l ^e Mn 6a iflg JTa g
I

46-58 13-63 12-29 6-00 8-83 8-44 3-17 I'OO = 99-94

[The large amount of manganese is quite remarkable ; the oxygen ratio, as given by

I
the author, for the bases and silica, is as 16 98: 2404 or 2 : 3 It is noteworthy that

Occurs in irregular brittle nodules, of an ironblack color black streak and sub

Wlic lustre. H.=5. G.=4-692 (Kopp, Jahre^bencht, 1859, 7 /oj.

WiTE [p. 214, VII].—N. V. Kokscharow h^^^f'jj||]^

a^lociattd^w?h"alS'tr

'irir,'""io ?e« % «* =«='<'^»»

-Mat Min. Rmslands, iii, 253, in Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1860, 767.

this mineral, described by Hermann
laiTK [p. 103].-Claus considers that this mineral, descriD

fomp,,und of oxydized platinum metals with the osyd^s^^of

ning a pur
washiug of such a complicate

"^anTfound it to be a mixture <

smine and chromic iron.—(/mi

»» [p. 17, II, VIII].—BoTJSsingault has found trac

'f aoartL (Ann. l Chim. et de Fhys., (3,) bau, 3
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Kammerebite Tp. 2911.—'N'. B. DeMarny has fonnil kdmmererite

iron in the d».-^trict of Ufalei^k, in the Ural [Bull. Soc. Nat., Mo
200). The mineirtl occurs in injbedded crystals, which in their ph

\y^i riuttTt£rj«'ikl"]!';sit2J3)!^''''
^''^

2. 6\09 0-23 28-28 2091 = lOOSl

Kl^STS,RITE.—Reichardt,JDasSahhergiaerk Stai^i^furth bei J%ieJurgr, 1860, in

5:opp'3 Jahre^bericht. 1860, p. 788.-Thi3 imme has'lieen given by Reichiirdt to a

ialt trom Stassfurth. in which he found Mg 21-66, S 43 05, fl 34-56=99-27 ;
this gi^es

he formula lil- S+3fi. Subsequc-nt analyses made by M. Siewert and B. LeopaJ

tion w represented by analyses I'and 2. The harder portion gave a residue of 1'5

pr. ct; -when treated with hot water, the residue consisted of sulphate a"''.'^ ''!'**^1

These give the formula% §+S.
KoNLKixiTE [p. 4T2, ir].—According to Kenn?ott, the determinationg of J- Fn'^^J^

show that the konleinite from Redwitz has the same composition as his so-(»»f"

hydro-carbon reteii, Cj^, Hjg, and that this species also occurs at Uznach._ A' |n^

to^ l>e identical with hJnleinite.~{Bull. Acad. St. Peternbourg, iii, 88, Kemtg'^'''

LABRAnoRiTE Fp. 237, VII-IX].—For analyses of labradorite, from the black p«r^

LANTHANOCERITE (Hermann, J. pr. Chem:, Ixxxii. 406).—Tn a paper
o^^^Jl^^^

and but 7 to 8 pr. ct. of the oxycb of lanthanum and didymium, while
^'^J|'JJ^"^"gj^f°r

additional determination oflhe relative amouTts of"the oxvds of lanthanum
an

didymium present, as follows :

Si Xl Jbe ta Di Sin fe Ca % C^ ^^
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•rites the formula: 4(fi2 gi+S)+(2R,C+3&).

, II, VII].—E. J. Chapman has pubhsbed ai

ountain, Georfria, in which he endeavors to s

his first article on the subject, Prof. Chapm;

o outweigh']

coming from Sinclair county in North Carolin
crystals had already been fiorured by Prof. Df

Laumoxtite [p. 307, IV-VI]— Analyses of altered laumontite from Lake Su-

perior, by Lewinstein show that the crystals are partially converted into feldspar

(orthoclase »)—Kopp, Jahrenberirht, 1860, 771.

j

liKPtDoLiTE [p. 226, 508].—In connction with the discovery of the two new

I (he Rozena lepichlite has been made in IBunsen's Laboratory by Cooper. To deter-

.Si^ Si Pe Ca % ftb Cs° ti LiFl NaFl KFI fl^_

Smix
^"""""^ °^ ^"""""^ replacing oxygen is 6 48 per cent.-(/o«r. Frakt.

TK [p. 231, III, V, VI, IX].—Analysis of I

57-24 2^96 18 61 93 0-91 = 100-65

-Zeihchr. Geolog. Geselhch. xi, 496, in Kopp's Jahresbencht, 1860, 760.

1
Y^n.. [p. 390.]-This rare mineral has been found by von Kobell amo

Y^^
ores from Vadainsk's Mine in the Nertschinsk District, Siberia /. Pr.

Ixxiiii, 45 1). The mineral ociurs in radiated clusters of ^mall^cry^taU of an

"epit'atel' whersfJw^V'hlate^rfil^rsTrth^flame of'a^ candle. Analysis gavi

i'bS Cu fiwithtr.Cl

— aumixiure ot earthy anglesite.
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equivalents of water. This water is expelled at a lower heat than in the case of

and insoluble alumina, consisted of a mixture of sulphate of potash with subsulphate

of alumina. It is partially soluble in chlorhydric acid, while aluuite is perfectly

insoluble. Analyses

;

K JTa XI Fe S U % Ba . Ca Si XW »«

near*S*teSng. made by Oellacher is given in Kenngott's^Uebersicht for 186M-

manQ, Smith and Brush. Composition

:

§i 51 Pe Ca Ba Sr JfT? te ^n ^ ]S;a^ Cu^ t^^^

mfwiS iS'if^rinS'^'Pi''^'^^^"*
'^' lontaL™\^y ta^^^^^ "^^ ^^f.'f

the mineral gave, after long standing, a flight turbidity with sulphate of lime. The

spectroscope showed the presence of stronlia and lime, but not any trace of baryta.

MAROARODrrE [p. 223, Villi.-A variety of mica from Derby, Vt. has been

named adamsite by Prof 0. U. Shepard, on account of some supposed peculiar

phyMcal properties {Hitchcock's Oeology of Vermont, vol. i. p. 484). It i* f"""'^.'"

thickly disseminated cry><taU in mica slate, and Shepard remarks that " its crystamne

form is that of mica and but for its perfect inelasticity and greater hardness, it m|M

iperiea:' as every one knows that there are se?errU^pecies'''of'^mica.' The specimens

of mineral from Ddrby. Ver.nont, received from Prof Shepard, and examined by tM

Si_ XlFe Ca Mg° Alkalies. ' Ign.

This corresponds very closely with the analyses of margarodite from
^"""""^'gi^jj

properties with margarodite from different localities, leave no doubt as to tbe^
priety of classing the so called adamsite with this kind of mica.--o. x b.]

^.^^

with" tinge of yellowishgreeri : lustre pearly, sub^translucent. Hardness over

G.=2-802. Difficultly fusible. Composition :

Si *1 Pe Ca % K lifa fi
^, ,,

46-42 37-92 0-46 067 O'lT 963 1-54 4-40 = lOl^l

Martite [p. 102, VII].-Dewalque has described an octahedral sesquioxy^^J

iron from Frassem near Arlon in Luxemburg. Occurs in regular octahedron^
^

sandstone. Color black; lustre generally dull; fracture earthy, showing "^ '''

g^
age; streak brick red; sp. gr.,4-35; hardness lb. Composition P*^-. ""'^'y'^

pro-

duct of the decomposition of pyntes.—{Kopp, Jahresbericht, 1860, 775.)

Mica.—For analyses of Black Mica from Canton (Ireland) granite by S. HaugWo"'

see Quar. Jour. GeoL Soc DabUn, viii, 160.
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MatEnrrK [p. 49, I].—F. A. Genth has given analyses of the miUerite from

Gap Mine, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania. (This Journal [2], xxxni, 195.) It there

black color at thrunp°e'? parTonh'l tufts or little crystals'^ while the lower part has

th. brass yellow color and metallic lustre of miUerile. Two analyses-No. 1, finest

millerite—No. 2, partly altered millerite.

S Cu Ni Co Fe Insol.

MoNAziTE [p. 402, V] —F. A. Genth mentions a crystal of this species from

the t?old washings of Todd's branch, Mecklenburgh county, N. C, associated with

diiimonci, garnet and zircon. It is 1 of an inch long, a little over \ wide
J^'lJ^'J^"^;

ing planes: 1, H, u','^ /, -1 a/d^
^"."^

The crystal being slightly waterworn has the

edges somewhat rounded, by wiiich some otlier planes may have been obliteratea.

G. at 12° C.=5-203. (This Journal [2], xxxiii, 204.)

Nagtagite [p, 65, VIII].—An analysis of Ma.7y«£rt7e disseminated through a rock

from Nagyag gave S. J. Kappel after excluding foreign matter,

S Au Fe Se Ag Pb

Opal [p. 151, III, IV, VI].—A variety of hydropha
mines near Thebes (Greece) analyzed by G. Tschermak gave,

G= o.n,tOOC ^' ?9 9^4= 100-1

OaTHocLASE [p. 242, II, HI, V-VITI]. - G. vom Rath gives in Fogg. Ann-

^ Analyses orfewTpal- from^he granite of Canton, Ireland, by S. Haughton (Jour.

Geol. Soc. Dublin, viii, 169).

eSs 1*1, 0^56 0^^6 t' 1?52 ?^ O^7;=100-5a

PaoLEarrE [p. 251, VIII. IX].- Analysis oiphnlerile from Lod^ve, Dept. Herault

I'rance), by F. Pisani (^Comples Rendm, liii, 1072),

gi il ^
470 39-4 14-4=1008

giving the formula SPSi^+efl
Pi>-.rE

[p. 45].-A. Streng has communicated
»^«»f

y^'^^^
^..""'"^f fJerberJeTiDn,„..o ».. u..-':j._.:. , ^j«|, Knop', ninitoid ranal. 1). It occurs at Auerberg.

^> physical characters are tjiven except the specific gravity, 275 Streng also

gves Hu analysis of pinUe{I^l 2) from Muhlentbal.
''^^'J'^^^;^^^^'^^^^^ 'iH

S"'£ l^'ofte^'covered^wi^h'^a thTn browaSTrust. G.= 2 62.-{^. d- H. Zei-

^f oiiguclase (Kenng.,tt,' Ueberdcht, 1860, 39).

Si ll te Ca SI? ^ l\ If, ,o.ge

i ^^ l?-f? It! Ill S ?S S-l5 I'ol = ll'l

12 8 68 5-84
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Platinum [p. 12, 11, Til, VT, VIII].—B. Cotta has observed platinum, assoeiat^lj

PoLYBASiTE [p. 85].—Analysis of polybasite, from Przibram, in Bohemia, by

Ag Cu Fe Sb S ^

Lotos, 1859, 85, in Jahrb. Min., 1860, 716.

Pbkhnite [p. 314].—Nofjgerath describes the occurrence of prehnite, associated

with fluor-spar, from Fassathal, in Tyrol {Sitzung^ber-ichte der niederrlieinischen (xeuU^

Procstite [p. 18, IX].—Dr. Genth has discovered microscopic crystals o(prouMe,

associated with native .silver, at the McMakin Mine, Cabarras Co., North Carolina,

[this Journal, [2], xxxiii. 195).

PsiLOMELANE [p. 135].—Analysis of psilomelane, from Loeh Mine, near Olpe, by

SinSn Cu Co ()a S fl In^o'-

Pyrope [p. 194].—F. A. Genth has analyzed the pi/rope from near Sante le.^^ew

somewhat angular grams, fromVtoT^"cherinXmeter^ gS:3-738. Composition:

Si XI ^8r fe Sin Ca Mg Ign. __ ^^^^

Considering the chrome as sesquioxyd, and the iron as protoxyd, the oxygen ratio for

Pyro-smalite [p. SlO.-This rare species has been reexamined by J. U^S
(;f<^"J

Wermland, and occurs there in hexag<;nal prisms, of sometimes an mch
^^^^^4.

Decomposed by both nitric' and chlorhydric acid. The mean of all the determina-

tions, including two complete analyses, gave :

Si Fe Kin Si Ca Cl H
35-43 3072 2051 0-24 0-74 3-79 '7'?5

A special determination showed that only 0-79 of the iron was sesquioxyd^;
*«

protochlorid of iron, and a .silicate ofprotoxyd of iron. The formula may be written

3Fe Cl+4 (il3 gi+2R3§i3_^6fi).

PvRoxENE [p. 158, 1, IT, V-IX].-Analysis of pyroxene, from the Vesnvian lavjoj

I858,^gave^ Rammelsberg gi 49 61, Si 442, Fe 9-08, Ca 22 83, Mg 14 22, ¥e uadet

"
ronzit^^!n>^K
,rmaDdopf«J
ieudoinorpb,

fj

by opticll examination, that ensiatite, bronzit^^fP^^^

J^a«,l mum. a compact variety of
PTfJ

itlrid^Sal^S'SrSr^e^
c characters. Since the publication

oftw*

f so-called steatites, and have found among
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a so called'soapstone, from Deep River, Moore Co., North Carolina. It has a schis-

ficieiitiy distinct to be separable ; brittie. Color, greenish to yellowish-white. Cleav-

age very distinct, resembling talcose slate. H.=l-5. Sp. gr. 2 92. Before the

slightly, knd by prolonged heating, fuses with difficulty on the thin edges. With

was found at Carbonton, Moore Co., North Carotin

I than the specimen from Deep River, and was som<

1 density of 2-82.

ture. It furnishes additional evidence that the peculiar pyrognostic characters of

attention was first called to this substance by Mr. George Munger, ofthe firm of

Dean <fe Munger, of this city, who have brought it into u-^e extensively in the form of

well adapte'd"
'"^ °° ^ ^ ^^ ^°

.^Qi-ARTz [p. 145, II, III, IV, VII, yill].—Rammelsberghas published aninterest-

tliat caustic potash very perceptibly attacks quartz, and shows the impossibility of

HLtaryTith'£deLi^^^

Ldlbe^rproposTs to wTow out the suggestion of Fuchs, who

treatment"wi'th ™?tih^k^S""SS'amounted'to^ fi-l^ per cent of the ori-

ginal substance Opals also were found to differ very much in their solubility

;

;no«T^ [p. 167. III].-Analysis of rhodonite, from Sbabenholz, near Elbin-

i!
'?4°"

P^ }'Ji l\ E'-J,' o?5=iooe5
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one direction. H.=2-a. Translucent to opaque; lustre, vitreous to dull. The

in chlorhydric acid . Analysis by Delffs

:

^vingthe formula %=* Is+152:=% 13 80, Is 39.65, fi 46-55= 100 0O.-/flW

ScHEKLiTE [p. 317, VIII].-Analysis of a very pure variety from Traveraella,by

% SiD Ni Ca Cbrome-iron. Ign.
38 62 tr. 0-27 0-02 57 955 = 100-88

the change of chrysolite into talc or serpentine, a portion

at the principal serpentine

1 separates as brucite.

Somerville, New York {ZeiUchrift fur Chemieund Fha^-macie, 1860. iii', 15).

SexangulUe.-See Galena.

Spiautrite.—See Wubtzite.

Mi^e''Geotei'^\hyc7«' f '

^^"''^ ^^ an.alyzed the auiomolite from the CanjJJ

posittln'^'''''''''^^'''^'"^'
^"^^ ^odec'Iihedraf plares,'^th?ktterdeTply^UiateT Com-

2I7 r2. .f.. fL ^' 2" *" *^^37 123 63-37 6 68 301 30-27 0-20 8 22 = 100-35

(This Journal, [2], xxxiii, 196.)

Sla»s/urthite.~S*:e Boeacite.

natlonT^RaimeUb^r"^-''"^'"^
s^pecies has been subjected to a critical reefflO*

terimvTncn?n°J!^.fr
^° ^VVl- SpecimenVfromX same Jocality%nrit:d

J»-xeriaiiy m composition. The following varieties were examined:—!. From M"'™
^luseits

;
occurs m black and brownish-black crystals, rhombic prisms of 129°

^^^•

Rammelsberg, is possibly identical -with margarodite or damourite. 'Ramnielsb«rS
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remarks that the exact locality of this variety, as well as that under VII, is nncer-

crplals frequently enclosed thin blades of kyanite, so that great care was required

to obtain pure mineral—IV. Franconia, New Hampshire. Large crystals, enclo.=^mg

garnets; color, brown on the edges. G.=3-764.—V. Goldenstein, in Moravia,

with single small garnets. The staurotide resembles the St. Gotthardt variety in

translucency, but the crystals are often covered externally with mica. Streak, yel-

V^I. Airolo. Thes
analyzed by Jacobson. Black crystals in a gray mica

New Hai
garnets

inded edges. G,=3-

.yellowish-gr'ay.

B J 4- FrancoTiia, 35-36 48 67 *2-27

15. Golden.tein, 35-15 44-02 83
16. Litchfield, Ct., 86-92 42-92 1-85

a :K: Si or ft,fi:Si

9= 99-96

:Si or RStgi

Rammelsberg classifies these under four heads: (A,)
'"^^^'j^^'^^J'^^J^'J^ti^^nlJ^JJ;^^^^^

ft ''thffelSt UrSe^tils^'similar' trthT is'lmorptL'^^L'Xrr^rthVLldrpar group"

nfn_"l^?™"l^. "^V h^r'."^";,(.^:illt!r;o Mineralogy,- a description ai>d

Journal,

fa yel-

Pef and lead ores.
'

The mean result of three closely agreeing analyses was.

Si Ti XI Pe 2n Sin *« ^"^ J^: _ 100
2882 0-84 49-21 951 7 13 015 3 22 tr. 1 47 - 100

'^^^< when comnarpH ^ith fh« above mentioned results of Raramelsberg, si

^e protoxyd of iron is replaced by zinc.

SZAIBELYITE (K. F. Peter,, Be>: Wien. Ahad., xliv

^'^ an exceedingly interesting borate in a gray granular
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r Retzbanya, to which he gives the name szaibeli/ite. The structu

le (Suppl. IX,)
^ . ^ ^ ^^__^^

tMs vanety of^gTay**cnpper resembles^iro'n-'tnTites'^except^irat its co°or is^steel-gray-
|

with greenisli reflections. It is amorphous and compact. Mean of three analyse* i

of the Val Godemar mineral, after excluding from 4-7 to 10-10 pr. ct. of quMW-
j

Cu Pb S Ye As Sb __

giving the formula 3Cu,S4-2Sb, Ss+ PbS-f-Fea Asg, while that from Ard'Ja^
|

gave 3CU2 S+SSb^ Sj+Pb S+F"e As. Both varieties contained silver ;
ttot

Ardillats, 0-05 to 0->l pr. ct., aad from Val Godemar, 08 to 1 1 pr. ct.
j

Texalite.—See Beccite.

Topaz [p. 259, IVj.- Analyses of topaz, by H. St. Claire DeviUe {Cmptt^ R^'

Si il Si Fl __ ^^ 1

Thitomite [p. 319, III].-F. P. MoIIer has analyzed this mtaeral in Prof. B'ln

Laboratory, with following results. G.=4-26 : Si 15-38, Sn 074, Ta Zr 3 63, ^

Mn 0-49, Pe 2-27, SllSl, 6e 10 66, La Di 44-05, Y 042, Ca 641, Ba 0-19.
-

Sig 0-16. K210.NaOo6.fi 5-63=9949

^yXt\on of^'S^LtS^'miTerVives theTrmuk sl^Si'+S s1^+6fi.-'^«»-
^'"^'

UaAsiTE [p. 430, IV.]—Des Cloizeaux has already shown, by optical f^a^l"' ^^.
«iat uranite and ehaholite belong to dififerent crystalline systems, u""^"!?^^

che^i«J

composition of these two minerals, and fil^^hat the uranite of Autun, wbeo *»
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Wo. 1, excludiog sand and calculating up to 100, gives^ 14-0, Sr59.-0, CS&5B

fi 155, giving the formula for uranite, (Ca,Cr2)^+12ll: for chalcolite, (Ca,9r3'

^+6t[,(Co,r,ptesJiendasMi,811).

Wagite.-See Calamine.

WniTOEmK [VIT, IX].~Dr. F. A. Genth has published additional analyses ol

1 probably due to porosity. Hardne

^e specimen analyzed was not entirely free from algodonite, but gives very neai

[While on a visit to Lake Superior! la?t summer, I learned from Mr. A. B. Wo.

Pewabic location, abouT onrmile f7o?the''village of Hancock, Portage Lake.

oSlsi"^
"'^**"^^*'^ ™'**^'' '''^^ rt/^roJowiie.

'^''"'J''' 2me"'laMTince"frtm Fr

I

3- Traversella, 76 99 16 29 345 40S
4- Zinnwold, 15- 15 97 2 13 99 tr.

WoLLASTosiTE
[p. 156, III—Aualvsis of i«>«asion»<e, fr-

Auerbach, by W. Hampe :
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WURTZITE [C. Friedel, Comptes Rendus, lii, 983].—This new species is fro

a silver mine near Oruro, in Bolivia. It is a hexagonal sulphid of zinc, i^=omorph.y

Bretthaupt has published in the Berg und Huttenma^

found that the radiated blende from A^lbergaria Velha in

for the hexagonal form of sulphid of zinc.

Yrrao-TANTALiTE [p. 359, IV, IXj.-Analysis of amor
from Kararfvet by Chyder ' ^ - - - . -^ - -

3-27, t I-l 9, fl 4-83=99-12 —Kenngott's 'Uebertsicht, 1860, 93.

ZiNCiTE [p. 110, II, III. IX].—The new synonym Ruby-Zinc has been proposed

ZlEOON [p. 195, IV].—]

During a few years past tbe attention of &
agriculturists has been called to some varieties of Phospbai';-

Guano found on several small islands of the tropical Pacific ana

imported to this country and to Europe under the name o

"American Guano."
^

The principal ingredient of these guanos is the phosphate o^

lime, with which is c '
'

' ' '

' " "~^
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phosphate of magnesia, sulphate of lime, organic matter and
water. They generally contain traces of ammonia with a small
percentage of soluble salts, but these, which, without doubt,
formed an important part of the guano as it originally existed,

have now almost entirely disappeared in consequence of the va-
rious changes to which the deposits have been subjected.

The first samples of these guanos were taken from Jarvis' and
Baker's Islands in 1855 and sent to the United States for exam-
ination, the results of which led in 1858 to the occupation and
working of the deposits. The importance and value of these
having once become evident, the Pacific, within a kw degrees
north and south of the equator, was carefully explored and
many other islands were visited, on a few of which beds of gu-
ano of some extent were discovered.
In the following paper I propose to describe some of these.

I shall have reference chiefly to Baker's, Howland's and Jarvis'

Islands, on each of which I resided several months for the pur-

pose of studying the character and formation of their deposits.

I also spent some months in exploring this region of the Pacific

and visiting many other islands, having a small vessel employed
especially for that object. In this service, altogether, I was en-

gaged more than two years, from 1859 to 1861 inclusive, in the

employ of William H. Webb, Esq., of New York, by whose
courtesy I am permitted to publish these results.

_

I^hese islands are all of coral formation. They are situated

^ear the equator and between the meridians of about 155° and
180° longitude west from Greenwich. They are without fresh

^'Hterand almost entirely destitute of vegetation, and are the

resort of countless thousands of birds whose accumulated ordure

and dead bodies have formed extensive deposits.
_

^^^her^s Island.—This island possesses the most important of

these deposits. It is situated in lat. 0° 13' north and long. 176

^2 west from Greenwich. Excepting Howland s Island, torty

^'les distant, it is very remote from any other land. It presents

[l^e usual features of an ordinary coral island. It is surrounded

Va fringing reef, which is from 200 to ^00 feet wide and

^k^htly elevated above the sea level at low tide It is about

one mile long and two-thirds of a mile wide, trending east and

f
est. The surface is nearly level, the highest point of which is

twenty,two feet above the level of the sea, showing some evi-

dences of elevation.*

..ing exhibits a
.—< *^-estem (lee) beach which
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Above the crown of the beach there is a sandj ridge which

encircles the guano deposit. This marginal ridge is about one

hundred feet wide on the lee side of the island, and is there com-

posed of fine sand and small fragments of corals and shells mixed

with considerable guano; on the eastern or windward side it is

much wider and formed of coarser fragments of corals and shells

which, in their arrangement, present the appearance of successive

beach formations. This margin is partially covered with a rank

growth of long, coarse grass, portulacca, mesembryanthem um,

and a few other species of plants.

Encircled by this ridge lies the guano deposit occupying the

centre and the greater part of the island. The surface of this

deposit is nearly even, but the hard coral bottom which forms

its bed has a gradual slope from the borders towards the centre,

or, perhaps more properly, from northwest to southeast, giving

the guano a variable depth from six inches at the edges to sev-

eral feet at the deepest part. None of the grass that grows

abundantly on the margin is found on the guano, but there are

one or two species of portulacca occurring in certain parts, (par-

ticularly where the guano is shallowest and driest), and to this

is owing the presence of the fine roots and fibres in some of tue

guano.

The entire deposit presents considerable uniformity in charac-

ter. Excepting some isolated spots of little extent there is n^

outer crust, and the guano of the surface differs but little, if anj'

from that below. There is, however, some variety in the ap-

pearance of the guanos of the deep and shallow parts of the de-

posit. On the northern side it is from six to twelve inches deep

:

is generally quite dry, and is a dark brown pulverulent substance

of rather coarse grain or texture, containing many thread;lhv;e

roots and fibres and whitish particles, among which Prof. Liebig

of -water. From ttie shore to the edge of the guano deposit G, is from 300 to 4

feet. The perpendicular height from LL to the summit of the sand beach. &3-

twenty-two feet, and the depth of the excav.uioi> opposite this highest point is «

The dotted line, a^.^represents an old beach formation -which the cut expo5=ed-
B

consists of large and small coral fragments and shells beneath which the
f»"*^

,"*^

The highest point of ab is fifteen feet above LL, which altitude, in accordance
^''t^

ten feet in height, would, of itself, be an evidence of elevation and, conseque'

^

a^ubTe uJnt « CT"*
^""^^^^ °*"

*'^'^"^y-*''*>/f«t> '* ^"^^l'* ^e necessnry to
^|

sterlyg

the sandy ridge.
probably violent westerly

j

tion My own observations favor the opinion that the seamade coral lauu ^
'.^rfJf^-''';^*'')'^*'.*''^"

*^" °^ ^^^1^^ f^«t- I>«"ng the prevalence of hg

s^ffirLniT'""
'''^"*^ ^ ''^^^ ^°*^'^" «««» ^o ^ash up the l^ach with body and^

l^lrr r^^f^y *''^ P**^'^ ^^ ^P*" ^^ were lying on the crown of the \^
Mghteea feet above the level of the reef

yiug ou i «
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observed scattered crystals of the phosphate of magnesia and
ammonia* It is closely though not hard packed, and i.s readily

removed by shovels without the aid of picks. la this part of

the deposit the portulacca flourishes most.

The guano on the southern side is of reddish color, of finer

texture, much damper, and of less specific gravity than that just

described. There is much less vegetation in this part of the

deposit, and the guano here contains scarce any roots or fibres.

Chemically these varieties do not differ very much. Usually

the darker sort contains less water and more organic (vegetable)

matter, from which it probably derives its color.

Analyses of these two sorts are given beyond.
Much light may be thrown on the formation of these deposite

by the analysis, (I) which follows, showing the composition of

recently deposited guano. The sample itself does not represent

any considerable part of the existing deposit, but was taken

from a locality where large numbers of birds are still accustomed

3 congregate. It is the dung of the Pelicanus Aquilus, com-

"lonly called the Frigate Bird, w' ' ' " '" ^'-' "-'-"- ''"^^ """

the island is the only one whose

ily called the Frigate Bird, which of all the birds frequ

island is the only one whose recent evacuations are of sucn

consistency that they may conveniently be collected. I hey

contain a large proportion of solid matter, while the evacuations

of nearly all the other birds are very thin and watery. It is

found in their favorite roosting places, and shows the character

of guano before it has long been subjected to the influence of the

weather. It is a light and dry substance, consisting of friable

grains or fine powder, of a brown color, smelling strongly of

ammonia. Of the three following analyses No. I is this freshly

deposited guano; No. If is of the light colored guano from the

deeper part of the deposit, and No. Ill of the dark guano from

the shallow part.
^ „ m.

Moisture expelled at 212° Fahr., ^040 2«2

'
• I contained S-82 per cent of actual ammonia and all con-

ieTof iron I al^o oSned in sample I. a strong reaction

'^'^srmple (^^o. D resembles Peruvian Sf^^J^^^^^lJ^^n
jP-ts, and Us toL conclusion that tbedifl^^^^^^^^^

•oat and the American guano is mamiy owing
°i climate.

Liebig'a Report oa Baker and Jarris Qmxm Aug. ttb. I860.
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In some parts of the deeper deposit a light scale or crust has

formed over the surface, which is generally very thin though

occasionally hard pieces are found varying from half an inch to

an inch in thickness. The thin scale is met with particularly

where there is, or has been, any moisture, and, after showers,

where pools of water have been standing for some time, such a

crust appears on drying. There seems to have been a similar

process in the formation of the thicker crust, for it is found only

occasionally in places of which the dampness and general appear-

ance indicate that water may have assisted at its formation.

The thinner pieces are found not only on the surface, bat m
certain localities form strata at various depths, usually about

an inch apart, with intermediate layers of guano. These strata

seem to have been formed at intervals during the accumulation of

the guano deposit each one at some time having itself formed the

surface and now marking a period in its age.
Each of the localities where these strata occur, although on

opposite sides of the deposit are at the edges and immediately

adjoining the marginal ridge already described and from their

proximity to the shore it seems possible that these may have been

subjected to occasional floods by high seas washing over the

crown of the beach.
The following is an analysis of a thick and hard piece of crust

found on the surface :

—

Loss by ignition (water and little organic matter) ll-'?500

Magnesia.

.

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid,

The small amount of magnesia and the excess of sulphuric

acid are points worthy of notice.
This crust is formed on Baker's Island only to a limited extent,

but its existence there and character are interesting when com-

pared with the Jarvis Island deposits, the better part of which
J

all crust and in which, as Johnson and Leibig have observed,

much of the phosphoric acid is combined as the neutral PD<5'

phate of lime. The same is true of this crust of Baker's Isiana-

Before referring to the climate, birds etc. of this island, I ^^
first give some description of Rowland's and Jarvis' Islands.

Rowland's Island.—Ahont forty miles in a north northwest

direction from Baker's, is situated Rowland's Island in lat i>^

north and 176° 32' west from Greenwich. It is about a mile
and

a half long by a half mile wide, containing above the crownoi
the beach, an area of some 400 acres. The highest point is seven-

nT?>, V l^°T ^^" "^^^ ^^^ t«^ o^ twelve feet above the leve

ot the high tide. It trends N.N.W. and S S E. The ge^^
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features of the island resemble those of Baker's. Its surface, at
least on the western side, is somewhat depressed and much of it

is covered by a growth of purslane, grass and other vegetation
hke that on Baker's Island, but considerably more abundant.
Near the centre of the island there are one or two thickets of leaf-

less trees or brushwood, standing eight or ten feet high and oc-
cupying an area of several acres. The tops of these trees, in
which the birds roost, are apparently quite dead but the lower
parts near the roots, show signs of life after every rain. The
windward side of the island is formed by a succession of ridges
composed of coral debris with some sand and shells, running
parallel to the eastern beach, each one of which may, at earlier

stages of the island's growth, have successively formed the weath-
er shore. Occasionally among these ridges a sandy bed is met
with in which some little guano is mixed. On the lee side there
IS also a sandy margin of considerable width. Bits of pumice
and pieces ofdriftwood are scattered all over the island's surface.

The main deposit of guano occupies the middle part of the isl-

and and stretches, with some interruptions of intervening sand,
pearly from the north to the south end. Its surface is even and
in many places covered by a thick growth of purslane whose
tnread-like roots abound in the guano where it grows. The de-
posit rests on a hard coral bottom and varies in depth from six
inches to four feet. The fact, already observed at Baker's, that

"vegetation flourishes most where the guano is shallow is also

quite apparent here and the consequent characteristic difference

between the guano of the deep and shallow parts is distinctly

marked. The first variety, from the deeper part, is a fine pul-

verulent substance of reddish brown color, usually a little damp
in its native bed and almost quite free from roots or fibers. The
latter is of rather coarser texture, quite black and containing

Jiany delicate roots and fibers and much vegetable matter. The
following analvses exhibit their comparative quality. No. 1 is

of the deep part. No. 2 of the shallow part of the deposit.

^isture at 21 2° Fahr 183 ^4'1

2

Insol. in Hcriu" consumed organic) matter* 1 "95 J-OO

Sulphuric acid IS^
Phosphoric acid 39-65

Carb. acid, chlorine and aUtalies undeterm'd , 19^

It Will be seen that the main difference in these samples is m
tne volatile matters present. Discarding the water and the or-

ganic matter, comparative analyses of the ash would vary but little

Some interesting pseudomorphs occur buried m the guano of
this island. Coral fragments of various species were found that
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had long been covered up under the deposit and in some of which

the ctirbonic acid had been almost entirely replaced by phos-

phoric acid. In such I have found seventy per cent phosphate

of lime. In many others the change was only partial and, on

breaking some of these, in the centre was usually found a nucleus

or core of coral still retaining its original hardness and composi-

tion, while the external parts had been changed from carbonate to

phosphate which, though soft and friable, still preserved the

structure and appearance of the coral.
Jarvis' Ma7id.—JsiTYW Island is situated in lat. 0° 22' south

and long. 159° 58' west from Greenwich. It is nearly two miles

long by one mile wide, trending east and west, and containing

about 1000 acres. Like Baker's and Howland's it has the gen-

eral features of a coral island, but it differs from them essentia'Jr

in the ftict that it once contained a lagoon which has gnidually

been filled up with sand and detritus, while the whole island has

undergone some elevation. It therefore presents a basin-like

form, the surface being depressed from the outer edge towards

the centre. It is encircled by a fringing reef, or shore platform,

about 300 feet wide; from this a gradually sloping beach re-

cedes, the crown of which is from ei^^hteen to twenty-eight feet

high, forming a ridge or border, of varying width, which sur-

rounds the island like a wall, from the" inshore edge of which

the surfiice of the island is gently depressed.
Within this depression there are other ridges, parallel to the

outer one, and old beach lines and water marks, the remaining'

traces of the waters of the lagoon, marking its gradual deer. :

and final disappearance.
This flat depressed surface in the centre of the island is ;v

seven or eight feet above the level of the sea. It bears but 1

vegetation, consisting of long, coarse grass, mesembryantheinu.-
and portulacca, and that is near the outer edges of the islana

where the surface is formed of coral sand mixed with more or

less guano. In the central and lower parts the surface is cojH'

posed of the sulphate of lime, and it is on this foundation that

the principal deposit of gnano rests. This feature of Jarvis

Island is an important one to consider in studying the difference

between the guano found on it and that on Baker's Island, for ij

readily explains the presence, in much of the Jarvis Guano, ot

the great excess of sulphate of lime, remarked bv all who hnve

investigated it, while the unequal mechanical mixture of
'

guano with the underlying sulphate accounts for the lack ot

formity m different samples.
In examining the foundation of the guano deposit on Bak

or Mowland's Islands, by sinking a shaft verticallv, the J^sr^-

conglomerate reef rock is found directly underlyin/the g^^^
Kestmg on this foundation the guano has undergone only such

^t!^^!ft^ -, ^^'""^^^ ^^ produced. On Jarvis' Island, how-
ever, after smking through the guano, one first meets wub a
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1

3 compact and crystalline,

tlj two feet

3 successive strata of coraf sand and shells

s) frequently two feet thick, beneath
"

;oral s ' ^ " -

. the gradual process by which the

positea one
lagoon was

uiieu up."

Of the origin of this sulphate of lime there can hardly be any
doubt. As the lagoon was nearly filled up, while, by the grad-
ual elevation of the island, the communication between the outer
ocean and the inner lake was constantly becoming less easy,

ust have been evaporated in thelarge quantities of 5

basin. By this m< deposits would be formed containing
common salt, gypsum and other salts found in the waters of the
ocean. From these the more soluble parts would gradually be
washed out again by the occasional rains, leaving the less solu-
ble^sulphate of lime as we find it here.
Some additional light is thrown on this matter by the different

parts of the surface, which, though nearly flat, shows some slight
variety of level. The higher parts, particularly around the outer
edges, are composed chiefly of coral sand, either mixed with or
underlying guano. Nearer the centre is a large tract, rather
^•^re depressed, forming a shallow basin in which the bulk of
the sea water must have been evaporated, and whose surface
(now partly covered with guano) is a bed of sulphate of lime,
^^hile, further, there is a still lower point, the least elevated of
Ae whole, where the lagoon waters were, without doubt, most
yecently concentrated. This latter locality is a crescent shaped
bed, about 600 feet long by 200 or 300 feet wide, having a sur-
face very slightly depressed from the outer edge towards the
niiddle. Around the borders are incrustations of crystallized

gypsum and common salt, ripple marks and similar evidences of
toe gradually disappearing lake. The whole is composed of a
crystalline deposit of sulphate of lime, which, around the borders,

J5
already observed, is mixed with some common salt, while near

the centre, where rain water sometimes collects after a heavy
SQower, the salt is almost entirely washed out, leavmg the gyp-
^•im by itself. It is closely, but not hard, packed, and is still

^ery wet By diaainff 18 or 24 inches down, salt water may
generally be found! ^. . .

These facts help us to understand the varying conditions m
^hich we now find the guano beds, since the most important

f 't, and that from which the importations have thus far come,

f^\3
on a bed of sulphate of lime, of an earlier but similar origm

;V.^at just described above: a part rests on a coral formation,

^^'le still another part, covering a large tract, has been by the
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The first named deposit, lying on the sulphate of lime bed,

has a peculiar character. It is covered by, or consists of, a hard

crust that is from one-fourth of an inch to an inch and a half in

thickness, beneath which lies a stratum of guano varying ia

depth from one inch to a foot. In many places where the guano

was originally shallow the whole is taken up and formed into

the hard crust which then lies immediately on the sulphate.

This crust, when pure, is snow-white, with an appearance some-

what resembling porcelain, but is usually colored more or less

by organic matter. Generally it is very'hard, and strongly co-

hesive, though sometimes friable, and it lies unevenly on the

surface in rough fragments that are warped and curved by the

heat of the sun. It consists chiefly of phosphoric acid and lime,

but, owing to the variable amount of sulphate of lime with which

it is mechanically mixed, there is a lack of uniformity in differ-

ent samples. Hence the percentage of phosphoric acid varies

from over 50 per cent to less than 30 per cent.
The phosphoric acid and lime, moreover, are not combined in

constant proportions, some existing as bone phosphate, the

greater part, doubtless, in most specimens, as the neutral phos-

phate, and, possibly, a part as the superphosphate.
The following is an analysis of a piece of pure crust.

'^^^o-iio luiiuwjug js an analysis ot a pie
nple, in question, was a snow-whit

scarcely any organic matter.
fragment, containing

This presents a somewhat remarkable character. It appears

to be a nearly pure di-phosphate of lime. After allowing to the

sulphuric acid the requisite amount of lime, there remains

enough of the latter to form ninety per cent of the salt 2CaO,

HO, PO, leaving an excess of about three per cent of pb^"

phone acid, which would suggest the possibility that a part of toe

phosphoric acid and lime may be combined as CaO, 2H0, P^s-

So small an amount of sulphuric acid is also noticeable m a

specimen of Jarvis guano which usually contains a large per-

centage of that acid, but in this case it is owing to the purity o^

the crust and the absence of mechanically mixed sulphate of Hnje-

.
Samples of Jarvis guano have been examined by many cbem-

ista, but their results are not always uniform, because, as I have

already explained, their samples were mixtures of this crust and

the underlying guano or gypsum. A number of analyses, mad®

i°'"ufu T''^'^^
purposes by Prof. Johnson of iNTew Haven, I ^fpublished in a guano pamphlet, issued by Mr. Webb as a trade

circular. Prof. Liebig'^haB^also pubUshefa yeVcomplete^T
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sis of Jarvis guano in his "Eeport on the Guanos of Baker's
and Jarvis' Islands, Aug. 7th, 1860."

The following presents some of the results obtained by these
two chemists

:

Lime 34-839
'

34-79

Phosphoric acid, 17-601 18-48

In Johnson's samples nearly the whole of the phosp^horic acid

is combined with the lime as 2CaO, HO, PO^, while Liebig finds

for the above,

2Cao,' Horpos',! !!] !!!!!.'"!".!'.! V.
".'.'.*.!!

! 16-026 "

The formation of the neutral phosphate in this guano I think

may be considered as a result of the action of sea water to which
this part of the deposit has been subjected. It will be remem-
bered that in describing the Baker's Island deposit 1 gave an

analysis of a piece of crust found there, in which the phosphoric

acid was likewise partly combined as the neutral salt. In that

crust was also noticed a much larger percentage of sulphuric

acid than is found in the guano from which it was formed ; and,

further, it was observed that on Baker's Island this crust only

occurs in places of which the appearance and position indicate

that water (probably from high seas washing over the crown of

the beach) assisted at its formation. It seems to me probable,

^nder these circumstances, that sulphates resulting from the

evaporation of the sea water have been decomposed, and that

the sulphuric acid has united with the lime of the bone phos-

phate, causing the formation of the di-phosphate of lime.

That this process may have been carried on to a much greater

extent at Jarvis' Island, where much of the deposit has evidently

long been acted upon by sea water, seems to me beyond a doubt.

A singular feature is presented by this crust m the formation

of so-called ' hummocks,' an idea of which may be better obtained

from the accompanying cuts than from words. These 'hummocks

^ary in diameter from one to ten inches and m height from half

;^ inch to six or seven inches. The exterior is composed of the

,^,M phosphatic crust, while within each one, ^uthout except-.on,

Jere is a central mai of soft, amorphous and nearly pure hy-

•"ated sulphate of lime. When one of these is cut through ver-

^ JOTO. Sci.-Seco>t> Sebie», Vol- XXXIV, No. 101--Sept„ 186S.
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ticallj the section shows a series of concentric layers above and
around this central mass. The exterior is almost pure phosphate,
and, proceeding from the outside towards the centre, each suc-

cessive layer has less phosphate and more sulphate until the

central mass is reached, which is almost pure sulphate. It is

worthy of note that this hydrated sulphate of lime, which inva-

riably fills the centre of a " hummock," is amorphous and ex-

ceedmgly fine and soft, even when the underlying gypsum is

crystalline. These hummocks are scattered over certain parts of

the deposits and occur in close proximity to each other. la

these places the deposit is invariably damp, and, usually, be-

neath each one may be found, mixed' with the underlying sul-

phate, a black, earthy and damp substance containing much
phosphate and some carbonate of lime. This black substance

was, probably, coral mud, in which, as in the coral pseudomorphs
of Howland's, the carbonic acid has been ex{)elled and replaced

by phosphoric acid, and this affords the only explanation that I

can offer for this remarkable formation, namely, that in the

chemical interchange that must have taken place between the

so uble salts washed down from the guano on the surface, the

sulphate of lime and the coral mud, there may have been an ex-

cess of carbonic acid liberated from the latter and replaced by
phosphoric acid. The surface guano was probably wet and in a

plastic state like thick mud, and the ascending carbonic acid,

fandmg no other means of escape, and exerting an upward
torce, produced these hummocks, which have since become dry

and hard.

In those parts of the crusted deposit where there are no "hnm-
mocks ' the surface is usually a little higher and the deposit be-

low drier than where the hummocks occur, and this would fur-

nish a reason for their absence, since the hummocks could hardly

be formed, as above explained, if the surface, for want of moist-

ure^ were not sufficiently plastic and yielding.
Thus this guano has not only been deprived of its ammoniacal

salts, uric acid, etc., as have the deposits of Baker's and How-
land s but by its immediate contact with the gvpsum has under-

gone further chemical and phvsicai changes. Probably, too, the

direct action of sea water has effected much by bringing together

and mixing the guano with the bed on which it lay, and, by oc-

casional inundations, exposing the whole alternately to the ac-

tion of water and to the intense heat of the sun.* "Thus it bas

been baked into a thick and hard crust whose chemical conapo-

terially from the guano in its usual form
and 1

. highye*e]^vat?d so hi-h^"*^'"'''-^'^*"-
described bel.

Thus we may suppose that Jarvi* in an earlier stag*

(fas subjected to occasional floods, keeping in nHod tb*

by digging now in the lower parts of the island salt
«»-
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I have said that there was beneath the crust a stratum of gu-

ano of variable depth. Frequently it is wanting altogether, the

whole being taken up in the crust and lying in immediate con-

tact with the bed of gypsum. Where there is such a layer of

guano it is variable in composition, being mixed with more or

less sulphate of lime.

It generally contains from sixty to seventy per cent phosphate

I come now to speak of that part of the Jarvis deposit which
rests on a coral foundation. This is of limited extent, but is of

great interest because of its similarity to the Baker guano. It

is about two feet deep; is a dry powder of dark brown color, of

rather lighter shade than the Baker guano, owing to the pres-

ence of less vegetable matter. It contains very little coral sand

mixed with it. The following is an analysis:

Moisture at 212° Falir.,
5-02

Carbonic acid
'81

Chlorine, alkalies, iron, etc.,
^'^^

It is important to observe that while the greater part of the

Ji^rvis guano, as already described, differs materially from the

Baker, this portion of the Jarvis deposit has almost the same

chemical and physical characteristics as the Baker or Howland
guano. Restinc^ like that on a coral foundation, it has been ex-

posed only to ifke influences, while the Jarvis crusted deposit,

above described, owes its peculiar character to its contact with

tlie gypsum on which it lies and to the action of the sea water.

This gypsum or sulphate of lime is usually soft and amor-

phous, sometimes crystalline, and, at a depth of eighteen inches

or two feet, occurs in hard, compact, crystalline beds. It is of a

%lit snuff color, and where it underlies guano, is ™xed with

considerable phosphate of lime, which has been washed down
from the surface. Similar deposits of sulphate of lime occur on

ttiany other elevated lagoon-islands of the Pacific, some ot which

I shall allude to below. I have also seen gypsum ^^ ^^""Jj^^

character and appearance, which occurs in ; Pf^^'^^^i^''";^^^
Repressions in the now elevated portions of the coral reef at

O^hu, Sandwich Islands, and doubtless due to the same source,

"le evaporation of sea water. , -r

^^ Unfortunately for the commercial interests of the Jarv-.s guano^

the earlier cargoes (the first one or two) that
^f^.^^-^j^f^^^^^^^^ere selected without the aid of chemical analysis, and tho^e in

charge mistaking the gypsum for guano, sent home cargoes, tne
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greater part of which was far from being worth the expense of

transportation. The repetition of this error was promptly

guarded against bj sending a chemist to the island, but it re-

quired a longer time for the reputation of the article in the mar-

ket to recover from the ill effects of such a mistake.

Climate.—Hhe climate of these three islands is similar and

The trade winds are almost constant, and blo\^

rfrom east by south to southeast, and, in the win-

ter, from east by north to northeast. From October to February,

inclusive, on Baker's, I did not observe a point of southing in

the wind, while during the summer months there are long periods

during which the wind is invariably from south of east. Calms

are rare, especially those of long duration. Westerly winds have

seldom been observed, except, occasionally, as light puff's on quiet,

calm days. On one or two occasions only, in the winter, at Ba-

ker's, have any westerly winds of much force been recorded.

The sky is clear and cloudless. The temperature is exceed-

ingly even, ranging from 76° at sunrise to 88° Fahrenheit at the

hottest part of the day in the shade. In the sun at noon it

stands between 95° and 100°.

Eain falls in light showers not infrequently. Heavy showers

are rare and rainy days are unknown in my experience there.

During four winter months at Baker's Island, from October 1,

1859, to February 15, 1860, rain fell twenty-three times, gener-

ally occurring in light showers or squalls, at intervals of a weei^

or thereabouts, and a general coincidence between the times o

occurrence of these showers nnd the rhnncrpR of the moon trom
; of these showers and the changes of the r

phase to phase has been observed, but this regularity is not so

great, neither at this or other seasons, but that weeks bare

passed without a drop of rain. i

During these four months the least of these showers, measure

by conical rain gauge, amounted to y^i',^ of an inch on a leve >

and the greatest on December 19, 1859, was yVA of ^°® ?
'

From December 14, 1859, to December 20, 1859, inclusive, there

fell tVo of one inch. The total amount of the four months ram

was 1-840 inches, of which //« fell in December. .

Although the amount of rain falling in the summer months is

much less than that which falls in winter, there are, nevertheless,

days in summer on which showers have fallen as heavy as anj

in the year.

Rainfalls most frequently in the night and just before day-

break; sometimes by day, especially if the sky has long been

overcast, a rain cloud passes over the island, but I have otieu

observed the remarkable phenomenon of a rain squall approacQ^

ing the island, and just before reaching it, separating into tw

parts, one of which passed by on the north, the other on tn«

south side, the cloud having been cleft by the column of heatea

air rising from the white coral sands.
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The position of these islands near the equator and their re-

moteness from any high land make them favorable places for
studying the meteorology of this region. The equatorial cur-
rent is a matter of great interest. It has a general direction of
west southwest, and runs with a great velocity, sometimes ex-
ceeding two knots per hour, and, at times, suddenly changing
and running quite as rapidly to the eastward.
During the winter months there are days when the swell is

very heavy, and the surf breaks violently on the reefs, but in

summer there is little or no surf, and especially on the lee side
of the island, the water is very smooth. These periods in the
winter occur usually at intervals of a few days and prevail dur-
ing two or three and sometimes more days. In this connection
I may allude to the shifting sands at Baker's, which, as I ob-
served there, change their place twice in the year. The western
snore of the island trends nearly northeast and southwest; the
southern shore east by north. At their junction there is a spit

of sand extending out towards the southwest. During the sum-
iner the ocean swell, like the wind, comes from the southeast, to
the force of which the south side of the island is exposed, while
the western side is protected. In consequence the sands of the
beach that have been accumulating during the summer on the
south side are all washed around the southwest point, and are
heaped up on the western side, forming a plateau along the beach
two or three hundred feet wide, nearly covering the shore platform,
and eight or ten feet deep. With October and November comes
the winter swell from northeast, which sweeps along the western
shore and from the force of which the south side is in its turn pro-

tected. Then the sand begins to travel from the western to the

southern side, and after a month or two nothing remains of the
gi'eat sand plateau but a narrow strip, while on the south side
the beach has been extended 200 or 300 feet. This lasts until

-February or March when the operation is repeated.

Birds, e^c—From fifteen to twenty varieties of birds may be

^distinguished among those frequenting the island of which the

principal are Gannets and Boobies, Frigate Birds, Tropic Birds,

Tern, Noddies, Petrels, and some game birds as the Curlew,

^nipeand Plover. Of terns there are several varieties. Ihe
ttjost numerously represented is what I believe to be the Sterna

^irundo. These frequent the island twice in the year for the

purpose of breeding. They rest on the ground, making no nests

^ut selecting tufts of grass, where such may be found, under

^hich to lay their eggs. I have seen acres of ground thus

tt'ckly covered by these birds, whose numbers might be told by

^^iHions. Between the breeding seasons they dimmish consid-

erably in numbers, though they never entirely desert the island^

>y are expert fiLhei^ and venture far out to sea m quest of

Pfey. The Noddies (Sterna stolida) are also very i
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They are black birds, somewhat larger than pigeons, with much

longer wings. They are very simple and stupid. They burrow

holes in the guano in which they live and raise their young,

generally inhabiting that part of the deposit which is shallowest

and driest. Their numbers seem to be about the same through-

out the year. The Gannet and Booby, two closely allied species.

(of the genus Sula), are represented by two or three varieties.

They are large birds and great devourers of fish which they take

very expertlv, not only catching those that leap out of water

but diving beneath the surface for them. They are very awk-

ward and unwieldy on land, and may be easily overtaken and

captured if indeed they attempt to escape at all on the approach

of man. They rest on the trees wherever there is opportunitv,

but on these islands they collect in great groups on the ground

where they lay their eggs and raise their young. One variety,

not very numerous, has the habit of building up a pile of twigs

and sticks, twenty or thirty inches in height, particularly on

Howland's where more material of that sort is at hand, on wmca

they make their nest. When frightened these birds disgorge

the contents of their stomachs, the capacity of which is some-

times very astonishing. They are gross feeders, and I have

often seen one disgorge three or four large flying fish fifteen
^^

eighteen inches in length.

The Frigate Bird (^Tachypetes Aquilus) I have already

luded to. It is a large rapacious bird, the tyrant of the K

ered communiry. It lives almost entirely by piracy, foJ^;
,

other birds to contribute to its support. These frigate b"ra»

hover over the island constantly, lying in wait for fishing birds

returning from sea to whom they give chase, and the pursuea

bird only escapes by disgorging its prey, which the pursuer very

adroitly catches in the air. They also prey upon flying fi^^ ^
^

others that leap from sea to sea, but never dive for fish an<l

rarely even approach the water. i

The above are the kinds of birds most numerously representea

and to which we owe the existing deposits. When the islan^i^

were first occupied they were very numerous but have since

been perceptibly decreasing.

Besides these are the Tropic Birds which are found in con;

siderable numbers on Howland's Island, but seldom on Jaru-

or Baker's. They prefer the former because there are JaT-^-

blocks or fragments of beach rock, scattered over the isl--

surface, under which they burrow out nests for themselvts

service is sometimes required of this bird which may, pe^^

be worthy of notice. A setting bird was taken from her

and carried to sea by a vessel just leaving the island. On ••-_

second day, at sea, a rag, on which was written a message, ^-^

att^hed to the bird's feet, who returned to the nest, brings?

with It the inteUigence from the departed vessel. This expen-
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aad, on being liberated there, one after the other,

manded, brought back messages, proving themselves useful in
the absence of other means of communication.
There are several varieties of tern, those described above,

however, being the only kinds that are found in very considera-

ble numbers. The game birds, snipe, plover and curlew, frequent
the islands in the fall and winter, but I never found any evi-

dence of their breeding there. They do not leave the island in

qiest of prey but may be seen at low tide picking up their

food on the reef which is then almost dry.
Some of the social habits of these birds are worthy of remark.

The gannets and boobies usually crowd together in a very ex-

clusive manner; the frigate birds likewise keep themselves dis-

tinct from other kinds; the tern appropriate to themselves a
certain portion of the island ; each family collects in its accus-

tomed roosting place but all in peace and harmony. The feud
between the fishing birds and their oppressors, the frigate birds,

IS only active in the air; if the gannet or booby can but reach
the land and plant its feet on the ground the pursuer gives up the
chase immediately.

Beside the birds there were but few original inhabitants found
iipon the islands. Among those I observe several varieties of
spiders, at least two of ants, a peculiar species of fly that at-

taches itself to the larger birds, and the common 'house fly,

J'hich latter, however, may have been recently introduced.

They as well as common red ants are exceedingly abundant.

Rats were found on all these islands, especially on Howland's,

where they had become astonishingly numerous. It would seem
that they had been carried there long ago, as there are no traces

of recent shipwreck on the island, and had multiplied extensively.

'Jn Jarvis' Island they were much less numerous, and were

probably brought by a ship that was wrecked there thirty years

s'nce. They subsist on eggs, and also, as I observed on Baker s

island, by sucking the blood of the smaller birds—the tern and

noddies; and in this connection I may observe that these smaller

^nds of birds, described above, are almost entirely wanting on

nd their absence, I thii ; attributed

land's Island \depredations of the rats. These rats of I

almost as numerous as the birds. They are of very smaJ size,

being hardly larger than a large mouse, and, I think, must have

^iegenerated from their original state in C'^nsequence of the

^^ange of climate, food and condition of bfe. They had com-

Pletely overrun the island, and on its first occupation by men

^«re a great annoyance. For many nighte m s^^'^^^^"
^^^^/J^l

coitainiug a few oats caucrht over 100, and I have known over
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3,300 to have been killed in one day by a few men employed
for the purpose.

A species of small lizard was also found in great numbers on

Howland'a Island, some specimens of which I had preserved in

spirit, but the package containing them was lost on the voyage

Remains of former visitors.—There are some interesting traces

on this (Howland's) island of former visitors or residents. Ex-

cavations and mounds in the centre of the island, among the

thickets of brushwood, referred to above, are evidently the work
of man. The most extensive of these excavations is several

hundred feet long, and about one hundred feet wide, and ten or

fifteen feet deep, forming a gully or ditch, on each side of which

the sand and gravel is carefully banked up and kept in its place

by walls laid up of coral stone, (blocks of beach and reef rock).

The trees themselves may possibly owe their existence here

to the originators of these works, for the sides of this gully are

covered by a growth of wood which, unless younger than the

rest, would show the trees to be of more recent origin than the

excavation.

It is said to be of a species called by the natives of the Sand-

wich Islands "Kou,"* which abounds on many islands of the

J^acifac. In the same vicinity there are also the remains of what

were low, flat mounds of regular shape, formed of gravel and

walled up all around, being about a foot high, and just such as

i have observed are used by many South Sea Islanders for the

foundation and floor of their houses. In another part of the

island, near the western beach, some remains of a hut were found,

and near by the fragments of a canoe, some pieces of bamboo
and a blue bead. Here also was found, buried under a foot of

sand a human skeleton, the greater part of which, on being ex-

posed to the air, crumbled to dust, leaving only two or three

bones m condition to be preserved.
On the south end of the island there is a foot-path laid to cross

a bed of coral debris or beach accumulations. The edges of the

corals being rough, sharp and painful to the feet, the paths

seems to have been laid for the convenience of passengers across

this end of the island. It is several hundred feet long, made of

nat, smooth stones, at convenient distances apart, for stepping
from one to the other. Thev were evidently laid by hand, as

they he ma direction which forms nearly a right angle with the

ridges made by the sea. It is probable that the originators of

these works were South Sea Islanders. It sometimes happens
that they are drifted off to sea by currents in their canoes, and

TA^t^ J^^^^ "^^^ ^^^^ ^e«° ^l^rown upon this island, ^o im-

plements or other traces of civilized people have been found.
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It is not unlikely that the lizards which abound on the inhab-
ited islands of the Pacific were brought here by these people^
and the rats, possibly, came from the same source.

Other Islands.—As already observed, the discovery of these
deposits of guano, the extent and value of which ^ -

ted, in'

ter. Under the act of Congi
taction to the discoverers and occupants, under certain conditions,
of such newly found deposits, nearly all the islands found on the
charts within ten degrees north or south of the equator and
within 150° and 180° W. were represented as possessing deposits
of guano, and claimed by parties who evidently knew but little

of their true condition.

.
A list, forty-eight in number, comprising nearly all of these

islands, was published in the New York Tribune, in March, 1859,
and was copied and discussed by Mr. E. Behm, in his interestmg
and valuable article, entitled *'i)as Araerikanische Polynesien,'*

printed in Peterraann's Mittheilungen, for 1859.

.

9f these islands, a number of which I have myself examined,
It is safe to assert that some, although having a place on the
charts, do not really exist, while many are of very doubtful ex-
istence; in some cases two or more names are applied to the
same island; some are inhabited, others are covered with trees

and vegetation, and very few have guano on them.*

* The following 13 the list referred to. Those

con^dered as highi; irp^rotbl^t leL ia the position commonly^assigoed to them.

Baker's,
C;i;;iine, Danger. {60 30' N., Arthur's

Ann'« 16^'° 32' W.), Favorite,

^"6iio'6'w7" K'l"'' ll?nU.%2«'S..

Quiro's. '

^"^^''^

Fesckdo,

.r;j!7;^'

• JocR. Sc I.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. lOl.-
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The following named islands, in particular, have been sup-

,eously, as regards some of them^ to have guano

Of the above those of the Phoenix group are probablv

most important. McKean's Island has been occupied since 1-

and several cargoes of guano of good quality have been broi -

from it to this country. It is a low island, circular in form,

exceeding three-fourths of a mile in diameter. Like Jarv -

once contained a lagoon though not elevated so high '"^bove

sea. Its surface is consequently depressed, and is so much Jowt'i

than the beach that at high tides the guano deposit is sometime^

covered by two feet of water. As at Jarvis, a deposit of sujpriate

of lime has resulted from the evaporation of sea water in the ba-

sin, forming the foundation on which the guano rests; and ow-

ing, probably, to frequent inundations, the two have become so

intimately mixed that the quality of much of the guano '^^^^^'

siderably impaired. The better specimens contain about nnj

per cent phosphate of lime mixed with much sulphate of liif'j'

Much of the deposit is covered by a foot of coral mua, ^v.iic

has been spread out over the part adjacent to the beach.

Phoenix's Island is likewise very small, nearly circular, :

less than a half mile in diameter. The centre is consider.

lower than the beach, which is about eight or ten feet high, •,

it is often flooded at high tides. I was unable to land on tm^

island, and my opportunities for observation were confined

shipboard. The guano deposit cannot be very extensive tboUo

said to be of good quality. , j,

Enderbury's Island is described as an elevated lagoon, ^do

eighteen feet high, three miles long by two and a ^^^^
^^^^;^

It is said to contain deposits of guano, as is also its neig
'

Birnie's Island, of which I am unable to give any positive

formation, having never visited either. , , ^,,t

Maiden's is a large island, ten miles long, and said to be abou

forty feet high. I believe it is an elevated lagoon, but mucn
^

the guano deposit lies on the elevated ridge. Specimens wn

1 have examined, though free from sulphate, were much ad«i

ated by coral sand. Excepting McKean's, no cargoes have
^^

brought from these islands just alluded to. From Johnswi

Islands one or two cargoes have been brought to this couni
^

the greater part of which proved, I believe, to be sand.
^^"^
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are described as three small islands (probably islets of one atoll)

containing but little guano and that much mixed with coral sand,

Christmas Island is a well-known lagoon thirty miles long,

trending east and west, having much vegetation. Much has
been said by speculators of its rich deposits, but I have good
reason to believe that there is no guano, worthy of mention, on
the island. Samples that I have examined were chiefly coral sand.

Starbuck's, Starve or Hero Island is an elevated lagoon, and
is worthy of mention because, like Jarvis', McKean's and other
islands of similar structure, it contains a large deposit of gypsum.
Its supposed guano I have found to consist of the hydrated sul-

phate of lime, containing about twelve per cent of phosphate of
lime and colored by a little organic matter.

_
So far as my observation extends, all elevated lagoons have

similar deposits of gypsum.
As regards the distribution of these phosphatic guano deposits

I believe them, in this region of the Pacific, to be confined to

latitudes very near the equator where rain is comparatively of

rare occurrence. In latitudes more remote from the equator

than 4° or 5° heavy rains are frequent, and this circumstance is

not only directly unfavorable to the formation of guano deposits

tut it encourages vegetation, and when an island is covered

^ith trees and bushes, the birds preferring to roost m them,

there is no opportunity for the accumulation of guano deposits.

New York, August, 1862.

Art. XXl,~ Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale

CoUege.~llL On Amhlygonite from Hebron in Maine ; by

George J. Brush.

A FEW weeks since Mr. John M. Blake, Ph.B, late assistant

in this Laboratory, called my attention to a peculiar feldspathic

looking mineral kssociated with the lepidohte^ from Hebron,

Maine. Mr. Blake found on blowpipe examination that the

mineral was extremely fusible, and that it gave a strong reaction

for hthia, coloring the flame beautifully crimson. A t^rttier ex-

amination has shSwn it to be a phosphate of alumina and l.th.a,

^ith a considerable amount of fluorine and some water This

composition, together with its physical properties. Have tea me
to refer it to the rare species am6%omte. , «„„« ^^m'tA
LepidoUte occurs at Hebron in large masses m a^^.^f^.g^^^^^^*^'

and ihe amhlygonite is found imbedded in^his lep.dolte asso-

ciated with aibite, quartz, red, green
-"^^.^l^tracTvar^'ty ofmore rarely with cassiterite, and a peculiar compact variety o^

apatite containing minute prismatic crystals oi a hair-Dro«n

mineral, which I have not yet been able to obtain in sufficient

quantity to determine fully its characters.
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The Hebron amblygonite is translucent, and has a white color,

sometimes with a tinge of gray or brown. Cleavage equal, and
perfect in two directions meeting at an angle of 73°-74° or 106'-

107°. Lustre, on cleavage surfaces vitreous to sub-adamantine,
and on the uneven fractured surfaces faintly greasy. Specific

gravity 3-046, Hardness = 6. A small fragment held in the

flame of an ordinary stearine candle fuses readily to an opaque
white enamel; fusibility =2 on v. Kobell's scale. Heated in a

closed tube, the mineral decrepitates slightl/, and gives off traces

of moisture; when the flame of a blowpipe is directed on the

assay it fuses and acts upon the glass tube, producing a deposit

of silica, just above the assay, and at the same time giving off

water, which reacts acid, and etches the tube. In the forceps it

imparts to the blowpipe flame a pure lithia red color without any
traces of yellow ; when the assay is moistened with sulphuric acid

the flame is colored green on the edges indicating phosphoric
acid. The presence of this last substa'^nce was confirmed, by
fusing a fragment of the mineral in a closed tube with metallic

sodium, forming phosphid of sodium, which on treatment with

water, evolved copious fumes, with the characteristic odor of

phosphureted hydrogen. With salt of phosphorus it dissolves

with effervesence to a clear colorless bead showing the absence
of sihca. With borax gives a transparent colorless bead in both

oxydizing and reducing flame. With soda effervesces, and forma

a difficultly fusible mass, which, even after addition of nitre, shows

no trace of manganese. Heated with nitrate of cobalt it gives

the blue color characteristic of alumina. It is only slightly acted

upon by chlorhydric acid, but is readily dissolved by sulphuric

acid with evolution of hydrofluoric acid ; the solution gives re-

actions for alumina and phosphoric acid. These characters and

reactions are sufficient to prove the identity of the mineral with

iireithaupt's amblygonite. The only difference between the He-

bron mineral, and the amblygonite from Penio" in Saxony, isthaj

the former contains so little soda that it imparls a pure lithia-red

color to the flame, while the latter gives a flame tinged with

yellow. As soon as I can obtain enough of the mineral for the

purpose, I hope to examine the alkalies more minutely, with

especial reference to rubidium and csesium. These two new
alkahne metals have been found in comparative abundance m
the Hebron Lepidolite by Messrs. O. P. Allen and J. M. Blake
ot this Laboratory.

It is an exceedingly interesting circumstance that the Hebron
mineral should occur associated with other minerals in a manner
Bo perfectly analogous to the Saxon amblygonite, the latter being
also found in a coarse granite and frequently imbedded in W'
dohte contammg quartz and tourmaline. The Hebron amblyg*

. which in some specimena «
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pear to be rough prisms of from half an inch to an inch in diam-
eter. One of these gave an angle of 106° to 106° 80'.

Since writing the above, I have discovered ambljgonite in
specimens of lepidolite from the tourmaline locality at Paris,
€ight miles from the Hebron locality.

Sheffield Laboratory, Yale CoUege, June 25, 1862.

Various modes of producing a blast of air by means of
flow of water have been proposed for laboratory use. A so

what complicated system involving the use of two fluids, r

cury and water, was published in the Philosophical Maga:

described in this Journal.
It occurred to me that this principle might be made use of for

aspirating, as well as for driving, a current of air, and experiment
i«lly confirmed the idea. I have also modified the shape j

of the arrangement for catching the air described by Dr.

intended for aspirating, and next the complete appara-
tus [or all purposes.

-1- he aspirator is extremely simple. It is nothmg more
than a tin tube represented by fig. 1, about two feet long,
and four-tenths of an inch internal diameter, with a branch
three-tenths of an inch in diameter and 4 inclies long,

ontally s X distance of four inches from theBerted hori

"Pper end.

^or use, the tube is supported vertica
manner over a sink. An india-rubber
ti^he communicating with a water-faucet
IS passed over the end of the smaller hori-
zontal tube A. Another india-rubber tube

opening B with the appara-

vhich I
tus through

^Q as th°e current of water is established,
r'^e air is aspirated. In the figure sub-
Joified, the air enters at D after being as-

pirated through the Wolfe's bottle, or

apparatus through which
fi?red to pass a current" of air, enters the
t"i tube at B, and is drawn through with
^iie water supplied by the pipe A and,
<^^Ping at C. The power of this

'
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one no larger than here described, a column of water of fifteen

inches was easily displaced. The end C may be inserted into

the funnel of a Liebig's condenser, and the water employed for

cooling may be made at the same time to keep the aspirator m

The aspirating tube (which may also at need replace the blow-

ing tube subsequently to be described) may be

aal diameter.

I alcohol.

s convenient plan to construct an appa-

capuble of combining both the functions of blowing and

aspirating. Such an arrangement is exceedingly useful, and can

be made with very little trouble. For this purpose, a tin pipe,

AB, about three feet in length and half an inch internal diame-

ter, has two smaller pipes 4 to 6 inches long soldered into it.

These are three-tenths of an inch in ii
' '' ^'"

CD, is inserted at right angles, about
four inches from the end ; the other is

inserted about an inch lower, and makes
an angle of about 45°. The lower end
of the tube passes through the cork of
a tolerably wide-mouthed gallon bottle

extending rather more than half way
down. The tubes may be made of
smaller calibre and shorter, even 18
inches answers very well, but the sizes

given are those which I have found to

afford the best results. The tin pipes
can be made by any tinsmith in a few

Two glass tubes also pass through
the corkf of the bottle, a short small
tube, G, over the outer end of which
an india-rubber tube is passed, and a
large tube, H, about half an inch in
bore, extending to the bottom of the
bottle. Its outer end bends over and
IS connected by six inches of india- Ij

r glass) h
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rubber tube with a straight tabe of equal diameter. This last

arrangement forms the siphon.

When the apparatus is to drive a blast, an india-rubber tube
is connected with a hydrant and attached to the open end of the
short horizontal branch of the tin tube. When the water is

turned on, the india-rubber tube, G I, is closed for a moment
with the finger and thumb. This starts the water through the
siphon, and then a continuous and powerful blast of air is

driven through the tube, GI, which may be attached to a blow-
pipe, a Herapath burner, or be used in any way desired. The
main point is this, that the siphon must be capable of carrying
off a larger stream of water than that which is allowed to enter:
in this way there is never more than an inch or two of water in
the bottle, and some air escapes through the siphon, but without
stopping its play. Otherwise the bottle may fill up and water
be driven through G I. The proper balancing is easily attained
and then the apparatus may be put in motion or stopped in a
moment, and when in motion goes on indefinitely.

When the apparatus is to be used as an aspirator, the tube I
IS closed by inserting a glass rod, or passing over it a Mohr's
stop-cock. B is closed by a cork and E is connected with the

apparatus through which the c
- -^

• • .
i i t^

[• than A

When the water is thrown horizontally i

appears to carry with it a larger volume
diiced perpendicularly or in an inclined position. Although the
force of the current of air may be regulated to a considerable

extent by diminishing or increasing the stream of water, yet it

IS to be observed that there must be a certain proportion be-

tween the stream of water and the size of the tube ;
a large tube

ceases almost abruptly to produce any air-current when the

stream of water is reduced below a certain point, and a small

tube will not give an air-current of more than a certain force, no
flatter how great the stream of water. If it is desired that a

f.'fgle apparatus shall produce all degrees of action, a tin tube,

[ike that before described but a little larger in all its parts, may
t)e provided, with a cork fitting its upper extremity. Through
a bole in this cork passes a thick glass rod, or tube sealed at one

«nd, of the same length as the tin tube. The introduction of

tbis cork and rod diminishes the effective calibre of the tube,

and enables it to blow or aspirate a gentle current of air with a

stream of water which would otherwise have failed to set the

apparatus in motion; at the same time it can easdv be removed

when a powerful air-current is desired. The air in this case is

derived wholly from the small inclined tube.
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I have found this instrument to be of the greatest utility and

convenience; so much so that I have two of them permanently
fitted up in my laboratory. One valuable application is for get-

ting rid of poisonous vapors. In any distillation, for example, the

recipient or Wolf's bottle may be made to (

with a chimney, a cork with a tube may t

) the retort, or an extra tube through the cork of t

vhich the distillation is performed, and the flexible tube,

G I, passed c " ^
"

' '

the \

passed over it and a current of air be driven through daring

vhole operation. Or, if the products of distillation are val-

: been able to dissolve oxyd of iridium containing

osmic acia, m aqua regia, and drive off the osmic acid without

suffering any inconvenience from the latter. The chemist Avho

has once used this arrangement will find it so simple and effica-

cious that he will be led to employ it when manipulating with

substances much less deleterious than osmic acid. It is very

convenient in operations where chlorine is to be passed over or

through substances, especially where the operation requires to

be occasionally interrupted to examine the result.
For driving a blow-pipe, an apparatus of this sort, put together

with a bottle and a few pieces of tube, is infinitely more conven-

ient than the most expensive and cumbrous table blow-pipe, fed

by a double bdlows, especially when it is desired to ignite at

high temperatures and for a length of time, the automatic nature

of the instrument removing the necessity for working the bellows.

A considerable degree of heat is easily obtained. A silver pie(J

was laid on a fragment of brick and the flame of a Herapath

burner, fed with a stream of air by this instrument, was turned

down upon it : the coin withered up immediately. A similar com
was easily fused to a bright button in a porcelain crucible heated

from below. Thick brass wire was melted off in drops, etc.

It IS not necessary that the instrument should adjoin the blow-

pipe or apparatus for which the air current is wanted. In one

of mine, the current produced by the tube A B, two feet lon^

13 carried through tubes about sixteen feet, and might easily be

earned further without important loss of power.
"^^e quantity of . - . -

^'

I depends of
sired, but is never large. In an experimental trial it was iuu»-

that with a consumption of water of 80 litres per hour, a streani

ot air amounting to 400 cubic centimetres per minute couW be

maintained or in other words, a cubic metre (about a ton) of

water would suffice to keep the apparatus in motion for twelve

Houre. This instrument may be appropriately caUed an M^-
Ptiladelphia, June, 1862.

^
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Art. XXlll.~Enu7neration of the Plants of Dr. Parry's Collection

m the Backy Mountains^ (continued from vol, xxxiii, p, 411)

;

by A. Geay : with Supplements, by G. Engelmann and A.
Gray.

We are happy to state that Dr. Parry, assisted by Mr. E. Hall,
IS now again in the Rocky Mountains, and at the last accounts
was about to ascend Pike's Peak. An interesting botanical col-

lection may be expected.

222. Samhucus racemosa, L. Apparently just the European plant, and
a glabrous state of S. pubens, Micbx.

223. Symplwricarpus montanus, H.B.K. New to our flora; well

marked by its elongated corolla. S. glaucescens, H.B.K., appears, in

probably authentic specimens, not to be really different.

224. Lonicera involucrata, Banks.
225. Viburnum paudforum, Pylaie.

226. Vaccinium ccespitosum, Michx. Just like the White-Mountain
plant. "Strictly alpine."

22Y. Vaccinium Myrtillus, L. var. microphyllum, Hook. Fl. Bor. Am,
Surely a remarkable variety of V. Myrtillus, the flowers as small in pro-

'
' According to Dr. Parry, it is the " usual alpineportion as the 1

form, growing i 1 closely branch*
greens, taking the place of 228, which is found lower down, in pine woods.
Fruit small, purplish, without bloom, mild and rather insipid in taste."

t>r. Hayden gathered it on the Black Hills of the Platte.

228. Vaccinium Myriillus, var. ? The branchlets less strongly angled,

and the leaves less reticulated and toothed than in the European V. Myr-
tillus. In the flowers, &c., it is as if intermediate between that species

and V. ccEspitosum. Fuller specimens, and the fruit, are wanted.

229. Pyrola minor, L. Collected by Fendler (No. 644) as far south

230. Pyrola chlorantka, Swartz. Dr. Hooker is right in his suspicion

that the Greenland plant of Dr. Kane, referred by Dnrand to P chloran-

'J«,
is P. grandifiora ; but he is quite wrong, as I think, m referring P.

^f^orantha to P. rotundifolia, of which P. grandifiora is evidently a

231. Pyrola (Moneses) unifiora, L. "In deep pine woods."

,,232. Pyrola'rotundifoliaX var. uliginosa {P. uliginosa, W)
In moist, sirady woods; flowers rose-color." This is certainly connected

*ith P. rotundifolia through P asarifolia. To the synonyms of P. ro-

tundifolia, Dr. Hooker mi^rht have added P. occidmtali.% R. Br., P. bracte-

«'«, Hook., P. picta, Hoo\., &c., but should exclude, as I suppose, both

J^' rhlorantha and P. elliptica.

233. Pyrola secunda, L. ,. , .

234. Gaultheria Mirsynites, Hook. A rare and peculiar plant.

235. Mimulus luteus, L. A slender form.

236. Collinsia parvifora, Dougl.
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237. Veronica alpinus, L.

238. Gerardia aspera, Benth. Valley of the Platte.

239. 240, 241. Castilhia pallida, Eunth. With red bracts, there-

fore verging to C. miniata, Dougl., which I conclude to be only a red-

bracted variety of C. septenlrionalis, Lindl., which is the form of C. pal-

lida, with long, well- developed galea. For a revision of the genus, see

Supplement III, infra.

242. Caxtilleia pallida, Kunth; nearer the type of the species (c;. i>f

hirica, Lindl.) and C. occidentalis, Torr.

245. Castilleia pallida ; the taller and broader-leaved form with longer

galea, like the plant of the White Mountains of New Hampshire, C. sep-

243. Castilleia hreviflora. Euchroma hreviflora, Nutt. in herb. Acad,

Philad.

244. Castilleia integra. Gray, 1. c.

246. Castilleia linariifolia, Benth. The same as Fremont's plant.

247. Orthocarpus luteus, Nutt.

248. Pedicularis racemosa, Benth. in Hook. Fl., &c. Fine specimens

of a rare and interesting species. "Grows in patches near the Unvito

trees. Leaves dark-green and shining. Flowers yellowish-white. Juiy»

August."

249. Pedicularis bracteosa, Benlh. 1. c. "Near the foot of alpme

250.' Pedicularis Groenlandica, Retz. Obs. 4, 1. 1. P. surrecta, Benth.

1. c. ; a form with larger flowers and longer beak. Torrey was qiiiW

right, as it appears, in referring this plant to P. Groenlandica. VT.

Parry's specimens well accord with the figure of Retz, except that the

beak is perhaps a little longer. Bourgeau collected it in the S^^. ,''

wan district with the beak no longer than Bentham states it to be m toe

Greenland plant. In the Rocky Mountains it is " not uncommon o

the borders of subalpine marshes, or of high alpine ridges; in the lor-

mer stations tall and slender ; in the latter shorter and stronger; flowers

reddish-purple."

251. Pedicularis Parryi, (sp. nov. sect. Rhyncoloph(S, Bunge, sea

JEdentularum, inter Unciatas et Scapiformes, Benth.) : glabernma;
ca

nltra-semipedali subnudo ; foliis lineari-lanceolatis pectinato-pinnatipa

tis petiolatis, caulinis 1-3 parvulis; segraentis linearibus acutis (ad s
^

mum 3 lin. longis) cartilagineo-serrulatis ; bracteis panns trifidis

;

bus plurimis breviter pedicellatis in spicam anorustam subconfertis ;

c»)

cis membranacei 5^triati demum subinflati breviter 5-dentati djntib<«

gusta apice incnrva sensim in rostrum 'longiusculum emarginatatn bau

denticuliferum subdecurvum labium inferius (lobis eroso-crenulatjs)
ni

iliferum subdecurvum labium inferius (lobis eroso-creni

1 dirty

producta; niamentis giaoerrmus. "v^u aip—- -.

rty or faded yellow," about half the size of those oi

P. compacta ; the shape and size of the beak neariy that oi^ •

^^l^'T^^"''"',
^^^^^ '® apparently P. pedicellata, Bunge jP-

"voftb*
flowers

rather

sparse, on pedicels of 1^ to 2 lines in length?
' The nearest a

species is with C. compacta, Bunge, which is larger in all it
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icafy-stemmed, the eauline leaves sessile, their much larger segments
pinnatifid or incised, the flowers of the dense spike sessile, the calyx
more inflated, the lower lip of the corolla nearly equalling the galea, and
two of the filaments slightly bearded.

252. Pedicularis procera, (sp. nov. Blcuspidatarum) : caule 1^3-pe-
dali crasso foliato superne cum spica densiflora 9-18-pollicari molliter

pnbescente; foliis glabris pinnatipartitis, (radicalibus siepe sesquipedali-

bus pinnatisectis), segmentis lanceolatis laciniato-pinnatifidis, lobis serra-

tis vel incisis ; bracteis e basi ovato-lanceolata lineari-elongatis, inferiori-

bus pectinato-pinnatifidis flores superantibus ; calyce subjequaliter 5-fido,

lobis lanceolatis integris tubo subdimidio brevioribus; corollse (ultra-

poliicaris sordidse virido striatae) galea apice cucullata erostri truncata

bidentata labium sub-patentem breviter trilobum vix aeqaante.

11-sides, not uncommon in scattered localities." Collected also by
Fremont in 1845, and in the Sandia Mountains farther south, by Dr. J.

M. Bigelow ; but only in fruit. A striking species, quite distinct from
any other known to rae.

253. Pedicularis Sudefica,WiM., YSLT. "High alpine; rare." The
specimens accord very well with F. Sudetica, especially with Russian-

American specimens, except the deeply emarginate summit of the galea

IS almost or quite edentulate. Bunge describes them as " breves trian-

gnlares basi latos ;" but they are often subulate. I fancy that P. nasula

of Kamtscfaatka is very near Dr. Parry's plant. P. Kanei, of Durand,
from Arctic Greenland, does not belong to P. Sudetica, as Dr. Hooker
supposed, but to P lanaia, "Willd. ; which again, contrary to Benthani

and Dr. Hooker, I must regard with Bunge as clearly different from P.

htrsuta. It is much nearer another species which Dr. Hooker refere to

^. Sudetica, viz. Langsdorffii, with which it has been confused, but it

>8 perfectly edentulate. The teeth of the latter, however, are infle.ved,

and so may escape observation. AH the continental American 1
.

Iiir-

suta" I have seen belongs to P. lanata. All these species are well dis-

criminated by Bunge in Ledebour's Flora Rossica.

254. Si/ntkuris plantaqinea, Benth. Wholly below the alpine region.

The same as Fendler's No. 582. Radical leaves rnostly obtuse or

rounded (rarely at all cuneate) at the base ; scape raultibracteate. 1* Iow-

a's all short-pedicelled; sepals ovate, obtuse, viUous-ciliate, becoming

nearly glabrous with age. Corolla pale, very deeply 2-parted or even

<iivided, the upper lip cuneate-obovate, entire or obscurely erose, a httle

«ceeding the calyx, twice the length of the 3-lobed lower l.p. btigraa

;apitellate.-The species of the genus need a complete revision, which

; am unable now to attempt. In S. Houffhtomam, ^.h^ch I formerly

Jad in cultivation, a great diversity was observed in the calyx, (varying

from 2-3-parted to 5-parted), corolla, (2-4-parted, as described in the

Manual, but the lips or divisions nearly of equal length, ^/^^ ^^*;; "^;

feu very short, as described in the Prodromus), stamens (either two or

four), and even the ova^, which is occasionally tn^^ellary-^

_
•'Oj). bynthyria alptna, (sp. nov.) : spiti

^cis sen ovalibus nunc subcordatis creberv.. ^

*<^apo superne folioso-bracteato ; spica brevi densa; sepa is |a;^c«oiati»

««U8 p4ertim ad xnargines cum bracteis longissime villosis; corolla
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bipartita, labio superiori latissimo eroso, inferior! multo minori 2-3-par-
tito, lobis angustis; stigmate capitate. "Growing in crevices of rocks,

on the dividing ridge, at the elevation of 10,000 feet. Very different

from Xo. 254, strictly confined to the high alpine region, with glossy

foliage and a neat spike of pale blue flowers." Leaves U to 2 inches

long, on slender petioles, rather strongly crenate, a little fleshy, very

smooth, or early becoming so, as also the lower part of the scape. " Bracts

on the upper part of the scape ovate or in the spike lanceolate, sessile,

and ciliate with very long woolly hairs. Spike only an inch long in

flower, very dense, and very woolly ; flowers nearly sessile ; the corolla

larger and more exserted than in aS?. plantaginea. Sepals in flower lan-

ceolate and acute or acutish ; but in a fruitino- specimen broader and

obtuser. Only two stamens seen, which, as in other species, are almost

bypogynous.

256. Chionophila Jamesn, Benth. "On bare or grassy ridges of the

snowy range, July. Flowers pale cream-color." A most interesting re-

discovery enabling us nearly to complete the account of this well-marked
genus. The only known original specimen, and a very scanty one, is m
the Hookerian berbariutn, to which it was contributed by Dr. Torrey,

mixed with Pentslemon Jamesii, and no specimen is extant in bis own
terbarmra. But I presume that Dr. Parry's excellent specimens are of

the same species, notwithstanding the striking discrepancies. The calyx,

which gives the character to the genus, is gamophyllous almost to the

summit, with 5 broad and short nearly equal teeth, considerably iim\>U^,
thin, membranaceous, or even scarious. Corolla tubular, slightly dilated

upwards, neurit/ twice ike length of the calyx, and with a sort oipakU to

the loioer lip very densely bearded. The original specimen must be m
poor condition if this beard was overlooked. Sterile filament much

smaller and shorter than the others, smooth. Stigma small, obtuse and

entire. Radical leaves in the larger specimens 2 or 3 inches long, lance-

olate-spatulate. Scape 2 to 4 inches high, puberulent. Flowers solitary

in the axils of the small floral leaves, on very short and ebradeohti

ped>cels.
' ^

257. Vide after 261, 262.
258. Penistemon acuminatus, Dougl. in Bot Reg. t. 1285, var. -?•

nitidus, Dougl., Benth. P. Fendleri, Gray in Pacif. T^ R R*>n.. 2. p. l^^,

^i
.",^ wide-spread, variable species, with pale glau^

or bright blue flowers." Benthara describes P.acui
rili filiformi glabi

published, says '

ngure represents a large state of what I must consider the polymorphous
species one form of which I published as P. Fendleri, and which is cer-

tainly P. nitidus. P. cyananthus. Hook. Bot. Uaa- , which in the BotanT
ot the Mexican Boundary I had referred here, is however fi^rured as having

tairy anthers, like those of P. glaber, and with such a corolla as the latter

P la^J'y ° /"^"^ ^^*^* ^^ ™^^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^'^ developed for© o'

eJoti-tf"'"'''''?'.^*^^*^
variety of the foregoing, clearly of the sanw

Bpecies, "frona plains east of Denver, with numerous bright blue flower»

narrow Imear leaves." Similar SDecimena from Eureka. Mr. BoW-
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ard, but only a span high, as well as (

Geyer's No. 154, and some of Hooker's
Carlton Houi

259. Pentstemon glaber, Pursh, var. alpinus. P. alptnus, Torr. in Ann.

pals, the particular shape of which is inconstant in the genus. Dr. Parry
remarks: "no doubt a variety of P. glaher, being almost exactly a
dwarfed representative of that elegant species ; and its alpine situation
would sufficiently account for its stunted size."

260. P.glaber, Pursh, (P. erianthera, Fraser, Nutt.) "Common on
dry hill-sides along the valley of Clear Creek ; a splendid species, its
large, brilliant, inflated, blue corolla streaked with reddish-purple stains."
ihe name first published, with a character, ought to be restored for
this species

; since the anthers are but slightly hairv, in comparison
With those of the section Erianthera, and are frequently glabrous, ex-
cept a ciliation or mere denticulation at the margin of the valves. The
beard at the top of the sterile filament is sometimes almost wanting,
and sometimes sparsely extended downwards. I cannot doubt that the
hgure of /». speciosus in Bot. Keg., t 1270, represents this species, and,
returning to an old opinion in this regard, should reduce that to the
present species.

261. 262. Pentstemon glaucus, Graham in Edinb. Phil. Jour. July,
1829, p. 348 ; Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1286. " Rather abundant at the foot
ot alpiue ridges, above the limit of trees; the taller specimens from a
jower elevation in the valley of Clear Creek. The more common form
|»as pale cream-colored flowers with greenish stripes, and pale green
leaves

; there is a more rare, purple-flowered variety ; both quite bila-
biate." Small specimens of this are found in James's collection, mixed
With P, Jamesii, Benth., and formerly confounded by Dr. Torrey with
^. atbidus,—to both of which they have some resemblance. The spe-

flated corolla even than P. pubescens, with which Bentham confounded
It. The specific name is far from distinctive or good.

257. Pentstemon hamilis, Nutt. in Herb. Acad. Philad. ; apparently a
'educed, alpine variety of P. glaucus, with shorter and rather less am-
Pliate corolla. Specimens collected at Eureka by Mr. Howard (in herb,

^cad. Philad.) ally Dr. Parry's plant with the P. gracilis, as figured in

the Botanical Magazine. According to Dr. Parry it is :
" the common

fiountain species, growing in tufts on rocky places ; flowers bright deep

J''Qe ; leaves glossy and bright green
;
plant varying from 3 mches to a

position of this name but it is surely only a variety ot P. congests

^ith purple-blue flowers. , ^ , .

265. Pmtstemon albidus, Nutt. A common species of the plain

^'Pumilus, Nutt., is perhaps an alpine state of this. But Fremont

specimens, referred to P. pumilus by Bentham, appear to belong to
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remarkably dwarf and tufted, unpublished species, P. ccespitosus, Nutt,,

which Dr. Parry has detected the present season, and sent in a letter.

266. Campanula Langsdorffiana, Fischer,; Trauttv, & Meyer, Fl.

Ochot., p. 60. C. heterodoxa, Bong. FI. Sitch., an Vest. ? Probably

also C. adscendcns, Vest, as it seems to be more allied, except in the

The c

/ equalling t

i toothed. Additional specimens, needed to clear up

i deeper blue than those of C. rotu7idifolia," far larger thai

size of the flowers, to C unijlora than to C. rotundifolia. The calyx-

lobes are linear-subulate from a broad base, nearly eauallinar the corolla,

and more or less toothed. Additional speci

the species, it is hoped may be obtained this
"

5 of Upper Clear Creek.

a." far lararer than those

of the B

267. Campanula uniflora, L.

268. Campanula rotundifolia, L. ; alpine form, like that of the White

Mountains of New Hampshire.
269. Valeriana dioica, L. ( V. sylvatica, Richards., &c.)
270. Galium boreale, L. ; a small form.
271. Gilia spicata, Torr. & Gray, ined. Elaphocera spicata and ^.

affine, Nutt. in herb. " Growing, w'ith a deep tap-root, in the deep sandy

bottoms of Bijou Creek, east of Denver. Flowers light cream-color or

flesh-color; the whole plant exhaling a foetid smell, like bone-filings."
^^

272. Phacelia {Eutoca) sericea, Gray, Man. " A handsome subalpine.

273. Cuscuta cuspidata, Engelm.
274. Polemonium pulcherrimum, Hook.; with lobes of the corolla

rounder. A form of P. pulchellum. " A charming alpine plant, adorn-

ing the high slopes with its deep blue, nodding flowers ; whole plant

bese^ with resinous glands, exhaling a strong odor of musk."
275. Polemonium cceruleum, L. "At lower stations."
276. Polemonium pulchellum, Bunge ; nearly P. Bichardsonii, Hook.

& Am. " Growing in shade at the farthest limit of bushy tree growth.

Flowers delicate faded blue." The limits of species (if such they be) m
this genus are indeterminate.

277. Jpomoea leptophylla, Torr. Sand hills of the Platte; a charac-

teristic plant of the plains.

278. Entrichium aretioides, DC. Myosotis nana, Torr. in Ann. Lye-

N. Y., vix Vill. "Rooting in granitic sand at the highest elevations ot

the snowy range ; flowers of the richest cerulean blue." In flower, and

with a little of last year's fruit, which, if normal, will distinguish
this

from the European E. nanum. The corolla is a little smaller. I «"?"

pose it to be E. aretioides of Arctic Russian America, &c., the fruit o

which is undescribed. This Dr. Hooker regards as an arctic state oi

E. villosum. But the mature nutlets of our plant are perfectly smooth,

„-j _.,_ J ., . ...
liquely t

Ann. Ly„. ^.„
ng to purple." An interesUng

ediseovery of one of James's plants.
280. Collomia linearis, Nutt.
281. Collomia gracilis, Dougl
282. Gilia pinnatijida, Nutt. ined. The same as No. 655, Fendler.

283. Giha {Ipomopsis) aggregata, Spreng. G. pulckella, Dougl-
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284. Mertensia alpina, Don. ; a loosely paniculate, branching, evolute
variety. " Common in the valley of Clear Creek, on gravelly banks,
growing in irregular clumps, 12 to 18 inches high ; flowers dull blue, in
May and June."*

286. Mertensia Sibirica, Don. pro parte. Pulmonaria Sibtrica, Linn.
& Pursh, quoad syn. Grael. Lithospermum dentkulatum, Lehm. Asperif,
L. Sibiricum, Ledeb. Fl. Alt., & Ic. PI. Fl. Ross. t. 207. Pulmonaria
denticulata, Eoem. & Schult., Cham., &c. Mertensia denticulata, Don.,
DC, Ledeb. Fl. Ross. Pulmonaria ciliata, James, Torr, in Ann. Lye.
N. Y. 2, p. 224. Mertensia ciliata, Don., &c. Besides the greater
smoothness, which is variable, this is distinguished from M. panicvlata
by the much shorter and blunt segments of the calyx, and the leaves
are glaucescent beneath. No doubt the Linnsean name must be re-
stored to this (the Pulmonaria Sibirica of Pallas resuming the name of
M. Pallasii, Don.) ; for it is clearly the plant of Linnaeus, and perhaps
Pursh's fi-om Canada (but more probably that is M. paniculata), and I
suspect that Lehmann described his Lith. denticulatum from Siberian
specimens. Certainly it is not known from Eastern " North America,"
unless from Labrador. H. Engelmann gathered it at Bridger's Pass in
toe Rocky Mountains, but my specimens have M. paniculata intermixed.
Kedowskian specimens from Kamtschatka, distributed by Charaisso, are
of the present species. It is, writes Dr. Parry, "the common brook-
side Mertensia, found everywhere along the margins of ice-cold, dashing
streams, up to the snow-line, delighting in situations where its pale
foliage and delicate blue flowers are bathed in the spray. It grows to
the height of 1^ to 3 feet; the stems succulent, the lower radical leaves
^rge and cordate."

286. Mertensia paniculata, Don. A reduced and alpine, glabrate
state, with much less acute leaves, of that form oi M. paniculata which
answers to Pulmonaria lanceolata, Pursh, and P. marginata, Nutt. {M.
^arginata, Don., and M. lanceolata, DC.) " Moist, grassy places, on the
slopes of alpine ridges; flowers bright alpine blue." M. paniculata

ranges from Hudson's Bay to Lake Superior, New Mexico above Santa
f^e (626, Fendler) and northwestward. The foliage, calyxes, &c., vary,

3s in other species, from smooth or glabrous to hirsute, but the narrow
and acute segments of the deeply 6-parted calyx are always hispid-ciliate.

"obviously includes M. corymbosa and M. pilosa, Don., the Litkosper-

"'"w corymbosum of Lehmann. Dr. Hooker has not seized the charac-

ters which distinguish the species from the foregoing.

287. Mertensia alpina, Don. Pulmonaria alpina, Torr. in Ann. Lye.

^- Y. " The small-flowered alpine Mertensia ; flowers dull blue.

288. Eritrichium glomeratum,BC. Very fine specimens "Common

^ gravelly hill-sides and rocky places from the foot of the mountains

«> the upper valleys."
289. Phm:elia circinata, Jacq.
^^^. Echinospermum Jloribundum, Lehm. In fruit.

^^\£ritrichium crassisepalum, Torr. & Gray, in Pacif. R.R. Exped.

^1 P- 171. A young state, with broad leaves.
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295. Lithospermum pilosum, Nutt. ex char. This is Fendler's No-

626 and Wright*s 1562.

296. Heliotropium {Euploca, Kutt.) convolvulaceum, Gray.
Paronychia, n. sp. apparently, "-

'n a sandbar on Upper Clear Creel
,

r description. "We look for better specimens ttis year.

rooting in a sandbar on Upper Clear Creek," not in sufficient good C(

297. Phlox Hoodii, Richards, var. foliis rigidioribus ^

rigida, Benth. ? P. brevifolia, Kutt. in Herb. P. muscoides and P.

hryoides of Nuttall both belong to P. Hoodii.
299. Oilia {Leptodactylon) pungens, Benth.
300. Sikne acaulis, L.

301. Dracocephalum parviflorum, Nutt. " The only representative of

Labiatse in the mountain region,''

302. Salvia Pitcheri, Torr. Prairies in Kansas. This mtist be the

S. elongata of Dr. Torrey in James's collection. It is intermediate be-

tween S. azurea and S.farinacea,-^tvfO Salvias which would seem to be

distinct enough.

303. Scutellaria resinosa, Torr. in Ann. Lye. N. Y. Upper Platte.

304. Qmtiana Parryi, sp. nov., Engeim. in Trans. St. Louis Acad., 2,

p. t. 10. " Near the foot of alpine slopes." This is, says Dr. Engelmann,

"a very handsome species, growing in tufts, each stem bearing several

large, purplish-blue flowers with bifid folds, and enclosed by a pair of

boat-shaped bracts. Leaves rounded, fleshy, glaucous. Kearly allied to

G. calycosa and G. Menziesii, which, however, have single flowers, with-

out the calyculate bracts peculiar to our species, and to the Siberian &>

sepUmfida, with long folds slit into numerous bristling lobes." Engelm>.

The plant of Kreusfeldt, in Gunnison's Expedition, referred to 6. affina

m the second volume of the Pacific Railroad Report, is of this species,

but with narrower leaves, and Fremont's No. 360 (1845) is a small-

leaved form of it, which also occurs in Mr. Howard's collection (Herb.

Acad. Philad.), in one instance with a six-lobed corolla.

305. Gentianafrigida,B.^nkQ,ysiX.algida,Gr\^^h. "Abundant on

high alpine slopes, in moist places, growing in small tufts among Grasses

and Carices." "Apparently an intermediate form between the European

G.frigida and the Siberian G. algida. Stems lower than in the latter,

only 4 or 5 inches high ; the leaves narrower ; flowers fewer and closely

sessile; calyx often partly slit; lobes of the corolla very acute, greenisa

blue, reddish-brown in the dried state, punctate, the folds truncate and

crenate." Engeim. This is also in Mr. Howard's collection. New to

America, but found as near as Karatschatka.
306. Gentiana prostrata, var. Americana, Engeim. 1. c. t. 9, fig. lO'l^'

"A very small form, single or with few horizontal branches, l-l^ i°!=''^

high, found with No. 309. Distinguished from the European and Asiatic

forms by the small, 4-parted deeply blue flowers, nearly entire folds, an^l

oblong-linear capsule, attenuated at the base into a short stipe.
^^'

misso collected the same form in Russian Arctic America." Mffel"*- .

135. Gentiana humilis, Stev., Engeim. 1. c. fig. 1-6. G. FremonHh
Torr. m Frem. Rep. "Along the moist rrrassy banks of Upper Clear

Creek, with Polygonum viviparum, almost hidden among the grasj

Whole plant succulent, fragile, of a pale sickly color: flowers
greenistt
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with white folds."
—

" Many leafy, one-flowered, (

on the lower ones I find them often enclosed, or bursting sideways t

the itttes;uraents, Siberian specimens are absolutely identical w
Rocky Mountain plant." JSnpelm.

307. Gentiana acuta, var. stricta, Griseb. "Rather common in shady

pine woods and moist places on Upper Clear Creek. In shaded places

the leaves are pale-green on both surfaces, broad and mostly obtuse; the

flowers very pale-blue ; in more open localities the leaves are dark-green

above, pale below, narrower, the upper most acute, the flowers darker."

"Stems a foot high, leaves 1-lf inches long, 3-7 lines (the lower ones)

wide. Flowers about ^ inch long, always 5-parted ; lobes of calyx very

unequal, the two longer and broader ones exceeding the tube of the co-

rolla; lobes of the corolla acutish or almost obtuse, half as long as the

tube. From Druramond's northern specimens in Herb. A. Gr-^y, our form

is distinguished by the less acute leaves, and especially by the larger ca-

lyx. A specimen from Lower Canada in Herb. A. Gray, probably repre-

senting Miehaux's plant, has very acute leaves, smaller flowers, a more

regular 4-parted calyx, and very acute lobes of the corolla. The very

nearly allied G. Amarella of northern Europe has the corolla much less

deeply divided, with quite obtuse lobes." Engelm.
r • a i

309. Gentiana acuta, var. nana, Engelm. in Transact. St. Louis Acad.,

2, t. 9, fig. 6-9. "In the higher alpine regions, together with G. pros-

irata, in masses of SUene acaulis." "A dimmutive form, l|-2 inches

high; flowei-s few, smaller; lobes of 4-5-parted corolla obtuse; beard

consisting of few distinct fibres." Mffelm. This, from the obtuse lobes

?f the corolla, would appear to confirm Dr. Hooker's view that G. acuta

IS a form of G. Amarella, represented in Lapland oy G. hngulata. Kg.

Some specimens distributed with No. 309 are the ordinary G. acuta m a

depauperate form, with acute lobes to the corolla.

308. Swertia perennis, L.
•

ri II flowered form
310. Frasera speciosa, Doaz). "A very strict and sm a -

,

^ith ternate, linea^r-lanceolate, 7-9-nerved cauline leaves and hnear elon-

gated lobes of calyx rather exceeding the corolla. F«°ff^^^^^" fJ'^
can specimens rNo 686^ have larffe and obtuse radical leaves^ i^ lo

»ch^ lo„ra inch , Ith) ; evf. the cauline leaves arc b-adlj oval

;"lr the „Vpe,moat being lance-linear; the i't^o'^'^i;
STfi.r "rat«o»- n,„Th larger. Dr. Parry's plan. 72^^2„s i c lial n iS

?;t 'thlr^peci^,"^Lr"d^mi' WeT ohovate-spat^Ute,

feather-veined radical leaves. Engelm. -^x^ cJmilis nisi

Csin^rr!"su"hlttrnn'i;ih^,t:".trcerel^^^^^^

^g^
Thi^ magn^Tctn^^trmrosTneeds tTbe compared with Ledebour's

^ Jotm. SCI.-SECOXD SEKIE9, VoL. XXXIT, No. IOL-Sekc., Ib6-.
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P. pycnorhiza (a very rare arid little known species from the Caucasus,

which, however, seems too like P. algida), and it doubtless lies betweeu

that species and P. nivalis: but it can hardly be referred to either, al-

though possibly, all these species may be found to merge in one. Dr.

Parry remarks that " This fine species is quite constantly met with on tbe

borders of alpine streams near the snow line ; its knotted fibrous roots

matted together, and constantly bathed in ice-cold water. Its usual beif][bt

about 12 to 18 inches: flowers of a deep carmine red (fading to purple),

with a slight primrose odor; leaves glossy on tbe upper surface, pale

green. It flowers in July. It must be quite extensively diffused in its

peculiar localities, and it is a wonder it baa not been found before. In

ray sketch map I have named one mountain stream Primrose Creek, on

312. Dodecatheon Meadia, L. A slender, few-flowered variety of this

polymorphous species.

313. Androsace septentrionalis, L. Both alpine and in the valleys.

314. Phacelia Popei, Torr. & Gray in Pacific R. R. Rep. 2, p. 172, t.

10. "Whole plant of a brownish-green color, often robust, 8 to 15

inches high."

315. Eriogonum umhellatum, Torr. in Ann. Lye. N. Y., 2, p. 241, 4

in Sitgreaves, Rep. t. 12. Flowering specimens : flowers bright yellow,

as they are in Hayden's and other specimens,
,

316. The same as 315 in fruit; the perianth changed to paleyeUow

turning brownish.

318. The same species, apparently, as the two foregoing, hnt tbe

flowers in tbe fine and well preserved specimens are obviously white o

cream color. Which form is the original of James's collection, i 8^

unable now to determine. Torrey's figure, in Sitgreaves' Expedition »

a good one, but there is nothing answering to it in the letter-press.

The rays of the umbel are more numerous, slender, and simple i° au

these specimens than in Hooker's figure of ^. stellaium ; but a Poug-

lasian specimen appears to belong to this species.

317. Eriogonum fiavum, ^\xtt.

3 1 9. Eriogonum alatum, Torr.

320. Eriogonum annuum, Nutt. .

321. Eriogonum effusum^ Nutt Flowers white: those oi E. micro-

theca, Nutt, are yellow.

322. Polygonum tenue, Michx. Hillsides, near Central City.

323. Montelia tamariscina. Gray? male plant
324. Euphorbia marginata, Pursh.
325. Crohn (Hendecandra) muricatum, Nutt.
326. Froelichia Floridana, Moq.
327. Cydoloma platyphijllum, Moq,
328. Eurotia lanaia, Moq. IHolis, Parsk
329. Euphorbia hexagona, Nutt
330. Euphorbia petaloidea, Engelm,
331. Solanum roslratum, Dun. S, heterandum, Parsh.
332. Polygonum viviparum, L.
333. Polygonum Pislorta, L., var. oblongifdium, Meisn. ., .

334. Oxyria digrjna, R. Br. " Common in the alpine region; ti*

specimens collected are from a lower elevation, and are large."
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335. Asclepias vertic'dlata, L., dwarf form.

336. Abronia
(
Tripterocalyx) cycloptera. Gray.

337. Abronia fraffvans, Nutt., figured in the second volume of the

Pacific Rail Road Reports.

338. Acer glabrum, Torr., var. A. tripartitum, Nutt.

339. Betulu alba, L. var., glutinosa, forma latifolia, Regel, or nearly.

340. Alnus viridis, DC,
341. Saliz fflauca, L. Masc.
342. Salix cordata, Muhl. ?

343. Salix reticulata, L. {S. sericea, Pursh.) Alpine.

344. Saiix discolor, Willd.

345. Populus tremuloides, Michx.
346. Lloydia serotina, Reich. Anihericum, L.

347. Calochortus venustus, Benth., ex Torr. The species greatly need

revision and diagnosis.

348. Streptopus amplexifolius, DC.
349. Leucocrinum montanmn, Nutt. in Gray, Melanth., p. 1 10. A rare

plant, one of the many which go to demonstrate the futility of an ordi-

nal separation of the Melanthiece from the Liliacece. Also collected

by Mr. Howard. The specimens in both cases not m good state for

350. Allitim cernuum, Roth.
351. Zygadenus glaucus, Nutt.
352. Corallorkiza i^nata, R. Br.

353. Listera cordata, R. Br.
354. Calypso borealis, Salisb. In sprue
""

Platanthera obtusata, Lindl
356. Platanthera hyperborea, Lindl. To this, as I suspected long ago

(in Ann. Lye. N. Y., when endeavoring to distinguish this species t.ora

the next), belongs the Habenaria dilatata of Hooker s Exot. Fl., t. 9o.

"Flowers greenish." -n. i rr i.

357. Platar^thera dilatata, Lindl. Orchis dilatata, Pursh. Habenarm

ilalata, Gray, in Ann. Lye. N. Y. "In subalpine swamps ^ lowers

'^'te. Since ray observations upon these two species, made almost thirty

ears arrn T Ko.i^ft^., i;i.^ nthpr botanists, when superhci;dly exarain.ng

: Arctic Plants.

live, in view of th

separati..j, -r- -
^.^^ ,

'ucture and disposition

be flower is so different,

. (like its congeners
^-^;^^^lZ^::f^i OpZys

-l-iertrnze, P. hyperborea readily does so " "^^ '";;;\^, ^l„,ost parallel
IP'fera as recently illustrated by Darwin ;

tbe fonner ^ ^^^^^.^jl^j^^

aiuher-cells, with a narrow stiginatic surface and a sori

oeak between their bases and below, within the
"'^"f^^lJ^^'^na other

tne erect position and connivence of the base of the a '^

^^ o-lands
petals, are the large and elongated, linear-oblong, visc.u

-^
=

^P- hyperborea the labellum, spreading from ^^^^^^X^Zed l^
gofge, the more exposed stigma is broad and transverse ^a. „
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Sir Wm. Hooker in Exot. Fl., t. 95, under tbe name of Hahenaria dih-

tata), the glands are smaller and orbicular, the beak wanting, the anther-

cells more divergent, and, from the curvature of the flower, more over-

hanging, and the stalks of the pollinia very attenuated and weak Thus

disposed, the pollinia very commonly fall out of the anther-cells while the

tip of the labellum is still engaged under the point of the upper sepal

and petals, or even in the closed buds; and when the labellum is dis-

engaged and becomes recurved, or even before, the pollinia are apt to

toj)ple over and fall upon the broad stigma beneath.* That our P.dik-
/a/a is the Orchis dilaiafa of Tursh I am assured. Our green flowered

species should be re-compared with the Iceland F. hyperborea, and with

this the Iceland Orchis Koenigii (described originally by Retz as with

''labio tripartito," but referred by Linnaeus to 0. hyperborea, and annexed

by Lindley to a probably quite different species from Unalaschka) should

be collated.

358. Juncus castaneus, Sm. ; an alpine form.
359. Juncug triglumis, L. With the last.

360. Juncua arcticus, var. gracilis, Hook. ? Alpine ; too young.
361. Juncus Menziesii, R. Br. ex Hook.
362. Luzula parviflora, DC.
392. Luzula spicata, DC, var., approaching L. Peruviana. Alpine.

363. Poa alpina, L. ? " At the foot of the snow banks ; Jnly."

364. Munroa squarrosa, Torr. Crypsis, Nutt. Deep sand beds, east

365. Calamagrostis sylvatica, Trin. "Dry bottoms of Clear Creekj;

368. A purple variety of the above (nearly C. purpurascens, K. Br.),

m an older state. "Alpine; August."
366. Muhlenbergia gracilis, Trin. Calycodon montannm, Nutt. PL

Garab., ex Thurber.

367. Aira cmpitosa, var. arctica, Trin. JDeschampsia hrevifolia, R. Br.

369. Buchloe dactyloides.EDselm.: both sexes of the Buffalo-Grass.

"Plains of the Platte."

370. Boutelona oligostachya, Torr.

til'
-^/.^^^^^ cuspidata, Nutt. Stipa membranacea, Pursh.

''
t caspitosa, L. " Alpine ridges."

rr,

jyQmjg. " alpine ridges."

Poanernoralis, L., or one of the species referable to this.
"Al-

h self fertilizes, and that without trie a

this the anthercells dehisce ^h'^"
V^J

; packets of pollen (in this
^P«'^J/f^

duced betore the flower had opened. Yet the arrangements for the removal of iW
polhnia by insects are as perlTct as in the speciesThTch denend upon insect""*
and wh. e a portion of the^oUen-packets falfaway It an eaX period, the re^r^

«riti^^dy "" *^^ "'"^ '^^"'"•- The plaut requires, and will well reward,
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379. Poa andina, Nutt. in herb. Acad. Philad. " Upper Clear Creek "

376. Poa arctica, R. Br. ? (P.Jlexuosa, Wahl.) ; a form of P. laxa?
^Alpine ridges."

377. Trisetum subsp{catum,Be3i\iY. " Alpine ridges."
378. Bromus Kalmii, Gray, Man. " S. Clear Creek ; July."
380. Fesluca ovina, L. " Alpine."
381. Triticum eegilopoiJes, Turcz. Perhaps a variety of T. caninum,

as Ledebour has it. "Alpine."
382. Phleum afpinum,L. "Subalpine."
383. 387, 389. Carex atrafa, L., var. niffra, Boott. {C. nigra, All.), ex-

cept that the perigynia are light-colored. From the Var. ovata, Boott
(C. ovata, Rudge), they differ in the sessile and crowded spikes.

384. CarextigidaX
385. Carex incurva, Lightf., with a dense, globular head.
386. Carex capillars, L.
388. Carex aurea, NutL
390. Carex lanuginosa, Michx. S. Clear Creek.
891. Carex /estiva, Dewey. S. Clear Creek.
393. Carex bromoides, Schk. ? Too young.
394. Woodsia obtusa. Ton. "Subalpine."
395. Cg/ttopteris fragilis, Bernh,
396. Allosorus {Gymnogramme) acrostickoides ; referred by Sir Wm.

Hooker to A. crispus. " Alpine."
397. JSfotocUoena dealbata, Kunze. Near Idaho.

Art. XXIY.—Abstract of a discussion of the Horizontal Compo-
nent of the Magnetic Force, from observations made at the Girard

College Observatory, Philadelphia, in the years 1840-'41-'42-

'43-'44-'45
; by A. D. Bache, LL.D., F.R.S., Mem. Corr.

Acad. Sc. Paris, Sup't, U. S. Coast Survey.

r the full paper, notes of all the*-^ wie luii paper, notes oi all me cnau^ea m tuc iuouiui.^,vi..-o

trom accidental aerangeraent or otherwise, and of the corrections

applied, follow this statement, as an introduction to Table No. I,

which contains the recapitulation of the monthly mean readings
of the bifilar magnetometer, corrected so as to present a continu-

ous series and with the observed temperatures.
. , .

in applying the results, by equations of the form involving

tne change of temperature and of epoch, the latter cbang^ in-

eluding the loss of magnetism in the bar and the change of the

J|orizontal force of magnetism, it was found expedient to omit
the results of the first year of the series. The remaming four

years results gave 16-5 scale divisions for the monthly effect of

^^e change of magnetic horizontal intensity, and of the magnet-
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ism of the bar and 1-8 divisions for the effect of one degree of

temperature of Fahrenheit's scale.

A new term involving the difference between the square of

mean epoch and any single epoch with a coefficient, was found

to improve this result giving for the monthly change 17-6 scale

divisions, for the effect of one degree of Fahrenheit, 1-62 divi-

sions, and for the coefficient of the term involving the square

0-31. This gives for the annual progressive change 211-2 scale

divisions, and for the effect of one degree of the thermometer, q-

1-62 X 0-0000365 = 0-0000591 in terras of the magnetic momeat

of the bar. This agrees with the best direct determinations, be-

ing those in which the Observatory was alternately heated and

To test these results a combination of the six warmest months

with the six coldest by alternate means was made, beginning

with May, 1841, and ending with April, 1845. The result ior

correction for temperature was 1-3 scale divisions for 1° Fahren-

heit, confirming the foregoing. In reducing the observations To

scale divisions has been used as the correction for each degree

of Fahrenheit's scale, q = 0-0000548 in terms of the horizontal

force and the observations are reduced to 63°-0 Fahrenheit.

This discrepancy between the results of the direct experiments

for the correction of temperature, and those derived from ne

general discussion of all the observations occurred also m tbe

Toronto observations, in those at Makerstoun, and in those at bt.

Helena, and has been the subject of comment by General Sabine,

Mr. Broun, and Dr. Lamont. ,

_
Table No. IT, of the full memoir, contains the results in scale

divisions after correcting each value of the former table for tem-

perature.

Table No. Ill gives the resulting monthly means for each year

of the whole series from 1840-'41 to 1844- '45 both incl^sive-^^

The corrections for regular progressive changes of read'^o

in the horizontal force, and for certain irregular changes are "e^

carefully stadied and appended in Table No. IV which shows

the monthly means of the bi-hourly and hourly readings oi i

bifilar magnetometer referred to 63°0 Fahrenheit, and correc

for irregularities in the progressive change. The monthly rr^ec

for each year and for the five years are given in abstract iQ ^^

The differences in the successive annual means indicate

the progressive change may be assumed to have been unn

from year to year, and, applying the usual method, an au-

progressive change of 220 scale divisions is the result.
From a study chiefly of other independent observation:-

total annual change of horizontal magnetic force is deterr::.

to be 16-5 scale divisions, hence of the 220 scale divisi'^-
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5-5 is due to the loss

Separation of the larger disturbances.—The observations having
been referred to a uniform temperature and corrected for pr(>
gressive change, Peirce's criterion was applied separately to each
month. For this purpose a sjstematic application was made
extending over the whole series of observations commencing
with the hour and the month of Julv, next with hour 2 and
August followed by hour 4 and September, and so on in regular
progression. This process eliminates from the result the diurnal
variation and the annual variation of the disturbances them-
selves. The value for O*" in July, 1840, was omitted as affected

for the respective hour), also the number of observations in each
year subjected to the process.

Limits of rejection hy Peirce's criterion.

1843-44 28 313

Mean value 39 Sura. 1488

The limiting value derived from nearly 1500 observations is 89
scale divisions and the separate annual values show plainly the
effect of the eleven (ten ?) year period, the year 1843-44 being a

ininimum year. Certain limits in the adoption of a separating

value are allowable and upon trial as to the actual number of

Qisturbances separated, the value 33 scale divisions was finally

?dopted. Any observation differing 33 divisions or more from
Its respective monthly mean was therefore marked and excluded
from the mean. 33 divisions equals 0-0012 parts of the horizon-

tal force and in the value of the absolute scale it amounts to

0-005. At Toronto the limiting value was 14 divisions =0-0012
parts of the horizontal force equal to 0-004 in the absolute scale

(vol. Ill of the Toronto Observations).
Table No. VI, of the full memoir, shows the number of obser-

vations and the number of the larger disturbances, separated by
the value 33, as the limits for each month, year, and the whole

period.

The total number of observations is 24,231, and of disturb-

ances, 1,698. The limiting value therefore separates one m
«very 14-3 observations. At Toronto, one in eveiy 12-o was
niarked as a disturbance.
The larger disturbances having been excluded, new monthly

means were taken, and the process was repeated several times,
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when required, until all readings differing 33 scale divisions or

more had been excluded. Table No. VII, of the full memoir,

contains the normals thus found, showing the monthly normals

of the bi-hourlj and hourly readings of the bifilar magnetometer,

reduced to a normal temperature, and corrected for irregularity

in the progressive change.

The variation in the amplitude of the diurnal motion of the

horizontal force is subject to the same inequality of about eleven

years as the declination, and the means of investigation will be

analogous to those used in part I. of this discussion. For greater

convenience, the preceding monthly normals were united into

annual means, and the results put into an analytical form, using

Bessel's function applicable to periodical phenomena, and deter-

mining the numerical quantities by the application of the method

of least squares.

Table No. VIII, of the full memoir, shows the regular solar

diurnal variation of the horizontal magnetic force for each year

of observation, expressed in scale divisions of the instrument.

These numbers being used in the analytical form, a very close

coincidence between the computed and observed results is ob-

tained, the differences, using three terms in the equations, being

within the uncertainty of the observed values. The probable

error of a single representation for a given hour is ±0-6 scale

divisions, or ±0-00009 of the absolute force.

The curves in the accompanying diagram, fig. A, show the

results of the corrected means and of the equations. The cor-

rected means are given by dots.

The curves show a double progression in the daily motion,

with a principal maximum of horizontal force in the morning, a

principal minimum before noon, and a secondary maximum in

the afternoon; the precise epochs (to the nearest 5 minutes) and

extreme values were computed by means of the preceding

formula

:

-TITLS^S^S- D.u™a,rao.ein \^^"X^ro.V
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The secondary minimum is reached about 8^ SO™ p. m., with a
comparatively small range.

The mean value of the force is attained about 7^ 55™ a.m., and
again about 1'' 55" P. M., with considerable regularity ; it is again
reached at efh, and at 11| p. m., though with less regularity.

At Toronto (see vol. II. of the Toronto Observations) the
diurnal variation of the horizontal force has a principal maxi-
mum at a little after 4 P. M., and a principal minimum at 10 or
11 A. M. ; the secondary maximum occurs about 6 A. M. There is,

therefore, this specific difference in the diurnal motion at these

two stations: in that at Philadelphia the morning maximum is

the higher of the two, while at Toronto it is the afternoon max-
imum. The difference between the two maxima, as shown above,
is ahnost nothing in the maximum year 1843-44, but increases

before (and after) this epoch in proportion to the interval.

At Toronto the daily range seems to be slightly greater. The
secondary minimum at Toronto occurs about 2 or 3 A. m., or

about t> hours later than at Philadelphia ; this is a second though
less significant point of difference.

The minimum daily range occurs in 1843-44, and is then less

than one half of what it was in 1840-41.
The equation for the diurnal range in scale divisions gives the

following results

:

R=+19-68-3-78 («-1843)+ 2-77 (^-1843)'

it represents the observed values as follows

:

The minimum range, as given by the formula, is m September,

1843. In part I of the discussion we found the mmimum range

of the declination in May, 1843, and the minimum from the dis-

turbances of the declination in August, 1843.

investigation of the eleven (ten ?) year inequality in the disturbances of the

horizontal magnetic force.

,
In table VI the number of disturbances in each month has

been given as found from the observations ;
these numbers are

however not directly comparable with one another, first on ac-

count of some omissions in the record, and secondly on account

?f the change from a bi-hourly to an hourly series. lor any

incomplete month the number of disturbances for the whole

°iOQth is obtained by simple proportion from the number during

^- Jock. Sci.-Secohd Sebos, Vol. XXXIV, No. 101.-Skpt., 186a
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nth recorded; for January, 1841, the

,
for June, 1841, the total number is 18. i

1843, January, February and March, the mean total number of

disturbances as found in the same months in the preceding and

following year was substituted, this mertn gave 8, 20, and 20 res-

pectively ; the number of disturbances after October, 1843 were

halved to make them comparable with the bi-hourly senes.

There were two anomalous months, July and December, 1840, iQ

which the disturbances amount to 165 and 120 with an annual

mean of 64, whereas in the same months in the following year

they amount to only 26, and 26 respectively, with an annual

mean of 27. The mean annual difference 37 was applied to the

numbers found in 1841, which gives 63, and 63 as a substiUUe

for the anomalous values in July and December, 1840. Toe

anomaly does not exist in the phenomenon itself, but is unques-

tionably due to the irregularity in the progressive change.

Table No. IX, contains the number of disturbances as distnb-

uted over the several years and months ; all referred to a uni-

form series of bi-hourly observations. To this table the monthly

means and their ratio, when compared with the annual mean,

have been added ; also, for comparison, the corresponding ratioa

found in part I. of the discussion of the disturbances of the

MONTH "r~
~wisr !^? 1^1

-^ -ml

i--.
,,,

44

26

68
tis

49 i5

z-::^- <S'
26 5

"\
f^ o:S

0-68itr-
5o

V.
20 9

li IS
48 "^i± i6 1 11

-V
u^ ^l

Sums.

-J- ~6~ -T3-Mean. .8 20 __

In the columns of ratios the principal maxima and minima ai«

indicated by an asterisk.

The annual means exhibit plainly the eleven year inequalityr

tiiey have been represented by the formula:

N« 4-14-4- 10-2 (f-1848) +4-8 (f-1843)^

j
Janoaiy, 1841 52 ;

54 j
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According to the formula, the minimum occurs in January,
lS4i.

We have next to consider the eleven year inequality in the

magnitude of the disturbances of the horizontal tbrce. Table
No. X contains the aggregate amount of the disturbances, ex-

pressed ia scale divisions, and also their mean amount obtained

h application of the number of disturbances already given in

table VI.

For reasons already explained, the amount of disturbances in

July, 1840, equal to 10761 scale divisions, has been diminished

in the ratio of 165 : 63. The ratio of each monthly mean to the

mean amount of the year is also given, together with a column
of corresponding ratios, derived from the disturbances of the de-

clination as made out in part I. of the discussion.

s No. X,—Aggregate and mean a

force erpye^di^S. ale divhions.

HO.TH. 1840411 184^2 IS4243 184344 184445
Mean

""'::::

Anilxst, ^ffife"
"^? 669

T42 5a !-o3
o;87

is^ 239

'S
i;i i ;:i

J.n„„y, ,402

_Meati^mount,

2664

1
53:?-

1
I187

J6Ti
49

:|* o^l

Maxima and minima in the columns
sn asterisk.

,
The inequality in the mean amount

.q,o aa
disturbances in each year, indicates the year 1843-44

marked with

of the horizontal force

th of No
minimum of the elevi

From the preceding results,
^

vember, 1843 as the epoch for tue imui.w.^." -.-.-- -
v

year?) inequllfty, as far as indicated by the differential obsei

Nations of the horizontal force.

Further Analysis of the Disturbances of the ffoAzontal Force.

The distribution of the disturbances in ^.^"^^^^^^''^. °L^^i^
atnount over the several months of the year has been given m

From'table IX we learn that the disturbances are greatest in

dumber in September and March, or April, or about ^^e time 01

tl^e equinoxes^ and least in number about January and Jan
^'^^

about the time of the solstices. At the autumnal equinox the
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numbers exceed those of the vernal equinox. The same law

was found at Toronto. Also, the numbers are smaller at the

Bummer solstice than at the winter solstice, in perfecfaccordance

with the result found at Toronto. These results are shown

graphically on the accompanying diagram (fig. B), which con-

tains also the ratio of the disturbances for the declinatioD, in

which the same law is apparent.
Table No. X shows that, in reference to the average magni-

tude of the disturbances, the same law holds good, viz: the

greatest relative magnitude occurring about the time of the

equinoxes, the greater amount corresponding to the autumnal

equinox, and the least to about the time of the solstices, the

smaller amount occurring near the summer solstice. The £

age magnitude of the disturbances of the declii

subject to the same law.
If we separate the disturbances which increase the force from

those which decrease it, we may foi-m the two following tables

of the distribution of the disturbances in number and average

amount over the several months of the years.

Table No. XI—Annual inequality ir

de ^east igthehor zont ^lf,yr ce.

lS41-4-<> ySA2.AS , 1^3-44 1844..40

uT-^v^ J^ 1^,-Di^ l^li^. J^^-UTc T^^c. 1^.

"S-
("38)! (.5) ~T ~lo ~T^ -T^ —

-

50 18' TT '0
55 2 9

1-0

Sep^t. 5 38 5 4 80
Oct. ,8 3? I 8 h*
N,.v.

Dec.

.3

(38)

35
6 1

'5
i5

I
i H

^9

Mar.' 17 ?

£ \\ S
1

]i
'\

i3

I
16

56
43 u* :i

S^" "4 3^73 -wrr^ 73^ ~n -5T|-48-|7^l5-^J±
In each year the number of disturbances increasing the for^

is less than the number which decrease it; the numbers of
'"*^J*^f>

are to the numbers of decrease as 1 : 1-8. The numbers ot tnc

monthly ratio for the increasing disturbances exhibit the sam

law as found in table No. IX. With respect to the numbers 10^

the decreasing force, the law is apparently less distinctly ^f7
'

The maximum seems to occur about two months later
(betore

the winter solstice) at a time when the number for increasing W'^

.um. This indistinctness in the law m^J

regular distribution in reference to

s of the day, and would probably disappear in a longer ser

of observations.

pparently a

sibly be di:
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, 339<, 36j 494 5i 8o 69
-. 50H. 186 28«9.857! 242 452

,^.- I
7^0 2994 421 863 1685714 128 4i 691 721 365i W3J

^' V. ; 520 1870 35 1955 i85| 73o o| 34| 02,73 ^74o 6763

|F"eb. 649 20^5 Uo 168°! o| 44 oi Vol I'fi'cS '789' 4747

'M.ch' 643 .4694.5 76. o| 39 oi4.2 37[ ^90 lof: 477.

Lii^J

The average amount of a disturbance increasing the lionzon-

tal force is 45 scale divisions or 0-0069 in absolute measure
;
the

average amount of a disturbance decreasing the same is o4 scale

divisions or 00082 in the value of X. The ratio of these num-

bers is as 1 : 1-2 whereas at Toronto the ratio is 1
:
6-4.

The law of the monthly inequality for amount of increasing

or decreasing disturbances is, as in the preceding case, very in-

distinct and further obscured by the small absolute amount ol

In the following table, No. XIII, the larger disturbances have

been distributed over the different hours of their occurrence
;
in

this combination the bi-hourly series (of the even hours) of ob-

servation has been used throughout.

Hour.
."nedit'r".

araou..l °"

f^ s
1
.46

1 fi

10
53 r'l

68j5 161
r. \<x>

6634 i35
5? ;:?

iin ;?9 53

109

Directing our attention to the columns of aggregate amount

and ornui^s ofnuX of occurrence, we fi^^ '^f^'P^i^^
-u. about 11 A. M., which -ems to corres^^^^^^^^

Biaxiinum of corresponding ratios at -^oroiito.^'^
J'-

tbree hours earlier ; the principal minimum occurs about A. m.,
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which corresponds to the secondary minimum at Toronto, oc-

curring between 5 and 6 a. M. ; again at Philadelphia the sec-

ondary maximum at midnight is about two hours earlier than

t\ie principal maximum at Toronto, and the secondary minimum
about 4 p. M. corresponds in time to the principal minimum at

Toronto, occurring between 2 and 6 P. M. Thus the curves at

the two stations representing the diurnal variation of the dis-

turbances (irrespective of increase or decrease) of the horizontal

force is double crested with an exchange of the principal and

secondary maximum and also of the principal and secondary

minimum.
In the next table, No. XIV, the diurnal variation of the dis-

turbances is exhibited separately, for disturbances increasing.

;

! decreasing -the horizontal force.

„„,. f '\sr k1. :r^V^ '\.Uo. SB..
o midnight, 57

48

i

2878

?758

"96

I39

i

85

87

11

87

'89

1?

5065

i
0-74

ii 1
Sums, 5S5 .697. I300 936 52028 1100 _j5o57__

The disturbances increasing and those decreasing the honzou-

tal force evidently follow different laws ; at Toronto they were

found completely opposed; they are less so at Philadelphia.

The principal maximum of increasing disturbances (at noon)

seems to be cotemporaneous with a secondary minimum ot th

decreasing disturbances; again the principal maximum ot ttie

decreasing disturbances (at 8 p. m.) corresponds to a seconaary

minimum of the increasing disturbances. In reference to tft

main feature, the maximum disturbance of those increasing tne

force and of those decreasing the force, the Philadelphia ratios

show even a greater resemblance to the results at St. Helena

and the Cape of Good Hope than to those at Toronto. At pe

two southern stations, the maximum in the disturbances whica

increase occurs at 11 a.m., and the maximum in the <iist"^%

ances which decrease occurs about 6 or 7 P. M. (See vol. Uj "

the St. Helena Observations.)
Table XIV contains also the hourly excess of the aggregate

amount of the disturbances which decrease the horizontal iorce

over those which increase the same. K we divide the nambers
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T.bleXV -Diurnal isturbance variation

.d. .1:o^:l1 B.d. i"o.;t:crfa

oh midnight,

06

000024

?3

li

28

ooo|

f
The average amount bj which the disturbances tend to de-

crease the diurnal variation of the horizontal force is 14 scale

divisions or 0-00021 in the absolute scale. The maximum ef-

fect takes place at 8 P. M., at exactly the same hour when the

declination disturbances reach their greatest effect.

In the preceding tables, Nos. XIII, XIV and XY, to the

hours indicated, 21^ minutes should be added, the observations

^ing made so much later than the even hours. The preceding

discussion shows that for two stations, even at a comparatively
short distance, as for Philadelphia and Toronto, there are gener-
ally speaking some close coincidences in the laws derived from
independent observations ; but there are also certain differences
in other results

;
yet it must not be forgotten that for a strict

comparability we require, if not simultaneous observations, at

least observations extending over similar parts or the whole of
an eleven year period. The Philadelphia series includes a min-
imum year of that inequality with the greater extent of observa-

tions before that epoch, whereas at Toronto the series begms &i-

tsr the minimum epoch, and barely ex.tends to a maximum
.year.

^

of the absolute

aSd^for
above, 8ho%ring the distribntion of t

r„.ca,e"r ;;r:l.or.,.. aSa-e:!.

8 to 16

io " 48
48 '• 56

56 " 64

108 '1
i4-4

|:|
390 " 32-6

'\



Scientific Intelligence.

visions ; the number of disturbances in each \

The numbers in the last column cannot be considered as ea-

tirelv independent of the eleven year period, and in attempting

to apply the theory of probabilities in reference to the number

of disturbances which ought to occur between the assigned lim-

its, it became apparent that the larsjer disturbances greatly pre-

ponderated, a fact no doubt intimately connected with the diffi-

culty in correctly allowing for the progressive change during

the flrst year of observation.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

_ I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

1. The Saltness of the Sea : Forohhammer.—In the cours'

last twenty years this distinguished
1 geologis

mplete analyses of water from -.

r from the/ ' "

hundred i

ocean, but in particular from the Atlantic and the north European se»

connected with it. At the eighth meeting of the Scandinavian natiirai-

ists, at Copenhagen, in 1860, the important results of these laborious re-

searches were communicated.*
(I.) Saltness of the Ocean.—The mean of 140 complete analyses giT<»

34-304 of salt in one thousand parts of water, unequally distributed over lo

regions. But the specimens being principally taken at lower latitudes,

this mean is too high. If we take 34 in one thousand parts as tje

mean saltness of the sea at the mean atmospheric pressure, and give the

results in differences of ten thousandths from this mean, they wiH ^^

come more perspicuous.
Thus the mean saltness of the Atlantic (35.77 thousandth) is

expressed

by +!7.7 ; of the Californian Pacific +12.2, Japanese Pacific +4^3> ^^'

<han Ocean -f1.3. These numbers confirm the conclusion of Lenz (Pogg-

ForhandHng«v^edde Skandinariske Naturfurekeres VIII Mode, KjobeohaTti.

The fuli detiJl of the' Analyses is : Videnakabemes Selskabs Sk-rifter, V Ba.1*.

Juli
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Ann. xxj 73). The Atlantic system of rivers drains by far the greater

portion of the continents and has the same position in latitude ; thus
"

; greater than in any other partthe evapoi

of the Oc(

The Atlantic is divided into five regions, viz i

Reg. Ill, Arctic region, mean of 16 analyses, -f 156
" II, North temperate, " " 24 " -j-lGs

I, " tropical, " "14 " -\-2l1

X, South " " " 6 " -t-24Y
" XI, " temperate, " « 6 " +104
" XVI, Antarctic Ocean, « " 1 '• -544

Thus the tropical part of the Atlantic is the saltest, and the amount
of salt regularly decreases toward the poles

;
yet the northern Atlantic

is more salt than the southern (an influence of the Gulf Stream).*

The first great circulation of terrestrial water is represented in these

numbers : only a part of the water evaporated between the tropics di-

rectly returns to land and sea in form of rain ; another part is carried

to the polar regions, here condensed to snow and ice, returning toward
the equatorial belt either in great fresh-water currents or in veritable

ice-streams, thus re-establishing the equilibrium.

(2.) Saitness of Oceanic Currents.—The equatorial current has in the

% of Benin a saitness of +38; crossing the equator between long.

25° and 35° W., this successively increases by evaporation to +173 and
4-208. On the same longitude, at lat. 15° S. the saitness is +3 Is,

lat. 12-14'^ N, +2l9 and 194; thus the current is less salt than the

ocean near it—indicating the freshening influence of the great rivers of

Guinea. Near St. Thomas, West Indies, the saitness is only +17—the

enormous amount of fresh water from the Amazon and Orinoco reach-

ing thus far—since a few degrees north of the current the saitness of

the ocean is again +27. At the Bermuda Islands

--the evaporation in the Gulf has been counter^-'-
the Mississippi. Northward the Gulf stream i

238
; but at lat. 43° 26', long. 44" 19' W. where the St. Lawrence e

ties, the saitness abruptly sinks to +l5 (a diminution of 2| iuuu-

sandths!). From this minimum it slowly rises to +189 and at last

diminishes again iti the higher latitudes. These regular oscillations m
<^e saitness of the great Atlantic current show tlie fresh water supply

'^Jainedfrom the gredt African and American rivers,

""'j^^^f^f^^^'
F£

ih^ current It^parHcuLl dwIcFion. Forchhammer represents these num-
t»ers by a proportional breadth of the current (dotted for negative values)

--thus showing at a glance this most important law.
. , „ ^ ,

.
The mean saitness 5f the polar current of Baffin's Bay is +82, but

iiicreasing towards north.

Latitudes, 5%" 5Z' 64° 69°

Saitness, +158 +103 +4
stowing how the water of the Arctic sea is freshened by the northern

'ivers, Greenland glaciers, and the Hudson's Bay rivers.

I*rt of th^AtlanS, oppositJthe dry'coLts'of Sahara, whence hot, dry wi
tto fresh water may be obtained, lat. 24° 13' N., long. 23° U' W.

r.—SeCOXD SEHIMf XSXIV, No. 101.—Sept., 1863.
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The soutBern polar or Humboldt's Current (Region XV) gave +03
it conducts waters from the Antarctic ocean, where - 54 (Reg. XVF
has been observed,

(3.) Counter-currents.—T\\Q Sound, between Zealand and Sweden, ex

hibits the best investigated example of counter-currents : the surface

current being commonly south from the Baltic, the bottom-current al

ways north, ivlo the Baltic. According to observations made fron

April to Sept. 1846, the direction and saltness of these currents wen

c „4- \ days, - - - 24 86 24

^"'^^^^' I saltness, - - - 15994 133« llsoi

Bottom, - - - - i9no2

and mean saltness of Reg. VIT, the Baltic, 4807, of VI, Cattegat and

Sound 15126 and North Sea (Reg, V) 32806 thousandths.
Thus the bottom current contains constantly by far the greatest

amount of salt, even in winter, when its temperature is 2-3° F. higher

(waters of the Atlantic) than the surface current, partaking of the ffia-

ter temperature of the Baltic sea.

The saltness of about 20 points of the ocean has been determined

for diflFerent depths. A diflFerence of about one thousandth corresponds

to the greatest depth observed, lat. 12° 36', N. long. 25° 35' W., depth

11,100 feet. The saltest water of the surface here evidently is the

hottest.

In Davis Strait and Baffins Bay, no considerable difference of saltness

for different depths is observed ; but in the adjacent Atlantic the lower

water is less salt than the warmer above it ; and this same cold and less

salt bottom current may be traced along the Atlantic, except where great

quantities of fresh water are introduced by European and Americaa

rivers : making the lower strata the saltest.

In the Indian and Pacific the lowest water everywhere seems to be

the saltest (only 4 observations),

(4.) Composition of the sa/fs.—Twenty-five different elements hare

been observed in the salt of the ocean or in plants and animals of the

sea : 0, H, CI, Br, I, Fl, S, P, C, N, Si, Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, No, Ka:

Ag, Cu, Pb, Zn, Co, Ni ; but only those printed in Capital -'
"'*'

chlorine, sulphuric acid, lime and magnesia m*;

with great exactitude. Comparing all analyses of ocean

ig the North Sea) it is found that the relative proportion

be determined with great exactitude. Comparing all

wo^er (inclnding the North Sea)
of the components is nearly co!

Chlorine 100, sulphuric aci.

IBli (for each 100 of chlorine).

components is nearly constant, being

:

"="" 100, sulphuric acid ll9i, lime 296, magnesia

.-,.„. .., ^„^ .^^vj^x, v.uuni,ttub^ yet there are small but constant

ferences for the different regions of the ocean—differences enlarging wU^

the proximity of land, greatest in gulfs and bars, as may be seen from

the following interesting comparison of the composition of the salt ftoni

^..roiistadt (near St. Petersburgh) through the Baltic to the ocean.
To each 100 of chlorine corresponds

:

^^^^^

Cronstadt Harbor, ^^^^ ^^1^^^' 207»

Gulf of Finland, midst, 591 1331
183»
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Gulf of Finland mouth, ^3^ ^"i?^"' '^T'.

Sound (at Copenhagen), 328 1257)

Cattegat, at Anholt Isld., 3io 12o9 f
NorthSea,50milesW. of Jutland, 3i9 12o9 181«

Ocean, mean, 295 ll9i 181i

Thus, the animals extract a great part of the solid matter washed
lown to the sea by the rain, before it reaches the great ocean, g. h.

2. Density/ of /ce.—Dufour has determined the density of ice by-

ploying a mixture of alcohol and water in

by the usual methods

Every possible care was taken to eliminate

the various sources of error which in the best conditions Dufour consid-

ered to be equal to 0-002. The ice used was carefully deprived of air

h long boiling of the distilled water from which it was frozen. Twenty-
two experiments by this method gave a mean density of 0-9175, witb a

mean error of ±0-0007, the greatest and least errors being -f0002 and
-0-0013. C. Brunner had previously, by another method, fixed the

density of ice at 0-91 80. Since the publication of these results
(
Cnmptes

Hmdus, L, 1039) Dufour has continued his researches by using a mixture

of chloroform and rock oil which does not dissolve any portion of the

ice, the temperature being kept from —^° to — 8° C. The results reduced
to 0°, with all needful precautions, gave for the mean of sixteen trials

0;9178, the greatest and least differences being -f0-0015 and -00012,
tlie mean difference being ±0-0005. This result differs only 0-0003

jVoni his former determination and but 0-0002 from that of C. Brunner.

The expansion of a volume of water in the moment of freezing is there-

^^fe jh, or J-j- of the volume of the water at 0° C. The former deter-

minations of this constant are chiefly, Placidus Heinrich, (1807), 0-905;

Thomson, 0-940; Berzelius, 0-916; Dumas, 0-950; Osann, 0-927;

Plucker and Geissler, 0-920; C. Brunner, 0-918 ; and Kopp, (1855,)

^m.~{Comptes Rendus, May 19, 1862.)

Chemistry.—

3. Thallium : a new metal—Ih^ discovery by Crookes of a new ele-

inent called thallium, was noticed in vol. xxxii, p. 411. Subsequently

*obi8 original announcement of this discovery (May, 1861) Mr. Crookes

^distinguished the true metallic character of this substance, which at first

Jas referred by him to the sulphur group. More recently M. La my, a

French chemist, without a knowledge of Mr. C.'s prior researches, made
tlie discovery of its existence (also by the spectroscope) while examimng the

f^Jenium prepared by Mr. F. Kuhlmann from the deposits m the chanibers

in which sulphuric acid was made bv the combustion of pyrites. From
iW.. .„„:. „

j^^^ succeeded in isolating *^"— "-'«l *h'ch

^^Jjiusdescrib

^Tkallium.-Thallium has all the character

sical properties, greatly resembles

attention to the preo

li, 420, 1852).—Em

amemoirtothe
soon appear in

ccupationofthe
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cut. It appears yellowish when rubbed against a hard body ; but this lint

is doubtless due to oxydation, for the metal precipitated by a battery from

bluish grey tinge, which resembles aluminium.
Thallium is very soft, and very malleable; it can be easily scratched

by the nail, and cut with a knife. It marks paper, leaving a yellowish

streak. Its density (11-9) is a little higher than that of lead. It fuses

at 290° C, and volatilizes at a red heat. Lastly, thallium has a great

tendency to crystallize, for the ingots obtained by fusion crackle like tm

when they are bent. But the physical property, par excellence, of thal-

lium,—that which, according to the beautiful researches of MM. Kirch-

hoflF and Bunsen, characterizes the metallic element,—that which led to

its discovery,— is the property which it possesses of communicating to

the pale gas-flame a green color of great richness, and to the spectrum ot

yellow ray of sodium, or the red ray of lithium. On the raicrornetric

scale of my spectroscope this ray occupies the division 120-5, that of so-

dium being at 100^. The slightest portion of thallium, or of one of its

salts, gives the green line with such brilliancy that it seems white. The

fifty-millionth part of a gramme can, according to my calculations, be re-

cognized in a compound.
Thallium tarnishes rapidly in the air, becoming covered with a thin

pellicle of oxyd, which preserves the rest of the metal from alteration.

This oxyd is soluble, is decidedly alkaline, and has a taste and smell sira-

liar to potash. By this characteristic, as well as by its optical properties,

thallium approaches the alkaline metals.
Thallium is attacked by chlorine, slowly at the ordinary temperature,

rapidly at a temperature above 20a' C. The metal then melts, become

mcandescent under the action of the gas, and gives rise to a yellowisn

lifies on cooling to a mass of a little paler color.

bromine, sulphur, and'phosphorus can also combine with thal-

, sulphids, ai

this liquid at the temperature

L'Mjjmg loaias, Dromids, sulphids, and phosphids.
ntly-prepared thallium preserves its metallic lustre ii

but, by the aid of an acid, it separates its elements, disengaging hydrogen.

Sulphuric and nitric acids are those which attack thallium easiest, es-

pecially by the aid of heat. Hydrochloric acid even boiling dissolves"

with difficulty. Under these circumstances, there form white so ube

salts, sulphate, and nitrate, crystallizing readily, and a slightly i

chlond, but capable also of crystallizing.
, „,

Natural State and Extraction.—IhsWrnxn cannot be considered.^

^ery rare in nature. It exists, indeed, in many kinds of pyrites,
whica

are used at the present time in farge quantities, principally for the manu-

facture of sulphuric acid. I may especially mention Belgian pyrit^ f^
Theux, Namur, and Philippeville. I have also found it in mioeralogica'

specimens from Nantes and Bolivia, in S. America. * * * * .

As to the metal itself, it may be reduced from one of its saline combi-

nations either by the decomposing action of an electric current, or bj

precipitation with zinc, or by reduction with charcoal at a high temF*'
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tare. The chlorine may also be separated from its chlorids by potassium

verv energetic.

The small ingot, weighing fourteen grammes, which I had the honor
of exhibiting to the Academy, was entirely isolated by a battery of a few
Bunsen elements, first from the chlorids originally obtained, and then
from the crystallized sulphate formed directly by the solution of this

thallium iu pure sulphuric acid. * *

gaps at present wanting in its history.— CAcmica/ Mews, July 19, 1862.

Ikhmcal Chem.stry.-
4. Regenerative Gas Furnace.—Mr. Siemens of London has contrived

he calls a regenerative gas furnace adapted to glass houses, iron

ng, and all kinds of furnaces, where long continued high heats

e copy Prof Faraday's notice of this invention as c

Royal Institution of Great Britain, June 20, 1862.
"The subject of the evening was g; ^ . ,

almost extemporaneously, it resolved itself chiefly into an account of the
nianner in which Mr. Siemens has largely and practically applied gas,

«oinbined with the use of his heat-regenerator, to the ignition of all kinds
of great furnaces. Gas has been used to supply heat, even upon a very
large scale, in some of the iron- blast-furnaces; and heat which has done
^0""k once has been carried back in part to the place from whence it

came to repeat its service ; but Mr. Siemens has combined these two
Pomts, and successfully applied them in a great variety of cases—as the
potter's kiln, the enameller's furnace, the zinc-distilling furnace, the tube-
welding furnace, the metal-melting furnace, the iron-puddling furnace,
and the glass-furnace either for covered or open pots—so as to obtain the
highest heat required over any extent of space, with great facility of man-
agement, and with great economy (one-half) of fuel. The glass-furnace
described had an area of 28 feet long and 14 feet wide, and contained
«'ght open pots, each holding near two tons of material.

Ine gaseous fuel is obtained by the mutual action, at a moderate red
'^^at, of coal, air, and water. A brick chamber, perhaps 6 feet by 12,
*"d about 10 feet hio-h has one of its end-walls converted into vl ^re-

fate; i. e. about halfway down it is a solid plate, and for the rest of the

distance consists of strong horizontal plate-bars where air enters, the

*nole being at an inclination such as that which the side of a heap of
«oals would naturally take. Coals are poured, through openings above,

«Pon this combination of wall and grate, and being fired at the under

^"fface, they burn at the place where the air enters ; but as the layer of

J°al 18 from 2 to 3 feet thick, various operations go on m those parts of

^^e fuel which cannot burn for want of air. Thus the upper and cooler

Paft of the coal produces a larger body of hydrocarbons; the cinders or

^« which are not volatilized approach, in descending, towards the

F^te; that part which is nearest the grate burns with the entering air

;;to carbonic acid, and the heat evolved ignites the mass above it; the

^ai-bonic acid, passing slowly through the ignited carbon becomes con-

]^'^ into carbonic txyd, and minlles in the upper part of the chamber

l<^' gas-producer) with the former hydrocarbons. The water, which is



urposely introduced at the bottom of the arrangement, is first raporized

" " "
uited fuel and rearranged as

nd carbonic oxyd; and

only the ashes of the coal are removed as solid matter from the chamber

at the bottom of the fire-bars.

These mixed gases form the gaseous fuel. The nitrogen which en-

tered with the air at the grate is mingled with them, constituting about

a third of the whole volume. The gas rises up a large vertical tul>e for

12 or 15 feet, after which it proceeds horizontally for any required dis-

tance, and then descends to the heat-regenerator, through which it passes

before it enters the furnaces. A regenerator is a chamber packed with

fire-bricks, separated so as to allow of the free passage of air or gas be-

tween them. There are four placed under a furnace. The gas ascends

through one of these chambers, whilst air ascends through the neighbor-

ing chamber, and both are conducted through passage outlets at one end

of the furnace, where mingling they burn, producing the heat due to their

chemical action. Passing onwards to the other end of the furnace, they

{i. e. the combined gases) find precisely similar outlets down which thej

pass ; and traversing the two remaining regenerators from above down-

wards, heat them intensely, especially the upper part, and so travel on in

their cooled state to the shaft or chimney. Now the passages between

the four regenerators and the gas and air are supplied with valves and

deflecting-plates, some of which are like four-way cocks in their action;

so that by the use of a lever these regenerators and air-ways, which were

carrying off" the expanded fuel, can in a moment be used for conducting

"' '
'
> the furnace ' '

'" "' ''

^y air and gas into the furnace, i

ck. It is to be observed that th(ved that the intensely-heated fiame whicli --

tne turnace tor ttie stack always proceeds downwards through tho '

erators; so that the upper part of them is most intensely ignited, k

back, as it does, the intense heat ; and so etfectual are they in this

that the gas which enters the stack to be cast into the air is not u-

above 300° F. of heat. On the other hand, the entering gas and air al-

ways pass upwards through the regenerator ; so that they attain a teiu-

perature equal to white heat before they meet in the furnace, and there

add to the carried heat that due to their mutual chemical action.
1^

J*

considered that, when the furnace is in full order, the heat carnefl

forward to be evolved by the chemical action of combustion is abou'

4000°, whilst that carried back by the regenerators is about 300U

,

making an intensity of power which, unless moderated on purpose, wou

i regenerators are alternately heated and cooled by tl5«.<"l*^^

tering gas and air; and the time for the alternation is f

nait an hour to an hour, as observation may indicate. The motive po*"

on the gas is of two kinds—a slight excess of pressure within is kept up

from the gas-producer to the bottom of the regenerator to prevent »"

entering and mingling with the fuel before it is burnt ; but from the w
nace, downwards through the regenerators, the advance of the beat^i

medium is governed mainly by the draught in the tall stack, or chimaey.

Great facility is aff'^-'^"-^ — '^- - -'' -^ f., maces, i''

wliilst glass is in the c
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M abundant supply of gas and air is given ; when the glass is made, and
the condition has to be reduced to working-temperature, the quantity of
fuel and air is reduced. If the combustion in the furnace is required to
be gradual from end to end, the inlets of air and gas are placed more or
less apart the one from the other. The gas is lighter than the air ; and
if a rapid evolution of heat is required, as in a short puddling-furnace,
the mouth of the gas inlet is placed below that of the air inlet ; if the re-
" "' ' ' ... .

,
,. « .,

^ contrary ar-

enaraeiler's fun

) greater

3 goods, being put i

long muffle, it is requisite that the heat be greater at the door end c

ithdrawn first,

course, for a shorter time in the heat at that end ; and though the fuel

necessary difference of temperature is preserved by the adjustment of the
apertures at those ends.
Not merely can the supply of gas and air to the furnace be governed

by valves in the passages, but the very manufacture of the gas fuel itself

can be diminished, or even stopped, by cutting off the supply of air to

tfie grate of the gas-producer; and this is important, inasmuch as there

18 no gasometer to receive and preserve the aeriform fuel, for it proceeds
at once to the furnaces.
Some of the furnaces have their contents open to the fuel and com-

Distion, as in the puddling and metal-melting arrangements ; others are

enclosed, as in the muffle furnaces and the flint-glass-furnaces. Because

Jfthe great cleanliness of the fuel, some of the glass-furnaces, which be-
fore had closed pots, now have them open, with great advantage to the

Working, and no detriment to the color.

.
The economv in ths fiipl is esteemed practically as one-half, even when

P'oyed, sucli

^«l at a dis

ic, which can be converted into a clean gaseous

^^ .,^,^, .he' place of the furnace, so many advantages seem

^present themselves in this part of the arrangement.

.
« will be seen that the system depends, in a great measure, upon the

intermediate production of carbonic oxyd from coal, instead of the direct

Foduction of carbonic acid. Now carbonic oxyd is poisonous, and, in-

?e^, both these gases are very deleterious. Carbonic acid must at last go
'"to the atmosphere; but the carbonic oxyd cea-ses to exist at the^fur-

J^ce, its time is short, and whilst existing it is co.ifined on its way from

tfie gas-producer to the furnace, where it becomes carbonic a'lid. No

^f«8
of harm from it have occurred, although its application has been

Oiade in thirty furnaces or more.
,

.

ibe following are some numbers that were used to convey general im-

Preasions to the audience. Carbon, burnt perfectly into carbonic acid m
Jgas-producer, would evolve about 4000° of heat, but if burnt into car-

Jonic oxyd it would evolve only 1200°. The carbonic oxyd, m its fuel

'°[0i, carries on with it the 2800° in chemical force, which it evolves

^'len burning in the real furnace with a sufficient supply of air. 1 he re-

«»a»ning 1200° are employed in the gas-producer in distilling hydrocar-



z^ecnstein l^onnation una aas Komaec^i^nu,^ , "j --

NiTz, Leipzig. 13 pp. 4to, and 23 plates. Leipz'g'

otice).-In the former mention of this work (vol-

5 of the objections were stated to the substitution ol

sing water, &c. The whole mixed gaseous fuel can evolve

about 4000" in the furnace, to which the regenerator can return about

3000° more:'~Pkil. Map., Aug., 1862.

[The readers of this Journal will remember ray description of the fur-

naces of Moses Thompson for the combustion of wet fuel, (this Journal.

[2], XXX, 243). The chemical reactions and many essential points ot

construction in the two cases are quite identical—the slow combustion of

the wet fuel in an anterior furnace very imperfectly supplied with air—

the reaction of the vapor of water with the carbonaceous gases in the

mixing chamber—the intense heat therein produced by these reactions-

the low temperature of the smoke stack are all features of siroilanty,

while the alternate use of the combustion chambers supplied a species of

regenerator, in fact, if not in name. If Mr. Siemens has not seen Mr.

Thompson's plans and specifications, or my description above referred to,

he will find in them another proof of the old adage that "there is notbmg

11. GEOLOGY.

1. Dyas, oder die Zechstein Formation und das Eothliegende ;^hy Dr.

Hanns Bruno Geinitz, Leip

1861. (Second :
" ~

xxxiii, p. 425) some of the objections were stated
'

"' " I Dgas for Permian in geology, and a further v

the volume was p • ' • -• '-—
yet received the promised

bearing on the question of the (

leads us to give without delay i

pared by Mr. A. Schott. The
the question as to whether the Permian .„ ^ - , -^
relations—the former being the view now generally held by S^^^°f
and sustained by Dr. Geinitz. The work is illustrated by many piaw^

admirable in lithography as well as in accuracy of drawing.

Since 1848 the zoological species of the Permian or "Dyas" have bee

increased to thrice the original number. This recent work by Dr. W
nitz contains descriptions of 216, some of which are new. All tbe sp

cies hitherto described and known to the author are included. .

After extensive study, and a close scrutiny of the fossils, Dr. ^ein>

states that the principal leading forms of the formation (the Zeclist ;

belong to types that are especially characteristic of the Palaeozoic ei ,

although some older types, as for instance Trilobites, had disappeared

during the preceding Carboniferous period. ..a

The tribe of Saurians, the Russian species excluded, are represent^

by 9 or 10 species, among which are Lacertians and Labyrinthodon^j

the latter appear for the first time during the Carboniferous age »"

reach their highest development during the Trias. , -j.

Of Fishes, 43 species are described, among which keterocercal g^'^^^'^^

prevail, and no homocercal species occurs. The smooth-scaly speci^s

Palceoniscus of the "Rothliegende" and Acanthoides gracilis here pro

the relationship of tbe formation with the Carboniferotfs.
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Out of 25 species of Crustacea, besides :

highly organized Tetradecapods and Decapods, the former of which
seem to have taken the place of Trilobites. The Tetradecapod described
ind figured is the Prosoponiscus problemaiicus first described by Schlo-
theim. It has been recently shown by C. Spence Bate to be an Amphi-
pod. One species is referred to the Brachyurans. It is the Hemitroch-
itcug paradoxus of Schauroth. Dr. Geinitz considers it as related to
species of the Pinnotheres family.
Only three species of Annelids have yet been observed.
The species of Cephalopods in the Zechstein are three in number.

They do not assist in determining the relations of the Permian period

;

but there are three species of Pteropods which again point to the Palas-

ozoic era.

Among 25 species of Gasteropods and 50 of Conchifers there are both
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic forms ; of the former Straparoltm and Murchi-
sonia, and of the latter Schizodus and Pleurophorui have not been ob-
served beyond the Zechstein.
Of Brachiopods, of which 30 species are distinguished, all the leading

forms characterizing the Zechstein offer the most indisputable proof of

Its Palaeozoic relations. Some of the genera, as Prodvctus and Strnpha-
iom,hy their immense numbers of individuals performed the same
part in this period as Conchifers dfiring the Mesozoic era. Besides
these two genera, Orlkis and Camarophoria belong exclusively to the
i alaozoic, while Terebratula and Spirifer occur in later beds. Butjthe

'rehratula elongaia of the Zechstein
vonian form. Moreover, the closest relationship exis

^Phoria Schloiheimi of the Zechstein and Camarophoria Crumena of the

•rboniferous
; between Spirifer Clannyanus of the Zechstein and Spi-

'"-"•• --
,ween .9;jm/fr cmta/w* of the Zech-

/.c./e/ ui.i„piuuiao UL ni^ r!arboTiifefous

J

5tt/o Credneri of the Zechstein and
^ytiope near Sunderland. These various equivalent lorr

fPproach each other, that Davidscm and Kirkby pron*

Identical.*

Among the Radiates, Cyatkocrinus
^own as belonging to older formatio

^^arest to the Palilozoic genus ArchxBocidaris ; a third species, a six-

fayed Asterias, is not yet sufficiently known to permit of any conclusion.

\hirteen corals, all related to Fenestdla, a genus prevalent in the

^^<^hstein, with other species of Stenopora, all point to the Palaeozoic

fa. There are 12 species of Foraminifera and 7 of Amorphozoa m the
'°'^ ' - dge of these tribes in the Zechstein is yet very
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Mesozoic. Some species of the Coal-measures reach into the "Rotlilie-

gende," as for instance Cyatheites arborescens, Walchia piniformis and

some JVixr/fferratkife ; while other leading plants of the Rotliliegende,

as Annularia carinafa, Calamites infractus and others have their nearest

relations in the Carboniferous Annularia longifolia, Calamites approxi-

malus, etc. The Flora of the Rothliegende "very closely approaches

that of the Coal-measures, although along with the characteristic Palso-

zoic genera, there are some others that have their largest expansion in

the Mesozoic. The Dyas or Permian is hence pronounced to be P;i!«.>

zoic as well on the ground of its organic remains as its stratigraphical

relations.

3. Preliminary notice of some of the species of Crinoidea knoion in

the Upper Helderherg and Hamilton Grovps of New York (puWisbed

July, 1862,); by James Hall—from the I5th Report on the Cabinet ot

Natural History of the State of N. Y. (Senate, No. 116) pp. 115 to lo2.

These advance sheets from the I5th Regents' Report embrace descriptions

of species of the following genera. The new genera are printed in capiial^.

Edriochinus, ^«/^, Cheirocrinus. (M), Ancyhocrincs {Hall).

Platycrinus, (Millfr), Poteriocrinus, (MillHr), Cyathocrinus, Forbesiocri-

nus, {BeKoninck), Rhodocrinns, (Miller) [subgenus] Acanthocrimisl

(Roemer), Trematocrinus, (Hall), Actinocrinus, (Miller), A.^Megisto-

crinu^ (Owen). Cacabocrinus, (Troos^, Catalogue) Dolatocrinus? {Lyon},

Mvrtillocrinus? (Sand^erger), HapIocrinuR, (Steinberqer), Nucleocriniis,

(Cmrad, as emended, Pentremites, Olivanites, (Troost), Ela^acnnus,

{R<^merl Pentremites, (5ay) ), Eleutherocrinus, (Shumard), Cadaster.

{M'Coy).

4. Dana's Geology.—This long expected volume will appear in a fe«

T^'eeks. It will be published by Theo. Bliss & Co., Philadelphia, m
JJ

8vo volume of about TSO pages, beautifully illustrated by about 100"

wood cuts, drawn chiefly from American examples or the authors own

experience. It will be looked for we know with pleasure, not more ro

its own sake, than as an evidence of the returning health of its autftor.

5. The Student's Manual of Geology- by J.. Beete Jukes, M.A.

F.R.S.E., Local director of the Geological Survey of Ireland, <fec.
*

new edition, partially recast and supplied with lists and figures of cM^

acteristic fossils. Edinburgh: Adam k Chas. Black. 1862. 12i»^

PP-V60.
^

^^The new edition of this standard work has just reached us. »

specially rich in facts drawn from Great Britain, but will be reaa oj

geologists generally with interest.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.
1. Antherology.—^^ Note on the Structure of the Anther^ \^^\f'of a short paper read by Prof Oliver of King's College, London, beto

the Lmna^an Society last November, and printed in the 23J volun.e o

^ts
1 ransHctions. No doubt much remains to be done regarding

^^^ructure and homology of the anther. The current hypothesis,^ ^

now tUe several parts of a stamen are homologous with a leaf, is '"°.
.

rather that which " may reasonably be supposed" to be true, or wwc"
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mv serve to give a dear coTiception of the probable relation, than that
'vhn:li can be said to be conclusively made out. The present paper, upon
the strength of an interesting monstrosity in the flowers of a Geranium,
controverts the current view in some respects, mainly in that point which
ide/itifies the line of the dehiscence of the anther cell with the margin of
the blade of the leaf. As to this, it is obvious enough that the lines of
dehiscence in the outermost and less complete anthers of Nymphcea are
really not continuous with the margins of the petal-like filament, and also
that the cells appear to belong to the upper stratum of the stamineal leaf,
let we are not clear that the current hypothesis, liberally interpreted,
need be discarded, although it needs modiiScation. That the anther an-
swers to the blade of a leaf, and the pollen to parenchyma, specially de-
veloped, Prof. Oliver equally holds; but his conception of the homology
of the bilocellate anther-cells is not explicit, at least, we do not welt ap-
prehend it. So good an observer as he is will hardly be content until he
shall be able to offer a clearer as well as completer exposition.

.

tpon Mohl's authority, the ordinary received view is credited to Cas-
sini. But Brown's Rafaesia-p8per is a year earlier than Cassini's article
referred to; and we suppose that Brown would have claimed that his
paragraph on the type of the anther, on p. 211, with the appended foot-
^"te, expresses or implies nearly the whole. And Keeper, who soon after
developed the hypothesis nearly as now received, refers to Brown, but
jot to Cassini. It is true that Brown, in his notion that pollen was pro-
<^uced, like ovula, "on the margins of the modified leaf," was quite
astray. But it is curious that >rof. Oliver, who quotes this remark,
seoms not to have noticed that it, in connection with the context, by im-
plication must assign to Brown the paternity of the current hypothesis,
at least aa re.^pects the point which is here' controverted. And this hy-
pothesis accords so well with nine anthers out of ten, and those the most
jormal, that, with Mohl, we are not yet inclined to abandon it. "That
"le septa of ' untransforraed tissue' may be regarded morphologically as
resulting, in part from the inflected epidermis of the adjacent anther-
fe'ls," would be readily conformable with Brown's view, as we judge from

^_ language; and the fact that the septum frequently shows signs of
•^^'ng bilaraellar, might also be adduced. But, on the other hand, its

^ganic connection with the connective, or with the dorsal part

th the line of dehiscence, is too obvious to be overlooked,

^oiduig, still more strictly than does Prof. Oliver, the notion that the

father IS the body or lamina of the stamineal leaf, we must agree with
«'m in his estimate of the peculiar theory of Mr. Bentham, broached sev-

g
jears ago, and recently explained and defended, (in Jour. Linn. Soc.

.p. 118, 122), viz., that anthers are homologous with petiolar glands, the

''^Ji'na in stamens being either wholly absent, or represented by a petal-

'a appendage of the connective, of which we suppose that of most Com-

f'**^*
and in Asclepias would be good examples. Viewed morphologi-

Jf"y
or physiologically, this seems to us equally a retrograde step. But

we did receive this hypothesis, we should be led thereby to believe

[.*h.ch now we do not) that a petal with a stamen before it might some-

^ be horaolofiroua to a sino-ie leaf.

and Sterculiacecs—tiie articlfl
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above referred to—among other matters of high consideration, Mr. Ben-

tham works out his hypothesis of glandular stamens with some detail, in

explanation of the androeoium of certain Sterculiacece. We are not pre-

pHred to discuss the points here involved, not only because this would

require time and space which we cannot now afford, but also more knowl-

edge than we can now pretend to. But we would remark:—
(1.) That we are well satisfied in finding that Mr. Bentham fully ac-

cepts the view that a single leaf of the andrcecium may be represented by

a phalanx of stamens (this, indeed, he had previously favored), or by »

cluster of stamens and a scale or petaloid body, such for instance as we

have m an American Tilia ; also " that a dedoublement of the petal may

produce the inner petaloid scale of some Sapindacea>., Violacece, Bixacea,

&c., or the fimbriate scales in the tube of Cuscuta and other gamopelal-

ous flowers." That is about as far as we incline to go in this direction.

But, as Mr. Bentham homologizes these scales or appendages with petic-

greatly to object when some convert to his theory imagines sutib poten-

tial anthers to become actual ones.

(2.) But Mr. Bentham's ingenious hypothesis to account for the ante-

position of the outermost stamens to the petals in Sterculiacea, &c., »»

deduced from Glossoslemon, apparently would work just as well on the

supposition that the anthers answer to the leaflets of a palraately com-

(3.) Sidalcea, that most instructive Malvaceous genus, and a pentandrous

other, taken together, offer to our view most serious if not conclusive

objections to the conjecture that, in the family in question, the real or the

Nor do we see how this view applies "to Melochia and its allies, where

only a smgle stamen stands before each petal, unless these stamens are

(4.) Apropos to the latter, and much inclined to accept Mr. Benthain's

views in regard to the androeciumof Bombacea, we remark that the p''"

Cheirostemon, and Uriodendron, is before the sepals, instead of being be-

fore the petals as may be deduced to be the case in the true i/aVfOC^

no less than in Sterculiacecs and in Tilia. Whatever hypothesis W
axlopted in explanation, the position of the stamens relative to adjacent

parts of the flower is important. On this and other accounts, in the an-

nexation of the Bombaceas to Malvacece, we could not hesitate to accord

to the group the rank of a suborder. -*- '^

^^
2. Wood-eells of Hamamelidem imitate Coniferous markings.—^^ P''P^'

On Sycopsisr a new Hamamelideous genus, published by P'^f^^'^^;

J>l»ver, in the 23d volume of the Linnsean Transactions, brings to vie^"
•^

lact discovered by the late Mr. Griffith, in Bucklandia, and ann^"!""^
tor ai the other genera of this order, that the wood-cells exhibit ma*ng»

inl' /^P-^/^^ ^"^^^ ''™''*'" to those of the so-called 'glandular m»*
togs of coniferous wood." As Prof. Oliver bints at an affinity to or po^
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^ible remote derivation from Coni/erm being indicated thereby, it may be
interesting to note that Mr. Brown, in the 19th vokirne of the Linnjean
Transactions (p. 231) draws from analogous facts an opposite conchision,
viz.: "That conformity in vascular structure, even when accompanied by
peculiarity of tissue, does not always indicate, much less determine, bo-
tanical affinity." Which is considerably safer than the genealogical view
hinted at by Prof. Oliver, As the wood of ffamamelidece has the usual

proportion of vessels, Ac, Prof. Oliver intimates, as well he may, that it

offers "a higher measure of specialization" than that of Coniferae, even
although the latter has been "designated by a distinguished naturalist as
the highest specialized tissue known." Interesting remarks are given upon
the geographical distribution of this order. a. o.

3. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnoean Soeiety, Botany. Nos. 22,
23.—Having already drawn upon articles contained in these numbers,
we need only enumerate the contents, viz.:

Col. Munro's Identif,cation of the Grasses of Linnmus's Herbarium is

concluded.

j

Mr. Bentham contributes Notes on Caryophyllece, Portulace(B and some
<illied Orders ; also Hfotes on Malvacece and Sterculiacece. Tlie results

of these papers find their place in the new Genera Plantarura of Ben-
tham and Hooker, the first part of which is nearly all printed.

j

On the Two Forms or Dimorphic Condition in the Species of Primula,
«nrf on their remarkable Sexual Relations; by Charles Darwin.—The
two forms are identical with those of ifoustonia, and the like, long ago
'ecognized by our botanists ; and those of Primula have perhaps been

of the same hermaphrodite species,—an object effectually reached in ti&-

*»fe in many different ways, most commonly through the agency of in-

^^ts; and here is one of the adaptations to this end. The details wa
'*y P^maps explain upon
^est African Tropical ^x.,-.^-', -^j ^-^ .- ^

. ,^
Notes on Contoubea volubilis. Mart, and some other Gentiana of Trop-

^ America, by Dr. Grisebach. The plant in question is a homely,

nall-flowered, voluble plant of C. Wright's Cuban collection, ^o. 13^2,

* which, the name now beinff vacant, Dr. Grisebach has transferred that

aarb of Erythr<Ea and four other related genera, that they are mer€

*rtjficial distinctions He might have added Oyrandra to the list,

Another very interesting and striking plant of Wright's collection, No.

*3*6, is the type of a new ffenus, namely, Zonanthus Culfensis.
_

...
0» /„oc»i'',, by Mr. B^nAao,, the Pr«ide„. o! .he Society Cur,.

known Bocoa of Aublet.
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Address of George Bentham, Esq., President, read at the Anniversm
Meeting of the Linncean Society, May 24, 1862.—A Botanist succeeding

to the chair ably filled for several years by a distinguished Zoologist, very

naturally and properly takes up his own department for his ilhislra-

tions when, upon such an occasion, he passes in review the principal

works and investigations in natural history recently produced, and when

he indicates some of the most promising "fields now open to the young

naturalist, especially to those who can devote but a portion of their time

to science. The survey, as would be expected, is candid and fair, the

advice eminently practical, and the particular example which he com-

mends—"the remarkable success which has attended the long-continued,

persevering, and well-combined observations of Mr. Darwin," which in de-

tecting "the wonderful contrivances for the cross-fertilization of Orchids,"

"has revealed to us so much of surprising novelty in the economy of na-

ture"—contrivances "which had hitherto been unsuspected, even by

those botanists who had specially devoted themselves to that family—is

wonderfully stimulating. "And this," continues the President, "is but

a sample of that extraordinary variety of facts collected by him, and

brought to bear upon his theories, which must be patent to every impar-

tial reader of his works; whilst all who have had an opportunity of

watching his modus operandi are well aware that he never brings forward

r precaution iccuracy,

thoroughly sifting every circumstance that appears to militate against lu

It is indeed to be hoped that, without waiting for the completion of the

great work that is to embody the whole series of his pikes justijicalives,

Mr. Darwin will continue to illustrate separate portions of his subject,

each one of which is sufiicient to give a lasting name to its author. In

the meantime, let everv Inver nf naHiro «,Jif. t'rr>m his residence in *"*

ag, follow in the

and plants of our

venient for study,

and devote our attention to their economy and development, to the com-

plicated structures disclosed by the microscope, and to those innumerab^a

influences which we term accidental, but which appear all to form p»"

of one general plan for the balance of power in the natural world." ^^

Darwin's theory of derivation of speci

which eminent naturalists have thought it their duty to make. ^ <*•.

4. Botany of Northeastern Asia.—lh^ Russian botanists are still acti'«

in researches and publications relating to the flora of that portion of tn

empire (including its newly-acquired territories) which approaches ^ort

America—botanicallv even more than geographically—and which «

must regard with peculiar interest. The Flora Ajanensis, (1858), a""

the Primiti<B Floroe Amurensis, (1859), are now followed by Dr. ^f'Tentamen Flor<e Ussuriensis, {1861, -pp. 228, imp. 4to, with 12 P'a'^'

separately issued from the Memoirs of the Imperial Academy, St. Vf^^'K
burgh), an account of the plants collected in the district of thej^f^uo

. oV.^''^'^*'^^
^^ <^^'-«*' ^"d still later by the first part of the BoW

of Baddes Journeys in Southeastern Siberia, {Beisen in den Suden *»

sidered and
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Ost-Slhirien, im Auftrage der Kaiserlkhen Russischen Gesellschaft, aus-
pefiihrl in den Jahren, 1855-1 859, durch G. Radde, Bot. Abth. Moscow,
186 1, 8vo), bj the same indefatigable author. Of the latter we have
only the first part, of 211 pages, and five 4to plates. It is a more ex-
tensive work than the general title would denote, being a kind of supple-
ment to the Flora Rossica, for all accessions from the wide regions east of
the Altai, including Kamtschatka and even Sitcha. Its fullness may be
estimated when we state that the 211 pages before us extend only from
the Banunculacece to the Crun/erce inclusive ; and also that, in the form
of notes, Dr. Regel gives new and complete revisions (at least for the
Russian Empire) of many of the larger or more difiicult genera, or their
more troublesome sections. Pulsatilla, Adonis, Aconitum, Corydalis,
Barbarea, and a part of Braba are thus revised, on the author's own
proper observations, and apparently upon excellent principles. Among
other things which attract our attention, we note that he replaces the
name Ranunculus Purnhii, Hook., by the earlier R. radicans, C. A.
f'eyer; he should have gone back to the earlier name, (A. Gmeleni,
^C.); that having a second apetalous /so/jyrwm, he takes up Rafines-
que's genus Enemion; and that he suspects Caulophytlum robustum to be
«f'y a geographical variety of C. thalictroides. As to this, we had here
'eached the same conclusion, from such incomplete comparisons as we
could make; but additional materials are wanted. To the works above-
mentioned we may add Dr. Regel's Revision of the Russian and outlying
species of Thalictrum, a separate publication, pp. 50, Svo, with three
plates. The first plate represents T. sparsiftorum, which, Dr. Regel will

perceive from the observations in this Journal, under No. 76 of Dr.
i;arry's collection, is truly a denizen of North America. These publica-

tions are all full of matters of immediate interest to us, and suggestive of

numerous particular enquiries; and their continuation with the same
aci'teness and spirit, prornises much for the advancement of our knowl-

^ge of the vegetation of the northern temperate zone, and of the geo-

graphical relations of the species. ^ ,
^- »•

,

5. Cork.—Be la Production Naturelle et Artificielle du Lxege dans le

paper is i

th's honored name'in the third generation of botanists, and as an account

°f the formation and structure ot' cork in the Cork-oak, both m the natural

^tate, and especially under the operation which has to be practiced in

"^er to the production of cork of any commercial value. The operation

J^nsists in the removal from the trunk of the natural corky layer of the

5*'tdown to the subjacent cellular envelope or green layer; which is

5^ne m Algeria, (where young De Candolle's observations were made),

<^""ng the summer or autumn! Shortly after this operation, a new corky

^t^tum begins to form in the green layer, at a variable distance frorn its

f^nuded surface. This grows by annual layers upon its internal face,

S «s the original and worthless corky layer did ;
but this ,s much tiner

^^ niuch mo?e elastic, and is the commercial article, ^hen this valua-

J'«
cork has attained sufficient thickness, ordinarily after seven or eight

y«>«, it also is removed with the same result as before, i. e, still another
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nevf corky stratum is formed below ; and so
taken oil the trunk every s

indefinitely.
^

^_ ^_

^
6. Martius, Flora Brasiliensis, fasc. xxix, and fasc. xxx; both issued

in January 1862, The first of these contains the remaining tribes, Dal-
bergimnnd SophorecB, of the Papih'onaceous Leyumimm, elaborated
by Mr. Bentham, pp. 218-3.50, tab. 57-127, with Indexes and a title-

page,—so that the Papilionaceoe of themselves compose a volume. The
name of the author warrants the excellence of the elaboration. The plates

profusely illustrate the Dalbergiece, and were drawn at Munich. The 30th
fasciculus, a comparatively small one, is devoted to the Scrophularinea,
elaborated by Prof J. A. Schmidt, of Heidelberg, to the illustration of

ro r s^^
P'^te* ^'^ devoted. So this great work makes very good

7. Orisebach's Flora of the British West Indian Islands ; Parts iv and
V have appeared since our last notice. Although the third part closed

with an mdex and contained the title-page as of the first volume, we are

pleased to find that these are only temporary, that the paging runs on

mto the new parts, so that the whole will compose only one volume. As

\nal t.^^^*^^ l^^
Monocotyledons, and part 6 is already in press, we

«„>!., !_.:_ ,. ... •

jjpjj^jjjjj^ ^Q^jj^ Meanwhile C.

Conyza albida. It shoi looked up from origin
anthus, no less than Linociera, has albuminous seeds, as long ago noted

^Tm crfner
" ""^ ^--onovius and Linn^us is rightly taken up. Lia-

GELMA^v
^^^ ^^""* -Euphorbia in De Candolle's^Frodromus ; by G. E.n-

& Dlrt!Jf*t?,i"i*^f7^^ f five years a continuation of the Prodromus, constituting
a part ot tlie 15th volume, has just made its aonparanrp rnntaininff a mono-

z^tSL wo?k%"'''t;^"^'^^''^'^
'y E. VLLT^Tre'ceLCeTfuthorhas

most mi^ ' heretofore almost unapproachable
moat numerous genera of plants spread over thepa propriety retained this eminently

Lhir;"' \r"''^'r'°"^ some of tL
M D "" fJa^'orth to Klotzsch and
Mr. Bossier describes 693 species, wland carefully analyzed himself, and ad(

Steudd

species, are tbrthp o-~»fLi
" i V

Wendages. The former, cuiiLa."-* .
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the second division, aiid thougl
and E. Ipecacuanha, had to be

The Appendiculatm are divided into 11 sections, the first and larg-est of
which is Anisophyllurti with 176 species, the best known representatives of
which with us are E.maculata and E. hi/peridfolia,here c lied E. Preslii. We

«st of it; 3 comoiOTi in the West Indies, extending into Florida (of these
E.h</percifo[{a. L., proper, is not mentioned as a Florida i)lant by Mr. Boissier)
24 are peculiar to the western plains, Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, nnd 2
are exclusively Californian. Several of the 24 southwestern species extend
farther south into Mexico, and 3 of them, E. prostrata and E. serpens, which
latter extends up the Mississippi and its c6nfluents, are wide spread species
found through the warmer parts of the whole globe.

only been able to see so many varities ofone polymorphous species. Thus the old

^hypericifolia comprises his small -tlowered and fruited tropical jE. hypericifolia
proper, our larger-flowered, larger and darker-seeded E. Prestii, and several
topical and eastern forms, as the hairy-fruited E. lasiocarpa, the large seeded
£ Brasiliensis, and others. E. zygophxjUoides was very properly separated from
-E. petdloidea, but E. pohjclada I suspect is only a form of the latter. E. micro-
mera, which I had taken for a form of E. polycarpa, seems well distinguished,
imay add here that the western E. serpylliJoHn, formerly united bv me to several
forms of the old world under the name of E. infequilatera and E. ffh/piosperma,
have lately been found by Mr. T. J. Hale in Wisconsin, as also E. 'Gei/eri first

Qiscovered in Illinois, which last seems to preserve its distinction from E.

The 25 species of the 3d section, CyUarospermum, are all inhabitants of the

farmer parts of America, 13 being Mexican, and only one of our species, E.
mrcaia, perhaps an intermediatelink between this and the former section,

« doubtfully referred here.

.
Sections 4 and 5 contain few, only American species, none of tham belong-

«»|to our flora.
^^^.^^ ^ ^ ,^^^ ^^^

^- bicolor, belonff to the west and southwest, and the third is a closely allied

Mexican form. ^

Sections 7 and 8 are small and almost entirely South American.

^ 1 he 9th section, Tithumalapsis, on the contrary, is entirely North American,

' species beionirina to our flora and one to Mexico. E. coroUnta, including E.
&nicu!cUa, is the wide-spread and well-known representative of this sectiori.

The heretofore imperfectly known Michauxian species, E. pubeniissima and

5- mercurialinrt have been restored by Mr. Boissier, after a careful exarnina-

t'on of the original specimens in Richard's herbarium, now ,n the hands of
Mr. Franqueville of Orleans. The former, Irowever, may be a variety of E.cor-

°^''^'^. Mr. Boissier has from the sames-.urce ascertained th^t Epoh/gowfolm
-^i>chx., IS a form of E. Curtisii,thoagb his other specimens, m the herbarium,
'J' the Jardin des Planter in Pans, is a form of E. Ipecacuanha.

. ^ Trkhosteri^ma, theS sectio^, comprises 5 species, all of them Western

Mexican, two of which reach into our boundaries. The 2 speciea of the

nUi section belong to South America.
a- ifi t" ns 2 f

*t»ich only are"represented in the North American Flora.

^tion 15, PoinseUia, with 1 1 species, is almost entire
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properly Mexican ; 1 or 2 species extending farther south, and 6 reaching
into our flora. The best known representative of this section, E. hetcrophylla,

has been restored, recognizing E. cyathophora and E graminifolia as varieties

of the Linnean species. The New Mexican E. cuphospemia, which 1 had de-

scribed as a form of edenlata, is here described as a distinct species. E. erian-

remarked that the name of Arizona does not occur in this or other botanical

publications, as a district formerly of the Mexican State of Sonora; just as

botanical works for the Upper Missouri country.
Sections 16-95, with 115 species, almost all belong to the Old World; they

include the Euphorbiae with succulent stems, those with the forms of Cacti.

Section 26, T^lth'/milus, comprises the great mass of the Euphorbite of the

which belong to. the southwest ; 5 others have been sparingly introduced from

ig to the New World: 4 of them are peculiar

er from the West Indies to the southern extrem-

; appears, to the Chilian forms, is pecuhar to

Texas and California'.
S ^ V

The largest sub-section, Esw/ce, (with two-horned glands), comprising 13

species, counts in our flora 12 species, 2 of them in the middle and souther

States, and all the rest belonging to Texas, New Mexico and California.
The 27th section is constituted by a single species, an Australian shrub.

We find the name of two of our published species E commutcdn Englm. m
Gray's Manual, and E. Floridarm, Chapm. in his Southern Flora, replaced by

E. Ohotica, Steud. & Hochst. and E. spJuErmperrm, Shuttlew., names which

have been published only on labels in distributed collecti
"•• .-^-

Shuttlew., has not been substituted for E. Cm

names, given without knowing of the distr
The following table exhibits the geographical distribution of the 80 specie-

of Euphorbia, credited by M. Boissierto the Flora of the United States, ihe

imrnense extent of this Flora may be properly divided into five districts.

I. Flora of the Northern and Middle States, or the Flora of Gray's Manual'

ni Flora of the Western Prairie Region from the

IV. Flora of the Rocky Mountains, includintr the '

^V^rl,^'^-''"' ^^^ "^'.'^'^ «f Utah, Colorado, New

nfr.? '.^u
'^® «xt'-^">e limits of our Flora from the southern countries aoj»

extension Ltrth^^'
*^^'''**'*""^' "^^"^ ^^ ^^^'^^^^ according to their

geographical

S'S ^'^"' '*?^"*' ^^"Py^ifoi^ ZuyJat^rcoroUat'aJ'devtata, heieropg^
and fhdyosptrma, though some of them are comlnon only to the eastern,

others
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more to the southern or western regions, and some extend onty to the edges
of some of the floral districts: 8 species.

2. Species peculiar to the flora of the Northern and Middle States. I refer
here a single species, E. Geyeri, somewhat artificially it must be confessed,
because it more properly belongs to the northwestern Prairie region ; but thus
far it has been found nowhere but in northern Illinois and in Wisconsin:
1 species.

3. Species common to Gray's and Chapman's district : 6 species.
4. Species peculiar to the southeastern flora : 8 species.
5. Species common to the southeastern and the western flora : 3 species,
6. West Indian species extending into Florida: 4 species.
7. Species peculiar to the western and southwestern Prairie flora : 19 species.

^- Species peculiar to the Mountain region of the west and southwest;
'

7, undoubtedly extend into Mexico : 20

10- Mexican species extending into the last region: 3 speci
11. Species common to the western Mountain region and

t^acific slope : 2 species.
12. Species peculiar to the Pacific slope : 3 species.
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Q. Carex.—ln the third part of the Illustrations of Carex, by Dr. i

(Lorid. 1862, p. 119) the C. argyrantha, Tuckerm. (Dew. in Wo-xi"^ ;

p. 753) is referred, as stated in "this Journal for May (p. 431) to ihe.

C. adasta, Boott. But it appears proper to add that the same splendid

work upon Carex, which is in few hands, refers (p. 118) the C. admta of

Carey in Gray's Manual of Botany (a plant supposed by the describer of

C. argyrantha, without any doubt, to be Boott's) to another species, and

it follows from this, on the high authority cited, that the plant called, as

above, C. argyrantha—the true C. adusta of Boott—was really, as sup-

posed by its later describer, and others, a nondescript, as respects the

The two plants here in question {C. adusta, Carey, 1. c, = C.f«n(o.

y, Boott, ^nd C. argyrantha, Tuckerman, I. c, = C' ac?M5to, Boott 1

nearly akin, but they appear to be quite distinct. -•

10. Geaffroy St.Hilaire's System of Zoology.—VaQ death of
1^

Oeoflfroy Sl.Hilaire, a distinguished savan and learned zoologist of i'

WHS noticed in this Journal for Jan., 1 862, p. 1 49. His system of zoology.

''Hist. nat. Generale, Paris, 1856," is not generally known, and may be

inteiesting to many. The synopsis which he gives of his views is short,

"Organized bodies are distributed by St.Hilaire in three kingdoms"

" thus charactei-ized."

I'
In the first, only the characters common to all beings, organized and

"In the second, the same general characters as in the firet, with th«

addition of sensibility and mobility.
" In the third, which embraces man alone, the same general characters

"Intheiirst,lifeisall vegetative.

" In the second, to vegetative life is added animal life.

" In the third, to vegetative an 1 animal life, is added moral life.

" And to exhibit in terms still more concise, not only this long chap-

ter but all that precedes, .' ^ ^,.
"The plant lives; the animal lives and feels ; man lives and >«

and thiyiks.

^^'^
Life is simple in the first kingdom, double i .the second,

^r.>?.iatne

" Vegetability, animality, hu
of view succeed each other in .

" A series where not only no

manity;threetermswhichinthis_pcnnt

hierarchical order, manifestly as simp'*

term could be transposed, but to which

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

; of the great comet of 1858, being vol. 3d of the Annals of t*

Observatory of Harvard College; by G. P. BoNP, D""«'^^(

i'atory, 4to, pp. 392, with 57 plates.—This m^g^'^c^''^ 'L
I a detailed account of the remarkable appearances presen
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by the great comet of 1 858. It is divided into XV sections. Section I
contains llie details of observations upon the figure, dimensions and posi-
tion of the tf.il. The whole period of visibility of the comet extended from
June 2, 1858, to March 4, 1859, an interval of 275 days. It was seen
J>th the naked eye from Aug. 19 to Dec. 9, an interval of 112 days,
ilie tail appeared first on Aug. 14, 1858, and was iu sight until Feb. 9,

Section II comprises observations
consisted chiefly of long, narrow an
quite faint, and escaped general notice.

Section III gives the details of the reduction of the observations upon
tne figure and position of the tail. The maximum length of the tail was
64° on the 10th of October; the greatest breadth was 18° on the day
following._

Jn Section IV are considered the probable errors affecting the observa-

Section V describes the deflection of the upper part of the tail.

Section VI describes the columnar structure, or the division of the
iipper part of the tail into alternating dark and bright bands, disposed
transversely to the axis, at angles of 20° or 30°.

Section VII contains the reduction of observations on the secondary
tails. The principal ray attained a length of 55°.

The original data relating to the envelopes and nucleus, and to the
phenomena of the head of the comet generally, are comprised in Section
^ill. The citations are made from 71 authorities, representing 51

The first traces of a peculiarity in the nebulosity near the nucleus,
^liich led finally to the full development of the envelopes, were men-
tioned on Sept. 11th. The light was seen streaming outward from the
^"cleus, on the side nearest the sun, bending backward to form the two
branches of the tail.

Section IX treats of the outline of the head of the comet. The dis-

^ssion is based upon 123 outlines, derived from the original drawings
or engraved figures. It appears that the limiting surface of the head of
we comet had a close resemblance to a surface generated by the revolu-
tion of a catenary on its vertical axis.

A"e phenomena of the branching and central darkness of the tail have
*>een considered in Section X. On the 24th of August, the right branch
f'ready showed an excess of light, and the contrast in density went on
increasing until it reached a maximum about the time of the perihelion

passage.

The size of the nucleus, and the quantity of light emitted by it and by
tiie head generally, form the subject of Section XL The diameter of the

'^tuf 1 solid nucleus must have been less than 500 miles. On the 2nd
of October, the brightness of the head of the comet was 6300 times

heater than on June 15th, the increase by observation exceeding that

^niputed by the usual formula, by 33 times. The difference is referred

^ an increase in the aggregate reflecting surface of the comet.

The phenomena presented by the envelopes are considered in Section^ One of the most important of these is their regular succession, and
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continuous ascent or expansion outwards from the nucleus. Sevei

ir history partially recov

opes is found to have v

enyelopes have been recognized, and their history p

irregularly from 4 days ]

Section Xlir gives an account of the o"'uter faint veil.
Section XIV relates to the deviation of the initial axis of the tail from

mat d"'*''^^'o"
^^/ ^^^ '^^^"* ^®*^*^'" P'"<^'ouged. This deviation wasesti-

This volume contains a more thorough discussion of the physical pe-

culiarities of the comet of 1858 thnn has ever been published respecting

obably long continue to be the standard

' ' does great credit to

not so tar as we know, ever been equalled by any similar work at home
or abroad.

^
''

•'

2. Cornel IT, 1862.—This comet was discovered, at the Dudley Obser-

vatory, on the evening of July 18th by Mr. Thomas Simons.
VV hen first seen it appeared as a nebul* considerably condensed at

the centre, the light being intense enougli to be easily observed when the

wires of the micrometer were illuminated.
Un the evening of the 31st the embryo of a tail was distinctly seen,

and as early as the 25th the light was more concentrated on one side,

showing that the tail was already in process of formation.
As it is now approaching both the earth and sun, and being so favora-

bly situated for observation, it will without doubt attain great brilliancy.

At the present time (Aug. 15th) the tail can be traced a distance of 12

degrees.

The following are observations for position :

1862, July 1^'
""

S"2S"ST 5^ 23-''57-58 ^6r'lo^05"-i^

Aug. 12 11 05 30 -2 8 30 51 -50

July 18th. Comet compared with 10-5 Mag. star.

5*" 24n> 04»-03 -|.67° 44'*'io"-13

The observations of July 25, 26 and Aug. 12, were made with the

Olcott Meridian Circle at the lower culmination
Fifteen wires were observed for A. R. and the times of transit recorded

on the chronograph by the magnetic method.
The observations are not corrected for parallax.

„
.

G. W. Hough, Assist. Dudley Observatory-
Communicated by instructions from the Director.

R.L£*^^"x'^^^*' f^*"*^" ('"^ * '«"er to the Editors, by Loris M.

RoTHBKFORo.)_On the 8th of March last I received the Bumber of joaf
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Journal for that month, and from it learned for the first time that Mr.
Clark had discovered a companion to Sirius. The evening proved a good
one, and I readily saw the new companion with my equatorial, bv Fitz,

Hi in. aperture and 14 feet focal distance. My assistant, Mr. Wakely,
also found the new star on the same evening in my absence. No meas-
ures were made at that time, but I find on examining the journal of the
observatory the following measures recorded; they were made with a
filar micrometer and powers of 200 and 400—Mr. Wakely preferring
the former and I the latter :

March 11, 1862. 85*16' II 8"-95 1

M""'l 3, " 85° 04' 6 not taken.

Since hearing of the existence of this star I have never looked for it in

^ain; its difficulty is not occasioned by faintness, but by its proximity
to so bright an object as Sirius. I consider it decidedly a brighter
star than either of the close companions in the trapezium of Orion—no
reasonable amount of illumination in the field extinguishes it On the
6th of April, within five minutes after sunset, I set the circles of the

equatorial and found Sirius, the daylight being abundant to read the di-

visions, the companion was then quite distinctly visible; and on the 10th
of April Mr. Wakely's measures were taken by daylight.

From these circumstances I should be inclined to tliink this new star

^anable, since it has hitherto escaped the scrutiny of many observers

armed with sufficient optica! power to see it; or perhaps it must be

^^^d to the long list of evidences, that it requires a far greater power to

'^lake a new discovery than to recognize it when known.
New York, July 28, 1862.

,*. The Meteors ofAugust Wth, 1862.—It is probable that the full moon
.u — , .. . . . —:-,i i.„„ ;"^"-<"red to a great

(photometric especlallyrwhixih confer special value upon the pL

a«. exhibited through a screen of mild light just sufficient to oblil

5'nt lines and leave none visible but the stronger and more u.n,.«uu

file records which have thus far reached us the present month come from

he observers, Mr. B. V. Marsh and Mr. F. W. Russell. The station of the

^ter the present year was Winchendon, Mass., lat. 42M0 ,
Ion. 72 12'.

^« remark, in anticipation of the observations given below, two pomts

especially :-_
^

^irst. The radiant on the morning of the 9th, although^determmed by

^"'y a few flights, ia stated decidedly as a circle of " 5 diameter, m-

*>dmg delta Cassiopeia." But on the morning of the 10th it was "m
^- R- 41° 40', and N. P. D. 35° 15'." This change of position, a though

«^cesaive, coincides-io a near parallelism-with the changes marked and

*"ggested, as an invariable phase of these phenomena, upon our frag-
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mentary chart given last year at p. 445 of vol. xxxii. The siil-

are they sufficient lyXfinit^trdiscred it u/
''''" ""'

^

'" ™''^"'"' "

Second. One meteor appeared " in the radiant" as "a stationary point

of brightness.'' This is a fourth instance added to the three narrated ia

peatedly witnessed certainly deserves attention, on account of tlie over-

whelming improbability that either meteor of so limited a number should

be directed so exactly in tlie line of vision.

Mr. Russell's record is the following:

—

" Saturday, Aug. 9fA,—One hour. Two to three o'clock, a. m., 8 meteors,

wiUi radiant a circle of 5° diameter including 6 Cassiopeia?.'
Ihe moon bemg nearly full embarrassed the view, as did also the mist

The meteors seen were embraced in a circle of 30° or 40° radius about Per-

seus. AH but one or two radiated about the constellation Cassiopeia but ex-

hibited no decided point. Perhaps a ]ar<re circle of 5° diameter, including

3, would embrace five or six of the flio-hts

Sunday, mh-Tv^o observers-W. G. Bryant and myself. 2h to 3h 40

meteors. Jh to :Jh 4pm, 50 meteors. Ih 40m, 90 meteors. The radiant I de-

•^T'l^o In/'i?
^

^'I'^l? ?r
^° ^^ ^" [1°] ^^ '•«'J»"s, having its centre very nearly

in A. 41° 40' R. and N. P. D. 35° 15', or very nearly in centre of triangle formed

by j-y-4 Persei of Burritt's maps. About one-third of the meteors were in the

N.E. and the remainder in the N.W. Of the meteors which I observed in the

east all but two were conformable, or at least approximately conformable. Ot

the last none passed more than one or two degrees outside of the circle. The

;„™ T-T^r^T ^^"^lled "Vlars in brightness, 15 having trains. A sUi-

iiomiry point of brightness was observed in the radiant once. This radiant con-

forms very closely to that of 10th and J 1th of Au?., IStil, as stated by B. V.

Marsh. (This Journal, Sept., 1861.)

i ^"g-, looi,

p. M.—Began observing at 9h. 9h to lOh in east 13, all but one conformj-

Shortly after the latter hour the clouds, which had been increasing since 9h,

caused so much embarrassment tfiat the watch had to be given up. Those

meteors seen af^er 9h appeared to radiate from the position of the previous

""siT"^' B H

*^ prevented any very accurate determination ofit^^^^^J

seven of the largest meteors of the evening, two'' with trains, all radiatjng

from Cassiopeia.
^

^ asume.— lOth of Aug., 8h 40m to 11 p. m—2h 20m-40 meteors. Of iO

--""" " ' with trains. Evident radiant same as previous

M<mdny, Uth.-One hour. 8h to 9h p. m. 4 meteors. One with train,

three radiating from near 5 CassiopeiEe, and the other (the first observed) W"'

Clouds prevented observations on the momintrg of 1 1th, I2th and I3th.
0"

seus. This shows that theThkknesT rf \hT « rfng ''^^""pTo'brbly near t^^e'^«

millions of miles, the earth being six or seven dayl in passing through it

Upon the above record we remark farther that whether the ninety me-

W ? "7"/"
u T'"'"^ ""^ *^« "^^^^ ^J two observers in l"

40«i ^re w
be divided equally between the two to obtain the rate for a single ob-

server is not clear; because it is not stated whether their attention
«as

T?l /n •

'^""^ °'" '^ different quarters or spaces of the heavens.

him elf bv rfr"y " V '

V'^''*''^"^ ^^^« ^«^" furnished, as made bj

aimseit, by Mr. Benj. V. Marsh in a letter to Prof. H. A. Newton

:
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Meteors observed at Germaniown {near Philadeiphia), Pa.

Aug.lJ. From Oh 30- to ]h 0"ia.m. 11 meteors.10"! 15 "

] 15 « 1 30 "

1 30 "1 45 «

1 45 " 2 «

2 " 2 15 «

2 15 '2 30 "

2 30 "2 45 «

2 45 " 3 "
3 «3 15 «

3 15 " 3 30 «

Total, "sF meteors in 3 hours.

ther perfectly clear, fall moon shining.

It is greatly to be desired that some of the meteors above reported by

^J-
Marsh (particularly the 2b lO-n near § Persei) may be identified by

observers at other places. If any observer suspects an identity wuh bis own,

particulars of his observations—as' Mr. Marsh is understood to have cor-

'espondiug particulars on record with which a corapariwn may be made.

Alex. C. Twining, for the Com. of Conn. Academy.

^ 5- On some North American Meteorites; by C. F. Rammelsberg.-

^mmelsberg has communicated to the Beilin Academy of Scpences an

l^amination of the meteoric stone from Bishopvijle, South Carolina,

f
's results differ materially from those obtained by Shepard and Sau-

tonus von Waltei-shausen. He concludes that the siliceous Portion of

tl^e stone is not a simple compound, but probably a mixture, and hat the

^"mption tliat it contains a supposed trisilicate of magnesia (Mg m)—
^ne^chladnite of Shepard—is not justified by the observed facts. His

57-52 2-72 1-25 020 34-80 066 I'H <0 80=99.9

Ramraelsberg observes that this composition som«what resembles that

of the olivine-like substance from ti.e Grimma meteoric-iron analyzed by

Slromeyer in which the latter found Si 61-88, Mg 25 83, fe 9-12, Mn 0-31
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KHinraelsberg also presented to tlie Academy, tl^

ceived from Prof. C. U. Shepard of Amherst College
the specimens to Rammelsberg, Dr. Homes remarks that they are cer"-

I. So-called Meteoric Stone from Waterloo, Seneca County, New
For^.^According to Shepard it contains: Si 78-8, »1 6-28, Pe 8-72,

fi'i'VS, Ca,]ilg (iu equal quantities!) and loss 1-45. Rammelsberg con-

siders that this is without doubt nothing more than a ferruginous clay.

It is for the most part decomposed by chlorhydric-acid, contains much

more alumina than above indicated, and 6 pr. ct. of water. On heating

it becomes brick-red.

II. So-called Meteoric Stonefrom Richland, near Columbia, South Car-

olina.—It is a yellow to gray mass, showing occasional blackish point?,

and small lustrous kernels of what appears from the hardness to be qu:.

Analyses by Shepard and Rammelsberg gave,

Si Si Fe % <Ja ign.

Rammelsberg found that chlorhydric acid had very little action on the sub-

stance. He considers that this is also a clay, and suggests that perhaps it

IS a fragment of a brick.

III. So-called Meteoric Iron from Rutherford, North Carolina.-
This mass, m which Shepard found, Fe 84-00, Si 13-57, P 1-31, and accord-

mg to a partial analysis made in Wohler's Laboratory contains, Fe 87-1,

Si 106, C 0-4, is considered by Rammelsberg as northing more than a

piece of white pig iron of inferior quality. He found it difficultly at-

tacked by acids and determined it to contain 15-7 pr. ct. of silicon.-/o«r-

nalfurpraktisrheChem.,]xxxv,8l. G. J. b.

6. Bullettino Meteorolor/ico deirOsaervatorio del Collegio Romanom
Cornspondenza e bibliografia per I'avanzamento della fisica terrestre.

Roma, March 1st, 1862—bi-weekly.—We have received the first 10 num-

bers of this Meteorological Journal published at Rome, Italy. TheNos. are

issued once a fortnight, each No. consisting of eight large quarto pagess

beautifully printed. They contain the meteorological, magnetic and

electric observations made at the Roman College under the direction ot

Father Secchi, with full meteorological notes, and also dissertations
upon

questions relating to terrestrial magnetism, to atmospheric ejec-

We anticipate mur>.h valuable informa[ion from this new vehicle of

teorc logical science.

might possibly j
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIEXTIFIC IXTELLIGENCE.

1. Editorial Correspondence— The Spectroscope.—The following letters
from Professors Cooke and Rood contain interesting observations with
the spectroscope, which is hereafter to be regarded as an indispensable
auxiliary in the working laboratory. The instrument of Mr. Clark, with
^'hieh Prof. Cooke's observations were made, has a prism of flint glass of
about four inches on each face which is built up of several thicknesses of
plate glass cemented together by Canada balsam. Tb.is construction

tion are of no optical importance.

Cambridge, July 28, 1862.

% dtar SilUman-.—l have a few moments, before leaving Cambridge for
the vacation, to make good my promise and give you the results of my experi-
ments with Clark's spectroscope. It has worked wonders in splitting up the
mious colored bands of the different spectra. You know that the yellow
sodium band is doubled. I have succeeded in separating them, at least a six-
teenth of an inch still retaining good definition. The red line of potassium
i|s also double, the two members being even wider apart than those of sodium.

be deceived by the effect of diffraction similar to that described by Dr. White
>n a late number of your Journal. The most rem ' " -•-.•. •

Dread orange band of strontium. It divides up i

lin„. -!":''

"^'^^^'ierfect^y simih
B caught glimj.,.,

that the results have not been equally satisfactory. In order to see them
ecessarv to reduce the width of the slit to about the same size as that re-

Ito show the Fraunhofer lines, but with the ordinary appliances long be-

ns point is reached the liffht from most of the bands has become too feeble

r theory of Kirch-
"ofl- and Bunsen is evident Very truly, your friend,

^ On prisms of Bisidphid of Carbon for optical purposes, (from a letter of

Prof. O. N. Rood to Prof. B. Sillima.n, Jr.).

P^ftr Professor:—I send you a stereograph of a large spectroscope with/oMr

fr^, which I have lately constructed for use in my optical studies VVh.ie

Jjy^eneral arrangement is similar in principle to that
^^P^^^^f^^^Jj^J-'^^ be

of ca'rbr^
^"^ ^""" '^^''''^ °^ ^^^ P"^""^ '"'^ ''°"'^''

•

^""^ ^-'^^-'-'-'"

^^
j/nJ

f^/ The frames of

^isulphid of carbon was poured in through

glass, the angles being respectively, M , (.0 ,

,. L prisms were made of cast iron ;
after the

... ..„drly true, plane, parallel plates of glass were

cemented on the sides with a mixture of glue and molasses. After a few days
h-'--' - ^

ing which was then closed

tttended with a most serious

a face of a prism thus pre-

from it' along the Ixes of the observing telescope, it will
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be found that the image of the slit is distorted to a greater or less degree; far-

ther examination shows that the glass plate has been slightly bent by the

hardening of tlie glue, and in those of my preparation the curvature was con-

cave. If two or more such prisms are used for the production of a spectrum

a certain amount of confusion is always seen among the fixed lines; plates of

glass of even ' of an inch in thickness are constantly affected in this manner,

.and unless the evil be removed the prisms are of no great value.

After many vexatious failures I have perfectly corrected this difficulty m
a very simple manner: the prisms are finished in the way above described

with glass of good quality, then a few drops of olive oil are placed on one of

the faces and a plate of truly plane glass laid on it ; the oil spreads out and is

held in position by capillary attraction, the four corners are then secured by

four drops of melted wax and resin. Optical contact is thus secured, and the

Blight curvature corrected : each face is in turn thus dealt with. The substi-

tution of Canada balsam for oil I have also tried, but it is impossible under

several months to offer any opinion on its merits. Large prisms of bisulphid

of carbon thus corrected, while remarkably cheap, approach, I think, a degree

of optical perfection not attainable by the best flint glass prisms yet produced,

for even if the flint prism is of equal size with that of bisulphid of carbon, and

optically unexceptionable, the fact still remains that the dispersive power ol

With three such prisms of 60°, and a flint glass prism of 45°, a.ray of light

IS refracted about 180°, a spectrum furnished which with the power I employ

is ten feet long, the lines being as clear and sharp as those in an engraving

this apparatus I have discovered many lines not laid down in Kirchhoff's new

new lines in the interior of the line D, making in all three fine lines which are

enclosed in this double line.

Encouraged by the excellent performance of these prisms, I am now engaged

is to be effected by from eight to ten of these prisms, carrying thus into eff^'

a suggestion made by Kirchhoff some few weeks ago in his paper on the soiar

spectrum.

Before closing this letter one practical point remains to be alluded to: it is

not essential tliat the plates of glass should have truly parallel sides, provide

.that the plates are cut in such a manner that Ujeir plane of refraction coincides

with the plane of refraction of the prism. Sincerely,
Troy. Au^. 7tb, 1662. O. N. RoOO-

8. Ascent of the Volcano of Candarave, Peru, (about lat. 18°S., lo"-

^^'^ "^ ^ " '" Stuah^^Church, Esq., Civil Engjer

and Lieut. Governor o
a single day, we started at 2 o'clock ot) SiTnday to seek lodgings at tiw

base. The Governor was backing out at the last moment, when «e found

us directions about the best road, and ursred the Governor to go
^^'^'J."^'

The Indian villagers however gathered about us, smiling at our makiog

* While in MuDich in 1857. T requested Prof. Steinheil to give me a Ainjg
"

't't^rerar?mpn,'ctiS;'£lgh"'Sisper.lJ
billable d)
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an attempt in which we should be sure to fail, for tl:

cry, but tii€ otter ot bread, which it de-

,, ^ treatment pacified it. The mother (an
imbecile) had gone 10 miles for squashes and would not return for a day
or two. We removed the cobble-stones piled in the door way of the hut,
and made ourselves at home, as best we could. Our stupid cook had by
mistake substituted tobacco for coffee, forgot the tea altogether, and put

corafottable meal were futile. However, the arriero got up a savory
'eliupe," while Delgardo and I amused ourselves looking on. An old
Indian traveler happened along, and joined our chowder-party, greatly
surprised at encountering us. The Governor pressed him for our guide

8 by his account we were much off our road.
tlie night was a remarkably mild one at an elevation of 12,850 feet,

base. We pushed thTpo^rTels^tl to"their utmost capacity, far above the
snow-line, among the Andes' lilies, and balls of hard sponge like looking
rnoss, and passing to the N.W. escaped the deeper snow, which in all

vinds. We attained at 20 minutes to 9 the very cone where the sandy
N'les were inteirupted by a mane of ragged rocks. Here the Indians
stopped, and neither persuasion, bribes nor threats would make them
budge. They valued their lives more than anything else, and we were
sure to be "swallowed" if we went up. They would hold the beasts—
'^atch U8, and offer ovations of coca to the mountain Deity for our safe

return! So away we went on foot, climbing very slowly over the loose

rocks, and resting at short intervals to enjoy the scene, which became
grand beyond description. Three long hours and more we struggled up—
the path growing steeper and steeper, until 12 M., when we stood on the

[owest edge of the crater's lip, broken away by the huge rocks it had

feaved out. Respiration became difficult, and the poor arriero could

hardly move. I carried the barometer, fearing to trust even ray compan-
ion with it. They told me I was very pale; it certainly required great

effort to climb round the risintr edge of the great hole we i»ad reached, to

a bluff, forming its summit, when directly the "Soroche," or "Puna," as

the natives call it, overcame me. This affection is very similar to sea-

attacks some persons very violently, belchmg blood from

3 Cordillera

^ -LOCH 111 inioieraoie sympionis ui tycu.i.vo^ "•• —
, „ i

««lty of breathing. The natives call this malady the Puna or ihe Soroche,

and the Spanish Creoles give it the names of Moreo or Veta. Ignorant

of its real causes they ascribe it to the exhalations of metals, especially

antimony, which is extensively used in the mining operations. 1 he first

s.Vaiptoms of the Veta are usually at the elevation of 12,600 feet above

the sea. These symptoms are vertigo, dimness of sight and heanng, pam
11 the head and nausea. Blood flows from the eyes, nose, and lips.
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name Mareo. But sea-sickness is unaccompanied by tbe distressin

culty of breathing experienced in the Veta. This disorder son

proves fatal, and 1 once witnessed a case in which death was the res

I had fortunately but a slight attack, and soon felt relieved eno

take an observation, which, to our great surprise, showed us to be

feet above tlie sea—more than 3000 feet higher than Mount Blai

250 higher than the ''Misty'' near Arequipa, as measured by Hur

Our view had widened into a command of the whole sierre and it:

fications, hundreds of miles in area. To the south and west lay

goon of Candarave,—our mountain road back to Tacna, joined

east by a long ridge, over which ran a water course (Aoquia) to t

cano of Zutupaca,—the snow-tops running towards Arequipa.

ward stretched the Alto of Puma, and northeast, thq red rocks

Machita Pass peeping out from the snow in strong contrast,

above Tarrata, nearer our base, we saw the several Quebradas, fun

outlets for the thaws through the rivers Totona, Caijasso an^l

Grande—and away beyond all, the blue sea, which they never reu

ing quite dissipated in irrigation.

There was little interesting in the crater itself, dormant so

years—no lagoon or birds, as reported, only a little frozen pudd

drainage of a diameter of some 400 feet, and a depth of perhaps

and only two or three small bits of sulphur. Descent
sand or volcanic ashes which, as on Vesuvius, lie at a steep angisrh of re-

lie two smaller peaks frojn which the Indians gather sulphur for m
In the base of the nearest is a huge hole, which but for its elevan

should have supposed to be the entrance to a mine, the vent perh:i;

lateral eruption. Towards it we traced the huge tracks of ii '

the little child was gone. We mounted our mules just as the fu!'

rose and reached the village, 12 miles off, at 6|, a. m."

4. Retorts.—The retort is one of the chemist's most useful instiui:

and yet, while such great improvements have been introtluced into

-

ical apparatus generally, it is still made of the old shape, with lui

With very little additional trouble, our glass houses might make n

tigbt tit with a cork, inasmuch as the latter only touches the g'^^^/ y
single line, and if much force is used the glass bn-aks. Retorts sho

^^
be made for this express purpose, with the stem fini-^hed like the nee"

^
a flask. Again, flat-bottomed flasks have almost entirely taken the pia^^

of round-bottomed; whv should we not have flat-bottom ed
retar

|

Theu too when dry substances are to be distilled, it would be convenie
^

to have retorts with their tubes diminishing to quite a small size,in o^

to be connected by india rubber tube with ordinary sized glass tu
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This form would :

It is true that thi

chemist himself with the blowpipe.
the lime saved which is wasted on this mechanical work, and it would
be better done in the glass-house. Any manufacturer who would give

would doubtless find his account in doing so. m. c.'l.

6. Old friends with new faces.—Sometime since it was urged that the
word "telegraph" as applied to the dispatch sent was ambiguous and
IiHble to be mistaken fur the instrument itself, and the new word "tele-
gram" was coined to remove the objection. Somewhat reluctantly the
new comer was admitted, and now we are asked to consent to "photo-
grams."* If we assent to this innovation how can we object to paragrams,
autograms and lithograms?

Marcel de Serres died on the 22d of July at Montpellier (France) in

the 82d year of his age. He was a corresponding member of the Academy
of Sciences at Paris, and Professor of Geology in the Faculty of Sciences
at Montpellier. He belonged to the same family with the celebrated Agri-
culturist, Olivier de Serres, a family famous in civil life, he himself having
exercised the functions of a Councilor from 1814 to 1852, and published
a work in 3 volumes entitled : Manuel des Coars d'Assises. But his

reputation rested chiefly upon his scientific labors, especially in the de-

Pnitraent of philosophical natural history. He belonged to a class of

Savants rare now-a-days, who embraced at one grasp all branches of sci-

ence, seeking rather to illustrate one by another than to apply himself

exclusively lo advancing the progress of one alone. He thus studied plants

a'ld animals in their mutual relations to both living and fossil species, the

)f species on the globe, their geographic distnbu-

i their anatomy as well as their physiology. His

^",Hi researcties embrace a wide range, e. g., in comparative anatomy
' ^ve his Memoir on the eves of Insects ; in Geology and Paleontology

^ !>'searches on Caverns and their bones ; and those in the Tertiary de-

- He published an extended work on the Mosaic Cosmogony and

'•ion to Geolo<ry and others on pure Geolcgy and Mineralogy, while

'f-moirs sur les terrains du midi de la France occupy an important

P^'i'^e ill the history of Geology. He was the pupil of the most dis-

^'"guished masters of the last generation, of Haiiy, Alex. Brongniart and of

tl^e leaders in moral and ethical sciences, having been originally destined

for the church. A commission from Daru, intendent general of the great

^/"ly then in Austria, called him in May,
'^ ^'"

^rt« and Manufactures, J

^rts, manufactures, agric
etits which he collectec

^'ai of sixteen volumes, v
i823. He was a man of vast industry and uniinng t:uc.g^, -"-5 "—
«actness his post as Councilor of the Court, he discharged with zeal his

<iuties as Professor printing at the same time in the Scientific Journals,

memoirs on zoolJgy. pallontolology, geology, vbile he published in

* Sabine Phii Mag. Dec. 1861, p. 479.
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the industrial Journals details relative to processes upon which he ba^l

collected notes. Few men have lived whose existence was more completely

filled than that of Marcel de Serres; few savants have displayed greater

activity and found themselves in a position so favorable to render service

to science. With mere ambition, and in another field, he might have

reached a high station in the State, but bis desires were not in the direc-

tion of political distinction. Simple in his tastes, kind and polished in bis

relations, more devoted to science than sensible to the honors to which it

led, he seemed neither to doubt or to cultivate his own reputation ; happy

without applause and famous without ostentation.

H. H. DE Senarmont: died very suddenly (aged 56 years) at Faris on

the 30th of June at 2| o'clock a. m., of syncope consequent on inveterate

gout. The appreciation of his loss was such in Paris that the Academy of

Sciences immediately adjourned on hearing of the decease of their distin-

guished associate. To quote the words of the Secretary, "In the state of

general consternation which this unexpected news had produced on the

Academy and upon the public which had come in to attend the session,

tiiey could think of nothing but their sad loss. Therefore on the motion

of Messrs. Chevreul and Combes, who appeared as the organs of tlie

public grief, the assembly dispersed, the prey of the most lively emotion.'

His death leaves a great void in the Academy. He will be keeiily

missed by all the younger men of science whom he loved to encourage

and of whom he was the eloquent advocate.
Mr. de Senarmont was Professor of Mineraloffv in the School of Mines

at the time of his death.
^

Dr.HENRicH Georg Bronn: Professor of Natural History in the Uni-

versity of Heidelberg, Baden, died suddenly of disease of the heart at 3i

o'clock, p. M., on the 5th of July, in the 62d year of his age. This death is

a great loss to science. Dr. Bronn was a most successful and laborious

'
•

'^
•

oology, Geol-

The list of

Zoolog., reaches thirty-eight, up° to 1848, only. His great work
Z-^-

thaa Geognostka, appeared in a new edition from 1851 to 1856. Since

then he has been chiefly occupied with an elaborate illustrated
Treatise

entitled, "Die Klassen und Ordnunjren des Thier-Reichs wissenschatten

dargestelt in Wort und Bild."
^

This remains incomplete, the last part which has reached us being No-

16 of the 3d volume, containing Malacozoa.
, _

His Index Palceontohfficus, 3 vols., 1848-49. Part 1st, J^omenclam

palmontologicus, a-z, pp. 1381 and Pars 2d, Enumerator paloeontologKf'^

pp. 980, is one of those works of vast and exhausting labor which !««

have the courage or knowledge to undertake, but the value of wh"^''-

^

of a good lexicon is inappreciable : would it could be brought <xo^

On the 23d of January, 1862, he lost hi
co-editor, Prof. Leonhard. The Journal (Nei

Prof.'Bronn leaves two sons, Leopold and Henrich (
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General Isaac I. Stevens, U. S. A., was killed in an engagement
near Fairfax Court House, Virginia, Sept. 1, 1862. His labors in the
explorations and surveys on the 49th parallel north latitude, when Gov-
ernor of Washini^ton Territory, form a valuable addition to our knowl-
edge of the Physics and Geography of the North American continent.

VI. PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

pRAc. Boston Soc. N"at. Hist, (continued from p. 304, vol. xxxiii) 1861. Vol. viii.

-NOVEMBER.—224, The Acalephan Fauna of the southern coast of Massachu-

'. C. T. Jack>son—-lib, On the Homologies of Echinoderms; Z. Agaxsiz.—
- '. The Taconic and Lower Silurian Rocks of Vermont and Canada

; J. Marcou—
...:., Xoteon cleaning Diatomacea? ; Arthur M.Edwar(k.—1i>b, On Melania (Am-

riiry leg from a goose; exhibited "by '^'•</- Vt^vwa«-— 257, Report of the Building

Library and Cabinet, to cost about ?62.000.—258, Specimen

le vicinity of Portage Lake, Lake Superior; presented by Dr.

Menai^erie
; "S-.' 7T''a°Tr/!L!'-DECEMBER.-261,^ On new Genera and Species of

t^!^n~^ Sei!fi ftionToftio n1f'"edefoT Shells TrJmplfpXnJi^^Z
Lateral symmetry in" BrIcSpoda ; V. S. Shnler.—280,

^1^^''j|^*'J{|'^J*"^"^j^,j^^°J™

eyes of' a Holse Mack^feireThibited by i/TS 7 Jeflies.-285, On the geology of

Anticosti Island, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; V. S. Shaler.-2B9, Observations

npou the Rocks of the Mississippi Valley which have been referred to the Che-

^ung Group of New York, together with Descriptions of New bpecies of Foss.U

frora the same horizon at Burlin<rton, Iowa; G. A. White and R. P. Whitefield—
If it, 1S62. J ANUARY.-2, On the Structure of the valve of the Diatomace^

;

'-h^rles Stodde,:—FEBRUARY.—8, Description of new species of ! o.ssUs from the

I^evonian and Carboniferous Rocka of the Mississippi Valley ;
Charles A. White,

Proce"e'd.°of TcId. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1861 (continued ffom vol. ixxii, p. 160).

pDECEMBER-p. 391, Descriptions of Eleven new spec.es of the genus Ln.o

Irura the TInit«,) Stot^o. n^^^ r-.«—393. Descriptions of seven new species oi tne
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fornL, T. 0>ll.—Fi:U[iv\\\lY—n"'D,-~cnptnm'iui n "w*" O a'^c't " .'-"h.-'l! Ii.uu

Kebra^ka Territory, collocteJ bv tbe expo.litmn <;ent < ut b\ tlie '.J.^v inm.nt umler

the cornmiUKl of Lieut. Jol)n MulKin, U. S Tdpo- Ftig, ic^r the li.i.it on .iiid con-

etruction of a wajion road from the sources of 11.(^^1.^,1... to the I'aciilo Ooea.i, f

SoutiT A^-rica ;"
7W!/>T>vf/V/-;"s"'Zt'o°^^

ture of Noith A.ne..can Ln)HljVtLT,i''\l;4'\''6'i^/* — Oo' s^.i" pmI of the -pecios

of Hoh^).,is and Ameiva, ^ith dla^'.KUe^ ut n. w W t-t [n< i,.; and ^o.ali .\mtrk.in

United State-,', tf/v,/"^/. //JA -'SI'ff-V.i'Jn.I.n- 'ir I'l mt^^ v'/T,' >'

"'

'i".A/"^v-

m^NoteNo 2 O.iCiui^rcu. havn.phvU.i Muh
,
> 7^ /,V-/. '"— '^' ^''' ""'^"^3

Acade.hy ot Natur.il --u. r.ci ^ iW. 1^61 a.u'lJan ]bG2- ^^a 6'<<f'/-l"S ^"'"'^

tions of t<-n new -pvo^^ of Unionidre of the United St'.irp-. hum- /y^-169. P^'

nTw
""""'' '"" '"^''' "'""^

^ ^r^ p,in...torna) of the family Mehmida, ..nd of
<"'f^^^^^^"

and T.iiqua diir.i, r^lY'rope-vlC^Jn^Xw th.^Mhwi",.! ',',nd" ^^m n}in} "^
^''J

ppec.es ot dmrnal Lep.doptera, f<?ilnd w.tliin'the htmr.'rt the V-'ni'e.'l ^tate^ -iml o!

British Amenci- No 3, ir?rt // Kdvnnh—^n^; Sv.n.po. „f the .\orth Amerirat
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Art. XXY.—On the Saliferoiis Rods and Salt Springs of Michi-

gan; bj Alexander Wixchell.

The perfectly dish-shaped conformation of the strata of the
lower peninsula of Michigan, has prevented the escape to the sea
01 such soluble substances as were originally embraced in the
niarine deposits from which the rocks were formed. Were there
?ny point in the margin of one of these rocky basins, lower than
Its central portions, chance for escape of all its soluble contents

J'OQld have existed ; and it is doubtful whether in such case,

onnes could have been retained to the present day, in any con-

siderable quantity. Our subterranean peninsular basms are

comparable with the superficial basins in which the salt lakes of
the world are located. Neither class of basins has an outlet,

/ne basin of lake Superior was once filled with water as salt as

that of the Great Salt lake. Both have received accessions
of freshwater; but while one has been drained by an efflux

^ich has continually carried awav some portions of the chlond

2,\ sodium, the other has been drained only by evaporation.

^Qf sahneness of one has been reduced almost to an mfinitesi-

^^ quantity ;* that of the other is unimpaired, if it has not
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actually been strengthened by the loss of more water than it has

The subterranean basins of Michigan furnish us with three

" great salt lakes." The principal one of these is shown, for the

first time, in the " First Biennial Eeport" of the geology of the

State (1860), to occupy a position between the Carboniferous lime-

stone and the sandstones at the base of the Carboniferous system

—being on a parallel with the gypsiferous formation of Nova

Scotia. It is a mass of argillaceous, gypseous and pyritous

shales, with thin beds of arenaceous and magnesian limestone,

and beds of pure gypsum from eleven to twenty feet in thickness.

The aggregate thickness is from 180 to 200 feet. Its outcrop de-

scribes an irregular circle, embracing the central portion of the

peninsula. It underlies an area of 17,000 square miles, em-

bracing the whole of 19 counties and at least half of 16 others.

This assemblage of strata, though probably inchided in the

American representation of the Mountain Limestone of the Old

World, has received the local designation of Michigan bait

Seven hundred and fifty feet below this is the Onondaga salt

group, the circuit of whose outcrop is traced from Monroe

county to Gait in Canada West, thence to Mackinac island, M»-

waukie and southward. The supply of brine in these strata Has

not been ascertained. They are well stocked with gypsuna ana

are known to be saliferous, . i

The third saliferous horizon has but recently been recogniz^

It was indeed known that brine of feeble strength exists m toe

coal measures, but only within a few days has it been proveu

that the salt wells at Bay City and vicinity on the Saganaw

river, are supplied from this source. It might have been kno^^^'^

from the first existence of these wells, if those having the

in charge could have been induced to preserve specimen?

rocks. The Parma sandstone below the coal measure?

reservoir of this brine, as the Napoleon sandstone beric-;.^

Michigan salt group is the reservoir of the brine from tin? ^
^^^

It is now known that the Bay City wells terminated at ^"^ .'j^

torn of the Parma sandstone though bored to nearly as grca

depth as the wells of East Saginaw and vicinity, which \>^^^^^

the Napoleon sandstone. This fact being established, a nevr

near Bay City has been sunk to a greater depth, and at 910 ^^^

the Napoleon sandstone has been struck as predicted ; a/J^'

the depth of 74 feet in this rock, brine has been ^^'^''o^l^,^

completely saturated. This occurrence, no less than the s'lCC';
^

of the first well bored in the valley, becomes a very gwti.>" -

confirmation of geological inferences drawn from obse!\

extended over thousands of square miles, and in gro-^'

hundreds of miles distant from the points where success H:-

attamed.
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When the first geological survey of the state was organized in

1837, Dr. Houghton, the superintendent, was instructed to direct

his attention to the development of the "State salt springs."

In pursuance of his investigations, and with the liberal coopera-
tion of the legislature, he began, in 1838, two salt wells—one
three miles west of Grand Eapids, and the other in Midland
county on the Tittabawassee river. The latter, after being
prosecuted at intervals for four years, had reached the depth of
only 139 feet when the work seems to have been obstructed

by a "quartzose" boulder. The Grand Eapids well was sunk
473 feet but without success. In the mean time Hon. Lucius
Lyon of Grand Eapids sank a well 661 feet at a point further

east; and, obtaining water about one-fifth saturated, succeeded
in manufacturing salt for a few years, at a time when salt was
seUing for $3.00 per barrel.

The cause of these early failures is now apparent. Dr. Hough-
ton entertained erroneous views of the structural geology of the

peninsula. He expressed the opinion (Eeport, 1839, p. 9) that

the strike of the rocks was northeast and southwest across the

peninsula—that Saginaw bay occupied a denuded space along

the outcrop of "the sandstone" just where it comes in contact

with " the limestone of the north"—that the coal on the Illinois

river was on the strike of the coal-bearing rocks of Michigan—
and the galeniferous limestone of Wisconsin and Illinois a pro-

longation of " a portion of the rock formation in the northern

part" of Michigan. He further supposed that the brines of the

state rose to the surface through fissures in the strata overlying

the salt rock (Eep., 1838, p. 21; also special Eep., 1&39, pp 2

and
3), and that the geological positions of the state wells on the

Tittabawassee and Grand Eivers were about the same (Spec.

^V; 1839, p. 6) ; while the latter was at least 360 feet below

tiie former and separated from it by the whole thickness of the

coal measures (see also Hubbard's GeoL Eep., 1841, pp. 132,

'
It now appears that while the well on the Tittabawassee was

located far within the salt basin, that on tbe Gr^"<i I^/^ ^r w^
^Pon the thinning out edges of the strata. The brme at the lat-

^r point, as well as in Macomb and Washtenaw counties is

caused by a sort of exudation over the rim of this basin, and

aoes not rise through fissures from a deeply seated rock.

When it became apparent that the deepes portion of he

gi-eat salt basin was probably beneath the neighborhood ot the

confluence of the Cass, Shiawassee and Tittabawassee river., a

^ring was commenced at East Saginaw, which at /42 feet had

passed through the Coal measures, Carboniferous
^^^^'^^l^^^

^.apoleon saSdstone, and afforded a plentiful suppb of b"^^^

JHQe-teuths saturated. This success was the signal for a genera.
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onset; and within two years, twenty-three wells have been bored

along the valley of the Saginaw, and new ones are continually

The following is an average section of the rocks passed through

1 the borings in the vicinity of east Saginaw

:

Alluvial and Drift materials,
" Woodville sandstone," brown and coar

, consisting of shales with s

" Parma sandstone"

Carboniferous liinestome, often hip-hly arenaceous; ijenerally

sobelow, .:... : YD"
''Michigan Salt Group," 170 "

"Napoleon sandstone," light buff, rather coarse and porous, 110
"

Total, 765

The Napoleon sandstone is underlaid by a red shale which has

been pierced 64 feet.

From East Saginaw the depth of the wells increases southward,

toward the center of the general basin ; and also northward, so

that in the vicinity of Bay City the bottom of the Napoleon

sandstone is found at the depth of 1000 feet. We seem there-

fore to have a local basin toward the mouth of the Saginaw

river, although the vicinity is ten or fifteen miles nearer the out-

cropping margin of the salt basin, which is found at the mouth

of the Pigeon river and in Tawas bay, on opposite shores of

Saginaw bay.* This local basin is filled by an extraordinary

thickening of the shales of the Coal measures, almost exclu-

sively. As the Parma sandstone, which furnishes the brine of the

first wells at Bay City, is probably the equivalent of the sahfer-

ous "Conglomerate" of Ohio, it seems that the supply of brme

at this horizon, bears a relation to the thickness of the overlying

shales of the Coal measures. It also suggests that in the deeper

portions of the general basin, the Coal measures must be found

similarly augmented in thickness, and the Parma sandstone sim-

ilarly charged with brine. This condition should be looked tor,

w-est and northwest into Gratiot and Midland counties.
The following are analyses of Saginaw valley brines, [f

first is by Prof DuBois of the University of Michigan, from the

Napoleon sandstone ; the second by Jas. E. Chilton & Co., irom

the Parma sandstone.

* On page 72, vol. i. Geolog. Rep. Wisconsin. Prof. Hall states, undoabt^r
through madvertence, that the " HamUton group is known upon Saginaw bay. J"uamuton group strikes the lake sbores in Thunder and Dttle Traverse bap ms"}
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1 of these brin

least 25,000

Compounds of ii

Total solid matter,

The difference in the
ance with their difference of origin.

The average supply of the Saginaw wells :

gallons each, in 24 hours.
The creation of this new branch of local industry is destined

to become a matter of very great general importance. Although
but two years have elapsed since the production of the first

bushel of salt in the Saginaw valley, there are now (Aug. 1st)

no less than 22 blocks of kettles in actual operation, turning out
1210 barrels of salt per day, or, making an allowance for the
"^-' -" •• 1,980,000 bushels per year. ^ ~

"

that i

effect of winter \

growth, at the end of t ) years, equal attained by the

sprmgs passed under t

nionths, seven more blocks will come into operation, increasmg
by nearly one third, the foregoing figures.

Such is the strength and abundance of the brme and cheap-
ness of fuel, that a barrel of salt is made at a cost of 64 cents.

The cost of a barrel at Syracuse is at least 95 cents, so that Sag-
inaw salt would pay the''manufacturer 48 per cent of profit if

the price were put down to the prime cost of the article at Syra-
ciise. Moreover the quality of the article has proved so supe-

rior, that the market is actually clamorous for

TL
adequate

hen we consider the cheapness and quality of Saginaw salt,

the inexhaustibleness of the supply of brine and the excellent

'"''-"'is for shipment, it would appear that there is little danger

r estimating the future development of this new resource.
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Art. XXYl.—On the Perception of Relief; by Prof. Edwin
Emerson", of the Troy University.

Prof. Cima, of Turin, has sent us the description (says the

editor of the Cosmos) of a stereoscopic experiment which is not

without interest. He takes the picture of a front view of a hu-

man head, executed either in crayon or lithograph or copper-plate,

and which is three or four centimetres in height ; this he cuts into

two parts along a line which coincides with the vertical axis of

the nose; he takes one of these halves in each hand, and hold-

ing them in the same perpendicular plane, he brings them before

the eyes at a distance which is less than that of distinct vision;

he then allows the optic axes to converge, and thus causes the

drawings to approach or recede until he is able to see two pic-

tures of each half, and until the two middle ones overlap, so that

they make the impression of an entire countenance. When one

makes this experiment for the first time, says Prof Cima, he will

see with astonishment that the full face which is produced by the

overlappmg of tlie two halves makes, in a hic^h* degree, the im-

pression of a solid body
; the half tones melt and mix together

as m a modelled figure ; the nose rises well from the face; the

eyebrows, lips and chin stand out very well ; and the entire fig-

ure raises itself from the ground upon which it is drawn, and

assumes, in a remarkable degree, a living expression. The

necessary distance of the two half-pictures from each other and

also the proper distance from the eyes of the observer for the

production of the greatest effect, can only be ascertained by trial.

The more steadily one gazes at the pictures, the more the sensa-

tion of relief is strengthened."*
The foregoing extract from The Cosmos has been reproduced

m Pogg. Annalen, bd. cii, p. 319 ; in II Nuovo Cimento, vi, 18^ i

m Die Theorie des Schens und raumlichhen Vorsielkn, bei Vt.

Cornelius, Halle, 1861 ; and in Monographic du Stereoscope, V^,^

Blanchdre, Paris, 1862. Seemingly endorsed by such a high

authority as Moigno, the alleged fact passes through scientitic

treatises unquestioned, and is now apparently regarded as estab-

lished. We consider it, therefore, important to refute the con-

clusions involved in the experiment as described by Prof Cma.

and at the same time point out some analogous mistakes as to

the perception of relief ,

When the experiment of Prof Cima is carefully performea

and analyzed it will be found that the right eye sees the ng^]

half of the middle picture, and the left eye the"lefl; half, now a^

these two dissimilar masses are not superposed upon each other,

aa IS the case with the dissimHar complementary figures m oroi-
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rranee of solidity simply because it had
;^er join the two halves together and cl(
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nary vision, but are merely joined together at the line passing
through the centre of the resultant picture, it is evident that if

such an effect is realized as that " the nose rises well from the face"
or that there is any " sensation of relief," we have here an experi-
ment which refutes the established theory of binocular vision,

and leaves the effects of the stereoscope without any adequate
explanation.

The fact is, however, that in Prof. Cima's experiment there is

no real perception of relief. All that is really seen is the per-

spective, which is mistaken for relief or solidity. To prove this

—let the observer, while looking at the two half-pictures in the

mode alledged to produce the effect of solidity, close one eye, the
right for instance, the right half of the picture disappears, but the
left retains exactlv the same aooearance it had before ; it loses no

Or, let the

... ^_ „ ^ . closely and continu-

ously observe them with one eye, the effect will be the same as

in Prof. Cima's experiment. Or, to vary the test, take a single

photographic picture, for instance the right hand side of a stereo-

graph, cut it in two by a vertical line through the centre and
place the halves the proper distance apart in a stereoscope, so as

to unite them readily into a whole, the same effect, claimed by
Prof. C. to be a sensation of relief will be observed: that it is

Dot relief will be most manifest by comparing it with a stereo-

h of the same scene.
-, . -r,

the reader will very naturally inquire—' How did Prof.

Cima, and those who have unquestioningly quoted his experi-

inent fall into this error with regard to the presence of relief?'

This reasonable question we will endeavor now to answer.

,
The ability to perceive relief, or solidity, is a natural one. To

those who have the proper use of their eyes, and can walk, it is

an intuitive faculty, we cannot help seeing solidity, where it ex-

ists, if we try, no more than we can help hearing sounds or see-

ing colors. The common idea that this faculty is the result of

experience and is, therefore, acquired, is opposed by the whole

analogy of our being. The infant does not learn to hear; it

^ears, it hears intuitively, if it is a perfect child, but learns as it

g^ows to know what it hears ; it feels a blow but may be too

young and feeble to know what that blow is; so it has but to

open its eyes and the scene enters, it is painted properly and in-

stantaneously upon the retina, but it may require a long educa-

:^'on before the child will have an intelligent idea of what it sees;

"^deed it may go through life and never be able to give more

^-^n one nar^e^to a greal variety of very different colors, such as

Vermillion, scariet, orange and crimson. It is unphilosophi-

confound a faculty with its use. We have the natural

}' of seeing solidity; but the acuteness with which it is

"1^
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It is no answer to this to say that ^ .

_^

conditions upon which the perception of relief depends. This
has been splendidly done by Wheatstone, Dove, and others,

and is beautifully illustrated by the stereoscope ; but this has

no necessary connection with the question before us. When
I say—we hear intuitively—it is nothing, in the way of refuta-

tion, to explain to me the acoustic conditions upon which hear-

ing depends, or to assert that Mozart had no intuitive perception

of melody or harmony because the laws are fixed by which a

melody ought to proceed, and harmony, to be such, must be ac-

cording to the formula of Thorough Base, whereas the child

Mozart could not know all this. So with the matter in question

;

all men see solidity who have the proper use of their eyes ; very

few indeed know how it is effected, or are able to distinguish

acutely between the perception of binocular relief and the per-

ception of mere perspective, or the appearance of distance with-

The perception of reZiV/ depends upon the angle formed by the

rays which proceed from any object of sight to the right and

left eyes respectively
; the larger this angle the more relief is

apparent, provided the eyes can unite the dissimilar images; but

when by reason of distance this angle becomes nothing, practi-

cally, and the rays are parallel as they enter the eyes, relief

vanishes.

The perception of the perspective depends upon very different

conditions, such as the direction of the lines that compose a view",

the light and shade, the apparent size, the tint, &c.
When we consider the matter it is not surprising that these

two modes of perception should often be confounded. True

relief dmiinishes so gradually, and melts so gently away, leaving

perspective entirely master of the field, that the essential differ-

ence between them is likely to be lost sight of That this is the

case may be shown by the following examples:—
It requires a series of very careful experiments to determine

how far, under ordinary conditions, we can perceive relief. Ex-

periments of my own lead me to believe that the distance is

under three hundred yards. The only reason a good painting,

whose foreground is represented as it appears at the distance ot

two or three hundred yards, is not a complete illusion when seen

under favorable conditions, is, that we can chan^^e our point of

view; and motion to one side or the other will impart the idea

of relief in nature, but as there is no relief, properly so-called,

and the illusion i

L one poin
r\.^ 1 r "" •" "" "" ^i'^- Hence, paintings ougui' iv.

observed by one eye, and from one point of view to obtain 1
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L effect. Hence, also, stereographs of scenes which lie

at a distance of over three hundred yards from the observer will

give no stereoscopic effect, will not give the impression we are

able to get with our eyes, assisted by our capacity to move from
one point of view to another; they ought, therefore, to be pho-

tographed from stations more or less distant from each other, but

always exceeding considerably the distance between the eyes.

Persons not accustomed to experimenting with the stereoscope

eaiiiiot distinguish readily between stereoscopic and pseudoscopic

•-ilbct ; they are also constantly imposed upon by views which
liave no stereoscopic effect whatever ; I have repeatedly mounted
two identical or right-eye views of the same scene, side by side,

as though they were right and left eye views and have never

&iled to get the verdict that thev exhibited stereoscopic effect;

which was impossible, of course". Not only are ordmary ob-

servers thus mistaken, but they constantly manifest an opposite

peculiarity, being unable to see the greatest relief when it 13

exhibited in an unusual manner. In Das Stereoscop, C. G. Kuete,

Leipsig, I860, Dove's illustration of this point is republished m
such a way as to destroy the object in view, showing that his

commentator had not a fine perception of relief.

A remarkable instance of the uncertainty attending the per-

ception or non-perception of stereoscopic relief, even m cases

where we might suppose there could be no want of knowledge

IS shown by the controversy now going "" - t^—"^ ^^^^r h^

Chimenti pictures. Sir David
^ ' "~

drawings produced about

this opir' ndorsed
pictures a specimen of real stereoscopic
the middle of the 17th century ;

and _ , , 1 -,

b Prof. Tait, Prof. M'Donald and others m decided

I have made a careful examination of the photographs of these

pictures, and the truth is that the trifling stereoscopic and pseu-

<ioscophic qualities about them are evidently accidental T.o

prove this let any one execute a pen-and-ink sketch; and then

let him make as perfect a copy of it as he can without careful

cieasurements; now place these two drawings in the stereoscope

aid you get the same kind of effect seen in the Chimenti draw-

ings, and for the same reason; the drawings will vary more or

less from each other; all that is necessary then to impose iipon

ordinary eyes, is to find out which way the sum ol tfie^variations

preponderates; mount the drawings accordingly, and, mirabile

•iictu! you have produced a stereoscopic picture ^(the pseuclo-

^opic portion being overlooked) drawn by haiid; you have

^one that very thing that Sir David Brewster has repeatedly

declared was quite biyond human skill! If Prof. Wheatstone

gets no heavief blow than this, his fame as a discoverer is secure.

, As a further confirmation of our views, we may point to the

fact that but few persons can properly locate the optical position
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of reflections from curved surfaces, and, in particular, the images
from concave surfaces.

During the last year or two large assemblages have been

drawn together in our principal cities, to see with delight the ef-

fects produced by what is called the Stereopticon, which is merely

another name for a Magic-lantern of good quality, with one side

of a glass stereograph for a slide. Nearly all in these large as-

semblages have agreed in believing that they saw, what they

were told they saw, excellent stereoscopic effect in the single

picture which alone is exhibited. The truth is they made the

popular mistake ; they saw nothing but perspective.

Stereoscopic effect on a large scale may be obtained by exhib-

iting the right and left pictures of a glass view side by side, by

the magic-lantern, and then uniting the magnified pictures by

means of prisms. This I have recently demonstrated by exper-

iment. The idea was also suggested some years ago, by Dr.

Wolcott Gibbs to Mr. Pike, of New York, but not put to the test.

We conclude, then, from the foregoing—
1. That Prof. Cima's experiment is only another instance

showing how easily we can mistake one thing for another, and

induce others to do the same.
2. That intuitive perception of relief may be indefinitely

increased in degree by exercise ; showing that this sense follows

the same law under which we employ our other faculties.

The of a plant with " seed in itself," as Moses

states in his concise description, was the simultaneous institution

of life and death. It was the establishment of an incoming and

outgoing stream, to be in constant flow as long as the kingdoms

of life should last—an incessant renewal of youth, and rejec-

tion of age.

All life is a system of progressing change in cycles—the genn

first, then the embryo, the young, the adult, and last, the seed

or germ again, to continue the rounds ; the adult sooner or

* From a paper on the Anticipation of Man in Nature, published in the Ne^r

Englander, for May, 1859. Views similar to those here given on stored force in pla^J

Td pSshed il' Jhr9^rmal"fi''°''''"°°
'° ^"^'

' ^^ ^^^'^iT A^
S'

Dana's paper is prior in date, he will not be charged With copying the views (wluj

Kx 32°°\r^''^
independent,) of Prof. LeConte. The paper of Prof. Henry,_ ^^^^
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later disappearing from the field of progress, and then from the

sphere of existence. Death is implied in the very inception of

the scheme.

2. Death is also in every step of the process of life. For the

living being is throwing off effete matter during all its growth

;

the change is constant, so that with each year a large part of the

material in our bodies has passed away and been replaced by
new. Moreover, the force which had been expended in making
a cell, or particle of tissue, goes to form a new cell or particle

when the former dies, and was needed for the new formation

going on. Force is not lost or wasted, but used again. There

is unceasing flow, and in this flow is life ; its cessation is death.

3. The kingdom of plants was instituted to turn mineral mat-

ter into organic, that the higher kingdom of animals might there-

by have the means of sustenance ; for no animal can live on

mineral matter. Now this living of animals on plants implies

the death of plants. . .

Again, the rocks of the globe are, to a great extent, made of

the remains of dead animals.
.

4. The chemistry of life, also, required death. -Life in the

plant or animal if sustained by means of nutriment and contin-

ued consuming, with no compensating system, would evidently

end in an exhaustion of any finite supply. A perfect adjust-

ment was therefore necessary, by which nutriment should sus-

tain life, and life contribute to nutriment. Now the plant takes

up carbonic acid from the atmosphere, appropriates the carbon,

and gives back the oxygen. Yet there is no tendency to an

exhaustion of the atmospheric carbonic acid, or an over-supply

of the oxygen; for death strikes an exact balance
_

The death of the plant ends in a change of all its carbon into

carbonic acid again. Thus the plant, as it grows, decomposes

carbonic acid t? get carbon, and then ends in making, by its de-

Dic acid,' and restoring it to the atmosph'^-'^

Thus, through death the compensation is pertect. ine atmos-

PHere loses only what it receives. Again as just now observed

tbe plant, in growing, gives oxygen to the atmosphere; but m
the Seca^ of fhe^ant,^the carbolic acid formed is n;ade by tak-

^S up the same amount of oxygen. The same carbon that lost

oxygen when becoming a partof the plant t^^es it again at the

*ue sytem, and it would not work.*

* In early geological hLstory, as is generally ^^'f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
»n excess of carbonic acid in the atmosphere; and

^l^^^^^t^ Ye^'etable material
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Animal life, as above stated, was made to subsist on plants.

But the scheme is so well managed as not to disturb the balance

made by the vegetable kingdom alone. For all the carbon of

animals comes from plants. The plants which feed an animal,

and which, on decay, would have turned into carbonic acid, be-

come changed into carbonic acid in the course of the growth of

the animal, so that the whole amount of carbonic acid which

the animal makes, is only what the plants would have made if

left to natural decay. Thus the higher kingdom of life is intro-

duced and sustained, and yet the balance remains undisturbed.

The system is perfect.

5. Again, one part of the animal kingdom, through eve
^

sonum and maggot, to the lion and man. Some take wh
already dead or decomposing ; others kill and eat. On this sub-

ject we observe

:

(1.) Death is in the system of nature—death from earthquake,

lightning, and all moving forces, as well as by natural decay;

and the creation of carnivorous animals was hence in harmony
with the system.

(2.) Various noxious animals are held in check by the carniv-

orous species.

(3.) By means of flesh-eaters, the diversity of animal species

subsisting on a given amount of vegetation is vastly increased,

and a wider expansion is given to the animal kingdom.
(4.) Putrefaction of the dead is prevented by a multitude ot

scavengers, who at the same time turn the flesh into food for

the vegetable kingdom ; and thus plants feed animals, and ani-

mals feed plants,—one of nature's circles again.
The last two principles mentioned are of profound importance.

The vegetable kingdom is a provision for the storing away or

magazining of force for the animal kingdom. This force is ac-

quired through the sun's influence or forces acting on the pl^rit.

and so promoting growth ; mineral matter is thereby carried V'l'

to a higher grade of composition, that of starch, vegetable ;

and sugar, and this is a state of concentrated or accuuv

force. To this stored force animals go, in order to carry for

their development ; and moreover, the grade of composition t

'^""T still higher, to muscle and nerve, (which contain nitro^cx.
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There are thus five states of stored force in nature—three in the
inorganic, the solid, liquid, and gaseous ; and two in the organic,
the vegetable and animal.
l^ow what is the provision to meet this last and highest condi-

tion? Is this magazined force left to go wholly to waste by the
death and decomposition of the plant-eaters ? Just the contrary:
an extensive system of flesh-eaters was instituted which should
live upon it, and continue it in action in sustaining animal lifa

among successive tribes. The flow is taken at its heiglit, and
the power is employed again and again, and made gradually
to ebb. What is left as the refuse is inorganic matter—the ex-
creted carbonic acid, water, and excrements, with bones or any
stony secretions present. Thus the flow starts at the inorganic

kingdom, and returns again to the inorganic. Moreover, in the
class of quadrupeds, (mammals,) the flesh of the herbivores

(cattle) is among the means by which the animal type is borne
to the higher grade of the carnivores. The true carnivores, be-

sides, take the best of meat. Whales may live on the mfenor
animals of the sea • but the large forest flesh-eaters take beef
and the like.

'

There is another admirable point in this scheme. The death

and decomposition of plant-eaters would have rendered the wa-
ters and air, locally at least, destructive to life. It is well known
that it is necessary in an aquarium to have flesh-eaters along

fith the plant-eaters and plants. And when in this way the

living species are w^ell balanced, the water wfll remain pure, and
the animals live on indefinitely. If not so balanced, if an ani-

mal is left to decay the waters become foul, and often every-

tliing dies. Putrefaction and noxious chemical combinations

follow death, because, in life, the constituents, carbon, hydrogen,

r^'trogen, and oxygen, are in a constrained state, at the furthest

remove from what chemical forces alone can produce
;
and hence,

^vhen the restraint is taken off at death, the elements fly into

new conditions according to their afanities. INow animals, dying

yearly by myriads are met at death by an arrangement which

roakes the dead contribute anew to animal life as its aliment,

a^d in this very procees the flesh ultimately comes out innocu-

ous, and is at last so far changed to the inorganic condition as

to be the best of fertilizers for plants. Part of the process of

getting rid of the great fleshy carcasses, consists m their minute

subdivision by the feeding of larves of insects, and, further an

infinitesimal division of the insect as the food of the infusoria,—

^Hch again may become the nutriment of larger animals, to go

tHe rounds once more. But the final result is, as stated, jpiant-

/ood—largely through the processes of digestion and excretion

but part through thi decomposition of animals that are too small

^d readily dried up to prove offensive.
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Thus the carnivorous tribes were necessary to make the sys-

tem of life perfect.

One word respecting the necessity of a check on the excessive

multiplication of individuals. Nature, as just now observed, is

a system of constantly varying conditions—of changing seasons,

winds, clouds : of inconstancy, under law, in all forces and cir-

cumstances. At the same time, the growth of a species requires

the nicest adjustment of special conditions in each case. On this

account the reproductive powers in species is in many cases ex-

cessively large, so that the various accidents to which the eggs

or young would be exposed, might not cause their extermina-

tion. This provision opened the way for occasional excessive

multiplication, and required a check from carnivorous races.

6. Finally, could death be prevented in a system of living

beings in nature without constant miracle ? How should the

earth be managed to secure it against death ? It would be ne-

cessary to still the waves, for they are throwing animals and

plants on the coast to die ; to still the winds, for they are ever

destroying in some parts of their course ; to still even the streams

and rains. With winds and waves, not only helpless animals

and plants, but men's houses, ships, and boats, would now and

then be destroyed, in spite of prudent precaution and holy liv-

ing. But if we still the waves, the winds, and the streams, the

earth would rot in the stagnation, and here again is death

!

We thus learn, that in life the fundamental idea of reproduc-

tion implies death ; the processes of life are the processes simul-

taneously of death ; the stability of the system of life requires

death ; the vegetable kingdom is made to feed animals, and tbe

animal kingdom, while containing plant-eaters, demands flesa-

eaters for its own balance, for the removal of the dead, and to

make out of dead flesh the proper food for plants, thus to pay its

debt to the vegetable kingdom. Hence death pervades the whole

system of life in its essence and physical laws; and it could not

be prevented in a world of active forces except by a constant

miracle ; and this would be an annihilation of nature, that is, o

a system of law.
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Art. XXVIII.—On the Carbonates of Alumina, Oluctna and the
sesquioxyds of Iron, Chromium and Uranium; by Theodore
Parkman, Ph.D.

The precipitates, prodaced by the alkaline carbonates in so-
lutions of alumina, glucina and the sesquioxyds of iron, chro-
mium and uranium, have been investigated by a large number
of observers; but their results are so discordant, that the true
composition of the substances in question is still in doubt. The
following investigation was undertaken at the suggestion of Prof.
Charles W. Eliot, under the idea that the contradictory results,
obtained by previous writers, may have been owing to a loss of
carbonic acid, during the processes of washing and drying. This
would be probable enough in itself, from the weak affinities of
ooth acid and base, in each case, and is, I think, fully confirmed
by the analyses which follow.

1. Carbonate of the sesquioxyd of iron.

FejOs, GOa.

.The precipitate, formed by mixing carbonate of potash with
nitrate of the sesquioxyd of iron, after washing with cold water,
consists, according to Gmelin,* of hydrated sesquioxyd of iron,
free from carbonic acid. Berzeliusf considers that the compound
Je.Oj, 3C0^ is formed, but that -

•

'

Langlois:j: gives an analysis of a precipitate, produced by carbon-
ated alkali in a sesqui-salt of iron, perfectly freed from alkali
by washing and dried at 100° C. His results were 88-47 p. c.

Je^Oj, 10-17 HO, 1-36 CO3, from which he does not deduce any
formula. Wallace§ finds the precipitate by carbonate of soda in

sesquichlorid of iron, after drying over sulphuric acid, to be
^Fe,03, CO,, 6H0 : in the nitrate, 9Fe,03, CO,, 12H0. Ac-
cording to Barratt,! the precipitate produced by carbonate of
soda in sesquichlori'd of iron, when dried in the air, has the for-

mula 3Pe,0„ C0,-f8H0: when dried at 100°, SFe^O,,
C03+4Hd
The carbonate of iron which I have examined was precipi-

^ted. at t.liP nrrJinavtr tcmpcraturc, from pure crystallized iron-
" ' light excess. The precipi-

ly pressed between folds of

_ ,
for about twelve hours,

^^d whife stTli m'oi^t,^ introduced int'o a bulbed tube of hard glass,

^^d the whole weighed. It was then ignited in a slow stream of

* Handbook of Chem., y, 222. t ^ehrb. der Chem., iii, 626.

I

Ann. Chim. et Phys., xlviii, 602.

I Chem, News. i. 110. in J. nr. Chem.. Ixxsii, 61.

potash-alum by carbonate of soda
^te was not washed or dried, but s

paper, under a heavy wei
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dry air and the water caught by a weighed chlorid of calcium

tube. The loss of weight in the bulbed tube and substance, mi-

nus the increase of weight in the chlorid of calcium tube, would
give the weight of carbonic acid corresponding to the carbonate

of iron, while the carbonate of soda and sulphate of soda would
remain unchanged. The sesquioxyd of iron, remaining in the

bulb, was washed and weighed. Of course, by this method, the

water cannot be estimated, which, according to all previous ob-

servers, exists in all the carbonates in question. In my first

analyses the substances, though not washed, were dried over

sulphuric acid : but three analyses of the same substance, wliieli

gave successively the percentages of carbonic acid, IS-Ti, li'tt')

and 12-95, showed conclusively that the substance lost carbonic

acid by standing. All the other analyses made, both of this and

of the other carbonates, were therefore made with the precipi-

tate, while still moist. The formulas obtained, therefore, express

simply the relation between the acid and the base, and a certain

amount of water must probably in every case be understood.

In every case, more than one preparation was analyzed, to ascer-

tain whether the precipitate had always the same composition.

Of the carbonate of iron four analyses were made, with the

following results

:

re^Oa 80 78-43 7988 79-47 79-09 80-52

CO,
_22_ _2r57_ _20-12 20-S jo^ ^I'l
102 100-00 lOO-Oo' lOO-Oo" 10000 10000

Considering the ease with which the substance loses carbonic

acid, the above results agree with the calculated percentage prob-

ably as closely as could be expected—closely enough, at any

rate, to fix the composition of the substance with sufficient cer-

2. Carbonates of the sesquioxyd of chromium.

Cr^Os, 'iCOo

CraOa, CO.

The earliest analysis of carbonate of chromium is by Meiss.

who found it to contain 77-30 Ct,0„ 15-54 CO^ and T-l'-

Meissner's analysis, however, is quite untrustworthy, as un-

seen from his details of it. According to Lefortf the prec
by carbonated alkalies in the violet salts of chromium is

('

C0,-f4H0; in the green modification only the hydrated
According to Langlois,+ the precipitate by carbonated alka!

ATTA
^^ chromium, dried at 100° C, is Ct^O^, C03+<-'-

6H0. Wallace! precipitates sesquichlorid of chromium bj-

^ Chem. Gaz., 1858, 410, in Jahresb,"i858 70.
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bonate of soda, in very dilute solution, and dries the precipitate
over sulphuric acid. His results give the formula Cr^O,, CO^,
4H0. Barratt* proceeds in the same way as Wallace and ob-
tains the same result, which is also that obtained by Lefort.
The substance which I analyzed was precipitated by carbon-

ate of soda, in slight excess, from crystallized chroriie-potash-
ahm, free from iron and alumina. In the first analysis, given
below, the substance was dried over sulphuric acid: in the others
not. The first analysis was made like those of carbonate of iron.

The wash-water from the oxyd of chromium, left in the bulbed
tube after ignition, was colored yellow from alkaline chromate.
This must have arisen from oxydation of a little oxyd of chro-
mium, by ignition in the air in contact with alkaline carbonate.
The solution was reduced by hydrochloric acid and alcohol, pre-

cipitated by ammonia, and the oxyd of chromium thus obtained
added to the rest. There still remained an error, however, from
the chromic acid having driven out carbonic acid frotn the car-

bonate of soda; and to°avoid this, the other determinations were
made in a stream of hydrogen. In this latter method there would
be a possible source of error, viz., a reduction of the alkaline

sulphate to sulphid. This, however, was extremely small, as the

Wash-water, on heating it with hydrochloric acid, gave off in

every case only a tra^e of sulphuretted hydrogen and either

remained clear, or became only very slightly milky, from pre-

cipitated sulphur.
The analyses of a large number of preparations gave the fol-

lowing results

:

The composition of the first three precipitations comes pretty

near the formula, given above, while the other two vary lar-ely

f'-om it. These two were made in summer, while the others

fere made in cold weather, and it is possible that there may have

Jeen a greater loss of carbonic acid at the higher temperature.

I :im inclined to think, however, that this is not the case, as, m
the last preparation, the liquids were cooled, before precipita-

tion, and the precipitate left to press in a refrigerator, containmg

'J-
It occurred to me that one cause of the varv.ng composition

Of the precipitates might be that basic compoauds might at tirst

go down, before the carbonate of soda was in exces-s as is the

?ase, for example, when ammonia, not in excess, is added to so-

lutions of copper. To ascertain whether this was the case, an

aQalvsis was made of a precipitate, produced by pouring chrome
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alum slowly into carbonate of soda, with constant agitation, tin-

til the alkaline reaction became eomparativelj feeble. In this

way there would be always an excess of carbonate of soda pres-

ent. Two analyses were made of the same preparation.

Cr^O^. "esVe ^'
65-03 64-96

2CO2. 36-24 84-97 35-04

Tocnio 100-00 10000

This seems to prove pretty conclusively that there is a carbon-

ate of chromium, possessing the above formula, and that the

precipitate produced by the alkaline carbonates consists chieflv

of it, generally mixed, however, with variable quantities of a

more basic compound. This latter may very probably be a car-

bonate of chromium, which will be described further on.

As already mentioned, Lefort asserts that the precipitate,

produced by the alkaline carbonates in solutions of the green

modification of sesquioxyd of chromium, is hydrated oxyd, con-

taining no carbonic acid. The following is the result of an

analysis, made by myself, of such a precipitate. The chromium

solution used was prepared by boiling the violet chrome-alum

for about an hour, and cooling the solution before precipitation.

The percentages obtained were 59-38 CrgO, and 40-62 CO,-

The carbonic acid is probably too high, and I regret that I did

not have time to repeat the analysis. It is, however, sufficient

to show that the substance contains carbonic acid, and that its

composition is probably the same as that of the precipitate ob-

tained in the violet modification.
The agreement of the results of Lefort, Wallace and Barratt,

who all make the carbonate of chromium to be CrjOj, C0a4-

4H0, makes it probable that the bicarbonate, above described,

loses its second atom of carbonic acid more readily than the

other and is converted by washing and drying into a more stable

monocarbonate. This latter is also formed, when a boiling solu-

tion of chrome alum is precipitated by carbonate of soda, as is

shown by the following analysis of a precipitate thus prepared •

Cr,03 nn-4:

""'''"
^^.86 78-63

CO3 22- • 22-14 21-32

3. Carbonate of Alumina.

Saussure* considers the precipitate, produced by alkaline car-

bonates in the solutions of alumina, to be a compound of alumina

with a little alkal"
' " ^ ^ -^ .

^1 -im-

itate by carbonate

* Jour. Phya, Ui, 290. l Chem. Soc, Qa J

the solutions of alumina, to be a compound ot aiu.i^'-

3 alkaline carbonate. Musprattf finds that the precip-

bonate of ammonia in alum is SAl^Og, 200^ +loii^'
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Muspratt does not mention whether he tested the substance for
ammonia, which it should contain, according to H. Eose,* who
finds that the precipitate, after being washed, first with hot and
then with cold water, has the composition, Al^O,, 3H0+NH,0,
SCOj +H0. Langloisf finds the precipitate bj alkaline carbon-
ates iQ the salts ofalumina to be 3(A1,03, C0,)+5(Al,O3, 8H0).
Wallace:}: precipitates the chlorid by carbonate of soda, in very
dilute solution, and dries the precipitate over sulphuric acid. He
gives the formula, SAl.O^, 200^, 9H0. Bley§ obtains percent-
ages of carbonic acid varying from 5-27 to 11-39, in the precipi-
tate, produced by alkaline carbonates in solutions of alum, and
considers it to be a mere mixture, of variable composition. Bar-
ratt|j finds that the precipitate by carbonate of soda in chlorid of
aluminum, after washing, drying, rubbing with water and again
washing and drying over sulphuric acid, consists of alumina, free

from carbonic acid.

The precipitates, which I have examined, were precipitated by
carbonate of soda, in slight excess, from alumina-potash-alum,
free from iron. The mode of analysis, used in the iron and
chromium compounds, was not applicable in this case. The
strongly alkaline wash-water, from the ignited alumina, contained

alumina in large quantity, showing that aluminate of soda had
been formed and carbonic acid, therefore, driven out of the car-

bonate of soda. Attempts to overcome this difficulty, by taking

^'eighed quantities of alum and carbonate of soda, in equivalent

proportions, and by exactly neutralizing the solution of alum by
carbonate of soda, did not give good results. The method finally

adopted was to wash the substance with water saturated with

carbonic acid, until a portion of the filtrate, after being boiled to

«xpel carbonic acid, gave no alkaline reaction. This would
probably give correct results, since the water, bemg already sat-

urated with carbonic acid, would hardly wash out any from the

substance. The latter, moreover, would hardly absorb any more

carbonic acid from the water, since, during the precipitation, free

carbonic acid is given off in great quantity and the alumina must

nave combined with as much carbonic acid as it would be possi-

ble for it to take up. In other respects, the smalyses were con-
'^"-'-J '• '

^
- ' ' -- -^ -— The following are

20-87 2068 2405 18-63 \%Q9 -^"^^ -_

Tmm 100^ loooo loo-oo loooo loooo loo-

Inn., xcii. 452. t Ann.Chim. et Phys, [3] dvi

}a2., 1858. 410, in Jahresb.. 1858. 70. § J- pr- Chera., xxxix, 1

!fews, i, 110, ia J. pr. Chem., Ixxxii, 61.
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Preparation I. was analyzed in April : Preps. 11. and TIL in

summer: Prep. IV. also in summer ; but, to avoid a possible loss

of carbonic acid in hot weather, it was precipitated from cooled

solutions of alum and carbonate of soda, washed with ice-water

saturated with carbonic acid, and pressed in a refrigerator. The

variable composition of the substance led me to suppose that ii

was a mixture of more than one substance, and, for the same

reasons as in the case of the carbonate of chromium, led me
to make the following analyses of precipitates, produced by

pouring alum into carbonate of soda, until the alkaline renction

became weak. Both were prepared in hot weather, but with the

precautions above mentioned.

The composition of the first preparation comes pretty near the

formula, while that of the second is very much like that of the

substances, precipitated in the other way. Possibly in this last

precipitate, the alum may have been "poured in too rapidly,

without agitation of the liquid, and thus caused, at the point

where it fell, temporary excess of alum, thus affording the same

probable cause for error as in the other mode of precipitation.

The above results lead to this, I think, as the most probable con-

clusion : viz., that the normal carbonate of alumina possesses the

composition Al^Og, CO3, analogous to that of tlie carbonates ot

iron and glucina and one of the carbonates of chromium; «ina

that the precipitate, produced by the alkaline carbonates in solu-

tions of alumina, consists chiefly of this normal carbonate, gen-

erally mixed, however, with more or less of a more basic salt or

of hj^drate of alumina.

4. Carbonate of Glueina.

G2O3, CO,.

Schaffgotsch* gives an analysis of a carbonate of glucinn, pre-

cipitated by boiling a solution of glucina in carbonate of ammo-

nia. He finds the percentages, 47 53 G.O^, 17-57 CO, a"^

34-90 HO, corresponding most nearly to the formula, SG.}Jv

2C0, +9H0. Weerenf gives analyses of precipitates, obtained

by boiling solutions of glucina in carbonate of ammonia, xmaer

somewhat different circumstances, and obtains the iornju^^r

40,03+400, + imO: 3G3O3+2CO, + 10HO: lG,0,+^^y'
-I-14H0. For a precipitate by carbonate of ammonia, not m
excess, from a neutral solution of glucina in hydrochloric acio,

he obtaias the formula, llGaO,+6C03-i-26HO.
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The salt of glucina, which I used, was prepared by dissolvincr
glucina in a sligi.t excess of sulphuric acid and washing out tl.S

excess of acid with alcohol. Tlie glucina ustd had been freed
from alumina and iron, by dissolving it in sesquicarbonate of
fimmoniaand precipitating it by boiling, and by again dissolving
H in caustic soda and precipitating it by boiling. From tlie sul-
phate, thus obtained, the carbonate was precipitated by carbonate
of soda, in slight excess, and analyzed in the same way as the
carbonate of iron. The wash-water from the ignited glucina
contained no glucina, no glucinate of soda having been lormed.
Analyses of two preparations gave the following results:

60 lOu-OO 100 00 100 00 10000

If glucina be regarded as a protoxyd, as it has been by some
chemists, the above results would correspond to the formula,
3G0, CO, (calculated, G.=4-7, 63-40 GO and 36-60 CO,).

5. Carbonate of the sesquioxyd of Uranium.

The precipitate, produced by carbonate of potash in nitrate of
(Cranium, after being washed with cold water and dried in the
''i^ has, according to Ebelmen,* the following composition:

366 KO, 8-87 CO,, 81-98 U3O3 and 10-49 HO; and is probably

The precipitates, which I have examined, were precipitated,

some from the sulphate, others from the nitrate of uranium, by
carbonate of soda, in as small excess as possible. The general

pode of analysis, described under carbonate of iron, could not

oe employed here. There would be a variable mixture left in

the bulbed tube, after ignition, consisting partly of uranate of

Soda (formed when sesquioxyd of uranium is ignited with car-

bonate of soda) and partly of proto-sesquioxyd of uranium.

^he substance was, therefore, ignited in a stream of dry hydro-

gen, free from carbonic acid, and the carbonic acid absorbed by
^ weighed soda-lime tube.f In this way, the sesquioxyd 13

j^t^Tjus method of aWbinJ^

t:!-^^'V%11^

^\ This has the advantage that it absorbs a large part ot the M
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reduced to protoxyd, which does not drive out carbonic acid

from carbonate of' soda. Tiie residue in the bulb was washed

somewhat, ignited, evaporated to dryness with hydrochloric acid

and clilorid of arnrnoniurn, and ignited in a stream of hydrogen.

After thorough washing, it was again ignited in hydrogen and

weighed as UO. This process is, according to Rose,* the best

method for separating uranium from the alkalies.

The three following analyses were of precipitates from the

nitrate. The first two were dried : the last was not.

3U2(

The five next analyses were of precipitates from the sulphate.

The last was precipitated by pouring the sulphate of uranium

into the carbonate of soda: the others, as usual, by pouring the

carbonate of soda into the uranium solution.

Notwithstanding the tolerably close agreement of the above

results with the formulas just given, I am strongly inclined to

think that these formulas do not express the true composition ot

the precipitates. A portion of one of the precipitates, after very

protracted washing with cold water, still contained alkah, show-

ing the presence of uranate of soda.f This result might indeed

be inferred, almost with certainty, from the very strong affinity

of sesquioxyd of uranium for the alkalies4 On account of this

impurity, as well as the ease with which all these carbonates ap-

pear to lose carbonic acid, the observed percentage of carbom|.

acid should be less than the calculated. Instead of this, it is i»

nearly every case larger. I suspect, therefore, that the precipi-

tates in question are mixtures of a less basic carbonate ^Mt

uranate of soda. More of the latter appears to be formed m tti

_

precipitate from the sulphate of uranium than in that from tne

nitrate. Why this should be I cannot explain. What the true

composition of the carbonate of uranium would be, if it cou
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be obtained pure, may be with probability inferred from the
composition of its double salts with carbonate of potash and with
carbonate of ammonia, in which it exists, according to Ebelmen,*
as U^Og, CO^. On the other hand, as the salts of the sesqui-
oxyd of uranium, with the stronger acids, contain only one
equivalent of acid, instead of three like those of the other ses-

quioxyds, analogy with the carbonates just described should
make the carbonate of uranium contain less than one equivalent
of acid to one of base. The first view is, however, I think, the
more probable one.

Summary of the above results.

The following is a brief summary of the principal results

arrived at in the foregoing pages:
1. All the carbonates in question, except, perhaps, the carbon-

ate of uranium, lose carbonic acid readily, during the processes
of washing and drying. To this may, in a great measure, be
attributed the discordant results of previous observers.

2. The precipitate, produced by the alkaline carbonates in

solutions of the persalts of iron, has the composition FejO,, COj.
3. The precipitate by the alkaline carbonates, in the violet

salts of the sesquioxyd of chromium, varies somewhat in com-
position, but approaches the formula CraO^, 200^ and is proba-
bly a mixture of this with a little of the more basic salt next
mentioned. The results of previous observers render it nearly-

certain that the above precipitate, by washing and drying, is

converted into a more stable salt of the composition Cr^Og, COj.
This latter is formed, when the precipitation takes place at the

'^oJhng point. The precipitate in the green solutions of chro-

mium consists of carbonate, not of oxyd as stated by Lefort, and
tas probably the same composition as in the violet salts.

4. The precipitate by the fixed alkaline carbonates, in the salts

^^ alumina varies in composition, but approaches the formula

^5.03, CO, and is probably a mixture of this with a more basic

salt. Both in this and in the case of the carbonate of chromium,
^^^ normal salt may be obtained nearly free froni basic com-

pounds, by pouring the alumina or chromium solution into that

^^ the alkaline carbonate, instead of the reverse, so as to have

^vvays an excess of the alkali.
. , , .

5. The precipitate by the alkaline carbonates, m the salts of

glucina, has the composition G3O3, CO3..
.

6. The precipitate by the alkaline carbonates, m solutions

of the sesquioxyd of uranium, is undoubtedly a mixture of

l^ranate of the alkali and carbonate of uranium. The latter, if

^^ could be obtained pure, would very probably have the compo-

* Ann. Chim. et Phys., [3], t, 206-208.
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iition U2O3, CO2, in which state it exists, according toEbelmen,
n its double suits with the carbonates of potash and ammonia.

Ill conclusion, it will be observed that none of these carbon-

itescoiifonn to the theory of Berzelins, that the number of atoms

•f acid, in a neutral salt, corresponds to the number of atoms of

Lxygen in the base. On the contrary, their composition is gen-

rallv tlie same as that of the salts of the protoxyds, one atom

>f acid to one of base.

Laboratory of the Lawrence Scientific School, Cambridge, July, 1862.

Art. XXJX.—Supplements to the Enumeration of Plants of Dr.

Cvllecii

p. 261.)

(contir

Supplement l.— Comferce, by Drs. Parry and Engelmann.

Dr. Parry collected too few specimens of the following

Coniferse for distribution, but as his notes are replete with inter-

est they are given here (under marks of quotation) together wiih

a few remarks of my own. g. E-

Abies grandis, Lindl. Not common in this region, resembling much

the Eastern A. balsamea, Fendler's N. Mex. No. 828 is the same.

Abies Douglasii, Lindl. "Abundant through the eastern mountain

district, except on the higher elevations. A veiv sightly tree, of the

average height of 80 feet, with a graceful oval outline; the spreading

branches curving upwards at the extremities. Wood of slow growth, but

very mditferent, inclined to warp and crack, turning reddi.^i-l'rown
'J

drying." This species, as well as the nearly allied A. Canadensis, is well

distinguished from all our other Pines by the distinctly petioled leaves.

Fendler's N. Mex. No. 829.
Abies Menziesii, Lindl. "A finely shaped tree, though of ratlj'-r

-

outline, of rapid growth ; wood very compact, hut rather coarse u-

and pitchy; tlie lugs taper too rapully to saw up to advantage."
'

pendulous from tlie end of the branches. Leaves stouter than ii

other alhed species, stiff

acterized by the .'-lender and

Probably the same as the northe

from Canada to the norllrern liockv Mountains, where it has been
^f^'

ered by Bourgeau
; but it has not' fallen under Dr. Parry's or Dr. Hay;

den's observation, on the headwaters of the Kettle, Colorado, Mis^.""
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"composing almost the entire forest growth of the mountain slopes of
Middle Park about the head of Grand River: a magnificent tree, 80 to
100 feet high, with an even, columnar trunk, below, 2-2^ feet in diameter,
tapering upwards; of rapid growth ; bark scaly, smooth and quite thin,
of a purplish-brown color, full of tannin, and quite different from the
rough brown bark of A. nigra of Wisconsin; wood remarkably white and
soft, free of knots and scarcely resinous, preferred for inside work." Could
this be Abies rubra Loud., and specifically distinct from A. nigra?
Pixrs ARisTATA, Engelm., in St. Louis Transact., vol, 2, tab. 5 and 6.

Dr. Parry had the good luck to discover this very peculiar and exclusively
alpine species " which does not descend lower than 9000 or 10,000 feet,"

on the higher mountains of Clear Creek. As a full description and a
figure has been given in the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy, I

confine myself here to the statement that it is our only representative of
Endlicher's section, Pseudostrobus, which comprises numerous Mexican, a
few Central American, and a single West Indian species; it is character-
ized by quinate entire leaves and horizontal ovate cones, with thin apo-
physes on the long-raucronate or aristate scales, and small winged seeds.
Ir< sheltered situations it forms a tree 40 or 50 feet high and 1 or 2 feet in

exceedingly slow, as a stick of scarcely more than one inch in diameter,

brought back by Dr. Parry, shows nea'rly fifty annual rings, some of them

B-V of a line, and none mo're than ^ of a line wide.

^7 Dr. James, has to some extent remained doubtful, as his description in

the account of Long's Expedition, and Torrey's diagnosis in the Annals
of the New York Lyceum (vol. ii, p. 249) are based on notes only, no
specimens having been collected. By later writers it has been ignored,

until Mr. Fendler in 1847 collected it on the mountains above Santa Fe,

(Coll. K Mex. No. 832), when a short notice was published by tlie writer

•I the appendix to Wislizenus' Memoir of a Tour to New Mexico, etc.,

1848. Endlicher, in his Synopsis Coniferarura, 184Y, does not enumerate
't, and Carriere in his Traite des Coniferes, 1855, credits it to W islizenus,

translating only my short remarks. Nuttall, however, had already (in

^849) given a somewhat extended account of it, with a poor figure, m the

""Titinuation of Michaux's Sylva (vol. iii, p. 107, pi. 112), without clearing

''•' t'"^ doubts, which Dr. Parry in his present expedition, 1862, is ex-

's finally to settle. My brother, H. Engelraann, collected it on the

" aters of the Platte, and Dr. Hayden on the mountams about Uie

aters of the Yellowstone, Missouri and Columbia rivers Dr.

notes that the cones grow several together, "semipendulous at the

, ---"iity of the horizontal branchiets; '
"" "' "

Near Santa Fe it grows ; , the elevatio

10,000 feet, and in 1 ,, ^. . ....
•^^ars "pendulous" cones, according to Fendler s note, rtnus fiexuis is

^•taialy intermediate between the sections Cembra and Strobm of

Endlicher, and unites the two, as does P.cembroides, Newberry, Pac.f.
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R Rep., vol. vi, Bot, p. 44, not Zucc.,* if, indeed, this is not a mere form of

P.fiexilis, approaching by its short cones close to P. Cemhra. The large

seeds of P. fiexiUs are, as Dr. James already stated and as Dr. Hayden
confirmed, eaten by the Indians. They are distinguished from those of

any other of our Pines by a persistent, sharp, keeled margin, representing

the wing.

PiNus PONDEROSA, Dongl., is ''common throughall the lower valleys

lasii and A. Menziesii; a most v

No. 831. Male aments eylindrici

of dry siibnipine ridges, forming the principal part of the forest tliere, and

or 40 feet high, with slim and tapering trunk a foot in diameter, a

smoothish, grayish-brown bark, detached in thin scales, and tough but

coarse wood, which is liable to warp, and rarely cut into boards."

Genera, stated that

ulis, viz., his own (E.

Jbkaulis and (E. pinnati/da. In Plantce Wrightiance I had come to

the. conclusion that Pursh was right, not then knowing the seeds of (t.

pinnatijida, Nutt. Consequently, when good fruit of the latter came to

hand, in Wright's second collection, in Pi. Wright, 2, p. 56, I carelessly

referred the specimens to (E. coronopi/olia, on account of their seeds, not-

withstanding their longer capsules, overlooking the other character, and

wrongly supposing that Nuttall's description of the seeds of his (E.pif-

natifida or Bradburiana somehow belonged to (E. coronopifoUa, which,

as 1 had shown in PI. Fendlerian*, has such seeds, while those oi(E. «'-

hicaaUs are longer and smooth. Dr. Engelmann has recently corrected

this oversight, and in the following memorandum has established the three

species upon a good foundation. I greatly doubt the distinctions based

upon the duration of the root, although CE. albkaulis and CE. coronopj^

lia generally, if not always, have the appearance of being perennial, while

Nut-pines, including the following four species : Pinu* monophyllos, Torrey and Fre-

mont, with single (not connate, as^Endlicher would have it) leave.; P. ed«/i^. Eng*^ J
with^2Jeaves ; P. ce^nbroides, Zucc, (including P. Llaveana, Schiede. not Torr

•j'l^J

Tom S'rMex. Bound!!'p.'20S,l lir'^\ihZ-5,'mZxy7\Uv''i^ O'l"""
^'''''h'Ts-

taken principally from the bracts of the younir shoots, strengthen the
^'F'^'f*^, <^

SlSrSe Ss'SrinXr f"rS^ '''^T I ''f'^^f^^^^^^^^

i wing, besides, is very thick,

though Sleaved, Califoniian P. Tm-reyana,
^'^"{..^t

'

ck. and of a rnrUv siihatanro The eTCat VariaDllU
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';na//;/ifi?a flowers early from a slender monocarpic root; I should
v much upon the shape and size of the petals; and the leaves are

uiymorphous. But, in brief,

coRONOPiFOLiA, Torr. and Oray, is well marked by the strong vil-

ot the throat of the calyx, the short and thick, ovoid-oblong, or at

biong capsules, and the large, oval or oblong, strongly cos-

calyx glabrous (rarely with a few-

gated and stouter capsules, and
°-

ibs),apicu-

s forms, has elongated-oblong and perfectly

closely sessile by a broad

i e, and mostly porrected or divaricate from the axis which bears them,

Dr. Parry's No. 116 is (E. pinnatifida ; his 117, probably a canescent

"'J-in of CE\ albkaulis ; neither are in fruit.

The following fiommunieation from Dr. Engelmann was received too late

for insertion inlts proper place in the July No. of the Journal, a. g.]

"A large suite of specimens enables me to clear up some difficulties

which hnve environed the following species of (Enothera.

"1. (ExoTriERA coRONOHiFOLiAfTorr. & Gr. Fl. 1, p. 245; Gray, PI.

^endl., p. 43. Perennis, saepe niulticaulis, huniihs, erecta seu erecto-

Patula, puberulo-canescens, strigosa seu liispida; ti-lns inhniis lineari-spa-

thul-itis, caeteris pectinato pinnatifidis; tubo calych ad faucem dense villo-

'o; petalis saborbiculatis integrisHUimma. aequan ti bus pistil lo brevioribus;

capsula ovato-seu lineari-oblonga torulosa bad nunc m pedKeUem brevis-

^niu?n altenuata suberecta ; seminibus magnis ovatis turgtdts *«^j'^^'««'*

Feodler (No. 222) near Santa Fe, along wat

on the sandhills of th ' " "'
l^igh

: flower white, turning 'deep red, about an incli in ciiameier : cnpu.e

'n Fendler's specimens about an inch long, in Hayden'soniy about 4 lines

'ong, thicker than in the allied species: seeds yellowish-brown, about a

^'"e long, thick, beset with tubercles armnged in longitudinal rows

"2. &NOTHERA PINNATIFIDA, Nutt., Geu. 1, p. 245 ; 1 orr. & Gr. Fl. 1,

P- 494. (E albicaulis Pursh, Fl. 2, p. 733 : DC. Prodr 3, p 51, non

^m. (E. Purshii, Do;. Syst. 2, p. 688. (E Purshiana, Sjeud Norn 2

P-20T : Annua seu biennis, humilis, diffusa, (rarissime erecta) puberu a,

^^»i«s sursum hirsuta ; foliis imis obovato-spatulatis acutis seu obtus.s inte-

gH.,caeteris pinnatifidis saepe ciliatis
;
tnbo

^.<'^y^\''fJZ^an^.n'-
P^ioiUs late obcordalis seu pmfuvde emargmatis genttalm mperaniw in

,

'capsula lanceolato lineari torulosa sessili suberecta

fdh utrumgue apkulatis foveolatis seriatim inter ^''^'^^ "''P^;!'":"

^ notatis. San<ly soil on White River, Upper Missouri, Nuttall Gey

^^icollet's Expedition, Dr. Hayden ; Las Vegas and Santa Fe,Ne

f , Dr. Wislizenus, Mr. Fendler; the latter's specimens few m
^earini; his private number 239, were distributed with others of t

^Pecies-undcr \o 223- Southe n New Mexico, Wright (referred

Uspositis elegan-
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coronopifolia in PI. Wright, 1, p. 69.) All the specimens I have seen an
either annual (sometimes simple and one-flowered) or, usually, biennial,

with rosulate entire radical leaves; branching from the base, ditfiise or

even decumbent ; an erect form was collected by A. Gordon on the Upper

Canadian River, Xo. 29, similar to the last species in habit. Stems usually

4-6 inches high, but, according to Nuttall, the decumbent branches some-

times 2 feet long. Flowers 2|-3 inches in diameter, white, turning pale

red: capsule 1-lf inches long: seeds very regularly and prettily pitted

between the longitudinal ribs, 0-6-0-'7 of a line long, yellow. Don and

Steudel have changed Nuttall's earlier name, but his must stand and

Humboldt's plant, described five years later under the same name, loay

receive the name of (E. Humboldtii.
"3. (Enothera albicaulis, Nuttall in Fras. Cat., 1813, & Gen. 1, p.

245; Torr. & Gr. Fl. 1, 495; Gray PI. Wright 1, p. 69, & 2, p. 5S:

Perennis, glabra, puberula seu hirsuta ; caulis coriice albida i.

nitente ; foliis maxime variis
;
petalis orhkulato-ovatis i

minus attenuatis iniegris stamina superautibus pistillu

sapsula e basi cmssiore sessili lineari divarkata saepe fiexu
ceminihus minoribus lineari-lanceolatis laevibus. A comn
western plains, extending into Oregon, New Mexico andCh
"^'"^-1 habit, growth and foHage a " " ^

. .

nized by the unvarying characters of the flower a
„„,! „i._ ^"i white glistening stems and 1

1 off in the manner of many 1

uso by its white glistening stems and branches, t

If-lf inches in diameter, at last turn pale-red ;
the very slender

capsule, connected by a very thick base with the stem, is usually VU
inches long, and spreads at right angles, or is curved or twisted in various

directions. Seeds smooth, dark-brown, lance-linear and usually very acute

at one end, and 0-8 line long; var. 8, has smaller (0-6 line) and obtuse

seeds. According to foliage and pubescence I arrange the specimens be-

fore me under the following varieties

:

a. Foliis basi in 2>etiolum brevem attenuatis.

Var. a. Nutallii : erecta, glabriuscula seu puberula, simplex seu ra-

mosa ; foliis linearibus seu lanceolatis seu oblongis integris vel plus minu

dentatis. Here belongs (E. pallida, Dougl., w^ith its variety leptophj/m

Torr, & Gr., as already indicated by Prof. Gray. Nuttall describes tn'S

form as sometimes 3 feet high, and Geyer notes that in the sandy r^^*'"'

of Devil's Lake and at the sources of St. Peter's River it forms shn:

bushes of the size of Spartium scoparium, growing even 4 feet biiil^ •

it seems more usually between one and two feet high. Leaves l-2i '>'

long and 1-6 lines wide. One of the broadest leaved forms is Flo-

N. Mex. No. 224.
Tar. (9. RtJxciNATA :• branchiato-ramosa, patula, glabra, puber^a seu

canescens
; foliis lanceolatis grosse seu sinuato-dentatis. This is t*; P

nattjida. Gray PI. Fendl., p. 43 (description and most of the spf"'I
No. 223, all those with the private number 243). Fendler gat^er^ »

near Santa Fe; Fremont in his 3d Expedition collected a glabrous Ji-
222) and a very canescent (No. 178) form, the latter with 6ing«l^'y

short but apparently fertile capsules, scarcely' 3 lines long.
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b. Foliis basi lata truncata sessilibus.

grayish, 4-6 lines long, acutish, or often rounded at the end.

Var. d. TRiCHOCALYX : erecta, parce ramosa, canescenti-hirsuta; fo-

liis lanceolatis seu lanceolato-oblongis sinuato-dentatis. Las Vejjas, New
Mexico, Dr. Wislizenus, No. 473.—This is no doubt Nuttall's (E. tricho-

calyx, Torr. & Gr. Fl. 1. c, the specific identity of which with (E. albi-

caulis Prof. Gray has already indicated. The long hair on the stem, ovary,

and especially the calyx, consists of a single cell, remarkably broad at

base, tapering to an acute point;—it is however the form of hair I find

in all long-haired CEnotherce. g. e.

Supplement III.—Revision of the genus Castilleia ; by A. Gray.

CASTILLEIA, Liun. f.

The species of this genus are most troublesome and unsatisfactory, not

only on account of the difficulty of investigating the dried specimens, but

also from the variability of the characters which have been relied npon
in arranging them, and especially of the calyx. Although the latter af-

fords good charactei-s ou the whole, yet the degree of fission and the form
of the lobes are far from being constant in several species; and the same
remark applies in a measure to the relative length of the galea and of

the lower lip. The structure of the lower lip is likely to afford some good

characters ; but they are not readily nor very safely to be derived from

dried specimens. Bentham's four sections (in De CandoUe's Prodromus)
do not prove to be as distinct as they would seem. The second and the

third were better combined into one, which will include all our North

American species but two. The fourth section is pretty well marked, but

not absolutelv. Of the first, which would appear to be quite distinct, I

nave no specimens. Beginning with Bentham's fourth section, smce this

comprises the original species :

—

§ 1. HEMICHKOMA or EUCASTILLEIA. Calyx (saepe incurvus)

antice profunde fissus, postice leviter bifidus siepius 4-dentatus.

C. LiNARi^FOLiA, Benth., is one of the best characterized and the

aiost northern species. It is known by its long, narrow and glabrous

cauline leaves which are not dilated at the base, the floral ones scarlet-

colored, by the subulate teeth of the calyx, and by the long and narrow

galea, which is more slender and falcate than in C. tenmfiora ; the lobes

of the lower lip linear-subulate. But the flowers are not always sessile,

»or the leaves only one-nerved and entire; these are often 3-cleft or 3-

Paned, and more or less distinctly 3-nerved at the base. To this species

plearly belongs G.falgeu., Nutt. in herb. Philad., and C. ca»<f«« Durand

'« Pacif. R. R. Rep. 5. p. 12. (But No. 70 of the Cal.forn.an (Fort Te-

Jon) collection of Xantus, also specimens collected by Dr Newberry in the

Colorado expedition which I had mistaken for C. candens, belong to C.

''ffinis). This is No. 583 of Fendler's New Mexican collection, and 246

^^ Df. Parry's Rocky Mountain collection.
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C. TENUIFLORA, Beiuh., V\. Hartw. No. 191, as Bentham intimates,

should probably include C. longijlora, Kunze, and C. canescens, Beiith.,

(which is Gregg's No. 434, 610, and Coulter's No. 1354), all from Mexico.

C. Orizaba I have not seen, unless Coulter's No. 1352 and 1353 be-

long to it.

C. nssiFOLiA, Linn. f. (No. 835, coll. Venezuel. Fendler). To this

Weddell refers all the five other South American species of this section,

including even C. integrifolia, Linn. f.

C. LAXA, Gray in Bot. Mex. Bound., p. 119, of Arizona (coll. C.Wright,
No. 1490), has a broader calyx and corolla than any of its allies, the for-

mer very thin-tnembrHnaceous, colored, and with obtuse teeth, the galea

slightly falcate ; the leaves thin and not dilated at the insertion.

§ 2. EUCHROMA (inch Callkhnma). Calyx antice et postice fissus,

segmentis integris eraarginatis vel bifidis.

I liave nothing to say of the six Mexican and South American species

m the Prodromus. The proper North American ones I understand as

Radice annua vel bienni.

-t~ Integrifolioe.

C. AFFisis, Hook. & Arn. Folia lineari seu lanceolato-attenuata, flo-

raha raro trifida : flores pi. m. pedicellati : calyx usque ad medium bifidus,

segmentis angustis saepius biHdis vel emarginatis : galea elongata falcata;

labium brevissimum.—The calyx is generally cylindrical, more or less

curved, and reddish, and the wholly exserted galea 6 to 8 lines long: bat

the species, I believe, passes by regular gradations into the
Van MINOR, Gray in Bot. Mex, Bound., p. 119 (Euchroma simplex snd

E, lanceolata, Nutt. in herb. Acad. Philad.), which has smaller flowers,

less colored floral leaves, a green and herbaceous calvx the galea of the

pale corolla only three or four lines long. Hartweg's No. ] 877 is a good

intermediate form. The calyx in both forms (as I have elsewhere noted)

varies with its segments deeply bifid, moderately bidentate, or entire.

C. iNDivisA, Engelm. Folia caulina lineari-lanceolata, floralia obr^

dilatata rarius sublobata : flores pessile.s : calycis segraenta lata
-

emargmata; galea brevis breviter exserta. I have not the means ci-

ting this with C. lithospermoides.

-t--t~ LadniatlfoUce.
C. cocciKEA, Spreng. The only annual, or perhaps biennial, species

with kcmiately cleft leaves; confined to North America east of tne

Rocky Mountains, and mostly east of the great plains, ranging from Ru-

pert's Land to Texas.

# * Radice perenni.

-^ Foliis fioralibus superne pi m. dilatatis et coloratis.

•^ Villosopubentes, vel infeme glabroe, pube versus apicem caulis, etc.,

patente pilosa vel hirsuia stepius viscosa.

C PARviFLORA, Bongard. Fere undique piloso-pubescens vel birsuta,

IX hispida: folia pleraque trifida vel pinnato-laciniata, floralibus
apice

^pissime rubro-colorata: calycis segmenta aut emarginato-biloba,
aut

. linearibus : corolla labium brevissifflum.
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—This is apparently the commonest species and of widest ranjre west of the
Kocky Mountains, extending from Russian America to Southern Califor-
nia. The name given by Bongard is much the earliest, but not a'good
one, benig founded upon what, I believe, is only a northern forjn of Ben-

n s C. htspida (a later and scarcely more appropriate name), wi
developed corolla. The length of the galea appears to be siibjei
ition in this species, as in C. pallida, and the calyx-sogments still r

nt species may be referred : C.coccinea, Lindl. Bot. Reg.
--- ^..^.. ^j..eng.), which, as its calyx-segments are described as bein^

dilated and retuse, Mr. Bentham should rather have referred to his 6'

Doughsii. Euchroma amjusUfoUa and E. Bradhurii, Nutt. ! in Jour!
Acad. Philad. V, p. 44, 47 (1834), both hirsute forms with deeply deft
and narrow calyx-segments. Ca.Htilleia htspida, Bentli. in Hook. Fl. Bor.
Ara. (fc in DC. Prodr., iO, p. 532. C. Douglasii, Benth. iu DC I. c.
?• 530

;
the commoner form, with oblong or more dilated and slightly

lobed or cleft calyx-segments. C. desertorum, Geyer in Hook. Kew Jour
^ot. 5, p. 258, which is just Nuttall's E. angustifolia, but with partly
yellow bracts. E. macrocalyx, E. villosa, E. laciniata, and E. viscosa
^m. in herb. Acad. Philad.

C. PALLIDA, Kunth. Inferne saepius glabra vel glabrata, caule versus
apicetii calycibusque villosis: folia inferiora sa^pissune Integra (e forma

aibido-colorata
: calycis segmenta bifida seu biloba: galea aut breviuscula

autelongata.—The most northern species, and extending round the world
^n the bordei-s of the arctic zone. I ara well satisfied (especially from
>V late Mountain specimens, clearly all of one species) that the' galea
yaiies much in length or degree of development,—the lower lip remain-
ing nearly uniform,—and that, accordingly, C. Sibirica and C. aeptentrio-
nalis of Lindley are states of one species, C. pallida,—to which belong
C- acuminata, Spreng. (Bartsia acuminata, Pursh), C. occidentalis, Torr.
(a dwarf alpine form), Euchroma lutescens, Nutt. in herb. Acad. Philad.,

^ar. MisiATA : viridior, inferne glabra; foliis floralibus pi. m. miniatis;
?»Iea elongata raagis exserta. C. miniata, Dough, Benth. Euchroma
megrifolia, Nutt. in herb. Hook. & Acad. Philad. This is pretty well

^narked on the whole ; but ia Rocky Mountain specimens it runs both into

pallida and septentrionalis. As to ''C. pallida var. Unalaschensis, Cham.
and Schlecht.," from Sitcha, my specimens from Bongard consist of nar-

row-leaved ones with a short galea (true C. pallida) and a broader-leave<l

^ne with elongated galea, good C. septentrionalis, apparently, referred b/
Bentham to C. miniata. C. No. 1, Bourgeau's coll. in Pailiser's Exped.,
's ^- miniata with the upper cauline and floral leaves unusually cleft.

C. LATiFOLiA, Hook. & Am. Undique viscoso-hirsuta, laxe ramosa:
wlia brevia, obovata, obtusissima, plerisque Integra, floralia apice dila-

^ata, 3-5-lobata, rubro-colorata: calycis segmenta lata eraarginato-biloba:

corolla parva.
'A well-marked Califo-"^"" cr.,^;«« TUa onmn^r^r„i^\rr

Jjiort and broad calyx is sometimes ec
"oies much deeper posteriorly.

.

-^ -^-^ TomentoscE, vel puhe caulis 1.

^'1- imegra, vel trifida.
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a. Incance ; calycis negmentis dilalatis suhintegris.

C. FOLioLosA, Hook. & Am. Floccoso-tonientosa, tomento e pilis

ramosissimis ! Caules suffruticosi cum tbliis adultis quandoque glabrescen-
tes : galea ultra segmenta calycis spathulato-oblonga saepius retusa leviter

exserta.—The peculiarity of the pubescence is indicated in Bot. Mex.
Bound. Survey, p. 118.

C. LANATA, Gray in Bot. Mex. Bound., 1. c. Herbacea, tomento arach-

noideo appresso albo-lanata: flores fere C.foliosoe, sed majores.

b. Cinereo'puherulce vel suhtomentosce ; calycis segmentis scepissime hifi-

dis ; galea exserta. Folia supra nunc glabra.

C. INTEGRA, Gray in Bot. Mex. Bound. 1. c. Caulis laxe tomentosus:
folia (sjepms tomentulosa) omnia integeirima, vel floralia sublobata, raro

trifida: flores sesquipollicares, galea inajore et labio breviore quam C.

purpnreoe.—Bes\des the numbers already cited, this is No. 244 of Parry's

Rocky Mountain collection (a dwarf or subalpine form) ; and my C. (omen-
tosa, from Mabibi, Arizona, Thurber, appears to be a more' tomentose
state of the same species, the flowers in the specimen not well developed.
It IS closely related to C. purpurea, and perhaps runs into it. To that, at

least, I now refer the undistributed specimens of Wright's first collection.

C. PURPUREA, Don. Caulis tomentulosus vel cineretis : folia pubera vel

glabrata, superiora vulgo cum floralibus trifida seu laciniata : flores polH-

cares, labio minus quam in aflSnibus abbreviato (2-2^ lin. longo). Flo-

ral leaves varying from cherry-red to flesh-color, or light yellow." Lower lip

of the corolla by no means half the length of the galea in well developed
flowei-s. To this species belongs C. angusiifoha. Gray in Bot. Mei.

Bound. 1. c, excluding the synonymy, and excluding the plant of H.
Engelraann from Bridger's Pass, the latter being C. miniata. It is, ac-

cordmgly, Wright's No. 1491 and 1492, and Lindheiraer's 488 and 669.

^.,-^-r ^<'^"« (plerisque 3-5-Jidis lobis linearibus) floralibus apice nee

''''•''°

-J
coloratis. Calyx aut cequaliter aut antice profmdius fissus,

los(B vel subcin

lin. longa.

^ C. BREviFLORA, Gray, PI. Parry, No. 243. (Euchroma breviflora, Nutt
m herb. Philad.) Spithamaea, spica densa, florescente vix polhcari;

calyce ovoideo-oblongo, lobis lanceolatis ; corollse lutea tubo kre incluso,

labio inferiore triplicato-saccato breviter trifido, lobis oblongis obtusis.--

Rocky Mountams, Nutlall, Parrv, No. 243. A well-marked species of

this genus; the lip of the corolla" about as long in proportion to the galea

as in C. sessiliflora, but more trisaccate,—therefore one of the transiUous
to Orthocarpus. The calvx in flowers of the same spike is sometimes
about equally cleft behind 'and before, and sometimes split in front while

ihe posterior cleft is no deeper than that between the lateral lobes.

t tie third section of Orthocarpus and Castllleia.
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Euchroma albida, Niitt. in herb. Acad. Pbilad., is Orthocarpus aftenu-
aius, Gray in Bot. Wliippl. Exped. Pacif. K. R. Rt-p. 4, p. 121. This is
the "0. No. 1," of Dr. Lyall's collection on the Oregon Boundary, from
JLopez Island, distributed at Kew Gardens,

Euchroma pallescens, Nutt, in herb. Acad. Philad., from t1)e Reeky
Mountains, being a near relative of the preceding and of Orfhocarpus
densijforus, and I believe not a described species, would take the name of
O.pallescens. The lobes of the lower lip of the corolla are so conspicu-
ous that it can hardly be O. hispldus, Benth., a species unknown to me.
The segments of the deeply two-cleft calyx are merely bifid at their apex.
iNear to this, if not the same, but more hairy, with deeper-cleft calyx-
setjinents, and yellowish corolla almost an inch long, are specimens of
wyer's Rocky Mountain collection, distributed as No. 291, therefore
Prol.ably those mentioned in Hook. Kew Jour. Bot. 5, p. 259. Here

pletely developed specimens might very readily be taken for those of a

Supplement IV.—Review of the genus Mertensia ; by A. Grat.

MERTENSIA, Roth.

The species of Mertensia which I have been able to examine, although
'i^t a httle perplexing, may perhaps be best discriminated as follows:

—

,
§ 1. Filamenta gracilia antheris multo longiora: corollae tubo calyce

aite 5 fido pluries longiore, limbo levissime lobalo, plicis faucialibus nul-
li^- Tota glaberriraa."

1- M. ViRcrNicA, DC.—The disk is annular, but on each side developed
into a large lobe or glandular appendage. That of M. Fendleri and of

some specimens of M. pankulata approaches it. Corolla villous inside

just above the obscurely lO-glandular base of the tube.

§ 2. Filamenta antheris plus minus angustiora et longiora : corollas

'iinbo lobato.

2- M. MARiTiMA, Don. Coroll* tubo limbo breviore calycem sub-5-

paiiitum subseqaunte, plicis conspicuis.

3- M. Pallassii, Don. M. Sibirica, DC, &c. Pulmonaria Sibirica,

^'<il-, non Linn. Zithospermum Fallassi, Ledeb. Corollse tubo limbo

^M-plo calyce 3-plo longiore, plicis tenuibus. Siberia.

§ ^- Filamenta magis dilatata, antheris ^quilata seu laliora et plus

^nus breviora: corolTte limbo 5-fido.

Cali/x kaud ultra medium b-fidus.

^- M. Fendleri (sp. nov.) : foliis subtus cauleque Isvibus supra cum
PeJicellis appresse hispidulis, caulinis oblongo-lanceolatis ;

racemis pauci-

'^''giore intus supra basiin anni
^" Santa Fe Creek, Fendler No. <

^- JocB. Sci.-Second Sekies, Vol. XXXIV, No. 102.-
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* * Calj/x 5-partitus, in M. oUongifolia et M. alinna quandoque alte

5-fidus.

*- Corolla tubo quam livibus {i. e. pars dilatata supra faucem) 2-3plo

longiore.

5. M. Davl'rica, Don. Gracilis; foliis caulinis liiiearibus supra cum
calyce subincano-hlrtis ; corolla iina basi annulato-pilosa, cset. glabra. Si-

beria. The hairy ring (much less conspicuous than that of the foregoing

species) is here at the very base of the corolla, occupying the position in

which ten obscure glands or slight thickened spots are generally dif'cern-

able: these are most evident in the following species, and in M.alpina.

6. M. OBLONGiFOUA, DC, Hook. Kew Jour. Bot. 3, p. 295. Fulmo-

naria oblongifolia, Nutt. I Lilhospermum marginatum, Lehm. in Ilook.

n. Bor. Am. Humilis; foliis caulinis oblongis vel spathulato-lanceolatis

plerumque obtusis; segmentis calycis Janceolatis seu linearibus acutis

corollae tubo intus glaberrimo 2-3'-plo brevioribus. Interior of Oregon,

Utah, &c. Varies with the sepals very narrow and ciliate with long and

rigid bristles, as inNuttall's original specimens collected by Wyeth ;
or

with these ciliae minute or sparse or obsolete, as in most specimens; in

Geyer's No. 316, the calyx is hardly 5-parted, and its segments broader;

in Spalding's, from Clear Water, the leaves are unusually broad. The

leaves resemble those of Heliotropium Curassavicum.

-^ -.- Corolla tubo quam. Urabus ad summum sesqidlongiore.

_

+-! Elat(e, l-3-pedales : folia caulina ovata seu ovato-lanceolata, acutis-

acutaia, costato-venosa ; corollce semipoUicares seu,

L. denticulatum, Hook. & Arn. from Kotz.^bue's

Sound in Beechev's Voyage, p. 128, in herb. Torr., is certainly of this

species, which probably occurs in Northeastern Asia also. H. En^^el-

mann's specimens from Medicine-Bow Mountains and Dr. Parry's JNo.

286 are glabrate and dwarf mountain forms of M. paniculata, with barely

acute leaves, and are Pursh's Pulmonaria lanceolata. Nuttall's F. mar-

ginata is much the same.

8. M. SiniRicA, Don, non DC. M. denticulnta (Don.) & ciUaUt, DC
{Pulm. Sibirica, Linn.) Glaucescens, subpubescen*, vel rrhibra; segmen-

tis calycis oblongis seu oblongo-linearibus obtusis ciliohitis tiibo coroHs

intus sparsim piloso vel fere glabro 2-4-plo brevioribus. Kooky Moun-

tains, Eastern Siberia.

^-^ -•-+ Pumila : folia caulina obtusa vel acutiuscula, vix venosa: corol-

las i-^-pollicares.

9. M. ALPiNA, Don. AT. Drummondii, Don. Pulmonaria alpimjo^^-
Lilhospermum Drummondii, Lehm., in Ilook. Fl. Bor.-Arn. Spith^f"®^

ad subpedalem
; foliis spathulato-obiongis lanooolalis vol supremis oblon-

go-ovatis parvulis; segmentis calycis nunc ovato seu oblongo-Ianceolatis

obtusmsculis nunc lineari-lanceolatis acutis oilintis corolljB tubo limbum
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idseqiiante paullo brevioribus.—Either glabrous or hirsute. Richardson's
plant from the arctic coast is a large-flowered form of Torrey's P. alpina.
Parry has an alpine form (No. 287), and a loose, evolute form with longer
and narrower leaves (No. 284) ; in these the tube of the corolla is usually
pilose inside near the middle; but it is not so in Torrey's original speci-
mens Qi M. alpina, nor in Hooker's M. Drummondii. In the latter, and
m Parry's specimens, as in all of the various other species I have exam-
ined, the f^tainens are inserted in the throat of the corolla. In the flowers
of Dr. James' specimens, they are inserted pretty low down on the tube,
so that the tips of the anthers barely reach to the level of the faucial piiccC

or ;ippeiuiMgL's. This is the case in all the various specimens I have exam-
'n*-'d (of Buike, Fremont, and Slansbury) from the western side of the
Rocky Mountains, of what seems to be a narrow-leaved and hirsute vari-

a short style.

§ 4. Filamenta antheris sublongiora et equilata : corollse limbo lobato:

aeheniaechinata!

.10. M. RivuLARis, DC. M. elUptica, Ledeb. ex Rege! & Tiling, Fi.

Ajan, N.E. Siberia and Karatschatka. Corolla with the tube hairy

Within towards tiie base; plica; at the throat conspicuous. I have only
a specimen from Tiling's Ajan collection. In this the fruit is conspicu-
ously echinate with soft prickles,—a remarkable peculiarity, which is not

"** Dr. Hooker, in his Arctic Essay,' received long since the above
^s written, adopting Sir William's suggestion, refers the high arctic

^- Drummondii {Lithospermum Drummondii) to our M. Virgimca.

Although Lfchmann describes tlie corolla '''fauce notata protuberantiis

fnnque, I found no appendages in an original specimen in herb. Torrey,

just as Dr. Hooker notes. But I also found them obsolete in specimens

^^ Sierdbre I rejected the character from the diagnosis of Section 3.

Art. XXX.~Besearches on the Platinum MetaJs; by WoLCOrr
GiBBS, M.D.

(Continued from vol. xxxi, p. 71, Jan., 1S6I.)

§3.

^^'^- mass of soluble clilorids obtained by the above method
> al 1 the plati nutn metals, ^although only

'

i;idi(un are present; \x\

^ -'luble matter, consist!

d' and partly of undissolved oxyds. A certam portion

;iKso remains with the mass even after careful washmg.

\ashings contain a very large quantity of iron, a little

-'an ia the form of bichlorid of ruthenium and potassium,
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and possibly a trace of palladium. When the washing with

chlorid of potassium has been carefully executed with a cold and

saturated solution, the quantity of ruthenium dissolved is too

small to be worth separating. It only remains therefore to sep-

arate the metals in the mass of mixed double chlorids. Plati-

num and iridium exist in this mass in the form of bichlorids, as

PtCl^.RCl and IrCi„KCl ; ruthenium is present partly assesqui-

chlorid and partly as bichlorid, Ru,Cl3,2KCl and EuCL.KCl;
rhodium ap|)ears to be present only as sesquichlorid, PhjCl,,

3KC1, so far at least as it is possible to determine. The separation

of these metals from each other is a problem of no ordinary

difficulty.
^

Of ih^e methods which have been proposed for this purpose

I have no hesitation in saying that that of Claus is the only one

which yields the different metals in a state of purity. In fact

after a long and laborious study of the subject I believe that no

other chemist hns worked with pure preparations of iridium and

rhodium, the descriptions even of Berzelius ajiplying only to

mixtures of isomorphous salts in various proportions. In addi-

tion the discovery of ruthenium by Claus rendered a complete

revision of the subject necessary. Such a revision Claus has

himself uiven in his elaborate and most valuable memoir already

cited.* For the details of Chaus' processes I must refer to his

pnper. In principle his method consists in separating osmium
and ruthenium by fusion with a mixture of caustic potash and

saltpeter ; cold water then dis.solves out osmate and ruthenate of

potash. The residual mass consists chiefly of the oxyds of

iridium, rhodium and platinum. These, after distillation with

aqua-regia, are brought into the form of double chlorids with

ammonium; the iridium reduced to sesqnio.xyd by means ot

sulphydric acid, and the platinum separated from the other two

metals by washing with a strong solution of sal-ammoniac, ^he

filtrate from thechlorplatinateorammonium contains iridium and

rhodium as sesquichlorids; the iridium is converted by chlorine

and nitric acid into bicldorid, and the insoluble chloro-iridateot

ammonium separated by filtration from the soluble rhodium salts.

This method has given excellent results in the bands of its author

but is not free from objection, the chief difficulty lying, in ^T
i separation of ruthenium from i

!,C1„2KCI is scarcely to be d
;«iiiun;e uom the iridium salt IrCl.,,KCl; it posses.ses aoouu "-

ame degree of solubility in water and in solutions of chlond ot

2KCI is scarcely to be distinguished ]

potassium and ammonium. By the action of reducing agents t

sesquichlorid of ruthenium is reduced, apparently to a proto-

eUorid, the double salts of which, like Ir Cl3,SKCl and Ir,Cl„

Dorpat, 1854.
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8NH,C], are quite soluble in water. Oxydizing agents rendily
convert the proto-chlorid of ruthenium into sesqnichlond, wliich
is again precipitated in Chaus's process with IiCl^.KCl, in the
form of Eu,Cl3,2KCl. The portion of ruthenium which exists
in the mass of double chlorids in the form of RuCL,KCl may be
easily and almost completely removed by repeated and careful

washings with a cold and strong—but not saturated—solution of
chlorid of potassium, in which the salt, RuCl3,KCl, is soluble,

while the other double chlorids remain undissolved. The small
quantity of ruthenium dissolved in washing out the sesqnichlorid
of iron may be recovered by precipitating the iron carefully with
a solution of carbonate of potash, adding a slight excesvsof chlor-

tydric acid to the filtrate, and evaporating to dryness, when the
ruthenium salt remains mixed with a great excess of chlorid of
potassium. In Claus's process however this method is of little

use since the greater part of the ruthenium is removed in the
form of ruthenate of potash, while another portion remains as

fiu3Cl„2KCl, insoluble in chlorid of potassium.
Another difficulty in Claus's process arises from the fact that

the rhodium salt, Rh^ClgjBNII.C!, is quite insoluble in a strong
solution of chlorid of ammonium, while a weak solution of the
^ame salt dissolves a considerable portion of the iridium and
ruthenium salts, IrCl„KCl and Eu2Cl3,2KCL

Claus's method of separating ruthenium—in the form of
EUjClj—from iridium, by adding a ^qv; drops of ammonia to

^lie neutral solution and boding so as to precipitate Ru,03+a:H0,
gives good results when the quantity of ruthenium is large in

proportion to the iridium present, but not otherwise. Small
quantities of ruthenium cannot be separated at all by this process,

jor have I in any case been able to obtain iridium absolutely
free from ruthenium by boiling. For these reasons, while doing
f';i5l justice to the extraordinary skill and success of the Russian
«»emist, I have still thought the problem of the complete sepa-

^ation of the metals of the platinum group worthy of a new in-

,The method which I now use consists essentially in the em-
Poyment of the alkaline nitrites as separating agents; in addi-

f fi, however, I avail myself, as Glaus has so skillfully done, of
^;je different degrees of' solubility of the double chlorids of the

P'^tmum and alkaline metals.

,

/lie relations of the alkaline nitrites to the pktinum metals

J^^ not hitherto been studied and require special attention in
;,'"s place. The remarkable double salts which these metals

';'[f^
when treated with the nitrites of potash and soda will be

ll^^iy described hereafter, but the general character of the salts

^aemselves, upon which my methods of separation are based,

^^y advantageously precede the details of their practical appli-
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Osmium.—A solution ol

nitrite of potash to osrniou

forming the well known beautiful red salt discovered by Freraj.

The solution may be evaporated to dryness without decomposi-

tion. The nitrite may therefore be added with great advantage

when solutions containing free osmic acid nre to be evaporated,

or even transferred from one vessel to another. No other re-

ducing agent yet applied answers the same purpose, as the

osmium is obtained at once in a very convenient form for preser-

vation. When a solution of osmic acid, to which nitrite of pot-

ash has been added, is evaporated sufladently and then allowed

to cool, beautiful garnet red octahedral crystals of the osmite of

potash separate. These should be dried in pleno, over sulphuric

acid, and not in contact with paper or organic matter, which

partly reduces the osmious acid to the brown sesquioxyd of os-

mium. Nitrite of potash exerts no sensible action when boiled

with a solution of chloro-osmate of potassium. Any salt which

may be formed is very soluble in water.

IiiUhenium.—\Yher\ a solution of nitrite of potash is added in

excess to the sesquichlorid of ruthenium, either free or in com-

bination with chlorid of potassium or ammonium, a yellow or

orange-yellow color is produced, but no precipitate is formed.

A preciselv similar change occurs when the ruthenium is in the

form of bichlorid, but in this case the change of color is produced

more slowly, andi usually requires heating or even boiling. The

change of color produced is in both cases owing to the formation

of an orange-yellow double salt of ruthenium and potassium

which is very soluble in water and alcohol ; its relations to alco-

hol in particular enable us to distinguish ruthenium from the

other platinum metals more perfectlv than has hitherto been

possible. Nitrite of soda forms.a similar salt with solutions ot

the bichlorid of ruthenium.
When a few drops of sulphid of ammonium are added to a

solution of the ruthenium double salt above mentioned, a mag-

nificent crimson color is produced. This reaction furnishes a

characteristic test for ruthenium of the greatest value, since it is

not, like Claus's beautiful reactions with sulphocyanid of potas-

sium or sulphuretted hvdrogen, materially afi'ected by the pres-

ence of the other metals of the same group. The test may oe

most advantageous] V applied as follows: The liquid supposed to

contain ruthenium is first to be rendered neutral or alkaline by

addition of carbonate of soda or potash. I prefer to use an ex

cess of alkali. Nitrite of potash in solution is then to be addeo,

the liquid boiled for an instant, allowed to be become perfectly

cold and a drop or two of colorless sulphid of ammonium addea.

On shaking, the color appears and rapidly deepens to the tjnesi

red. When the quantity of ruthenium present is very smali, ^

when large quantities of the other platinum metals are ais«
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present, it is better, after adding the alkaline carbonate and nitrite,

to evaporate the whole to perfect dryness on a water-bath and
treat the dry and powdered mass with a small quantity of abso-
lute alcohol. The alcoholic solution is then to be filtered off,

and tested directly with sulphid of ammonium. In this mi
the smallest trace of ruthenium may be detected, even in the
presence of very large quantities of the other platinum metals
A solution of the double nitrite of ruthenium and potassium ii

completely precipitated by a long continued current of sulphy
dric acid gas. Sulphid of ammonium also precipitates the solu
tion after a short time, but when added in excess redissolves the
dark chocohite-brown precipitate. The addition of a slight ex-
cess of dilute chlorhydric acid then completely precipitates the
sulphid of ruthenium.
Ir{dium,-~\Y\ien a solution of nitrite of potash or soda is

added to one of chloro-iridate of potassium or ammonium,
the color of the solution instantly changes to olive-green, the
iridium being reduced from bichlorid to sesquichlorid. The
reduction takes place most rapidly in a hot solution, in which
It IS almost instantaneous. When the solution cools, the new
double chlorid usually crystallizes. An alkaline nitrite is

afar more elegant and convenient reducing agent for the sepa-
ration of iridium from platinum than either sulphuretted hydro-
gen, sulphurous acid or cyanid of potassium. The reduction in

question is expressed by the equation,

2(IrCl2.KC!)4-KO, NOg^Ir^CIg, SKCl+NO^
A very different result is however produced when an excess

of nitrite of potash is added to a solution containing either of
thechlorids of iridium, and the solution is boiled for a few min-
''-s or even allowed to evaporate spontaneously. The olive-

liquid becomes yellow and contains the whole of the

1 in the form of a double salt which is soluble in water

-"'luble in alcohol.
'•11 however the solution is boiled, an excess of the alkahne

;
''-^ being present, part of the iridium is thrown down as a

|-
-ivy snow-white powder, which is insoluble in cold water; hot

^vater dissolves it in small proportion; the solution however
'peedily becomes milky and remains so for a long time. Chlor-

^^'.'^ric acid even on boiling exerts but little action upon it.

-^itro-muriatic acid with the aid of heat gradually yields a solu-
^^01^ containing bichlorid of iridium. The insolubility of this

'^^fnpound in water and acids is very remarkable, the similar
salts of the other platinum metals being nearly all readily soluble
^'ther in water or in dilute acids. Nitrite of soda under the
same circumstances forms with iridium a soluble orange-yellow
^^^t. The two soluble double nitrites of iridium and potassium
^^ sodium give no precipitate with alkaline sulphids even on



boiling.

clili)rhydric acid, giving a solution of chloro-iridate : the potash

salt is decomposed with great difficulty.

Plaiiaum.—Sohifiom of the alkaline nitrites exert a scarcely

sensible reducing action upon chlorplatinate of potassium or am-

monium, even after long boiling. The salt retains its color and"
changed from the solution on cooling. Whea

other metals belonging to the same group are present, and the

after add
quantity of platinum is dissolved, giving a yellow salt very sol-

uble in water and alcohol. When nitrite of potash is added to

" ' immediately throws

um: the same effect

_j produced in a solution of the yellow'salt above mentioned.

Palladium.—A solution of either protochlorid or bichlorid of

palladium immediately becomes yellow or orange-yellow, when

an excess of nitrite of potash is added to it. Two different

double nitrites of palladium and potassium are usually formed

in this reaction. Both are soluble and are precipitated in a crys-

talline form by alcohol from concentrated .solutions. One of these

salts has a deep orange-red color, the other is lemon-yellow; both

are readily soluble in water, and alkaline sulphids precipitate

palladium completely from the solutions.
These two salts were first described by Fischer.*
Iihodmm.—^Yhen nitrite of potash is added to a solution con-

taining the sesquichlorid of rhodium no change is at first pro-

duced, but on heating the solution becomes yellow, and on

boiling or evaporation to dryness, part of the rhodium is precip-

itated in the form of a bright yellow or orange-yellow crystalline

powder which is extremely insoluble in hot or cold water, but

which dissolves readily in hot chlorhydric acid. Another por-

tion of the rhodium usually remains in the form of a yellow salt

soluble in water but insoluble in alcohol. The solutions of these

two salts are decomposed with great difficulty by boiling with

strong acids : alkaline sulphids give a dark brown precipitate ot

sulphid of rhodium soluble in a large excess of the precipitant

and completely precipitated from the solutions by the addition

of an excess of chlorhydric acid. Nitrite of soda also gives a

soluble and an insoluble salt with solutions of rhodium, but only

the soluble salt is formed when the rhodium solution is boiled

for a .short time with an excess of the alkaline nitrite.

The application of these facts to the separation of the several

metals of the group is as follows

:

_
Platimim from iridiam.—HhQ separation of platinum fro"l

indium for the purpose of obtaining the two metals in a state oi
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chemical purity may be effected by either of theTollowina: pro-
cesses. The iridium is in the first place to be brought into the
form of bichlorid by means of a current of chlorine or by nitric
rtcid, and the two metals are then to be precipitated together as
PtCl^.KCl and IrCl^KCJ, by the addition of a concentrated
solution of chlorid of potassium. The color of the mixed salts
varies from orange to almost black, according to the quantity of
HKlium present. The tnass of crystals is to be rubbed fine in
an unglazed porcelain morlar and boiling water added in the
proportion of three volumes of water to one of salt. A dilute
solution of nitrite of potash is then to be added, until the liquid
beeomes deep olive-green, carbonote of potash being thrown in
from time to time in quantity sufficient to prevent the solution
from becoming strongly acid. The iridium is instantly rediu*ed
to sesquichlorid, while"^ the platinum salt remains as a reddish
orange powder. The deep olive-green solution is to be poured off
and tlie undissolved mass treated a second time with hot water
and nitrite. This process must be repeated as long as the liquid
remains olive-green. The mixed solutions on cooling, or after

evaporation, deposit a beautiful mass of crystals of the double
chlorid of potassium and iridium, Ir,Cl,,3KCl-f 6H0. By
re-solution and repeated crystallization the iridium salt may be
obtained perfectly free from platinum.

_
Instead of nitrite of pot-

ash nitrite of soda may be employed in the above mentioned
P^^^^ess; the iridium and sodium salt has the formula Ir^Cl,,

<5^^aCl-f-24:HO, and crystallizes well. The undissolved mass and
the mother liquors from the iridium salt contain a large quantity of
Phatinum with a comparatively small quantity of iridium. When
the absolute quantity of platinum salt is not very large it may
te dissolved in boiling water, a small quantity of an alkaline

nitrite added, and the solution allowed to crystallize ; the result-

ing chlorplatinate of potassium" contains only a trace of iridium.

'^'be process just mentioned gives satisfactory results when
carefully executed but requires attention to two points. In the

^'^t place the alkaline nitrite must be added m quantity just

sufficient to reduce the iridium from bichlorid to sesquichlorid,

b«t not so as to prodiice further chemical changes by tlie forma-

^'?n of the double nitrites of iridium and potassium or sodium.
^^ ith a very little experience this is easily managed. In conse-

qi^ence of the facility with which the double nitrite of indium

Y«l sodium is decomposed by boiling with chlorhydricacid into

^'^e double chlorid IrCl,,NaCl, it is better to use nitrite of soda
iti the above process, because, in case an excess of nitrite is used,

f'e mixed solution of double chlorid and double nitrite can easily

DC brought to the form of double chlorid, Ir^Cl^jSNaCl, by
boiling with chlorhydric acid, neutralizing with carbonate of
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soda and tlien reducing the iridium to sesquichlorid by cautiously

adding a very dilute solution of nitrite of soda.

In the second place it may happen, as in working with crude

platinum solutions obtained, not from osmiridium, but from pla-

tinum ores, that the quantity of platinum is very large when

compared with that of iridium. The process applies equally

well to this case so far as the iridium is concerned, but it is dif-

ficult and troublesome to recrystallize large quantities of a salt so

insoluble as the chlorplatinate of potassium, PtOl2,KCl, and small

quantities of the corresponding iridium salt are dif&cult to re-

move. A method of obtaining platinum in a state of chemical

purity will be given further on.

The above process is capable of giving chemically pure iridium

when platinum is the only other metal present. This is rarely

the case and the following method is usually more advantageous.

The greater part of the platinum is first to be separated in the

manner above pointed out. The solution of double chlorid ot

iridium and sodium, Irj,Cl3,3NaCl, is then to be filtered, an ex-

cess of nitrite of soda added and the solution boiled until it

assumes a clear orange-yellow color. To the boiling solution

sulphid of sodium is to be added drop by drop as long as this

produces a cloudiness and until a small quantity of the precipi-

tated sulphid of platinum, PtS^, is redissolved. Dilute chlorhy-

dric acid is then to be added cautiouslv until the liquid, previously

allowed to become cold, is distinctly "though faintly acid, when it

is to be filtered and the sulphid of platinum on the filter washea

continuously with hot water. The filtrate is then to be boiled

with chlorhydric acid in excess, and the resulting chloro-indate

of sodium evaporated, precipitated by a cold and strong solution

of chlorid of ammonium, and washed with the same. This sa t

on ignition yields pure iridium, if the operation has been wei

conducted. It is in all cases however well, after separating tue

sulphid of platinum by filtration, to neutralize the filtrate witQ

carbonate of soda, boil a second time with a little additional

nitrite of soda and then add sulphid of sodium and proceed as

before. In this manner every trace of platinum is removed ana

the resulting iridium salt is chemically pure. ,

,

Platinumfrom ruthe^iium.—Raihenmm in the form of bicWO"

rid may be approximately separated from platinum by precipi-

tating the two metals together in the form of PtCl„KOl, ana

RuOl^KCl, and washing out the ruthenium salt with cold water

in which it is readily soluble. The mixed solutions should oe

evaporated to dryness with an excess of the alkaline chlorid ana

the dry mass rubbed to fine powder in a mortar, after wbicn

almost the whole of the ruthenium may be washed ont^'^^J^

water or with a cold and moderatelv strong solution ofGhion
of potassium. Tbe undissolved platinum salt may then be pn"
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fied by crystallization but usually retains traces of ruthenium.
The rose-red solution of the ruthenium salt contains a small
quantity of platinum from which it cannot be wholly freed by
the difference in solubility of the two salts. Chlorid of ammo-
nium may be employed in this process in place of chlorid of
potassium.

To obtain a complete separation the following process may be
followed with advantage. The chloro-ruthenate of potassium,
separated as far as possible from the platinum salt, is to be heated
with a solution of nitrite of potash in quantity sufficient to con-
vert the whole of the ruthenium into the soluble yellow double
nitrite of ruthenium and. potassium, carbonate of potash being
added in small quantities so as to keep the solution neutral or
alkaline. The yellow or orange solution is to be evaporated to
dryness in a water bath, the dry mass reduced to powder and
boiled with absolute alcohol until the ruthenium salt is completely
dissolved. This is best effected in a flask furnished with a con-
densing tube bent upward so that the alcohol vapors may be
condensed and jflow back into the flask. The boiling need not
oe continued for a very long time as the ruthenium salt is readily
soluble in alcohol. The solution is then to be filtered off from
the undissolved salts and these are to be washed with absolute
alcohol until the washings are colorless, or until they no longer
give the characteristic ruthenium reaction with sulphid of am-
monium. The filtrate and washings may then be distilled to
separate and save the alcohol, water being first added in small
quantity. The residue in the retort or flask is then to be evapo-
rated with chlorhydric acid which readily decomposes the double
nitrite and yields a fine deep rose-red solution of the chloro-ru-

thenate of potassium, containing at most only a trace of platinum.
The mass of salts undissolved by the alcohol contains nearly all

t'^e platinum in the form of chlorplatinate of potassium which is

^^i-'ily separated. The solution of chloro-ruthenate of potassium
^s now so pure that it gives the reactions of a chemically pure
^a|t. To obtain the ruthenium in a state of absolute purity the

aturated solution

, - .^ V........ , -o aporated and the

^^y mass washed with a little cold water to remove the alkaline

chloiids. The chloro-ruthenate of potassium is in this manner,
tof the most part at least, converted into chloro-ruthenate of am-
J^'ionium. This salt is then to be dissolved in hot water, a solu-

*j' n of ammonia added, and the liquid boiled until it assumes a

^'-ar yellow or orange-yellow color, after which it is to be evapo-
rated to dryness upon a water-bath. In this manner ^the rutheni-

^f
is converted into the chlorid of ruthen-diamin, 2NH3,RuCl-f-

!^flO, discovered by Glaus. The yellow mass is to be dissolved

^^ boiling water and a solution of chlorid of mercury added. A
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platinum. The double chlorid of mercury and ruthen-diamin

has the formula 2NH3,RuCl+HgCl ; it is" almost insoluble in

cold water, but is soluble in boiling water and is easily rendered

absolutely pure bj recrystallization. On ignition this"'salt yields

chemically pure metallic ruthenium as a silyer-white porous

mass. When, in a mixture of solutions of ruthenium and pla-

tinum, the ruthenium is present either partly or wholly as ses-

quichlorid, the liquid is to be boiled with nitrite and carbonate

of potash as above, evaporated to dryness, boiled with excess of

chlorhydric acid to convert the double nitrite of ruthenium and

potassium into chloro-ruthenate of potassium, RuCl2,KCl, and

the resulting solution treated by the process already described.

Platinum from rhodimn.—The separation of these metals may
be approximately effected by bringing the platinum into the form

of PtCl„KCl or PtCU,NH,Cl, Snd the rhodium into that of

Eh3Cl3,8KCl, or Bh3Cl3,3NH,Cl, and then carefully washing

out the rhodium salt by small successive portions of cold water

or better of a moderately concentrated solution of chlorid of

potassium or ammonium. This is the method usually employed.

By recrystallizing the platinum and rhodium salts respectively

they may be obtained in a state of purity, since they are not iso-

morphous. To obtain rhodium absolutely free from platinutn it

is best to convert the two metals into the ammonium double salts,

separate the rhodium salt as completely as possible by washing

with a solution of sal-ammoniac and then evaporate the double

chlorid of rhodium and ammonium with a solution of ammonia.

In this manner the rhodium is converted into the chlorid of the

ammonia-rhodium base discovered bv Claus, b^B-^^^^^i^^v
while the platinum forms no well defined or crystallizable com-

pound. The chlorid of Claus's base may theii be purified by

repeated crj^staUization.

Iridium from rutheniur,

not be effected by igniting them ^

caustic potash. "Under these circumstances the ruthenium is

oxydized to ruthenate of potash, but a portion of the iridium also

becomes soluble in the alkali, though in what state of oxydation

it is difficult to ascertain. Moreover the complete oxydation ot

a mixture of the two metals, even when in a finely divided state,

can hardly be effected by a single fusion. Claus has given no

general method for the separation of iridium and ruthenium -in

the wet way. In his method of treating the Siberian ores the

greater part of the ruthenium is separated as ruthenate of potostt

by the primary fusion with saltpeter and caustic potash, but a

portion always remains with the iridium and is diSicult to remove,

.^specially as, after solution in chlorhydric acid, salts of both ses-
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quicblorid and blchlorid of ruthenium are invariablv present.
^o ])artof the present investigation lias cost more labor than the
complete separation of iridium and ruthenium, the properties of
mixtures of the salts of these metals having sometimes almost
led to a conviction of the existence of new metallic elements in
the osmiridium.
A perfect separation of ruthenium from iridium rnav be easily

effected by the following process which is applicable to all cases,
without reference to the state of oxydation iu which either metal
may exist. To the solution containing the two metals nitrite of
soda is to be added in excess, together with a sulhcient quantity
of carbonate of soda to keep the liquid neutral or alkidine. The
^vhole is to be boiled until the solution assumes a clear orange-
yellow or orange color. If a green tint should be jterceptible
more nitrite of soda must be added and the solution again boiled.
I^oth ruthenium and iridium are converted into soluble double
nitrites. A solution of sulphid of sodium is then to be added in
small quantities at a time until a little of the precipitated sulphid
of ruthenium is dissolved in the excess of alkaline sulphid. The
^I'st addition of the sulphid gives the characteristic crimson tint
due to the presence of ruthenium, but this quickly disappears
and gives place to a bright chocolate-colored precipitate. The
solution is then to be boiled for a few minutes, allowed to become
perfectly cold, and then dilute chlorhydric acid added cautiously
"»til the dissolved sulphid of ruthenium is f)recipitated and the
reaction is just perceptibly acid. The solution is then to be fil-

tered through a double tilter, and the sulphid of ruthenium
^yashed continuously and thoroughly with boiling water. The
titrate is perfectly free from ruthenium: it is to be evaporated
^^'ith chlorhydric acid and treated with sal-ammoniac in the man-
ner already "pointed out in speaking of the separation of iridium
^'^"^m platinum. The washed sulphid of ruthenium is to be
treated together with the filter with strong chlorhydric acid and
chlorid of ammonium added in quantity sufficient to form chlo-

ro-nnhenate of ammonium. Nitric acid is to be added from
^'^e to time in small quantities until, with the aid of heat, the

}';iiole of the sulphid of ruthenium is oxydized nnd dissolved.

j'le liquid is then to be filtered, the filter well washed and the

^''trate and washings evaporated to dryness on a water-bath,

^^hen, after washing out the soluble salt with a strong solution of

^ '^oi'id of ammonium the salt, KuCU,NH,Cl, remains almost

^'"emieally pure. It is to be dissolved and converted into the

??'^poundofchloridofmercurvandruthen-diamin, 2NH3KUCI+
%CI, by the process already described. From this salt chemi-

^^'Lv pure ruthenium may be obtained by ignition, which is best

*^«ected in an atmosphere of hydrogen, as the reduced metal is

easily oxydized in the air.
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It may happen that the precipitated sulphid of ruthenium

contains 'traces of iridium. This can only arise from imperfect

washing or want of proper care in precipitating with sulphid of

sodium. In this case the washings from the chloro-ruthenate of

ammonium are yellow and contain sulphate of iridium, probably

Ir^Og, 3SO3. The quantity of iridium in such cases is too small

to be worth the trouble of separate treatment.

When a solution contains iridium and ruthenium in the form of

bichlorids, the ruthenium may be easily and completely separated

by boiling the solution with nitrite of potash in excess, adding

at the same time enough carbonate of potash to give an alkalme

reaction, evaporating to dryness and dissolving out the double

nitrite of ruthenium and potassium by means of absolute alcohol,

in the manner recommended for the separation of ruthenium

from platinum. The undissolved mass in this case contains the

two double nitrites of iridium and potassium. By adding a strong

solution of chlorid of ammonium, evaporating to dryness, igni-

ting the dry mass in a porcelain crucible, and dissolving out the

soluble salts, metallic iridium remains in a state of purity. This

method may be used for the quantitative separation of indium

from ruthenium, but when the object is simply to prepare both

metals in a state of chemical purity I prefer the separation by-

means of sulphid of sodium.
Iridiumfrom rhodium.—Iridium may be approximately sepa-

rated from rhodium by the process recommended by Claus, whicU

consists in taking advantage of the solubility of the double chlo-

rid of rhodium and ammonium, Rh,Cl3,3NH,Cl, in moderately

strong solutions of chlorid of ammonium in which chloro-indate

of ammonium is nearly insoluble. This method is difficult ot

application when the quantity of rhodium is small, and is at best

tedious and unsatisfactory. A better method is that given above

for the separation of iridium from ruthenium. The mixed soJa-

tions of iridium and rhodium are to be treated as above men-

tioned with nitrite of soda, the rhodium precipitated by sulpha

of sodium in slight excess, the liquid rendered slightly acid, H;

tered and the dark brown sulphid of rhodii "
'^'"

The filtrate is perfectly i

the manner already described.

oxydized in the same manner as the sulphid of rutheniuui .—
converted into the double chlorid of rhodium and ammonium,

Rh„Cl3,3NH,Cl, which is insoluble in a cold saturated solution

of sal-ammoniac, in which it may be washed once or twice t

remove alkaline salts and any traces of iridium which "^^J^
present as sulphate. The rhodium salt is then to be purified oy

crystallization, or converted into the chlorid of Claus's rbodmm-

ammonia base by evaporation on a water-bath with a solution 01

ammonia. The sulphate of iridium, Ir, 3,3S0 3
, does not give

vn sulphid of rhodium thoroughly washed.

' free from rhodium and is to be treated m

scribed. The sulphid of rhodium is to be
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a basic compound under these circumstances. The cTilorid oNH,,
RhaClg. is then to be further purified by crystallization.

Rhodium from ruthenium.—The separation of rhodium from
ruthenium is best effected by means of nitrite of potash. The
mixed sohition of the two metals is to be boiled for a short time
with an excess of the nitrite together with a little carbonate of
potash to keep the solution neutral or slightly alkaline. The
yellow or orange-yellow solution is then to be evaporated to dry-
ness upon a water bath, the dry mass rubbed to fine powder and
then treated in a flask with absolute alcohol in the manner
pointed out for the separation of platinum from ruthenium.
After filtration and washing with absolute alcohol, the rhodium
remains undissolved in the form of a mixture of the two double
nitrites of rhodium and potassium. These may be ignited with
a large excess of sal-ammoniac so as to yield, after washing, me-
talHc rhodium, or the nitrites may be dissolved in hot chlorhydric
acid, ammonia added, and the rhodium precipitated as sulphid,
which is then treated in the manner already pointed out, so as
to convert the rhodium into the double chlorid of rhodium and
ammouium. To remove the last traces of ruthenium the rho-
dium salt may be a second time treated with nitrite of potash, as

above, and again washed with alcohol. The presence of the least

trace of ruthenium is easily detected by adding a drop of color-

less sulphid of ammonium to the alcoholic solution. The method
*5| obtaining pure ruthenium from the double nitrite of ruthe-

nium and potassium has already been given.

For the separation of osmium from the other metals of the
?^oup I have no better method to offer than that which is uni-

Y'fsally employed, namely, the volatilization of the osmium in

tl"-^ form of osmic acid. The separation of palladium is m all

cfi-^es al::o best effected by the processes commonly employed,

-i'Of'ially by takinf^ advantage of the solubility of the double

-^'^^s of protochlorid of palladium in solutions of the alkaline

,^^^ith these prehminary and general statements the method
"nich I emplov in separating the different metals of the plati-

'-^'^'^ group from each other will be intelligible. The mass of

'I'^'ible chlorids, obtained as already mentioned, is to be rubbed

':;;i tine powder; introduced into a deep porcelain evaporating

•ii^ii and mixed with four or five times its volume ot boiling

'^''^ter. A solution of nitrite of soda is then to be added in small

T'^:intities at a time, the solution being continually stirred and

?;(Msionally neutralized by addition of carbonate of soda. Ihe

V.'l'iid soon becomes olive-green and the greater part of the mass

^'^'^olves: it is advantageous, when the quantity ot the mixed
chlorids is large, to pour"off the liquid as soon as it appears sat-

''irated and to°repeat the operation with a fresh quantity of water.
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The undissolved mass, which consists chiefly of the impurities

of the ore, when these have not been removed before the process

of oxydation, is then to be thrown upon a filter and washed with

boilins: water until the washings are colorless. By keeping the

solutio'n somewhat alkaline the whole of the iron remains upon

the filter as sesqaioxyd Avith the other impurities. The filtrate

contains iridium and rhodium as scsqnichlorids, ruthenium partly

as bichlorid and partly as protochloiid, platinum as bichlorid.

When the operations* already mentioned have been well per-

formed, no determinable quantities of osmium and palladium

are present. On cooling the greater part of tlie platinum is de-

posited as PtCl3,KCl, mixed with a little of the corresponding

iridium salt, and is to be separated by pouring otf the olive-green

supernatant liquid. The quantity of the alkaline nitrite to be

added in this process need not exceed half of the weight of the

mass of double chlorids, but with a little experience it will be

found unnecessary to weigh the nitrite added, the process of

the reduction of the iridum salt, IrCUKCl, being evident to

the eye.

To the filtrate a solution of nitrite of soda is to be added and

the whole boiled until the liquid assumes a clear orange color.

Nitrite of soda should be used in this process because the result-

ing double nitrite of iridium and soda is easily decomposed by

boiling with chlorhydric acid, which is not the case with the

potash salt. When" nitrite of potash is used a small quantity ot

the white insoluble double salt already mentioned is usually

formed and renders the solution turbid.
To the clear yellow or orange-yellow boiling solution sulplud

of sodium is to be added until a portion of the dark brown pre-

cipitate of the sulphids of ruthenium, rhodium and platinum is

dissolved with a brown-yellow color, and an excess of the alka-

line sulphid is consequently present. The liquid is then to be

allowed to cool and treated with dilute chlorhydric acid uiitu a

distinctly acid reaction is produced. In this manner the wlioic

of the platinum, ruthenium and rhodium present in the solution

are thrown down as insoluble sulphids. After complete subsi-

dence the sulphids are to be thrown on a double filter and thor-

oughly and continuously washed with boiling water. When tHe

operation is ciirefullv performed the filtrate and washings con-

tain only iridium. It is best to neutralize this solution witij

carbonate of soda, boil a second time with a little
additional

nitrite of soda and treat as before with sulphid of sodium and

chlorhydric acid. In this manner very small additional quanti-

ties of the sulphids of platinum, ruthenium and rhodium va&y

sometimes be separated.
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The filtrate is to be evaporated and boiled with an excess of
strong chlorhydric acid which completely decomposes the double
nitrite of iridium and soda, yielding the salt, IrCl^jNaCl, which
IS very soluble in water. An excess of a pure and strong solu-
tion of chlorid of ammonium is then to be added, the whole
evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass washed with cold water
and then with a cold and strong solution of the ammonium salt.

There remains a mass of pure chloro-iridate of ammonium which
Diay be advantageously rubbed to a fine powder, dissolved in
boiling water and allowed to crystallize. The resulting salt is

chemically pure and the crystals possess an extraordinary beauty
and lustre. The mass of mixed sulphida together with the filter

are to be treated with strong chlorhydric acid, and nitric acid
added in small portions at a time. By the aid of a gentle heat
the sulphids are readily oxydized and dissolved. After sufficient

dilution the liquid is to be filtered, the pulp of undestroyed filter

paper washed, the filtrate evaporated to dryness, the dry mass
digested with concentrated chlorhydric acid and again evaporated
to dryness. The dry mass of chlorids and sulphates is to be re-

dissolved in water and the platinum, ruthenium and rhodium

brought into the form of double chlorids and the difficulties

^vhich arise from the presence of the sulphates are avoided.

The mixed double chlorids are to be boiled with nitrite of

potash, evaporated to dryness, and the soluble nitrite of ruthe-

nium and potassium dissolved out with absolute alcohol in the

Planner described in speaking of the separation of platinum
from ruthenium. The ruthenium may then be obtained pure by
converting it into the double chlorid of mercury and ruthen-

diamin already mentioned.
The mass undissolved by alcohol consists of chlorplatmate of

potassium mixed with both the soluble and the insoluble double

nitrites of rhodium and potassium. It is to be boiled with dilute

chlorhydric acid, neutralized with carbonate of potash, agam
evaporated to dryness, after the addition of nitrite of potash, and
again boiled with absolute alcohol which sometimes dissolves a

^race of ruthenium. The undissolved i^ass is then to be treated

^'ith hot water and again evaporated to dryness, and this process

repeated two or three limes so as to convert the whole of the

soluble rhodium salt into the insoluble salt. The chlorplatinate

?f potassium mav then, after reducing the mass to fine powder,

'^e dissolved out by boiling water, when the rhodium salt remains

Pi^re as a fine orange-yellow crystalline powder. This may be

^y- Jovn. Scr.-SKcoND Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. 10-2.-Nov.,186S.
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excess of pure chlorid of ammonium and ignited in a clean

porcelain crucible, when pure metallic rhodium remains as a

porous mass mixed with chlorid of potassium.
When the process above described has been carefully con-

ducted,_and especially when the quantity of nitrite of soda added

nt, the

Thodiilium and ruthenium, and to be free from iridium.

If however, after converting the sulphids into double chlorids in

the manner pointed out, iridium is found to be present, the pro-

cess to be pursued is still the same so far as regards the separa-

tion of the ruthenium ; the remaining mass is then to be dissolved

in water with addition of chlorhvdric acid, the solution nearly

neutralized with ammonia, the platinum and rhodium separated

as sulphids in the manner already pointed out, brought into the

form of double chlorids and then separated by nitrite of potash

as before.

For the complete success of this method it is absolutely neces-

sary that the mass of mixed double chlorids be freed from osmi-

um as completely as possible. This is to be done in the usual

manner by repeated evaporation with nitro-muriatic acid.

In place of the method above given the following may also

be employed with success and are sometimes more convenient.

Art. XXXI.—GeogrcqjhKcd Xoiices. No. XVIII.

RETURX OF hall's ARCTIC EXPEDITION.

The latest, it is doubtful whether we can say the last, of the

Arctic explorers has safely returned to this country. We learn

that at an early day he is to present the results of his explora-

tions in a paper to be read before the American Geographical

Society, which will undoubtedly be printed. Meanwhile, we

owe the following sketch of his journey to one of his adviser^

and friends, a public spirited gentleman in New London.

It may be recollected that in the year 1860, Mr. C. F. Hall oi

Cincinnati, planned and started an expedition, on a plau some^

what novel, for the purjt)se of exploring the regions north ana

west of Hudson's Straits, in British America, and to discover^

possible further relics and remains of the lost and mourned an

John Franklin and his crews. .,i^

The peculiarity of Mr. Hall's efforts were that dispensing vrm

vessels, men, provisions, fuel, kc, he proposed a journey ove

the trackless snow-fields alone, or with companions found amoHn
the roving Esquimeaux, whose habits and mode of life he pr^
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posed to adopt to the extent that sliould render him as independ-
ent as they.

Aided hy a few friends, suppUed with a boat, a few necessarv
fitilic instruments, guns and ammunition, he sailed ns passen-

ii the whaling Bark George Henry, of New London, Ct.,
-'9, 1860, for the scene of his Labors.

vessel in which he took passage prosecuted her voj-age
i' west side of Davis Straits, and remained during her

ill a small bay situated in N. lat. 6'2° 52', W. long. 60° 05'.

tiiis point Mr. Hall proposed, on starting, a journey far

• "ut owing to the accidental loss of his boat and the death
'^'^^ intelligent interpreter, tlie original plan was abandoned,

''<Uie confined his researches to the country adjacent—going
over and minutely examining an area of some three hundred
'"lies west, and about seventy-five miles soutli from the place of

lias not been seen or examined by any white man since the vears
1-J73-6.

Hakluyt's Voyages, published in London in tlje year ICOO, gives
^^11 account of theVoyages of Sir :\[artin Frobis'ber to tlic^e re-
gions where he discovered a Strait bearing his name and at-

tempted to found a colonj^ An examination of the English
Admiralty Chart of 1853, sheet one, or the fine American Chart
irom the United States Hydrographic Office, published with the
volume of the Griunell Arctic Expedition under Lieut. DeHaven,
^'Ml show in faint outline the so-called Frobisber's Straits, sup-
posed to afford a passage from the ocean westward to the further
part of Hudson's Straits. Navigators however have always
chosen the latter in passing to and from Hudson's Bay and vi-

'':'i^fy, and it may be well that they have done so, for the travels
'" ^' ^ Hall have proved this to be" not a strait but a bay or iu-

'lilarto Cumberland Inlet, just north on the same coast,

l-'robisber's Bay, as we must now call it, is a noble sheet of

Mr. Hall, with dog-team eledges in winter and boats :'

ttoe _

indubitable proofs of the temporar
^ of the whites nearly three hundred years ago, and heard

-'.u the Esquiraeaux we'll autiientieated traditions of their at-

;'pt and its failure.

,
^^Q entrance to this bay is Just north of Eesolution Island, at

t^e mouth of Hudson's Straits,—a large island nearly blocks the

r '-lae, but once past this it stretches away west-northwest
" t'.vo hundred niiles, with an average width of about fifty

Numerous islands stud the coasts ; an immense glacier is

southern side, a mountain fall of fossils at the western ex-
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tremity, and bones of tbe whale and walrus bleach on the dark
rocks up and down the shores. The waters and adjacent land

abound with animal life—bears, deer, rabbits, ducks, birds,

whale, walrus, seal and fish are numerous in their seasons. The
native inhabitants from long distances resort here to fish and
hunt, and all things considered it may be called a favored local-

ity for such dreary regions—for about eight months of the year

ice and snow are masters of the field.

Mr. Hall spent about twenty months in and about this region.

He brings home a carefully prepared chart showing his discov-

eries and travels, also many relics and curiosities of the country.

He has learned the Esquimeaux language and formed many
friends among this simple-hearted and generous people. He pro-

poses, by a volume or public lectures, to give the details and in-

cidents of his journey, some of which have a romantic and

Mr. Hall proposes to prosecute another voyage northward. By
perseverance and pluck he has accomplished much that may
prove of interest to the cause of science. Such energy should

meet a suitable reward. b. h. c.

ANmVERSARY OF THE EoYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.—
At this meeting, held in May last, the retiring President, Lord

Ashburton, delivered an address, from which we make several

extracts, containing more full and exact information than has

reached us from any other source. Sir E. I. Murchison succeeds

Lord Ashburton as President.
The Founder's Gold Medal was awarded to the representative

of Kicliard O'Hara Burke, in remembrance of that gallant ex-

plorer, who with his companion Wills perished after having

traversed Australia from south to north. A gold watch was

also awarded to Mr. John King, the sole survivor of the expe-

dition under Burke. The Patron's Gold Medal was awarded to

Capt. Blakiston, R A., for the survey of the Biver Yang-tze-

Kiang, from Yo-chow to Ping-shan, extending nine hundred

miles be^^ond the farthest point previously reached by Enghsn-

men. We quote the following information from the address.

1. Ordnance SuRVKY OF Great Britain and Ireland.—The publi-

cation of 'The Trigonometrical Survey of the United Kingdom' is no^

completed, and is comprised in seven quarto volumes, viz. :— ,

I. The Principal Trianejuiation, with the Figure, Dimensions, and

Mean Speeiac Gravity of the Earth derived therefrom, 2 vols.

II. Levellina:, taken in Ireland, 1 vol
in. Levelling, taken in England and Wales, 2 vols.
rv Levelling, taken in Scotland, 2 vols.

,Thus this great work, which was commenced in 1783, under General
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In last year's estimates the sura of 1000^. was taken to enable the di-
lector of the survey to extend the trianguiation of England through
France to the frontiers of Belgium, so as to form a connection between
Uie triangulations of England and Belgium. This operation has been
completed. The stations selected to form the connection across the
^'liaunel were St. Peter's Church, between Margate and Ramsgate; Cold-
ham, on the high ground north of Folkestone; and Fairlight,a few miles
north of Hastings. From these three stations observations were taken
to the church at Gravelines, to Mont Couple, near Wissantj and Mont
Lambert, near Boulogne.
From these three last named stations a station raised 74 feet above the

level of the ground at Harlettes, between Boulogne and St. Omer, was
observed, and then the churches at Cassel and Dunkirk, and then the
station at Mont Kemrael, near Ypres, in Belgium. The triangle, Dun-
Jiiik, Cassel, and Mont Kemmel, is common to the triangulations of
France and Belgium, and is now also made part of the extended triangu-

I'ts will be highly interesting; but the French officers who were c

een able last year to take the observations across the Channel, th

ii'ison cannot yet be made. They have now, however, returned i

>iiiUry to recommence their work, and it is to be hoped they ^

theirs with that of Russia; and thus we shall shortly have a connected

trianguiation, extending from tlie west of Ireland to the Oural moun-
tains, and the means of computing the length of an arc of parallel of

about Vo° in len<rth.

The electric tefegraph now furnishes the means by which the differ-

ence of longitude between distant places can be determined with greater

precision than they could formerly be by the f
•-""" "^ "'^

ters from one station to another.

The Astronomer Royal will therefore this ye;

ence of longitude between Valentia, in the S.\\. oi ireiaiiu, a.iu luc uu-

servatory at Greenwich, by means of the electric telegraph ;
and as it

,*iH be necessary for the director of the survey to connect the station se-

lected by the Astronomer Royal at Valentia with the triangulat.on of the

kingdom, a joint expedition is now about to proceed to Valentia tor this

<louble purpose, and to complete the quota of work assigned to us for the

SHngplvtng of^liTcoraplete map of Ireland in outline, on the scale

of one inch to a mile, was finished last year, and the hill features are now
being engraved. There are 205 sheets in this map.

, ^ ^ , ^

The progress of the Cadastral Survey in the north of England and

Scotland has been greatly retarded in consequence of the very numerous

and extensive surveys which have been made by the Ordnance m
.ises connected with the detenses of

; the differ-

2 south of England i

3 kingdom.
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of a complete

Diig, they will form a part

be decided on; and as the committe7 oVuie' House of Commons, of

which Lord Bury was chairman, which was appointed last year to report
upon ' the expediency of extending the Cadastral Survey to those por-
tions of the United Kingdom which have been surveyed'upon the scale
ot one nich to a mile only," have reported in t^ivor of it, the cost of the
surveys made for the defenses will go to diminish the cost of the Cadas-

In the north of England, Yorkshire and Lancashire have been pub-
Jished on the 6-inch scale; Westmoreland and Durham on the 25-inch
scale; and the survey is in progress in North umerland and Cumberland.
A large portion of each of these counties lias already been publisbeJ,
and they will be finished this year. The last sheets of the 1-inch map of

f.)re expect that this map, which was begun in ll8i, Will now' be soon
hn.shed._ Li Scotland all the southern counties have been published either

I course of publication ; and the survey li
hng, and Dumbarton a

ceeding in Perthshire, Kincardineshire; and L....„.... .„. . .

of Scotland IS also in course of publication.
ihe plans of the eight northern counties of Ireland have been revised

ami made perfect in every detail, like the plans of the southern counties,

iiiis perfect revision was rendered necessary to enable the Government
valuators to mark upon the plans every property and tenement: and this

iias now been done throughout the whole of Ireland. The Ordnance
plans are now invariably used for the transfer of land under the Landed
Instates Court, the cost of preparing the plans for the court being charged
to the carriage of the sale of the property ; and tlie same arrangement
will doubtless be mtroduced here as soon as some progress is made in the

Cadastral Survey. ^ ^

Sir Henry James has this year published six sheets of the Marginal
Lines for the sheets of a map of the whole world, on the scale of 2 inches

to a mile
;
the object in view being to have a map constructed on the

argest scale required for geographical purposes, the sheets of which can

be put together to form a connected map of any part of the world, how-
ever large or however small ; and to avoid the confusion arising when we
attempt to put together maps of different countries, as they are now con-

structed on different scales and on different projections.

_
Ihis js a great undertaking, and one which "will require the coopera-

tion of a great number of people and some years to accomplish ;
but the

advantages to be derived from

country as ours should undert
In a discussion upon the relative merits of several projections for large

CrTr . ou-f^""^*';'
"'^^^^'^ ^^''<^^^ bas been published in the last num-

uer ot tiie Philosophical Magazine.' it has been demonstrated, that, assu-
ming theerrors wl.ich all prlectij^l ^ 1 spLrS sui^^^^^^^ a plane
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must necessarily have, viz., distortion in form and distortion in area,
are equally objectionable, the distance of the point of projection adopted
by Sir Henry James in his geometrical projection of two-thirds of the
sphere, will, for the projection of a hemisphere, give tlie least possible

each other, one may be taken to represent the plane of projection for the
concave hemisphere above it, and the point of sight or projection is at

Its circle. It is now demonstrated that this is the best possible projection
for a hemisphere, and it should therefore be adopted by all geograplicrs.

2. Topographical Survey of Spain.—We learn from our correspond-
ent, M. Coello, the accomplished geographer, who is now directing the

typographical survey of Spain, that the following additions to our sci-

ence have recently been made.
During the year 1861 persevering progress has been made in the great

'
I the chains of the triano'les of the first order have already been studied,

L'hechain s of the meridian of Madrid, both to the north and to the

» of that capital, have nearly all been measured, and will be comple-
^^-u oefore the end of the present year.

.

The parallel of Madrid to the west has been finished as far as the fron-

tier of Portugal; and the measurement of the triangles of the parallel

of Ciudad Real to Badajoz has been commenced. The triangles required
to complete the spaces to the west of the meridian of Madrid have been
laid down as far as that of Salamanca.
The triangulation of the second order is finished for the whole province

of Madrid, as well as that for a part of the adjacent country. We are

now only waitintr for the results of the last calculations for compensation,

^^liich have just'been completed, in order to fix the length of the great

Jase of Madridejos, and begin the long calculation of the work which
flas been done.

^.Thisyear these different undertakings will^be

^^"[j^^^f^^^^f j^|g;^^'

*ith accuracy the elevation of Madrid above the Mediterranean, pre-

sumed at present upon the most received existing calculations to be 660

Qietres, which is, perhaps, within ten inches of the truth.

The topograph ical labors thus undertaken in the province of Madrid

^^'11 be continued during the year. The corresponding land registration

^''11 at the same time be proceeded with, and the levels will be very care-

fully taken. ,, .,,.

.
The maps are on the scale of xirVtr. and «^' tU fof cities and buildings,

file classifications, territorial valuations, and dispositions in the public

The topojrraphv is executed with very great accuracy.
, ^ „

, Durin|the past vear a portion of the Tagus, and its tribiitary the Gallo,

lias been mapped to form a portion of the hydrography ot bpam.
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The geological department has completed its work in the provinces of

Burgos, Santander, and Madrid, and has commenced with those of Leon,

Zamora, and A vita.

lu the department of Woods and Forests various topographical details

have been obtained in the provinces of Santander, Burgos, Valencia, As-

turias, Oviedo, and Leon.

All these works have been executed under the direction of the Funta-

General of Estadistica, who is appointed by the Government to take

charge of scientific researches regarding the Spanish territory.

3. Khaxikoff's Rkseabches in Persia.—The Russian traveller, N.de

Khanikotl", who has been engajred in making up the deficiencies in our

imperfect knowledge of the Aderbeijan, in Persia, has made a new map

of that region, which he has had engraved at Berlin. He has distribu-

ted several copies of it, and transmitted his observations regarding that

interesting mountain district to the Academy of Sciences in Paris, and

also to our secretary, Dr. Shaw, for the use of the Royal Geographical

Society.

degree of regularity characterizes the mountain-ranges

ot this province ot Persia, which is bounded both on the east and on

the west by lofty longitudinal ridges. To the east the Talish mountains

separate it from the basin of the Caspian ; and to the west the chain of

Kandilar forms a barrier between it and Mesopotamia. To the north and

to the south of the Aderbeijan these two chains are joined by longitu-

dinal elevations: the one, commencing at Mount Savalan (of 4752 me-

tres), joins the Kandilan chain in Kurdistan : the other, coming off from

the Talish mountains, and known as the Buzgush chain, joins Mount Se-

hend (of 3505 metres). The space included between Mount Savalan and

the Talish chain of mountains is occupied by the plain of Mughan, ana

the Salt Lake of Urmia is situated in the region lying between the Se-

hend and the Kandilan chain. The lowest point of this part ot Persia,

to say, the level of the Lake of Urmia, is 125(

el of the sea; and the highest point in the provinc*

iummit of Ararat, 5169 metres high. The line of

in elevation from 3600 to 3800 metres. This regul

surface of the district, and the character of the clin

high position, are very favorable for topographic

r the atmosphere is generally so clear that one is n(

;ng able to see some one of the lofty summits whicl

for reference ; and it rarely happens that mirage <

! precision with which the s

of objects for an entire day. ^^otwith:

the offi-
1 topographers from amongst tne o^^

cers oi lue v^aucasns wno aciea under his orders, as well as hiinselt,

deavored to execute the work of laying down the itineraries of detacliea

regions, it would be impossible to combine these independent labors wi.^^

out the basis of some well-determined astronomical geometrical o'>^^V

tions. These happily were not wanting, as he bad latitudes and long

tudes in Persia which had been settled by M. Lemm, and the f*"'^,
^

the triangulation of the Caucasus under the direction of Gen. Cl'^S'^^
"

The former gave a series of fixed points in the neighborhood of n
Araxes ; and the latter supplied the like data, rigorously established,

^
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along nearly 300 miles of its track, to visit the tomb of the great sage

Contucius, which is to be seen at Kewfoo, in the charge of his own de-

scendants, a family with a pedigree of 2500 years, dating from the time
of the sage himself. Mr. Morrison also visited Tsenan, the capital, and
other places in the hitherto unexplored province of Shantung, and the

journey took these travellers over 700 miles of country, for the most part

new to Europeans. Six months later, two other foreigners set out iu an

opposite direction, and travelled overland from Teentsin to Moukden, the

capital of Manchoo Tartary. They were struck by the manner in which
this once Tartar country has been virtually converted into a Chinese pro-

vince by the superior energy of the Chinese emigrants, and report that the

Manchoos, even in this their native land, have lost their ground entirely

in all parts of the country where anvthing is to be made by agriculture

and commerce; and that those who remain, by adopting Chinese man-
ners, customs, and language, have become, to all intents and purposes,

Chinese, and have been absorbed into the predominant race. Later in the

year, in November and December, an expedition through the two north-

ern provinces of China, Pe-chih-le and Shan-se, was undertaken by

Messrs. Richards and Slossin. Starting from the same point—Teentsin-
they appear to have ascended the high plateaus to the north of Peking,

and to have skirted the Mongolian steppes until they reached Shan-se.

They travelled in this province as far as its capital Tai-yuen, and then,

turning westward, re-entered Pe-chih-le, and visited Paou-king, the capi-

tal of the latter province, on their way back to Teentsin. The journey

occupied the traA'ellers 46 days, during which time they appear to have

crossed the Great Wall four times, finding it in a state of decay that may
be feared is typical of the country of which it is the chief monument,

and they estimate the total length of their journey at 1560 English miles.

Ihe flourishing and populous condition of most of the country through

which they passed accounts for the success of the new nothern port ot

Teentsin, the foreign trade of which, in the first year of its being opened,

has reached the considerable sum of two millions sterling.

In the centre of China, four gentlemen—Messrs. Dickson, Thorburn,

Beach, and Bonney—travelled, in the month of April, from Canton to

Hankow, a distance of Y56 miles, which they performed in 18 days,

their journey differing from those above recited as being made entirely

by water, with the exception of one day's land travel across the roountaiD-

range that divides the province of Kwangtung from Hoo-nan. Follow-

ing the course of the north river in the first-named province, and the

Seang river in the latter, they thus traversed both those provinces from

south to north, and were the first modern explorers of the great luV
ting lake, by which they reached the Yang-tze and Hanko^v. In ^^^?^
kiang, Mr. Baker, having recently ascended the Tseentang river, and vi^^

ited the celebrated green-tea districts of Nganhwuv, has again gone ov

ground previously travelled by Mr. Fortune, but to find in this instan*^

that the previous prosperous condition of those important tea distr

has disappeared before the rebel scourge, and that scenes of industry ha

been replaced by desolation and destruction. . , ^o
In the south of China, the Rev. Dr. Legge was ihe first foreigner w

*scend, in April of last year, the east river in the Kwangtung
province
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to a distance of about 300 miles; and the Rev. Mr. Irwin and compan-
ions have penetrated up the west river, in the same province, to a some-
what faiglier point than that reached by the expedition under Captain
McCleverty in the sprini? of 1859, for a description of which we are in-
debted to our associate Lieutenant Brine. The opening oi Formosa to
foreiQjn trade gives promise also of our shortly obtaining further informa-
tion from that island, which is interesting not only from its commercial
productions, but also from the presence of aboriginal tribes in its centre
and eastern coast, of which little is as yet known.

It is satisfactory to hear from all these travellers that no serious obsta-
cles were placed in their way either by the Chinese authorities or the
people

; and that, while inconvenienced at times by the not unnatural cu-
riosity of the latter, when anxious to gaze on foreigners for the first time,
tuey received from them, in most cases, friendly welcome and assistance.
Our treaty-right to enter the country having thus obtained an eflectual
recognition, it will be seen that China is now thrown open to the re-
searches of the traveller, subject, however, to the difficulties aiising out
*;f the deplorable disorders which are at present rite in so many of its

provinces. Different parties of rebels or robbers, all acting indepe'ndently
of each other, were met by Colonel Sard's party in Sze-chuen, by Mr.
Monison in Shantung, by Mr. Baker in Chehkeang, and by Mr. Irwin in
Ewangtung; while Dr. Dickson's party, on the other hand, travelled
from Canton to Hankow—or from the south to the centre of China—
^vithout falling in with any of these destructive hordes ; and Messrs. Rich-
^I'ds and Slossin traversed the provinces of Shan-se and Pe-chih-le under
similar favorable circumstances.

Measurement of a Peak in the Karakorum raxge,
SECOND IN height TO MouNT EVEREST.—The Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal (xxix, p. 20), contains a statement re-

specting the survey of Kashmir, by Capt. Montgomerie of the

Topographical Survey of India, After referring to the fact that
* " peak Nanga Parbut, having a height of 26,629 feet, had been

I heighthavii ^ ___
^

^____
---the writer,°Maj. Thuillier, Dep. Surveyor General,

Jhe measurement of a new snowy peak, termed for the present

^ 2, on the Karakorum range, which is probably the second

Wghest known mountain in the world. He writes as follows

:

" The party under Captain Montgomerie is now engaged in

Thibet. The country is exceedingly difl&cult and the strength
^"^ " " party much diminished. In the progress of the survey

' tage has been taken of the opportunity to extend accurate

aphical knowledge by fixing numerous peaks in the Kara-

; ;i \and Mustag ranges. One of those already determined on

Karakorum range, along which runs the boundary between

'-^iakh and Yarkund, one hundred and fifty-eight miles N.E. of

Jirinagar, is 28,278 feet high (provisionally settled only, being

liable to a small correction when the levelling operations from
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the sea level at Karachi, now in progress, are completed). None
of the peaks m the nci<rhborhood of K. 2 come nearly up to it

though there is one fine group about sixteen miles away that is

generally a little over twenty-six thousand. This is probably
the second highest mountain in the world, as it exceeds Kan-
clunginga by 122 feet, but is lower than Mount Everest by 72i
feet, as measured by the Surveyor General in 1847.*

It IS expected that Cnptain "Montgoinerie will be able to fix

points up to 36^ 30' N. latitude, but it i,s doubtful whether ho

will be able to gut in all the '1 opogmphy (ptite as far as that, in

consequence of the wild and Yiigln state of some of the pcoplo."

A sketch showing the position of this mountain, and its en-

virons, is given in Petermann's Mittheihjngen, 1861, p. i.

Fiji Islands.—The British Government have lately had

under consideration a project for making the Fiji Islands a de-

])(Mi<lency of the British Crown. An expedition was sent to the

J<l;inds under Col. Smythe, li.A., to investigate the circumstan-
«vs under which the proposal wa.s made. Dr. Scemann, a mem-
ber of the Commission, has given the following Report to the

Royal Geographical Society

:

cnte thfm>ieU-e.s from political einhfi

favorable to the

! of the islands ;

the traffic to y

: sandal-u-ood tjiat fia-.st attracted Europeans t
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The discovery of the presence of the new elements rubidium
^nd caesium in several varieties of European lepulolite, made it

^ sul.ject of interesting inquiry to ascertain whether American
l^l'idolite would not also serve as a source for these rare metals.

A preliminary experiment made last autumn by Mr. John M.
I^lake and myself, having shown that the lepidolite from He-
^wn in ilaine con'tains these alkalies in comparative abundance,
"^ was led to visit that locality, and there obtained the material

winch served for the following investigation.
_ _

Lepidolite occurs at Hebron in large quantity, in a coarsely

crystalline o-ranite associated with red and green tourmaline and

albite. It has a granular, and at the same time foliated, crystal-

Ji'ie structure, a paie rose to violet color, and very closely re-

sembles the lepidolite of Penig in Saxony, and like that is also

associated with the rare species amblygonite.* This locality is

only eight miles from that in Pai'is, which has long been known
to mineralogists.

Preparation of the salts of Caesium and PoMdimn from the He-

^on Lepidolite.—The process used for decomposing this mineral

^as based upon that employed by Prof J. Lawrence bmith for

the determination of alkalies in silicates. Ten parts of the pul-

verized lepidolite were first mixed with forty parts of coarsely

powdered quicklime; a mixture of enough ^^^nte^ to slake the

quicklime, with hydrochloric acid sufficieut to form irom six to

» This Journal, [2], xxxiv. 243.
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seven parts of clilorid of calcium was next made ready; tlie two
mixtures were then united, and stirred vigorously during the

process of slaking, thus intimately blending the mineral with
suitable proportions of dry hydrate of lime, and chlorid of

It was found by experiment that practically as good results

were obtained when the lepidolite was powdered sufficiently fine

to pass a sieve of 20 holes to the linear inch, as when it was
more finely pulverized, the fact being that the foliated struc-

ture of the mineral exposes a large surface to the decomposing
agency of the lime mixture.
The mixture was heated to redness for six to eight hours in

hessian crucibles. Care was taken to avoid a heat much above

redness, as otherwise alkali-chlorids volatilize in dense clouds,

and the mass fusing, is absorbed to a considerable extent into the

crucible and lost. The long duration of the ignition was a mat-

ter of convenience, due to the character of the furnace employed,

and probably not necessary to the decomposition of the mineral.

The agglomerated product obtained from the ignition of this

mixture was detached from the crucibles and boiled with water

a quarter to half an hour, and leached till all but a trace of the

chlorids was removed. The solution thus procured, containing

chlorid of calcium and the chlorids of the alkali-metals, was

evaporated till crystals began to form, then sulphuric acid was

added as long as sulphate of lime separated, taking care to avoid

an excess, and the whole mass was evaporated to dryness, and

strongly heated to expel free hydrochloric acid. The residue

was treated with water, and the small quantity of sulphate ot

lime which went into solution, was precipitated by carbonate of

ammonia, the filtered solution was again evaporated to dryness

and ignited.

Ten and a half kilogrammes of lepidolite treated in this way

afforded 2169 grammes of salts consisting of chlorids, with a

small admixture of sulphates, of sodium, lithium, potassium,

rubidium and caesium. This quantity of salts subjected to Bun-

sen's process of fractional precipitation with bichlorid of plati-

num, furnished 132 grammes of the platinchlorids of caesium

and rubidium in which no potassium could be detected with the

spectroscope. The platinchlorids were very gently heated in a

current of hydrogen gas until complete reduction of the plati-

num took place, and the chlorids were then extracted with water.

centages of caesium and rubidium obtained fro"^
\

by this process were calculated from the amount of chio-

contained in these mixed chlorids.

lineral 1
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These numbers furnish the following equations :

(1) Rb-fCs=0-5825- 0-1439

^ ' 85-36*^123-35* 35-5

which give Cs=0'3002 and Rb=01384 According to these pro-
portions the 132 grammes of platinchlorids contained 311969
grammes of caesium, 14-3826 grammes of rubidium, which
numbers respectively correspond to 0-3 per cent and 014 per
cent of the mineral employed.

It appears therefore that it is practicable to extract almost one
half per cent of the two metals from the Hebron lepidolite, even
when operating on a large scale, and in a somewhat crude man-
ner, lu separating the platinchlorids of caesium and rubidium
from the platinchlorid of potassium, a not inconsiderable amount
of these metals went into solution with the potassium salt, thus
materially diminishing the quantity obtained. Much the larger

proportion of this loss was rubidium, due to the greater solubil-
ity of its platinchlorid. On comparing these results with Cooper's

analysesf of the Rozena lepidolite, it appears that although not
^uite so rich in rubidium, the Hebron mineral is remarkably rich
in caesium. The lepidolite from Rozena and Zinnwald contain,

according to the published analyses, only an unweighable trace

of caesium, while that from Hebron contains more than three-

tenths of one per cent.

Experiments in separating Caesium and Rvhidiam.—The process

described hj Bunsen for separating the new alkalies appeared to

be so troublesome, requiring for the preparation of pure rubi-

dium salts 20 to 30 extractions of the carbonates with boiling

absolute alcohol {Ann. Chem. u. Phar., cxxii, 353) that I have
niade various attempts to discover a simpler method.

In the first place a trial was made with the picrates of the

tiew metals. To a concentrated solution of their mixed chlorids

an alcoholic solution of picric acid was added. The liquid im-

mediately filled with fine acicular crystals. These were rinsed

with water and successively recrystallized from fresh portions of

vrater eleven times. Portions of the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 7th, and

llth crops of crystals were separately examined m the spectro-

scope, the picrates being converted into chlorids for this pur-

pose, by treatment with aqua regia. Ko difierence being ob-

servable between the spectra of the various crops, no further

experiments were made in this direction. It may be here re-

niarked that the mixed picrates crystallize with great facility m
needles an inch in length, and perfectly resemble the correspond-

ing potassium salt.

I proportio

f Jour.prakt. Chem., Ixxxv, 125.
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A second series of trials was made with tlie platinbromids of

potassium, rubidium and caesium. Tlie platinbroraid of potas-

sium is known to be readily soluble in water. The platinbro-

mids of caesium and rubidium readily separate from dilute solu-

tions of these three metals, but carry down potassium with them.

For the removal of the latter metai from the new alkalies the

platinbromids appear to have no advantage over the platinchlo-

rids, while they are equally inadequate to the separation of cae-

sium and rubidium from each other. In external characters the

three platinbromids closely resemble each other.

Finally, recourse was had to the bitartrates, and with satisfac-

tory results. Carbonates of caesium and rubidium were first

prepared from the chlorids by converting them into sulphates,

separating the sulphuric acid with caustic baryta, and removing

the excess of baryta by carbonic acid. To the alkaline solution

thus obtained, twice as" much tartaric acid was added as was ne-

cessary to neutralize it. This solution was concentrated till it

was nearly saturated at 100° C. The crystals which deposited

on cooling when examined by the spectroscope, showed the rubi-

dium lines more intensely than did the origmai mixture, while

the caesium lines were much fainter. This product was dissol-

ved and recrystallized from hot saturated solutions three times.

The caesium reaction in these successive crops diminished until

in the fourth it disappeared, leaving the rubidium spectrum in

entire purity.

In order to ascertain whether the more soluble bitartrate ot

caesium could be purified from rubidium by fractional crystalli-

zation, the solution from which the first crystals had been remo-

ved was concentrated to nearly one-half its original volume,

when by cooling, a very small quantity of salts of the two alka-

lies was deposited. This operation was repeated three timers

when a portion of the solution evaporated to dryness, and exam-

ined by the spectroscope gave only the lines belonging to cae-

sium. The several intermediate products containing both alka-

lies were then united and another portion of each salt separated

from them in the same manner. By repeating this process ot

fractional crystallization four times with about 40 grammes of the

mixed salts, 23-77 grammes of bitartrate of caesium, and 12-511

grammes of bitartrate of rubidium were obtained, while f'*
grammes remained unseparated. It was found that the caesium

salt thus obtained, although exhibiting no impurity when testea

by the spectroscope directly, i. e. after conversion by ignition

converting it into chlorid, a faint line characteristic of the latter

metal was perceptible. The sciiaration of two or three more

small crops of crystals sufficed to render the residual solution

perfectly free from anv admixture that could be detected by a
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spectroscope of ordinary power.* The rubidium salt was also
more carefully tested in the same manner, but was found to be
entirely pure.

1 he process above described thus furnishes a simple and easy
method of separating in a perfectly pure state a large share (in
these trials about 90 per cent) of a mixture of the two alkalies.
It requires no great expenditure of time, since the solutions em-
ployed can ba concentrated at high temperatures, and on cooling
immediately deposit well formed crystals.

Composition and solubility of the Biiartrates of Caesium and Ru-
6«cZtuw.—Bitartrate of rubidium crystallizes from hot solutions
in colorless transparent flattened prisms, which are often half an
inch or more in length, even when formed rapidly from small
quantities of solution. They remain unaltered in the air and
also are unchanged at a temperature of 100° C. The pulver-
ized salt dried at 100° C. was burned with chromate of lead in
^ne usual manner.

T A. 4 00

1

(0-0902 ffrm. water, and
I. 4681 grm. gave

] o-354 " carbon i^ acid.

To determine the base, the salt was heated to a temperature a
Jttle below redness, the resulting carbonate extracted with water
irom a small residue of carbon which could not be burned away
}vithout volatilizing rubidium. The carbonate was then converted
into chlorid, fused'^and weighed without exposure to the air.

II. 1-3772 grm. gave 0-7149 grm. chlorid of rubidium.

Iq the following statement these results are reduced to per
<=ents, and compared with the calculated composition of bitar-

trate of rubidium as expressed by the formula

II Rbf*^*

Oj, 8800 3r5o
RbO 93-36 39-84 .... 40-09

"234-36 100-00

The solubility of this salt in hot and cold water was deter-

Qiined by evaporatinc^ on the water-bath, solutions saturated at

^te given temperatures and v---^-- ^^^ --.In-

I- 11 -9254 grammes of solutic

f«sidue of 1-2555 grammes.
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J-5 parts of boiling

II. 17-535 grms. of solution saturated at 25° C. gave a residue of

0-205 grm.
III. 16-094 grms. of solution saturated at 25° C. ffave a residue of

0-188 grm.
^

One part of the salt tlius required respectively Si-oS, and 84'6

parts of water at 25° C. for solution.

The hitartrate of caesium forms crystals closely resembling the

rubidium salt, but in my experiments they were usually of

smaller size.

The salt obtained by concentrating the solution from which

all the rubidium had" been separated, was to all appearance

pure. It was recrystallized, and after drying at 100° C, at which

temperature it suffered no loss of weight, was analyzed in the

same manner as the bitartrate of rubidium.

I. 0-4718 grm. gave
\ ^'^Jf

grm. water, and
^ ^ ( 0-294 " carbonic acid.

II. 0-5966 grm. gave \ ?"^2^ ^"''-
"^^^f'

^"'^
*= (0-372 " carbons «

III. 1-3086 grm. gave 0-7708 grm. chlorid of (

bonic acid.

Assuming the combining proportion of caesium to be 123'35,

as determined by Bunsen, the following statement exhibits the

composition of the salt, according to the formula,

Cs H, O3
I ^H Cs [
^*

48-00 17-62

500 1-83

88-00 32-31
231-35 48-24

272-35 100-00

The discrepancy between the composition as calculated and

found is perhaps due to a slight admixture of the neutral tar-

trate which might possibly have been present, owing to the use

of insufficient tartaric acid.

The solubility of bitartrate of caesium was determined for

the same temperature and by the same methods as were em-

ployed in case of the rubidium salt.

I. 2-998 grms. of solution saturated at the boiling point gave a residue

of 1-483 srrras.
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II. 11-931 grms. of solution saturated at 25° C. gave a residue of
1-054 grms.

Iir. 8-7625 grm3, of saturated solution at 25° C. ffave a residue of
0'7727 grrn.

One part of the salt accordingly requires 10-32 parts of water
at 2'.'' C. for solution.

The fact that bitartrate of rubidium requires about eight times
as much water for solution as bitartrate of caesium, explains the
ficilitj with which these salts can be separated from each other
by crystallization.

In these experiments I have received the advice and assist-

ance of Profs. Johnson and Brush, for which I here take pleas-
ure in expressing my most grateful acknowledgments.

Art. XXXllL— Abstract of an investigation of the ^ solar diurnal
variaiion and of the annual inequality of the Horizontal Compo-
nent of the Magnetic Force^from observations made at the Girard
College Observatory^ between 1840 and 1845 ; by A. D. Bache,
LL.i)., F.E.S., Sup't U. S. Coast Survey.

The previous discussion (PartlY) (p. 261) of the observations
pf the horizontal force, furnishes the materials from which the

investigation of the diurnal and annual variation of the horizon-
tal force is made. The monthly normal values for each hour of

observation were corrected for temperature and for irregularity

^n the progressive change, and freed from the influence of the

larger disturbances. The monthly normals of the five years'

series are tabulated according to the months of the year and
"Our of the day and the method of interpolation for omissions of

observations and the hke, explained in Part II, has been in gen-

eral followed. The irregularities of the first month of observa-

tion were, however, such as to render it expedient to omit these

J"esults and to begin the year with July.

The several values of the monthly normals are taken from
Table VII, Part lY, the correction shown in the remarks to

Table V, Part IT, to be necessary, having been applied.

It will be recollected that the" observations were made 21^
minutes after the hour of mean local time, counting from mid-
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night to midnight. Increase of scale readings correspond to de-
crease of horizontal force. One scale division was equivalent
to 365 ten millionths of the force, or, in absolute measure to

1524 ten millionths, the mean horizontal force being, in absolute
measure 4-176. Proper weights, according to the number of

observations were given to the results for the even and odd
hours.

The tables given in the memoir contain the hourly normals
for each month of the five years, and for the mean, reckoned in

scale divisions, and reduced to the standard temperature of 63°

Fahrenheit and corrected for irregularities in the progressive
change. The numbers there contain the regular progressive
and secular changes.
From these detailed tables are formed the following:—

The following table contains
for each month and season, reckoning as the summer season,

the half year from April to September inclusive, and as the win-

ter, the months from October to March inclusive.
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Tablk No. II.

184U-44.

w
Nov.
Dec.

Normal.

676-3-

76M

si?

To obtain the regular solar diurnal variation for each month
and season of the year, we subtract the numbers in table I. from
their respective monthly and season and yearly mean values
given in table 11. After converting these numbers into parts
of the absolute horizontal force, table No. III. of the memoir
shows the results, the significant numbers being expressed in
units of the sixth place of decimals and the sign + indicating a
value greater than the mean, and the sign - one less than the
niean. Three decimals 0*000 are placed at the side of the table.

This table is omitted in the present abstract.

Table No. IV. shows the results obtained in table III, con-
verted into absolute measure by multiplying by 4 176 the abso-
lute horizontal force. Two places of decimals O'OO are placed
^^ the side of the table and are to be understood as preced-
ing each number.
The annual inequality in the daily variation of horizontal

force as derived from table No. IV, is shown in diagram A.
The annual mean shows a maximum value about 6 A. M., a mini-

^'iin about 11 a. M., a secondary maximum about 3^ P. M. and a

secondary minimum about 9 P. M. The maximum at 6 a. m.

;s stationary throughout the year. The morning minimum is

lower during the summer when the sun's declination is north,

^nd the afternoon maximum is higher, thus increasing the daily

range. The converse takes place in winter. The average sum-
Qier range is 00046, and the average winter range 00025. The
average range between the morning maximum and the morning

»>ini.num in summer is 0-0045 and in winter 0-0036.

The half yearlv change is better represented in the annexed

diagram (B) derived from (A) by straightening out the annual

*urve and usino- it as an axis of abscissa, upon which to lay off

the differences between the values of the same hours for the

year, and for the summer and winter. The comparison of this

<iiagram with the corresponding one in Part II. tor the annual

change in the diurnal variation of the declination is of consid-

erable interest.
. , „,

At 6 A. M. there is scarcely any change during the year. The

Maximum change occurs about 9 A. M., the range being about
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Table No. IV.

+o64 +o48 -t

!+o3B +o6«i+o83
067!+! 1

3

o5o+o8i
::4?::;

127-012 |+o33 +o48|+o48 1+094 ;+ 1 2 5 +o48

^!^^1+^5!+^ 1+^+^7 1+75 5+^
114+0261+034 +057+082 +125 +1 571+053 .

«4 +042 +056+086,1+,,, +.29+152+114

.2o6!-??8!-o44|

! +o4o +o85|+09o +o53

0-00194 in absolute measure. About Hi a. m. there is an epocu

of no variation. At 2 p. m. a second maximum, about 0-UUiO(

is reached. At 7i and 11 p. m. points of no change are reacnea.

To find the turning epochs of the annual variation, tn«

monthly values for the hours of 9 A. M. and 2 P. M. when oes

developed were taken from table Is"o. IV. and again compareu

with the annual mean as in the following table.

Table No. Y.-Annual variation at the hours 0/ 9 a. m. and 2 p. m. compared v^C"

^PM. Dui: Meandjffer.

0-00 -~^ 000

-T^'January. -025 -081

t^ +,5o -^ -"045 :o45
April,' -193 -o>6

-069 ^069 '11

-098

rr>;er i;;^^

December, +037

feZI—4,- ~r_
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This table shows bj the change of sign and progress of values
that the epoch of change occurs some time after the equinoxes,
and that the nriaxiraum of variation is reached about the time of
the solstices, a result which corresponds closely with that de-
rived from the discussion of declination in Part II. Represent-
ing the average of the results for each half year by the usual
analytical formula, we find that the change takes place about
twenty-two days after the equinoxes which is about twelve days
later than we found for the declination.

To obtain the best result from observations, the values of
table No. I were thrown into the usual analytical form, equa-
tions for each month, for the half year, and for the year's results
having been obtained. The analytical results for a determinate
hour of any month differ but slightly from the observed results.
For example the differences for August between the computed
and observed results, differ in no case more than three scale
divisions and generally range between and 2. Dingrams (C)
and (D) represent these results, the dots corresponding to the
observed quantities and the curves to the results of analysis.
The results for the summer months are given in diagram C, and
those for the winter in diagram (D). The comparison of the
two diagrams shows the much greater range of the variation of
horizontal force when the sun is north of the equator, as was
also found from the discussion of the magnetic declination.

Diagram (E) gives the curves of regular solar diurnal variation
of the horizontal force for the summer, the winter, and for the

Table VIII, contains the computed values of the time and
amount of the morning maximum and minimum and of the after-

noon maximum. The values for the secondary afternoon mini-

mum are taken from the diagrams. The time of the a. m. maxi-
i^um and minimum is within the nearest eighth minute, that of
the p. M. maximum within the nearest tenth minute, that for the
P- ii. secondary minimum within the nearest hour. The change
of force is expressed in scale divisions.

The extreme variation in the epoch of the A. M. maximum is

2^ loni. The variations for the A. M. minimum is l^ bo^, for the

^}^. maximum it is 2^30™ and for the secondary afternoon

rninimum between three and four hours. In all cases the earlier

hours occur in the summer season. Table IX shows the diurnal

^nge, expressed in scale divisions, parts of the horizontal force

and in absolute measure. In the second column the range be-

tween the A. M. maximum and minimum is given ;
in the third

column that between the a. m. minimum and the P. M. maximum.
These two amplitudes for A. M. and for A. M. and P. M., are further

illustrated in diagram (F), which shows the curve to be double

crested with maxima near the time of the equinoxes and the

greater of these near the autumnal equinox.
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The next table (X) contains the epochs when the mean toriz.^^'

tal force is reached in each day, as computed by the preceamo

--sect the axis of absciss® four

only the A. M. and first P.M.
formulae. The diurnal

times, of which the table

intersection, those later in 1

in summer, winter and the whole year at 7 P. M., 5| ?

^ p. M. respectively, and at 11^ P. M., 12 P. M., Hf ^- ^^

speetively.

The above times are generally
cording to the forraute).

horizontal force is less variable i

afternoon hour.

Diagram (G) exhibits the cha

within 2 minutes (ac-

' of average c

3 of a year than t

I the horizontal force i

solute measure from the monthly normal value for eacti hoar
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LK ^.—Principal epochs of mean horizontalforce.

July." - - ? 57 o 53
Au-ust, - - 7 38 o 44

Ocl'.'.re'r/'^-
."

8 08 5 S
N..ve.iil.er, - 8 4o 3 38

December,- ?_34__ 3 o3

Siimn.er, - - 7 45 i 12

tbe day and for each month of the year. The three vnriahles
are the hour of the day, the month of the year, and the difft-renee

of the horizontal force from the normal. The contour lines of
the magnetic surface differ 0-0005 of horizontal force in absohite
measure. Full lines indicate greater value, lines of dasiies le.ss

value than the mean; dotted lines represent the normal value.

Annual variation of the horizontal force.— For the discas.-<ion of
the annual variation we make use of monthly normal readings of
tue horizontal force as given in table No. IL If »» equals the
inonthly effect of the total progressive change, we obtain from
the twelve equations by the usual method the value ?n= +15-49,
and the correction for progressive change for July and June for

instance becomes -\-b'bm and -b-bm respectively. The fol-

lowing table contains the monthly normals uncorrected and cor-

J'ected for progressive change, also the differences from the mean
of each month constituting the annual variation.

Table Xlt.

CO... Corrected vaH..o„.

JdT 676 3 -fiTT + .0-6
-—

3i-- +.6

t^:^.. T??^ IV,'. -6-7 tTo
October, +38 7 7769 -17

^'
11

tn
- 40

9
Mirch, 8o5-

'542 -o3

illl 856 8 :j?; Vo\

-__' 2 I m-a,nre.
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"With the exception of the month of November, the values given

above for the annual variation are tolerably regular in their pro-

gression, and considering the delicacy of the test applied to the

observations in deducing the annual variation, this exceptional

irregularity in the November value will not affect the general

conclusion. We have as the general results a greater horiijontal

force in summer (April to August), and a smaller horizontal

force in winter (from September to March) than the average an-

nual value. The maximum occurs in July (at Toronto in June)

and the minimum in January (at Toronto in December).

For Toronto we have the expression for the annual variation,

3-531+0-002sin(^4-3UG°)

For Philadelphia : (omitting the November value),

4-l'76+0-001 sin ((9+312°),

the angle 6, in both equations counting from Jan. loth.

The annnal range is 0-0021 (in absolute measure) the transi-

tion appears to take place about the time of the equinoxes or a

short time before.

Table XIII contains the monthly normal values of the hori-

zontal force in absolute measure obtained by adding (algebra-

ically) 4-1760 to the values in the last column of table XIL

These numbers, it will be observed, are corrected for secular

change ; if we apply the same we obtain the result!
'^ the horizontal force answering 1

Jaauary 18i3. The quantity A, mentioned in the explanatory

remarks to table No, Yll, is given i

'

epoch,

^
anatory

last column of table

Table No. XIII.

Monthly ™««n^

Corr. for secular change affected with .ec. cb.

July. - - 4-f^ 4-1787

August, - - 4-1760 4-1769

October. - - 4-1753 4-1758

November. 4-1776
i]',itDecember,
4-. 739

Febmary, - -

March,' - . t^ 4-l?63^ : :

4-1757
4-1775

4-1750

41766
4-i76t 4;i75o_

^1^, : : 47^
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Aet. XXXTV—Abstract of the investigation of the influence of the
JJoon, on the Horizontal Magnetic Force, from observations made
at the Girard College Observatory, in the years 1840-'41-'42-'43
-44-'45; by A. t). Bache, LL.D., F.liS., Sup't U. S. Coast

The method pursued in the investigation of the lunar effect
on the horizontal force is, in general, the same as that exi^lained
in Part III of the discussion of the Girard College observations.
The process may be briefly recapitulated as follows. Each observ-
ation for horizontal force after being corrected for the effect of dif-

erence from the standard temperature, and for progressive change,
tlie disturbed readmgs being omitted (as fully explained in Part
1^0, was marked with its corresponding lunar hour. The observa-
tion nearest to the time of the moon's upper transit over the true

meridian of the observatory was marked 0'' ; that nearest to the
lower transit 12^; and the observations between for western and
eastern hour angles of the moon, were marked with the proper
hmar hour by interpolation. In the hourly series when thirteen

observationsVere recorded in twelve lunar hours, that observa-
tion which is nearest midway between any two consecutive

hinar hours was omitted. Each observation and reduced reading
thus marked with its corresponding lunar hour was subtracted

froni the monthly normal belonging to its respective hour, and
these differences were set down in tabular form, arranged accoid-

hig to lunar hours and keeping each monthly result separate for

luture combination.
The greatest difference possible is 83, the number of scale di-

visions w^hich, according to the criterion, separates a disturbed

^rom an undisturbed observation. For the formation of these

differences which amount to more than 22000, the manuscript

tables of the reduced record were used. These tables have
already been referred to in the preceding paper, Part IT.

The units in which the differences are expressed, are scale di-

visions, one division being equal to 0-0000365 parts of the hori-

zontal force, or to 0-000152 in absolute measure, the mean X
being equal to 4-176 (in units of grains and feet).

Tiie lunar effect on terrestrial magnetism being very small

the process required for its elucidation is proportionally deli-

cate. All the regular and irregular deviations arising from other

sources must first be eliminated. In the method as mdicated

above, the magnetic disturbances (as far as they could be recog-

nized); the diurnal and annual solar variation, as well as the
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eleven (or ten) year inequality, and secular change, are all elim-

inated, leaving numbers titled for the research of the lunar effect.

The readings taken in the month of June, 1840, have not

been used in the discussion, nor in the two preceding parts, be-

cause of the imperfect manner in which the allowance for the

progressive change could only be made at that time. For the

lunar hour 21 in July, 1840, the number of differences is so

small that the mean 'had necessarily to be reduced, and only

one fourth of its amount was set down in the table. In Jan-

uary, February, and March, 1843, the observations were discon-

tinued, excepting a single daily reading. Those months are

therefore not included in the lunar discussion.

Ta3Le No. 8.— Recapitulation of the annual means exhibiting the lunar diurnal

,u>,to.uwJ^^r'!
1 1

i , : 4 U ! , !,
1

8
1

9 !io Ijli

ib4o-'4. ' -o'4 +0-5' +,.5 -0-3 -o-i +0-3 -2-4 -.-3; -.-5; -0 2 +.-3 -0 .

i84r-M2 +I-. +2-o:+25 +0-9 +o-3 +i-. +07 -rr -0 41 -.-3 -O'^ +•

-o-3i+o-4 +3 3 +0-. -0-8 -1-2 -ou

i844--45:-o9,+o6l+o-5 +o-3 o-o +o.6Uo.6+0 9+o-> -0-3 0-0+02

T;77|^o,T^:-i^d-i^£:!>^

18 15 1 16 17 18 ! 19 00
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23A

i84o-'4. +I-0 +0-8 +0-4I-0-. +0-6 -.-3: -,-3 +o-6!-2-J+o6'+r;'

-i-5|-o-6
i842-'43 +01 -o-3-««i+n °;;

zf,\:Zi'ol+0-5 o-o -0-7

Mean,:+0 7'-f-o-2 +0-4 -o3i+o-. -0-7I-1-3 -0-6 -o-5_-jJ^^^}_^lJ

>ry near jr

from the

.^.^.«., „u^ ..,0 for the last year. A genera

fever shows that owing to the disturbing efica

ve change, the monthly means are

derived either from the bi-hourly <

[t is also shown in the sequel that tne xu--

arly the same in the summer and winter

seasons. ,

A comparison of the values of table No. YIII ^^^^S^f^
selves, shows them to be very irregular, although derived roi

mat»y thousand observations. A live vear series of observations

'
' " hibit a tolerably regular progressio •

. groups have been formed, one

.0 to 1843, comprising 8^9^ observa

naining two years, comprising l^-^

5 barely sufficient to e

In the following table tv
results from three years, II

tioas; the other from the r



ontal Magnetic Force.

i_184:j-'46. I o o I
+0-5 i +0-7

|
+0-9

I
+0 4 |

+o-3l +o-5! +0 6! -4-o il -o-el -o-ej -o a

Lj8f3J^5. I +0-7 1+01+04 +o-^ 4-0-3 -o-4l -o-e! -o-tI -i3' -.oI -o-sI -0-9

Before proceeding to the analysis of the final result of table
I^'o. 8, the separate results were combined into summer and win-
ter groups, the first comprising the months from April to Sep-
tember, the second group the winter months from October to

March.

The results are exhibited in the annexed diagram A. The
number of observations, about eleven thousand lor each group,
is evidently too small to eliminate the greater irregularities.

If there is any marked difference in the lunar diurnal variation

in the summer and winter season, the summer range is slightly

greater than the winter range. As to the epoch there is no
doubt that in winter the lunar maxima and minima are earlier

^liau in summer. It is a remarkable fact that the same feature

shows in the lunar effect on the declination, namely, a greater

arnphtude in summer and an earlier occurrence of the maxima
and minima in winter. The amount of the shifting of the two
curves seems to be nearly the same.

From tiie ten years series of observations at Prague (1840- 49),

Mr. Karl Kreil found a larger lunar effect in summer months
than in winter
Recurring to the final values of the lunar diurnal variation of

the horizontal force, as given in table Ko. 8, they can be repre-

sented by the usual Besselian form of periodic functions.

The curve is double crested and is exhibited together with

the observed values in the annexed diagram. It presents two

maxima and tw^o minima. (See diagram B.)

The lunar effect on the declination we have found also to pre-

sent two maxima and two minima as stated in Part III. of the

discussion.
^ , ,

An examination of the diagram just referred to, shows;—

Pnncipal maximum 2^ 52°' after upper culm.; -f-
0-78 scale divisions.

Secondary " " 1 7 " lower ^'^'
',
-^Oo\

Secondarv " ' 8 19 " "Pper " ;

-^-^^
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The epoch of the horizontal force tide for the high values is

nearly two hours after the culminations, and for the low values

it is seven and a half hours after the same phases.

For Makerstoun in Scotland, at Sir Thomas M. Brisbane's ob-

servatory in 1813-46, Mr. J. A. Broun found (Trans. Koval Soc.

Edinburgh, vol. xix, p. 2, 1849) the smaller maximum of the

iitul force -irs alter the upper cumnnation, me

r and a quarter after the lower culmin-

ation; the smaller minimum eight hours after the upper culmin-

ation, and the greater minimum nine hours after the lower cul-

At Prague all extremes appear from two to three hours later.

Mr. Kreil (Denkschriften of the Imp. Acad, of Sciences at Vi-

enna, vol. v, 1858) found frotn the ten years series at Prague

(1810-49) maxima of horizontal force between four and five

hours after the upper an lower culminations, the latter being the

greater of the two', and minima between ten and eleven hours

after the same epochs, that after the upper culmination being the

greater of the two.

From the Toronto observations Major General Sabine dedu-

ced a formula giving a curve of which the general features are

in exact accordance with those deduced from the Philadelplna

observations, namelv, a principal maximum after upper culmin-

ation, followed by the secondary minimum; the secondary max-

imum after the lower culmination followed by the principal mm-

imum. The times and amount of these values are compared m
the following table (No. 10).

rce, as deduced from 22045 c

and an d<^duced' from 84303 o

at Toronto, Canada.

." :;pH:ctvr~'
1..P. r„,.h._n;-SI5S~:

^T"':'E"„;'il.';:;;

An,„-„t .,t pri„. mnx

^E^, 1



Probable error of any single representation of the Philadel-
phia values =±0-25'Jiv= ±0-000009 parts of the horizontal force
= ±0-000038 in absolute measure.

Investigation of the horizontal force in reference to the lunar places.

The following process of reduction has been adopted. After
marking the days of the full and new moon and also the days
preceding and following, the daily means of the horizontal force

readings were taken (already corrected for difference of tempera-

ture and progressive change) for the place of any disturbed obser-

vation, the monthly normal, belonging to the respective hour,

was substituted before taking the daily mean. All accidental

omissions in the record of the hourly or bihourly series were
supplied by the hourly i

obtained, " ^

thus

I independent of the solar diurnal variation. The
monthly normal was next compared with each daily mean and
the differences (normal minus mean) were tabulated.

A positive sign signifies a greater, a negative sign a less force

than the normal value. As the results deduced from a smgle

year are yet too much affected by the incidental irregularities of

tlie observations, the collective results from the five year serie3

(1840-45) are herewith presented.

Table No. U.—Infuence of the lunar phases on the horizontal force.

The J

+2-4

39

-Paruofthehf In ab.ol. mo.,..

Onedaya'fter " "

OnedlySter « "

Difference for new-fnll moon. oooor46

-000023

umber of observations from which any >

i average i

lOve six means were ueuuucu lo wy^^ ^^^ ^.

error, in scale divisions, of any one of the results is ±0-7 nearly

From the Makerstoun observations Broun found for theyeai

1S43-46 a minimum at the time of the full moon :md a max

iiu at the time of the new moon; K-'' ^'- --'
'

'-^'^'i'^ <^»

' vatlons, between 1843-46 found *
- '

^
e. It must be remarked, howe V - ±

- il found that the signs were rever- ^^l

. .trs that the lunar influence on tnc .. _ - i^-^

-^ a cycle of short period. This last remar.v <.oe= i
.j. ..,yo t

t^e effect of the moon's declination and variation in di:,tunee.
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Influence of the moovUs changes of declination on the horizontal force.

The method of investioration is precisely the same as thai

s d

One day before tlie'greate +0-8-
1

OnednyaLr " •<

E;
|—

-

Two days after "

On the day of the moon's rossing the equator, _j.^ !
j P/obable error of any

One (lay befi.re the greate

Onedayakr " " vir-'-Two days after " " "

i probable that the gn

Takir

time of the maximum north declination an increase of horizontal

force of I'l scale division (or 000040 parts of the horizontal

force); at the time of the moon's crossing the equator the force

is decreased 1-2 scale divisions (or O'OOOOM parts of the horizon-

tal force). The horizontal force also appears decreased about

the time of the moon's greatest north declination, the amount is

about half that of the other two cases and is somewhat doubtful,

by an apparently excessive value on the preceding day.

According to Broun there is at Makerstoun a maximum hori-

zontal force at the time of the moon's greatest north and soutb

declination with a minimum force at the time of her crossing the

equator; in two cases, therefore, viz: for north declination and

) declination the Makerstoun and Philadelphia results agree,

jvhile i third case they disagree or remain doubtful. Kreil s

results, from the Prague observations, do not appear to me suffi-

ciently decisive and regular to admit of comparison.

Influence of the moon's variation in distance on the horizontal force.

By a similar process of reduction as that followed in the pre-

ceding investigation we find

The probable error of any one result is about the same as

the preceding results (tables XI. and XII). The results for ^
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I the moon's distance are more consistent and satisfactory
ise depe"-^-— — *^- "' ---^ j.-i:^--.- i

The lunar effect ii

part in perigee and 1

is in apogee.

The Prague results are the same, viz: a greater horizontal
force at and after the moon's apogee than at and after her perigee

;

a three years series of observations at Milan, however, do not
agree therewith. In no branch of magnetic research would ad-
ditional results from independent observations, particularly at
stations widely apart, be more acceptable and valuable than in
the study of the lunar effect in its various manifestations.

In previous numbers of this Journal I have published a series

of papers on this subject, one point of which has been subjected to

criticism ; namely, that I have introduced, in order to complete
certain series, negative equivalents, as is alleged, without giving
any explanation of such a conception.

In answer, I mav observe, that I have not used the expression

attributed to me.
"

I have never once in the whole series of

papers referred to, spoken of negative equivalents. Such an
expression would I conceive, be an absurdity. Any negative

quantity taken in an isolated sense is, as Carnot has proved, an
absurdity. But I have pointed out that by carryiDg certain

decreasing arithmetical series to successive terms, the equivalents

of well marked series of chemical bodies were obtained, and
that finally when we reached a point at which the last term was
less than the common difference, the series might yet be contin-

ued, and the equivalents of other elements, admitted by all

chemists to belong to the same natural group, might be obtamed,

although with negative signs affixed. For example, if commen-
cing with antimony, we subtract a number correspondmg nearly

^vith 45 we obtain in succession the equivalents of arsenic and

Pliosphorus. With phosphorus we reach a term, the numerical

value of which is less than the common difference. We cannot

therefore carry the series forward another term without encoun-

tering negative numbers. Kevertheless there remains another

Diember of the group, nitrogen, intimately bound to it. Is it

^ot then a matter of great interest to observe that this last mem-
ber of the group, apparently cut off from it, is reached, although

^vith a negative sign, by simply carrying the series another

step ?

Am. .Jol-r. Sci.-Secosd Sekies, You XXXIV, 5o. m.-^ov., 1862.
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There next arises the question "What signification is to be

attached to a quantity presenting itself under these circumstances

with a negative sign ? I need not remark that the theory of

negative signs has been a stumbling block in the way c

"

most exalted intelligence ; such as those which occurred between

Leibnitz and Bernouilli, and between Euler and D'Alembert.

But the ideas which prevail at the present day are sufficiently

clear to throw a light on this subject, and I cannot do better

than quote verbatim the following passage which I translate

from Carnot.

"The true sense which is to be attached to this expression,

(that of a negative quantity), is that this absolute quantity does

not belong to the system on which the reasonings have been

established ; but to another which stands with it in a certain re-

lation ; such that in order to render applicable to it the formuJas

found for this first system, it is necessary to change from + to

the sign which precedes it. . ,

"But from the necessity of placing for example -y 'P
*°®

place of +y it does not follow that the quantity represented hjy

has become negative ; but only that, as has just been proved, it is

the difference between two other quantities a, z, of which that

which was the greater in the system on which the reasoning was

established and the formulas found, has become the least in tne

system to which it is desired to apply these formulas. For tne

quantity represented by y being constantly, by hypothesis, tne

diflerence between the two (quantities, a, 2, will be now a
jj

now z—a, according as z is less or greater than a; '^'^* ^"^

cases it will be the greater of these two quantities less the lesse

j

and consequently always positive, and the expression -y y

never be anvthing more than a simple algebraical expressio ,

without signification in itself but having the property ^^.^^ A
being substituted in the formulas found, in place of +2/, 1*

j^

render thera applicable to cases not previously foreseen, or w

at least were not included in those on which the reasoning waa

primarily established."* . -. ,3

The above is precisely the case in the question of
fq^^^^^^^':

before us. The above quantity, a, may be taken as the common

difference in a series of equivalents, and z any term in that sen^

y the following term. Now the sign of y depends upon i

relative greatness of the numbers a and z, but in the words J^^

quoted, ''from the necessity of placing —y in the place of+y^ „

not follow that the quantiiu represented bu ?/ has become «^5'f
f^^*

.-

The criticism to which I am now referring has probably been

founded upon the very general assumption that a ^^S^^}J^^^^
tity is less than nothing. This assumption is so plausible

* Camot, G6omatrie de Position, Paris An xi (1803). Dissert Pr^L ^^^
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have deceived many eminent mathematicians and even Newton
himself and Euler. But D'Alembert and Carnot have both
pointed out its erroneous nature. D'Alembert states the pro-

portion 1:— 1::— 1:1, and observes that if —1 be less than
nothing, then it must be less than +1, and we should have a

greater number standing to a less in the same relation as a less

to a greater, which would be an absurdity. Therefore -1 is not

a less number than +1. Carnot considers this reasoning of

D'Alembert unanswerable, and has himself proved the same in an
equally ingenious manner. If —3 be less than nothing it must
be less than +2. But (-3)=' =9 and (+2)^=4. Therefore the

square of the less number would be greater than the square of

the greater, which is absurd.*

Clearly, therefore, it cannot be maintained that negative num-
bers are less than nothing. Taken in an isolated sense, they are

mere mathematical abstractions, but considered m connection

with the operations by which they were produced, they are full

of significance.

Philadelphia, Sept. 26, 1862.

Art. XXXVL—Description of Calamopora, found in the gravel
' Michigan, with some introductory re-

irks; by Carl Eomixger, M.D.
deposits near Ann Arbor,

The alluvial deposits are to me at present the only accessible

source for palffiontological study, the nearest stratified rocks be-

ing 40 miles distant from my location. In passing a favel-pit,

I used to feel a sort of dissatisfaction, because strata of older de-

I hidden from my ^
1 have

learned to admire the gravel exposures as a sort of a cabinet,

comprising the whole Paleozoic fauna. It is true, that cabinet is

in bad order, but fortunately its specimens are so well labelled,

that even the effects of a deluge could not destroy the marks,

and so, with care, order can be restored. The genus Calamopora

or Favosites is very abundantly represented and its sUicitied

specimens are frequently so finely preserved that to study their

organization, no better material could be wished lor.

ent advanced by Cam.

e in the original. " Je

S^i
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The following pages will be a description of these remains, and

I hope that my observations, although concerning objects which

are generally well known, will add something to our knowledge.

Calamopora is defined by Goldfass as a corallum composed of

tubes, which are connected by lateral perforations in the walls,

and divided into compartments by transverse diaphragms.

"Within these limits he included the genus Chaetetes or Sten-

opora, supposing its walls to be perforated, but it is now suffi-

ciently ascertained that the coral described by him as Calamopora

Jibrosa has no lateral communication between its tubes.

Milne Edwards, in his Monograph of British Devonian corals,

describes and delineates a Favosite-^ jihrosm, with lateral pores,

and identifies his specimens with Goldfuss's figs. 3a and 6, Tab. 28,

but the correctness of this observation is very doubtful; at all

events, the specimens from the Eifel, and those which Goldfuss

had from Lexington, Kentuckj^ do not exhibit such perforation.

The distinction made between Chaetetes and Stenopora brings

all the American forms, and those from the Eifel, to the latter

genus, leaving for Chaetetes only theEussian specimens, which I

have never had an opportunity of seeing.

Besides the exclusion of those forms to which the established

generic character of Calamopora would not apply, a number of

subgenera have been created from the remaining material.

Alveolites comprises Calamoporge with depressed tubes and

similar cell-mouths opening obliquely to the surface, and form-

ing a projecting lip with the exterior half The connecting pores

are proportionally larger and more irregular than in ordinary

Calamoporae, and also the diaphragms are less regular. I^s ^""^^

are frequently flexuous, with the side-walls intimately united, and

part of the younger tubes appear to be side branches of the older

tubes, but simple side-walls and an increase by division of the

older tubes are never observed, the walls having always in the

centre a distinct line of demarcation. . •,

Alveolites forms generally incrusting masses of laminated

structure, but occurs also in the ramose form, which latter is only

with diflS.culty distinguished from a second subgenus, the

Limaria or Cladopora, Siriaiopora and Coemtes, all of whictx

names are designed for fossils of the same organization.

Limaria is a Calamopora growing in small branches, with very

massive tube-walls, and expanded cell-mouths of rounded or trans-

versal ly elongated shape. Its side pores are large and not nu-

merous, its tubes augment by interpolation, sometimes opening

at their lower ends into the side-walls of older tubes, as m
Alveolites. Transverse diaphragms perfect, or represented Dy

lateral lingaiform projections, but frequently wanting. .

Cladopora is said to differ from Limaria by a different shape oi

tlie orifices, but it is impossible to draw a line of division between

the different forms.
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Striatopora is separated on account of its having longitudinal
striae on the inside of its tubes, but this character is essential to

Calamopora and to all its sub-genera. In some specimens or
species this striation is somewhat obscure, but this does not alter

the general rule.

Michelinia includes Calamopor^e with very large tubes and
compound vesicular diaphragms. The longitudinal striae in its

tubes are more numerous than in other Calamoporte and the
side pores are remarkably small and irregularly disseminated.

The separate tubes of some corals, connected by lateral pro-

cesses and with constrictions at various intervals, named by Bil-

lings HaimeophyUuvi, under certain circumstances coalesce, and
become connected by lateral pores, assuming altogether the form
of a Michelinia.

Some other subgenera have been dissevered from Calamopora
without any proper justification.

Emmonsia is characterized by tubes in which the ordinary

simple diaphragms are in part or wholly replaced by compound
and imperfectly developed diaphragms. This character is so

little constant that, in the same tubes, a succession of perfectly

regular simple diaphragms may be observed, while in previous
or subsequent periods of growth only compound and partial dia-

phragms were deposited.

Astrocerium is not entitled to more credit; it is based upon the

presence of rows of spinules on the inner surface of its tubes.

Spiiiules are decorative organs, noticed in a number of other

Calamopone, which the author allows to bear their old name

;

these spinules are also not equally well developed in all speci-

iJiens of the same species and are often obliterated by the effects

of petrification.

A character upon which alone a generic distmction is based

should not be subject to obliteration by want of development

or by the effects of petrification.
.

Before entering upon a detailed description of species, I have to

make some remarks upon the value of the number and disposi-

tion of the lateral pores, for specific distinction. It is desirable,

that each species of Calamopora should have certain peculiar

features, with regard to the size, number and disposition of its

lateral pores, which can serve as subordinate characters, for dis-

tinction of one kind from the other, but most writers have placed

too much importance upon these characters. The tubes of a Cal-

amopora form irregular polygons, which of itself excludes a reg-

ularity in the number of pore-ro^s on a side ; but suppose the

polygons were regular—the number of rows m a species does not

seem to be constant, for the circumference of a tube.

The same want 6i precision exists with regard to the position

of pores on the sides or on the angles.
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The organization of tlie animal does not seem to have been
such as to determine, by a sort of mathematical necessity, the po-

sition of the pores ; on the contrary, it appears that tlie animal

was at perfect liberty to leave ad libitum such openings in its

Calamopora favosa Goldfuss, Tab. 26, f. 2.

d by
fith those found here, is always connected with some

difficulty, but, in this case, the fossil itself is of American origin,

and so, lay looking over the specimens from the locaHty indicated

(Dmmmond's Island), Calamopora favosa can easily be pointed

out. According to Goldfuss's figure its tubes are a little over 3

millimeters wide, and in his rather short description he desig-

nates convex diaphragms and two opposite rows of pores on

each side as the distinguishing characters of it. It will not

appear superfluous, to add to this some more special observa-

tions. The tubes, which in a given specimen are all of similar

size, have a very variable diameter, between the extremes of 4

millimeters and 1|- millimeter; for example I observed a tube

measuring 9 millimeters in one specimen, the tubes of which had

an average size of 4 millimeters. The inner side of the tubes is

densely covered with spinules, some of which are bifurcated, and

which also extend over the upper face of the diaphragms.
The spinules are placed in about 12 longitudinal rows, sepa-

rated by as many longitudinal sulci, and a transverse order also,

corresponding with the lines of growth seen on the outside, can

be noticed in the arrangement of the spinules.
Under the magnifier this position of the spinules in rows is

not so obvious as with the naked eye, as they appear then more

irregularly dispersed. Pores of moderate size are disposed over

the sides in 1, 2, or 3 irregular rows, but not as Goldfuss asserts,

in pairs; pores placed in pairs are sometimes seen, but this is

by no means the rule.

The diaphragms are subject to many variations, some are almost

flat, others form a high, rounded or transversely elongated

cone, the top of which is oflen deeply impressed ; this impres-

sion protrudes on the lower side as a rounded elevation, of which

Goldfuss gives a good representation, Tab. 26 fig. 2, 6. Some-

times in the centre of tliis depression a hole is left open, or it is

found closed up subsequently with a solid globular piece.

Marginal depressions in the diaphragms, similar to those fig-

ured by Goldfuss in his Calamopora alveolaris, are seen in difler-

ent degrees of development. Sometimes they are hardly to be
" ced, at others thev becor' become large and give the end

the diaphragma, but often

starHke appearance. Frequently 12 such dfepressions encirc

'
Q less.
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Characteristic of this species, are obtusely polygonal concen-
tric rings of growth marking both faces of the diaphragms
and an obscure radial striation, which becomes more distinct on
the eroded surfaces.

Usually three or four diaphragms are placed in a space equal
to the diameter of a tube, but sometimes only one, for the same
distance. The corallum is found in tabular fragments of several
inches thickness and nearly parallel tubes, or in biconvex cakes
With the lower side surrounded by an epitheca, which however
IS rarely well preserved.

Calamopora Niagarensis Hall, and part of favosa Hall ; Calamopora
Guthlandica auctorum : Dania Huronka ?

I adopt the name magaremis, in preference to Goi]ilandica,
because the first name is less abused, while the latter has been
applied to so many different species that nobodv knows which is
the genuine. Even Goldfuss himself confounded different corals
under that name. The Eifel specimens of Calamopora Gothlandica
are at all events totally different from the Niagara specimens.
Under the name Niagarensis, I comprise forms which are found

associated, and do not differ from each other, except in the size
of their tubes, which varies from two to four millimeters in dif-
ferent specimens. The inside of the sharp-edged polygonal
tubes is covered with small delicate spinules; some specimens
appear to be entirely smooth, but, even in these, usually some
tubes can be found in which the spinules are preserved.
Pores are small, not crowded, and with no elevated border,

from 1 to 4 rows may be counted on a side, the number of rows
on the circumference of a tube does not seem to exceed 15, more

ntly a smaller number occurs. Diaphragms flat, s
slightly concave, or flexuous, in consequence of the development
of a few marginal depressions; or stellate, if these depressions
have become more numerous and more regular. Most frequently
from 5 to 12 such depressions are observed, but in some tubes I
have noticed more than 12.

All these variations in the diaphragms can be observed at once
m a single specimen, but most frequently the diaphragms are
perfectly flat, horizontal, or occasionally oblique, their upper
face is also decorated with spinules, which however are seldom
preserved.

I^istance of diaphragms variable from the thickness of paper to
^i^ore than the diameter of a tube. This variation occurs some-
times in the prolongation of one and the same tube, or cluster
of tabes.

A number of specimens, and those with closely approximated
diaphragms in particular, have a laminated structure, and the
Side pores are disguised by the densely crowded diaphragms, or
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hy incrustation. I strongly suspect that by misapprehension
of such specimens the genus Dania has been called into existence,
and will finally have to be erased from the list of names.
Ihecorallum is found in tabular undulated fragments, with

parallel tubes; or in placentiform expansions, with flattened or
conical base, on which sometimes remains of an epitheca are
preserved. Ca/amopora Gothlandica from the Eifel differs from
It, by the inequality and more rounded nature of its tubes, by
Its tuberose or piriform mode of growth, by much coarser and
more numerous spinules on the side-walls, by much larger and
more numerous lateral pores, which are surrounded by a shal-
low excavation, from the upper end of which a large spine gen-
erally protrudes.

b f &

Calamopora venusta Ksill—Aetroceriiim venustum Hall, is a very
near relative of the two former species. Its tubes are about one
millimeter wide, sometimes less.

Twelve longitudinal rows of spinules are planted on the inner
circumference of the tubes, which often grow so long as to reach
the centre. The upper face of the diaphragms is also spinulous.
The diaphragms are flat, but often also ol"warped aspect, from
the presence of lateral depressions. Pores are disposed along the
sides in one or two rows.

In some specimens the tubes are more than one millimeter

les not so largely developed, but otherwise

differ much. It occurs in our gravel banks

.......J
.w i..cv^iiicuLs of larger masses, or in placentiform laminate

cpansions with an epitheca on the lower side. The rock enclos-

g the three preceding Calamopon
Orummc"-!'- t„i„_j .1 .

Ihe foTlowing species of Calamopora occur in a siliceo-calca-
reous rock, which, judging from the character of its fossils, is

Identical with the Corniferous limestone of New York and
Canada.

Calamopora kemispherica Yandell and Shiimard ; Favosites alveolarii
Hall, Geo). Report New York, 4 Distr.; Emmonsia hemispherica Milne

IS^r
^°'^ ^^^'™^

'
^"^^^^^^^ hemispherica Billings, Canad. Journ.

This coral is found in a number of different varieties, which
are so intimately connected by intermediate forms that it would
De unnatural to undertake a division into several species. Milne
lidwards enumerates three species, which are distinguished by

IZ'^^ ?i
^^^ ^"^^' ^y '"*^^^ o^ less regularity in the diaphragms,

and by the number of pore-rows on a side, all of which charac-

l7llnnZZ^^
variable, even in single specimens, and consequent-

y cannot be relied on. Specimens with tubes nearly three mU-
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limetres wide, and others ia all gradations down to tubes of one
millimetre, or even less, are equally common.
A certaia size of tubes is always predominant in specimens,

but smaller and larger ones are found intermingled. Exteriorly
the tubes are smooth, or marked with transverse lines of growth,
polygonal ; interiorly, frequently rounded, with from 12 to 14
Imear longitudinal sulci, including in this number the lines
formed by the angles of the polygons. Most characteristic of
this species are horizontal, or variously oblique or flexuous, lin-

guiform lamellae, which project from the side-walls of the tubes
m various degrees of development and of multitude.

These lamellae are perfect analogues of the spinules of the
above described species from the Niagara group, and must not
be confounded with the ordinary diaphragms, although they can
take their place and function.

In some specimens regular diaphragms divide the tubes, and
the intervals between them are found either studded with shorter
lamellae, or interrupted by partial compound diaphragms, formed
by the enlarged and coalesced lamelliB. In other specimens no
regular simple diaphragms can be found, and the irregularly

coalesced laraellse replace them altogether; but even in those
specimens in which, at certain periods of growth, no regular
diaphragm can be noticed, successively, or abruptly, the tubes
may alter their appearance, and, for a while, only regular simple
diaphragms may be seen, with the intervals between them en-
tirely smooth. This circumstance proves satisfactorily that the
different degrees of development of these organs, far from being
of generical importance, are not even constant in the prolonga-
tion of one and the same tube.

In some specimens the lateral lamellw form twelve tolerably

regular longitudinal rows, which are separated by the longitu-

dinal furrows, but in other specimens smaller and larger la-

mellae, horizontal, oblique, or flexuous, are dispersed in per-

fect disorder, forming by their coalescence a coarse cellular

tissue, rather than a series of diaphragms. The diaphragms
formed of lamellas more equal in size and position, have a stel-

late surface, from the cicatrices indicating the outlines of the

component laraellee. Milne Edwards, probably having in view
this kind of diaphragms, speaks of " 12 vertical lamellae reach-

ing to the centre of the tabulae," but the vertical lamella3 and
the tabulae are in this case one and the same thing.

The pores form from 8 to 12 rows on the circumference of a
tube, are large and numerous; surrounded by a prominent rim,

or not. They seem to be more numerous' in the tubes with

complicated diaphragms, than in those which have them more
simple.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Sekies, Vol. XXXIY, No. I02.-Xov., 1862.

51
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By disease, parts of some specimens of this coral have become
so transformed that they would not be suspected to be Calamop-
orae, if they were not connected with tubes of regular form.

Casts of such specimens are represented by a network, composed
of geniculate, nodose, vertical columns, which are connected by

numerous horizontal side branches, equally thick with the col-

umns. The walls of the tube and its lamellae are thickened enor-

mously at the expense of the openings, while at the same time,

the side-pores enlarged, and assumed the form of connecting

tubes. A similar disease is noticed in some ramose specimens

of Calamopora, from the Eifel, which appear like solid branches,

perfectly, penetrated by tortuous worm holes.

The external form of this coral is indicated by its name.

Earely remainders of an epitheca can be noticed, which seemed

to be restricted to a small root portion.

Calamopora epider

Billings confounds this coral with specimens of the Niagara

group as well as with Eifel specimens, but with neither of them

has it much similarity. By having lamellose projections on the

side- walls instead of spinules, it differs from both, and shows its

close affinity to Calamopora hemispherica, from which it differs,

by a different mode of growth, by larger tubes, by regular sim-

ple diaphragms, and by smaller less numerous side-pores ;
but

because C. hemispherica sometimes has also its diaphragms more

regular, and does not differ very much in the size of its tubes, it

' diflacult to determine, in fragments, f-

expansions, with a conical basal portion ; from the surface oi

these expansions, new expansions sprout up in terrace-form.

The whole underside of the mother expansion, as well as ot

the terraces, is covered with a concentrically wrinkled epitbeca.

The tubes which have in C. hemispherica an inclination to form

an arch directed outwards, are in this species more bent up-

wards, which is the cause of its having a flattened placentiform

surface.

It is already mentioned, that lamelliform horizontal projections

entirely similar to those of C. hemispherica are placed on t&e

inside of the tube-walls, but these remain in the form of Imgui-

form squamee, and do not often help to form the diaphragms,

which are perfectly regular, flat, or warped by the development

of some lateral depressions. These depressions are in this spe-

cies never so numerous and so regular as to give the end ceils a

star-like aspect.

Distance of diaphragms not large, usually three or four m the

space of a tube-diameter, which varies from two to three miin-
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meters, in the same specimen. Twelve longitudinal linear sulci

are well marked.
The pores are moderate in size and in number, surrounded bj

a prominent rim and forming one or two irregular rows on
each side,

Calamopora WinckeUi, n. s.

Tubes rounded, or obtusely polygonal, from three to four mil-

limeters wide, interspersed with many smaller ones. Walls
marked with 12 longitudinal sulci but otherwise smooth. Dia-

phragms distant, simple, flat, promiscuously horizontal, or in all

degrees of obliquity ; frequently they become flexuous, by lateral

depressions, or one of these depressions is so strongly developed

as to occupy the whole diaphragm, and to transform it into a

fonnel.

Pores are large, surrounded by a rim, moderately numerous,

forming from 8 to 12 rows on the circumference of a tube.

The corallum occurs in irregular subglobose masses. A piece

of epithecal crust preserved in a specimen has, besides the con-

centric lines of growth, also fine longitudinal striae. It is found

enclosed in the same rocks with the formerly described species

;

one specimen I took from a sandstone boulder, containing a

number of fossils characteristic of the Oriskany sandstone.

It grows in large undulated expansions, of a thickness variable

from a few lines to more than an inch. From the surface of

these similar expansions sprout up, forming gradually a cavern-

ous superstructure, the floors of which, on the under side, are all

covered with an epitheca, so thin that the outlines of the tubes

show through it. Its tubes are of two sizes, and so disposed as

to give to the surface the appearance of a Heliolites. The larger

ones are perfectly round, and measure about one milhmeter, the

smaller ones are ant^ular, and are only half a millimeter wide.

Twelve distinct longitudinal ridges can be observed on the

casts of the larger tubes, and also on the smaller tubes longi-

tudinal striae can be noticed,
n T -L

Both kinds of tubes are divided by regular perfect diaphragms.

In the larger tubes, the intervals between the diaphragms ex-

liibit a small number of linguiform lamelte, similar to those of

Calamopora hemispherica, or C. epidermata.

Pores surrounded by an elevated border, quite numerous on

the larger tube as well as on the smaller ones.

Calamopora heliolitiformis, n. s.

Differs from the former species by having larger tubes, and by

its growth in subglobose masses and not in flat expansions.
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The larger round tubes measure not quite two millimeters, the

smaller angular tubes one millimeter. Diaphragms of the smaller

tubes simple, straight, and somewhat distant, in the larger tubes

simple and compound or imperfect diaphragms are intermingled

as in Calamopora hemispherica.

Pores arc large and numerous, surrounded bj a prominent

rim, placed in a single row on the sides of the smaller tubes; the

number of rows on the circumference of the larger tubes I could

not accurately ascertain. Also longitudinal sulci are noticed,

but in the specimens they are not plain enough to be counted.

Cala7nopora hasaltica, Goldfuss Tab. 26, fig. 4.

Occurs in tuberose or pyriform, glandular masses, with more

or less unequal polygonal tubes, from one to two millimeters

wide, ascending in a gentle curve, from the interior to the

outside.

Diaphragms flat, simple, or more frequently compound, distant

about one millimeter. In parts of the surface, all the tube-

mouths are found closed up by opercula of a more substantial

and more regular construction than the ordinary diaphragms.

The latter are compounded of from five to eight linguiform

lamelhe, unequal in size and in level, so as to form by coa-

lescence an irregular angular surface; the opercula are formed

by 12 such lamellae, equal in size and in level, the sutures of

which give them a regular stelliform appearance. The centre

of the operculum is formed by a circular piece of concentrical

structure, and not by the coalesced acumina of the lamellae com-

posing the external ring.

A similarly constructed operculum is described in Callopora

elegantula by Hall (Palasontology of New York, vol. ii, p. 144).

The opercula, as well as the ordinary diaphragms, can sometimes

be observed in the young state, in which the constituent lamellae

have not yet grown so far as to become contiguous, therefore iQ

the centre a corresponding stellate opening is seen.

The compound diaphragms of this species are always in reg-

ular superposition, and do not exhibit the cellulose confused con-

dition which was described in Calamopora hemispherica. From

the side view they appear to be simple, and only rarely some

isolated lamellse are found protruding in the intervals between

Pores form one, sometimes two, rows on each side.

The adjoining tube-walls are separated at the surface by very

plam lines of demarcation which are sharply polygonal, wnue

the openings of the tubes often have a more rounded aspect
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Calamopora turbinata Billings, Canad. Journ., 1859, p. 109; lb. 1860,

This peculiar Calamopora is a very near relative to C. basaltica,

and differs from it only in external form, which is either turbi-

nate, like a turbinate Cyathophyllum, or it forms large lenticular

masses, with coarse rounded folds on the lower side which is

generally exposed, while the upper side is almost invariably

adhehng to the enclosing rock ; or in other cases, the internal

portions of the coral are decomposed, and only the external ends
of the tubes, which are strengthened by their massive opercula,

are left in the form of excavated horns, or more expanded
funnels or dishes. Billings has described the corals so well that

any farther remark is superfluous. He calls the appearance of

an operculum an epitheco, which word should be restricted to

a different sort of an envelope.

It is rarely found silicified, in association with the other Cor-

niferous limestone fossils; it is very common in calcareous frag-

ments containing immense numbers of broken Brachiopods,

Crinoidal stems, and Bryozoa, belonging to the lower strata of

the Helderberg group.
Calamopora pobjmorpha belongs to more destructible calcareo-

argUlaceous strata, and is very poorly preserved in our gravel.

The ramose forms known as C. cervicornis, C. reticulata, and C.

dubia, with a number of allied forms, are found finely preserved,

hut I reserve their description for some future communication,

which will also embrace the numerous varieties of Limaria, and

the ramose forms of Alveolites.

Michelima convexa D'Orbigny ; Billings, Canad. Journ., 1859, p. 112.

It is not unfrequently found, but rarely well preserved.

Omitting a general description, I have only to nnention a re-

mark of Mr. Billincrs, that Michelinia differs from Favosites by

having the verticallamellee represented by vertical striae, while

in Favosites series of minute spinules form the equiva ent. But

Michelinia convexa and also M.favosoid£a have the inside covered

with just as many rows of spinules as they have longitudinal

strise, because every interval between two strne bears a row of

spinules. On the other hand the strise are also well enough

developed in Calamopora, only less numerous than in Michelinia.

Michelinia intermittens Billings; Canad. Journ., 1859.

A coral which corresponds perfectly with the description given

by Mr. Billinsrs is not rare here.
, j , i . ,

Its tubes are frequently contiguous and connected by lateral

pores, which are placed in the intervals between the constnc-

tions'; diaphragms vesicular, longitudinal stri^ mdisti net, and

spinules irregularly disperedover the interior of the side-walls.
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In parts of the same specimens the tabes are free, only con-
nected by lateral processes, and exhibit all the characters de-

scribed by Billings in Haimeophyllum ordinatum (Canad. Journ.,
18o9, p. 140). This species consequently has to receive the
name Haimeophyllum, the affinity of which to Michelinia is

already mentioned in Mr. Billings's essay.

Art. XXXVIL— 0/z ,

cells of Saururus cemuus ; by Geoege C. Schaeffee, M.I

While examining the intimate
discovered, in th year 1854, a peculiar i

pith cells of Saururus cemuus, which was so different from any
thing before described that it seemed to be quite abnormal. Con-
tinued observation for eight years has shown however that, for

this plant at least, the phenomenon is constant, while an equally
long continued examination of the writers on such subjects, has

proved that no record of this appearance has ever been made.
As a mere microscopical curiosity the fact might be deemed wor-
thy of notice, but the remarkable similarity to a motion which
has been considered as invariably connected with a distinct and
peculiar vegetable function, seems to render its record needful
for the true advancement of vegetable physiology.

Ihe Saururus cemuus, like many other aquatic or marsh
plants, has a pith, the cells of which are not in complete juxta-

position, but separated in part by vertical air passages which are

as regularly built around by the cells as a chimney is by its

bricks, with this difference, however, that the cells are arranged
directly one above another, and do not "break joint" as the

bricks would in any properly constructed chimney—no fault in

mture s workmanship, we should remark, since the pith is a

mere filling in, surrounded by a much denser and more solidly

budt structure.

The cells in which the above mentioned motion occurs are not

those from which the party walls of each air passage diverge,

but those forming the middle of the wall between any two con-

tiguous channels; they seem to be smaller and younger cells

than the others.

In all ordinary cases of cychsis the motion is along the walls

of the cell, coming and going in paths which are, for the time at

least, permanent. But in the Saururus the granules lie in the

centre of the cells above described and their motion is of a quite

different character. To those familiar with microscopic obser-

vations, we may best describe this motion as perfectly identical
witti that seen in the, so-called, vesicles, in the ends of ChsU-
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all motion has ceased, in such cases the granules are alwaj^s
closely crowded together in the centre of the cell.

The time during which this motion continues is quite remark-
able. Specimens of the plant kept for several dajs in water
never fail to show it, while the proper pith cells of all parts of
the plant, even of the blanched portions of the stem growing

Indeed no form of c^cZo-

so easily demonstrated.

The nature of the granules however is not so readily deter-

mined, for they do not show the starch reaction with tincture of
iodine, neither are they colored as proteine compounds, (and
such I had at first supposed them to be,) would be under this

reagent. There is however a remarkable difficulty, common also

to many others, in applying chemical tests to sections of this

plant, and this consists in the rapid discoloration of the speci-

mens, owing to the presence of tannic acid which acts upon the
iron of the cutting instrument. It is quite certain however that

the granules are neither starch nor proteine, whether they are,

the so-called, aleurone, I am unable to say.

To those familiar with the microscopic examination of fresh-

water algse, this "swarming" apart from the best known case of
the Closterium, must be quite familiar—but such motions have
always been considered as in some way connected with sexual

reproduction. In the case in question however nothing of the

kind can possibly occur—for the Saururus is, beyond a doubt,

not onlv a phsenogamous, but even a dicotyledonous plant,

closely allied to the Pepper family. The cells m which this mo-
tion is seen are evidently smaller and younger than those in

their immediate vicinity. Sometimes indeed two vertical rows
of small cells show the same motion. The phenomenon in ques-

tion would therefore merelv indicate active cell muUiplicaiion and
not plant reproduction, to which similar appearances have always

been referred. AVith a somewhat extensive experience I am
able to say that nothing of the kind has before been observed m
phfenogamous plants; yet it must be admitted that one single

instance among them is sufficient to invalidate the inferences for-

merly drawn from algae, as to the true meaning of this peculiar

kind of motion.
I am more earnestly disposed to insist upon this, apparently,

exceptional case because it confirms views long held and taught

by myself as to the purely physico-chemical mterpretation of

most of the phenomena of vegetable life.



G. J. Brush on Triphyline at Norwich, Mass.

Art. XXXVIIL—On the occurrence of Triphyline at Norwich, in

Massachusetts; by George J. Brush.

It is well known that a crystallized phosphate of manganese,
iron, and lithia was found by Hitchcock and Hartwell, associa-

ted with the spodaraene from Norwich, Mass., and that the crys-

talline form, and chemical composition of this substance have
been investigated by several mineralogists and chemists. Prof.

Dana and Mr. Craw* have shown this phosphate to be near

triphyline, although, as Mr. Craw states, "the results of his in-

vestigation tend to prove a wide difference from that species

rather than an identity with it." Prof Shepardf refers the min-

eral to triplite, and calls attention to the circumstance that Mr.

Craw's analysis connects the mineral with Damour's alluaudite

rather than with triphyline. Dr. Mallett's:|: analysis does not

differ essentially from that by Mr. Craw, and all these writers

agree in considering the substance as an altered mineral.
Quite recently I have received from Prof E. Hitchcock, Jr.,

some specimens which afford a solution of the question as to the

character of the original mineral. Externally the specimens have

an iron-black color; on the fracture, however, this iron-black

substance is shown to be a mere crust, having but an imperfect

cleavage, and passing gradually into a distinctly cleavable green

mineral, which occupies the centre of the crystal. On exam-

ination, this central mass proves to be identical with triphyline,

as will be seen by the following physical and pyrognostic char-

acters: cleavage distinct in two directions, one quite perfect;

color grayish-green, in thin fragments translucent ; streak white;

lustre vitreous inclining to greasy. H. = 5. Sp. Gr. = 3-534.

Heated in the closed tube decrepitates, blackens, and gives a

faint trace of moisture. On charcoal fuses readily to a black

magnetic globule. In the forceps fuses, blackens, and m the

outer flame gives reactions for lithia and phosphoric acid ;
m

the reducing flame becomes magnetic. Fused in a glass tube

with sodium yields a phosphid, which on treatment with water

gives copious fumes of phosphuretted hydrogen. Dissolves la

borax, soda, and salt of phosphorus, reacting for iron and man-

These characters are identical with those of the triphyline from

Eabenstein in Bavaria, and the source of the altered phosphates

of manganese and iron found at Norwich is thus shown to be

triphyline. This fact is also of further interest, as being the firs'

time that triphyline has been identified as occurring in this

country.

Sheffield Laboratory, Tale College, Oct, Uth, 1862.

im^



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTKY.

1. Contributions to the Spectral Analysis.—ln examining with the spec-
troscope a substance containing baryta, A. Mitscherlich observed two bright
green bands which appeared to indicate the presence of a new njetal.
^ti further investigation it was found that the same lines were obtained
sometimes alone, sometimes together with barium lines, when a solution
of chlond of barium containing sal-ammoniac is employed. By means
or a smiple apparatus, consisting essentially of a glass tube closed at its
lower end by a bundle of fine platinum wires and filled with the liquid to
oe examined, the author obtained colored flames of great intensity and
!^"? ^^"'^'•ion» the wires serving by capillary action to feed the flame of
the burner, A mixture of 1 part of a concentrated solution of chlorid
of barium with 20 parts of a solution of sal-ammoniac and 20 parts
ot chlorhydric acid containing about 20 parts of real acid gives the
two green lines above mentioned. By employing solutions of the clilo-
n:Js of calcium or strontium mixed with sal-ammoniac, new spectra are
obtained which differ greatly from the ordinary spectra, but which are
seldom quite free from them. Even to the eye alone the new flames differ
in color from those obtained by employing the metallic salts without the
addition of sal-ammoniac. From this it follows that the spectrum of the
inetals of the alkaline earths, is difl'erent from that of their chlorids. That

01 tills ditterence, is shown by the fact that the ordinary or metallic spec-
tra are not changed by passing the light through a flame containing
sal-ammoniac. The spectra of protochlorid and subchloiid of copper
^ere found to be diS'erent though usually more or less mixed in conse-
quence of the reduction of the chlorid to'subchlorid by heat. By intro-
oucing several substances into the same flame particular lines often vanish

;

thus the blue strontium line disappears when chlorid of coprM?r, sal-am-
n^oniacand chlorid of stront '

' "^ '

and sodium give no spectra a

^hen the chlorid is mixed with sal-ammoniac and chlorhydric aciu. ine
sodium reaction is too delicate for this experiment, but the author found
"lat light transmitted through the vapor of the ignited chlorid gave no

From the above it follows that the metals do not give a spectrum ia

^'1 their compounds, and that they do not give the same spectrum in dif-

ferent compounds, but that the character of the spectrum depends upon
J'hether it is produced by the metal or by one of its compounds of the
nrst order. It further appears that every compound <rf the first order, if it

have jj spectrum other than that produced by decomposition, roust have a
spectrum of its own. Metallic compounds are so easily reduced by the
""^

' ' the spectra of the metals themselves.

•^%bt passed through ignited sod
soda, does not give the sodium liithe^sodium line D, but the vapor of metallic sodium

XXXIV, No. It^—Noy.,I8C2.
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at a low red heat exhibits this line distinctly. From this it follows tl

in those flames which exhibit the sodium line, metallic sodium, as su

produces the line in question, and since sodium has almost the greatest

'
' uggests that these ex]

line the affinities of the elements at the temperature

affinity for oxygen it follows that all spectra which are produced by oxyds

are metallic spectra. The author further suggests that these experiments

enable us to determine the affinities of the elements i
'

'

'••"

of the sun's atmosphere by the spectral analysis. If, i

should have to conclude that at the temperature of the sun's atmosphere

the metal in question has a greater affinity for chlorine than potassium or

sodium, since these exist as metals in the sun's atmosphere. Moreover

1 compounds which exist in it,

approximately high teroper-

Froni the fact that free potassium and sodium exist in the sun's atmo-

sphere, it tbllows that no free electro-negative body like oxygen, sulphur,

&c., can be present, and not even enough to combine with all the sodium.

Consequently all metals which are reduced from their compounds by so-

dium must exist in the sun's atmosphere in the free state.* The absence

in the solar spectrum of the lines of a particular metal does not prove

the absence of the metal itself, since it may exist in combination with

some element, the compound itself exhibiting no spectrum. The many

new lines recently discovered in the spectrum and to which no elements

are known to correspond, may prove to be the lines of compounds of the

first order of metals already known.

—

Pogg. Ann. cxvi, 499.

2. Researches on the Solar Spectrum,—After much delay we have re-

ceived the long expected memoir of Kirchhoff on the spectrum, a work

which has already passed to a second edition, and which can hardly fail

to become the standard authority on the subject. The memoir in ques-

tion is taken from the Transactions of the Royal Society of Berlin, and is

accompanied by two plates of the spectrum and one of the apparatus era-

ployed. The plates are unfortunately not colored, and are lithographed

instead of engraved. They represent only the portion of the spectrum

which extends from the line D to the line G, the author being preventeit

by the condition of his eyes from revising other portions, the survey oi

, cblorids, Ac.

argue that because oxygen is the must abundant terrestrial, it must also necessan y

be the most abundant solar element, yet such is possibly the case, ^"""^j^^^y so-

dium must exist in the sun's atmosphere in a free state, because t'^®
.!"^*j*j^^ ^ Judg-

ing of the affinities actually controlling combination.
. the

There arTfew'bmnches^of 8ckn'i%WchVrtm1L°morrma*'gDkyt"m^^ ^^^f^
•pectral analysia, but few which wiU reanire more cautious reasoning or more guar"

* Thi3 conclusion does not appear to us justified upon chemical <

it may ba that the oxyds, sulphids, chlorids, Ac, of sodium and
V'^^^^'^'^^J^'

consequently sodium, potassium, oxygen, sulphur, chlorine.



convenience, represented

5 present

I, gold, silver, arsenic, antimony, i

copper, potassium, sodium, barium, strontium, calcium, magnesium, aiu-

miuum, caesium and rubidium, at least those which lie between the lines

D and G. While the charts are very admirable and reliable, they still

leave much to be desired in a chemical point of view and for the purposes
of analysis, because a separate chart is needed for the spectrum of each
element to give a clear view of its optical characteristics. The author
does not state in what manner the elements were obtained in the state of
absolute chemical purity required by the peculiar nature of the problems
to be solved, nor have we the guarantee of Bunsen's name and author-
ity upon this most important point. Kirchhoff's apparatus consisted

essentially of four flint glass prisms, three of which had refracting angles

<^f 45°, the fourth an angle of 60°; the edges of the prisms could be

scope completed the instrument. The distances of the lines were meas-

was moved. The map of the spectrum is accompanied by a millimeter

scale with an arbitrary initial point; this renders the identification of the

lines ciisy. The map represents the spectrum as seen when the sun's alti-

tude is great, and the author has not inserted the lines due to atmospheric

absorption, though he frequently observed their great beauty especially in

the neighborhood of D. For the production of metallic spectra the au-

thor employed almost exclusively the electric spark, in consequence of the

great intensity of the light: a Ruhmkorff's coil was found advantageous,

in some cases" the lines have a measurable breadth and such cases are

noted bv a bracket in the drawing. The bright lines due to the passage

of the spark through the air were not very perceptible; the author has

represented of these only a group in the yellow and one in the green, but

the brightest of the metallic lines are represented. In some cases the

author observed coincidences of position in the lines of different metals :

he suggests that these may be only apparent and that separation might

be effected by a greater number of prisms, but it seems to us equally

probable that the metals examined may not have been absolutely pure.

The position of the maxima of light in the spectrum of any metal does

not depend on the temperature, the presence of other vapors, or upon any

condition other than the chemical nature of the vapor itself. On the other

hand the relative intensity of the different maxima depends not only on

the temperature but upon the changes in the mass of the vapor, so that

the appearance of the spectrum at different temperatures may be very

different. The inversion of the bright lines in metallic spectra produced

by passing an intense light through the flame containing the metallic

vapor is now a familiar fact. The author reters this fact to a general

physical principle, namely, that for every species of ray the ratio between

the power of radiation and the power of absorption is equal for all bodies
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certain colore are wanting which are present in the spectrum of another

body at the same temperature, is perfectly transparent for rays of these

colors, and that it exerts upon rays of any color present in its spectrum

an absorption which is powerful in its proportion to the brightness of this

color in its own spectrum. It also follows that when the source of light

which produces a continuous spectrum by which the spectrum of an ignited

gas is inverted, is an ignited body, its temperature must be higher than

thai of the ignited gas.

The application of these principles to the determination of the chemical

constitution of the sun's atmosphere is well known. The author calcu-

> of 60 iron lines with 60 dark

O.OOO.OOO

,
magnesium, and sodium in the sun's atmospher

to be clearly proved. Barium, copper and ;

small quantity. Gold, si! 'tin, lead,

B detected.

Kirchhoff considers that the most probable assumption which we can

make as to the physical constitution of the sun is that the body consists

of an intensely ignited solid or fluid core surrounded by an atmosphere

of somewhat lower temperature, a theory which is perfectly consistent

with the nebular theory of Laplace. He elucidates and defends this the-

ory at length, maintaining that it is consistent with astronomical observa-

tions. For a full statement of the author's views on this subject hovvever

we must refer to the original memoir as the argument does not well ad-

3. Some observations of the Solar Spectrum.—Weiss has availed him-

eelf of favorable opportunities presented by a voyage to the Ionian I^Ies to

examine the thickening of the dark lines in the solar spectrum produced

by atmospheric absorption. The thickening of the lines in the ^edjo^

yellow portions of the spectn
'

'
'' "

! violet end of the spectrum in each instance, precisely as m
the case of hyponitric acid and chlofophyll. The
was a Soleil's spectroscope and the observations were made at sunrise au"

sunset, the clearness of tlie atmosphere being extremely favorable.—/^W-

^««. cxvii, 191.
, ^"%e

[N'ote.-~^YQ may here remark that the spectroscope promises to gi

important information with respect to several luminous phenomena

great interest. We mention as illustrations the aurora borealis, the zw

acal light, the colors of sunset clouds, and the light of comets. -^ ^ ,

parison of the light of the aurora borealis, with tbe spectra P'"oa"ceti ">

electric discharges in Geissler's tubes filled with rarefied air, oxygen, ^"^^

nitrogen would be of great interest as confirming the electric origi

this phenomenon. If the zodiacal light be due to a. ring of nebuio

matter around the sun or around the""earth it should exhibit lines corr

ponding to the vapors which it contains. A careful study of the co ^rj

of clouds at sunrise and sunset may explain the appearance of particu



lines in the spectrum itself. Sufficient light may in all these cases be
obtained by the use of a condensing lens. The spectra of several fixed

stars have recently been studied by a zealous amateur astronomer in the

city of New York, provided with excellent instruments, and we hope soon
to lav his results before the public] w. g,

4.' On (he Blue Lithium line.—Frxvklk^d, in a letter to Tyndall,

describes a magnificent blue line in the spectrum of lithium. This line

does not appeal- when an ordinary Bunsen's burner is employed but is

, although faintly, when a hydrogen flanr

' ' '
'

^"-'--^'^3 0xvdyarogei

) bring out the

tention to the

spectrum may be greatly altered by an

increase of temperature, the characteristic spectrum slill remaining un-

chaxiged.—Journ./ur prakt. Chemie, Ixxxvi, p. 255.

5. On the projection of the colored rays of Metallic Spectra.—Bebrat
has given some interesting notes on the projection of spectra by employ-

ing the oxyhydrogen blowpipe instead of the common Bunsen's burner.

The author first describes a convenient form of the lime-light suitable for

the projection of optical phenomena generally and then gives some de-

tails of apparatus and processes for the preparation of hydrogen and oxy-

gen gases. When the oxyhydrogen flame is employed to heat metallic

salts in projecting spectra, it is found that, as already remarked by Kirch-

hoff, Frankland and Tyndall, new brilliant rays often make their appear-

ance, due to the influence of the high temperature employed. In this

manner potash salts give four new triple rays of great distinctness, the

first near the line D, the others from the green to the blue, ihe red

potassium line is also distinctly doubled. Copper and lead are remarka-

ble for the number of their rays and for the intensity and extent of the

violet portions of their spectra. The author found the flame-spectre

essentially identical with those obtained by means of the electric spark.

This result had also been obtained by Bunsen and Kirchhoff.—Jnn. de

Chemie et de Physique, Ixv, 331. ^- «•

T'uthTu7n and Strontium in a Meteorite.-l^^GELBAcn has detected

lithium and strontium in a meteoric stone from the Cape. The stone

was digested with fuming cblorhydric acid ;
the liquid evaporated gave a

stron<-!odium reaction, showed the lines K« and Li« faintly, a cornplete

Calcium spectrum and, though faintly, the strontium hues «, ^ and y.-

LVo?e.—A?'s'trong*chlorhydric acid acts directly upon glass, is it not

possible that the alkalies in the solution may have been derived from the

glass bottle in which the acid was kept ?
The

^-'f.''^''-' f'^'^^rL^^r
spectral analysis requires the most careful examination of the purity of

^^V.'oTtt^prt^eI^^'^^BM^^ in certain plants.-GnASV^xv has

discovered rubidium in the ashes of the beet, in tobacco, coffee, tea, and

raw tartar. The author believes that this metal is one of the more widely

distributed elements and that its presence is not necessarily associaiea

^ith that of lithium, as might be supposed from the analyses of minerals

and mineral waters.— Cow;??. Rendus, liv, 1057. w. o.
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I of Phenylic into Rosalie add, and some

ors on Wool and Silk ; by Balthan Binder. (Communicated by the

author).—Experimenting with some of the bases contained in coal-tar,

and more especially in an endeavor to procure decomposition of phenylic

acid into benzole, I obtained the following results, which I deem suffi-

ciently interesting and new to communicate. To decompose the phenylic

acid as above, 1 proposed to bring sulpho-phenylic acid into contact with

hydrogen in its nascent state, as follows: to the acid placed in a retort,

to which a receiver was connected with an intervening refrigerator, was

added a quantity of granulated zinc; reaction was engendered by gradu-

ally raising the temperature in the retort to 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°

Centigrade, until reaction ceased, after ten hours; reaction was active

with disengagement of sulphurous acid, hydrogen and sulphureted hy-

drogen. Compared to the quantity of sulpho-phenylic acid employed,

but a small quantity of a colorless oily liquid, with some water, conden-

sed in the receiver, and this, in lieu of benzole, had all the properties of

phenylic acid. In the retort remained a black resinous-looking substance,

of barium in excess added and the temperature raised to boiling. The

solution, at first dirty-looking, assumed a brilliant rose color, a disen-

gagement of sulphureted hydrogen taking place with a precipitate of sul-

phate of baryta and sulphuret of zinc and an insoluble organic substance.

The solution after filterino- and slight oversaturation with acetic or mun-
' -"

. > ^
'.stance, which when

^ , ^... metallic reflection.

This was further purified bv re-dislolving with hvdrate of baryta (other

alkalies will of course serv^ the same purpose) in\vater and re-precpita-

tPrl T. ^;.=.l.«. v.o.lil,, ,-., alcohol or wood-naphtha, slightly in cold, more

-
1 arid dried, is of a bright da.-k ^^^^^""^^

shade, in thin layers of an orange red when viewed with transmitted

light; its watery solutions tinge wool and silk of a bright orange color,

and the shades thus obtained being saturated with various alkalies, w"

produce orange-red, purplish-red to crimson shades, of very ^*"^.^'^!

grades. While this salt directly applied will not dye fast colors, to jutJ^

from the chemical properties of' this substance, I believe it to be identical

with rosalic acid, or at least a modification of it.

June 29, 1862.

9. On the transformation of Phenate into Rosalate of Ltrne ;
by

J|-
Binder. (Communicated by the author).—Referring to my fo'-m^'"

^^^^
cle, on the presumed conversion of phenylic into rosalic acid, I have si

observed that phenate of lime placed over concentrated (not f»°l'^=^

sulphuric acid in a confined space (under a bell glass) for the space ot

^^^^

air no trace of such change is observed. The salts thus fo'™^^,.^^

readily separated by diluting with warm water, and saturating ^"^ ''

with hydrochloric acid, when the phenylic acid will rise to the surtat r

while the rosalic acid precipitates. The first can be decanted from Q

munate of lime, the remainder filtered, the latter will remain on m

atic acid precipitates a flocculent

iling water; when purified and dried, is of a bright dark amoipu^^"

with slight greenish metallic lustre; its powder is of a dark ^red
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filter, and can then be purified by proper treatment, when it will have all

the chemical properties mentioned in my former article of what I pre-

sumed to be rosalic acid obtained from the treatment of phenylic acid.

Tacony Chein. Laboratory, (Bridesburg,) Philadelphia, Aug. 7, 1862.

10. Thallium.—Crookes has sent us an early copy of his ''Preliminary

researches on Thallium'" from the Proceedings of the Royal Society.

Crookes' discovery of this new metallic element was published March,

1861, and therefore completely antedates the paper of Lamy, an abstract

of which is given on page 275-6 of this volume. The name Thallium,

is derived from the Greek OaUog, or Latin thallus, a budding twig,—

a

word which is frequently employed to express the beautiful green tint of

young vegetation, chosen on account of the green line which it commu-
nicates to the spectrum, recalling with peculiar vividness the fresh color

of early spring.

It appears from Crookes' researches that thallium is by no means a

very rare substance ; he has found it in many mineral ores from various

localities. It was present in more than one eighth of the specimens in a

large collection of cupiferous pyrites from ditferent parts of the world—he

has rarely found it however in pyrites in which copper was absent. In

most cases it is only necessary to powder a small fragment of the mineral

and iguite a little of it in the flame on a moistened platinum wire, when
the green line is distinctly seen in the spectroscope. The author thinks

that in some of the large English copper, sulphur and sulphuric acid

works, thallium is now thrown away by the hundred weight : a slight

modification of the present arrangements of the furnaces and condensing

the whole of this to be saved. Owing to the frequent occurrence of thal-

be present in commercial copper and may give rise to some of the well

known but unexplained difterences of quality.

The author finds the following the most advantageous method for ex-

tracting the new element from sulphur or pyrites:

it as completely as possible in

n of nitric acid until all solvent

_ er. Evaporate down to drive off

ess of'nitricaddT add" a little sulphuric acid if necessary, and take

at the solution does not get dry, or even pasty. Then dilute with water,

It gently, to be certain of getting ail the soluble portion dissolved,

if lead be present, the greater portion will be left behind m this opera-

the form of insoluble sulphate. Dilute the filtrate considerably, and

lolution of carbonate of soda^until^ tlie reacdon "^^j^'^^jy^jj^^l'^"^'

aeing passed through the liquid precipi^ti

LTnlThTy'S^^^pan^lJie^^^^ ?° '^^^^J
^

Ivedoutby warm dilute sulphuric acid, which has scarcely any s

the sulphid of mercury by bemg Doiiea m inou.«

which the sulphid of mercury IS insoluble. Ihese
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n channres

1 the coherent form by fusion in hydrogen.
ithod of analysis is given on the supposition that all the above met-

. sent. It may generally be much abridged, as the ore is seldom of

) complicated a character. Jf there is a difficulty in procuring perfectly

ent through the liquid, using platinum

r spongy s

I have not been
I by hydrogen. The c

the strength of the current. I have not been very successful m

; before complet

this experiment, that, with a longer tube in proportion to the quantity of ma-

terial, kept at a good heat throughout its length, this plan might give good

results, the metal being considerably less volatile than the oxyd.

Mr. Crookes adds the following description of thallium and its chemi-

cal reactions and compounds, whicli we copy in full i"rom his paper.

Thallium in the pure state is a heavy metal, bearing a remarkable resem-

blance to lead in its physical properties. Its specific gravity is, however,

higher—about 12. The freshly scraped surface has a brilliant metallic lustre

metal. It is very soft, being readily cut with a knife and indented with the

nail ; it may also be hammered out and drawn into wire, but has not much

tenacity in this form,

ness, and with care several
[

lump. There is, however generally f

oxydation. The metal itself does not appear to be sensibly volatile ueju" -

red heat. I have made no special attempts at present to determine the atomic

weight, although from two estimations of the amount of sulphur in the sulpmd

it appears to he very heavy. The figures obtained did not, however, agree

well enough to enable me to speak more definitely on this point, than that 1

believe it to be above 100. I may mention that I obtained this element in the

pure metallic state and exhibited it to several friends as early as January last,

and should then have published an account of it. had it not been for the rea-

sons already mentioned. Thalliii

Oryds of Thallium.—ThaWmm forms two, and probably three oxyds: one

possessing basic properties, which I shall call the oxyd; another containing

more oxygen, possessing acid properties, which may therefore be called tbalJic

acid ; and most likely a third, or suboxyd, which forms the first portions of the

precipitate formed by zinc in solutions of this metal ; the first action being a

darkening of the solution, and the production of a deep-brown powder, wHicn

by longer contact with zinc turns to a dense black precipitate. , . .

Upon carefully evaporating the nitric acid solution upon a water bath, bat

not carrying it to dryness, a mass of deliquescent cr}'stals is obtained on cool-

ing, which are decomposed upon addition of water with separation of a wliue

or pale-yellow precipitate, which appears to be a subnitrate, and an acid solu-

tion containing nitrate of thallium. If the liquid is evaporated quite to dryn^
and kept at a temperature of 100° C. for a little time, the nitric acid goes oB,

f thallic acid.



ThaUic ^ciU—This acid is soluble in water, and may be obtained in the

crystalline form from its aqueous solution. It then forms crystals, which are

of the alkalies are also soluble in water, and may be prepared by dissolving

the acid in the alkali, or by fusing thallium or its oxyd with a mixture of alka-

line carbonate and nitrate. The method I originally published for extracting

thallium was based upon the formation in this manner of an alkaline thallate

soluble in water. This acid is also produced in solution when permanganate
of potash is added to a soluble salt of oxyd of thallium.

Chlorid of Thallium.—If a current of dry chlorine is passed over precipi-

chlorid, which condenses in the cool part of the tube in the forin of a pale-yel-

low crystalline powder, fusing together in parts to a crystalline lump. Water
only partially dissolves this, with production of a white insoluble residue.

Dilute hydrochloric acid added to the turbid solution immediately renders it

chlorid are deposited. When the nitric acid solution of thallium or its sulphid

ii evaporated with an excess of hydrochloric acid, and then more hydrochloric

acid added and the evaporation repeated to a syrup, a residue is obtained which
"s apparently decomposed by water with production of a white precipitate:

this is chlorid of thallium; it is insoluble or nearly so m water, but readily

soluble in dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid.
. ^ ,. , ,

Sulphid of Thallium—\Nhen sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through the

acid solution of chlorid of thallium, a partial precipitation of a reddish-brown

powder takes place ; this appears to be a combination of the chlorid and sul-

Phid, and the metal is never entirely removed from solution by this means.

The best method of obtaining the sulphid is to precipitate it with sulphid of

^itolinp fsftlntion: unless a large quantity of thallium is

beyond the darkening of the liquid

;

cialir^p?n%^entTy hSng \T, untn^ separates in the

form of a delp brown heavy precipitate which shows a great tendency to col-

lect together in clots at the bottom of the vessel
:
this

^°™^*^|°"j°^^/J'f„^^J^P^'^'^

cesT^fLS oTammonLmranmonia" or cyanid of potassium. Its complete

precipitation isu!ph"d from' solutions containing an excess of cyan.d of po-

tassium affords a ready means of separating thallium from several metals with

^hich it is frequently associated. It is dif^^J^ly
««'f^^l^^^.T^^Jj^l^'^

fphuric acids, but readily so in nitric acid. When dry it xs a deep-brown

almost black powder, fusing and volatilizing when heatea. «nen pure, u is

neither so fusible nor so volatile as sulphur ; but when it occurs wiin an excess
" —

"t to separate from it by s"i.i'nr,nt,nn

s precipitated
"' "-'•"'

i chlorid solution

;

\ be separated '

Sulphate ofThamum.—\\hen the hydrochloric (

rated down with sulphuric acid, the more volatile i

sulphate is left behind. It is crystalline and soluble in water.

eral acids, but sparingly soluble in acetic acid.^
.

Faroc^nid of Thallium is white and insoluble id water.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Voi^ XXXT\ ,
>o. W.. .Nov., loo-.
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' the precipitant.

Chromate of Thallium is a pale-yellow precipitate soluble in acids and re-

precipitated upon neutralization with ammonia.

protochlorid of tin, oxalic add, carbazotic add, sulphurous add, or protosulfhaU

ofiron.

The reactions are sufficient to prove chemically that the body tinder

examination is a new element. Its behavior in the spectrum apparatus is

perhaps the most conclusive test upon this point. When a minute per-

tion of the metal (the sulphid, chlorid, or in fact, any compound of thal-

lium) is introduced into the flame of the spectroscope, it immediately

produces a single green line, perfectly sharp and well defined upon a

black ground, and of extraordinary purity and intensity, almost equal to

the sodium-line in brilliancy. It' is not,' however, very lasting. Owing

to its great volatility, a portion introduced at once into the flame merely

shows the line as a brilliant flash, remaining only a fraction of a second;

but if it be introduced into the flame gradually, the line continues pres-

ent for a much longer time. If, also, a piece of metallic thallium be in-

troduced into the flame on a platinum wire loop, they fuse together, and

the alloy gives the green line rather more permanently, although of course

Working c

free from sod

substance is held on a loop of platinu

is most brillia^^ -^ i i

this ready means of produ(

could not fail to be applicable"to some useful purpose!

The green line of the thallium spectrum appears to be unaccompanied

by any line or band in other parts of the spectrum. A flame of suft-

cient temperature to bring the orange line of lithium into view produces

no addition to the one Lhallium-line ; and an application of telescopic

power strong enough to separate the two sodium-lines a considerable dis-

tance apart still shows the thallium-line single. I consider therefore that

I am justified in stating that thallium produces the simplest spectrum of

any known element. Theoretical inquiries into the cause of the spectrum

lines, and their relation to other constants of an element, may be facihta-

ted now we know a metal which gives rise to luminous vibrations of only

one degree of refrangibility. The remarkable simplicity of the thallium

spectrum offers a strong' contrast to the complicated spectra given Dy

mercury, bismuth, and lead—the metals to which it has the most chem-

ical resemblance.

The position of the green line does not coincide with any definite Ime

in the solar spectrum. According to Kirchhoff's theory, we "?"^^ ^^^^^^

fore assume that thallium is not present to any great extent in the s •

Under the highest telescopic power of my apparatus, the line appears

be absolutelv irlftntioal in rAfrano.;Kn;t«^ rcUV, -. c>,orn well-defined line m

nd Kirchhoff bav^
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taking accurate measurements of the distance between the thallium-h"ne

and the principal lines of the solar spectrum.

This green line is an exquisitely delicate test for the presence of thal-

lium, and shows it to be a somewhat widely distributed element. Many
specimens of crude sulphur contain it (especially when rather dark-look-

ing). In most cases it is only necessary to set fire to as large a piece of

sulphur (less than a pea) as the platiniura loop will hold, and when it

has nearly burned away to blow it out, and then introduce it at leisure

into the flame of the spectroscope, for the thallium to show its presence

by a bright-green line which will flash for an instant into the field of

TecHXICAL CHEHtSTRT.—

11. For Photographic copying in pure Black and White.—In copying
maps, printed matter, enacravings, <fec., the following will be found an ex-

cellent method. After fixing a delicate negative, wash very carefully.

Then flood with a solution of free iodine in iodid of potassium, two

grains of the iodid to one grain of the iodine in the ounce of water,

l^ilute with water to a sherry pale color, or dark, as may be found neces-

sary. Wash well and fix. Repeat the process, if necessary. The in-

available. The liquid becomes colorless, by degrees; go on until it is

quite colorless. To intensify, use Russell's developer for the tannin pro-

cess, until experience shows you have suflScient intensity. Now immerse

totally in bichlorid of mercury in acidulated water. One drop of nitric

acid to six ounces of water. Wash very thoroughly. Flood with weak

iodid of potassium, adding gradually to its strength until the deepest

yellow with a tinge of olive color is obtained by transmitted light.

Wash again, and treat with chlorid of gold, one gram to the ounce of

II. GEOLOGY.

1. Observations on the Appalachian region of Southern Virginia ;hy
J. P. Lesley (from an account of the Coal formation of Southern \ ir-

giina, in the Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, Jan., 1862).—The coal region of

Montcromery, Pulaski, Wythe, Washington, and Smith counties in South-

ern Virginia, is interesting in an economical as well as a geological sense.

It furnishes species of serai anthracite and semi-bituminous coal, which

come in competition with the Mesozoic bituminous coal of the Richmond

hasin, over the principal internal railroad of the Southern Atlantic States.

This railroad penetrates the great primary range of mountains, the Blue

Ridge, at Lynchbunr, and then follows the course of the Great \ alley,

soutbwestward, to Knoxville and Chattanooga, in Eastern Tennessee.

on"thJHudson to Montgomery "n" Alabama, everywhere separating the

range of the Bine Rridge, South Mountain, Smoky Mountain, or Black

HilK from the true Alleghanies or Appalachians. The rocks of the Blue

Ridge range, on the eastern side of the Valley are a prolongation of

the Green Mmmtains of Vermont, and consist of the Quebec group or

Taconic system, now understood by Logan to be a thickening ot the low-

est Silurian (Calciferous Sandrock and Potsdam Sandstone or Primal



Slates).* The Appalachian Mountains on its western side are Middle and

. and Devonian formations. West olUpper Silur

high escarpi
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ts western side are W
the long

f the Carboniferous formation, forming the mountain

plateau ot western Pennsylvania, Western Virginia, Eastern Kentucky,

Central Tennessee, and Northern Alabama. The escarpment of this vast

plateau, facing the east, and overlooking the Appalachian ranges, with

their narrow, parallel, interval valleys, is the so-called Backbone Alle-

ghany Mountain, beginning at Catskill on the Hudson, and ending in

Alabama. The northern portion of this plateau is drained eastward by

the branches of the Susquehanna, and westward by the branches of the

Alleghany and Monongahela Rivers. All the waters of Middle Pennsyl-

vani, Maryland, and Northern and Middle Virginia flow from the foot of

this escarpment towards the Atlantic, breaking successively through the

parallel Appalachian ridges of the subcarboniferous formations. The

»aters of the Tennessee Rn-er head also at the eastern foot of this escarp-

ment, and flow along its base for several hundred miles southwestward,

before they turn west at Chattanooga, and break through its southern

extremity, to make their great circuit through Alabama, Western Tennes-

see, and Kentucky to the Ohio River near its mouth. But in the middle

of tlie region, namely, in Southern Virginia, its normal drainage is re-

versed. The New River heads in the Blue Range, crosses the Great Val-

ley westward, breaks into (not out of) the Appalachians, striking the ^-

carpment in its face, and Howing directly through and across it (as the

Great Kanawha) through Western Virginia into the Ohio,

The cause of this phenomenon is to be found in a chansfe of structure

t this line. Most of the valleys and mountains north
JSiew Jersey are unbroken anticlinals and synclinals. Most of the valleys

Alabama, are monoclinals,

^rdnia and Eastern Tennes-

hwest, is fractured in parallel s 1 five to SIX

._..
^_ „„^ angle (dipping soutneasi;

that at each fault the upper edge of one strip (with its Carboniferous

rocks) abuts against the bottom or Lower Silurian edge of the strip next

to it. As the Palfeozaie system, thus revealed (on edge) between any two

of these faults, contains two massive sandrock formations, No. IV, Middle

Silurian, and No, X, Upper Devouian, there occur necessarily between

each pair of faults a pair of parallel moutains. The Palaeozoic zone,

therefore, included between the Great Valley and the Backbone escar^^

ment. is oprnniprl W ns manv T^nirc ^f ,^orull..l mountains as there are

straight lines at neaHy

3 run with reniArkable

--.^^,-^ J o.v.., ... « uuuu.... .1 .wo hundred miles, and are

lly cut off, eiiher by short cross faults, or by slight angular chanff^

he courses of the great faults. Thus we get an explanation ot tn
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reiy unusual arrangement of the head waters of the Tennessee River, in

long parallel branches, with few subordinate affluents, suddenly uniting

through mountain gorges, or at the ends of long mountains.

area on its seaward flank ; because, the last formation to dip against each

fault is the Coal at the top of the series, abutting against the Lower Si-

lurian of the limestone valley which always exists on the eastern side of

the fault.

The coal here, however, is not the coal of the Carboniferous formation,

Underneath the true coal measures of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and North-

western Virginia, and underneath the Millstone Grit Conglomerate (No.

XII) at its base, and the Red Shale formation (No. XI), which underlies

the last, there begins, even in Pennsylvania, to appear an older coal forma-

tion, connected with the uppermost Devonian, white, mountain Sand-

stone, No. X. It is seen in one or two beds two feet thick at the head

through Chestnut Ridge from Virginia into Western Pennsylv

has been mined in the mountains on the Potomac below Cui

It appears occasionally in Northern Middle Virginia, on the western side

of the Great Valley of Winchester. It increases in importance along

the western outcrop of the great coal field through Eastern Kentucky,

velopment in Montgomery county, on the New River, in Southern Vir-

ginia, near the line of our section. Here it is seen to consist of two prin-

cipal coal-beds and several minor seams. The lowest l>ed reaches the

thickness of four feet, and the next one above it is in some places nine

feet thick. In the Peak Hills, just east of Wythe, along the hne of the

railroad, numerous lenticular deposits of coal are seen, and tinn distorted

beds, the whole composing a formation several hundred feet thick. Near

the New River, the two beds above-mentioned are seen to be covered by

at least a thousand feet of Red Shale ; upon which rests a Subcarboniferous

limestone ; which abuts, at the fault, against other limestones belonging to

the Lower Silurian age. Between Christiansburg and Blacktown, north

of New River, a regular svnclinal coal-basin has been preserved for a few

miles upon the eastern side of the great fault, which crosses the river in

front of the gap. In this coal-basin the two beds of coal are preserved,

but in a crushed condition. To the southwest, two faults cut ott » s'^i-

.u .o ..,.-.. .o«. .... .'elationship of these great faults to the normal anti-

clinals and svnclinals of the Appalachian region can be studied to great

advantage ; 'the presence of cross faults at high angles being exhibited by

the sudden termination of the mountains, and by the tearing open, as it

were, of one side of anticlinal coves. „ ,,. 7 t^

2. Dvas, order die Zechstein formation und das Boihheffende von Dr.

Hanns Bruno Gf.initz, Director des Kon. Mm. Mus., und Professor an

der Poly tech. Schule zu Dresden, etc., mit Beitragen der Heeren Robert

EiSEi, Rudolph Ludwig, Dr. August Em. Reuss Der Reinhard Richter

u. A. Heft H Der Pfianzen der Dyas und Geologisches. 210 pp. 4to,
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with 19 lithographic plates.—This volume is the concluding part of the

Journal. It contains an account of the Fossil botany of the Permian,

illustrated by

many, Russia and other parts of Europe, and Great Britain. An Appen-

dix includes an Index Plantarum and a long table showing the geolo-

gical and geographical distributicn of the Permian in Europe. This

work of Dr. Geinitz should be in the hands of all who would understand

the Geology of the Permian period,—a period having a special interest

from its relations to both the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic eras. While es-

sentially belonging with the former, it is the transition period between

the two. The recent discovery of Permian beds west of the Mississippi

renders the work of additional interest to American geologists.

3. On the footprints of Limulus as compared tvith the Frotichnites of

the Potsdam Sandstone ; by J. W. Dawson, (Canadian Naturalist).—In

this paper Mr. Dawson compares the impressions called Frotichnites (see

Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. viii) with the tracks of a modern Liroulus,

illustrating the subject with figures. The following are his conclusions

with regard to these Potsdam impressions:

—

"(1.) The conjecture of Owen that they may have been made by a

creature somewhat resembling Limulus, is verified by the impressions

'^\2.) Tl

depended
group mignt maicate specitic diversity, is also vmdicatea oy iu« '«^'"'

with this limitation, anticipated by Prof. Owen, that tracks like F. lineatus,

might have been made by any of the animals which made the other im-

pressions, and that if like Limulus they possessed one large pair of feet

making the principal marks, and smaller ones occasionally used, the num-

bers of marks may have somewhat differed in ditferent circumstances.

Still it is evident that a species of Limulus having a difierent number ot

divisions of the posterior toes, from that to which these remarks relate,

might be distinguished by its footprints.

(3.) The animal or animals producing the Protichnites probably re-

sembled Limulus in general form, and in the possession of a strong cau-

dal spine. They probably diflfered from Limulus in the less breadtti or

depth of the cephalo-thorax, and in the greater complexity and compara-

(4.) Some at least of the Protichnites were probably produced by

animals creeping on wet sand ; but F. lineatus and the Climactichmtes,^^

the work of a similar animal, were formed under water. This accc»rds

with the view entertained by Sir W. E. Logan as to the conditions ot de-

position of the Potsdam sandstone ; and it is probable that these ancieni

Crustaceans, like the modern Limulus, frequented the sandy beach to

the purpose of spawning, and may sometimes have been left dry by

(5.) The suppositions above stated would account for the absence or

rarity of remains of the animals which produced the Protichnites. i

rare to find on the modern beach any fragment of an adult Lunula*'

lie further view of Owen that the grouping of 1

on raultifid limbs, and that the number of impressions in a

specific diversity, is also vindicated by the facts,
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except on the dry sand above high-water mark. The creatures are
driven on shore only in storms, and then, owing to the lightness of their
crusts, are drifted high on the beach. The remains are probably to be
found in circumstances favorable to their preservation, only on the muddy
bottoms at a distance from the sandy shore. Young individuals appear
to frequent the sand only in summer, and occasionally to be imbedded

(6.) If we inquire what animals, known to paleontologists, have pro-
duced the Protichnites, it would seem tljat no others fulfill the necessary
conditions in any particular, except the larger trilobites, for instance those
of the genus Parudoxides. It is true that we know nothing as yet of
the feet of these creatures, but it seems almost certain from analogy that
they must have possessed such organs. Nor have these trilobites a caudal
spine like that of Liraulus; but here again Mr. Billings points out to mo
that the pygidium of Paradoxides is narrow and spine-like, though I

should think not sufficiently so to form the very distinct median groove
of Protichnites, unless indeed the animal was in the habit of walking
with this organ pointed downward. On the whole we may safely conclude
that if any of the larger Primordial trilobites were provided with walking
and swimming feet of the type of those of Liraulus, but differing in de-

tails of structure, they may have produced both the Protichnites^and the

Climactichnites. On the other hand, it is quite probable that these im-
pressions have been formed by Crustaceans yet undiscovered, and ap-

proaching in some respects more nearly to Limulus than any of the

known trilobites. In this last case I should suppose that the animal in

question had a flatter or more shallow cephalo-thorax than that of Lim-
ulus, proportionately stronger and perhaps more divided feet, and a stouter

caudal spine.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that the footprints of Liraulus diflFer

materially from those of the higher Crustaceans, and also from the gal-

leries formed by many small burrowing Crustaceans. AVith these last Mr.
T. Rupert Jones, in an interesting article in the " Geologist" for April,

seems disposed to compare Climactichniles Wilsonii ; but tliis appears to

nie to have more the character of a surface impression, though what

appear to be galleries of small Crustaceans are also found in the Potsdam

sandstone, the 'Nereites' of Emmons,* from theTaconic rocks of that

author, also resemf)le in some respects the sub-aquatic trails of Limulus,

and may be the work of Trilobites; and the same remark applies to

some of the markings from the Clinton of New York, figured by Hall,t

and referred to Crustaceans aud worms."

Rote.—It appears very improbable that the fossil Paradoxides, like

other Trilobites, would be so uniformly deprived of stout limbs, if the

Hving animal had them ; for limbs that could make the very large tracks

of the Protichnites, would hardly fail to become fossilized. The refer-

ence of the Chimactichnites tracks to the Paradoxides is in all probability

right. The same opinion is expressed by the writer in his Manual of

Geology in a paragraph printed six months since, though the work is but

just now leaving the press. •'• °- ^'
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4. Fifteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the

State of New York on the condition of the State Cabinet of Natural

History, dec, made to the Legislature April 12, 1862 ; 8vo, pp. 170.

Albany: C. Van lienthuysen, 1862.—This Report contains the continua-

tion of Prof. Hall's Palseontological researches. ^The larger part of the

memoir has been already noticed briefly in former issues of this Journal,

vol. xxxii, 430. Nov., 1861, and in this volume, p. 282. It is enriched

by numerous figures in the text and by eleven plates of fossils, two of

them on stone. One of the latter is a reproduction of a plate of Mr.

Conrad's to vindicate himself and Mr. C. from the criticisms made by

Mr. Billings of the Canadian Survey, upon the genera Cypricardites and

Modiolopsis.

The last page of the report contains a

Curator of the State Cabinet, announcing an

by that gentleman on the age of the " Catskill group." The same intorma-

tion has been communicated to us in a letter from Col. Jewett, but we

copy from the official document as follows :

" Albany, September 20, 1862.

Dr. S. B. WooLWORTH, Secretary of Regents, &c.—Sir:-Agreea^}<'

to your directions, I went to Delaware county, to collect fossils trora the

Catskill group, or Old Red Sandstone.

At Franklin I found Mr. J. M. Way, a gentleman who for years has

been examining the rock and collecting the fossils; and although he is

lacquainted with any other localities, and has never seen a collection

of fossils, he has succeeded in investigating the whole
5 able

miles southwest of the village of Franklin, more thar

ness. The base is a brick red shale, with oceasioi

sandstone, about 400 feet. On this is about fifty fee

on which lies a stratum of gray sandstone, with teeth

and fossils of the Chemung group. Seventy feet
'"

this fossiliferous stratum; when another thin band
—•' Mie same formation, continues with alternate ^ ^ .

and fossils to the top of the hill, where the Chemung tossils

of tossils, with gravel

shale and gray sand-

..!« ciuu ii.ssu» lu Lu« t^p ^. tu« u..., ,...<=.. .-e Chemung tossils are

)re numerous. Spirifers, Rhynconellas, Pectens and Athyres are founa

all the strata of the upper three hundred feet, and the whole formatio

is undoubtedly Chemung.
I examined other localities with the same remit. .,

Mr. Way has examined the rock as far as Deposite (twenty-five mi e^

southwest), with great care, and finds the same formation. He has

collected the same fossils at Delhi, seventeen miles southwest.

From my investigations, I believe that there is no Old Red Sandston

[Catskill formation] in this State. * * *

Respectfully, 4c.



III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Dimorphism in the Genitalia of Flowers.—Two principal kinds of
this diinorpliism have been noticed in a great number of instances, and

and systematized, nor liad the import of the most curious case been made

dimorpliism which Mr. Darwin has recently illustrated in his paper "On
the two forms, or Dimorphic Condition, in the species oi Primiih:' which
was briefly noticed in the preceding number of this Journal (p. 285).

This was 'here long ago named dio-xio-dimorphism (see Flora N. Amer-

iiuderstood, for these blossoms altliough hermaphrodite structurally are

functionally as if dioecious, or nearly so, the end subserved being fertili-

zation of the ovules of one flower by the pollen of another flower on

another individual.

The diceeio-dimorphous species o( Flantago had seemed to confuse this

case with the next. That is, the short-stamened flowers appeared to be

fertilized in the closed flower, and the longstamened and generally ster-

ile plants therefore to be generally useless. This could hardly be; and a

recent observation on a single specimen (likely to be confirmed in others)

shows the top of the style projecting from the tip of the closed corolla.

This refers the case to the same category with Houstonia, Primula, &c.,

to which P. prisella and P. heterophylla, having the corollas of the short-

stamened form open in anthers, and the stigma projecting, evidently be-

long. It is to be noted that dimorphism, both of this and of the follow-

ing''sort, is apt to be variable either in mode or in degree in different

of a genus, some of°thera being unaffected, while others in some genera

are nt;arly 'polygamous or dioecious ;—which is all very favorable to the

The second case, which equally belongs to structurally hermaplirodite

flowers, is practically the reverse of the first. It is the case in which,

besides' the normal flowers of the species, which for the most part are

rarely or sparingly fertile, other flowers are produced which never open,

very prolific of seed. Here the stigma is, and must needs be, fertilized

by "pollen from the anthers of the same flower, the two bemg shut up

together in the same closed bud. The acaulescent Violets and the com-

mon wild species of Impatiens are good exaniples of the kind. In fact,

here impregnation is etiected as it were in th.3 early bud ;-wherefore we

had indicatt^d these as cases of precocious fertilization. Here the pollen is

unusually active, sending out its tubes while still in the anther, and

thereby in Impatiens, (fee, attaching the anthers to the stigma. In the

viduaTof^hripecS: Sl'the oTher, onTe'contrary, she takes equal pains

to secure self-fertilization. The end in the first case, as Mr. Darwm mam-

tains, (we believe upon good philosophical grounds, now m the course of

vindication by experiment) is to ensure the perpetuation of the species,

Am. Joua. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIV, No. I02.-Nov.. 1863.
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since close-breeding or continued self-fertilization tends to sterility, while

wider breeding is recuperative. We leave it to Mr. Darwin's sagacity to

ascertain the end in the opposite case, noting that here the most un-

doubted close-fertilization for indefinite generations shows no apparent

tendency towards sterility, but rather the contrary.
From another point of view which we are accustomed to take, how-

ever, we may suppose that, as one result the cross-fertilization must needs

be to keep down variation by repeated blendings, so the design of close-

fertilizatioQ may be to allow and to favor the perpetuation of varieties.

Self-fertilization, without selection, being just the condition which should

most favor both the multiplication of new varieties and their preserva-

tion. That such would be the operation (as long ago expounded in

this Journal, vols, xvii and xix) appears to us so clear, that we were

somewhat surprised at finding that the reviewer of Darwin's Primula-

paper in the Natural History Review (ii, p. 238) regards the separation

of sexes, and therefore cross-fertilization, as favoiing variation, and self-

fertilization as necessarily inimical to it. This probably comes from not

considering that while close-breeding tends to keep a given form true-
in virtue of the ordinary likeness of offspring to parents— it equally and

in the same way tends to perpetuate a variation once originated from that

form, and also, along with selection (natural or artificial), to educe and

further develope or confirm said variety. On the other hand, free cross-

breeding of incipient varieties inter se and with their original types is

just the way to blend all together, to repress all salient characteristics as

fast as the mysterious process of variation originates them, and fuse the

whole into a homogeneous form.
We will also remark (in reference to p. 236, line 31, and p. 238, line

3 et seq. of the above mentioned Review) that the Chestnut does exhibit

manifest rudiments of stamens in its pistillate flowers ; also that, on

morphological grounds, we should look upon hermaphroditism, rather

than the contrary, as the normal or primary condition of flowers, and

enquire how and why so many became diclinous, rather than "how and

why they ever became hermaphrodite." Forms which are low in the

scale as respects morphological completeness may be high in the scale of

rank founded on specialization of structure and functions. a. g.

2. Fertilization of Orchids through the Agency of Insects.—In our

notice of Mr. Darwin's charming new work, in the July number of this

Journal, we could not get beyond the first two chapters, relating to the

Ophrgdece, or the tribe to which the Orchises themselves belong.
_

Those

of our readers who, appreciating the treat to which they were invited,

have been looking into our Orchideous flowers, will not be sorry to have

us resume the subject.

In default of drawings from some of our own species, which we should

prefer if we had them, we borrow the cuts with which the author illus-

trates the two British species (Orchis mascula and O. pyramidalis) witb

the account of which Darwin's book, and our abstracts, commenced.

These figures should render those abstracts much more intelligible,
^he

small letters denote the same thing in ail the figures.



B. Front view of tlie flower, with all the sepals and petals removed, except

ie labelium
C. One pollinium, or pollen-mass, showing the packets of pollen-grains,

D. Front view of the discs and caudicles of both pollinia within the rostel-

"m, with its hp depressed.
. , , - , , j j- j

E. Section throuf^h one side of the rostelhira with the included disc and

F.' PacketTof polien-^ains, tied togetJier by elastic threads, here extended.

The general structure of the flower in tliis species will be found to

rell with that of our 0. spectahilis.

one of the pollen-masses to be renaoved from the flower

f the point of a pencil into Uie orifice of the nectary, on



be found to stand as represented in

the accompanying figure G. But in a
few seconds a movement of depres-

sion takes place, through which the

pollen-mass is brought invariably into

the position represented in figure H.
And now, upon again inserting the

point of the pencil into the orifice of
the nectary, the p(

"
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J
by its viscid disc,

3" of the Orchids of our district,—giv _

ng, however, that our observations, made during the past summer,

were so hurried and casual that they must not be too much relied upon.

They may serve a purpose in directing the attention of others to the sul-ject.

the fertilization of Platanihera Hookeri (this volume, p. 143), we will

Platanthera orbieulata, one of our most striking species. Of this we

first received some spikes in early bud,—in which state it is plain to see

that the discs of the pollinia are an integral part of the stigma, their vis-

cid surface being then contiQuous with that of the stigma. It may be

worth mentioning that these spikes, stuck into a glass of water for

eiglitor ten days, developed many of their flower-buds tolerably well,

excepting the spur, which instead of elongating remained a scroiiform

protuberance,^aD 'arrest of development'—and at length sphacelated.

The full-grown spur in this species being an inch and a quarter or an

divergent bases c

fertilization is efl'ected by tlie agenc

;ra. Self-fertilization is out of the c

rated by tbe broad stigma that the viscid discs stand nearly a q«

J the ag
irge Lepidoptera or Hymenopter?

lion. Here th '
' "

The way in wl

binedarmsof ^ . . _
__ __ ,.. „.,,... ,^^ v.. w-v. ^ - _: the nectary,

iswelJ exhibited in Hooker's" figuTeortlils speciesrin the Flora Bor.

sentod. These, being aflixed to the stalk of" the pollen-mass laterally, by

body called the drum-like pedicel, (here developed per-

iore than in P. Hookeri,) really look forward and inward

) placed that they will be sure to stick one to each side of the

project



head of a humble'
its proboscis tlowi

and depression

from a distance) were
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of a large moth that visit

A. Front view of a flower of Orchis

^^B/s?de7iet?f^the ^ame, witTtlie labellum longitudinally bisected, and

^'lih the near side of the upper part of tbe nectary cut awav.

C. The two pollinia, attached to the saddle-shaped viscid disc which an-

swers to the tw^o separate discs in O. rnascula and other species of Orchi.s, &c.

D. The disc after the first act of contraction with no object seized

E. The disc seen from above, and flattened by force, with^ one^olbni

removed,—showing- the depression by which th

effected.

F. The pollinia removed by the insertion

after it has clasped the needle by the first act c
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Platanthera ciliaris and P. blephariglotiis, the Yellow and the White
Fringed Orchis, flowering after midsummer, are as similar in their arrange-

ments for fertilization as in general appearance. Under the present point

of view, they are chiefly remarkable for having their viscid discs project-

jpporting arm of the stign-

rable, more plainly than in other species showing what belongs to each)

tapering and lengthened to such a degree that the viscid discs are as if

raised on a pedicel or tentacle, projecdng considerably beyond the rest

of the column. The anther-cells are nearly horizontal, and greatly di-

presented forwards and slightly inwards,—at least in P. blephariglottis,

or in F. ciliaris more directly forwards. Evidently these projecting discs

are to be stuck to the face or head of some nectar-sucking insect, of ap-

propriate size, that visits the flowers. The stigma, which is rather small,

is between the lateral arms, in the same horizontal line with the discs:

the discs are small, but quite sticky, and directly affixed to the extremity

of a CHudicle or stalk which, in just proportion to the forward elongation

of the anther-cell, &c., is remarkably long and slender, twice or thrice the

length of the pollen-mass it bears. Upon removal by the head of an insect

or any convenient foreign body, a slight bending or turning of the slender

caudicle brings the pollen-mass into position for reaching the stigma.

The discs, in ordinary flowers of P. ciliaris, are about a line and a half

apart ; the slender spur an inch long ;—from which somewhat of the

nature and size of the insect adapted to the work in hand may be esti-

mated.

Platanthera fimbriata, the earlier Purple Fringed Orchis. In this the

two lateral divisions of the labellura aid in hindering a lateral approach,

while its middle division ofi"ers a convenient landing-place in front. The

contracted base of the labellum is grooved, or with incurved margins,

the trough leading as a sure guide to the narrow orifice of the nectary.

The two anther-cells are widely separated, but little divergent; their

anterior ends projecting strongly forward, the naked discs are brought just

into line with the orifice or the nectary. The pointed tip of a pencil

brought to the orifice of the latter, neatly catches the sticky discs and

brings away the pollinia ; when the movement, which is effected witbm a

quarter or a third of a minute, converges them just enough to make them

hit the broad stigma (which lies rather high) upon the re-appHcation ot

the pencil. The 'drum-like pedicel' is present in this species also, but

reduced to a minimum : the movement which takes place appears to

result wholly from its change of form, the portion towards the aatuer

Platanthera psycodes, the^late!- an7ImaU-flowe'red Purple Fringed C

ast as by many to 1
chis, is so nearly related to the last as bv manv to be reefarded as a

5 decidedly sweet-scented; and the claw-like ba^

ra is only slightly grooved. A development of the sides

5 a kind of guard protects the discs laterally in this as i

species, especially the last and P. lacera, preventing a

:o the nectary except from the front. A stout bristle, s

e of the labellum and into the nectary for some distance
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will not touch the viscid discs, they lying a little too far back: but on
pushing it down deep into the long and curving spur (only the lower half
or quarter of which is filled with nectar) it has to be bowed back some-
what, when it catches the discs. So that before an insect can have
drained the nectary, the pollinia will be affixed to the base or upper part
of its proboscis, or to the forehead of an insect of smaller size. When
extricated, the movement of depression is prompt—within a few seconds,

—

and on re-application the pollen is accurately brought in contact with
the stigma. The discs in place look forwards and downwards. We find
in this species and in P. lacera (both common species and flowering at
the same time in the latter part of summer), that the nectar appears to
be much more plentiful in the spurs of older than of freshly-opened blos-

soms, most so indeed in flowers which had their pollina removed and
their stigma fertilized several days before, and which were becoming
effete. In such flowers the spur was often half full in the present species,

and sometimes almost full in P. lacera. But although little had dripped
down to the bottom of the spur in freshly-opened blossoms, the walls

were moistened with nectar throughout its length.

Platanthera lacera, the Ragged" Orchis, like the last, must be very at-

tractive to some insects, the pollen-masses are so generally removed from
oldish flowers, and the stigma fertilized. The nectary can be approached
only from the front, the sides being thoroughly guarded by a broad and
thick shield on each side—the arms of the stigma much developed—
above supporting the anther, while its inner and concave face bears the

remarkably long and narrow viscid discs: posteriorly, on its upper mar-
gin, a sort of cellular crest is developed. These guards come forward in

above and below the space is wider. The viscid disc which adheres to

the inner face of each guard or arm of the stigma, instead of orbicular

and small, is lanceolate in shape, with the anterior end broadest, the pos-

middle, no 'drum-like pedicel' intervening. When detached by a probe

or bristle brought in contact with the vistMd disc, a movement of depres-

sion takes place, bv which the stalk and pollinium are brought down so

as to be nearly parallel to the disc, and close to it.—just in proper posi-

tion to reach the stigma upon bringing the probe back again to the ori-

fice of the nectary.

Platanthera dilatata. The general structure of the flower in this

species we had occasion to desciibe in the preceding number of the

Journal (p. 259) : this need not be repeated. It accords wih P. lacera in

having very large and strap-shaped viscid discs, but in no other respect.

For in this the anther-cells are appoxiraate and nearly parallel ;
and the

discs are parallel and vertical, approximate, and placed

long as the pollen-mass and its stalk togetl

, and is attached to its disc j

mg torwaras; tney are nearly

ether ; the latter is short and

The t
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chamber that fertilization cannot be effected without insect-aid, and this

can be given only by means of a proboscis. We find accordingly that

a pig's bristle cannot be thrust down to the bottom of the spur and

withdrawn without bringing away one of the pollinia. But the anther-

cells are very early dehi>;cen"t, and the pollinia are often dislodged as soon

thev can never ia.\[ over upon their own stigma, as thev habitually do in

the'allied—

—Phtanthera hyperhorea. We have elsewhere stated (this volume,

page 260) this species readily, and so far as we could ascertain from

a few specimens, regularly stlf-fertilizes and without extraneous aid.

We have nothing important to add to tlie brief account of the struc-

ture and process ali'eaJy described,—except that the packets of pollen are

while their viscidity. So that a fitting insect, on visiting the open flow-

stigma underneath, will yet catch one or both the discs upon his probos-

cis, carry oti" the pollinia "(which may be readily detached from the stigma,

the stigmas of other flowers of other iiidividuals, and thus effect occa-

sionally the crossing which is so uniformly effected in most species of the

lack of sufficient crossing in this species, wherever proper

where they do not, it will be prolific without them. We have observea

that this species is very fertile, usually maturing all its ovaries. Natura

non nail an.ltatim. nnH i« mn,A flpvihU s,nrl diversified in her ways than

occasional or habitual selffer-

- ., iridentala is an additional instance of the kind, as we

have elsewhere intimated (p. 260, foot-note), and one apparently so r^

markable that we hesitate to bring forward our too scanty observations

until another summer afibrds an opportunity to test them. We may

venture to say, however, that, although the anther-cells open before m
flower expands, and the pollen-masses are often spontaneuosly dislodge ,

-the discs being still in'placo,-yet, so far as we can see, they canno of

themselves fall upon or reach the stigma beneath. To do this they m«s^t

be conveyed, in the usual way, upon an insect's proboscis, and most pro^^

ably they often are so conveyed from one flower to another. Alf=o,

pollen-packets are still more loose and separable than in
/*'«^««^^f''^

^T
perborea ; many of them are found spontaneously detached m the

^^

grown flower-bud or freshly expanded blossom, lying upon the open a
_

ther and adjacent parts, and especially upon the naked-cellular tip ot i

narrow process of the rostellum which rises between the two discs, a

upon the cellular summit of the process outside of each disc. These a

soft, moist, and somewhat viscid. The pollen which falls upon them a^^

heres there, and sends down pollen-tubes freely into their substance, -^

that they appear to act as stigmas; although the normal stigma is to

in its proper place and of ordinary appearance underneath the discs.
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Having room for only two or three more brief notes, one of thera shall

be upon—— Goodyera. "We can only refer our readers to Darwin*s description of
G. repens, which is common in all our northern forests. We confirmed

before we read Mr. Darwin's conjecture (on p. 114) "that the labellura

moves farther from the column in mature flowers, in order to allow in-

sects, with the pollina adhering to tiieir heads or probosces, to enter the

flowers more freely." Except that, if we mistake not, it is tlie column
which clianges its position, rather than the labellum. All freshly-opened

tip of the disc and of the anther are presented to view as you look into the

narrow opening of the flower; and a proboscis or bristle, introduced, and
following as it will the curvature of the lip-like or nozzle-shaped apex of

the labellum, and passed down to its saccate nectar-bearing base, will

away when withdrawn. On re-introduction, the pollina will not pass

down to the stigma, but lodge on the upper side of the column, from

whence they were taken. B'ut on looking into older flowers of the same

spike, still fresh and good, and whether their pollina have been extracted

or not, the stigma is in full view, the summit of the column (we believe)

being now turned somewhat upwards or backwards; and there is now
room enough between it and the labellum for the pollinia to pass; indeed

now the pollinia will regularly hit the stigma, to which packets of pollen

will plentifully adhere. So, as bees, &c. are said to begm at the bottom

of a spike and to proceed regularly upwards, the pollen taken by them

from the flowers of any spike will never fertilize other flowers of that

spike, but will be carried to another plant, where it will fertilize the lower

blossoms ready for it,—from which spike in turn pollen will be earned off

to fertilize the flowers of a third plant, and so on !

Goodyera pnbescens, although specifically quite distmct, accords with

G. repens m all the above particulai-s.

Spiranthes, both cernua and gracilis, confirm Darwin's account: the

difference in the position of the parts—the disc and anther presented in

the younger, the stigma in the older flowers, just as in Goodyera— ^^ so

very striking that we wonder how we overlooked it last year. Here, also,

we suspect that it is the column, rather than the labellum, which changes

its position, but we have not been able to demonstrate it.

We are obliged to defer all account of observations upon native Orchids

of other tribes, except Cypripedium, upon which we must hazard a few

remarks. Mr. Darwin has been able to examine only a few tropical spe-

cies, and those incompletely. The North American species and the allied

one of Northern Europe would probably have modified his conclusions.

face (laid bare bv the sphacelation or deliqu

i- face of the anther), which is as if freshly coaiea who suckj ,

i so adhesive that a bodv of small surface brought m contact

.M. JouB SCI Second S^ies, Vol. XXXIV, No. m-Nor., 1868.
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will bring away ,I piece of pollen of corresponding size; oine of larger

surfiiee, like tlie tin of th e finger or t:be head of a fly, brintrs away the

Tvhole mass of pollen of o cells. In the wild plantswefind
that the pollen is .often cairrilfUeitht;r bodily or piece-meal. Thestig-

ma is rather concfive than convex, and is sliffhtly viscid.

InC.pubcscens, lyarvifioru7n and spectahile, t'he whole pollen (equally

exposed by the ck n of the face of the anther after deihiscence) is

pulpy but very litltle'glu'ti)

^vitt^ulxtAn^'"'
i'mpossible thlat fertilization should be efi-ected

raid.'' Tl)at aid may perhaps be given in

!i C. speclabile), that is

the manner

tTatMr.Danvi'n" upposes (but hardly i

'Jr^zinsect inserting its

base of the labellii

i proboscis into either of the lateral entra:

m, under the anther, and so thrusting some"of'tlLpol-

]en forwards to th<J stigma , or more lik<Ay carrying some awa)' to another

flower, and leaving it on iits stigma whi le attempting to gathe r the slight

hy one lateral opening, and so take a load of pollen upon the back of t

head as they pass under the anther, which they would rub against t

they would cf

nted. But, alt

irry oft' some of its pollen totlleriowerofthe

next^antvi; bouch we havei not been al>let

^^cti.'^llyat_.^'ork, we confidently gather from their es, and from a

:ts which we c thty ordinarily go

inbydjefroiIt entrance (e'lenln cZcaule), crawl under the ample face

of the stigma.as they feed, where they c,annot well :ivoid rubbing their

heads or bacl:s against the..tigma,andpa.sing on, ma ketllieirexit byone

of the lateral di now become visible to then1, almost inevi-

tably carrying oft- pollen on their head or ishoulders as the', escape, which

pollen they vvould convey to the stigma of the next flo',ver. Now the

stigma offers no slight icmfirraation'of this hypothesis, in a structure

^vhich has never before been noticed, but which is ver}^ striking in C.

spectabile, &c.., and most admirably adapted to the end1 in view. That IS,

the broad sticCma, instead of beina smearc!d witii glut :s matter, as m
ordinary Orel)nds. is closely beset with mini.crigidtsh.

!S
pointed FPjlte,

back (to which alone it could be expected to adhere) would be neatly

carded off by and left upon the stigma. The beauty of these adaptations

can be appreciated only by actual inspection of the parts or of a series o

'We "cannot close without an evnrP....ion of gratitude to Mr. Darwin

, impossible often to hud

! apt to be hazarded upon
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1 nothing of iabject, that Geoffrey's saying, 'science kn
uUure' had well nigh become a conceded, even if unexpressed principle

n natural history, especially in botany. Under the study of homologies

—so fertile iu excellent results—botany and even zoology have become
ilmost exclusively morphological. In this fascinating book on the fer-

ilization of Orchids, and in his paper explaining the meaning of dimorph-

sm in hermaphrodite flowers, Mr. Darwin,—who does not pretend to be a

he science. Hereafter teleology must go hand in lui"nd with morphology,

In all this we faithfully believe tha

theology will richly gain, and equ:

iried form as original, or whether we

, that they are derived ;—the grand a

-/n in nature being drawn from the sai

ties, and enforced by nearly the sam

in the other.

3. UjKm a new species of Tomopteris.—This minute worm, c

magnitied figure (made by Prof. Dana while in the East Indies) is here

given, agrees in generic characters, (as they are stated by Grube, in D>e

FamiUen der Anneliden.) with T. oniscifonnis, from the figure of which

however, (published by Quoy anc"
"

niard, in the Ann. dea'Sci., V^ S
s,) it differs very markedly. It v

responds to what Carpenter anc

parede—as reported by Dr. Leuckart,

Wler;m. Arch., 18G0-6]

garded as the young con

onisciformis ; but the m

absence of the anterior pair of bristles,

which are also reported to characterize

the voung, make it highly improba-

ble that we have here an immature

form. Prof. Dana having very kindly

placed at the disposal of the writer his

occasional observations upon the

nelids made dnrinff the Wilkes Ex-

plane and diverging about 60''."
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III. ASTRON-OMY AND METEOROLOGY.
1. Name of Asteroid (se).—In vol. xxxii, p. 438, was given an

count of the re-discovery of asteroid (sb) to which the name of PseiK
Daphne had been provisionally given. M. Schubert has since selected
this planet the name of Melete, daughter of Uranus. The following c
rected elements of Melete have been furnished by R. Luther.

Epoch 1861, Oct. 24, Oh, m. t. Berlin.

Mean longitude at epoch, 323° 22' 52"-49

Longitude of perihelion, 293 39 30 -00

Longitude of ascending node, 194 24 17 -03

Inchnation of orbit, 8 149 -05

Excentricity, 0'2368702
Mean daily motion, 847"-49126
Mean distance, 0-2597G51

When i opposition and at its mean distance, this plai

lagnitude.

2. Tke Asteroids Feronia and JViobe,—The asteroid Feronia, at first

numbered (72), having been discovered before Niobe, the numbers Lave

been changed accordingly, and Feronia is now designated by the number

(71), while Niobe is designated by the number (72).

3. Name of Asteroid (73).—In vol. xxxiii, p. 436, was announced the

discovery of asteroid (73). To this planet has been given the name of

Clytia. The following elements were computed by T. H. Safford.

Epoch 18.62, May 2d, Oh, m. t. Washington.
Mean longitude at epoch^ 184° 80' 53 "-6

Longitude of perihelion, 61 11 13 -5

Longitude of ascending node, 7 32 23 -7

Inclination, 2 24 49 "6

Excentricity, 0-0439797
Mean daily motion, 815"029
Mean distance, -2666177

4. Discovery of Asteroid (74).—This planet was discovered by Henry

M. Parkhurst of New York, Sept 25, 1862. The following observations

have been furnished by Mr. Parkhurst.

Wfishington m. t. App. R. A. App. Dec.

Sept. 25, 7^46™ 23h46«n36s +1° ^'

26, 7 42 45 59 58

27, 8 17 45 17 61

29, 8 9 43 56 36
The brightness of this planet is equal to that of a star of the eleventh

magnitude.
^

5. Discovery of Comet I, 1862.—On the 2d of Julv, M. Tempel a*

Marseilles discovered near ^ Cassiopeia?, a comet which 'had the bright-

comet was discovered at Athens bv M Schmidt Its apparent diameter

^as tVom 20' to 25'. On the 3d of July, the same comk was discovered

4ih\!I
''^' ^''"'^ *' ^^^ Cambridge Observatory. Between the 3djnd

itiflg* close' proximity to the earth.'' Its'distfnce ft-'omllie earth' on thd
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4lh of July was by computation only nine millions of miles. The follow-

ing elements have been computed from observations of JuljS, 13, and 23d.

T = 1662, June 22-06776 Berlin.

n ~ 299° 20' 27"-0

g, = 326 32 53 '5

i ~ 7 54 26 -I

log. q = 9-991818

Motion retrograde.

6. Comet II, 1862.—The discovery of this comet, July 18th, at the

Dudley Observatory, was mentioned in the last number of this Journal,

p. 294. On the same evening this comet was discovered at the Cam-
bridge Observatory by H. P. tuttle. On the 22d of July it was discov-

ered at Florence; on the 25th it was discovered at Rome; and on the

26th it was discovered independently at Copenhagen.

The following elements have been computed from observations of

July 24, 31, and Aug. 6th.

T = 1862, Aug. 23-08967. m. t. Milan,

n = 344° 33' 28"-7

Q, = 137 12 15 -2

i = 66 12 50 -4

log. q — 9-983886

Motion retrograde.

On the 15th of August this comet attained a north declination of 82°,

d for five weeks from its first discovery, it remained within the circle of

Id hav.
perpetu

when its distance was thirty-t s of miles ; and it would have

ap"pekr7d^to gTelt advan tag'e had it not been for the light of the moon,

then at the first quarter. . . ...
7. M'lnlnia of Algol—T\v^ foUo

mum brightnes

in Greenwich t

18h 36'"

15 25*
Nov. 25. nh 7™

j

Dec. 18. 15" 38™

28. 13 56* 21. 12 27*

Dec. 1. 10 45 24. 9 16

4. 7 34 27. 6 4

The dates marked with an asterisk will be convenient for observation

in this country, and it is hoped they will not entirely escape the attention

""^

t^^MnlL.nn of Omkron Ceti.—Th^ brightness of Omicron Ceti was

J;m:ZZ:nZr^^^ pasts»mmerbyM. Schmidt at Athens,

and the'time of its max^num fixed at July 2d It was then ^I'g^t 7

fainter than Alnha Ceti. As the period of this star is 332 days, the next

irxTmumwm occur May 30, 1863, which probably however cannot be

observed on account of proximity to the sun.

""T^nZ^atinr, Meteoric firehall of Dec. Zd 1861.-Prof. E. Heis pub^

lishes in his ^-Wodun^crftfur A.tronomu. dcr a detailed account of a

briaht meteoric ball which exploded with a loud detonation a few miles

xX.E. of Halle, about 7 o'clock^ p. m., Dec. 3d, 1861. It was seen through-
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out Germany, even as far as Vienna, 300 miles distant. He received

about forty accounts of its appearance, some of them from persons ac-

customed to observations upon fireballs and shooting stars. The places

of the observers were such as to give excellent data for computing the

meteor's path. Few of these bodies have been better observed.
Prof. Heis concludes that it first appeared at an altitude of 130 Eng-

lish statute miles over N. lat. 52" 30', E. long. 11" 55', that is, a few-

miles N.E. of Magdeburg. It exploded, breaking into two or three parts,

at an altitude of 57 miles, over N. lat. 51° 38', E. long. 12° 10'. The

length of path was 88 miles, and the course sharply downwards, ma-
king an angle of about 50° with the horizon. It moved about 10° east

The interval of flight was variously estimated, but most of the obser-

vers called it from three to five seconds. Four seconds gives a relative

velocity of 22 miles. The diameter of the meteor he estimated at more

than 900 feet.

Its brilliancy, at the distance of 140 miles, equalled that of the full

moon. At Vienna it was at first equal to Venus, but increased to three

times the brilliancy of that planet. At Berlin, 100 miles distant, the

light was considered equal to that of a gaslight. Prof. Ileis hence estimates

its intrinsic light as 08,000,000 times that of an ordinary gas flame.

The first altitude of this body is probably greater than that of any

large fireball whose path has been determined with tolerable accuracy.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIEXTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Thirty-second Meetinff of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science.—The British Association met this year at Cam-
bridge, on the 1st of October and adjourned after a week's session. This

as its contents are not particularly interesting to American readers. V\e

copy the following abstract of Prof. Willis's address from the Chemical

News of Oct, 1 1 :—
This address was devoted to a statement of the objects of the Association, a

history of its proceedings, and a detailed account of the various grants ot

money made by it, for the advancement of science, during the thirty years ot

;his sum, it appeared, had been expenc
1 physics; geology and mechanical sci

pans eacn; and one part had been given to botany ar
appeared that very little had been devoted to the advs
only one-eighteenth having been divided amonn- th
geography, and statistics ; and we believe it may be a

^ ^.. .„.. „ , .„e President said, i

sutficiently accounted for by the nature of the subjects included in it, vsh
'""'""" "' ... -

.gggrch, observations,

!

f the globe. The principal items of expenditure m
g„es of the stars, the maintenance of Kew Observatc

obaervationa to determine the course of the tide wave ia various parts of

all proportion of this eighteenth has been allotted to the first of tl

:f„?/fi"5i'^^''?'^^^«^t
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series of observations and
1 magnetism. 26C0/. have

ere employed in the complet

irom the simpler compounds thus formed he is able to produce, by a succession
of steps, compounds more and more complex, until he bids fair to produce from
inorganic sources all the compounds of carbon and hydrogen which have
hitherto been only known as products of organic origin. Mr, Maxwell Simp-
son has also added to his former researches a step in the same direction, pro-

lynthetical process. But these importantcing some organic prodm
earches will be fully laid before you m tne lecture

ich Dr. Odling has kindly promised for Monday eve

3 continued his indefatigable researches on Poly-i

Esmg proposes a mode
may, perhaps, become

ig point of view. Jn this process nitric acid is

of part that it does in the manufacture of sulphuric

acting together with oxyds of manganese as car-

mosphere to the hydrochloric acid. The methods
;, (Prof. Graham) and
ive already produced

Afler a short notice of some public

the lamented death of Prince Albert^i

and Henslow,who filh
' ' ' ' "

^'

so concluded an address which was generally thought t

Tvishing Profes'sor Willis life, happiness, and pro;

his report on "Acoustics" (a work begun m IS:

thought that all would agree with him, that he i^

could not desire a longer than he wished the Prof

has been the case at the two last m
a in SectiHfwhich bore on the Darwinii

nedtobe
m theory,

StoftlVvSif"""''jrs, scientific and cientific, lay and clerical, male and

tS^'JSS"^ fB.'chenlical
p (if any)

man 'and amonkev.—Sectio Science,

had the usual sele ice. It WE idedoverbv]Professor \V. 1H. Miller.

and the Secretaries were Dr. Odlmi, Professor Roscoe, and W. H. Elphin-
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iices of some of the papers read before the v

ing the exact height, for

It was argued on the
ujpoiuesis ot the atomic constitution of bodies, that the upward resuHant
of the molecular forces on any atom, since it decreases as the height in-

creases, must eventually become just equal to the force of gravity, and
that beyond the height at which this equality is satisfied, there can be no
more atoms, the atmosphere terminating with a small finite density. It

has been generally stated that the earth's atmosphere is about 45 miles
high, but on no definite grounds, and the estimates of the height have
been very various. Against the opinion that it extends as far as the moon,
It was argued, that, as the moon would in that case attach to itself a con-

siderable portion by its gravitation, which would necessarily have some
connection with the rest, there would be a continual drag on the portion

more immediately surrounding the earth, and intermediately on the earth

Itself, which would in some degree retard the rotation on its axis. Hence,
if, as there is reason to suppose, the rotation be strictly uniform, the earth's

atmosphere cannot extend to the moon. The author also stated that if

by balloon ascents the barometer and thermometer were observed at two
heights ascertained by observation, one considerably above the other, and
both above the region in which the currents from the equator influence

the temperature, data would be furnished by which an approximate de-

termination of the height of the atmosphere might be attempted.
On the Augmentation of the Apparent Diameter of a body hy its

Atmospheric Refraction; by the Rev. Prof. Challis.—For reasons given

in the preceding communication, it was assumed that atmospheres gener-

ally have definite boundaries at which their densities have small bat finite

values. Two cases of refraction were considered : in the one, the curva-

ture of the course of a ray through the atmosphere was assumed to be

always less than that of the glJbe it surrounds ; and in the other, the

curvature of the globe might be the greater. The former is known to be

the case of the earth's atmosphere ; and it was supposed that, afortiort,

this must be the case with respect to any atmosphere the moon may be

supposed to have. On this supposition it was shown that the apparent

diameter of the moon, as ascertained by measurement, would be greater

than that inferred from the observation of an occultation of a star, be-

cause, by reason of the refraction of the atmosphere, the star would dis-

appear and reappear when the line of vision was within the moon's appa-

rent boundary. The same result would be obtained from a solar eclipse.

It was stated that, by actual comparisons of the two kinds of determina-
tions, such an excess to the amount of from 6" to 8" was found. This

difference may reasonably be attributed to the existence of a lunar atmo-
sphere of very small magnitude and density. The author also stated that

trora this result there would be reason to expect, in a solar eclipse, that a

slender band of the sun's disk immediately contiffuous to the moon's
border would be somewhat brighter than the othtr parts, and advised
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iliat especial attention should be directed to this point on the next occur-

rence of a solar eclipse. The case in which the curvature of the path of

the raj' is greater than that of the globe was assumed to be that of the

sun's atmosphere ; and it was shown, on this supposition, that all objects

seen by ravs wLich come from the sun's periphery are brought by the

refraction to the level of the boundary of the atmosphere, whether they

proceeded from objects on the surface of the interior globe, or from clouds

supposed to be suspended in the atmosphere. Accordingly, the contour

of the sun should appear quite continuous, and the augmentation of ap-

paient semi-diameter will be equal to the angle subtended at the earth by

the whole height of the atmosphere. The apparent diameters of the

planets will, for like reasons, be augmented to a certain amount by the

from the earth, the eclipse of a satellite will take place, as soon as the

visual ray is bent by the interposition of the atmosphere.

Promsional Report on Thermo-electric Currents m Circuits of one

Metal; by Mr. F. Jenkin.—Mr. Jenkin first gave a short description of

the electrical currents to which he had drawn the attention of the Asso-

ciation at their previous meeting, as due to loose contacts between two

unequally heated wires of one metal. Experiments were then described

with loose contacts between wires of two dissimilar metals. The great

intensity of the currents so obtained, compared with the ordmary thermo-

electric currents from metallic contact between the two metals was pomted

out; and it was shown that an analysis of the results proved, beyond

doubt, that the currents were of the same nature as those produced by

unequally-heated metals placed in an electrolvte : the thm films of melted

oxyds of copper and iron constitute this electrolyte with unequally-heated

junctions at surface of the two wires. This theory requires that the oxyd

of copper should be considered far more positive ihan iron, and the

oxvd of iron far more negative than copper. Direct experiments with

oxyds of iron and copper between platinum wires confirmed this conclu-

sion. It wa^s however, still considered doubtful how far
•^'^^[|'^^'y*^^^^|'|4

hLlJn'iL3,\ntTc"ipa\edTom'e'of' these results. A suggestion was ti.en

niade that the current observed by Magnus and others at the hret metallic

contact of unequally-heated wires of one metal may be due to the fact

that the electric'd qualities of a perfectly homogeneous metal do not

depend solely on its temper and temperature, as has
^^^f ^'l^^'^''

^"P"

posed, but to some extent on Uie time during which it has been main-

tained at that temperature; a fact proved, as regards ff^rical resistance

bv Mr. Mathiessen. In support of this view, it was stated that the cur-

rents obtained from these metallic contacts are not instantaneous as gen-

erally supposed, but continue for, at least, five minutes alter contact as

been" made, gradually diminishing from a maximum to a zero.

On the Zodiacal Light and Shooting Stars; by Prof. CHALUS.-The

phenomena of the zodiacal light, as gathered from observations made

both in northern and in southern latitudes, were stated to be as follows:—

As seen in north latitudes, it appears in the west after the departure of

twilight, as a very faint light, stretching along the ecliptic, about 10

Am. Jocb. Sci.-^eco>-d SEBa:9, Vol. XXXIV, No. m-Nov., 1862.
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aiioos are presented in the morning before sunrise in the oast, in the moni

of August and September. The figlit seen in the uutninn lies in the m
direction from tlie sun as that heen in tlie spring. In the southern hei

in spring in the east. The portion best seen in the southern

?s in the opposite direction from the sun to that which is

le northern hemisphere. The portion seen and the degree

epeiid on the inclination to the horizon of the part of the

which the liirlit !,tretche«. The greater the inclination, the

lined at large and equal angles to the ]

On Au(o'jra],hs of the Sun; by Prof.

Iistlidl' u'lJaTlm'-u

>eing the same as that of the instrument mad

J. ilerschell, for the Kew Observatory; and tl:

"'
Balfour Stewart and Mr. Buckk

,f.lnlv 9F, 5fi. 28. 29. 31; AugUi

bright da;

I a iarge group of spots); August 19, 20, 23, and
2^

? grou]) reappears much diminished ;
September 19, 23, '.

23d three ante

Korsclu-il, that t le two r aial .d regions of he SI 11 \\Lere the

vni to show t'h-it' the't'r

w i.,nsof the e

.

' regions of ''t

I'ast'c

a,e- highly

and that immer se waves of' -r are ""»»"
"S

which appear the dark cav of'tll'e'spols, vhose

by Wilson and

H£=S glimpses

'aril

of r
'asmyih a;i coufiriningthe e views.
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Some Peculiar Features in the Structure of the Sun's Surface; by
James Nasmyth.—The author said the subject was in itself most interest-

ing, but had been rendered much more so by the researches of Bunsen and
others upon the solar spectrum. He himself had paid much attention to the
structure of the sun and moon, but lately more particularly to that of the

July 20, 1860. It is still a mooted point as to what the

really are, but it is generally supposed that they are (

willow-shaped filaments, and it is from these that tlie wl

and lastly the body of the sun itself, which is dark, dt

light-giving substance. The willow-shaped filaments mt
distributed in symmetrical order, but in a heterogenec

accounts for the mottled appearance of the sun, seen by tl

observer through a telescope. He would offer no hypot

the composition or the functions of this luminiferous env

but thought it had better remain till a great number of

collected. His sole object was to introduce to the notice

the facts he himself had collected.

Mr. Nasmyth, in answer to some questions put to him

had used Sir John Herschel's eyeglass, of which he detail

3 the ascendin<y one. The vapor is attracted by a magnet; it

ttracted by heat, but it is repelled by cold. It renders steel

.e.-^ilts deduced from daily observations of the phosphorus in con

•ith the readiiK's of the barometer, the temperature and de

uraidity of the air, with directions of the wind, for a period of e

lonths, show that periods of luminosity of phosphorus and non-1

y occur under opposite condition
<" ^^ ~

-'

eculiar to the equatorial, while th

y the catalytic action of phosphoi
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(superoxyd of hydrogen) is formed, which is analogous to if not the

same as atmospheric ozone, and it can be detected by the same tests.

The author has found, by his usual tests, that phosphoric ozone is

developed only when the phosphorus is luminous. Periods of lumin-

osity and periods of atmospheric ozone take place under similar atmo-

spheric conditions, and the conditions of non-luminous periods and

periods of non-atmospheric ozone are the same. From the author's

observations in connection wiih this matter, which extend over sev-

eral years, it appears that 99 per cent of luminous periods and 91

per cent, of ozone periods commence with decreasing readings of the

barometer and other conditions of the equatoreal current; and that 94

per cent and 66 per cent terminate with increasing readings and the

conditions of the polar current. Luminous periods commence and iumm-

osity increases in brilliancy on the approach of storms and gales, and

ozone periods commence and luminosity increases in quantity under simi-

lar conditions. There is, it would appear also from these observations, an

intimate connection between the approach of storms, the commencement

of luminous and ozone periods and disorders of the nervous, muscular and

vascular systems. Here the author gave the dates of many storms and

gales, and the occurrence of diseases of the above class, showing their

coincidence; and in corroboration of what he had stated, he mentioned

the fiict that there was a concurrence in the issuing of Admiral FitzRoy s

cautionary telegrams and these diseases. He also stated that he views

the part performed by ozone in the atmosphere as being similar to tlia

performed by protein in the blood; the latter giving oxygen for the dis-

organization of worn-out tissues in the animal economy,—the former giv-

ing oxygen to the products of decomposition and putrefaction, and ren-

dering them innocuous or salutary compounds. With these views he

has used phosphorus as a disinfectant; and from the results be has

obtained, he believes that by using ozone artificially formed by the action

of phosphorus in localities tainted with the products of putrefaction, just m

sufficient quantity to tinge the usual test-paper, all diseases of the pyt

genie class would be prevented. Although the data are too few to ttie
-

rize upon, Dr. Moffat hoped that he would be excused for pushing tbe

matter beyond a simple statement of facts and observations, as man} tac

had been observed in nature which strongly corroborated all he na

advanced. Ozone, he observed, is in all probability formed wherever

there is phosphorescence ; and this is by no means an uncommon pne

nomenon. It is seen in life and in death, in the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, and in the mineral kingdom. Here many instances oiJi^os

phorescent bodies were enumerated, among which the ni^ht-shining

Neries was named as becoming particularly brilliant with a ^'recUon o

wind from points of the compass between east and south ;
and the

that the sea becomes luminous on the approach of storms by "'^^^^

animals floating on its surface was noticed. Many phosphorescent niJ-

erals were named; the fluor spar being particularly pointed out as Dei g

not only phosphorescent on slight increase of temperature, but as g

ing off ozone. The author concluded by observing that it is not i

probable that atmospheric ozone is formed by the phosphorescence o

these and similar bodies, and pointed to the absence of ozone and we^^

m^netic action during cholera periods, which are periods of noa-Iumi
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osity, and to the disappearance of cholera with the setting in of the

aurora, the author thinks, may yet be proved to be a display of luminosity.

C. Geology.—President, J. B. Jukes.—The President inquired ho'w

the variations of the surface called mountains, hills, clifts, g-lens, valleys

and plains were formed. He took, first, the formation of great plains,

and showed that althoutrh some were formed as plains on horizontal beds,

few even of these retained the original surface of deposition, but had
more or less a denuded surface. Many equally level plains were low and
level, because mountainous masses of rock, often greatly disturbed and
contorted, had been removed from above the present surface. The central

plain of Ireland, and other plains in the British Islands, were formed in

this way. All mountains, except volcanoes or "hills of ejection," were

either " hills of circumdenudation," formed by the wearing down and
removal of the rocks formerly around them, or "bills of uptilting." In

the latter, the lowest rocks appeared in the central parts of the chain,

often reared into the highest peaks ; and these central beds dip on either

hand under higher and higher groups, which come in as we recede from

the axis of the chain. The beds have been raised by mechanical force

acting from below; but this, however it had tilted or bent them, could

sion of moving water. These "hills of uptilting," then, were hills not

in consequence, but in spite of denudation, and would have been many

his belief that all the striking external features were the result of the

direct action of the external forces called the "weather," and were not

caused by any direct action of the internal forces, which could only reach

the surface through the thickness of the crust. He then examined these

forces of erosion ; and while he attributed to marine action all the greater

and more general features, the great plains, the long escarpments, and

the general outline of the mountains, he believed that the valleys which

traversed the plains, the gullies that furrowed the sides of the hills,

and the glens and ravines on the flanks of the mountains, were all due

to the action of the ice or water which fell on them from the atmosphere.

He did not give these views as altogether original, but mentioned Mr.

Charpentier and Mr. Dana as having long ago applied them to the Pyre-

nees and to the Blue Mountains of New South Wales; but, having been

long sceptical as to their reality, he now wished to record his conviction of

their truth. Mr. Prestwich, Prof. Ramsay and himself, while pursuing

different lines of investigation, had all been simultaneously compelled to

appeal to the sub-aerial action as the only method of explaining the phe-

nomena they had met with ; and Dr. Tyndal had since fallen mto the

same line of march.

On. the last eruption of Vesuvius ; bv l>r. Dauben-y.—The author

confines himself to those phenomena which appeared to present some

novelty, and to have a bearing upon the general theory of volcanic action.

phase of action. Its eruptions are more frequent but less violent than

they were formerly ; they proceed from a lower level than they did at an

earlier period; and they give vent to certaia new volatile or gaseous
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principles, such as the vapor of naphtha and and light carburetted hydro-

gen, or marsh gas, never before detected. The last eruption has likewise

caused an elevation of the coast to the height of 3 feet 1 inches above the

level of the sea, which has not been observed on any preceding occasion.

In speculating upon the causes which have produced these changes in

the nature of the operations of Vesuvius, the author first considers the

theory which recognizes a second class of volcanoes distinct from those

ordinarily known as such, and designated by the name of mud volcanoes.

As these are characterized by the emissions of carburetted hydrogen and

naphtha, as well as of semi-fluid mud, it might be suggested by those

who regard them as partakers of the nature of volcanoes, that Vesuvius

was now passing into the condition of a mud volcano from its emit-

ting these same products. But the author finds reason for denying that

the so-called mud volcanoes, of which Macalube in Sicily and taman in

the sea of Azof are types, have anything in common with genuine volca-

noes, such as Vesuvius, and he therefore contends that the above products

are generated simply owing to the action of volcanic heat upon contigu-

ous beds of Apennine limestone containing bituminous matters imbedded.

Hence would arise the enormous evolution of carbonic acid observed, and

the carburetted hydrogens as well as naphtha vapor which are found to

accompany it, and which may be regarded as the secondary and incidental

products of volcanic action, whilst the muriatic and sulphurous acids are

primary and effectual ones. The auther concluded by recommending to

the explorers of volcanic phenomena the accurate examination of the

gases evolved, as the best clue to the explanation of the true nature and

cause of volcanic action. The latest remarks of Deville and others on

volcanic emanations present nothing irreconcilable with the chemical

theory of volcanoes which the author has so long espoused ; but all he

asks of geologists is, diligently to record the facts, chemical as well m
physical, which volcanoes present, instead of contenting themselves witn

simply referring the eruptions to certain great cosmical changes which

they imagine to be taking place. ^. ..

D. Zoology.—President, Prof. Huxley.— 0/i the Zoological Signifi-

cance of the Brain and Limb characters of Man, with Remarks on the

Cast of ike Brain of the Gorilla ; by Prof. Owen.—Prof. Owen exhibited

two casts, one of the human brain, which had been hardened in spirits,

and had therefore n(tt preserved its exact form, but to all intents and pur-

poses it would serve as an illustration of the human brain. The other

cast was taken from the interior of the cranium of the gorilla. From an

examination of these, the difference between the brain of man and that

of monkeys was at once perceptible. In the brain of man, the posterior

lobes of the cerebrum overlapped, to a considerable extent, the small brain,

did not project beyond the lobes of the cerebellum. The posterior lobes

in the one were prominent and well marked ; in the other, deficient.

These peculiarities had been referred to by Todd and Bowman. From »

very prolonged investigation into the characters of animals, he f*^"^ Pf

'

suaded that the characters of the brain were the most steadfast; and tie

was thus induced, after many years of study, to propose his class9ihc-»«'>P

of the mammalia, based upon' the differences in the development ot tbeir

braiQ structure. He had placed i
- ^f
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l^osteiior lobes of his brain, the existence of a posterior cornu in the lat-

coinu,—in a distinct sub-kingdom, which he had called Archencephala,
between whicli and the other UK-mbers of the niariimaha the distinctions

estimation, was a far better guide in classifying animals than the foot;
but the same difi'erence that existed between their brains was also observ-
able between their feet. The lecturer referred to a diairram which renre-
sented t i aye-aye,

^rod sufficiently great to elevate man from the sub-kingdom to \

Prof Huxley observed that the paper just laid before the Sectio

peared to him in no way to represent tfie real nature of the problem i

discussion. lie would therefore put that problem in another way.

question of fact was, what are the structural ditierences between
and the highest apes?—the question of reasoning, what is the systei

value of those differences ? Several years ago. Prof. Owen had i

i respecting the differences which obtained bet

had not entirely borne oi

Prof Huxley discussed t

apes, and showed that the same argument could be based upon them i

on the brain : that argument being, that the structural differences betwee

man and the highest ape are of the same order and only slightly differei

'n degree from those which separate the apes one from another. In coi

elusion, he expressed his opii

present. In his opinion, the d

intellectual. Prof Rolleston said he would try and supply the members
of the Association with the points of positive difference between the

human and the ape brain. For doing this we had been abundantly

shown that the hippocampus minor and the posterior lobe were insufficient.

As differentive, they must be given up at last But as much had recently

been done for the descriptive anatomy of the biain by Gratiolet and oth-

ers as had been done for astronomy by Stokes and Adams, for language

by Max Miiller, and that this had been ignored in this discussion was
little creditable to British science. This analysis of the brain's structure

had established as differentive between man and the ape four great differ-

ences—two morphological, two quantitative. The two quantitative are the
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^ (he sfreat hoiVlit of

nnltifidity of the f
'

acquaintance with the works of foreign fellow-ltiboiers at great disadvan-

tage in the eyes of such foreigners as^'might be present* Prof. Kolleslon

sary veherne*'nce,"ho°was so/ry for it; but that lie felt there were things

truth were things higher and better than were the rnles of etiquette or

decorous reticence. Mr. W. 11. Flower, looking at the subject solely in

the anatomical view and as a question of fact, stated that the result of a

posterior lobe or the hippocampus minor, which parts were proportion-

ately more largely developed in many monkeys than in man, and thai if

these parts were used in the classification of man and the monkeys the

follow the baboons, the cercopitheci, macaque ; then man must be placed,

followed by the anthropoid apes, the orang-outang, chimpanzee and

gorilla; and last, the Anierican howling moHkov.--Prof. Owen replied,

that Prof, liolleston had led the meeting to conclude that he had not paid

anatomists; whereas he might be permitted to state that almost at the

very time that Leuret wrote his memoir on this subject, he had delivered

a course of lectures on the convolutions of the brain, wliiih, he regretted,

had not been published, owing to tlie pressure of other labors; but the

seum of the Royal College of Surgeons.
2. Correspondence of Sir Wm Reid and W. C. Bedfield.—io\\n H.

Redfield, of Philadelphia, son of the distinguished investigator of the

law of Storms, has presented to the Library of Yale College, the

original letters of Sir W. Reid to Mr. W. C. Redfield, and copies of the

letters of the latter, to Sir William. The correspondence is arranged

chronologically and is bound in three handsome folio volumes. In order

that gentlemen devoted to meteorologv may understand the character ot

this collection of letters, so importaiit in 'the History of the science of

Storms, we append a note of Mr. J. H. Redfield, introductory to the

volumes.

«The correspondence contained in these vohm^cs consists for the most part

of the autograph letters of vSir VViliiam Reid to William C. Redfield of ISev

York, togrether with copies of those written by the latter in rcplv.
^

Sir William Reid (then a Lieutenant Colonel in the Engineer Service ot

Great Britain) was appointed Governor of the Bermuda Islands at the close ol
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Ercatio?a

Barbadoea, having- under his
iritish Windward Islands of the West Indies. In 1848 i

and returned to England, where he was soon after put in charge of
;neer Department at Woolwich, and in J850 waes appointed Chairman
cecutive Committee for the Great Industrial Exhibition of 1851. Aftpr
; of the Exhibition the honor of knisrhthood was conferred upon him,
le beginning of 18.12 he was made Governor of Malta, where he re-
ill the close of 1857, when the health of Lady Reid had suffered so
•m the debilitatinof climate that he was compelled to resign his post
rn to England. Thei?e letters therefore cover the whole period of his
rvice as a civilian, and bear testimony to the active and untiring zeal
a Colonial Governor he manifested for the permanent welfare of the

"TAe Good Governor'''—applie

To the n "

another kind. In 1831 Mr. Redtield I

and shortening the duration of these gales. These earlier papers of Mr. Red-
field fell under the notice of Col. Reid, while stationed at Barbadoes as an
engineer officer, and were to him the first satisfactory solution of a problem
which had long engaged his attention. From this time Col. Reid became an
active laborer in the same field of inx-estigation, and he opened the corres-

pondence which follows—a correspondence which continued for nearly twenty
years until terminated by the death of Mr. Redfield.

These letters are therefore in a peculiar manner illustrative of the history of
the » development of the law of storms and variable winds," while they are

equally illustrative of the mental activity as well as the eimplicity and benevo-

lence of character, which marked these two friends, and so long harmomous

other, but destined to meet only in a 'brighl

A few letters from Lady Reid, with the r

collection. They are necessary to render the series complete, and are wortl

of preservation not only from her terse, vivacious style, but because her coi

times shed a light upon Governor Reid's merits, which 1

sty would hardly reveal.
. , , , ,

Ifield's letters have been copied from his own letter-book, and a

y'his eldest son, and the hours spent ;

those who best knew him can best testify.

New York, January, 1858."

3. Supposed fall q

over the houses on the south side of Chestnut, between Second and Third

streets. At the sarae instant a noise resembling that of an explosion of a

steam boiler startled the people in the vicinity, and this was nnrae^ateiy

followed by a crash through one of the large windows of the office of

Am. Joub, Sci.-Seco«> Sebibs, Vol. XXXIV, No. 102.-Not., 1862.
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John Riggin, Real Estate Agent, on the North side of Chestnut street.

A crowd of curious persons rushed to the spot, to find out something

more of tlie unusual occurrence, when they were rewarded by the discov-

ery that a piece of solid iron—or rather what appeared to be a mixture

of iron and other substances—weighing about a quarter of a poun<l, liad

f-illen from the upper regions. We learn that the piece of iron will be

Landed over to the Academy of Science."

—

St. Louis neiospaper.

Dr. B. F. Shumard, to whom we are indebted for this information,

adds: "The specimen has the appearance of meteoric iron, and when

found, weighed 25-375 ram. gr, measured one inch and a half in length,

"It is stated to have come from a south westward iy direction, passing

over some houses on the south side of Chestnut street, betwen 2d and

3d streets, striking the window of the office of Mr. John Riggin, Real Es-

tate broker on the north side of Chestnut street, shattering a large pane

of glass a few inches above the ground floor and then bounding obliquely

backwards several feet. Mr. Eugene Riggin was in the office at the time

of the fall, three or four feet from the window, and immediately ran out

and picked up the specimen. Mr. Riggin is regarded here by ail who know

him as a man of veracity. Several p'ersons of respectability on the street

also witnessed the fail, and all of them state thai they distinctly beard

a whizzing noise during the passage of the body through the air. These

are the facts as I gathered them immediately after I heard of the wl
I confess that I was somewhat sceptical at first, but after ascertaining the

above facts I became a believer. Dr. Litton subseq '
--^ -'"

? specimen but could no

I again in doubt."—Ze«er/rom Dr. Shumard.

VI. BOOK NOTICES.

1. Dana's Manual of Oeology*—In our last number we announced the .

near completion of Prof. Dana's Geology, Before these lines are seen i>y

our readers the book will be issued. Favored by an inspection of the

advanced sheets we are able to give some notice of the scope and con-

tents of the volume.

The first feature of the work which arrests attention is its thoroughly

American character. We copy from the Preface what the author says

on this point.

"Two reasons! have led the author to give this Manual its American charac-

ter : a desire to adapt it to the wants of American students, and a behet ui ,

on account of a peculiar simplicity and unity, American Geological «i''^"'^

aiforda the best basis for a text book of the science. North America stanaa

alone in the ocean, a simple isolated specimen of a continent (even boutfl

Ame.-ica lyin- to the eastward of its meridians), and the laws of proffress have

been undisturbed by the conflictin-r movements of other land.". The author

has, tlierefore, written out American Geology by itself, as a continuous history-

'. Dana, M. A., LL.D., S.lliman Professor of GeoI«gJ

. _
leire, Ac, Ac. Illustrated by a <^hart oj

J|1J. p^^-

>»Tl,„„jl.J^n.-... l"^^^'
"^^ ^. '"°™„. [^^"*^^."J'°"1<rfo c^oll ftvo. PP- 812-
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Facts have, however, been added from other continents go far as was required
to give compleieness to the work and exhibit strongly the comprehensiveness
of Its principles."

It has long been a just source of complaint that the students of geology
must seek in vain for any compact and well arranged view of the sj-stem
of American Geology, and few but professional geologists have had the

official Reports of the various State Geologists ; while still fewer have felt

themselves able to reconcile the numerous discrepancies growino- out of a
want of unity in plan and nomenclature among the authors of these

Prof Dana, with that methodizing skill and philosophic power which
is a prominent feature of his mind, has here for the first time produced
in full detail what may be emphatically called the American System of
Geology. The science is here taught from American examples, and while
no important principle or class of phenomena is left unillustrated by the
choicest European or cosmopolitan instances, the student is delighted by
finding the keys of the subject in his own hands, the field of study and
observation being within his own reach.

to the study of British Geology by the
Murchison, Lyell, Bakewell, Manteil,

re from the vigor and beauty of their

style as authors, than from the fact that the subject was brought home to

Bntish tourists by the local interest inseparable iVom the name and fame
of familiar domestic scenes. Such a service has Prof Dana rendered to

American students and tourists in his present work. But we should do
the author injustice if we left the impression that this was the most im-
portant feature of the work, interesting as this is to American students.

It is as the historian of the earth's progress through the successive

stages of its development that the author has shown his original power.

From this point of view the volume demands tlie attention of a wider

audience than can be asked for any mere text-book or local manual. It

more of the earth's surface than ]'rof. Dana, and his powers and oppor-

tunities as an original observer have been second only to his power of

analysis of the true value of the labors of others. The same character-

istics of accurate and exhaustive statement and lucid order, which have

made Dana's Mineralogy an authority in all countries, will carry the

The spirit in which the book is writt"en is well exp'ressed in the con-

cluding lines of the preface.

" Geoloo-v is rapidly taking its place as an introduction to the higher history

of man. If the author has sought to exalt a favorite science, it has been with

the desire that man—in whom geological history had its consummation, the

prophesies of the successive ages their fulfillment—tnight better comprehend

his own nobility and the true purpose of his existence."



-Volcanic""
'''''',

'^''''^^'^Z]^.^^'^?!]!^!^!'.^
General Features of the Globe, and their oVii"in,—American

'
geoJoglcal 1

and Exploring Expedit

•and the Temperature of the Globe, i

The iilustratio 3 of American Palseozoic life have been largely copied fi

the Reports of Professor Hall. A few of the Palisozoic figures, and many of
later periods, are from original drawings made by Mr. F. B. Meek, to whose
artistic skill and palaeontological science the work is, throuo-hout, greatly
indebted. The drawings were nearly all made on the wood for^eneraving by
Mr. Meek

; and the pateontological pages have had the benefit of his revision.
The name of the engraver, Lockwood Sanford, of New Haven, also deserves

In selecting figures of foreign fossils for the Manual, those used in Lyell's
and other standard English works have, with few exceptions, been avoided, so

that the student owning any of those volumes will have additional illustrations
of the science. Many of the foreign figures are from the beautifully illustrated

iumbus, Ohio; e'. BillTngs, of Montreal, Canada; E. Jewett, of Albany, N. Y.;
and VV. L. Minor and Frank H. Bradley, of New Haven. Mr. Bradley has
given freely his constant assistance during the progress of tfie volume through
the press." = ^ ^

The work is divided into four parts. Part I, Physiographic Geology.
Part 11, Lithological Geology. Part III, Historical Geology. Part IV,

Dynamical Geolog}-,

To assist those not farailiar with Zoology, a review of the classification

of animals, with many illustrations, is given before entering upon the His-

By printing the details in a finer type the book has been adapted to

two classes ot students—the literary and scientific. The convenience of

a literary class has been further provided for by the addition of a brief

synopsis of the work in which each head is made to present a subject,

or question for special attention. A catalogue of American localities

of fossils IS also in the Appendix and will greatly aid the researches of

young collectors.
^

The printer, publisher, and engraver have each done their best to make
this volume attractive and useful. The wood-cuts in particular are of

unusual excellence, and show the value of condensation and good taste m
arrangement in saving space, the wonder being that over one thousand
tgures can he so compendiously and clearly exhibited. »-.

2 Contributions to the Ethnography and Philology of the Indian
Iribes of the Missouri Valley. By Dr. F. V. Hayden. 230 pages, 4to,

jnh a map and two plates. From the Transactions of the Anieiican

Philosophical Society. 1862.~We have received a separate copy ot this

Srl-'l^T''''"'.
^^"''^' ^'^™^ P^--' 2d of the Xllth vol. of the Transac-

tions .ot the American Philosophical Society. Dr. Hayden has enjoyed
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excellent opportunities for the study of the languages and habits of our
North American Indians, while engaared in the a;oologic;il exi>]oralion of
the Upper Missouri. Our readers will recall his'aitide on the Mandan
Indians on page 57 of this volume. The contents of the present memoir,
after an introduction, embrace the following subjects:

II. Knisteneaux, or Crees—Etlinographical History; 111, Blackfeet

—

Ethnographical History; IV. Remarks on the Grammatical Structure of
the Blacktbot Language; V. Vocabulary of the Sik-si-ka. or Blackfoot
Language; VI. Shyennes—Ethnographical History ; VIL Remarks on
the. Grammatical Structure of the Sliyenne Language; VIIL Vocabulary
of the Shyenne Language.

IX. Arapohos—Ethnographical History, and Remarks on the Gratn-

tnatical Structure of their Language; X. Vocabulary of the Arapoho
Language; XI, Atsinas—Ethnographical History and Vocabulary.

_
XrV. Dakotas—Ethnographical History and Vo

or Crow Indians—Ethnographi(

matical Structure of their Language ; AVll. vocabulary ot the Aub-sa-

ro-ke, or Crow Language; XVIH. Minnitarees—Ethnographical History

and Vocabulary ; XIX. Mandans—Ethnographical History
; XX. Ob-

servations on the Grammatical Structure of the Mandan Language;

XXL Vocabulary of the Mandan Language; XXH. Sketch of the

Onid-ha, and Iowa or Oto Indians, with Vocabularies.

Fifty copies of this memoir were printed at the author's expense, which

he desires to dispose of at two dollars per copy. Those desiring the

work can obtain it bv addressing Prof. S. F, Baird, Assistant Sect. Smith-

sonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

3. Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, held at Phila-

delphia, for promoting useful knowledge. Vol. xii, new series. Parts i

and 11, pp. 46 1. Philad., 1862.—The contents of this volume are,

Article L On the Geology and Natural History of the Upper Missouri

;

with a map. By F. V. Hayden, M.D. pp. 1-218.

IL Experiments and observations upon the Circulation in the Snappmg

Turtle {Chelonura serpentina), with especial reference to the pressure of

tlie blood in the arteries and veins. By P. Weir Mitchell, M.D. pp.

219-230.

in. On the Ethnography and Philolog)^ of the Indian Tribes of the

Missouri Valley ; with a map and plates. By F. V. Hayden. M.D. pp.

It will' be seen from the above titles that much of the sulsranee of

this volume has already appeared in this Journal in the various papers of

Dr. Hayden which we have published. The Philosophical Society well

maintains the objects for which it was founded, "for promoting useful

knowledge."
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' Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-

!61 : Wasliington, D. C, 1862. 8vo, pp. 463.—In his Re-

~ " ' • " sonian, Prof. Henry remarks:

during the existence of an intestine

slioiikl be able to conduct its affairs with the same persistence and suc-

cess as in the tranquil years of its previous history. The interruptions

and embarrassments, however, although frequent, and in some cases per-

plexing, have not prevented the continuance of the general operations of

the Institution, or the prosecution of most of the special objects which

had previously been determined upon as falling within the scope of the

plan of its ore^anization."
, .

However this may be we are struck in examining this report with its

the value of the important achievements made by the Institution itseh"'"

furtherance of the benificent design of its founder to " increase and diflfuse

knowledge among men."

The Report of the Secretary addressed to the Regents, reviews the

present condition of the fund, the income of which has been diminished

by non payment of interest on about $6i>,000 of bonds of disloyal states,

while a substantial addition to the fund has occurred of about $25,000

from the falling in of an annuity heretofore paid to a relative of Smithson,

now deceased. While the active operations of the Institution will not be

curtailed by the existing state of civil war, no new undertakings of magni-

tude will at present be "begun. The Secretary, as is his custom, reviews

the contents of the publications of the Institution for the year, giving

an analysis of the concluding paper, discussing the results of Dr. Kanes

Arctic observations, and of a series of papers on the meteorological ob-

servations made during the voyage of Sir F. L. McClintock in search ol

Sir John Frankliu in the Fox—1857-1859. These papers form part ot

theXIIIthvolumeof the "Contributions." . _
The Miscellaneous Collections include works intended to facilitate the

study of the various branches of natural history, to give instruction as

^
the methods of observing natural phenomena, and a variety oi o i

matter connected with the progress of science. Very properly, '"
J'^"*

°

its great value as a key to the accurate study of Geology, the Smithsonian

has published a series of valuable works on Conchology. They are nv«

in number as follows, viz.:
t, p P

1st. Elementary introduction to the study of conchology, oy i-- •

Carpenter, of England. ,

2d. List of the" species of shells collected by the United States explor-

ing expedition, by the same author.
_ , Tt^Uprl

3d. Descriptive catalogue of the shells of the west coast of the bniteu

States, Mexico, and Central America, by the same author.

4th. Bibliography of North American conchology, by W. p- 1^'°"^^;

5th. Descriptive catalogue of the air-breathing shells of North America,

by the same author. ^
The Secretary announces that the illustrations presented from the w

cuts of the British Museum Catalogue by Dr. Gray, and designed w^

illustrate Dr. Carpenter's Elementary introduction, are now ready tor ai

tribution to all who have the work in a separate form.
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The Smithsonian is also engaged in developing the history of Ameri-
can Entomology in a thorough "and systematic manner, the details of
-which are given in the Secretary's report.

Ethnology also receives particuhir attention and a large nnmber of

collaborators are engaged in working up this department of knowledge on
which indeed the earlier volumes of the Contributions are particularly full.

The system of meteorological observations inaugurated by the Smith-
sonian at the outset of its career is still maintained and the 2d volume of

the Observations is nearly ready to be issued. The state of war has seri-

ously impaired the receipt of records from the states in rebellion and to

a good degree too broken up the system of returns from the military

posts of the Pacific coast.

The magnetic instruments sent to Key West have been constantly

observed and the photographic records uninterruptedly kept up in spite

of their nearness to the seat of war, at the joint expense of the Smith-

sonian and Coast Survey.

Under the heads of Laboratory, Explorations, Collections of Natural

History, Museum, Exchanges, Literary, Gallery of Art, and Lectures, val-

uable information is given fur which unfortunately we have not space.

Since the rendering of the last report two of the Regei

the present volume contains eulogies on Prof. C. C. Feltoi

of Yale College, who was elected his successor, and also

A. Douglass by his successor Hon. Samuel A. Cox, ot the House of J

The General Appendix contains a number of voluable memoirs, &

of them prepared for the Report by their authoi-s, others translated f

the French or German. These are preceded by an abstract of the ]

Lectures.—On the Construction of Bridges, by Prof. F. Rogers. On
the Relations of Time and Space, by Prof S. Alexander. On Arctic Ex-

plorations, by Dr. L L ILiyes.

Memoir of Geoffroy Saint Hilaire, by M. Flourens.*

The Sun : Its Chemical Analysis, by Augnste Laugel.

Progress of Astronomical Photosrraphy. bj Dr. Lee.

Small planets between Mars and Jupiter, by Prof. Lespiault.*

Scintillation of the stars, by C. U. Dufour.

Synthetical Studies and Experiments on Metamorphism and on the

formation of Crystalline Rocks, by M. Daubree ;
translated for this Re-

port by T. Eggleston.

Report on 'Nitrification, by Dr. B. F. Craig.

Notes on the history of Petroleum or rock oil, by T. Sterry Hunt.

Explosibility of coal oik by Z. Allen.

.4rrWo^y.—Lacustrian Cities of Switzerland. Fauna of Middle Eu-

rope durincr the Stone Age. Report upon the Antiquarian and Ethnolo-

gical Collections of the Cantonal Museum at Lausantie. Report to the

Commissioners of the Museums of the Canton ot Vaud on the Researches

made at Concise. Ancient Mounds at St. Louis, Missouri. Instructions

* Translated for this Report by C. A. Alexander.



for ArchsGological Investigations in the United States. Circular on the

Ancient Mining Operations of the Lake Superior Copper Region. Sog-

gestions relative to an Ethnological Map of North America.

Natural History.—List of Birds of the District of Columbia, by E.

Coues and D. W. Prentiss.

Prize Questions of Scientific Societies.—HoWmd Society of Science at

Harlem. Batavian Society of Experimental Philosophy at Rotterdam.

Society of Arts and Sciences at Utrecht. Royal Academy of the Nether-

We have to thatik Prof. Henry for bringing together for convenient

reference the lists of Prize Questions of scientific societies. We do not

know where else to look for this information at one view and beg leave

to suggest to the distinguished Secretary of the Smithsonian that this

list be continued in future Fieports and extended to embrace a yearly

list of ail the prize questions tending to the advancement of knowledge

(not merely 'science' in a technical sense) which may be proposed any-

where. We know of no more acceptable service which the Institution

can perform. We give in this connection a passage from a letter of a

valued correspondent who speaking on this subject says:

" It is now far from easy for any one %vho may happen to live outside of the

are ofFered even by such prominent bodies as the Royal Society or the French

Academy, while the programmes of many active societies like the Soc. d t,n-

gement, tlie Soc. Industrielle de Mulhouse, and several of the other pro-

il societies uf France, too-ether with many in Germany, are certainly not

n to one in a hundred of the persons competent, and likely to pontend tor.

— r ,,..„_. _ _ . ..,„. .o probably be nearly

regard to some of our American prizes—like the Rutnford medal, for discove-

ries in light and heat, of the American Academy ; if not others like the medi-

cal premiums of Fiske and Boylston. ,

The offer of prizes is important not only in affording an incentive to lauda-

ble ambition, in tendinjr to brin? out talent and labor which would otherwise

^the paths

J worked upon^ by thein. the au--
.

pecial-

Having always believed that a prominent reason why several of the prizes

in question have been so seldom taken is to be sought for in the lack of puD-

licity which has attended their announcement, I am especially desirous of see-

ing a trial of the plan just proposed, during a decade or two at least- I canno

but believe but that it would prove to be a valuable aid to the progress oi

5. Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. New'

series, Vol. V, Part H. Philadelphia : printed for the Academy, Uct^

1862. 4to, pp. 111-216, with 33 plates.—The contents of this part are.

Art. HL Monograph of the fossil Polyzoa of the Secondary and ier

tiary Formation of North America. By William Gabb and Or- o.-

Horn, M.U.
Art. IV. Description of new birds from Western Africa in the Museum

of the Academy of Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia. By John Cassin.

Art V. New Unionid^ of the United States and ArcUc America, uy
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The Academy of Natural Sciences nobly maintains its prominence
among the publishing Societies of the United States, surpassing them all

in the beauty of its quarto Journal and of the numerous plates with which
Its articles on natural history are illustrated. We are particularly struck
with the dravvings (on stone by Ibbotson from Gabb's originals) illustrat-

ing the fossil Polyzoa, which for perfectness have not been surpassed.

We are reminded by the appearance of Mr. Lea's paper in this Part of

—4. Observations on the genus Unio, etc.; by Isaac Lea, LL.D., &c.,

with 18 Plates, Vol. VIII, Part II, Feb., 1862, read Nov. 12, 1861, pp. 57-
115. Mr. Lea's papers on the Unionidae and other fiesh water genera are

too well known by all students of malacology to require any extended
notice at our hands. As far back as March, 1860, Mr. Lea stated {Proc.

Phil. Acad., March 13, 1860) that the number of species described or

known to exist in this department was as follows: Unio 465, Margari-

tana 26, Anodouta 59 = 550, to wliich he added as not yet described

Ilonduras, Central America, and one in Canada—Unio 2\), Anodonta
8 = 37, making the grand total at that date 617. Since then he has

Death of General 0. M. Mitchel.—Science mourns the sudden dea

by yellow fever, of the patriot-soldier and eminent sf.ientist, Major Gene

OttMSBr McKnight MiTCHEL, which occurred at Beaufort, S. C, on t

30th of October.

He had just entered, with his accustomed zeal and energy, upon the ;

duous duties of this difficult Military Department, when befell asacrifi

to that fearful scourge, the general absence of which among our armi

on the southern coast has been among the most noticeable hygienic fa<

of the campaign.

General (Prof.) Mitchel was born on the 28th of August, 1810,

adolescence. He graduated as a cadet at West Point Military Acadeir

Mathematics. Ho subsequently studied and pra
"

and in 1834 accepted a chair of nial

cinuciti College, which he held until

of the Railway system of Ohio, by c

ant lines of Railway in that State.

"The Cincinnati Observatory owes

O.M. Mitchel. In the years 1841 a

called

: in the Cin

He aide*

irs were subscribed in shares of twenty-live dollars; ana

observatory was given by Nicholas Longworth, Esq. It c

acres of ground, on one^of the higlie- ^-^'^ - »'- "-^^

:. JotJB. Sci.—Secosd 6
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^litchel visited Europe to purchase a telescope. At Munich, he found an

)l.je(;t glass of twelve inches aperture, which had been tested by Dr.

pronounced c
red. This was

dered to be mounted, and was purchased for $9,437.

arrived in Cincinnati in February, 1845. In November,

the observatory was laid by the venerable John

• -^hty feet long and thirty feet broad.

, perfected his well known sy^t'^m of

and published for a time the Sidereal Mes-

senger, the first exclusively Astronomical Journal in the United States.

His method of recordinor risfht ascensions and declinations by aid ot elec-

tro-magnetism, to withb ;^Wth of a second of time, is
^^l|J^^"^^J^Jy

^?'iKT"!.'!Lt;n!,.,.!Zf^ ;nT'inr.™pries of tr^ansit measurements for dif-

h the U. S. Coast Survey. He re-

measured Struve's double stars south of the equator, resolvmg "lany '

before marked as double or triple. The exact period of rotation ot Mars

and the companion of Antares are also among his discoveries, lie re-

tained connection with this Observatory to the last; whde m 18oy ne

was also made Director of • the Dudley Observatory at Albany.
^^

ii'*

"Planetary and Stellar Worlds" and his "Popular Astronomy are

tnong the best known ot tiis wntmgs.
Probably no discourses on so abstri

created such an impression on the public

tures in 1859 in the N. Y, Academy of iviusic, wuere uy n.^..--—
-.

his descriptions—using no diagrams but such as he described in the air y

a wand—he held vast audienc^es in the most wrapt attention, unaidea ly

any of the usual accessories of scientific demonstration. The same '

passioned eloquence moved his hearers, when the peril of \"S ''°"

"

J'

led him to abandon the Observer's chair and his equatonals o d nect

armies. The record of his remarkable military exploits belongs elsewbei^

Suffice it to say that dying he leaves a record as brilliant m arms, as

been his career in other and more peaceful pursuits. ,

Newton Spaulding Manross.-Wc have also to record the
\o^JJ^

this war of anothet ,

appeared in these pages

—

Newton Spaulding Manross, 1 h

Professor of Chemistry at Amherst, was killed in the battle ot .--

September l7th, while gallantly leading a charge at the head ot hia

panv in the 16th Connecticut Volunteers. , x],g

Dr. Manross was a graduate of Yale College in 1849, and ooK i

degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Gottingen in 1852. Geology au^_

mining engineering were his special pursuits. He has been mutii
^^^

pied in the exploration of the Isthmus of Panama with reference i

^.^

proposed section of that neck of land by an interoceanic <''^"'\'
^^.^jj

description of the Pitch lake of Trinidad, which he vi^itod m Soo

be found in vol. xx, p. 153 of this Journal. His Inaugural The.is on

Artificial Production of Minerals' will also be recalled for Us merits.

i.D., acting

* Loomis's History of Astronomy i: i States, p. 452.
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